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ABSTRACT 
 

 
 What did William Blake mean when he threatened the world with a “Bible of Hell” in The 

Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1790)?  A critical survey of the history of scholarship on the topic 

(Ch. 2) reveals a variety of unsupported Bible of Hell canon theories among 180 critics.  The 

most plausible theory (though not the most popular) among them is that the Bible of Hell 

comprises Blake’s eight 1790-95 Illuminated Books—The Marriage and the Lambeth Books. 

 Part I of this study examines how The Marriage establishes a Bible of Hell program with 

four inclusion criteria by which the works of 1793-95 abide: (1) a rhetoric of diabolical revision, 

which reclaims the Devil as a Christological redeemer and exposes Yahweh as the Antichrist;  

(2) organization by contraries; (3) mock-biblical revision; and (4) illumination.  Chapters 3-6 

examine these criteria in their literary-historical contexts, first by tracing the genealogy of 

diabolical revision in satirical diabologies and mundus inversus literature and art.  Chapters 4-5 

examine aspects of biblical revision in the context of early Christian heresies, modern sects, 

Enlightenment biblical scholarship, speculative mythography, and biblical parodies.  Chapter 6 

considers Blake’s Bible of Hell in the context of the illustrated Bible market of the 1790s. 

 Part II (Chs. 7-10) assesses Blake’s 1788-95 work according to these criteria, showing that 

the works of 1788-89 develop Bible of Hell features that culminate in The Marriage and 

continue in the 1793-95 mock-biblical prophecies.  Here the dissertation’s focus shifts to the 

conceptual evolution of the Bible of Hell in response to the failure of the French Revolution.  

Whereas The Marriage prophesied apocalypse as the righting of the upside-down world by a 

revolutionary, antinomian Christ, its 1793-95 sequels lose faith in revolution but critique biblical 

monotheism as the basis of historical tyranny.  The final chapter examines conceptual tensions 

within the works of 1793-95 to hypothesize why Blake may have abandoned the Bible of Hell. 
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WHAT IS THE BIBLE OF HELL ? 
 

 Note. This Angel, who is now become a Devil, is 
my particular friend: we often read the Bible to- 
-gether in its infernal or diabolical sense which 
the world shall have if they behave well 
 I have also: The Bible of Hell: which the world 
shall have whether they will or no.  (Blake, MHH 24; E44) 

 
 
 Shocking for its apparent blasphemy, the “Note” threatening a “Bible of Hell” at the end of 

The Marriage of Heaven and Hell proper (1790) reveals its author’s radical agenda to correct his 

topsy-turvy times by inverting its foundational text, the Bible, and to rewrite it from the Bible’s 

victims’ point of view.  With the French Revolution threatening to level all hierarchies, Blake 

sought to expose the power nexus he called “State Religion” by upturning its textual foundation.  

His heresy in reading the Bible “infernally” was to discern cloven hooves under the robes of its 

main protagonist, Yahweh, whom he read as a genocidal tyrant, more demon than deity. 

 The Bible of Hell rewrites the biblical mythos not only to expose Yahweh as the satanic 

impostor Urizen, but to match him with revolutionary Christ-figures who turn our upside-down 

world right-side up again.  This antinomian, anti-Yahwist, anti-establishment agenda required 

shocking new expressions for its time.  Blake thus reclaims the Devil that the increasingly 

reactionary British state had used to smear republican activism.  In this persona, the Marriage 

narrator warns that, come the English Revolution, the world had better behave itself. 

 The diabolical narrator’s mock-paternalistic tone makes “The Bible of Hell” on its own 

seem like a mere idle threat.  Following The Marriage’s apocalyptic climax, however, the 

“Note” suggests a sincere yearning for a spiritual and political revolution.1  The Marriage’s 

prophetic epilogue, “A Song of Liberty,” acts as its rousing overture, singing triumphantly of the 

                                                 
1  Thomas Paine yearned similarly for a spiritual revolution to follow the political one, saying in The Age of Reason 
(1794), “Soon after I had published the pamphlet, Common Sense [1776] in America, I saw exceeding probability 
that a Revolution in the System of Government would be followed by a revolution in the system of religion” (1: 4). 
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destruction of the Decalogue tablets (the symbolic basis of State Religion’s legal authority) by 

the “son of fire” (a type of Christ), the fall of “the jealous king” (a type of Yahweh), and the 

burying of kings and priests in the ruins of empire.  The Marriage prophesies a total inversion of 

the known world, and hence a revolution in the fullest sense.  For Blake, this is a counter-coup, a 

re-inversion that corrects the Antichrist’s primeval coup that first turned the world upside down. 

 The revolution complete, Blake’s “Note” functions as both denouement and advertisement.  

He placed it in the conventional location of a publisher’s catalogue of existing or forthcoming 

titles that lure the reader with promises of more of the same.  The present tense of the Devil’s “I 

have” suggests an existing work or even parts of The Marriage, such as its “Proverbs of Hell”  

(7-10), while the future tense of “the world shall have” suggests imminent instalments.  Of 

course, the editorial persona does not explain what “The Bible of Hell” entails, and it therefore 

looks like one of the many books promised (but never delivered) in eighteenth-century satire.2 

 The Marriage’s ambiguities make it a mock-scriptural code pregnant with possibilities, 

however.  From the title onward, The Marriage loads the reader with hermeneutic 

responsibilities that determine the book’s outcome: does the preposition in “The Bible of Hell,” 

for instance, mean a book issued from Hell, or one merely about it (Behrendt, “Bible” 41)?  Is 

this “Hell” the Dantean or Miltonic hell of the Christian tradition, but seen in a positive light, or 

is it something else entirely?  An orthodox Christian reader might condemn such a title as vulgar 

blasphemy or Satanism.  But its very openness to interpretation suggests otherwise. 

 So what is the Bible of Hell, then?  Does “the world . . . have” it after all?  The present study 

begins by answering these questions, but with the caveat that Blake’s ambiguities and lacunae 

leave no recourse to a simple Yes or No.  The latter answer seems obvious from a quick search 

of any library catalogue for The Bible of Hell under “Blake, William (1757-1827)” or the table of 
                                                 
2  See, for instance, the list of soon-to-be-published treatises behind the title page in Swift’s Tale of a Tub (5th ed.). 
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contents of all the standard collections of his work—Keynes’s Poetry and Prose of William 

Blake (1927), Erdman’s Complete Poetry and Prose (1965-88), the Trianon facsimile editions of 

the 1950s-70s, or the Princeton facsimile editions of the 1990s—and none of these features The 

Bible of Hell.  Yet some of them suggest its existence outside of the “Note.”  The Complete 

Poetry and Prose, for instance, documents the following title-page inscription: 

The Bible of Hell  
in Nocturnal Visions collected  

Vol. 1. Lambeth (221v)3  (E674) 
 

This and the Marriage “Note” indeed suggest that there really is a Bible of Hell of some kind. 

 For the past 150 years, however, the Bible of Hell has existed at least as a critical practice 

rather than as an actual book.  Critics refer to and discuss the Bible of Hell, but few bother to 

explain what they mean by it, and fewer still show any awareness of the extent and variety of 

commentary on the title.  Chapter 2 of the present study redresses this gap by surveying the 

topic’s history in 236 books and articles authored by 180 critics who disagree widely about what 

the Bible of Hell comprises.  Their various canon theories nonetheless help plot the best course 

to understanding what “The Bible of Hell” means.  Perhaps Blake initially intended to construct 

a mock-biblical canon of Illuminated Books in the 1790s, though that is not how he left them. 

 

 §1.1 – Thesis, Inclusion Criteria, and Outline 

 This study presents a hypothetical reconstruction of Blake’s Bible of Hell in the 1790-95 

Illuminated Books considered as mock-biblical prophecies.  Ironically affecting “The voice of 

the Devil,” the Bible of Hell turns the Bible upside down, envisioning the victims of biblical and 

modern history spiritually emancipated from repressive religion, which is in turn laid low by the 

apocalyptic inversion.  It prophesies a liberated consciousness that denudes the Bible’s pretences 
                                                 
3  “(221v)” cites the catalogue number Martin Butlin’s The Paintings and Drawings of William Blake (1981). 
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and thus breaks free of its Moral Law’s mental chains.  As the Bible of Hell evolves in response 

to the degeneration of the French Revolution, however, its diabolical hermeneutic increasingly 

dwells upon how the agents of political reform revolve into spiritual oppressors.  Though the 

Bible of Hell appears to lose faith in universal Redemption through political revolution around 

1793-95, it still attests to the liberating possibilities of personal prophecy in creative expression. 

 This argument takes literally Blake’s claim to have a Bible of Hell and assumes that his title-

page sketch signals an intention to anthologize some of his Illuminated Books under its rubric, 

much as the Songs of Innocence and of Experience title page collects kindred works completed 

years apart.  Of sixteen works that Blake produced c. 1788-98—what I call the “Bible of Hell 

period”—I view eight approaching something like a mock-biblical canon via The Marriage’s 

“diabolical” program.  The other works of the period are marginal and instrumental, contributing 

to the project’s development, but without exhibiting all of its principal features together. 

 The eight illuminated mock-biblical prophecies that constitute the core of the Bible of Hell 

project adhere to four programmatic features or “inclusion criteria.”  The Marriage of Heaven 

and Hell (1790), Visions of the Daughters of Albion (1793), America a Prophecy (1793), The 

First Book of Urizen (1794), Europe a Prophecy (1794), The Book of Ahania (1795), The Book 

of Los (1795), and The Song of Los (1795) form a semi-coherent group that shares themes, plot 

lines, character types, iconography, and the following key features (the basis of this study): 

1. a rhetoric of diabolical inversion, which (i) views the world as having been turned upside 

down by a false consciousness imposed by religion, (ii) exposes Yahweh (in the figures of 

Tiriel, Jehovah, the Jealous King, Nobodaddy, and Urizen) as the Antichrist posing as God, 

and (iii) positively reclaims the Devil as a type of the liberating, antinomian Christ in 

sympathy with those oppressed by ancient and modern State Religion; 
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2. organization by contraries, either internally through a dialogic interplay of opposed 

worldviews, or externally between companion titles, in any case privileging the heterodox or 

dissenting pole (the “Devil’s party”) of the opposition as the primum mobile of progress; 

3. biblical revision, using parody to expose Yahweh’s myths of just dominion in the Bible and 

displace them with myths of villainous usurpation; and 

4. an aesthetic of mock-medieval illumination , using Blake’s Illuminated Printing technique. 

Chapters 3-6 of this study explain and apply these criteria, focusing on The Marriage’s theo-

political program.  Chapter 3 examines the first two inclusion criteria by considering why Blake 

announced a “Bible of Hell.”  It examines The Marriage’s rhetoric of diabolical inversion by 

tracing its genealogy in two overlapping traditions overlooked in Blake studies: diabology, 

especially as it came to be used in eighteenth-century satire, and mundus inversus (or World 

Turned Upside Down) literature.  The former tradition demonstrated the potential for using the 

Devil persona satirically to expose the machinations of power: both Daniel Defoe’s Political 

History of the Devil (1726) and Charles Dibdin’s weekly review The Devil (1786-87), for 

instance, deploy the Devil as a politically subversive, truth-telling figure.  A similar agenda 

drives the latter (mundus inversus) tradition, which uses inversion to ridicule power and envision 

a more just world.  Each tradition was “adopted by both parties” (MHH 5; E34), however, and 

thus evolved along the crooked roads of liberal and reactionary appropriation.  The Marriage 

marries these traditions dialogically in its scheme of contraries, especially on plates 3-4 where 

the Devil inverts tenets of Christian orthodoxy, but also in its later disputes between Angel and 

Devil.  The Marriage suggests that religion has turned the world upside down by demonizing 

true heroes and deifying true villains.  At its climax, The Marriage apocalyptically re-inverts this 

perverse world to restore justice, thus setting an idealized standard for revolutionary outcomes. 
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 Chapters 4-6 of Part I consider what makes The Marriage a “Bible of Hell.”  It examines the 

criterion of biblical revision in the context of two complementary traditions: Enlightenment 

biblical scholarship adapted to the techniques of speculative mythography (Ch. 4), and parodia 

sacra (Ch. 5).  (1) The former tradition undermined biblical authority by historicizing the Bible 

as a document corrupted by mistranslation and misattribution.  Its goal was to purify Christian 

worship from errors perpetuated by canonical standardization.  (2) Though biblical parody was 

often used in the eighteenth century to satirize contemporary politics, it was also used to purify 

the Bible by exposing Yahweh or Moses as tyrants.  Though The Marriage has not been read in 

either of these traditions, it clearly belongs to both.  Chapter 6 completes Part I by considering 

the formal criterion of the Illuminated Book and hypothesizing that Blake imitated medieval 

illuminated manuscripts to outshine rivals in the illustrated Bible market of the 1790s. 

 Part II of the present study begins by applying Part I’s literary-historical framework to show 

how Blake developed the idea of the Bible of Hell in the works of 1788-93.  It then focuses on 

conceptual tensions that emerge in the Lambeth Books of 1793-95.  Chapter 7 unites these two 

argumentative streams, first by examining the early development of the main characteristics of 

the Bible of Hell in the works of 1788-89: All Religions are One, There is No Natural Religion, 

Tiriel, Songs of Innocence and The Book of Thel.  Consolidating the contextual readings of The 

Marriage throughout Chapters 3-6, Chapter 8 reads this Bible of Hell manifesto as a mock-

biblical prophecy with diabolical inversion, contraries, biblical revision, and illumination as its 

main programmatic and stylistic features.  Chapter 9 examines some works of 1791-93 that do 

not share all of these characteristics, but that develop a new phase of the Bible of Hell in 

response to the French Revolution’s betrayal.  Visions of the Daughters of Albion, as the first 

proper sequel to The Marriage, then reflects themes developed in these transitional works.  The 
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sequel’s biblical revisions in some ways reaffirm The Marriage’s hope for a revolution of the 

spirit.  But, by dwelling upon the limitations of political revolution as an escape from the mundus 

inversus, Visions also suggests that Blake was conflicted about forming a mock-biblical canon. 

 Chapter 10 hypothesizes that Blake abandoned the Bible of Hell because of thematic 

tensions emerging in the six Illuminated Books of 1793-95.  The contrary trilogies of the Urizen 

Books (The First Book of Urizen,4 The Book of Ahania, and The Book of Los) and Continental 

Prophecies (America, Europe, and The Song of Los),5 which correspond roughly to the Old and 

New Testaments, continue the Bible of Hell’s revisionist program, but widen the theological, 

symbolic, and narrative fissures that began fracturing the emerging project in Visions.  The 

Continental Prophecies symbolically identify the hero Orc with the tyrant Urizen and thus 

abandon faith in revolution as a guarantor of liberty, while the Urizen Books’ parody of the 

Bible’s inconsistent creation narratives undermines its authority, but also undermines the whole 

purpose of assembling the mock-biblical parodies into a Bible of Hell.  The Marriage’s relatively 

simple opposition between Christ and Yahweh types becomes more nuanced in the increasingly 

complex mythos of the Continental Prophecies and Urizen Books, especially when Orc and 

Urizen are joined by Los and a pantheon of Gnostic Eternals.  The Song of Los brings the works 

of 1790-95 to an apocalyptic period as Revelation does the Bible, but this non-Christological 

apocalypse fundamentally differs from that prophesied in The Marriage.  Though this ending 

may be seen as a disappointment of The Marriage’s revolutionary ideals, and though it resists the 

idea of collecting the works of 1790-95 under a single rubric, it is still heuristically useful to read 

the works of 1788-95 through the inclusion criteria of the Bible of Hell program. 

                                                 
4  “First” indicates Blake’s deletion of “First ” from the title plate of Urizen copy G (1818), as well as from its 
colophon on plate 2 and that of copy A (1794), though all other copies retain the titular “First.” 
5  Though critics had grouped these two trilogies since 1947 (Frye, Symmetry 187, 254), Dörrbecker established a 
precedent for calling them the “Continental Prophecies” and “Urizen Books” in the Princeton facsimile editions of 
1995, perhaps following Cox’s “continental prophecies” (145) and Warren Stevenson’s “Urizen Trilogy” (86). 
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 The Bible of Hell project ultimately lost its coherence.  Of course, its program was never 

methodical and “canon” may be a misleadingly rigid term for a project that evolved in response 

to historical contingencies.  It begins with the hope for a spiritual equivalent to the French 

Revolution, as is evident in The Marriage and The French Revolution of 1790-91.  It changes in 

the works of 1792-93 as the Revolution degenerates into mob violence and gives rise to the 

Revolutionary Wars.  And it ends in the shadow of Pitt’s authoritarian rule in 1793-95, when it 

shifts from prophesying liberation to mythologizing the origin of tyranny.  Reflecting the shift of 

the French Revolutionary government from a liberal to a tyrannical force, Orc, the Lambeth 

Books’ spirit of revolution, ascends to resemble his ideological contrary and personification of 

repression, Urizen.  On the other hand, Urizen begins as a despotic parody of Yahweh, but is 

revealed to have been the archetypal revolutionary who revolved into a monotheistic tyrant.  

Blake abandoned the Bible of Hell without resolving the thematic tensions between its earlier 

and later testaments, however, and ultimately left the Lambeth Books uncollected. 

 All of Blake’s work responds to the Bible, of course, but 1788-98 can be usefully 

distinguished as his Bible of Hell period because it represents an especially active attempt to 

challenge the Bible in a mock-biblical fashion rather than simply pay it homage.  After the 

derivative juvenilia and satires of his teens and twenties, and prior to his relatively orthodox and 

reverential attitude to the Bible in the epic turn of his forties to sixties, Blake’s thirties constitute 

a decas mirabilis of biblical revision.  It begins with his 1788 invention of Illuminated Printing, 

which he applied to the mock-biblical prophecies of 1790 to 1795.  It then shifts away from this 

unique mode with the epic Vala in 1796-97 (which falls outside of the present study’s scope).  

The Bible of Hell period ends with the counter-biblical polemics of the 1798 Watson 

Annotations, which, in a different discursive mode, explain Blake’s mixed attitude to the Bible. 
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 §1.2 – Methodology: Literary-Historical Analysis 

 As a printmaking engraver with hands stained by the ink of his trade, Blake blackened 

everything that he touched, as those who knew him attested (BR 57).  The Bible was not exempt.  

The image of the once-pristine Good Book thumbed black with the residue of his creative work 

is symbolically central to the present study.  Blake said that all he knew was in the Bible (434), 

the most handled volume in his library, but he read it through the lenses of many other sources.  I 

propose to show more extensively than has yet been done how the Bible of Hell advances his 

radical theology through a recovery of Gnostic heresies of the early Christian centuries. 

 My use of these sources follows the basic tenets of New Historicism, explaining Blake’s 

ideas through comparative close readings of both his own and contemporaneous texts and art.  

Since David V. Erdman’s Prophet Against Empire (1954), it would seem that sixty years of 

speculative recoveries of cultural products that (may have) informed Blake’s work have left few 

stones unturned.  The advent of full-text searchable databases online has, however, made the task 

of source-hunting esoteric texts easier.6  Many of the primary, non-Blake texts I examine were 

cheaply and widely disseminated among the working class milieu in which Blake grew and 

thrived.  They were written by and for people relegated to the margins of literate society: artists 

and artisans, religious and political radicals of various stripes, free-thinkers, and sundry other 

dispossessed and disenfranchised malcontents and enthusiasts.  Possibly influential scholarly 

texts would have been less available to Blake, though he may have known some of them through 

contacts in the circle of publisher Joseph Johnson, Blake’s occasional employer from 1780 

onwards.7 

                                                 
6  Since 2003, Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO) has made over 200,000 digitized books available for 
full-text searching.  Early English Books Online (EEBO) does the same for pre-eighteenth-century texts.  Google 
Books is a similar text-digitization project begun in 2004, covering mostly public domain books. 
7  For specialized studies on Johnson, see Braithwaite, Engstrom, Gaull, Haywood, and G.P. Tyson. 
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 A cluster of texts by Johnson’s principal reviewer of biblical scholarship, Alexander Geddes, 

for instance, suggests a mutual influence with Blake that goes much further than that argued by 

Jerome McGann.8  Geddes’s 1788 Proposal for a retranslation of the Bible appears to motivate 

Blake’s announcement of the Bible of Hell.  Likewise, Geddes’s first volume of The Holy Bible 

Faithfully Translated (1792), along with its Critical Remarks, may have been the impetus for the 

1793 revival of the Bible of Hell project in Visions.  Geddes’s satires The Book of Zaknim         

(c. 1778), The Devil’s Advocate (1792), and An Apology for Slavery (1792) suggest an extended 

dialogue with Blake through the Bible of Hell period.  With Geddes and others, it is possible that 

implicit intertexts came to Blake directly from their authors, from Johnson’s shop in St. Paul’s, 

or from the libraries of friends, but they may also have come through untold filters and conduits 

such as conversations with this loosely affiliated group and its economy of radical ideas.9 

 As a “bricoleur,” Blake took ideas and words from eclectic sources, refashioned them, and 

made them his own.10  His reading traverses English and European literary traditions, old and 

new, exoteric and esoteric.  He read deeply, closely, and critically, often annotating books as if 

he were engaged in heated debate with their authors.  We can identify some of Blake’s textual 

influences with certainty, such as those of his own library that have come down to us full of his 

marginal notes.11  We can only guess at other sources through the many allusions and references 

                                                 
8  Curtis was the first to connect Blake with Geddes in “The Geddes Bible” (1973).  Though McGann’s “Idea of an 
Indeterminate Text: Blake’s Bible of Hell and Dr. Alexander Geddes” (1986) could have inspired a more thorough 
assessment of Geddes’s works in relation to Blake’s, no one has taken the opportunity before the present study. 
9  Nuttall phrases it best: “it is a curious fallacy of ‘rigorous scholarship’ to suppose that all knowledge is acquired 
by reading, as if writers in earlier centuries were confined to cells and communicated through some inter-library 
loan system.  They talked.  Blake could easily have talked to someone who had read [a book in question], even if he 
had not read it himself” (217-18). 
10  Mee applies the concept of bricolage from Lévi-Strauss’s Savage Mind (16-20) to Blake’s work “to denote an 
approach which unapologetically recombines elements from across discourse boundaries such that the antecedent 
discourses are fundamentally altered in the resultant structures” (Enthusiasm 3; see also Larissy 36). 
11  About fifty books are known to have been owned by Blake.  Of these, his marginal annotations survive in twelve 
of them, and his signature in another nine.  Blake appears on the subscription list of nine books, though his copies 
are untraced, as are three other books he reportedly annotated.  Specific references to his ownership of eighteen 
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in his writings and designs.  For instance, the antinomian Christian theology and positive serpent 

iconography throughout the Bible of Hell suggests that he was familiar with the Gnostic 

tradition’s mosaic of primitive Christian heresies, including the Marcionites, Satanists, and 

Ophites, as well as with modern enthusiasms and sects such as the Ranters and Moravians. 

 The Bible of Hell’s theology requires an in-depth study into religious radicalism in Blake’s 

time.  This has been done,12 but there is room for further examination into the range of counter-

cultural materials available to Blake.  Even if he had never seen the sources considered here, this 

context remains relevant to any assessment of Blake’s contribution and originality, since 

Blake is the kind of writer who may show startling resemblances to someone he had 
not read . . . and no resemblance at all to someone he had . . . .  In the study of Blake it 
is the analogue that is important, not the source; and even essential sources such as the 
Bible and Milton are of value only as sources of analogues.  (Frye, Symmetry 12) 
 

The present study extends the pursuit of analogues that might also be Blake’s influences. 

 My approach attempts to trace The Marriage’s formal and thematic genealogy in primary 

sources, including Blake’s own, prior to 1790.  Focusing on preceding intertexts seems like an 

obvious rule, but it runs counter to most Blake scholarship, which uses later Blake to explain 

earlier.13  Frye’s Fearful Symmetry (1947), Bloom’s Blake’s Apocalypse (1963), and even studies 

as recent as Rowland’s Blake and the Bible (2010) epitomize such anachronistic analysis.  They 

are at times careful to show how Blake’s mythos evolves, but nonetheless tend to assume that his 

whole oeuvre constitutes an internally consistent system from the 1780s to the 1820s.  The 

present study favours a strictly chronological approach to the development of Blake’s thought.14 

                                                                                                                                                             
books conjecturally add them to his shelves (BB 681-702).  See Raine (Tradition; New Age 14-15) for a primer in 
the innumerable books that Blake read or knew about but may not have owned. 
12  See Makdisi, Mee (Enthusiasm), Rix (Cultures), Thompson, and Worrall (Culture). 
13  In explaining, say, the concept of contraries in The Marriage, some (e.g., Nurmi, Study 61) use the contrasting 
concept of Negations from Milton (40:32-34; E142) or Jerusalem (17:33-47; E162), though Negations are the result 
of an elaboration of Bible of Hell material in Blake’s epic period.  Granted, I occasionally look for analogs in 
Blake’s later figures (e.g., Fig. 2 below) when a comparison with his earlier figures distorts neither. 
14  See Paley (Energy vii) and Leader (“Blake’s Symbols” 84-85) for assessments of this approach. 
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 The discrepancy between Blake’s theology in the Bible of Hell period and after can be partly 

explained by his claim to have had some kind of Christian conversion experience in 1802,15 after 

which his attitude to the Bible became relatively more reverential.  The Blake of 1790 who, like 

Enlightenment biblical scholars, reduced the Bible to a source of error on a level with other 

“sacred codes” (MHH 4; E34) and called the Authorized Version an “Abomination” in 1798 

(E615; see §4.1 below) is fundamentally different from the one who, in 1803, called it 

“astonishing” for being an “almost word for word” translation of the Hebrew original, such that 

“we need not doubt of its having been translated as well as written by the Holy Ghost” (E727).  

This is not surprising, coming from a man whose credo of intellectual development is well 

summed by the Marriage proverb “The man who never alters his opinion is like standing water, 

& breeds reptiles of the mind” (9; E42).  His evolving opinion on the Revolution c. 1790-95 

likewise helps explain the development and eventual dissolution of the Bible of Hell project. 

 

 §1.3 – The Marriage as the Bible of Hell Manifesto 

 The key text of this study is The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1790),16 which codifies the 

Bible of Hell program in its themes, plots, character types, and tropes.  Like any sign system, the 

Marriage code includes exceptions17 and continues to evolve, especially in its 1790-93 sequels.  

                                                 
15  In the prose and verse of in two letters to his patron Thomas Butts, both dated 22 Nov. 1802, Blake describes his 
vision and conversion experience as a passing through darkness into the light and having a “fourfold vision” (E720, 
722).  See Hagstrum (“Wrath” 321-24) and Summerfield (Guide 131-56) for more on this conversion. 
16  Viscomi argues that Blake completed The Marriage by July of 1790, after which he was too busy with 
professional engraving work for publisher Joseph Johnson to work on his original inventions (BR 817; EEV 115; 
Viscomi, “Evolution” 285).  Even as recently as 2011, Phillips has maintained the long-standing contention that The 
Marriage (or perhaps its epilogue “A Song of Liberty”) was completed as late as 1793 (Introduction 37-43).  In a 
trilogy of articles on The Marriage in the latter 1990s, however, Viscomi’s arguments for a 1790 completion date 
are more convincing.  The outcome of “A Song of Liberty” is also inconsistent with that of the works of 1793 (see 
§9.3-4 and §10.1 below), suggesting its proximity to the early days of the French Revolution rather than to Visions. 
17  This pattern-with-exceptions is apparent in The Marriage’s general organization.  After the title page (plate 1) 
and between the poetic prologue of “The Argument” (2) and unillustrated epilogue of “A Song of Liberty” (25-27), 
there are six unnumbered chapters that feature internal symmetry in their two prose pieces and two designs: each 
chapter begins with a headpiece design followed by a statement of diabolical doctrine, which is then fictively 
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The Bible of Hell must operate “in code” because of the blasphemous (and thus illegal) nature of 

its agenda: to expose the Bible’s God as a dissembler, and to replace him with an antinomian 

Christ who will save humanity from the world that the Church has turned upside down. 

 The gospel according to Blake in The Marriage starts with a subversive reading strategy, a 

diabolical hermeneutic (like Ricoeur’s “hermeneutic of suspicion”) that reclaims the Devil as a 

truth-telling prophet who reads the Bible and Paradise Lost skeptically against their authors’ 

purposes.  When the narrator and Angel-become-Devil “read the Bible together in its infernal or 

diabolical sense” in the concluding “Note” (see this chapter’s epigraph), that sense becomes the 

basis for the biblical revision in The Marriage and its sequels.  The diabolical hermeneutic 

affirms an apocalyptic consciousness that sees the holiness of all life (MHH 27; E45) rather than 

of the upper echelon of the Great Chain of Being only, but it also denudes the ruses of power in 

the Bible as the art of the Antichrist.18  This critical aspect of the hermeneutic is still evident in 

Blake’s 1826 Job illustrations, one of which depicts the God of traditional iconography, but with 

devilish cloven hooves.19  The diabolical hermeneutic that discerns the anti-Christian nature of 

the Old Testament God is central to the Bible of Hell’s iconoclasm from The Marriage onward. 

                                                                                                                                                             
applied in one of five prose pieces titled “A Memorable Fancy”; each chapter then terminates in a tailpiece design.  
The first chapter (3-4) is exceptional for its application being titled “The voice of the Devil” rather than “A 
Memorable Fancy,” the second (5-10) for having its Memorable Fancy further subdivided into the “Proverbs of 
Hell” (7-10), and the third for its tailpiece design being transposed to the end of the doctrinal plate (11) rather than 
come at the end of the Memorable Fancy on plate 13.  Otherwise, chapters four through six follow the headpiece-
doctrine-Fancy-tailpiece organization consistently, though at varying lengths of two, four, and five plates, 
respectively.  There are also three “Notes” scattered throughout (6, 17, 24). 
18  Blake rarely uses “Antichrist,” however.  Its first non-ironic appearance comes in his Watson Annotations (1798), 
where Blake accuses Bishop Watson of defending State Religion, which he equates with the Antichrist for 
suppressing Christian energies (E612).  In America five years earlier, however, Albion’s Angel (representing State 
Religion) accuses the Christ-figure Orc of being a “Blasphemous Demon, Antichrist” (9:5; E53).  This is ironic, 
however, because, to Blake, State Religion, in its guise of righteousness, accuses any opposition to its authority as 
being the very thing that State Religion is itself—evil.  This is why Blake saw the world as upside down, and 
strategically adopted mundus inversus topoi in The Marriage, as I argue in Chapter 3 below. 
19  “Job’s Evil Dreams” (plate 13; see Fig. 2 below) depicts God (with the white hair, beard, and robes of traditional 
iconography) hovering over Job, pointing with his right hand at the Decalogue tablets and with his left at tormented 
demons engulfed in hellfire.  The satanic serpent is coiled around God, whose right foot is the cloven hoof of the 
traditional iconography of the Devil.  The design follows the form of the large print “Elohim Creating Adam” from 
1795, though this earlier print did not depict Elohim with a cloven hoof. 
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Fig. 2.  Blake’s “Job’s Evil Dreams” (detail), plate 13 of Illustrations of the Book of Job (1826) 

 
 The crux of the diabolical hermeneutic appears in Marriage plates 5-6, in Oothoon’s critique 

of God (as Urizen), and in the Urizen Books.  In these, “the Jehovah of the Bible” is a “mistaken 

Demon of heaven” who aspires to be the Almighty, but falls to become a monotheistic tyrant, the 

Antichrist posing as the Judeo-Christian God.  The result of his usurpation is that the true God 

(Christ, or the divine Imagination) is mistaken for Milton’s Satan.  For Blake, Christ is vital 

human Energy repressed by the Antichrist from where he reigns as a dissembler in the orthodox 

“Christian” heaven.  Only a shocking re-characterization of Christ as the Devil and God as the 

Antichrist could restore them to their rightful places as Blake conceived them. 

 Most of the Marriage chapters are presented from the viewpoint of its diabolized Christ.  

After Christ plummets into hell and Satan rises to heaven on plates 5-6, the rest of the action up 
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to Christ’s resurrection (plate 21) follows him through hell.  The narrator begins this Descensus 

ad inferos (Harrowing of Hell) adventure by collecting the wisdom of Hell in the first 

Memorable Fancy, stays in the underworld to converse with Isaiah and Ezekiel, and tours a 

“Printing house in Hell” and different visions of hell.  The positive theology of The Marriage 

comes subtly when the Christological Devil advances a reading of the Gospels as affirming that 

God is immanent (“God only Acts & Is, in existing beings or Men” [16; E40]) rather than 

transcendent, and that Christ is a revolutionary who breaks the Ten Commandments.  The result 

of this subversive antinomian theology is the conversion of the Angel (rather than the marriage 

suggested by the title), and thus the victory of the heterodox worldview. 

 The Marriage, then, is primarily a conversion text.  It presents a series of perspectival 

contraries leading to a climactic apocalypse that prophesies a revolution of the world so that it is 

turned right-side up again, correcting orthodoxy’s usurpations.  The hierarchy of holiness that 

privileges kings and priests over the laity is levelled so that “Every thing that lives is Holy.”  

With The Marriage’s revelation that “All deities reside in the human breast” (11; E38), the 

antinomian Bible of Hell replaces State Religion with the personal freedom of the Imagination. 

 The present study thus represents a novel approach because no one has yet read The 

Marriage and its sequels as mock-biblical prophecies in the context of other biblical parodies, 

the mundus inversus tradition, nor satirical diabologies.  My contribution to the understanding of 

The Marriage and its sequels is explained in more detail in the contextual framework of Part I, 

and that framework’s application to The Marriage is discussed in Chapter 8 of Part II.  Before 

attempting to go down the same crooked roads that Blake traversed two-to-three centuries ago, 

however, Chapter 2 bridges the gap between his and our time with a critical historical survey of 

commentary on the Bible of Hell spanning the last century and a half. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

A CRITICAL HISTORY OF 
COMMENTARY ON THE BIBLE OF HELL  

 
What was the Bible of Hell, which Blake promised the world? 

  —Damon (Philosophy 325) 
 
The Bible of Hell is no doubt the Bible of Blake’s new gospel . . . .  We may piece 
it together out of many fragments. —Symons (95) 

 

 More than a century after Arthur Symons invited us to piece together the Bible of Hell in 

1907, no one yet has done so sufficiently to resolve 150 years of disagreement about its contents.  

Much attention has been paid to what might just be an idle threat at the end of The Marriage: in 

over two hundred published commentaries on the mysterious Bible of Hell by the most familiar 

names in Blake studies, the majority refer to it as if it were real book with a life of its own.  It is 

not.  But the charm of the title inspires readers to be co-authors of a book that may have been too 

dangerous for its own time.  It survives only as a critical practice, a book spoken into being 

through a consensus of critics who want it to exist under Blake’s name.  This chapter surveys the 

full range of theories on the Bible of Hell and assesses their popularity, rationale (if any), and 

relative merits as explanatory hypotheses.  Despite the multitude of commentary on the Bible of 

Hell, there are few well-theorized readings of what it means in the context of Blake’s oeuvre. 

 The prevailing assumption of efforts to identify the Bible of Hell is that it can be found 

among a combination of his existing titles.  Held by nearly three quarters of all critics who have 

commented on the topic, this assumption displaced early speculation that The Bible of Hell was 

lost like other documented but missing Blake books.  This discussion-ending missing-book 

theory initially competed with, and was eventually superseded by, the theory that the Bible of 

Hell was an abandoned project; it was either a book that never proceeded past the planning stage, 
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or a series that Blake left uncollected.1  I support the latter theory.  In any case, the Bible of Hell 

has at least survived into the present, not as a physical book, but as academic conjecture.  

Proving that “Every thing possible to be believ’d is an image of truth” (MHH 8; E37), the anti-

bible that this aphorism supposedly comes from has been credited with positive existence so 

many times that, like the Necronomicon grimoire of H.P. 

Lovecraft’s fiction or The Book of Jasher (1751) forgery in 

Blake’s own time,2 its putative existence creates a demand 

that must be satisfied pseudepigraphically.  A New York 

occult writer Michael Malefica Pendragon, for instance,  

self-published The Bible of Hell (2000), which anthologizes 

selections of the poetry and prose of Blake, Milton, Poe, 

Byron, Shelley, Wilde, Robert Pinsky, and Anton LaVey.  

Blake threatened the world with the Bible of Hell, which,    

he says, they “shall have whether they will or no,” and Fig. 3.  Cover of Pendragon’s 
      The Bible of Hell (2000) 
the world willed it after all, but never with his authority. 
 

                                                 
1  Three-quarters of the books and articles in my survey (172 publications by 137 critics) refer to the Bible of Hell as 
if it were a real book, versus the following 24 (by 19 critics) that define it explicitly as a project that Blake 
abandoned: Bentley (BB 455, 481), Birenbaum (25), Damon (Dictionary 46; Philosophy 325), EEV (220), Frye 
(“Biblical” 73), Ghita (225), J. Lindsay (115), McGann (“Idea” 323), Murry (138), M. Plowman (“Bible of Hell” 
710; Bridge 183-84, 186; Commentary pl. 24; Introduction 136; Introduction xxv), Sampson (xxx), Singer (179), 
Sutherland (424), Swinburne (222), Tannenbaum (“News” 95; T7, 280), Viscomi (“Evolution” 336), Whitehead 
(68), and Wilson (97).  The following seven critics consider the Bible of Hell a completed book that has since been 
lost or destroyed: Bentley (Bibliography 43; Commentary 1677, 1722), Ellis and Yeats (pl. 46), Keynes 
(Bibliography 186), Sampson (xxxi), Schorer (166), Untermeyer (298), and Yeats (89). 
2  See §5.4 below for more on The Book of Jasher.  The Necronomicon is a fictional book in Lovecraft’s short story 
“The Hound” (1924), but repeated references to it in his stories and those of fellow, conspiring writers (August 
Derleth, Clark Ashton Smith) collectively conjured around it an air of authenticity.  Lovecraft’s Borges-like, 
pseudo-historical History of the Necronomicon (1938) draws on orientalizing elements of Gothic fiction in claiming 
that the book was originally an eighth-century tome called Al Azif, written by “Abdul Alhazred, a mad poet of 
Sanaá, in Yemen” for the summoning of demons.  Several spurious “translations” (pseudepigraphic inventions) of Al 
Azif under the Necronomicon title appeared throughout the 1970s (see “Alhazred” in my “Works Cited”). 
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 By my (non-exhaustive) count, the Bible of Hell has been discussed in over 230 

publications3 by 180 critics.  In most cases, the commentary extends as far as only a sentence or 

two, but there are six articles on the topic and four graduate dissertations, but no published book-

length study.  Eleven books or articles use “The Bible of Hell” as a title for chapters or sections, 

usually on Blake’s work of the 1790s.4  As in Chapter 1 of the present study, the Marriage 

“Note” advertising the Bible of Hell has often been used as an epigraph, but in texts as diverse as 

a German book on Byron and a review of Jerry Springer: The Opera.5  Many outside of Blake 

studies invoke his Bible of Hell to signal an affinity between his iconoclastic attitude and that of 

another author, as Gilbert and Gubar do in “Emily Brontë’s Bible of Hell” (255).  In many such 

cases, “Bible of Hell” stands for Blake’s entire oeuvre.  In a 2003 biography of Randall 

Swingler, for instance, Andy Croft claims, “the Bible of Hell, or the history of the struggle of the 

human spirit for self-unity, we certainly have, in the total works of Blake surviving to us” (239, 

emphasis added).6   Such critics betray their Blake dilettantism by deriving their idea of the Bible 

of Hell from popular sources.  Croft’s widely inclusive canon theory in fact originates in 

Northrop Frye’s landmark work of analysis Fearful Symmetry (1947).   

                                                 
3  This count does not include publications that simply reproduce the “Note” on Marriage plate 24 without 
commentary, appearances of the phrase in indexes, nor the subsequent editions or reprints of the books or articles 
included in the survey, which ends in 2008. 
4  For articles on the Bible of Hell see Behrendt (“Bible”), Helen Ellis, Goldweber, Kawakami, Plowman (“Blake’s 
Bible of Hell”), and McGann (“Idea”).  For those who use “The Bible of Hell” as chapter or section titles, see 
Ackroyd (172), Bindman (Artist 89), Bloom (Visionary 71), Damon (Dictionary 46), Gilbert and Gubar (379), 
Lansverk (93), Murry (137), Otten (12), Singer (177), and Viscomi (“Lessons” 193).  For dissertations, see Mertz 
(“Constructing”), Rix (“Bibles of Hell”), Roth, and Roxborough. 
5  Osterkamp (179) and Soto-Morettini (75), respectively.  The comparison to an opera about a trashy daytime talk 
show (1991-present) is relevant because of the playwrights’ (Stewart Lee and Richard Thomas’s) allusions to Blake 
throughout.  Act III features Jerry Springer descending into Hell and Satan seeking a reunion between it and heaven, 
which is fulfilled in the musical number “Marriage of Heaven and Hell.”  The show ran for 609 performances in 
London from April 2003 to Feb. 2005, was highly controversial when aired on BBC 2 in 2005, toured the UK in 
2006, and debuted in New York City in Jan. 2008, starring Harvey Keitel as Jerry Springer. 
6  For critics who invoke “The Bible of Hell” in discussions of authors other than Blake, see Ackland (142), 
Birenbaum (25), Bloom (Genius 487), Brantlinger (43), R. Brown (162), Bygrave (Burke 9), Carter (254), Clarke 
(119), Croft (239), Donaldson and Mendelson (31), Földényi (101), Frye (“Notebook” 5: 44, 375, 387), Giannone 
(67), Gilbert and Gubar (379), Gilmartin (164), Greenberg (186), Helms (“All Tales” 41), Newlyn (142), Kean (74), 
Nichols (285), O’Keefe (107), Osterkamp (179), Palmié (127), Paulson (Parody xxi, 326, 343;“Revolution” 252), 
Pechey (75), K. Shapiro (xii), Swingle (193), Whitehead (68), Woods (46), and Zamir (1209). 
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 Frye’s conception of the Bible of Hell epitomizes the widely inclusive canon theory.  

Relying on the analogy of other major writers whose work forms “an individual canon,” Frye 

argues that Blake’s forms a coherent whole7 in the manner of Edmund Spenser’s career progress 

from pastoral to epic in imitation of Virgil, or of Milton’s a century later.  Indeed, Blake appears 

to have chosen a career from pastoral (Songs of Innocence and Book of Thel) to epic (The Four 

Zoas, Milton, and Jerusalem), though with a transitional exercise of biblical revision in between.  

Frye observes an obvious “biblical parallel” running through all of Blake’s work, uniting the 

genres of “history, prophecy, creation myths, apocalyptic and wisdom literature” that constitute 

his Bible of Hell (404).  I disagree with the assumption that Blake’s attitude to the Bible is 

consistent through his career and with including all Blake works in the Bible of Hell, but the idea 

that some of them form a flexible collection of “diabolic parodies or Bibles of Hell, as Blake 

calls his own prophecies” (110), is a premise in my own argument, even if Blake never explicitly 

called his prophecies “Bibles of Hell,” as Frye claims.8  Nor does Blake provide anything like 

Balzac’s 1842 “Avant-propos” that anthologizes his works under the Comédie humaine rubric 

(Frye, Symmetry 404), though Blake had the chance in several prospectuses.  The unsupported 

claim that Blake’s entire oeuvre constitutes the Bible of Hell nearly empties the title of meaning. 

 Harold Bloom narrowed the identity of Blake’s Bible of Hell to the “canon of his engraved 

poems” in his landmark 1963 study Blake’s Apocalypse (95), but this problematically also 

includes Blake’s illuminated epics.9  Altogether, Blake’s “Illuminated Books,” as he called them 

                                                 
7  In his brief Symmetry preface of 1969, Frye claims that “There is a broad consistency in Blake’s mythology: there 
are some uncertain points, such as the role of Los in Europe, but on the whole he meant the same things by Orc and 
Urizen and Enitharmon all through his poetic life” (n.p.).  Chapter 10 of the present study counters Frye’s argument. 
8  For other critics who claim erroneously that Blake gave a detailed inventory of what books constitute his Bible of 
Hell, see Balfour (131), Havelock Ellis (109), Helms (“All Tales” 41), Lansverk (13), Pechey (75), Spinks (26), and 
Wordsworth et al. (215). 
9  Bloom specifies that the Bible of Hell “is the impending sequence of Blake’s engraved poems” following The 
Marriage (E899; emphasis added), thus implicitly excluding the four pre-Lambeth illuminated books: All Religions 
and No Natural Religion (both c. 1788), Songs of Innocence and The Book of Thel (both 1789), and The Marriage. 
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in his 1793 Prospectus (E693), comprise the nineteen surviving works, fifteen of which he 

produced with the innovative relief-etching technique that he called “Illuminated Printing” 

(ibid.).  This output has also been called his “Illuminated Prophecies” or “Prophetic Books,” 

which are traditionally divided into “major” and “minor” works.  Milton, Jerusalem, and 

sometimes Urizen are major, and the rest minor.  All of these have been identified as the Bible of 

Hell by one critic or another.10  A subset of these prophecies is the “Lambeth Books,” which 

Blake produced during his ten-year residency in the Lambeth suburb of London.11  Some 

selection from the Lambeth Books accounts for the majority of exclusive Bible of Hell canon 

theories explained throughout this chapter, though I favour the Lambeth Books theory and 

additionally refine the nomenclature of the prophetic books to distinguish them from the 

illuminated epics, calling them “mock-biblical prophecies” for reasons I discuss in Chapter 5.  

 Commentary on the Bible of Hell has proliferated with the increasing population of Blake 

scholars.  It took over 120 years to reach the first hundred commentaries on the topic, but only 

twenty years for the second.  Since 1967, there has been only one off-year (1980) wherein the 

Bible of Hell appears to not have been mentioned at all in the academic press, but as many as 

seven publications have discussed it in each of the years 1993, 1994, 1996, 1999, and 2002; eight 

in 1979, 1995, and 2003; and a windfall thirteen in 1998 alone.  The thirty-eight publications that 

refer to the Bible of Hell throughout the first decade of the twenty-first century (up to 2008) 
                                                 
10  For those who identify the Bible of Hell with the Illuminated Books generally, see Bloom (Apocalypse 95; E898-
99; Marriage 21), Erdman (Introduction 206), Keynes (Marriage 124), Mason (576), O’Keefe (107), and Singer 
(177-78).  For those who identify it with the Prophetic Books, see Bandy (58), Bindman (Artist 72), Birenbaum (25), 
Burman (12), Damon (Philosophy 325), Hartman (Fateful 143; Scars 152), and Lundeen (85, 90).  For those who 
identify it with the major prophecies (Milton and Jerusalem), see Crafton (¶3), Erdman (Prophet 426), Hamblen 
(177), Lundeen (90), Mason (576), Singer (177), Tannenbaum (“News” 95), and Wittreich (“Opening” 53). 
11  Traditionally, “Lambeth Books” includes only the six Illuminated Books with “Lambeth” on their title plate 
colophons, of the eight such original books produced during his residency there.  Blake also printed Visions, and 
Experience from his workshop at 13 Hercules Buildings, Lambeth, though many scholars thought the former two 
were produced at his previous residence at 28 Poland Street, a misunderstanding resolved by Bentley’s Blake 
Records of 1969 (558-60; 742-46 in the 2004 edition).  Though the debate about when Blake published The 
Marriage is ongoing, it was most likely produced at 28 Poland Street.  Some still consider it among the Lambeth 
Books (Behrendt, “Bible” 51n7).  See M. Phillips (“No 13”) for more on Blake’s Lambeth residence. 
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show that the subject is still critically pressing, though no published study has yet surveyed this 

vast critical tradition.  The question of the Bible of Hell’s existence has long been lost in the 

consensus that it is a delivered product rather than an abandoned project.  In point of fact, and 

contrary to Blake’s promise ending The Marriage, the world never did get a Bible of Hell, not 

exactly as it now wants it: as an Illuminated Book with all the paratexts that make a publishable 

commodity—a unique title page at the very least. 

 However, it is Blake’s elusive Bible of Hell title page that is responsible for generating so 

much attention to the topic in the first place, even if the majority of commentators have been 

oblivious to the title page’s existence.12  Commentary on this subject began when the title page 

was documented by William Michael Rossetti for the bibliographic appendix to Alexander 

Gilchrist’s Life of William Blake (2: 240), which rescued Blake from obscurity in 1863.  Though 

Gilchrist says nothing of the Bible of Hell in the biography, Rossetti briefly describes the sketch 

(in the catalogue of Blake’s “uncoloured” works) as being on the back of a “Daringly designed” 

drawing of “A Naked Man, touching a Ram as he recedes.”  He gives the date as “Circa 1791 

(?),” though it is unclear how Rossetti guessed this.  It is likely that there is no accompanying 

sketch, since he records only the inscription “The Bible of Hell, in Nocturnal Visions collected. 

Vol. I. Lambeth.”  For explanation, he adds only that “This will be understood by the readers of 

‘The Marriage of Heaven and Hell.’”  He records the owner as a “Mr. Harvey,” 
13 a Charing 

Cross book dealer who bought it along with other Blake pieces at Sotheby’s on 29 April 1862 

after the lot was put on the block by Frederick Tatham, inheritor of Blake’s literary estate after 

                                                 
12  Only 31 publications discussing the Bible of Hell (13% of the total) mention this title page.  Of these, only seven 
acknowledge that it is now untraced, the first of these (Bloom E818, 890) coming nearly a century after its 
disappearance; see also Bentley (BB 66), Butlin (115), EEV (220), D. Fuller (145n24.7), and Viscomi (“Evolution” 
322n46, 323; “Lessons” 194n34).  When William Butler Yeats says in 1893, “There is record too of a ‘Bible of 
Hell,’ and of this the title-page remains” (89), the title page had in fact been missing for nearly a generation. 
13  Francis Harvey of 30 Cockspur Street.  See Keynes (“Blake Library” 658) and BR 57. 
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his wife Catherine’s death in 1831.  According to Blake bibliographer Martin Butlin, the title 

page has been untraced since 1876, after Harvey’s sale of it to a George A. Smith, who may or 

may not have sold it through Christie’s on 16 July 1880 to a mysterious “Mr. Philpot” (B221).  

Frustratingly, the trail goes cold from there. 

 A number of possibilities arise from the documented existence of this title page.  At the very 

least, Blake conceived of a project that would deliver on the threat of the concluding Marriage 

“Note.”  Perhaps he began with the title page, rather than with manuscript drafts, to record the 

spark of an idea before writing the book or books.  A title serves as a catalyst for subsequent 

projects, for instance, when Blake wrote “Ideas of Good and Evil” in his Notebook c. 1787 

(N14) before a series of sketches and manuscript drafts for what became the companion Songs 

Innocence and of Experience (1789 and 1793) and For Children: The Gates of Paradise (1793) 

and For Children: The Gates of Hell (of which only a title-page sketch remains).  Another 

possibility is that both of these title-page sketches—the extant Gates of Hell and the untraced 

Bible of Hell—are studies for lost or destroyed companion pieces that were as complete as the 

companion Songs of Experience, only The Bible of Hell would be contrary-companion to the 

most foundational text of the Western canon, the Holy Bible, rather than to another Blake book.  

As the Bible was a cloven collection of Old and New Testaments, so the Bible of Hell would be 

“Visions collected” into Continental Prophecies (1793-95) and their contrary Urizen Books 

(written concurrently in 1794-95).  Joseph Viscomi argues that the Bible of Hell title points to 

The Marriage itself or coeval projects, since “the phrase ‘visions collected’ calls to mind ‘I 

collected some of their Proverbs’ (plate 6), raising the possibility that Hell’s Bible was its 

proverbs, that is, a collection of infernal truths or words to live by, or perhaps that it included the 

proverbs as part of its collection of sacred texts” (“Evolution” 322n46).  This implies that 
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Blake chang[ed] his mind, perhaps first planning a separate volume or pamphlet in a 
projected series of illuminated works but then deciding to include the Proverbs as a 
section of his new book.  From available bibliographical and thematic evidence, then, 
the Marriage appears to have originated in two separate projects, a [presumably 
independent] anti-Swedenborgian text . . . , and “The Bible of Hell,” cobbled 
together with introductory material and a few more Memorable Fancies.  (322) 
 

That “Blake etched the [Marriage] title page after executing at least six of its plates” (323) 

suggests that the Bible of Hell title page was perhaps a rejected draft for the present Marriage 

title page.14  It is also conceivable that the Bible of Hell title page was a draft for a collection just 

as the Songs of Innocence and of Experience title page of 1794 combines two books that could 

exist independently, each having a title page of its own.  All of these possibilities are, of course, 

conjectural, but I take the latter as most probable for reasons discussed throughout this study. 

 The primary purpose of this chapter, however, is to give a historical summary of the four 

leading Bible of Hell canon theories and show that even the most popular among them is not 

reasonable or convincing.  Besides the sixty-three critics who discuss the Bible of Hell without 

committing to a canon theory, the most popular hypothesis, supported by a third (58) of the 

commentators surveyed, exclusively identifies the Bible of Hell with the 1794-95 Urizen Books.  

I find more convincing the combination of twenty-eight critics who argue that the Lambeth 

Books constitute the Bible of Hell, and the thirty who think that it is The Marriage, either as a 

whole or in part, especially its Proverbs of Hell or “A Song of Liberty.”  The least convincing of 

the four main hypotheses identifies the Bible of Hell as Vala, or The Four Zoas, and yet its 

eighteen proponents defend it with intense conviction incommensurate with its faulty reasoning.  

In what follows, I present these major (and some minor) canon theories in order of appearance. 

                                                 
14  It had long been conjectured that The Marriage’s final plate sequence differed from its order of composition 
(Erdman “Dating”; Bentley “Sinister”), but Viscomi convincingly proves that The Marriage began with (what are 
now) plates 21-24, all cut from the same sheet of copper and probably intended as an independent anti-
Swedenborgian pamphlet.  Blake then followed 21-24 with similarly organized groupings of plates produced in the 
following order: 12-13, 1-3, 5-7, 11, 7-10, 14, 15, 16-20, and 25-27, with plate 4 somewhere in the latter group after 
7 (“Evolution” 282-83, 293-301, 314, 334-36). 
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 §2.1 – The Marriage of Heaven and Hell as the Bible of Hell  

 Initial speculation as to what Blake’s two Bible of Hell references mean came early and 

looked to the source of the advertisement: The Marriage.15  A. C. Swinburne became the first 

Bible of Hell theorist when he proposed that, though Blake ultimately never published anything 

under the “Bible of Hell” name, “we may presumably taste some savour of that Bible in these 

pages” (222),16 referring to The Marriage itself.  This interpretation is intuitively appealing, with 

The Marriage’s Proverbs of Hell answering the Book of Proverbs (see §8.4 below) and “A Song 

of Liberty” Isaiah 14 and the Book of Revelation (§4.8 and §8.7).  The theory is also plausible 

considering that plate 24 (the end of the first Marriage section produced) promises the Bible of 

Hell, and then the rest of the Marriage sections deliver on that threat. 

 When the British sexologist, physician, and social reformer Havelock Ellis spoke of Blake’s 

influence on Walt Whitman in The New Spirit (1890), he too unequivocally equated the Bible of 

Hell with The Marriage (113).  Invoking Blake’s claim that “a new heaven” ushered in “the 

dominion of Edom, & the return of Adam into Paradise” (3; E34), Ellis promoted him as the 

most clear-sighted visionary of his age, the prophet of the “beginning of a new era” (108).  The 

identification of the Bible of Hell with The Marriage continued with Arthur Symons’s 1907 

Blake biography, but would disappear until the 1970s, when John Wiltshire noted the one-sided 

“passion and exuberant masculine conviction of this ‘Bible of Hell’ [The Marriage]” (218), and 
                                                 
15  For critics who consider The Marriage generally as the Bible of Hell, see Burdon (450), M. Butler (“Blake” 20), 
Damon (Philosophy 325), Delany (113), Havelock Ellis (109), Essick (“Represenation” 526), D. Fuller (145n24.7), 
Hilton (Songs 103), Rawlinson (192), Schock (441), Swinburne (222), Symons (95), Viscomi (“Evolution” 282, 
321-22, 336; “Lessons” 194), Wiltshire (218), and Zamir (1209).  For those who consider The Marriage’s “Proverbs 
of Hell” specifically as (part of) the Bible of Hell, see Bentley (BB 481), De Sola Pinto (“Visionary” 82), EEV 
(220), Ferber (102), D. Fuller (145n24.7), Gleckner (Piper 206), Lansverk (4-5, 13, 22), Nurmi (Study 38), Reif-
Hülser (241), Van Meurs (287), Viscomi (“Caves” 28; “Evolution” 321-22; “Lessons” 194), and Wu (93n61).  For 
those who consider The Marriage’s “Song of Liberty” specifically as (part of) the Bible of Hell, see Bloom 
(Introduction 21, 23), EEV (220), Frost (77), D. Fuller (145n24.7), Grant and Johnson (80n6), and Helms (“Blake’s 
Use” 218).  Eliminating overlap, these result in a sum of thirty-four publications by thirty critics. 
16  With close ties of the Gilchrists and Rossettis in the production of The Life of William Blake, Swinburne was the 
first to follow Gilchrist’s analytical cue in William Blake: A Critical Essay (1868).  He omits mention of the title-
page sketch, though he would be the last critic to comment on the Bible of Hell before the sketch disappeared. 
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Randel Helms argued that, “since . . . the ‘Song’ is printed in biblically numbered verses, we 

have in this work Blake’s first instalment of the ‘Bible of Hell’” (“Blake’s Use” 287).  This 

reading returned with renewed conviction in the 1990s and 2000s, starting with Peter A. 

Schock’s symbolic identification of The Marriage as the “Prolegomenon to Blake’s ‘Bible of 

Hell,’” which is “a set of fictions expressing liberating, revolutionary values” (441, 462).  

Viscomi gave this theory a strong technical backing when he surmised that it 

seems reasonable to suppose that “The Bible of Hell,” which is announced before the 
Marriage was composed, might be referring to the Marriage itself, as it was 
anticipated at the time of Blake’s anti-Swedenborgian text.  Or, as I argue in 
“Lessons of Swedenborg,” it may refer either to the Proverbs of Hell, intended as an 
ironic inversion of Proverbs . . . or to a series of illuminated works written from the 
infernal perspective that was to include Blake’s Proverbs as the first book or volume.  
(“Evolution” 321-22) 
 

Marilyn Butler was convinced when she referred to The Marriage and Urizen Books together as 

“Blake’s ‘Bibles of Hell’” (“Blake” 20).  As recently as 2007, Christopher Burdon claimed that 

The Marriage “radically rewrites Scripture. . . .  [I]n his ‘Bible of Hell’ he ‘stamps the stony law 

to dust’, [and] re-presents the gospel of Jesus as antinomian liberty” (450).  Altogether, the 

Marriage-as-Bible of Hell theory has been the longest running, spanning 150 years. 

 

 §2.2 – The Bible of Hell as a Lost Book 

 Three years after Havelock Ellis used the “Bible of Hell” as an alternate title for The 

Marriage, Edwin Ellis (no relation) concluded that the book had been completed at some point 

and then lost or probably destroyed.  Ellis and Yeats consider the Bible of Hell in the context of 

Blake’s other supposedly lost works, such as Oothoon (companion to Visions of the Daughters of 
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Albion) and The Gates of Hell (companion to The Gates of Paradise) (Works 1: 46), implying 

that The Bible of Hell was a lost companion to the Holy Bible.17 

 This lost-book hypothesis convinced John Sampson, who took the title-page sketch as 

evidence that “Blake actually planned, and perhaps even executed such a work” around 1793.18  

Sampson speculates that it “may possibly have formed part of Tatham’s holocaust” (xxx-xxxi), 

referring to the story that the inheritor and curator of Blake’s literary estate after his wife 

Catherine’s 1831 death actually destroyed countless Blake books.  The word “holocaust” in this 

connection came originally from Anne Gilchrist, who revealed that Tatham, a member of the 

“Ancients” group of young artists who doted on Blake in his last years, 

enacted the holocaust of Blake manuscripts. . . .  Tatham was at that time a zealous 
Irvingite and says he was instigated to it by some very influential members of the Sect 
on the ground that Blake was inspired; but quite from a wrong quarter—by Satan 
himself—and was to be cast out as an “unclean spirit.”  (Anne Gilchrist 129-31) 
 

Samuel Calvert, son of one of Tatham’s fellow Ancients, confessed his failure to convince 

Tatham not to destroy any part of Blake’s work (59), and Symons relates an 1860 conversation 

in which Tatham admitted, “without giving any explanation, that he had destroyed some of 

Blake’s manuscripts and kept others by him, which he had sold from time to time’” (241).19  

                                                 
17  Fourteen years later, Edwin Ellis would revise his speculation in The Real Blake: A Portrait Biography (1907), 
saying that Blake “had already written the sweetest, most musical, and most religious of the books of this terrible 
Bible—Thel ” by the time he promised it in The Marriage (153), implying (without stating it as explicitly as Bloom 
later would) that all the Illuminated Books from Thel onward would continue this Bible of Hell enterprise.  Damon 
(Philosophy 325) and Gleckner (“Blake’s Thel ” 580) would also later include Thel in their Bible of Hell canons. 
18  Disputing Rossetti’s dating of c. 1791, Sampson argues that the title-page sketch could not have been executed 
before 1793, but from the mistaken assumption that Blake moved to Lambeth in 1793 rather than in the autumn of 
1790.  Keynes would later approve of Sampson’s logic in 1921 (Bibliography 186), thus perpetuating this 
biographical error.  Even Bentley’s Blake Books keeps the “(?1793)” dating of the Bible of Hell title page, though 
without explanation.  However, today’s foremost expert on the material production of Blake’s illuminated books 
finds “the evidence that the composition of the Marriage continued beyond 1790 . . . very weak”; Viscomi 
concludes that the 1790 date given on plate 3 of copy F (colour printed around 1794) should be taken as the year of 
publication, given “no documentary evidence to prove otherwise” and “the autographic nature of relief etching[, 
which] encouraged moving quickly from text to plate” (“Evolution” 284-85). 
19  Qtd. in BB 41.  Lewis Spence’s Encyclopaedia of Occultism (1920) assembles these and more sources for early 
accounts of Blake.  In his biography The Real Blake (1907), Ellis also describes a purge of Blake pages from the 
manuscript owned by Dante Gabriel Rossetti: “Many of these loose sheets contained verses which were so bad that 
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Finally, Yeats writes, on the last page of his lengthy introduction to The Poems of William Blake 

(1893), that Tatham, “coming to hold that the designs and poems alike were inspired by the 

devil, pronounced sentence upon them, and gave up two days to their burning” (100).  The idea 

that The Bible of Hell perished in fire is seductive for its poetic force.  If there was a holocaust of 

Blake books, surely the misunderstood Bible of Hell would have been the first martyr. 

 Sir Geoffrey Keynes gave credence to the lost-book hypothesis by including The Bible of 

Hell among “Works Lost or Conjectural,” alongside The History of England, For Children: The 

Gates of Hell, Outhoon [sic] (all 1793), and the later Book of Enoch and Book of Moonlight.20  

Keynes would later revise his opinion, however, and the lost-Bible of Hell theory would soon 

fade.  It has not even been mentioned in the academic press for over thirty years. 

 

 §2.3 – Vala, or The Four Zoas as the Bible of Hell  

 The first Bible of Hell canon controversy arose in 1924, when Max Plowman identified it 

with Vala, or The Four Zoas (c. 1796-97).  In the first article with “Bible of Hell” in its title, 

Plowman bases his theory solely on the similarity between the subtitle “Nocturnal Visions” and 

the Zoas manuscript’s original title, “Vala: A Dream of Nine Nights,” a scheme he surmises 

                                                                                                                                                             
Rossetti threw them into his waste-paper basket, from which Swinburne rescued a few fragments not quite so 
worthless as the rest” (299).  Additionally, the 1859-61 MS journal of John Clark Strange, a collector of Blake 
works who intended to write a biography until he found that Gilchrist was working on one, records a conversation 
with Gilchrist in which the latter claims to have talked to Tatham and described him as “bewildered with the Irving 
doctrines at their extravagant period” and “at the recommendation of this body destroyed all the writings notebooks 
& c he had of Blakes [but del] because the society considered them ‘unclean’[.]  Subsequently he had deeply 
regretted his life at that time & deplored the loss of the writings” (qtd. in BR 731-32).  
20  Keynes Bibliography (nos. 57-61, 65; pp. 186-87, 189).  Keynes erroneously cites Ellis and Yeats as the source of 
the Bible of Hell title-page documentation (Bibliography 186), as would Bentley in 1977 (BB 211n1, 213) and in the 
1978 edition of Blake’s Writings (1769).  Likewise, as late as 1995, Peter Ackroyd erroneously ascribes the 
documentation to Dante Gabriel Rossetti (174), confused perhaps by the fact that the latter co-edited Gilchrist’s Life 
of William Blake with his brother William and Anne Gilchrist, as W.M. Rossetti explains in his preface to Anne 
Gilchrist: Her Life and Writings (x). 
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came from Young’s Night Thoughts.21  Plowman dismisses the notion that the Bible of Hell was 

lost, as has “always been reckoned,” and, with witty confidence, “exonerate[s]” Tatham for his 

presumed crime of destroying The Bible of Hell.  However, Plowman is guilty of fudging 

chronology, relying on Sampson’s “not earlier than 1793” dating of the Bible of Hell title page, 

and the dubious assumption that Blake began work on Vala as early as 1793 (710).  Though 

Plowman failed to convert Keynes and S. Foster Damon over to his view,22 he nonetheless 

persisted in his theory.  In 1927 he surmised that “The Four Zoas was probably begun with the 

title The Bible of Hell, in Nocturnal Visions Collected, and may be accepted as fulfillment of 

Blake’s promise to give the world The Bible of Hell” (Poems xxv), and repeating this in the 

same year with a note to plate 24 in a Marriage facsimile edition and in his Introduction to the 

Study of Blake (136).  Mona Wilson promoted Plowman’s theory in her Blake biography (also 

1927), jumping to the “likely” conclusions that “The Four Zoas is the poem promised in The 

Marriage” and that the Bible of Hell title page was one of three contending titles for what 

became The Four Zoas (97).  This theory would go on to find sixteen more supporters as late as 

2003—a tenth of the total criticism on the topic—and including the endorsements of Keynes, 

Bloom, G. E. Bentley, Anthony Wittreich, Leslie Tannenbaum, and Stewart Crehan.23 

 This interpretation has also attracted some of the shoddiest scholarship on the topic.  Dóra 

Janzer Csikós, for instance, mixes conjecture and enthusiasm to have us believe that 
                                                 
21  Commissioned to illustrate Edward Young’s Night Thoughts by the publisher Richard Edwards c. 1794-95, Blake 
produced 537 watercolour designs and engraved a selection of 43 of them for the lavish 1797 edition, interrupting 
Blake’s original output for nearly two years.  The idea of “night visions” also comes from one of Blake’s favourite 
apocalyptic books, Daniel (7:7) amidst a millennial prophecy of four zoas (or “great beasts” in the KJV). 
22  See Plowman’s letters of 21 Oct. and 11 Nov. 1924 (Bridge 183-84, 186).  At least Plowman had no immediate 
success convincing Keynes, who calls the Bible of Hell a lost work in 1921 (Bibliography 186), accepts Plowman’s 
hypothesis in 1956 (Complete Writings 897), and finally settles on Bloom’s theory that the Bible of Hell is the 
Illuminated Books in general (in his commentary to plates 22-24 in a 1975 facsimile edition of The Marriage). 
23   Eighteen critics identify the Bible of Hell as The Four Zoas in twenty-five publications: Bentley (Bibliography 
43, 321; BB 455, 481), Bloom (E818; Visionary 70), Crafton (¶3), Crehan (Context 291, 299), Csikós (20), Fairchild 
(103), Garlick (643), Keynes (Complete 897), J. Lindsay (115), M. Plowman (“Bible of Hell” 710; Bridge 183-84, 
186; Commentary to pl. 24; Introduction 136; Introduction xxv), Rudd (52, 189), Singer (177), S. Stuart (57), 
Summerfield (Guide 131), Tannenbaum (“News” 95), Wilner (66), Wilson (97), and Wittreich (“Opening” 53). 
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One of the first titles of The Four Zoas was “The Bible of Hell, in Nocturnal Visions 
collected.  Vol. I.  Lambeth” (on the back of a Young drawing).  This is the Bible of 
Hell that Blake promised to give the world on Plate 24 of The Marriage of Heaven 
and Hell, and whose Genesis is The (First) Book of Urizen.  (20n30) 
 

Csikós confuses truth and speculation here to identify the Bible of Hell as the Urizen Books 

through to The Four Zoas.  It is true that Blake promised “The Bible of Hell” where Csikós says 

he did and that the title page has been documented, but there is nothing but a loose similarity 

between the title-page inscription and other early titles of The Four Zoas to suggest that Blake 

once intended “The Bible of Hell ” as the title of what became Vala and finally The Four Zoas.  

Since the title page is untraced, there is no way of knowing if the drawing on the other side of it 

was indeed one of the designs done for Young’s Night Thoughts (if this is what Csikós means by 

“a Young drawing”),24 even though the drawing Rossetti describes (“A Naked Man, touching a 

Ram as he recedes”) does seem to fit the lower right-

side marginal illustration to the first page of “Night the 

First” of Night Thoughts.  No one has ever suggested 

this connection, let alone W. M. Rossetti, the only 

author in this survey who saw and described the long-

lost title page.  In any case, with no way of knowing 

for sure, such a positive statement becomes spurious.  

 

 

   Fig. 4.  First page (detail) of Young’s 
     Night Thoughts (Blake engr., 1797) 
 

                                                 
24  Though Csikós does not cite her source, she likely got this attribution from William Blake: His Life and Work 
(1978), where Jack Lindsay erroneously lists, with positive certainty, the four titles Blake gave to The Four Zoas 
throughout its evolution, beginning with “(1) ‘The Bible of Hell, in Nocturnal Visions collected Vol. I Lambeth’ (on 
the back of a Young drawing)” (115n). 
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 §2.4 – The Lambeth Books as the Bible of Hell  

 Plowman’s theory would never achieve the popularity of Damon’s more inclusive theory, 

also introduced in 1924.  “Perhaps Blake intended to gather together all his short Prophetic 

Books into one collection, to be called ‘The Bible of Hell,’” Damon surmises.  He suggests a 

book-for-book correspondence between Blake’s work of 1789-95 and the Bible: 

Urizen and The Book of Los would have stood for Genesis;25 the Song of Los would 
continue the tale of creation; The French Revolution, America, and Europe would 
represent the historical books; the Visions . . . would replace the Song of Solomon; 
The Marriage . . . would be an excellent substitute for Proverbs; Ahania, which 
retells the Crucifixion, would summarize the New Testament; while Tiriel and Thel 
would have to be inserted as purely literary works, such as Job and Ruth. 
 If this were Blake’s intention—and I think it quite probable—he abandoned it, to 
recast all these books into one great epic[:] The Four Zoas.  (Philosophy 325) 
 

This biblical-revisionist scheme for the Bible of Hell is the foundation of my own theory and 

supported in principle by three quarters of the critics in this survey.26  I disagree, however, with 

his conjecture that Blake sustained the Bible of Hell project throughout his career, picking it up 

again at the end of his life: “Blake’s last attempt at the Bible of Hell was probably the Genesis in 

Mr. Henry Huntington’s library” (326), referring to the illuminated manuscript of Genesis that 

Blake worked on in his dying year but left incomplete at only nine pages of sketched designs and 

copied text.  Thomas Wright entertained this latter extension of Damon’s theory five years later, 

followed by Bentley in the 1970s and Paley more recently.27  Damon and many others 

hypothesize that, rather than being lost or destroyed, the Bible of Hell was merely abandoned,28 

                                                 
25  In his Blake Dictionary of 1958, Damon revised this identification to exclude Urizen from the Bible of Hell on 
the basis that it “has no such parallels with Genesis” (46).  On this later occasion, Damon only mentions The Book of 
Los, Ahania, and Blake’s late illuminated Genesis manuscript in connection with the Bible of Hell. 
26  In my Conclusion, I refine Damon’s biblical correspondence according to the various revisionist identifications 
argued throughout the present study (see Table 3). 
27  See Bentley (Commentary 1: 1680), Damon (Dictionary 46), Harper (307), Paley (Traveller 178), Whitehead 
(68), and T. Wright  (2: 113),  
28  See Beer (Visionary 186), Bentley (BB 455, 481), Birenbaum (25), Damon (Dictionary 46; Philosophy 325), 
EEV (220), Frye (“Blake’s Biblical Illustrations” 73), Ghita (34), J. Lindsay (115), McGann (“Idea” 323), Murry 
(138), M. Plowman (“Blake’ Bible of Hell” 710; Bridge 183-86; Commentary pl. 24; Introduction xxv; Introduction 
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but can nonetheless be traced as the overarching program for Blake’s work from his thirties 

through to his death at the age of sixty-nine. 

 Erdman extended and refined Damon’s inclusive theory in Prophet Against Empire (1954), 

identifying the Bible of Hell with just the six Lambeth Books (266).  By 1993, Shapiro and 

Woodring summarized this formulation: the “‘Lambeth books,’ as they have come to be called, 

are six works constituting ‘the Bible of Hell’ that Blake promised his readers in The Marriage” 

(331).  Like Damon, however, Erdman also concluded that Blake continued the project in later 

life, interpreting Jerusalem’s prefatory “To the Public” as announcing a “resolve to continue 

publication of the Bible of Hell” (Prophet 426).29  Of course, Blake does not use “Bible of Hell” 

by name in Jerusalem 3:5-10, though its rhetoric briefly resumes Blake’s strategic diabolism of 

the 1790s, discussed in Chapter 3 of the present study.  In a Jungian study of Blake, June Singer 

(1970) also casts her canonizing net widely, including all of the post-Marriage Illuminated 

Books, and using “The Bible of Hell” as the chapter title for her commentary on The Four Zoas, 

Milton, and Jerusalem (177-79, 200).  Also in 1970, Paley echoed Erdman’s Lambeth Books 

hypothesis with pure positive conviction in the Bible of Hell’s existence: 

after moving to Lambeth in 1791,30 Blake began to publish the “Bible of Hell” which 
he had promised his readers in The Marriage.  The six Illuminated Books which he 
produced from 1793 to 1795 project a central myth, the “boundaries” of which are, in 
Frye’s words, “creation, fall, redemption and apocalypse.” . . .  The Lambeth books 
compose a Bible of Hell in that they reveal the archetypal configurations which 
Blake saw as underlying human events.  (Energy 61-62; qtg. Symmetry 124) 
 

Like Damon, Erdman and Paley use “Bible of Hell” as a rubric for the overarching scheme of 

Blake’s prophetic mission. 

                                                                                                                                                             
136), Sampson (xxx), Singer (179), Sutherland (424), Swinburne (222), Tannenbaum (“News” 95; T7, 280), 
Viscomi (“Evolution” 336), Whitehead (68), and Wilson (97). 
29  Prophet 426.  Erdman sticks to this identification in his 1973 article “Reading the Illuminations in The Marriage 
of Heaven and Hell” (206), but switches to a more exclusive one in 1976, equating it only with the Urizen Books in 
“The Bravery of William Blake” (30). 
30  Blake actually moved to Lambeth in the autumn of 1790. 
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 The Lambeth Books canon theory received a much greater public audience with Vivian De 

Sola Pinto’s entry for William Blake in the fourteenth edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica 

(1972).  She begins an extended discussion of these works by saying that, in the “‘Lambeth 

books,’ . . . Blake seems to be hesitating between the idea of a cosmic epic and that of a ‘Bible of 

Hell,’ foreshadowed in The Marriage” (757).31  The ascendance of this canon theory eclipsed 

Plowman’s, as several more critics adopted it in the 1970s.32  In a review of David Bindman’s 

Blake as an Artist (1977), Leader identified “the problem of Blake’s several attempts at a ‘Bible 

of Hell’, the ‘Books’ of which—America, Europe, The Song of Los, Urizen, Ahania, and Los—

fit together (or fail to) in interesting ways” (84).  Though Leader offers no justification for the 

above selection, his assumption of the semi-coherence of some of the Lambeth Books is a 

guiding principle of the present study’s approach to this topic, as it was in James Peter Roth’s 

dissertation The Bible of Hell: William Blake’s Lambeth Books (1979). 

 Another guiding principle for the present study is Tannenbaum’s definition of the Bible of 

Hell in Biblical Tradition (1982).  He begins with the inclusive theory that “much of [Blake’s] 

work was intended to form the ‘Bible of Hell’” (T3) before narrowing the field: 

the Lambeth books constitute Blake’s initial attempt to write a Bible of Hell, an 
imaginative re-creation of scripture.  They mark a distinct phase in Blake’s career, his 
attempt to emulate the biblical canon by combining a number of disparate books into 
a coherent and unified vision of human life from the Creation to the Apocalypse.  
Blake later abandons this project, as he becomes more interested in fusing biblical 

                                                 
31  In an earlier article, Pinto identified the Bible of Hell only with its specimen in the Proverbs of Hell (“William 
Blake: The Visionary Man” 82).  Her changing to adopt the Lambeth Books identification is testament to the idea’s 
attractiveness.  Interestingly, the editors of the 15th edition New Encyclopædia Britannica kept De Sola Pinto’s 
article but pruned it down significantly, cutting all five “Bible of Hell” references and rewording it to de-nominalize 
Blake’s overarching project. 
32  Twenty-eight critics consider the Lambeth Books the extent of the Bible of Hell in thirty publications: Abrahams 
(184-85), Beer (“History” 161), Bindman (Artist 72, 95), Crafton (¶3), Damon (Philosophy 325), De Luca (133), 
Helen Ellis (23), Erdman (Prophet 266), Frye (“Biblical” 72-73), Hilton (“Early Works” 204; Songs 103), Hobson 
(Chained 348n66), Howard (Poetics 94, 215), Khan (63), Leader (“Symbols” 84), Marks (580), Mitchell (Composite 
114, 122), Paley (Energy 61-62; Traveller 178n1), Paulson (“Revolution” 252; “Tiger” 179), De Sola Pinto (“Blake” 
757), Richey (706), J.S. Shapiro and Woodring (331), K.E. Smith (209), Spinks (26-27), W.H. Stevenson (“Blaker’s 
Progress” 197n7), Sutherland (424), Tannenbaum (T201, 225), and Turner (118). 
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prophecy with the epic mode, casting the entire vision of the Bible in a single work.  
Here—in The Four Zoas, Milton, and Jerusalem—Blake’s use of biblical tradition 
becomes denser and even more complex.  (T7) 
 

This definition is convincing because it begins to theorize Blake’s work of 1790-95 as a unified 

project and partially explains The Four Zoas as a shift away from the purely mock-biblical mode.  

Tannenbaum extends his canon theory along Damon’s lines of biblical correspondence:  

In . . . the Lambeth books, published in 1794 and 1795,33 we see the typological 
process at work, as Blake seeks to re-create the Bible so as to make it applicable to 
his own time and thereby redeem the time by re-creating and thus redeeming the 
paradigmatic events depicted in the Bible from (to repeat Anthony Collins’ words) 
“corrupt glosses, innovations and traditions.”  This is the rationale underlying Blake’s 
concept of the Bible of Hell that he promises in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, a 
promise that he initially fulfills in America, Europe, The Song of Los, The Book of 
Urizen, The Book of Ahania, and The Book of Los.  All of these works were written 
with the intention of renewing the vision of the Bible in order to cleanse the doors of 
perception and raise Blake’s audience to a perception of the infinite.  (T123) 
 

This is certainly plausible, but Tannenbaum gives no justification for including the works listed, 

nor for excluding Visions or The Marriage.  Including these two would show greater coherence 

in Blake’s works of 1790-95, which all “simultaneously fulfill and annihilate the great code of 

art” (T281).  By inexplicably excluding The Marriage, Tannenbaum gets away with saying that 

Blake makes no attempt to bring the project closure: “Blake’s Bible of Hell lacks the all-

important capstone, [the] equivalent of the Book of Revelation, which would reiterate and bring 

to a period the cyclical pattern of illumination and obscurity, liberation and repression that exists 

both in the Bible and the Lambeth books.” 
34  Tannenbaum’s exclusion of The Marriage assumes 

that the Bible of Hell’s constitution follows the 1793-95 production order, which “culminate[s], 

in Asia,35 with the strife of blood. . . .  A last judgment appears to be at hand, but whether the 

                                                 
33  Tannenbaum goes on to include a book Blake published in 1793 (America) as well, though he excludes Visions. 
34  T209.  Lundeen responds to this assertion in Blake and the Problem of Ontology (2000), saying, “If Blake’s 
prophetic poems are books in Blake’s Bible of Hell, Milton has the role of the book of Revelation, reinforcing its 
contrary relationship to Urizen, which, as noted earlier [80], is the obverse of Revelation” (90). 
35  “Asia” is the second part of the Continental Prophecy The Song of Los (1795), plates 6-7.  See §10.6 below. 
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beast will be exposed and defeated or slouch toward Bethlehem to be born again is a question 

that Blake does not resolve” (T280).  “Asia” (of 1795) certainly complicates the earlier 

apocalyptic conclusion of the Revelation revision in “A Song of Liberty” (1790), but if the latter 

were positioned at the end of the Bible of Hell, it would resolve the tensions of the 1793-95 

prophecies, albeit with a naïvely optimistic apocalypse.  It is impossible to tell how Blake would 

have arranged his Bible of Hell, but had he done so anachronistically according to the biblical 

order, he would have obviated the irresolution Tannenbaum finds problematic. 

 Tannenbaum’s view on the Bible of Hell has nonetheless been influential.  In one of the few 

articles specifically about the Bible of Hell, Stephen C. Behrendt cites Tannenbaum, John 

Howard, and W. J. T. Mitchell as authorities on the topic, becoming (in 1998) the first critic to 

acknowledge a tradition of Bible of Hell commentary by naming names.  Whereas the critics he 

cites agree that the six Lambeth Books form the Bible of Hell, however, Behrendt considers only 

the Urizen Books canon theory36 and does not explain why he excludes the Continental 

Prophecies.  It is interesting that such a fundamental disagreement could remain invisible to all 

of the participants in the debate despite the volume and diversity of Bible of Hell opinion. 

 In the years following Tannenbaum’s Biblical Tradition, some patchwork was necessary to 

cover its missing premises in the light of the excluded books of the Lambeth period.  Helen Ellis 

includes Visions of the Daughters of Albion: “It has long been recognized that Blake’s Bible of 

Hell is to be found in the ‘Lambeth’ books,” she says, but laments that critics have missed “the 

extent to which Visions belongs to the canon of Blake’s Bible of Hell” (23).  She calls Visions “a 

hellish version of Song [of Solomon]” that succeeds as “a ‘Bible of Hell’” (25), but omits 

                                                 
36  Behrendt says emphatically that the Urizen Books are “the first books of this Blakean Bible of Hell,” and “the 
whole of [it], rather than only a fragment” (“Bible” 41; see also 49). 
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mention of the few critics who previously arrived at this identification in the sixty years prior.37  

Altogether, those who equate the Bible of Hell with the Lambeth Books tend to justify their 

canon theories best in a tradition that conspicuously omits them.  I devote §9.4 of the present 

study to defending the inclusion of Visions of the Daughters of Albion in the Bible of Hell canon, 

primarily as a revision of Deuteronomic rape law rather than of Song of Solomon or the other 

biblical sources that critics have argued over the years. 

 

 §2.5 – The Urizen Books as the Bible of Hell  

 The most influential competitor to the Lambeth Books canon theory came when John 

Middleton Murry eschewed earlier critics’ speculating tone of probablys and perhapses38 with his 

confident declaration in 1933 that the Bible of Hell comprises the Urizen Books—The First Book 

of Urizen (1794), The Book of Ahania, and The Book of Los (1795).  “There is,” Murry says, 

and could be, no difference between a Bible re-written in a diabolical sense, and a 
Bible of Hell.  The distinction made in the Note merely corresponds to the distinction 
between the first flash of the idea, and the resolve to put it into execution.39  The 
titles, the form, the contents of the Books of Urizen, Ahania, and Los are such that 
they put it, for me at least, beyond any reasonable doubt that these are the first three 
books of the Bible of Hell, which was, of course, never finished.  (137-38) 
 

Murry makes no mention of the lost title page nor of competing theories, and his idea was slow 

to gain purchase.  Nearly thirty years passed before it was taken up again, when George Mills 

Harper said that Urizen, “more than any other of his extant poems[,] might properly be 

considered the beginning of the long-promised Bible of Hell” (204).  The theory went on to 

                                                 
37  Only six critics explicitly include Visions in their Bible of Hell canon theory: Crafton (¶3), Damon (Philosophy 
325), Helen Ellis (23, 25, 34), Hilton (Songs 103), Lansverk (117-18), and Singer (177-78).  See §9.4 below. 
38  Bentley and others would continue to offer only tentative possibilities for Bible of Hell identification, such as 
when he summarizes the major theories (except the Lambeth Books one, which had seven major proponents to that 
date): that it was destroyed by Tatham (BB 66), began with Urizen (171), may be The Four Zoas on account of the 
Bible of Hell title-page sketch’s wording (455), or perhaps is The Marriage’s Proverbs of Hell, since they were 
produced later than the section that announces the Bible of Hell (481). 
39  Viscomi concludes the same on technical grounds, but interprets “put it into execution” as immediately adding 
Marriage plates 1-20 after finishing 21-24, rather than waiting four years, as Murry assumes. 
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become the most popular Bible of Hell canon theory, however, now representing a third of the 

critics in this survey,40 equalled in size only by those who support no canon theory at all.41  It has 

attracted some of the most notable names in Blake scholarship, including Bloom, who 

harmonized Plowman’s and Murry’s theories to declare that “Blake’s Bible of Hell begins with 

The Book of Urizen, and goes on to the much revised complexities of the epic poem called first 

Vala and then The Four Zoas.  The Marriage is the prelude to that Bible” (Visionary Company 

70), an idea later echoed by Schock. 

 The problematic but unexplained assumption in this theory is that Blake waited four years 

between the announcement of the Bible of Hell in The Marriage and its delivery in Urizen, the 

interim of which included the publication of Visions, America, and Songs of Experience.  The 

latter, as a contrary companion to Songs of Innocence, is one case in which Blake did wait 

several years before complementing a companion piece, though he presumably took a year or 

two to compile his twenty-five Experience plates before advertising them as a whole in the 

                                                 
40  See Ackroyd (174, 177, 179, 182-83), Beer (Visionary 77), Behrendt (“Bible” 41, 46, 49), Bentley (BB 171; 
Commentary 714), Bloom (Visionary 70), Britton (180), Bygrave (Romantic 96), M. Butler (“Blake” 20) Cantor 
(Creature 56), Crehan (Context 291), Csikós (20), Damon (Dictionary 46), Dörrbecker (288), EEV (220), Erdman 
(“Bravery” 30), Essick (Language 140), Ferber (110, 112), Frye (“Biblical” 69), D. Fuller (145n24.7), Gilpin (35), 
Gleckner (Prelude 156), Goldweber (51, 58, 62-63), Grant and Johnson (80n6), Harper (204), Hobson (Chained 
124), Holt (21), Kawakami, Kostelanetz (124), Kreizman (1255), D.W. Lindsay (144), Lundeen (80), McGann 
(“Dawn” 62; “Idea” 304, 311, 323; “Poetic” 77), Mellor (Divine 151), Michael (77), Mitchell (“Poetic” 340), Nurmi 
(Blake 25, 106, 116, 118), Otten (12-13, 16), Paley (“Jasher” 51), Paulson (Parody 326), Raine (Blake 76), Rajan 
(266), R.M. Ryan (38), Sherry (139), Snart (90), W. Stevenson (Myth 9), Summerfield (Guide 125), Thompson 
(225), Viscomi (Idea 280; “Lessons” 195), Williams (133), Wittreich (“Opening” 73), Wordsworth et al. (215), 
Worrall (W12), J. Wright (46), and Wu (93n61). 
41  See Ackland (142), F. Barker (54), Beer (Blake 98; Humanism 59), Bloom (Genius 487; Ruin 125), Bogen (308), 
Bracher (203), Brantlinger (43), R. Brown (162), Butlin (1: 115), Bygrave (Kenneth Burke 9), Carter (254), S. Clark 
(456), Clarke (119), Crehan (“Producers” 72), Donaldson and Mendelson (31), Esterhammer (167), Földényi (101), 
Folkenflik (99), Freed (31), Frosch (39), Frye (“Notebook” 44, 375, 387; Words 278), Ghita (34), Gilbert and Gubar 
(379), Gilmartin (164), Gleckner (Blake and Spenser 85, 104; “Blake’s Religion” 363), Goddard (17), Green (156, 
160), Greenberg (186), Hilton (“Apocalypse” 141; Review 523), Jeffrey (5), Kremen (139), Kean (74), Kucich 
(345), Margoliouth (Review 78), McGann (“Revolution” 120; Scholar’s ix), Mitchell (“Radical” 297), Natoli (17), 
Newlyn (142), Nichols (285), Osterkamp (179), Paley (Apocalypse 5), Palmié (127), Percival (1), Raine (Tradition 
2: 39), Rix (Cultures 5, 104; “Infernal” 118), Rossetti (“Catalogue” 2: 240), R.E. Ryan (67), Saurat (12), Shaffer 
(234), K. Shapiro (xii), Singh (44, 170), Soto-Morettini (75), Spector (“Hebraist” 205; Wonders 36), Swingle (193), 
Tambling (¶7), Webster (62, 86), Whitehead (68), Van Scott (39), Welch (6), Woods (46), and Yeats (89). 
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Prospectus of 10 October 1793.42  But Visions and America, whose lack of numbered chapter and 

verse divisions (as featured in the Urizen Books) make them less biblical looking, are 

nonetheless mock-biblical prophecies in the same sense as the Urizen Books are. 

 Despite its weaknesses, prominent critics have supported the exclusive Murry hypothesis.  

Robert F. Gleckner endorsed it (Blake’s Prelude 156), drawing on Tannenbaum’s Biblical 

Tradition to support his claim that the Urizen Books correspond with the Bible book-for-book, 

while tacitly ignoring Tannenbaum’s wider Lambeth Books theory.43  The most influential 

endorsement of Murry’s hypothesis came from Jerome McGann in an oft-cited 1986 article, 

“Blake’s Bible of Hell and Dr. Alexander Geddes.”  Although this is an excellent study of the 

influence of Enlightenment biblical scholarship on Blake’s thinking (and strongly informs §4.9 

and §10.3 of the present study), its arguments about the Bible of Hell canon are woefully 

undeveloped.  In a footnote, McGann brushes off all competing theories: 

Critics often assume, or believe, that Blake’s Bible of Hell was also to include 
Europe, America, The Song of Los, and The [sic] Visions of the Daughters of Albion.  
I think, however, on the formatting evidence, that J. Middleton Murry was correct 
when he early included only the three printed in double columns.  (304n4) 
 

If the imitation of biblical formatting were the sole criterion for inclusion in the Bible of Hell 

canon, then surely “A Song of Liberty,” with its numbered verses, should also be included.44  But 

McGann holds stubbornly to the neatness of the exclusive Urizen Books theory, often at the 

expense of sound scholarship.  He invokes the title-page sketch: “that Blake drafted a title page 

                                                 
42  See Bentley’s Blake Books for discussions of the dating of the draft Experience lyrics in the Notebook (324, 381). 
43  In fact, no other critic is as inconsistent as Gleckner on the identity of the Bible of Hell: in 1959, he said it was 
the Proverbs of Hell (Piper 206), a year later it was Thel onwards (“Blake’s Thel ”  580), the Urizen Books and Songs 
of Innocence in 1982 (Blake’s Prelude 156); by 1985, however, he was arguing that Blake never intended to follow 
through on the threat of the Marriage Note, and that it “has been misread consistently as his personal promise to us 
to write a ‘Bible of Hell’ and to deliver it to us” (Blake and Spenser 85).  The passive voice here obscures the 
inconsistency of his various readings of The Marriage’s Bible of Hell “Note.” 
44  In “The Dawn of the Incommensurate: To the Formalists” (1988) McGann again overlooks the formatting of “A 
Song of Liberty,” saying that the Urizen Books “are the only three books engraved by Blake that are formatted in 
such a way” (62), which is true only of the double-column format. 
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for his Bible of Hell in the mid 1790s shows that his declaration in the Marriage was not simply 

a satiric gesture”; like John Sampson over seventy years earlier, however, he ignores Rossetti’s 

dating of the document to make it roughly coeval with the Urizen Books of 1794-95 rather than 

with The Marriage of 1790.45  Given McGann’s indeterminacy thesis, it is ironic that he rigidly 

fixes the Bible of Hell canon to the Urizen Books rather than explore the greater hermeneutic 

possibilities of a more inclusive theory suggested by others.  Jonathan Wordsworth et al. also 

distort facts to confirm the Urizen Books canon theory, saying, “Blake’s equivalent of Genesis 

[is] what he termed his own ‘Bible of Hell’” (215), though he certainly did no such thing. 

 Following Murry and McGann, many critics continued to exclude the Continental 

Prophecies from the Bible of Hell uncritically, even to the point of redefining the Lambeth 

Books.   In his popular 1995 biography Blake, Peter Ackroyd calls the Bible of Hell title page 

the origin of what may be called the Lambeth prophecies, in which Blake 
deliberately copied the numbered chapters and verses of the Bible to create an 
alternative testament.  In three separate works, The Book of Urizen, The Book of 
Ahania, and The Book of Los, he wrote his own Genesis and Exodus.  (174)46  
 

There are few allusions to Exodus in the works of 1794-95, however, and Ackroyd gives no 

justification for excluding the Continental Prophecies.  David Goldweber likewise assumes in his 

Bible of Hell article of the same year that justification for the exclusion is unnecessary.  D. W. 

Dörrbecker corrects them in The Continental Prophecies (also 1995), however: “Blake’s 

conspicuous and extensive name-listing on plate 3 of The Song [of Los] . . . links the continental 

works and their mythic account of human history with the ‘Bible of Hell’ that the poet was 

                                                 
45  Likewise, Bygrave chooses 1792-93 as the completion period of The Marriage, despite scholarship suggesting 
otherwise (such as Viscomi’s) published recently before his own argument (1996), in order to present Urizen as the 
first instalment of a freshly conceived Bible of Hell in 1794 (Romantic Writings 96). 
46  Martin K. Nurmi similarly excludes the Continental Prophecies from the “Lambeth Prophecies” and thus the 
Bible of Hell (Blake 25, and restated on pp. 105 and 116), despite “Prophecy” being in their titles only. 
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engaged upon in the Urizen trilogy of 1794-95” (D288).  As I show in Chapter 10, yet more links 

make the Continental Prophecies and Urizen Books two contrary phases of a common project. 

 In sum, the major Bible of Hell canon theories hold that Blake’s diabolical answer to the 

Bible consists of (1) the Urizen Books of 1794-95, or (2) these in addition to the Continental 

Prophecies of 1793-95, all six making up the Lambeth Books.  Visions of the Daughters of 

Albion gets unfortunately overlooked in these schemes, as well as Songs of Experience, but for 

better reasons (albeit equally unstated).  The third most popular theory is that the Bible of Hell 

consists of Vala, or The Four Zoas project of the later 1790s, though this idea has largely lapsed.  

A fourth theory holds that the Bible of Hell was an early title for what became The Marriage of 

Heaven and Hell.  This view was the first advanced but was revived in Viscomi’s technical work 

on The Marriage in the 1990s.  Of course, many critics combine or move between theories and 

thus subscribe to multiple theories.  For instance, in a common teaching anthology’s explanatory 

footnote to Marriage plate 24, Duncan Wu popularized the double identification of the Bible of 

Hell as the Proverbs of Hell and the Urizen Books: “ the Bible of Hell [is] possibly a work 

projected by Blake, which might have included the Proverbs of Hell and Urizen.”  
47   

 With so many critics commenting on the Bible of Hell, it is little wonder that there are 

marginal canon theories worth mentioning.  A recent one is that the Bible of Hell includes 

Blake’s later works.  Paley identified “The Everlasting Gospel,” Ghost of Abel, Illustrations of 

The Book of Job, Enoch sketches, and illuminated Genesis manuscript as Blake’s “last attempt at 

a ‘Bible of Hell.’”  
48  In the same year (2003), Ronald Paulson also considered “‘The Everlasting 

                                                 
47  Wu (93n61) omits mention of The Book of Los and Ahania likely because he left them out of the Anthology.  His 
Bible of Hell footnote was added to the second edition of the Blackwell Romanticism anthology and survived into 
the 2006 third edition (216n63).  David Fuller likewise included an explanatory note honouring Viscomi’s 
identifications in the Longman edition (2000) William Blake: Selected Poetry and Prose (145). 
48  Paley (Traveller 178).  This is a recent development even in Paley’s work.  In previous publications, he said that 
the “six Illuminated Books” of the “Lambeth books compose a Bible of Hell” (Energy 61-62) and that it was the 
Urizen Books exclusively (“William Blake, Jacob Ilive, and the Book of Jasher” 51). 
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Gospel’ the summation of his ‘Bible of Hell’” (Parody 326).  Certainly some “Everlasting 

Gospel” (c. 1818) lines and the verse of “To the Public” on Jerusalem plate 3 (c. 1804-20) echo 

The Marriage’s rhetoric of diabolical inversion (see §3.6 below), but these are exceptional and 

fleeting.  Blake largely abandons his ironic diabolism for a relatively more orthodox Christian 

mythos after the 1790s, discernible in the Christian revision of The Four Zoas and in much of the 

work of his Felpham years (1800-03) and back in London (1803-27). 

 One marginal identification theory worth refuting (because it attracted Frye and others)49 is 

that the Bible of Hell is the Holy Bible read, as the Marriage “Note” says, “in its infernal or 

diabolical sense.”  This misreads the Marriage speaker’s clear distinction between the infernal 

reading strategy as something “the world shall have if they behave well,” and “The Bible of 

Hell” that the narrator has “also” and that the world shall have by decree.  The Bible of Hell 

derives from an infernal reading of the Holy Bible; it is not the Bible itself. 

 The critical legacy of Blake’s rhetoric of diabolical inversion is that the idea of the Bible of 

Hell has been imported symbolically to legitimize the iconoclasm of other innovative authors.  

Taken out of context, it often becomes a real book, and Blake himself an honorary modernist.  

This trend began when Karl Shapiro used the title casually in his 1934 introduction to Henry 

Miller’s Tropic of Cancer, saying that Miller’s “personal apocalyptic prose” is similar in spirit to 

“the Bible of Hell that Blake talked about” (xii).  Richard Brown claims in James Joyce and 

Sexuality (1985) that it was from the “‘Bible of Hell’ . . . that Joyce learnt to read radically and to 

make his own works an expression of that radical re-reading” (162).  Blake is even invoked as a 

guru for writers as diverse as Jacques Derrida and Ishmael Reed.50  Speaking of the Bible of Hell 

                                                 
49  See Balfour (131), DiSalvo (27), Farrell (“Blake” 24), Frye (“Blake’s Reading” 244), and Griffin (57). 
50  According to Hartman, 

Blake, in his Prophetic Books or “Bible of Hell,” is forced to adopt what Derrida will call a paleonymic style, 
the basis also of deconstructive practice.  Blake installs himself parasitically in traditional visionary concepts 
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in a 1992 study on Blake and Nietzsche, Harvey Birenbaum wonders “whether we should think 

of all of the prophetic books as constituting this ultimate text; or whether the project, as he 

intended it, gave place to others more realizable.” 
51  He compares the Bible of Hell to “a 

masterwork called ‘The Revaluation of all Values’” that Nietzsche planned, with The Anti-Christ 

being its first volume, “according to drafts of the title page, . . . then thought of it as the whole, 

then withdrew the idea altogether.”  As many do with Blake’s Bible of Hell, Birenbaum proposes 

that “there is some point in applying the title to everything that he did write over the years” (25). 

 Given the necessarily speculative nature of Bible of Hell commentary, it is surprising that 

there are only three voices of dissent, though only one actually denies its existence.  Nelson 

Hilton ridicules the idea that “the most published work in the eighteenth century, the Bible, is to 

be displaced by what is among its least published, Blake’s ‘Bible of Hell’” (“Blake and the 

Apocalypse” 141), but he at least implies that it exists.  Everett C. Frost reproaches Viscomi for 

Bible of Hell speculation, saying, “It is irrelevant whether . . . Blake really intended to produce a 

Bible of Hell” (71), but nonetheless identifies “A Song of Liberty” as “A portion, a sample, or a 

prototype of the Bible of Hell to come” (77).  Finally, Steve Clark takes a more properly 

skeptical approach in a review of Viscomi’s work on The Marriage in the 1990s.  He praises 

Viscomi’s “textual archaeology,” but criticizes how “highly speculative theses such as the 

independent existence of a ‘Bible of Hell’ coexist with the patient genealogical excavation” 

                                                                                                                                                             
so as to destroy them, though with the aim of saving an original vision, of purging it of oppressive politico-
theological distortions and so returning imaginative power to its source in the “Poetic Genius.”  (Fateful 143) 

Shamoon Zamir says that Reed’s antinomianism in “Cowboy in the Boat of Ra” “traces the imminent return of all 
that would be exorcised or repressed,” and “is Reed’s Bible of Hell” (1209). 
51  The editors of The Early Illuminated Books (EEV) also recognized that “Critics have often hypothesized that the 
‘Bible of Hell’ is more than a satirical ploy . . . and is perhaps even a series of works that Blake planned and at least 
partly executed,” adding that the “books most often linked to this project are the Proverbs of Hell and ‘A Song of 
Liberty’” (EEV 220).  By the time of their writing, however, only five critics had discussed the former as the Bible 
of Hell and only two the latter, whereas dozens had identified it as the Urizen Books, Lambeth Books, or others. 
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(“Nineteenth Century” 456).  His point is well taken; it is indeed wise to proceed into Bible of 

Hell speculation with critical caution, but first by knowing what has been said on the topic. 

 The above survey maps out the critical guidelines for theorizing what the Bible of Hell 

might be.  Curiously, the vast majority of critics offering canon theories formulate them unaware 

that dozens of other critics have done the same.  By taking all of them into account, the present 

study lends support to the most plausible theories and avoids the errors of those derived 

carelessly from authority or other uncritical prejudices.  Inferences must still be made in the 

absence of key evidence, such as the untraced Bible of Hell title page, but Damon’s and 

Tannenbaum’s ideas of a correspondence between the Bible and Blake’s prophecies of the 1790s 

seem to be the best place to start among criticism on the topic if we are to make sense of The 

Marriage’s claim to have a Bible of Hell with reference to Blake’s existing works. 

 After all, the objective of this study is heuristic: to find the overarching program of the 

works in which Blake challenges the Bible.  Swinburne’s intuition at the very beginning of Bible 

of Hell criticism was instructive: The Marriage is the right place to start among Blake’s works 

when assessing what “The Bible of Hell” means.  We should be careful, however, in using the 

word “canon” for a body of works that Blake left unbound.  Though the eight books to which I 

pay special attention in Chapters 8-10 congregate around the four inclusion criteria (and those in 

Ch. 7 and some in 9 less so), I prefer to use “project” to describe the loose collection of works 

that may or may not belong to the Bible of Hell.  The rest of Part I examines The Marriage in the 

context of various eighteen-century literary traditions in an effort to discern the character of the 

Bible of Hell program that extends from The Marriage to the Lambeth Books.  The next 

chapter’s close reading of Blake’s rhetoric of diabolical inversion suggests that “‘The Bible of 

Hell’ [is] the truest name for Blake’s ambitious project” (Hilton, “Early Works” 204). 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

DIABOLICAL INVERSION IN  
CHRISTIAN WORLDS TURNED UPSIDE DOWN 

 
Guile will be met by double guile.  (Ricoeur 34) 

 
  This is Upside Down When viewd from Hells Gate 
[written upside down:] But right When Viewd from Purgatory after they have passed the Center 
  In Equivocal Worlds Up & Down are Equivocal.  (E690)1 
 
 
 The above note beside a design for Dante’s nine circles of Hell that Blake sketched in his 

late sixties helps us find our way through his Bible of Hell of the 1790s.  This compressed 

conceit integrates subtle wordplay (“Equivocal Worlds ” rather than “Words”) with inversions of 

worldview and theological orientation, since a reader must rotate the page 180o to read parts of 

both the text and image aright.  Though without such literal kinetics, The Marriage of Heaven 

and Hell, which Blake printed for the last time around the same period as this sketch,2 marked a 

revival of “the Eternal Hell” (3; E33) that was paradoxically a Christian apocalypse.  But if it is 

Christian, why does it announce a Bible of Hell?  If Blake wanted merely to expose 

Swedenborg’s “new heaven” and New Church as the old Church in new clothes,3 why does he 

risk charges of blasphemy by taking on the guise of the Devil?  Blake saw both old and New 

Church corrupted by the “outward Ceremony” of the Antichrist (Laocoön; E274) that only by a 

radical re-inversion could the effects of this inverted institution be nullified.  Indeed, the purpose 

of The Marriage is to challenge the world inverted by religion and set it right-side up again. 

                                                 
1  See “Diagram of Hell-Circles” in Milton Klonsky’s facsimile edition Blake’s Dante (1980) for a photographic 
reproduction (46; pl. 22) and transcription with commentary (142).  While it is not clear when exactly the above 
drawing was made, Blake produced 102 Divine Comedy watercolours between 1824 and his death in 1827. 
2  Nine complete Marriage copies (A-I) survive, along with a further eight excerpts.  Four complete copies were 
printed c. 1790 (A, B, C, and H [recoloured for Linnell, c. 1821], along with proof excerpts K, L, M), a further three 
c. 1794-95 (D, E, F), copy G c. 1818, and copy I in 1827 (BR 454).  See BB (285-302) for complete bibliographic 
details, or the William Blake Archive online (www.blakearchive.org) for a thoroughly up-to-date account. 
3  Swedenborg’s “new heaven” signified a “new church” to replace the old Church (Doctrine of the New Jerusalem 
¶61-64).  Blake alludes to Swedenborg’s prophecy at the outset of the first doctrinal section of The Marriage: “As a 
new heaven is begun, and it is now thirty-three years since its advent: the Eternal Hell revives” (3; E33). 
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 To begin explaining the definitive features of the Bible of Hell program, and hence the 

criteria for inclusion in the Bible of Hell canon, this chapter examines The Marriage’s rhetoric of 

ironic diabolical inversion in its literary-historical context.  Diabolical inversion is a 

defamiliarizing strategy that exposes “Christian” ideology as the inversion of Christ’s gospel, 

and seeks to disturb readers into a perception-changing consciousness.  To suggest that the world 

is already upside down in perceptual error, Blake presents hell as the world right-side up.  This 

chapter traces the genealogy of his inversion rhetoric in two occasionally overlapping traditions 

alternately adopted by progressive and reactionary forces: diabology and mundus inversus or 

“World Turned Upside Down” literature and visual arts.  Originally an orthodox Christian 

discourse concerned with the devil’s infiltration in the world, diabology reached its apogee as a 

political weapon during the English Civil War, but had been reduced to making crude satirical 

jabs by the eighteenth century, as Daniel Defoe’s potboiler The Political History of the Devil 

(1726) attests.   Charles Dibdin’s anonymous weekly review journal The Devil (1786-87) 

anticipates The Marriage’s use of shifting narratives and satirical strategy of identifying with the 

Devil as a way of telling the subversive truth (or prophesying, in Blake’s parlance) as the author 

sees it.  Diabologies occasionally took advantage of topoi from the mundus inversus tradition, 

which depicted the surreal, often comical inversion of the dominant socio-political and cosmic 

order in a carnivalesque subversion of inequality and injustice.  An exemplar of this form close 

to The Marriage in style and theme is the anonymous illustrated chapbook The World Turned 

Upside-Down: or, The Folly of Man (c. 1736-64).  The Marriage thus appears to be a thematic 

and formal bricolage of The Devil and The World Turned Upside-Down. 
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 Blake chose such ambiguous traditions to draw the reader into his heuristic strategy4 of 

following “the crooked roads” (10; E38) out of the mundus inversus predicament to a Christian 

liberation more radical than what orthodox “Christianity” preached.  The key philosophical 

paradoxes of The Marriage, “Without Contraries is no progression” (3; E33) and “Opposition is 

true friendship” (20; E45), epitomize Blake’s heuristic in the rhetoric of diabolical inversion.  In 

the Bible of Hell program, navigating theo-political contention is necessary for achieving 

revelation, which The Marriage dramatizes as the triumph of a primitive Christian heresy. 

 Pre-1790 diabology and mundus inversus traditions each evolved amidst tension between 

opposed theo-political forces, for each had “been adopted by both parties” (MHH 5; E34).  The 

orthodox Christian establishment—“the religious” in The Marriage 

5 and elsewhere “State 

Religion” or the Antichrist6—appropriated these traditions to maintain hegemony, damning any 

challenge to its own dogmatic code as the work of the Devil.  Such absolutism marginalized all 

heterodox divines, freethinkers, and artists—the “true Poet[s] of the Devils party” (6; E35)—who 

challenged this order.  In solidarity with these demonized types, Blake subversively inverts 

orthodoxy’s polarization of the conflict, ironically identifying with the oppressed Devil as a 

vehicle for truth-telling that offers apocalyptic visions of justice and harmony restored.  These 

goals are to be achieved not by political leveling, but by imaginatively inverting the whole 

                                                 
4  “Heuristic methods of teaching . . . involve . . . placing students as far as possible in the attitude of the 
discoverer—methods which involve their finding out, instead of merely being told about things” (Armstrong 236). 
5  Throughout The Marriage, “religious” carries the pejorative connotation of being arbitrarily moralizing, blindly 
conformist, narrow minded, and sexually repressive, yet hypocritically lecherous (3, 21-22, 27; E33, 43, 45). 
6  In his 1798 annotations to Bishop Richard Watson’s Apology for the Bible (see §4.1 below), Blake underlined “all 
christian states” and wrote beside it, “Watson has defended Antichrist” (E612).  In the pages following, Blake 
continues to condemn the “State Religion” Watson defends (E613, 616).  The phrase “State Religion” was often 
used in Dissenter polemics, such as in the so-called Deist Bible, Christianity as Old as the Creation (1730), where 
author Matthew Tindal attacks the assumption that “People are oblig’d to take their Religion on Trust, and then to 
change it as often as there’s any Change in the State-Religion; . . . and in all these Changes to be govern’d by Men, 
who are hir’d not to find out Truth, but to make that Religion, to which their Preferments are annex’d, to pass for 
true” (305; emphasis added). 
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corrupt socio-cosmic order, making first last and last first in the sense of Christian salvation.7  

According to Oscar Wilde, “Man is least himself when he talks in his own person.  Give him a 

mask, and he will tell you the truth” (182).  The truth that Blake tells by wearing the mask of the 

Devil was paradoxically meant to shock Christianity into purity. 

 Perspicacious readers of the 1790s8 would be cued by The Marriage’s interplay of contraries 

to sift the strange illuminated manuscript for its political and theological biases, turning up their 

own in the process.  Familiarity with the diabology and mundus inversus traditions helps 

contextualize Blake’s unique reformulation of diabolism and heuristically prepares the reader to 

join his narrator in decoding the corruptions of Christian orthodoxy, especially the ruse that the 

Devil myth had become: a shaming device that Defoe satirizes in The Political History of the 

Devil.  A successful reading of The Marriage’s ironic rhetoric of diabolical inversions depends 

on sidestepping the red herring of vulgar Satanism and following the rhetoric all the way to The 

Marriage’s Christian-humanist ethic.9  If read correctly, the diabolizing of Christ—arguing that 

it was he who fell from Heaven while Satan ascended to worldly power in the guise of God (see 

§8.3 below)—undermines orthodoxy’s conception of Christ and exposes State Religion as the 

true Antichrist.  To Blake, it was an anti-Christian misappropriation to de-radicalize and sanitize 

Christ into a quietist as part of an overall effort to inculcate strict obedience to priestly authority, 

which Blake deemed truly satanic for dividing the individual from the Christian God within. 

                                                 
7  Matt. 19:30, 20:16; Mark 10:31; and Luke 13:30.  Tannenbaum argues that The Marriage represents “the most 
sophisticated development” of “the representation of hell as an inverted world that redresses imbalances which exist 
among the living” (“News” 87). 
8  Blake’s ideal reader is a hypothetical construct in lieu of few facts about his readership around the time of The 
Marriage’s composition.  My assumption is that Blake’s imagined reader was well-read in eighteenth-century theo-
political controversies and the genres in which they played out. 
9  See §4.4, §8.2, and §8.4 below for more on The Marriage’s Christian-humanist ethic.  The inheritor of Blake’s 
literary estate, Frederick Tatham, reportedly thought that Blake was inspired by Satan and destroyed whatever 
literary remains he thought revealed this (see §2.2 above).  Also, inspired by Swinburne’s 1868 Critical Essay on 
Blake (158n*), Mario Praz detected “Certain conformities of thought between Blake and Sade, between Dostoievsky 
and Nietzsche and Blake, [which] derive from the fact that these writers were all, in greater or lesser degree, sadists” 
(Romantic Agony 278n50); see below for Frye’s counterargument. 
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 §3.1 – Diabolical Inversion as a Hermeneutic of Suspicion 

 An examination of diabolical inversion as a strategy of reappropriation, resignification, or 

transvaluation of the Devil in the context of the diabology and mundus inversus traditions helps 

explain the underlying piety in The Marriage’s apparent blasphemy of sympathy for the Devil.  

Blake assumes “The voice of the Devil,” who was a mercenary persona easily adoptable by both 

parties, to overturn the whole symbolic order of Western metaphysics (4; E34; see §8.3 below) 

as brashly as Christ overturned the moneychangers’ tables in the temple.  Such rhetoric 

overwrites the Bible’s wisdom literature as “Proverbs of Hell” (7-10; E35-38), oversees the 

climactic triumph of antinomian Devil over orthodox Angel (23-24; E43-44), and ultimately 

envisions the razing of Christian Empire and raising of the oppressed in the apocalyptic fantasia 

“A Song of Liberty” (25-27; E44-45).  By compelling readers to decode Blake’s rhetoric of 

diabolical inversion, The Marriage compels them to re-read the Holy Bible with a view to its 

hidden history of the usurpation of artistic energies, and prepares them for the projected Bible of 

Hell as a model for what a radical Christian revision of the Bible might look like.10  I will defer 

the application of this reading of The Marriage to Chapter 8 of the present study in order to 

establish first several angles from which to analyze it throughout Part I. 

 Blake’s diabolical “hermeneutic of suspicion” turns topsy-turvy orthodox theology upside 

down to decode the hidden meanings of biblical symbols through the transforming agency of the 

Devil reclaimed as a hero of liberty.  In such a hermeneutic, “Guile will be met by double guile,” 

as Paul Ricoeur says of the analogue of this interpretative strategy in the writings of Marx, 

Nietzsche, and Freud (34).11  In The German Ideology (1846), Marx and Engels defined the 

                                                 
10  “Blake structures his poetry to force the reader to share in the experience of the creative act—that is, to be as 
creative in his reading of the poem as the artist was in its making” (Spinks 24). 
11  A “hermeneutic of suspicion” unmasks the false consciousness produced by the literal interpretation of symbols.  
The phrase was popularized after the success of Ricoeur’s Freud and Philosophy (1970), which follows “the school 
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inverting effects of ideology on consciousness: “If in all ideology men and their circumstances 

appear upside-down as in a camera obscura, this phenomenon arises just as much from their 

historical life-process as the inversion of objects on the retina does from their physical life-

process” (37).12  Inspired by Marx, Louis Althusser figured ideological critique as a practice of 

inversion that reveals the false consciousness produced by orthodoxy, but does not destroy it: 

The old formula, which comes from Spinoza, to the effect that religion is the world 
turned upside-down, . . . [is] adopted by . . . Marx in the form of the watchword: “the 
inversion must be inverted so that ideology may be put back on its feet and destroyed 
as ideology” . . . .  However, if this characteristic of inversion is internal to the 
ideological, we can deduce from it no practical conclusion that can identify the 
transformation or elimination of the ideological through a counter-inversion, the 
inversion of the inversion. . . .  To put one’s chips on the inversion internal to religion 
is by no means to call religion as such into question, but simply to make religion work 
religiously.  (“On Feuerbach” 128-28; emphases added) 
 

In other words, Blake’s diabolical inversion does nothing to bring down the whole superstructure 

of orthodox Christian ideology in any pragmatic sense, but, by wearing the mask of the Devil, he 

unmasks the apparent, literal meanings that are the ruses of State Religion.  The nature of 

Blake’s challenge to orthodox Christian ideology in The Marriage may be summarized as a 

“counter-inversion” that reveals those ruses and the true nature of Christ as he conceived it. 

 Blake’s diabolical inversion takes the pejorative definition of diabolism13 dominant through 

the diabologies that proliferated since the English Civil War in the seventeenth century, 

especially one in the preface of Swedenborg’s Heaven and Hell, and inverts it into a positive, 

productive rhetorical strategy.  The basic premise of orthodox Christian diabolism was that Satan 

represented disobedience, and anyone in league with him rebelled against God and his deputies 

                                                                                                                                                             
of suspicion”—Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud—that established a demystifying mode of skeptical interpretation in 
which double-meaning objects (dreams, texts, utterances) can be decoded to distinguish hidden from apparent 
meanings (32-36).  See Kaplan’s “Ricoeur’s Critical Theory” in Reading Ricoeur (198-99). 
12  See Williams’s use of this Marxian formulation in Ideology and Utopia in the Poetry of William Blake (8-9). 
13  The primary definition of “diabolism” is “Action in which the devil has, or is supposed to have, a share; dealing 
with the devil; sorcery, witchcraft” (OED). 
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on earth, from the king and bishops to their priestly legions.  Most studies of The Marriage focus 

on Blake’s satire of Emanuel Swedenborg’s writings,14 but the corrupt diabolism symbolically 

central to The Marriage is most clearly defined in Thomas Hartley’s preface to Swedenborg’s 

Heaven and Hell:15 “Now, the very idea of diabolism carries in it a repugnancy and hatred to 

God and goodness, and consequently the greatest contrariety to the possibility of conversion” 

(xlv; emphases added).16  Blake inverts this formulation of diabolism by making (1) 

“contrariety” the philosophical core of The Marriage in “Without Contraries is no progression” 

(3; E33; see §4.3 below), and (2) the “conversion” of Angel into Devil the book’s object.  The 

Swedenborgian Angel, convinced by the Devil’s antinomian insistence that Christ broke most of 

the Ten Commandments—“embrac[es] the flame” and “become[s] a Devil,” the narrator’s 

“particular friend” (23-24; E43-44).  The conversion models Blake’s ideal relationship with his 

reader (Behrendt, “Bible” 42), even if the Devil’s argument is questionable (see §8.6 below). 

 It is important to note that “diabolical” in Blake’s announcement of the “infernal or 

diabolical” hermeneutic (MHH 24; E44) is the only appearance of the word in The Marriage—

indeed in his entire oeuvre.  But the idea of “diabolism” as a positive term in opposition to the 

conception of “God and goodness” is key not only to The Marriage, but to its Lambeth sequels.  

As Barbara Babcock says with reference to the mundus inversus tradition, the “peripheral is 

often symbolically central” (32), and this is certainly the case with Blake’s symbolic inversion of 
                                                 
14  The Marriage of Heaven and Hell attacks Swedenborg by name on plates 3, 19, and 21-22 (E33, 42-43), and its 
title parodies Swedenborg’s Conjugal Love and Heaven and Hell.  For general discussions of Blake and 
Swedenborg, see Ankarsjö (Blake and Religion), Bellin and Ruhl (Blake and Swedenborg), J.G. Davies (Theology), 
Erdman (“Blake’s Early Swedenborgianism”), Howard (“Audience”), Raine (Tradition), Rix (Cultures), Schorer 
(“Swedenborg and Blake”), Thompson (Witness), and Viscomi (“Caves” and “Lessons”). 
15  Blake owned and annotated the second edition of A Treatise Concerning Heaven and Hell (Houghton Library, 
Harvard), though he did not draw attention to Hartley’s passage quoted above.  Hartley (1708/9-84) was an 
evangelist who took an interest in William Law and Jakob Böhme in such millenarian writings as Paradise Restored 
(1764; with commentary on Böhme on pp. 444-53).  He started translating Swedenborg’s Latin texts into English in 
1770 after having met Swedenborg in London shortly before; they remained friends until Swedenborg’s death in 
1772 (Gordon and Mee ¶2-3).  Hartley wrote the “deservedly admired” Heaven and Hell Preface in 1778 for his 
revision of William Cookworthy’s translation of De coelo et de inferno (Hindmarsh, Rise 7n). 
16  The OED quotes Hartley’s declaration to demonstrate “diabolism” 4: “The character or nature of a devil.” 
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“diabolical.”  He inverts and embraces diabolism, making a hero of the Christological rebel Son 

of Fire to agitate orthodoxy’s damnation of heterodoxy as disobedience.  Before Hartley, the 

primary definition of “diabolism” cited in the OED came from Thomas Jackson’s anti-Jesuit and 

anti-Catholic Apostles Creede (1614), where diabolism is the sin of “symbolizing with infernal 

spirits, whose chiefest solace consists in acting greatest villainies, or wresting the meaning of 

God’s written laws to dishonor” (286).  Jackson’s latter clause perfectly describes the antinomian 

object of “the son of fire” who “stamps the stony law to dust,” literally breaking the Law of the 

Decalogue tablets in the climax of “A Song of Liberty” (MHH 27; E45). 

 The Bible of Hell rewrites the Bible of Heaven and accuses the latter of having 

misrecognized Satan as Jehovah.  It is a playful inversion with a serious purpose, but is not what 

Isaiah warned against when he prophesied, “Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; 

that put darkness for light, and light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!” 

(Isa. 5:20),17 for Blake claims to re-invert what was previously inverted.  He uses a similar 

rhetoric of inversion in saying that any constraint on individual liberty (no matter how extreme a 

liberty one takes) is no liberty at all: “if it is thus the extreme of black is white & of sweet sower 

& of good Evil.” 
18  In the topsy-turvy year of revolution c. 1789-90, when the possibility that 

England could follow France in toppling the ancien régime inspired liberal freethinkers and 

Dissenters, the pro-Revolution artist19 sought to revitalize the spirit of prophecy that spoke 

through Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Christ, and thus to follow the “crooked” “road of excess [that] leads 

to the palace of wisdom” (MHH 7, 10; E35, 38). 

                                                 
17  Isaiah also envisions God’s vengeance on humanity in cosmic and social mundus inversus terms: “Behold, the 
LORD maketh the earth empty, and maketh it waste, and turneth it upside down, and scattereth abroad the inhabitants 
thereof.  And it shall be, as with the people, so with the priest; as with the servant, so with his master” (24:1-2). 
18  Blake’s c. 1800 note (E635; BB 686) comes beside Henry Boyd’s claim that “there are certain bounds, even to 
liberty; beyond this it takes the name of licentiousness” (A Translation of the Inferno of Dante 1: 148). 
19  From the report of those who knew him, Gilchrist described Blake as “a vehement republican and sympathiser 
with the Revolution, hater and contemner of kings and king-craft. . . .  Down to his latest days Blake always avowed 
himself a ‘Liberty Boy,’ a faithful ‘Son of Liberty’” (93-94). 
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 Early commentary treated Blake’s rhetorical inversion as the key to the paradox of his 

apparent blasphemy.  Seventy years after The Marriage’s publication,20 Samuel Palmer21 

discouraged Anne Gilchrist from reproducing it in The Life, saying that certain parts would 

“exclude the work from every drawing-room table in England.”  He defended the antiphrasis: 

Blake wrote often in anger and rhetorically; just as we might speak if some pretender 
to Christianity . . . were canting to us in a pharisaical way.  We might say, “If this is 
your Heaven, give me Hell” . . . in temper, but without in the least meaning that that 
was our deliberate preference.  This is the clue to much of Blake’s paradox.22 
 

Others have echoed Palmer: John Howard says, “for Blake hell is really the name given to 

heaven by the hypocrites” (“Audience” 39), and Anthony Nuttall, “In a world in which the God 

the vicar talks about is bad, the Devil might easily be good” (248).  Such apologias help explain 

other scattered verses in Blake’s Notebook, such as the couplet “Grown old in Love from Seven 

till Seven times Seven / I oft have wishd for Hell for Ease from Heaven.” 
23  Throughout his life, 

Blake imagined a contrary to orthodoxy’s heaven, which was in Swedenborg’s writings little 

more than a utopian projection of this world.  When Mario Praz accused Blake of immoralism 

(Romantic Agony 278n50), Frye clarified Blake’s irony by insisting that The Marriage 

has nothing to do with the simple inversion of moral good and evil which is known 
as sadism, and which forms an important aspect of Romantic culture. . . .  Blake 
attaches two meanings to the word “hell,” one real and the other ironic.  There is a 
real hell in the human mind, and it achieves the physical form of dungeons, whips, 
racks and all the miserable panoply of fear.  (Symmetry 198)  
 

For the “real hell” of internalized repression, Frye likely had in mind Blake’s response to Johann 

Caspar Lavater’s description of one who “blasphemes a book, a work of art” (108): Blake wrote 

                                                 
20  The first mention of The Marriage in the periodical press came nine years before Gilchrist’s Life of William 
Blake (Athenæum 1367 [7 Jan. 1854]: 22) by way of a catalogue of works sold from the collection of John Hugh 
Smyth Pigott, which included Marriage copy I (priced at £4 16s.) and Jerusalem (priced the same, despite being 
four times as large) with books on mysticism, “spirit-rapping, table-turning, and the like follies.” 
21  John Linnell introduced the young Palmer (1805-81) to Blake in 1824.  Palmer became a leading member of the 
antiquarian Ancients group of young London artists who revered Blake in his final days (Lister ¶11-12). 
22  Letter of 24 July 1862 in Life and Letters 244-45; emphasis in original; qtd. also in BR 431. 
23  N54; E516.  As the verse implies, Blake was probably forty-nine years old at the writing of this couplet, penciled 
above part of “The Everlasting Gospel” (§f; E520), and thus Erdman dates it c. 1806-07 (N55). 
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that the hater of art ought to go “to hell till he behaves better.”  This said, he immediately 

qualifies what he means by “hell”: “mark that I do not believe there is such a thing litterally. but 

hell is the being shut up in the possession of corporeal desires which shortly weary the man for 

all life is holy.”  
24  This definition resonates with three key elements in the revisionist morality of 

The Marriage: the assertions in the Proverbs of Hell that repression is sin, the source of evil, and 

that desire (“Energy”) should be indulged unless it is harmful to others; (2) the paternalistic tone 

announcing the “infernal or diabolical sense [of the Bible] which the world shall have if they 

behave well,” and (3) the apocalyptic revelation that ends “A Song of Liberty.” 
25  Throughout 

The Marriage, however, “Blake merely adopts the terms ‘Heaven’ and ‘Hell’ and uses them 

ironically to show that they are meaningless as the orthodox intend them” (Nurmi, Study 25).  To 

Nurmi, the “main theme of The Marriage” is that “both angels and devils are necessary, indeed, 

that they must be ‘married’ within the larger unity of Human life,” which happens “only at the 

climax in the embrace of the angel and devil” (26).  But Nurmi misreads the climax where the 

Angel “embrac[es] the flame of fire” (24; E43).  If the Angel marries anything, it is the source of 

the Devil’s creative wisdom—the Energy of the Poetic Genius—not the Devil himself.  It is the 

Angel’s return to the source of prophetic inspiration that completes his transubstantiation into the 

prophet Elijah and converts him into a devil in the denouement.  Understanding the tension 

between the embrace of angels and devils depicted on the title page and the conversion (which is 

not a marriage) at the climax on plate 24 is necessary to understanding how The Marriage moves 

from destructive satire to productive prophecy.  More than an ironic, nominal inversion, Blake’s 

reclamation of “Hell” makes it the very dwelling place of his immanent God—the deified 

                                                 
24  E590; underlining in original; see p. 109 of the facsimile reprint of Blake’s copy of Lavater’s Aphorisms 
published by Scholars’ Facsimiles & Reprints (1980) and introduced by Shroyer. 
25  See §4.4 and §8.4 below for more discussion on the Lavater-inspired humanist ethics of The Marriage, and §4.10 
and §8.7 below for more on “Every thing that lives is Holy.” 
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Imagination or Poetic Genius.26  Like “diabolical,” “imagination” appears only once in The 

Marriage (12; E38), but is symbolically central. 

 Despite critical agreement with Blake’s cause of liberty, many who comment on his 

rhetorical inversion miss the point of its role in his prophecy.  John Beer, for instance, reads the 

contrarian voice of the Devil as merely “a convenient stick [with which] to beat the men of 

single vision” (Blake’s Humanism 48-49).  More recently, L. J. Swingle explains, 

Blake is not intent upon claiming that the Hellish truth is somehow more true than 
Heavenly truth.  He is concerned, rather, to demonstrate that the Devil can tell a story 
that seems just as internally consistent and persuasive as an Angel’s. . . .  If the 
angels can give us a Bible of Heaven, the devils can give us a Bible of Hell.  (193) 
 

Of course, the Devil’s “story” about the antinomian Christ is unpersuasive unless his gospels are 

different from those in the New Testament (see §8.6 below).  Like Nurmi’s apologetic account, 

Swingle’s reduction of diabolical inversion to pure rhetoric ignores the affirmative prophecy to 

which it leads, since its object is the reader’s liberation from orthodoxy as modeled in the 

triumphant conversion of Angel into Devil, rather than the mere ridicule of Swedenborg. 

 “Diabolism” is seldom mentioned in Blake scholarship, possibly because Nurmi tried to shut 

the door on it by saying that “The Marriage does not teach diabolism” (Study 25); of course, The 

Marriage does not teach the orthodox version of diabolism.  Gleckner is more on point in 

                                                 
26  Blake identifies the Poetic Genius, the spirit of the Imagination (ARO 7; E1), as “the Lord” in his annotations to 
the 1788 edition of Swedenborg’s Divine Love and Divine Wisdom (E603).  Blake continues to identify Imagination 
with the Christ-God all his life: “Human Imagination / . . . is the Divine Body of the Lord Jesus” and “Divine Vision 
. . . / In which Man liveth eternally” (M 3:3-4, 32:19-20; E96, 132), “the Bosom of God [is] the Human Imagination” 
(J 5:20; E147), “Imagination is Eternity” (Ghost of Abel epigraph; E270), “The Eternal Body of Man is The 
IMAGINATION. that is God himself | the Divine Body } יש ע Jesus” (Laocoön; E273), “This world of Imagination 
is the World of Eternity it is the Divine bosom into which we shall all go after the death” (Vision of the Last 
Judgment, N69c; E555), and “Imagination [is] the Divine Body in Every Man” and “Man is All Imagination God is 
Man & exists in us & we in him” (1820? annotations to Berkeley’s Siris [1744] 204, 219; E663-64). 
 The idea that the Imagination is the divine part of humanity can be traced back to Christian occultists such as 
Paracelsus and Böhme, whom Blake credits as positive influences in The Marriage and elsewhere (22; E43, 707).  
In Archidoxis (1660), Paracelsus (1493-1541) considers the Imagination the divine motor of the body: “Imagination 
kindleth the vegetative virtue, as fire kindles wood” (8).  See also Gleckner’s “Blake’s Religion of Imagination” 
(1956). 
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referring to “The voice of the Devil” as “the Devil’s one-sided diabolism” (Blake and Spenser 

83), and Schock is closer still: 

The diabolism of The Marriage . . . participates . . . in the widespread revision of the 
myth of Satan during the Romantic era.  By the end of the eighteenth century, among 
the literate classes of England, belief in the existence of the Devil had practically 
vanished.  English writers in the Romantic era develop Satan into an ideological 
symbol with a broad range of functions: expressing rebellious or unconventional 
political, moral, and religious values, and producing correspondent literary effects, 
such as irony and satire. . . .  Blake converted a traditional or “official” story in the 
service of institutional Christianity into a myth embracing revolution, moral 
revisionism, and apocalypse.  In The Marriage, then, the myth of Satan exhibits what 
Raymond Williams, extending Gramsci’s conception of hegemony, has called an 
“oppositional formation,” a specific practice which counters the cultural dominance 
of institutions and traditions.  (441-42) 
 

Though it is true that many later Romantics used Satan for such purposes, it is harder to prove 

that the literate no longer believed in the existence of the Devil.27  Blake’s diabolical inversion 

was risqué in its day because positively embracing the Devil’s “flame of fire” could be read as 

blasphemy, especially when Home Office spies were looking for ways to charge pro-Jacobins as 

the French Revolution dragged into the 1790s (Emsley “Home Office”).  Blake risked 

prosecution under the Blasphemy Act if misunderstood by the wrong people.28 

 Though Schock is right to say that “Blake converted a traditional or ‘official’ story in the 

service of institutional Christianity into a myth embracing revolution, moral revisionism, and 

apocalypse” (442), we must qualify that Blake does this with the Devil, but not with Satan.  He is 

                                                 
27  Schock relies on Walker’s Decline of Hell (1964) and Russell’s Mephistopheles (1986).  The latter argues that 
Deism undermined the traditional biblically-informed belief in the Devil, which, “before 1700 . . . was still accepted 
by many of the educated, but by 1800 most had abandoned it or modified it out of recognition” (129); however, 
“among all the movements of the eighteenth century, only Pietism strongly upheld the belief in Satan as attested by 
the Bible” (132).  Movements aside, these arguments ignore the unchallenged belief in the Devil among the literate 
Christian laity and the Church’s positive affirmations of the Devil’s existence. 
28  The Blasphemy Act (1698) and English common law had, since Rex vs. Taylor (1676), considered blasphemy a 
civil offence.  Though the Toleration Act (1689) allowed for some degree of religious freedom, Deist and Unitarian 
writings and utterances were technically in almost-daily breach of the Blasphemy Act, especially in the latter half of 
the century, so the “Imprisonment of blasphemers should have been as common as imprisonment of debtors and 
pickpockets,” yet “The frequency of prosecutions rivaled the appearance of leap years” (Levy 296).  After John 
Wilkes’s trial in 1764, there was not a single conviction for blasphemy in the realm until Thomas Williams was 
convicted for publishing Paine’s Age of Reason (324, 330), which thoroughly undermined the authority of the 
official State Religion, and was thus seen as a civil threat. 
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careful with limiting his use of “Satan” in The Marriage to three references to Milton’s character 

in Paradise Lost (5, 17; E34, 40),29 but intentionally misreads this “Satan” as a Christ figure.  

“Devil” and epithets such as the “son of fire” appear twelve times, however, and always 

representing a virtuous iconoclast campaigning for freedom of the spirit from the bonds of 

organized religion and its perceptual errors (4-6, 22-23; E34-35, 43).  Essick argues that Blake 

“identifies the ‘Messiah’ with that archetypal revolutionary, ‘Satan’” (“Revolution” 196) in the 

passage “Messiah or Satan or Tempter was formerly thought to be one of the Antediluvians who 

are our Energies” (MHH 17; E40), but this is the misread “Satan” of Paradise Lost and Job.  

After arguing in the “Note” on plate 17 that Jesus is a revolutionary who “came not to send 

Peace but a Sword” (E40), Blake effectively says that the priestly Christian tradition confused 

“Satan” of the Book of Job with the true source of human vitality, which became obscured after 

the Flood, hence our need for an honest prophet (such as himself) to set the record straight. 

 Though some studies have covered considerable ground on the subject of the Devil or Satan 

in The Marriage,30 few have sufficiently explored the literature of diabolism to which Blake is 

heir.  More attention needs to be paid particularly to works that invert diabolism satirically.  

Schock goes part way, but stops short of explaining how Blake inverts diabolism.  He is right 

that “The ideological critique of the myth of Satan, which begins with Voltaire and culminates in 

Paine, underlies Blake’s transformation of Christian diabology in The Marriage” (443), but it 

began long before Voltaire, and Blake had other “particular friends” of the “Devil’s party” to 

choose from as positive models for the satirical mechanism of The Marriage, including printers’ 

devils and devil’s advocates (see §3.2 below). 

                                                 
29  Later, Blake takes Satan more seriously as a state of mind, the “Selfhood,” especially in The Four Zoas (E380) 
and Milton (E108). 
30  See M. Butler (Romantics), Erdman (Prophet [1977] 175-97), Essick (“Revolution”), Howard (“Audience” and 
Infernal Poetics), McGann (“Idea”), Rix (Cultures 116-19), and Wittreich (“Satanism”); for visual reappropriations 
of Satan, see John Hutton (“Image of Satan”). 
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 Critics have also ignored the socio-linguistic aspects of Blake’s reappropriation of the Devil, 

which is comparable to rhetorical strategies of value inversion in identity politics since the 

1990s, such as the reclamation of “queer” in ways that deny traditional homophobia its mastery 

over the term.31  Blake’s reclamation of the term “Devil” undermines orthodox Christianity’s 

ownership of the myth of Satan and corresponding associations.  It epitomizes what Robin 

Brontsema calls “the fluidity and temporality of linguistic ownership” (7): 

Hate speech intended to disable its target simultaneously enables its very resistance; 
its injurious power is the same fuel that feeds the fire of its counter-appropriation.  
Laying claim to the forbidden, the word as weapon is taken up and taken back by 
those it seeks to shackle—a self-emancipation that defies hegemonic linguistic 
ownership and the (ab)use of power.  Linguistic reclamation, also known as 
linguistic resignification or reappropriation, refers to the appropriation of a pejorative 
epithet by its target(s).  (“Linguistic Reclamation” 1) 
 

With tropes of conflagration and unshackling, Brontsema’s definition bears the legacy of 

Romantic revolutionary rhetoric of emancipation.  The goal, she says, is “a revolutionary 

reversal of opposites” (9) or “a medicine . . . concocted from its poison” (11).  Blake anticipates 

this strategy of resistance by “printing in the infernal method, by corrosives” in The Marriage, 

which he advertizes (like an apothecary) as “salutary and medicinal” (14; E39).  He similarly 

merges revolutionary and rehabilitative purposes in a regenerative act of reclamation, mobilizing 

the Devil for his own theo-political resistance.  Reappropriation is as much a rhetorical device 

for retributive justice in The Marriage as it is in modern identity politics, for both usages assume 

the instability of the sign-chain and, like rhetorical judo, use the energy of stigma against itself. 

                                                 
31  In “‘Lovers of Wild Rebellion,’” Hutton prefers another variant on “appropriation”: “artistic and literary 
opponents of dominant society made use of what can be termed ‘dispropriation’—not merely claiming and 
employing traditional icons but inverting them, reinventing them to produce a radically new sign system, based on 
new values and goals” (149).  Blake’s purpose in adopting this strategy, says Hutton, “was to rewrite all the parts: 
revise and reinvent the old icons, in order to shatter the whole network of assumptions and predigested readings 
which had grown up around them” (154).  I agree with Hutton’s analysis here, but use “reappropriation” or 
“reclamation” because of their prevalence in the sociological discourse of identity politics.  See Judith Butler’s final 
chapter in Bodies that Matter (1993), where she calls the reclamation of “queer” a “democratic contestation” meant 
“to lay claim to the power to name oneself and determine the conditions under which that name is used” (227, 229). 
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 Examples of this strategy are few prior to The Marriage, but the “Ranters” also appropriated 

a name that began as a derogatory slur (OED) and anticipated the perceptual preconditions for 

Blake’s use of diabolical inversion and reclamation.  In the English Civil War, Ranters accused 

Puritans of having stolen the terms of religious righteousness and inverted the cosmic order.  The 

Ranter Abiezer Coppe exposes this inversion in A Fiery Flying Roll (1649), which was banned 

and burned for its blasphemy, though the British Museum preserved a copy (Lysons 1: 23).  

Coppe shockingly accuses all “reverend Divines” (2:6) of calling 

Good Evill, and Evill Good; Light Darknesse, and Darknesse Light; Truth 
Blasphemy, and Blasphemy Truth. . . .  Take heed . . . Filthy blinde Sodomites called 
Angels[’] men . . . .  Some of these Angels I have been acquainted withall.  And I 
have looked upon them as Devils, accounting them Devils incarnate.  (2:8-10) 
 

Of course, diabolizing your enemies can easily devolve into an impasse of self-righteous 

perspectivism, but the inversion of Angels into Devils (and vice versa) is clearly what The 

Marriage does, following Coppe’s lead.  Likewise anticipating The Marriage’s rhetoric of 

excess, Coppe takes antinomian “Libertinisme” (1:1) to an extreme in pronouncing all “sinne and 

transgression is finisht” (2:7).  In A Second Fiery Flying Roule (1649), he openly embraces “base 

things,” including public nudity and sexual lewdness (5:10), which, in the Ranter penchant for 

paradox, leads him straight into God’s divine favour: 

by base hellish swearing, and cursing, (as I have accounted it in the time of my 
fleshly holinesse) and by base impudent kisses (as I then accounted them) my plaguy 
holinesse hath . . . made the fiery chariots, to mount me swiftly into the bosom of 
him whom my soul loves, (his excellent Majesty, the King of glory.)  (5:12) 
 

Blake is ambiguous about free love even in Visions (see §9.4 below), but endorses libertinism in 

The Marriage in spiritualizing an “improvement of sensual enjoyment.”  He ultimately converts 

an Angel into a Devil in a similar Elijah-like ascension (14, 24; E39, 44), doing Coppe’s shock 

rhetoric one better. 
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 §3.2 – Printers’ Devils and Devil’s Advocates 

 The Marriage’s reclamation of diabolism recalls the rhetoric of professional and religious 

cultures in which Blake was directly invested.  As an engraver, he was closely associated with 

printing houses, having set up his own in 1784 and kept an in-home rolling press for illuminated-

book production starting c. 1788 (BR 33).  When he declares that “printing in the infernal 

method” will trigger a perceptual apocalypse (14; E39), Blake invokes a traditional association 

between printing and diabolism dating back to the very inception of printing. 

 The negative association of printing and diabolism attended the late-fifteenth-century 

invention of moveable type, which was apocryphally attributed to Lourens Coster of Haarlem, a 

contemporary of Johannes Gutenberg.  In The Political History of the Devil (1726), Defoe 

recounts the legend of how the first printed Psalters sold in Paris by Coster’s associate Johannes 

Faustus (or John Foster) were advertized as the familiar hand-scribed manuscripts in order to get 

the best price.  Bewildered by the likeness of each copy and even the consistency of errata, 

clerics suspected Faustus of black magic and had him tried as a conjurer before he confessed his 

imposture and Coster’s technological innovations (326).32  The association of print technology 

with black magic persisted and was used to demonize radical-press heterodoxy in the aftermath 

of the English Civil War.  In 1655, for instance, the stern Puritan minister Thomas Hall accused 

Giles Calvert’s printing house (which published Ranter and Quaker tracts) of being “the forge of 

the Devil, from whence so many blasphemous, scandalous Pamphlets, for many years past, have 

spread over the Land . . . to the provocation of Gods wrath against us.” 
33  Ink-bespattered 

pressmen mocked such indignation in their argot, as Joseph Moxon explains in The Art of 

Printing (1683): apprentice boys “commonly black and Dawb themselves [in ink]; whence the 

                                                 
32  See Antonius Van Der Linde’s The Haarlem Legend of the Invention of Printing (1871). 
33  Vindiciae Literarum 215.  This passage is also quoted by Hill (302), and, in relation to Blake, DiSalvo (27). 
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Workmen do Jocosely call them Devils ” (2: 373).  Printers who joked about their assistants being 

“printer’s devils” implicitly reappropriated the connection with diabolism that others had used 

against them, with the implication that such devilry was intellectually illuminating and 

constructive.  Though The Marriage does not use the “Printer’s Devil” moniker, its diabolical 

foolery recalls press culture’s in-jokes by figuring its own production process as occurring in a 

“Printing house in Hell” (15; E40). 

 The Printer’s Devil is also genealogically related to the fool or clown in the medieval folk-

festival tradition described by Mikhail Bakhtin: 

Medieval laughter, when it triumphed over the fear inspired by the mystery of the 
world and by power, boldly unveiled the truth about both.  It resisted praise, flattery, 
hypocrisy.  This laughing truth, expressed in curses and abusive words, degraded 
power.  The medieval clown was also the herald of this truth.  (Rabelais 92-93) 
 

The carnival fool expressed “the people’s unofficial, . . . antifeudal, popular truth,” as opposed to 

the official truth maintained by the civil and religious authorities” (94).  Subversive laughter had 

a “positive, regenerating, creative meaning” (71) that could renew and purify Christianity.  

Though far removed from the pre-capitalist carnival, The Marriage’s dialogism recalls the same 

battle between authoritarianism and liberty.  The mask of the Devil and hierarchical inversion 

remained effective devices for unveiling the pretences of State Religion across the centuries.34 

 The Printer’s Devil is an appropriate (implicit) persona for the Marriage narrator because, 

by the latter half of the eighteenth century, it had become a positive icon of humanist freedom of 

expression and of speaking truth to power.  The author-editor of the literary hodge-podge The 

British Phœnix (1762), for instance, takes the pseudonym “the Printer’s Devil” and masks his 
                                                 
34  Bakhtin points out that the regime of seriousness in official theo-political institutions prohibited foolishness in 
diabolical terms: “John Chrysostom declared that jests and laughter are not from God but from the devil.  Only 
permanent seriousness, remorse, and sorrow for his sins befit the Christian” (Rabelais 73).  In opposition, a common 
feature of festivals was diabolical performance: “The diableries were legalized and devils were allowed to run about 
freely in the streets and in the suburbs a few days before the show and to create a demonic and unbridled 
atmosphere. . . .  This grotesque[ry] cannot be understood without appreciating the defeat of fear.  The people play 
with terror and laugh at it; the awesome becomes a ‘comic monster’” (90-91), as it is in The Marriage. 
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Christian-humanist ethic under the guise of exhortations to live as wickedly as everyone else, 

beginning Phœnix with the couplet “Who need . . . blush at practicing Deceit, / Since All agree, 

that the Whole WORLD’s a Cheat?” (1)—perhaps alluding to John Taylor’s infamous public 

declaration that “religion is a cheat.” 
35  The Phœnix proceeds to catalogue the deceits of various 

professions and identify the antiphrastic euphemisms by which they are lauded; for instance, 

“The TYRANT, who, to gratify his ambition, depopulates whole nations, and sacrifices the lives of 

millions of his subjects to his insatiable desire of conquest, is a glorious Prince” (2).  In the same 

spirit of Blake’s anti-clericalism,36 the Printer’s Devil cynically defines priests as hypocritical 

careerists: 

The DIVINE , who subscribes to articles that he does not believe; who neglects 
practice for profession, and God for his Grace; who bribes a mistress, or sacrifices a 
sister for preferment; who preaches faith without works; and damns all who differ 
from him, may be an orthodox Divine.  (3) 
 

He recommends feigned religious devotion for priests, “with a few sighs and groans for the 

iniquities of the wicked, loud responses at church, and long graces at meals,” and, for others 

the Practice of honesty, before the Appearance of it.  As such persons stand in no 
need of a cloak, I shall say nothing to them of Religion, only that the Reality of it 
might be useful . . . [and] render them happier in themselves, and lead them to the 
enjoyment of new pleasures in the happiness of others.  (6-7) 
 

Here, in the last sentence of the sarcastic introduction, the Printer’s Devil drops his long-

sustained diabolical pretense to deliver his moral lesson and protest against clerical hypocrisy.  

                                                 
35  As reported in the 1676 trial Rex vs. Taylor, Taylor uttered the words, “Christ is a whore-master, and religion is a 
cheat, and profession [of Christianity] is a cloak, and they are both cheats . . . and I neither fear God, devil, nor man, 
. . . Christ is a bastard, God damn and confound all your gods.”  Lord Chief Justice Matthew Hale ruled that 

such kind of wicked blasphemous words were not only an offence to God and religion, but a crime against 
the laws, State and Government, and therefore punishable in this [civil] Court.  For to say, religion is a cheat, 
is to dissolve all those obligations whereby the civil societies are preserved, and that Christianity is parcel of 
the laws of England; and therefore to reproach the Christian religion is to speak in subversion of the law.  
(qtd. in Levy 220-21) 

36  In his 1798 annotations to Watson’s Apology for the Bible (1796), for instance, Blake supports Thomas Paine’s 
contention that “all the Commentators on the Bible are Dishonest Designing Knaves who in hopes of a good living 
adopt the State religion” (E616). 
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In this Marriage precedent, the Printer’s Devil is a persona that licenses the author to satirize 

folly, speak truth to power, and defend true Christian morality.37 

 Marilyn Butler argues that, “By taking the term [Printer’s Devil] literally, [Blake] transforms 

Johnson’s shop in St Paul’s Churchyard into Hell, but has the so-called devils trade places with 

strict Christians or self-appointed Angels” (“Blake” 17).  Indeed, there is some evidence that 

Joseph Johnson was, like Calvert before him, thought of as Satan among his fallen-angel coterie 

of pro-Jacobin writers and printer’s devils, which at times included Blake.38  However, while 

Butler gets the inversion part right, the location of the “Printing house in Hell” is more 

appropriately the Blakes’ three-storey residence at 13 Hercules Buildings in Lambeth, which 

combined living quarters and print shop under the same roof.  Some of its “8 or 10 rooms” 
39 

could very well have corresponded roughly to each of the “chambers” mythologized in the 

“Printing House in Hell” Memorable Fancy.40  From 1790 to 1795, 13 Hercules would (to use 

Thomas Hall’s phrasing) serve as “the forge of the Devil, from whence so many blasphemous, 

scandalous” Illuminated Books would issue irreverently. 

 Another rhetorical figure implied in Blake’s diabolism, the “Devil’s Advocate,” helps 

explain his purpose of purifying Christianity of error.  Blake may have known about the Devil’s 

                                                 
37  See also Richard Cumberland’s “Prologue in the Character of a Printer’s Devil” in the stage comedy The 
Fashionable Lover (1772), where the Printer’s Devil pleads forgiveness from the audience: “Faith, Sirs, you shou’d 
have some consideration, / When ev’n the Devil pleads against Damnation” (ll. 37-38; p. x).  This Prologue was 
excerpted several times in the periodical press in January of the same year, in Gentlemen’s Magazine 42 (p. 40), 
Oxford Magazine 8 (33), and The Universal Magazine of Knowledge and Pleasure 50.345 (41). 
38  John Gabriel Stedman, author of Five Years’ Expedition against the Revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796), refers 
to Johnson as “the demon of Hell, [who] again torments me by altering the dedication to the Prince of Wales, etc. 
etc., he being a d-mn’d eternal [infernal?] Jacobin scoundrel” (Journal 395; query by the editor).  It is likely that 
Stedman drew upon typical anti-Jacobin slurs associating radicals with the Devil, but it could also refer to a 
particular label given to (or positively adopted by) Johnson or members of his circle (Howard, “Audience” 52n22; 
Viscomi, “Caves” 45). 
39  As reported by Frederick Tatham in his c. 1832 “Life of Blake” (qtd. in BR 676). 
40  Viscomi explores this possibility interestingly through his description of Blake’s invented relief-etching process 
in The Cambridge Companion to William Blake (2003), and generously expands its nine illustrations to ninety-five 
in, “Illuminated Printing,” in The Blake Archive’s illustrated section.  See also Phillips’s “No 13 Hercules Buildings, 
Lambeth: William Blake’s Printmaking Workshop and Etching-Painting Studio Recovered” (2004). 
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Advocate, an official role in the Catholic Church, through contacts in the circle of Joseph 

Johnson, who published Alexander Geddes’s The Devil’s Advocate in 1792.  The office, 

colloquially known as Advocatus diaboli (but more properly Promotor fidei or “Promoter of the 

Faith”), was responsible for raising skeptical arguments against a candidate for sainthood so that 

none could be canonized easily or erroneously.41  It represented the institutionalization of a 

contrarian stance that turned supportive arguments on their heads with the kind of heterodox-

contra-orthodox perspectivism adopted in The Marriage.42  Blake later praised Paine for acting 

in just such a fashion, calling him “a better Christian than [Bishop Watson]” for his critique of 

Church error (E620), despite Paine’s virulently anti-Christian brand of Deism. 

 One dramatization of the Devil’s Advocate prior to Geddes, The Impostors Detected (1760), 

an anonymous anti-Catholic satire, has some striking parallels with The Marriage.  In a manner 

that closely anticipates the Angel’s vision of hell in the fourth Memorable Fancy (17-18; E41), a 

severe monk delivers a scathing, fire-and-brimstone sermon on the sin of lewdness and tells, “in 

lively colours,” what hellish punishments await the guilty.  “[P]laying the true part of the devil’s 

advocate,” another monk replies that concupiscence, “so far from being an evil, . . . was a great 

good, inasmuch as it gave a number of subjects every day to the state, of children to the church, 

and of saints to paradise” (128-29).  The second monk’s transvaluation of lust anticipates the 

Marriage narrator’s conversion of the Angel’s hellish vision into a pleasant pastoral scene and 

earlier resolve to promote “an improvement of sensual enjoyment” (14; E39).  The result of the 

second monk’s argument is that the first monk’s vision of hell is realized when a goat covered in 

pitch, brimstone, and fire runs amok amidst the congregation, “ma[king] the place resemble hell, 

                                                 
41  John Moore popularly defines the office in Letter XLII of A View of Society and Manners in Italy (1: 452-58), 
which entered its fifth edition by 1790 (ESTC).  Geddes also summarizes its duties in lines 1-20 of The Devil’s 
Advocate.  The office was established in 1587 by Pope Sixtus V and dissolved by Pope John Paul II in 1983. 
42  The pope when Blake was born, Prospero Lorenzo Lambertini (b. 1675), had been Advocatus diaboli for twenty 
years before he became Benedict XIV in 1740 (Burtsell  168). 
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. . . spread[ing] terror and dismay” (Impostors 131).  Blake’s Devil-narrator similarly imposes on 

the Angel a vision of sadistic monkeys, and finally prophesies the defeat of the forces of sexual 

repression in the “Chorus” ending “A Song of Liberty” (27; E45). 

 Geddes, a liberal Catholic priest, wrote The Devil’s Advocate 43 as a verse satire on 

litigiousness and judicial double standards.  It depicts a lawyer prosecuting a libel suit on behalf 

of Satan against “A Poet and Painter, [who] with horrid accord, / Have tricksied HIM  out in the 

form of a LORD!” (ll. 31-32, p. 11).  Geddes adopts a posture of sympathy for the Devil: 

Now, that limb of the law is miscall’d by the rabble, 
By way of contempt,—L’avocat du Diable. 
 I claim th’ appellation in earnest; and here, 
As a principal counsel for SATAN, appear:— 
For SATAN, who long, to the shame of our laws, 
Has greatly been injur’d, without any cause.  (10; ll. 23-28) 
 

Unlike Geddes, the Marriage narrator does not explicitly identify with specific devils, but does 

pose as the Devil—the inveterate symbol of the Other—in order to test the reader’s sympathies. 

 

 §3.3 – The Vicissitudes of Eighteenth-Century Diabolism and Satire 

 In considering precedents for Blake’s ironically inverted diabolism, it is important to 

distinguish his from that condemned by centuries of Christian diabology.44  Robert West defines 

“essential diabolism” as “manifest sympathy with evil for its own sake, and a chilling intensity of 

horror” (158).  Examples include the dark Romantic fiction of Lewis’s Monk (1795) and Poe’s 

                                                 
43  L’Avocat du Diable: The Devil’s Advocate; or, Satan versus Pictor was reviewed summarily with neither praise 
nor blame in the Monthly Review 8 (Aug. 1792: 455-56) and the Critical Review 6 (Nov. 1792: 357-58). 
44  For a sampling of the diabologies that flourished around the time of the English Civil War, but are not discussed 
here, see Gage’s The Tyranny of Satan (1642); Homes’s Dæmonologie and Theologie (1650), Gurnall’s The 
Christian in Compleat Armour: or, A Treatise of the Saints War against the Devil (1655-58), Claxton’s Look about 
You, for the Devil that You Fear Is in You (1659), the anonymous Doctrine of Devils, Proved to be the Grand 
Apostacy of these Later Times (1676); and R. B.’s The Kingdom of Darkness (1688).  The latter’s subtitle claims that 
it “ Contain[s] Near Fourscore Memorable Relations,” which may have influenced John Clowes’s translation of 
Swedenborg’s “memorabilia” in Vera Christiana religio (1771) as “Memorable Relations” in The True Christian 
Religion (1781).  The phrase became common parlance in the New Church and the target of Blake’s parody in The 
Marriage’s Memorable Fancies. 
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tales of horror (1830s-40s).  Blake’s diabolism differs from essential diabolism in that it rejects 

the orthodox definition of “evil” but follows a Christian-humanist ethic in defiance of biblical 

and Church-imposed Moral Law.  His diabolism does, however, vaguely resemble that of 

Baudelaire (1840s-60s) and Villiers de l’Isle-Adam (1860s-80s) in its “deliberate outrage to 

Christian worship and morality” (West ibid.).  The Marriage’s provocative insistence on active 

energy, excess, artistic glory in “the enjoyments of Genius” “among the fires of hell,” as opposed 

to passive obedience and prudence,45 also anticipates Joris-Karl Huysman’s “indulgent 

definitions of Diabolism” in his novelistic study of satanism, Là-bas (1891): the “hatred of the 

mediocre” and “Execration of impotence” (32).  To be clear, Blake’s diabolism has nothing to do 

with the genealogy of anti-Christian thought from Nietzsche’s “will to power” in The Gay 

Science and Thus Spoke Zarathustra (1882-83) and Aleister Crowley’s Thelemic “do what thou 

wilt” mysticism to Anton Szandor LaVey’s religion of the self in The Satanic Bible (1969). 

 I can find only one example of Christian diabolism available to Blake prior to The Marriage: 

that of the fourth-century Satanian sect of Christian heretics, though their essential diabolism 

differs markedly from Blake’s diabolical inversion.  Thomas Broughton describes them briefly in 

his encyclopedic Dictionary of All Religions (1742).  Believing that Satan was omnipotent on 

earth, the Satanians taught “that it was much wiser to respect and adore, than to curse him; this 

being a means to render him favourable to men, instead of injuring them.”  Apparently, their 

Satan worship was motivated by a similar awe of power as the Israelites’ worship of Yahweh.  

Like the Blake of the Proverbs of Hell, the Satanians “had many extravagant maxims” and 

identified themselves to be “prophets, . . . Christ[s],” and “the only true observers of the gospel” 

                                                 
45  “Active Evil is better than Passive Good,” Blake writes in Lavater’s Aphorisms on Man (138; E592).  He 
continues this attack in the Proverbs of Hell with the aphorisms “Prudence is a rich ugly old maid courted by 
Incapacity / He who desires but acts not, breeds pestilence” and “Sooner murder an infant in its cradle than nurse 
unacted desires” (MHH 6-7, 10; E35, 38; see §8.4 below). 
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(2: 369).  As with other Christian heresies of the early Common Era, their beliefs survive only 

through the biased reports of their detractors—in this case entirely of St. Epiphanius of 

Salamis.46  Their unique interpretation of the Gospels was no doubt muddled by theological 

enemies who used it to consolidate early Christian orthodoxy.  If it is true that the Satanians 

“possessed no goods, lived by begging, and lay together promiscuously on the pavement of the 

streets” (Broughton, ibid.), it is doubtful that they had writings.  But it would be fascinating to 

know if their purported worship of Satan alongside Christ was merely Epiphanius’s 

misunderstanding of their rhetorical strategies or a truly Manichean accommodation.  Since the 

Satanians, however, any genuine worshippers of Satan were forced underground in the 

censorious centuries of Christian Empire and are unlikely ever to be known. 

 Given England’s blasphemy laws, sincere avowals of essential diabolism were certainly rare 

in the eighteenth century.  If printed, the literature was banned, confiscated, and burned, and any 

practice of the dark arts was prosecuted in a demonstration of the state’s absolute authority in 

religious matters.  A daring few flouted this authority, but the backlash only confirmed its 

power.47 The legendary Hell-Fire Club, for instance, was purportedly a clandestine aristocratic 

society devoted more to riotous drinking and sexual licentiousness than to any actual Satanism, 

but became, in effect, a pretence for the establishment to confirm its political hegemony.48 

                                                 
46  See Epiphanius, The Panarion §80.3.1 (356), written as an antidote to eighty prevalent sects existing c. 374-76. 
47  The Ranters were notorious blasphemers but did not reclaim the Devil.  See §4.10 and §5.2 below. 
48  The first Hell-Fire Club scandalized London society in the early 1720s, resulting in George I’s proclamation 
against “scandalous Clubs or Societies” (London Gazette, 28 April 1721).  This was an attempt to suppress political 
dissension amidst the South Sea Bubble economic crisis, since the Club’s alleged founder, the Duke of Wharton, 
was a particularly critical agitator within the privy council (Ashe 48).  The scandal galvanized Church opposition to 
heterodoxy, as the reactionary volley The Hell-Fire-Club: Kept by a Society of Blasphemers (1721) and various 
other outcries (Perry 496) attest.  Though historians in Blake’s lifetime denied the Club’s actual existence (for 
instance, Noorthouck’s New History of London [319]), the Hell-Fire legend (and it seems to be mostly that) spawned 
imitators across the British Isles throughout the century.  See Lord’s The Hell-Fire Clubs (2008). 
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 One of the few satires that dared play with the fire of ironic diabolism was Defoe’s popular 

Political History of the Devil (1726),49 which parried heterodox critique with orthodox defense.  

A sympathy for the Devil in Defoe’s title-page epigraph inaugurates its skeptical approach: 

Bad as he is, the DEVIL may be abus’d, 
Be falsly charg’d, and causlesly accus’d; 
When Men, unwilling to be blam’d alone, 
Shift off the Crimes on him, which are their own. 
 

Defoe wins the Dissenter’s sympathy by continuing a destructive critique of the Christian 

tradition’s mythos.  Of psychomachia (which Blake dramatizes in the quarrel of Angel and Devil 

in the final Memorable Fancy), he declares, “’tis a Fib” (210).  Both Defoe and Blake suggest 

that the Antichrist had infiltrated the rites and ceremonies of organized religion: “Let any Man 

impartially survey the Church Gestures, the Air, the Postures, and the Behaviour; . . . and if I do 

not shew him Two Devil-worshipers for One true Saint, then the Word Saint must have another 

Signification than I ever yet understood it by” (Defoe 207).  Defoe does not deny the real 

existence of the Devil as a motivator of human passions (22), however, and his political history 

of European civilization ultimately demonstrates the ease with which the Devil could be found as 

the cause of just about any Church or state action.  Defoe’s satirical irony is destructive like some 

of Blake’s, but nowhere is it affirmative in the way The Marriage is at its end.  Ultimately, 

Defoe stops short of any fundamental challenge to Church supremacy, thus avoiding any serious 

legal risk of blasphemy. 

 Of course, safe, orthodox appropriations of the Devil in eighteenth-century satire are legion, 

and Blake’s design is obviously to mock the familiar Protestant propaganda that recruited devils 

                                                 
49  There were at least fourteen editions by 1790, including London editions of 1754, 1770, 1777, and 1780 (ESTC). 
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for its own self-righteous anti-Catholic or anti-court polemic.  Satan Turned Moralist (1740),50 

for instance, claims to be Satan’s last will and testament, and names as his heirs all manner of 

iniquitous professions and sectaries inimical to the author.  In John Macgowan’s Infernal 

Conference: or, Dialogues of Devils, first published by Joseph Johnson in 1772, devils enable 

Catholic and Islamic priestcraft and upset the social order: “I stir up an ambitious servant to kill 

and plunder his master,” says the devil Crudelis (54).  Satan and devils play lesser roles in fiction 

and in theo-political polemics (sermons, theological controversies, political diatribes) too many 

to mention.  By the writing of The Marriage in the year of Revolution, however, conservatives 

saw an ever-more assiduous Devil behind the political tumult in France.  Edmund Burke 

described the Revolution riots as “drawn out of the alembick of hell” (Reflections 135).  

Ironically mocking this alarmist rhetoric, the Monthly Review 3 (Nov. 1790) hyperbolically 

called the Rights of Men “those deadly, destructive, diabolical, firebrands” and “wicked 

inventions, and cursed devices, of the arch-fiend of anarchy and uproar!” (317). 

 The Devil was thus a mercenary, recruited with equal ease by both conservative-orthodox 

and liberal-heterodox factions because he had always been a mobile signifier from his very 

origins as a misreading of scripture, according to one scholar in Blake’s time.  Like the history of 

the misappropriation of scripture on plate 11 of The Marriage, Thomas Barker’s Inquiry into the 

Scripture Meaning of the Word Satan (1772) argues that “the ignorance or craft of men in ages 

past” has resulted in words having “lost their primitive meanings and acquired new ones” (20).  

“Satan” 51 to Barker “is nothing more than a personification of inanimate or latent powers.”  He 

notes that Satan is never used in the Bible “to denote a fallen angel, or a real, evil, separate 

                                                 
50  This fourteen-page satire by the Elizabethan-Jacobean playwright and pamphleteer Thomas Dekker (1572-1632) 
was originally published in A Strange Horse-Race (1613), but was combined with “A Political Catechism” and 
“Machiavel’s Ghost, a Satire” for this edition of 1740. 
51  From the Hebrew ַהָׂשָטן, “obstructer,” “adversary,” or “slanderer,” translated in the Septuagint as διάβολοζ, 
“diabolos,” and corrupted into the modern “devil” by the sixteenth century (OED). 
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spirit” (77).  This is very much like the systematized abstraction of animism also on plate 11.  

But such demythologization could not keep

religious and political purposes, as in the 

bears no resemblance at all to The Marriage

 Only one pre-1790 text comes

The Marriage’s diabolical inversion: Charles Dibdin’s

anonymous, serio-comic weekly 

(1786-87), which has been largely

scholarship.52  Like the anonymously published 

with its prophetic “honest indignation” (12; E38)

highly critical, satirical newspaper digest and review

appropriates the Devil ironically to license

of “Disinterested” truth-telling, as he claims on the title 

page.53  It opens with the author-

origins much as Blake mythologizes his

The Marriage’s “Printing House in Hell” 

presents his speaker as an impoverished man of letters 
  

                                                 
52  Wittreich was the first to mention The Devil
Marriage.  Jack Lindsay does connect these texts
footnote, saying, “In 1780 Charles Dibdin issued a weekly, 
The Devil began in 1786, however, and nowhere asks such a question directly.
53  The full title of the first issue is 

The Devil: Containing a Review and Investigation of all Public Subjects Whatever; Calculated to Furnish the 
World with Every Material Intelligence and Remark Relative to Literature, the Senate, the Bar, the Pulpit, and 
the Stage; which, Together with All other of the Various Topics that Excite Universal Curiosity, will be Treated 
with no Less Firmness and Freedom, than Fairness and Candour.
Disinterested and Handsome Tribute to the Liberty of the English Press. . . . By a Society of Literary Gentlemen

Though its author-editor kept his identity a zealously guarded secret for
the actor, playwright, and composer Charles Dibdin (1745
Blake collector Thomas Frognall Dibdin (1776
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This is very much like the systematized abstraction of animism also on plate 11.  

could not keep divines of all stripes from recruiting 

and political purposes, as in the loyalist verse satire The Devil’s Wedding 

The Marriage beyond its title. 

1790 text comes close to anticipating 

version: Charles Dibdin’s 

weekly magazine The Devil 

largely overlooked in Blake 

Like the anonymously published Marriage 

“honest indignation” (12; E38), this 

newspaper digest and review 

the Devil ironically to license the “Candour” 

, as he claims on the title 

-editor mythologizing its 

izes his printing process in 

“Printing House in Hell” episode.  Dibdin  

an impoverished man of letters who    Fig. 5.  Cover of Dibdin’s
       The Devil (1786

The Devil in Angel of the Apocalypse (285n21), but not in connection to 
connect these texts in William Blake: His Life and Work (1978), but only briefly in a 

footnote, saying, “In 1780 Charles Dibdin issued a weekly, The Devil, asking ‘Can the Devil speak truth?’” (60n).  
began in 1786, however, and nowhere asks such a question directly. 

The Devil: Containing a Review and Investigation of all Public Subjects Whatever; Calculated to Furnish the 
World with Every Material Intelligence and Remark Relative to Literature, the Senate, the Bar, the Pulpit, and 
the Stage; which, Together with All other of the Various Topics that Excite Universal Curiosity, will be Treated 

m, than Fairness and Candour.—The Whole Self-Evidently Intended as a 
Disinterested and Handsome Tribute to the Liberty of the English Press. . . . By a Society of Literary Gentlemen

editor kept his identity a zealously guarded secret for its twenty-one issue run, he is very likely 
the actor, playwright, and composer Charles Dibdin (1745-1814) (Gillaspie ¶15), uncle of the bibliographer

Thomas Frognall Dibdin (1776-1847). 

This is very much like the systematized abstraction of animism also on plate 11.  

divines of all stripes from recruiting the Devil for 

The Devil’s Wedding (1778), which 

.  Cover of Dibdin’s  
(1786-87) 

(285n21), but not in connection to The 
(1978), but only briefly in a 

evil speak truth?’” (60n).  

The Devil: Containing a Review and Investigation of all Public Subjects Whatever; Calculated to Furnish the 
World with Every Material Intelligence and Remark Relative to Literature, the Senate, the Bar, the Pulpit, and 
the Stage; which, Together with All other of the Various Topics that Excite Universal Curiosity, will be Treated 

Evidently Intended as a 
Disinterested and Handsome Tribute to the Liberty of the English Press. . . . By a Society of Literary Gentlemen. 

one issue run, he is very likely 
15), uncle of the bibliographer and 
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was about to hang himself, but was saved by the Devil.  The heroic Devil encourages him instead 

to publish a Spectator-like weekly to expose the partisanship of the morning papers.  In forceful 

language anticipating Blake’s advertisement of “The Bible of Hell, which the world shall have 

whether they will or no,” but with even more bombastic flourish, the author-editor announces 

that he “give[s] to the world the first Number of the Devil; that it should not be advertised but by 

sound of trumpet; it being confessedly a declaration of war against Absurdity, Affectation, Party, 

Venality, Corruption, Roguery, Villainy; in short, all Folly and Vice” (11).  The Devil thus 

promises something along the lines of Blake’s own prophetic purpose: to correct theo-political 

perversions, decode both ruling-party and opposition press, expose their bias and their 

mechanisms of hegemonic authority, and thus affirm the truth as the artist sees it.  The author-

editor occasionally signs his pieces as “The DEVIL”—a reclaimed, transvalued Devil—taking 

liberty to attack hypocrisy and the British Empire’s colonial machinations.  He asks, for instance, 

“whether putting one or more families to death, and robbing their houses in India, ought in the 

future to be considered in England as murder and burglary” (20).54  Dibdin’s Devil reserves 

special scorn for the mediocrity of Britons, the best of which, he says, “keep a middle course 

between the temple of public virtue, and the sink of corruption.”  As such, he sees the 

magazine’s efforts as Sisyphean: at the mountain’s summit “dwells Liberty, the child of 

Courage,” after which the reader is implicitly encouraged to strive; but at its foot lies “a stagnate 

pool, where lurks the hideous monster Venality” (93-94).  Like Blake’s, Dibdin’s Devil is a ruse 

of critique; unlike Blake’s, however, Dibdin’s Devil offers no promise of apocalyptic liberation. 

 Beyond thematic content, there are also striking formal resemblances: as a literary 

miscellany, The Devil anticipates The Marriage’s alternating sections of criticism and fable, 

                                                 
54  Dibdin’s brother Thomas took up a post in India in the late 1760s, and Charles followed Indian affairs closely.  
After The Devil, he toured a one-man show published in 1788 as The Musical Tour of Mr. Dibdin Previous to his 
Embarkation for India, but his passage to India was abandoned due to inclement weather (Gillaspie ¶8, 15, 17). 
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prose and verse, and first-person author-editor and other voices.55  The Marriage’s organization 

around contraries also finds a precedent in The Devil’s pairing of contrary pieces, “Heraclitus, or 

The Fountain of Tears” (69) and “Democritus, or The Spring of Delight” (71),56 beginning with 

the fifth issue.  Indeed, this feature anticipates a key organizational practice throughout the Bible 

of Hell period: Blake’s use of contrary companion pieces in Songs of Innocence and of 

Experience, Ideas of Good and Evil,57 For Children: The Gates of Paradise and Gates of Hell, 

and the Continental Prophecies and Urizen Books, as I discuss in Chapter 10.  The Devil’s 

limited run reflects its esoteric appeal among theatre enthusiasts and literary connoisseurs with a 

penchant for politics and law; The Marriage would have appealed more to those interested in 

theological controversies.  The significance of The Devil for Blake, however, is that it was one of 

only a few positive reappropriations of the Devil, depicting him as a spirit of truth and liberty 

rather than malice and mendacity.  That it appeared three to four years before The Marriage 

suggests a possible influence; but even if Blake was unaware of it, The Devil provides a useful 
                                                 
55  The Marriage’s shifting narrative voice conforms to descriptions of the protean nature of the Devil (see Defoe’s 
Political History of the Devil 194-97, 203-05), and has been described as “provocative, mocking, sexy, pushy, and 
playful,” with an “audaci[ous] and extravagant” sense of humour (EEV 116).  Viscomi invokes Thompson’s 
argument in Witness Against the Beast (173) to say that it is Blake himself speaking in The Marriage whenever we 
can find some continuity with later pronouncements in his other works: 

While it is safe to define the various “I’s” of the Marriage as narrators, personas, or speakers, and not 
Blake himself . . . I refer to the speaker of plates 21-24 as Blake because the Bible of Hell he announced as 
forthcoming was Blake’s, as was the personal anger and disappointment with Swedenborg.  The tone 
resembles that found in Blake’s private writings . . . .  Blake’s speaker is a mask, but it is the mask of 
authority that Blake wears presenting himself as critic and equal of Swedenborg; he continues to do so, I 
believe, in the subsequently composed episodes and Memorable Fancies, where the speaker identifies 
himself as a printmaker and writer who believes in the Poetic Genius and his own prophetic role.  The 
distance between speaker and author is always a matter for critical debate.  (Viscomi, “Evolution” 298) 

Viscomi claims that Bloom argues that Blake never “speaks straight” in “Dialectic in The Marriage of Heaven and 
Hell ” (qtg. 501), though Bloom identifies where Blake does in the “Energy is Eternal Delight” passage of “The 
voice of the Devil” on plate 4 (503); Gleckner holds that The Marriage lacks an authoritative voice (Blake and 
Spenser 71-116), as does Cooper: “Blake’s rampant perspectivism annihilates any distinct autobiographical presence 
in order to express a purely impersonal and possible amoral ‘Energy . . . the only life’” (36; ellipsis in original; see 
also 41-55).  Sources compiled by Viscomi (“Evolution” 298-99n25).  As I argue throughout Ch. 8, however, there 
is a continuity of narrative voice in The Marriage, where the narrator is a pilgrim on a course of infernal literacy. 
56  See §4.3 below for a further discussion of Heraclitus in relation to The Marriage’s doctrine of contraries. 
57  On p. 14 of his Notebook, before the emblems that would make up For Children: The Gates of Paradise and 
various other sketches for Lambeth book designs and Songs of Experience poems, Blake sketched a title page with 
the rubric “Ideas of Good and Evil.”  Indeed “All Blake’s images are thus united by their implicit reference to the 
dualities of Fall and Redemption” (Bindman, Artist 88). 
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58  The print’s title alludes to the Whiggish reform society “Association of the Friends of the People”; see 
Caricatures and the Constitution, 1760
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originality of Blake’s diabolical inversion, since The Marriage

in many ways, especially in its illuminated aesthetic. 

The Devil appeared increasingly in the visual arts of the eighteenth century, 

s and ’90s, where he played a double role in the propaganda war 

and radical reformers.  Such theo-political ambiguity was ideal for Blake’s 

John Hutton observes that the state 

regime mobilized artists and intellectuals to invoke traditional patriotic and religious 
icons which had proven effective in the past as props for the reigning social order.  
Reformers, by contrast, sought in some cases to appropriate these symbols, to 
establish themselves (as had proven effective in France and the United States) as the 
genuine guarantors of patriotism and faith.  (“The Image of Satan” 149) 

Typically, the Devil was depicted in government propaganda as a co-conspirator in 

Jacobin print The Friends of the People 

58 is representative, 

depicting Priestley and Paine sitting at a table with the Devil smugly presiding amidst a clutter of 

and books with 

Treasons, 

Common 

, and The 

placed on a 

tween 

causes.   

of Thomas     Fig. 6.  Cruikshank’s The Friends
       of the People (15 Nov. 1792)

The print’s title alludes to the Whiggish reform society “Association of the Friends of the People”; see 
the Constitution, 1760-1832 (140-41), under “Cruikshank.” 

The Marriage clearly goes 

, especially in 

propaganda war 

political ambiguity was ideal for Blake’s 

regime mobilized artists and intellectuals to invoke traditional patriotic and religious 
ing social order.  

Reformers, by contrast, sought in some cases to appropriate these symbols, to 
establish themselves (as had proven effective in France and the United States) as the 

conspirator in sedition.  

is representative, 

residing amidst a clutter of 

The Friends 
(15 Nov. 1792) 

The print’s title alludes to the Whiggish reform society “Association of the Friends of the People”; see 
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legged, bat-winged Satan marrying
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Play.”  “A Song of Liberty” concludes Blake’s

however, but with the fall of all Empire

                                                 
59  Rowlandson pioneered the graphic-narrative sequence.  See commentary by George Perry and Alan Aldridge in 
The Penguin Book of Comics (31). 
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The Loves of the Fox and the Badger,—or The Coalition Wedding

oves of the Fox and the Badger,—or The Coalition Wedding

government diabolism.  The comic strip59 depicts a black, goat

marrying the Whig Charles James Fox with Tory PM Lord North in

of “Necessity” and financial opportunity.  It ends with a wedding song 

, “Come we’re all Rogues together / The People must pay for the 

concludes Blake’s similarly titled Marriage without such cynicism, 

but with the fall of all Empire. 

narrative sequence.  See commentary by George Perry and Alan Aldridge in 

Coalition Wedding (1784) 

Coalition Wedding (Jan. 1784), 

depicts a black, goat-

PM Lord North in a 

with a wedding song celebrating 

, “Come we’re all Rogues together / The People must pay for the 

without such cynicism, 

narrative sequence.  See commentary by George Perry and Alan Aldridge in 
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60  For Defoe, however, “mere human Devils
61  See plate 54 in Essick’s William Blake, Printmaker
hideous that it can only have been done as an experiment, probably to please his friend, Fuseli” (
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depict his devils in the manner of the cartoonists; instead we see him 
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        Fig. 8.  Plate 10 (detail) of
    The Marriage, copy C (1790)

extually       

in the history of the Priesthood’s appropriation of the prophetic writings

In the sequence of plate production according to Viscomi, Blake 

designed plate 11 before the section that contains the Proverbs of Hell, which conclude with this 

It makes sense that, after telling the history of the ancient Poets as t

Devils” act anti-socially against humanity (Political History
William Blake, Printmaker.  Keynes surmises that this dot-and-lozenge piece is “so 

hideous that it can only have been done as an experiment, probably to please his friend, Fuseli” (

; instead we see him 

the Devil by stripping him of his traditional form and 

ize them and 

instead with flames 

he devil shackled by the ankle 

to “The voice of the Devil” on plate 4; see 
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the large (35×26.5 

design around the same 

late 10 (detail) of  
(1790) 

       

prophetic writings of 

Viscomi, Blake 

which conclude with this 

oets as the true 

Political History 180). 
lozenge piece is “so 

hideous that it can only have been done as an experiment, probably to please his friend, Fuseli” (Engravings 76). 
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sources of prophecy on plate 11, Blake would next set to work on providing a writing sample of 

their proverbial wisdom (the Proverbs of Hell; see §8.4 below), with the plate-10 tailpiece design 

bridging the two sections thematically.  This sequence suggests that the bat-winged Devil is the 

Poetic Genius deified by the narrator according to Ezekiel in the second Marriage section 

produced (12; E39), the scribe on the left is the ancient poet inspired by the Poetic Genius, and 

that on the right is the hypocrite priest plagiarizing and corrupting the prophet’s writing.62  This 

latter figure also represents Blake’s characterization of Swedenborg, whom he accuses of 

plagiarism in the first section produced (the final section presented), plates 21-24.  The overall 

effect of Blake’s reverential, humanizing aesthetic in The Marriage is to strip the Devil of the 

grotesquery accrued from centuries of the Christian mythos and iconography depicting him as a 

malicious, manipulative monster.  Blake invokes this frightening image of the Devil on plate 10 

for shock value, but softens it in the other designs in accordance with his Christian-humanist 

ethic in The Marriage. 

 

 §3.4 – The Overlap of the Mundus inversus and Diabology Traditions 

 The second of the two traditions that inform The Marriage’s rhetoric of diabolical inversion 

is defined by its “World Turned Upside Down” or “topsy-turvy” topos (henceforth “mundus 

inversus ”).63  The topos spans European culture, literature, theatre, and visual art from the 

classical period to the present, and intensified in the democratic struggles of the seventeenth and 

                                                 
62  See Erdman’s The Illuminated Blake (1974) and Howard’s “An Audience for The Marriage” (1970) for very 
different readings of this design.  For Erdman, the scene implausibly represents a speed-writing contest, with Blake 
on the right having finished and won, and the scribe on the left being a “slow learner” (107); nothing in the text 
supports this interpretation.  For Howard, the central, bat-winged figure is “one of the corrupt hypocrites, in a typical 
Urizenic crouch,” though this design comes years before Blake’s invention of Urizen (see §9.2 below) and his 
attendant aesthetic motifs.  Howard argues that the poet-prophet on the left is actually a woman (despite the 
masculine cropped hair, broad shoulders, and flat chest) who “cannot be taught by the true angel of God, for [she is] 
clothed, and according to the proverbs, ‘the nakedness of woman is the work of God,’ not of false angels” (41).  
This, I think, is reaching, and also ignores the textual context that the scene complements rather straightforwardly. 
63  Also known as die verkehrte Welt, le monde renversé, and il mondo alla rovescia (Stallybrass and White 56). 
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eighteenth centuries.  In the last forty years, critics have discussed the mundus inversus topos in 

various contexts,64 but surprisingly not in relation to Blake or the revolutionary 1790s, and few 

have discussed the related carnivalesque aspect of The Marriage at any length.65 

 In this section, I discuss the overlap of the diabology and mundus inversus traditions, and, in 

the next, examine two particular mundus inversus exemplars that anticipate The Marriage 

closely in theme and form.  The pair of similar-looking chapbooks take the same main title, The 

World Turned Upside Down, but represent diametrically opposed socio-political worldviews: 

one is a subversive popular protest subtitled “The Folly of Man ” (c. 1736-1764), the other a 

reactionary work subtitled “The Comical Metamorphoses ” (c. 1765).  I argue that Blake uses this 

topos because of its pertinence to his theme of contraries and to the prophetic object of setting 

the topsy-turvy world aright.  Inverting the usual hierarchy of angels over devils and turning 

Swedenborgian theosophy on its head, Blake sides with the progressive devils of liberty against 

the reactionary angels of orthodoxy to correct the errors of perception that have turned the world 

upside down.  “Inversion” in this tradition usually refers to the swapping of customary binary 

                                                 
64  See Schrader for an extensive list of “The World Turned Upside Down” (WTUD) titles and other appearances of 
the phrase in songs and poetic works of different titles between 1611 and 1842 (208-12).  For discussion of WTUD 
in the European visual arts from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries, see Kunzle (1978); for its application in 
medieval studies, see Jean Klene’s “Chaucer’s Contribution to a Popular Topos: [WTUD]” (1980), C. Grössinger’s 
“[WTUD]: English Misericords” (1997), C. Humphrey’s “[WTUD] in Theory and Practice: A New Approach to the 
Study of Medieval Misrule” (1999), and M. Jones’s “Proclaiming and Prognosticating: [WTUD] Predicted-Official” 
(1999); for Shakespeare, see S. Iwasaki’s “[WTUD] in King Lear” (1982), S. Cho’s “[WTUD] in The Taming of the 
Shrew” (1996), and M. Heinemann’s “‘Demystifying the Mystery State’: King Lear and [WTUD]” (2004); for 
Jacobean to Augustan drama, see I. Donaldson’s [WTUD]: Comedy from Jonson to Fielding (1970); for the lone 
application of this tradition to the Romantic canon, see J. Crump’s “‘Turning [WTUD]’: Madness, Moral 
Management, and Frances Burney’s The Wanderer” (1998); for applications in more recent literature, see S.M. 
Hart’s “Some Examples of the Topos of [WTUD] in Modern Hispanic Literature and Art” (1988), A. Ruiz’s “The 
Weight of Tradition: Adynata and [WTUD] in the Poetry of E. E. Cummings” (1999), and A. Curthoy’s “[WTUD]: 
Feminisms in the Antipodes” (1996).  WTUD has also been used in theoretical discourse as a title for an 
introduction to Deconstruction by J.R. Searle in Working through Derrida (1993). 
65  There are a few exceptions: Brandist claims that The Marriage is “saturated with a carnival sense of the world, 
the key inversion . . . being that of Angels and Devils,” and that it features “a series of grotesque and comic 
episodes” (70-71), but he does not develop the case.  The only article-length treatment of the subject is Kyung Hwa 
Kim’s “Blake’s Sublimity and the Carnivalesque View of the World in The Marriage” (2006); published in Korean, 
however, it is inaccessible to English readers.  Jules van Leishout (1994) brings Bakhtin’s theory of diologism to 
Blake (8-9, 58-60), and, even though such a reading would be useful in unpacking the “doublevoicedness” of The 
Marriage, he does not pursue this. 
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hierarchies: master/servant, man/woman, man/animal, man/technology, and even (on the cosmic 

level) heaven/earth.  Depending on the politics of the appropriation, such reversals may either 

promote democratic progress or warn against social upheaval.  Inversion is essentially a comic 

device both in the structural sense that comedy resolves tensions and ends productively, and in 

the sense that it gives rise to laughter. 

 Contemporary readers rarely find the comic scenes of Blake’s Marriage funny, perhaps 

because it is difficult to follow the transitions between serious prophecy and risible satire, which 

in some cases relates to topical targets, especially the Memorable Fancies that parody 

Swedenborg’s “Memorable Relations.” 
66  In the Fancies, Blake’s narrator goes sightseeing in 

hell (6; E35) or is treated to a dinner conversation with the Old Testament prophets Isaiah and 

Ezekiel, where he asks such pressing questions as why Ezekiel ate dung (12-13; E38-39).  The 

joke in this case, based on an intentional misreading of Ezekiel’s injunction to cook using human 

feces as fuel (Ez. 4:12), is funny because there is a timeless comic disparity between the sublime 

opportunity to ask about the deep mysteries of existence and a juvenile question about dung.67  

But the ridicule of Swedenborg requires a very specific reader.  As John Howard argues in “An 

Audience for The Marriage” (20),68 Blake’s in-jokes appeal to the cynical intellectuals in the 

                                                 
66  Though there are no Memorable Relations in Swedenborg’s Heaven and Hell, there are in the other title that The 
Marriage’s title parodies, The Delights of Wisdom Respecting Conjugal Love (which could also be translated from 
the Latin Deliciae sapientiae de amore conjugiali as Respecting Marital Love; underlines mine).  When the English 
translation was published in 1790, it caused considerable controversy in the New Church over the issue of extra-
marital intercourse, resulting in the expulsion of Robert Hindmarsh and five other founding members (W. White 
687).  This gave Blake’s parody of the Memorable Relations a timely appeal among the Johnson circle readership.  
Conjugal Love opens with a preemptive defense against the ridicule of exactly these illustrative devices: “many who 
read what follows, and the memorable relations annexed to each chapter of this work, will conceive that they are 
fictions of imagination; but I protest in truth, that they are not fictions, but were really done and seen” (5; see pp. 74 
and 99 for examples of Memorable Relations identified under that very rubric).  In the book that served as a primer 
to all of Swedenborg’s main ideas, True Christian Religion (trans. 1781), we find a similar defense (1.xxii) and 
several more examples of Memorable Relations (1: 22, 93, 146, 183, 218, 252; 2: 173, 230, 271, 308). 
67  Blake may also be satirizing Swedenborg’s True Christian Religion (1781), where he attests that Ezekiel was 
commanded to eat cakes of “the Dung of Man, or of a Cow . . . [so] that he might represent the Church” (1: 355). 
68  Little is known about Blake’s readership, intended or actual.  Howard surmises that Blake had a dual audience of 
New Church members and the Joseph Johnson circle.  Since then, a rediscovered letter shifts Blake’s audience 
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Johnson circle who ridiculed Swedenborg and his followers in The Analytical Review (1788-

99).69  But The Marriage also opened itself to ridicule from the same crowd (especially the 

rationalists and Deists like Paine) wherever it blends humour and prophecy, such as in the 

affirmation that “the world will be consumed in fire at the end of six thousand years” (14; E39).  

It also opened itself to objections from the Johnson-circle Christians (like Priestley) with its 

easily misread heresy of diabolical inversion.  As a satire with a limited audience, then, The 

Marriage’s equivocations appear to be provocative across a spectrum.  Its in-jokes aimed at 

ridiculing—and opening itself up to the ridicule of—both the Devil’s and Angel’s parties.  If this 

triggers an uneasy kind of laughter, it may also be that it is difficult to know where the 

destructive, Bergsonian humour of anxiety ends and the productive, Bakhtinian humour begins.70 

 Henri Bergson’s mechanistic theory in Laughter (1900)71 diagnoses comic sensibilities in 

Blake’s time, at the outset of the Industrial Revolution, as pertinently as those in his own time.  

                                                                                                                                                             
closer to the Johnson circle, since it implies that The Marriage was on display at Joseph Johnson’s bookshop in St. 
Paul’s Churchyard.  In 1794, the antiquary and traveler Richard Twiss wrote to his friend Francis Douce that 
Johnson sold For Children: The Gates of Paradise (which bears Johnson’s imprint on the title page) along with 
“several more of Blakes books” (letter of 25 Sept.; qtd. in K. Davies, “Mrs. Bliss: A Blake Collector of 1794” 216), 
implying all or some of Blake’s Illuminated Books up to 1794 (ten in total, if including Europe and Urizen, both 
dated 1794).  Davies surmises “that Johnson was displaying ‘samples’ of illuminated printing in order to attract 
orders” on Blake’s behalf, and “directed prospective purchasers to deal with the artist himself” (217, 225), since 
Blake’s Prospectus To the Public of 1793 advertises “several Works now published and on Sale at Mr. Blake’s, No. 
13, Hercules Buildings, Lambeth” (E692)—his residence rather than Johnson’s bookshop.  If Johnson displayed the 
anonymous Marriage in the same company as the more successful Songs of Innocence and other Illuminated Books 
up to 1794, it would be obvious from their unique aesthetic that the same William Blake who self-published the 
others under his imprint was responsible for The Marriage as well. 
69  See Analytical Review issues 5.1 (Sept. 1789): 61-64; 5.3 (Nov. 1789): 352-53; and 6.1 (Jan. 1790): 80.  In issue 
5.3, the review of the translation of Swedenborg’s Divine Love and Divine Wisdom begins sarcastically, “More news 
from the spiritual world!  If this be not angelic wisdom, it is something so wholly beyond the comprehension of our 
weak intellects, that it must needs relate to beings of a very different order” (352).  Issue 6.1 similarly mocks 
Swedenborg’s departures into the spiritual world as nonsense (80). 
70  Bakhtin explicitly distinguishes his positive theory of laughter from Bergson’s: “for the Renaissance (as for the 
antique sources [Menippus, Lucian]) the characteristic trait of laughter was precisely the recognition of its positive, 
regenerating, creative meaning.  This clearly distinguishes it from the later theories of the philosophy of laughter, 
including Bergson’s conception, which bring out mostly its negative functions” (Rabelais 71). 
71  Bergson’s work on comedy began with his 1884 academic lecture Le Rire: de quo rit-on? Pourquoi rit-on? at 
Lycée Blaise-Pascal in Clermont-Ferrand (Sypher vii).  He developed these ideas over sixteen years, culminating in 
the publication of Le rire: Essai sur la signification du comique in 1900, discussed here in translation.  In William 
Blake’s Comic Vision (2003), Nick Rawlinson recognizes The Marriage’s structure as comic (50), but argues that 
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To Blake and Bergson alike, the factory system brought about by this Revolution suppressed the 

vitality of the human spirit and made people cogs in a capital-generating machine.72  To Bergson, 

laughter arises from the very thing that makes us most nervous: loss of agency.  Both countering 

and complementing this pathologizing theory of laughter, Bakhtin theorized a more subversive, 

productive kind of humour, one that in antiquity and through the Middle Ages 

expresse[d] the people’s hopes of a happier future, of a more just social and 
economic order, of a new truth.  The gay aspect of the [medieval Feast of Fools] 
presented this happier future of a general material affluence, equality, and freedom, 
just as the Roman Saturnalia announced the return of the Golden Age.  (Rabelais 81) 
 

Such humour saturates mundus inversus texts and their hierarchy inversions73 that restore 

creative vitality to humans whose faculty of reason has usurped their innate desire (MHH 5; 

E34).  The Marriage is exemplary for imagining the overturning of psychological, social, 

political, theological, and cosmic hierarchies, and for asserting that “Energy is eternal Delight.”  

Mistaken for sinful desires by religious orthodoxy, “Energy” is the expression of creative 

impulses that may free humanity from the automatizing constraints of the upside-down world. 

 What make Bergson and Bakhtin both especially pertinent to the mundus inversus tradition 

are their contrary and complementary theorizations of comic inversion as role reversals: 

we laugh at the prisoner at the bar lecturing the magistrate; at a child presuming to 
teach its parents; in a word, at everything that comes under the heading of 
“topsyturvydom.” . . .  In modern literature we meet with hundreds of variations on 

                                                                                                                                                             
Bergson’s theory is insufficient to understand it (6-7).  Bergson himself recognized the impossibility of a complete 
theory of comedy, and yet offered one anyway as a half-measure. 
72  The utilitarian theory of this demotion appears in the first three chapters on division of labour in Adam Smith’s 
The Wealth of Nations (1776). 
73  Stallybrass and White also use the phrase “hierarchy inversion” in their an analysis of the relationship between 
high and low cultural forms through a Bakhtinian lens, with some additional discussion of the mundus inversus 
tradition (4, 56-57, 183-84).  They are at times critical of Bakhtin’s “shifts between prescriptive and descriptive 
categories”; his “cosmic populism,” for instance, is to them “rather wishful and finally unusable as an analytic tool” 
(10).  R.D.V. Glasgow also uses the mundus inversus idea to help explain the seeming contradiction between the 
carnival’s features of hierarchy inversion (Bakhtin, Rabelais 81) and leveling (10).  The inversion of “order is a 
parody not merely of the official order in existence but of order in general.  As an act of communal unmasking, 
carnival is a removal of the facades and costumes bestowed by arbitrary rank and social privilege, to reveal that 
underneath we are all fools—master and servant, sage and ass alike” (Madness 213).  The Marriage achieves a 
similar effect, but it also uses the mundus inversus to affirm Christian fideism. 
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the theme of the robber robbed.  In every case the root idea involves an inversion of 
roles, and a situation which recoils on the head of its author.  (Bergson 48-49) 
 

As it survived into the nineteenth century, mundus inversus role-reversal suited Bergson’s 

negative theory because of his focus on the downfallen, agency-losing member of the reversal, 

the one reduced to the role of automaton or beast.  Contrary to Bergson (but treating the same 

phenomenon in an early-modern context), Bakhtin privileges the low party raised high.  For 

Bakhtin, the “reversal of hierarchic levels” is an “essential element” of the folk festival where 

the jester was proclaimed king . . . .  From the wearing of clothes turned inside out 
and trousers slipped over the head to the election of mock kings and popes the same 
topographical logic is put to work: shifting from top to bottom, casting the high and 
the old, the finished and complete into the material bodily lower stratum for death 
and rebirth.  These changes were placed into an essential relation with time and with 
social and historical change.  The element of relativity and of becoming was 
emphasized, in opposition to the immovable and extratemporal stability of the 
medieval hierarchy.  (Rabelais 81-82) 
 

In mundus inversus, “the festive atmosphere of images” registers aspirations of “utopian 

radicalism” (89) that, despite its purely wishful and fantastical nature, nonetheless prepares “a 

remodeling [of] social relations” (Stallybrass and White 57).74  R. D. V. Glasgow adds, 

Anthropologists have shown how comic and festive inversion can undermine as well 
as reinforce the [official hegemonic] structure . . . .75  Just as carnival riots have been 
known to get out of hand and develop into full-fledged revolution, especially in the 
slave communities of the New World at Christmas and carnival time, so too may 
comedy be seen as (potentially at least—or perhaps involuntarily) sowing the seeds 
of dissent. . . .  [E]ven ironic distance may mean an intellectualization rather than an 
anaesthetization of the bubbling seditious impulse within us.  (239) 
 

While The Marriage’s humour throughout echoes the ambiguous nature of carnivalesque 

laughter—as an instrument either to reinforce socio- or theo-political hierarchies or to subvert 

                                                 
74  Referring to class and gender reversals in sixteenth-to-eighteenth-century drama, R.D.V. Glasgow observes: “The 
topsy-turvy world can function either as a festive-utopian social inversion or as a caricatural representation of what 
is considered an actually existing perversion of the way society ought to be. . . .  The ambivalence of the topsy-turvy 
world echoes the ambivalence of folly, which may be identified with or dissociated from” (229). 
75  Glasgow (362) cites Natalie Zemon Davis’s “Women on Top: Symbolic Sexual Inversion and Political Disorder 
in Early Modern Europe,” in The Reversible World (171). 
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them—it ends in an unambiguous affirmation of the seditious possibilities opened by the French 

Revolution.  Such inversion is central to the comic organization in The Marriage.  From a 

Bergsonian focus on the comic victim, the usurping villain of “The Argument,” the manipulative 

priests of plate 11, and the Devourers of plate 16 are all types of the final chapter’s 

Swedenborgian Angel, who, having robbed the Devil of his child in the tailpiece design of plate 

4, is finally robbed himself of his priestly authority.  The ultimate emblem of the reversal in this 

negative, Bergsonian humour is the fallen king Nebuchadnezzar on plate 24. 

 From a Bakhtinian perspective privileging the comic hero, the Argument’s “just man,” the 

“ancient Poets” of plate 11, and the Prolific Giants of plate 16 are all types of the final chapter’s 

antinomian Devil who, having once been usurped and robbed of his issue by the angel, has his 

authority restored and is vindicated by the Angel’s conversion into a devil.  The ultimate emblem 

of this reversal is the risen Christ of plate 21.  As bookends to The Marriage’s climactic chapter, 

the designs of the restored prophet and fallen king recall the originary mundus inversus aspects 

of the Bible (such as the Dives and Lazarus parable)76 and one of the most common motifs of 

popular mundus inversus utopianism: the hierarchical inversion of peasant and king. 

 Whether productively for social progress or destructively against it, each turn of the mundus 

inversus wheel represents a world in flux, especially in matters of religious politics.  Though the 

continental origins of the tradition are traceable from ancient Greco-Roman αδυνατα, saturnalia, 

and impossibilia, the English titular phrasing itself refers to the revolutionary advent of primitive 

Christianity.  In the biblical story of orthodox Thessalonican Jews denouncing Paul and Silas as 

agitators blaspheming in the synagogues, the rabbis derided the Christian upstarts as “These that 

have turned the world upside down” (Acts 17:6).  This originally pejorative accusation acquired 

                                                 
76  Illustrating how “that which is highly esteemed among men is abomination in the sight of God,” Christ tells of 
how the suffering of the beggar Lazarus and comforts of a rich man are reversed in Sheol (Luke 16:15, 16:19-26). 
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a positive resignification in the hagiographic context of the Acts of the Apostles.  The mundus 

inversus topos retained its subversive meaning through medieval holiday festivals and drôllerie 

in celebration of the Peasants’ Revolt and other hoped-for but defused popular uprisings (Kunzle 

59-64).  In spite of this popular tradition, Puritans would spin this same expression back into the 

derogative mode during the English Civil War, using it ironically against Christian radicals in 

broadsheet complaints about the wickedness of a topsy-turvy age.77  This reappropriation 

exemplifies the topos’s versatility through the centuries following.78 

 John “the Water Poet” Taylor’s The World Turn’d Upside Down (1642)79 expresses loyalist 

anxieties in the overlap of mundus inversus and diabology.  Like Burke’s Reflections a century 

and a half later, it protests the rise of political faction and religious heterodoxy.  To Taylor, these 

threatened the stability of the Reformed Church and seemed as unnatural as reversing the animal 

kingdom’s hierarchies of predation, or the precedence of sentience over mechanism in rural 

life—all standard mundus inversus motifs (Kunzle 41): 

The Church o’re-turn’d, (a lamentable show)  
The Candlestick above, the light below;  
The cony hunts the Dogge, the Rat the Cat,   
The Horse doth whip the Cart, (I pray marke that)  

                                                 
77  Hill’s landmark 1972 study into the radical Christian ferment attending the English Civil War, The World Turned 
Upside Down, draws its title and chapter 1 epigraph from an invective against sectaries in William Dell’s 1646 The 
Building, Beauty, Teaching and Establishment of the Truly Christian and Spiritual Church: “Enemies of the church  
. . . are the men that would turn the world upside down, that make the nation full of tumults and uproars, that work 
all the disturbance in church and state.  It is fit such men and congregations should be suppressed, . . . that we may 
have truth and peace and government again” (16; qtg. the 1709 edition of Dell’s writings, Several Sermons 109). 
78  In the same vein, the Civil War gave rise to perhaps the most famous song using the “World Turned Upside 
Down” rubric, a popular protest ballad supposedly first published as a now-lost 1643 broadside in opposition to 
Cromwell’s policy on limiting Christmas celebration.  Despite these apocryphal origins, the song’s myth was born in 
1828 and was promoted to the point of being the most important song of the American Revolution after “Yankee 
Doodle” (an anti-Yankee song appropriated ironically by the Yankees) for its supposedly being played sarcastically 
by the British when they surrendered to the Americans at Yorktown, Virginia, in 1781.  For commentary on this 
episode and its surrounding mythos, see Clement’s “‘The World Turned Upside Down’ at the Surrender of 
Yorktown” (66-67), and, for a thoroughly demythologizing criticism, Schrader’s “‘The World Turned Upside 
Down’: A Yorktown March, or Music to Surrender By” (180-216). 
79  The World Turn’d Upside Down: or, A Briefe Description of the Ridiculous Fashions of these Distracted Times 
was published by John Smith in 1647, but this was re-titled from Taylor’s earlier Mad Fashions, Od [sic] Fashions, 
All out of Fashions, or, The Emblems of these Distracted Times (London: T. Banks, 1642).  In the same year, the 
same publisher printed Taylor’s similar The Wheele of Fortune Turn’d Round: or, The World Turned Topsie-Turvie.  
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The Wheelbarrow doth drive the man (oh base)  
. . . . . . . . 
And this is Englands case this very day,   
All things are turn’d the clean contrary way.  (A2r; ll. 11-15, 19-20) 
 

In the “contrary way,” we recognize the primary philosophical and organizing principle of The 

Marriage.  Intersecting diabolism and mundus inversus, Taylor blames the Devil as the cause of 

sectarian heterodoxy and of the toleration that threatened the Church’s hegemony: 

The Devill doth perswade, entice and lurke, 
And force bad men to set good men aworke.  (A2v; ll. 31-32) 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . .  mad sects are sent, 
Who have Religion all in pieces rent, 
One would have this, another would have that, 
And most of them would have they know not what. 
God give us peace, and ease us of our paine, 
And send those Sects, from whence they came againe.  (A3v; ll. 125-30) 
 

If radical Christians come from hell, that is where Blake locates the Poetic Genius that inspires 

prophetic artists, like The Marriage’s Jesus, to “[act] from impulse: not from rules” (23; E43). 

 A text that mixes mundus inversus and diabolism in a way contrary to Taylor is Balthasar 

Bekker’s The World Turn’d Upside Down: or A Plain Detection of Errors, in the Common or 

Vulgar Belief, Relating to Spirits, Spectres or Ghosts, Dæmons, Witches, &c (1700).80  This work 

differs markedly from The Marriage in form, being a scholarly dissertation more along the lines 

of Thomas Barker’s aforementioned Inquiry into the Word Satan (1772), yet it approaches the 

subject matter and ethos of The Marriage with its Christian bias and assumption that the devil is 

a mythic ruse.  Taking the Devil down through demythologization, Bekker argues that “the 

empire of the Devil is but a chimera, and that he has neither such a Power, nor such an 

Administration as is ordinarily ascribed to him.”  Moreover, the Devil does Christianity a 

                                                 
80  This translation includes a fifty-page summary of the whole of Bekker’s four-volume diabolist treatise De 
Betoverde Weereld (1691), as well as a 264-page translation of only its first volume, which had been previously 
published as The World Bewitch’d (London: R. Baldwin,1695).  My quotations and paraphrases from the 
unpaginated summary can be found at B12v, C11v-12r, D1r, and D8v. 
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disservice.  Like Defoe in The Political History of the Devil, Bekker stops short of saying (as 

Blake does on plate 11) that “All deities reside in the human breast” (E38), but his overall point 

is that the Devil does.  Like Barker’s efforts at undermining the Satan myth, this probably had 

little effect on popular beliefs concerning the Devil as a fugitive at large, however. 

 A more literary-satirical turn on diabolical mundus inversus appeared five years after 

Bekker’s treatise with the anonymous Monster: or, The World Turn’d Topsy Turvy (1705).  

Here, the Devil makes all of humanity monstrous, from the meanest peasant to court and priest:  

“Search all the bright Creation, you won’t find / So great, so rude a Monster as Mankind,” 

But Men on Men, like hungry Tygers, prey, 
And scorn their Sov’reign Maker to obey. 
 So the Arch-Rebel, Lucifer, of Old, 
Heaven’s bless’d Confines for Hell’s Enlargement sold.  (1; ll. 1-2, 6-9) 
. . . . . . . . . 
Fleet-street alone does not all Monsters show, 
They’re rife at Court, and in the Pulpit too. 
I’ve seen a huge Church-Monster, monst’rous proud, 
With Hell and Furies fright the giddy Crowd, 
Tho’ his Harangue was empty, as ’twas loud.  (3; ll. 42-46) 
 

In short, when paranoia finds the Devil everywhere, as in Defoe, nothing is sacred.  Just as Blake 

assumes the identity of the Devil of Christendom in order to recover a more pure, antinomian 

Christianity, so the author of The Monster ironically embraces the identity of the diabolically 

equivalent Monster in his epilogue as a gesture of virtuous modesty: “The Shew of Monster’s 

done, to you, my Friends, / The monst’rous Poet, this his Welcome sends, / And so the Poet, and 

the Poem Ends” (19; ll. 358-60).  Of course, like the ambivalence of carnival laughter,81 this 

satire ends without positive Christian affirmation. 

                                                 
81  Bakhtin describes the nature of carnivalesque laughter as ambivalently “triumphant and at the same time 
mocking, deriding. It asserts and denies, it buries and revives” (Rabelais 11-12). 
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 Despite various efforts at demythologization within the mundus inversus tradition, then, its 

perpetuation of the Satan myth continued even into Blake’s lifetime, as in an anonymous London 

slip-song ballad “The World Turn’d Upside-Down” (c. 1770), which ends, 

Belzebub, grand Prince of Hell, 
To whom these slaves are bound, 
He’ll call them home and scourge them well, 
O the World’s turn’d Upside-Down.  (ll. 56-64) 
 

This recalls Defoe’s mundus inversus Devil, who is “employ’d in setting the World with the 

Bottom upward, tumbling Kings and Crowns about, and dashing the Nations one against 

another” (Political 246).  What the above survey shows is that the overlapping traditions of 

diabolism and mundus inversus zigzag through the crooked roads of polarized theo-political 

agendas, advancing creatively and denouncing destructively towards The Marriage of 1790, 

where Blake crosses their pedigrees into an entirely new beast for his revolutionary times. 

 

 §3.5 – Contrary Worlds Turned Upside Down 

 A pair of anonymous, mid-eighteenth-century chapbooks represent mundus inversus 

contrariety in a pure, non-diabolical form, and set a clear precedent for The Marriage in terms of 

their oppositional binarism, inversion topos, visual motifs, and aesthetic organization.  Both are 

titled The World Turned Upside-Down, but one is a progressive satire subtitled The Folly of Man 

and the other is its reactionary response, cast in nearly identical form and subtitled The Comical 

Metamorphoses.  Folly was cheaply printed82 for a young-adult readership like illustrated 

                                                 
82  The first known edition was printed (and possibly written) in Northampton by Cluer Dicey in 1736 (ESTC); 
Kunzle gives 1712 (83n44), but Cluer (1714-75) did not begin managing the Dicey family printing operation until 
the 1730s; his printing house in Northampton was the source of scores of popular chapbooks (Ashton ix) revered by 
the likes of James Boswell and Hannah More (Clayton ¶4).  Though the Folly of Man verse remains roughly 
consistent between editions, lines may vary; for quotations, I use the text of a London edition of c. 1750, though I 
indicate with brackets variations in the c. 1780 edition that correct omissions or accidental errors in the dilapidated 
1750 text.  Kunzle indicates that there was also a c. 1775 edition sold in the Aldermary Churchyard, London, though 
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editions of Aesop’s Fables, combining vignettes on the same pages as their accompanying verse 

narratives (much as The Marriage combines prose and design),83 which depict customary social 

or interspecies hierarchies comically inverted.  Inversion humour indulges a progressive yearning 

for social upheaval and vents anxieties over socio-economic inequality and injustice in much the 

same way as the medieval carnival as theorized by Bakhtin.84  Inversion humour is ambivalent, 

however, in effectively reinforcing the very social hierarchies it fantasizes about overturning.85  

As I discuss in Chapters. 9 and 10, a similar ambivalence becomes operant across the Bible of 

Hell, as The Marriage’s confidence in revolutionary prophecy as a way of correctively upturning 

the mundus inversus gives over to pessimism upon the realization that the French Revolution 

enabled the forces of authoritarian reaction in England.  This is evident in the evolving Bible of 

Hell mythos in the Lambeth Books of 1793-95, when the spirit of revolution (Orc) looks more 

and more like the figure of repression (Urizen), and faith in revolution as the motor of liberal 

change gives over to the realization that progress is relegated to prophetic protest and fantasy. 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
this may be the edition dated c. 1750 by the ESTC.  All of the woodcuts (along with excerpts of the verse) were 
anthologized by John Ashton in his compendious Chapbooks of the Eighteenth Century (1882). 
83  Because woodcuts are in relief, they can be composited in the same forme as moveable type, and thus illustration 
can share the page with the text.  Intaglio copperplates, however, required greater pressure through the rolling press 
because the ink was held in the lines incised by the engraver’s burin, and therefore had to be printed on separate 
pages; text and illustration were brought together only at the last stage of binding.  Blake’s innovation as a printer 
was to combine image and text in relief on the same etched copperplate, and therefore achieve the same 
combinative, image-text aesthetic as Folly of Man without recourse to moveable type composited with woodcuts. 
84  Bakhtin points to a 1444 circular letter from the Paris School of Theology written in support of the Feast of Fools, 
arguing that foolishness is a part of human nature that must be healthily indulged, using the analogy of wine casks 
that need to be opened occasionally to prevent them from bursting and spoiling: “‘This is why we permit folly on 
certain days so that we may later return with greater zeal to the service of God’” (qtd. in Rabelais 75). 
85  If Bakhtin downplayed this in Rabelais when he had the opportunity to expand on it in the abovementioned 
analogy of the wine cask, Terry Eagleton is more explicit about how carnival licentiousness is a managed safety 
valve that prevents revolution by periodically releasing pressure: “Carnival, after all, is a licensed affair in every 
sense, a permissible rupture of hegemony, a contained popular blow-off as disturbing and relatively ineffectual as a 
revolutionary work of art.  As Shakespeare’s Olivia remarks, there is no slander in an allowed fool” (148).  
Stallybrass and White also “wonder . . . whether the ‘licensed release’ of carnival is not simply a form of social 
control of the low by the high and therefore serves the interests of that very official culture which it apparently 
opposes”; they also quote Sales’s assessment that “The carnival spirit, in early-nineteenth-century England as well 
as in sixteenth-century France, could therefore be a vehicle for social protest and the method for disciplining that 
protest”  (3; qtg. Sales 169).  See Rawlinson (33) for additional critiques of carnivalesque ambivalence. 
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Fig. 9. The World Turned Upside-Down: or The Folly of Man (c. 1736-64): 
left: woodcut detail (2); right: “The Ox Turned Farmer” (4-5) 

 
 
 The Folly of Man’s carnivalesque mundus inversus topos registers such a protest, 

productively revealing the ideals and otherwise suppressed aspirations of the oppressed.86  “The 

Ox Turned Farmer” (4-5), for instance, depicts a scene of retributive justice following a livestock 

revolution (ll. 1-20).  As The Marriage envisions a revolutionary counter-usurpation in which the 

Just Man of “The Argument” reclaims his Edomic dominion over the usurping Villain by the 

action of the revolutionary Son of Fire (2-3, 27; see §8.2 and §8.7 below), so Folly  envisions the 

Ox driving the two “louts” who were once his villainous usurpers, saying, 

Remember Sirs, the other day, 
When human nature bore the sway, 
No mercy to my brothers you 
At any time would kindly shew, 
But some ye beat and some ye slew. 
Nay, I myself the marks do bear, 
Of human [r]age, inhumanly severe. 
Then till mankind will milder be, 
And use to us less cruelty, 
Expect no mercy at my hand; 
So hoit-ge-eo, come plow my land.  (ll. 45-55) 

                                                 
86  Stamm explains the productive, positive gain of carnivalesque expression despite its being a ruse of power: 

On the negative, critical side, the carnivalesque suggests a demystificatory instrument for everything in the 
social formation which renders such collectivity difficult of access: class hierarchy, political manipulation, 
sexual repression, dogmatism, and paranoia.  Carnival in this sense implies an attitude of creative disrespect, 
a radical opposition to the illegitimately powerful, to the morose and monological.  (55) 
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The workers’ coup has succeeded and the beasts of burden have usurped their masters, but the 

scenario is surreal precisely because the customary hierarchy cannot be subverted.  Yet the 

fantasy of inverting victim and villain recurs:“The Reward of Roguery, or the Roasted Cook” (8-

9) and “The Ox Turned Butcher” (14-15) glorify the reversal of predator and prey, and “The Old 

Soldier Turned Nurse” (6-7) reverses gender hierarchy.  In didactic fantasies of restitution for 

moral injustice, the abused indulge triumphantly in poetic justice, such as when the “honest ass” 

tells the cheating miller (below left), and the wise horse tells the abusive groom (below right),  

Know that these many years I’ve been Go, tyrant man! and learn from this, 
Spectator to thy unjust gain, Never to use thy power amiss. 
And fear I have been adding to But since to you indulgent heaven 
Thy taking what was not thy due; Has a superior reason given, 
Which scruples make me now declare Like that to every rank and station: 
That I no more thy whip will bear, Or nature, shew a wise compassion, 
But since the world’s turn’d Upside Down, [Becoming Lords of the creation.] 
I’ll make thee carry to the town (“The Horse Turned Groom,” p. 21; 
The meal thyself.  With that he laid ll. 70-76) 
The burthen on the antient blade, 
And whip’d him on thro’ thick and thin, 
[The foul reward for fouler sin.]  (“The Honest Ass and Miller,” p. 19; ll. 27-38) 
 

Inversion fantasy licenses the oppressed to speak truth to power and express a conscientious 

refusal to obey, yet its irony ultimately defuses any genuine threat to establishment 

hierarchies.  While it is not as “outwardly apolitical” as Kunzle argues (83), The Folly of Man 

does consider social revolutions to be as inevitable as the Earth’s rotation: 

. . . sometimes this huge ball [i]s found, 
By chance of place Turn’d Upside-down; 
. . . revolutions strange appear 
Within the compass of the sphere: 
. . . . . . . 
And like this man this emblem shews, 
A sudden revolution knows. 
His fortune grows profoundly scurvy, 
Turns the poor earth-worms topsy-turvy.  (3; ll. 17-20, 36-39) 
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The accompanying woodcut emblem appeals to a working-class fantasy of social inversion, 

depicting a wise, prosperous man fixed in a globe inverted by a pair of peasant fools.87 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 10.  The World Turned Up-side Down; or The Comical Metamorphoses (c. 1765): 

left: frontispiece and title page of an uncoloured copy; right: the same of a coloured copy 
 

 The revolutionary—even anarchist—ethos implied (but not ultimately triumphant) in The 

Folly of Man stands in stark contrast to its reactionary response, the morally didactic World 

Turned Up-side Down; or The Comical Metamorphoses (c. 1765), whose subtitle of the entirely 

engraved title page identifies it as “A Work Entirely Calculated to Excite Laughter, in Grown 

Persons, and Promote Moralily [sic], in the Young Ones, of Both Sexes.”  It does use humour, 

but only as a ruse for quite serious purposes: to maintain the inequalities of the social order.88  

Clearly it was designed to outshine and replace the socially subversive Folly of Man chapbook, 

                                                 
87  See Fig. 9 above.  The copy of Folly of Man in the Toronto Public Library (attributively dated c. 1750 since 
Dicey operated c. 1736-64; ESTC N35742) includes explanatory captions above each woodcut.  For the one from 
which the above lines are taken, the caption reads, “Th[e] world, with a man in it, turn’d upside down, supported by 
two fools, an old one and a young one, to shew there are fools of all ages” (2). 
88  I use “serious” in the sense Bakhtin used to describe the regime against which medieval laughter arose: 

medieval seriousness was infused with elements of fear, weakness, humility, submission, falsehood, 
hypocrisy, or on the other hand with violence, intimidation, threats, prohibitions.  As a spokesman of 
power, seriousness terrorized, demanded, and forbade.  It therefore inspired the people with distrust.  
Seriousness had an official tone and was treated like all that is official.  It oppressed, frightened, bound, 
lied, and wore the mask of hypocrisy.  (Rabelais 94). 
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for it contains copperplates copied from (but better executed than) Folly’s crude woodcuts, 

features more of them, and was sold in deluxe editions with attractively hand-coloured plates.89  

One edition has been dated the same year as The Marriage,90 placing it in the same general 

market of colour-illustrated books or manuscripts at the same time.91  Even more in the Aesop’s 

Fables mould than The Folly of Man, each of Metamorphoses’s verse narratives ends with a 

marked moral designed to inculcate social immobility and the need for the lower, working 

classes to defer respectfully to the privileged classes.  In “A Man running away with the 

Monument” (scene 11; pp. 23-24), for instance, the warning against insurrection is explicit: 

From noble views our fortune springs, 
 But ’tis in just degree, 
That peasants never shall be kings, 
 But know humility.  (ll. 5-8) 
 

The recurring moral that it is best if people know their place and stick to it is exemplified in the 

surreal “Fish turned Birds, and the Sportsmen hunting on the Water” (35-36): 

Never attempt to quit your sphere, 
 Nor prompt the world to laughter; 
’Twill end in ruin while you’re here, 
 And may perhaps hereafter.  (ll. 25-28) 
 

The original version of this surreal tableau in The Folly of Man, “The Water-Wonder, or Fishes 

Lords of the Creation” (22-23) has almost exactly the same emblem but is radically different in 

                                                 
89  The title page offers the chapbook at a cost of 1s for “Plain” editions and 2s for “Colour’d” ones.  The copy in the 
Toronto Public Library (attributively dated c. 1765; ESTC N25892) is uncoloured, though coloured copies have 
been available through antiquarian book dealers (see Fig. 10).  The Comical Metamorphoses was thus for a wealthier 
clientele.  No price is given for the Folly of Man chapbooks in any of the copies in the ESTC or ECCO, but they 
were most likely cheaper than the Metamorphoses versions, and therefore aimed at a lower-class readership. 
90  ESTC T213665, housed in the Cambridge University Library; also see the above note (and Fig. 10). 
91  Collectors coveted such books.  Though there are no subscription lists for The Comical Metamorphoses, a later 
mundus inversus chapbook, The World Turned Upside Down in Twenty-Eight Plates (1822), engraved by Frederick 
Christian Lewis (1779–1856) after designs by Giuseppe Porta (1520-75, a.k.a. G. Salviati), lists among its 
subscribers a collector of Blake Illuminated Books since the mid-1790s, Francis Douce, as well as the later Blake 
patron Dawson Turner (1775-1858), for whom Blake provided a catalogue of his works for sale (including most of 
the Illuminated Books of the 1790s but omitting The Marriage) in correspondence of 9 June 1818 (E771).  It is 
possible that at least Douce (the same age as Blake) was collecting mundus inversus chapbooks in the 1790s at the 
same time that he was collecting Blake’s contemporaneous Illuminated Books. 
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ethos, letting the inversion stand as a prophetic vision of the true topsy-turvydom of the times: 

fish fly in the sky while birds and men go submarine; “Lambs hunt fierce lions in the sea” and, 

anticipating the basic philosophy of The Marriage, “All things are contrariety” (ll. 30-31). 

 The endings of the chapbooks are indicative of their contrary religious politics.  The 

concluding scene of The Comical Metamorphoses, “Pickpockets in a Church,” demands 

unthinking obedience in opposition to heterodox sectarianism.  The emblem depicts a 

congregation worshipfully gathered around a priest at his pulpit, and the verse begins by 

defending the absolute authority of scripture against any “wicked” independence of thought: 

RELIGION!—sacred be the theme! 
 By scripture we are taught 
To shun each wicked, guileful scheme, 
 And do the things we ought.  (59; ll. 1-4) 
 

It goes on to figure any Dissenting sect as pickpockets who “Deserve the hangman’s lash” 

for “blasphem[ing] / The great almighty God,” and ends with the moral, “Faith alone, 

without extremes, / Insures a right to heaven” (60; ll. 13, 15-16, 27-28), but this is a faith in 

priestly prohibitions rather than in Christ.  In contrast, Folly’s finale transcends the Church 

with a cosmic apocalypse, albeit one undermined through ironic ambivalence.  In “Sun, 

Moon, Stars, and Earth Transposed” (23-24), Earth and the heavens trade places “to prove 

the world is mad, / Or topsy-turvy, that’s as bad” (ll. 1-2).  It is framed as an absurdity in a 

question to a witch: “I ask’d the creature, / When this bad World would grow better”; she 

answers, “Till it approaches tow’rds its end / This wicked world will never mend” (ll. 22-

23, 29-30).  Her vision of salvation as the construction of something like a New Jerusalem 

of castles in the sky (a common mundus inversus motif) is profoundly Blakean:92 

                                                 
92  The penultimate plate of The World Turned Upside Down in Twenty-Eight Plates (1822) depicts mountains in the 
sky (Porta 27), while the final plate depicts Earth inverted (rather than a cosmic inversion of the Earth and heavens): 
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The stars like little fairies shall 
Around our orb lead up a ball. 
And like those creatures in a ring, 
Shall in full chorus dance and sing. 
Cities and towns shall then appear 
With towering castles in the air; 
Trees, hedges, gardens shall arise, 
And bloom and flourish in the skies.  (24; ll. 37-44) 
 

The very last lines present a comical retraction, however, and thus weaken whatever provocation 

to political revolution the book may have had if the insurrection theme were sustained: 

When these things their beginning take, 
Then all mankind their crimes forsake; 
Wisdom shall stand in folly’s Place, 
And the wise Fox succeed the Ass. 
But as these things can never be, 
The world and folly will agree, 
I fear to long eternity.  (ll. 45-51) 
 

Blake’s Marriage, of course, ends more affirmatively with a perceptual apocalypse.  Still, The 

Folly of Man anticipates much of the form and content of The Marriage, such as its agrarian 

vocabulary and animal-related aphorisms in the Proverbs of Hell and in the climax to “A Song of 

Liberty.”  The latter prophesies an end to all predation as the “lion & wolf . . . cease” and “the 

eternal horses” are released from the captivity of their “dens of night” (27; E45).  Victory 

belongs to the carnivalesque fool.  “If the fool would persist in his folly he would become wise” 

and “Listen to the fools reproach! it is a kingly title!” (7, 9; E36-37) are obvious inversions 

consistent with the mundus inversus topos in The Folly of Man and Erasmus’s In Praise of Folly 

(1511).  In this tradition, the idea that “folly is wise and wisdom foolish . . . lies at the heart of 

the topsy-turviness of comedy” (Glasgow 177).93 

                                                                                                                                                             
“England, Ireland, France, and Spain, / Complain of Afric’s heat in vain; / And Afric’s sons, of sable hue, / With 
wonder snowcapt mountains view” (28). 
93  Glasgow calls Blake’s Proverbs of Hell “radical ethical inversions of dominant contemporary ideals,” but does 
not consider them comic because of “the serious poetic context.”  He explains, “Once ethical reversals start to take 
themselves seriously (as truth) and once they become a consistently represented perspective and thereby sacrifice the 
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 I am not arguing that Blake read and directly modeled The Marriage on The Folly of Man 

and The Comical Metamorphoses, though it is possible he had them in mind.  What they show is 

that, out of a ferment of theo-political radicalism, certain tropes of inversion recur in the 

marginal and popular press, and both these mundus inversus specimens and The Marriage 

respond to their topsy-turvy times in strikingly similar ways.  Blake transforms the reversals of 

man and beast or master and servant into reversals of Angel and Devil in order to expose the 

inequalities imposed by the Church.  Mundus inversus pertains to any period of radical 

transformation, and helps us understand The Marriage’s central strategy of diabolizing Christ.  

Only such a revolutionary could redeem humanity by turning the topsy-turvy world right-side up. 

 

 §3.6 – Analogous Post-Marriage Diabolical Inversion 

 I shall save a more thorough discussion of diabolical inversion in The Marriage for Chapter 

8 after I develop a multi-faceted approach to its Bible of Hell program in the remaining chapters 

of Part I.  As an afterword to this chapter, however, I shall briefly examine some post-Marriage 

examples of other writers’ use of diabolical inversion and reappropriation, which sheds further 

light on its political implications in the early 1790s relative to Blake’s evolving attitude to the 

Revolution.  The Christological reappropriation of the Devil in The Marriage was a bold and 

                                                                                                                                                             
element of surprise—the unexpected or half-expected pleasure of seeing an unquestioned dogmatic mask being 
shed—the comic potential is necessarily lessened.”  While he ignores the subtler instances of humour throughout 
The Marriage, Glasgow considers George Bernard Shaw’s Man and Superman (1903) a more obviously funny 
inversion of heaven and hell, where “hell [is] the place where all the fun is” (Glasgow 106).  Another instance of 
such inversion worth pointing out is in Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884), where Huck bucks against 
the strict confines of his guardians’ religious education: 

[Miss Watson] told me all about the bad place, and I said I wished I was there. . . .  She said it was wicked to 
say what I said; . . . she was going to live so as to go to the good place.  Well, I couldn’t see no advantage in 
going where she was going, so I made up my mind I wouldn’t try for it. . . .  Now she had got a start, and . . . 
told me all about the good place.  She said all a body would have to do there was to go around all day long 
with a harp and sing, forever and ever. . . .  I asked her if she reckoned Tom Sawyer would go there, and, she 
said, not by a considerable sight.  I was glad about that, because I wanted him and me to be together.  (57-58) 
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original stroke; no one before or since did it quite as Blake did.94  Given his obscurity in the 

1790s (he was mainly known only by his profession as an engraver, and only as an artist-poet to 

close colleagues and friends), it would be too speculative to say that Blake’s original work 

influenced the authors of any of the texts discussed below.95  But they did similar things for 

similar reasons, and may have encouraged Blake’s continued use of his strategies of inversion in 

the Illuminated Books of 1793-95, as discussed in Chapters 9-10 below. 

 One notable satirical appropriation of the Devil for an expressly liberal cause is The Rights 

of the Devil: or, The Jacobin’s Consolation. By Kit Moris, in Hell (1793).  As we have seen, the 

chilling effect of blasphemy laws made diabolical re-appropriation risky enough that it could be 

performed only anonymously or pseudonymously.  “Moris” declares his solidarity with the 

authors of The Rights of Man and The Rights of Women, and against the conservative backlash 

represented by the Birmingham rector John Riland’s Rights of God (1792).  Riland’s title 

parodies Paine’s and Wollstonecraft’s, and argues the familiar orthodox-conservative reduction 

that “They who wish a Revolution in England, must wish a Revolution in Heaven” (6).  Moris 

contends that Riland’s satire “should have been entitled the Rights of the Clergy” because it 

defends “the rights of rectors to impoverish their parishioners” (4).  Like Blake’s reading of 

Jehovah as Satan, Moris reads the Old Testament infernally, arguing that Saul and David were 

under the Devil’s influence, and bloody beings from the first; and how can it be 
expected otherwise, when they forsake and desert the God of Peace . . . .  What an 
earnest solicitude and anxiety did the children of Israel shew, when they requested of 
the Lord a king to reign over them, to go before them, to fight their battles, and 
conduct them with greater speed to the kingdom they were hastening.  (21-22) 
 

                                                 
94  Schock concurs: “no other prophecy of this time enthusiastically satanized either Christ the revolutionary or the 
vision of apocalypse by revolution: Blake alone envisions the joint action of reviving hell, the satanic risen Christ, 
and Edom, the land of the Antichrist, as triggering the apocalypse” (455-56). 
95  Perhaps we can make an exception for Geddes’s Devil’s Advocate because of his close association with Blake’s 
employer Joseph Johnson. 
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Following diatribes against biblical justifications for war and the slave trade, Moris builds up to 

an attack on the clergy (consistent with Blake’s anti-clericalism): 

we are completely humbugged by the priest-hood.  Hence arises the necessity of 
priest-craft to blind the eyes of the people, and render them totally ignorant and 
unacquainted in this important fact, that a priesthood is and always has been a curse 
to all nations of the earth. . . .  Ah! deluded swinish multitude, . . . highly 
emblematical of your wallowing in the mire of church and state, while the idle and 
dissipated beings who oppress you, are rolling in luxury and debauchery.  (26) 
 

Moris’s use of the Devil to condemn his enemies is no different rhetorically from Devil 

appropriation by orthodox writers like Defoe.  The difference is that he recruits the Devil for a 

liberal cause without necessarily identifying with him in a reappropriative way, but with the 

purpose of exonerating the Jacobin cause: “there is no such thing as a Jacobin in hell,” he asserts 

confidently, in spite of their condemnation in general96 and particularly in Birmingham. 

 Of course, reactionaries also continued to use diabolism and mundus inversus together, 

especially to attribute the disastrous effects of the French Revolution to the Devil.  The Rev. 

George Huddesford’s anti-Jacobin satire Topsy-Turvy (1793), for instance, mocks “the Present 

Government of France” (subtitle) to show that “EQUALITY ” merely “MEANS TO TURN ALL THE 

WORLD TOPSY-TURVY” (6; ll. 15-16).  Affecting a French Jacobin point of view, the speaker brags 

of the Revolution’s destructive achievements, and ends by affirming its collusion with the Devil: 

. . . the Nations, enlighten’d, agree 
To propagate RAPINE AND SLAUGHTER, 
BLEST SCYONS OF LIBERTY’S TREE, 
WHICH WE PLANT, AND THE DEVIL WILL  WATER” (32; ll. 251-54; see Mee, Enthusiasm 101) 
 

The flame of liberty that Richard Price so zealously championed in 1789 (Discourse 50) turned 

out to be a destructive rather than a productive force (Huddesford 17; ll. 115-20).  This trope’s 

shift in value is reflected in the transformation of fire imagery from The Marriage’s flames of 

desire to a sign of Urizenic destruction in Europe.  Even as Blake continued the rhetoric of 
                                                 
96  See my discussion of Cruikshank’s Friends of the People (Fig. 6 above). 
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diabolical inversion in the works of 1793-95, then, his imagery would imply some reluctant 

agreement with reactionary critiques of Revolution. 

 Yet other radicals continued the cause, such as the weekly radical digest of counter-cultural 

writings Hog’s Wash (1793-95), edited by Daniel Isaac Eaton and anthologized as Politics for 

the People: or, A Salmagundy for Swine.  The title appropriates both Burke’s epithet for 

commoners, the “swinish multitude” (Reflections 117), and Huddesford’s Salmagundi (1791).  

Several dissidents took up the “swine” banner in protest (Makdisi 258), but Hog’s Wash 

distinguishes itself with diabolical reappropriation in its December 1793 issue.  Though brief, the 

author reclaims the Devil for the republican cause in a manner similar to that in The Marriage: 

The DEVIL was the first Jacobin, for which he was hurled neck and heels out of heaven. 
ADAM and EVE were Sans Culottes,97 consequently Jacobins, for which they were 

kicked out of Paradise. 
NOAH, was the next Jacobin, for when all the world followed their own noses, he 

followed his own Conscience. 
MOSES and ARON, were Jacobins, because they abolished the Slave Trade in Egypt. 
SAMUEL, was a Jacobin, because when the Israelites demanded a King he pulled  

down thunder from the Clouds and almost frightened them out of their wits. 
In the latter ages the TWELVE FISHERMEN were terrible Jacobins, though they  

called themselves Apostles.—Does not the scriptures say they were accused of 
sedition?  (1.1: 173)98 

 
The author stops just short of claiming Christ as a Jacobin (though others did)99 in this parody of 

Samuel Johnson’s declamatory Tory slogan “the first Whig was the Devil.” 100  Like Blake’s 

                                                 
97  From Topsy-Turvy: “Adam and Eve / Were, at first, like ourselves, SANS CULOTTES” (Huddesford 23; ll. 181-82). 
98  “The Origins of Jacobinism” appears in the twelfth of its sixty-issue run (28 Dec. 1793).  Daniel Isaac Eaton 
excerpted it from James Boaden’s literary newspaper The Oracle, or Bell’s New World (3 Dec. 1793).  This 
passage’s relevance to The Marriage was first noted by Erdman (Prophet 192n20) and has since been taken up by 
Schock (448-50) and Michael (33). 
99  For instance, the Norwich priest Mark Wilks opens his sermon The Origin and Stability of the French Revolution 
(1791) by asserting, “Jesus Christ was a Revolutionist” (5; qtd. in W19).  Paine echoes this in the first part of Age of 
Reason (1794), calling Christ a “virtuous reformer and revolutionist” who probably sought only “the delivery of the 
Jewish nation from the bondage of the Romans” (13), but “founded no new system” (35), and yet “the church has set 
up a system of religion very contradictory to the character of the person whose name it bears.  It has set up a religion 
of pomp and of revenue in pretended imitation of a person whose life was humility and poverty” (40).  Blake’s 
annotations to Watson (see §4.1) indicate his general agreement with Paine. 
100  James Boswell recorded this statement from a 1778 conversation with Johnson and included it in the augmented 
second edition of The Life of Samuel Johnson (3: 113), published just months before Pigs’ Meat. 
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Marriage, this passage draws its satirical force from the tension that results from associating the 

Devil (assumed villain) with biblical heroes, reducing them all to republican ideologues.  Of 

course, these isolated examples of diabolical appropriation are rare.101 

 Blake may well have realized the alienating effect of such an obscure, esoteric strategy.  It 

implied that all who have not decoded the satanic ruses of orthodoxy are manacled by a false 

consciousness—all except him.  Are they all deluded, or is he?  The inversion, if applied 

consistently rather than for strategic convenience, becomes like the mad-woman anecdote that 

Geddes included in his Letter to the Rev. Dr. Priestley (1787): 

she called black white, and white black, good evil, and evil good, a boy a girl , and a 
girl a boy, to-morrow yesterday, and yesterday to-morrow, &c. and in that state she 
continued all the remaining part of her life, yet always consistent in her new 
nomenclature . . . .  One would be apt to think that such a revolution must have 
happened here; that some unaccountable paralytic disorder had, at once, seized the 
professors of Christianity . . . , and so effectually communicated as to hide from 
themselves even the knowledge of their ever having believed the contrary.  (28) 
   

Blake’s radical Christianity likewise assumes most of Christendom to be under similar delusion.  

Sustaining The Marriage’s rhetoric of diabolism for a lifetime would surely have brought Blake 

more trouble than positive gains.  Instead he limited himself to isolated declarations of his polar 

opposition to hegemonic Christianity’s worldview, such as in The Everlasting Gospel (c. 1818): 

The Vision of Christ that thou dost see 
Is my Visions Greatest Enemy 
. . . . . . . .  
Thine loves the same world that mine hates 
Thy Heaven doors are my Hell Gates 
. . . . . . .  
Both read the Bible day & night 
But thou readst black where I read white   (§e, ll. 1-2, 7-8, 13-14; E524; N33) 
 

                                                 
101  England’s blasphemy laws made any identification with the Devil—earnest or ironic—a matter of life of death, 
but examples of such rhetoric abound in later centuries and other places.  Native cultures in the Upper Amazon in 
the twentieth century, for instance, reclaimed the image of the Devil imposed on them by colonial missionaries as a 
symbol of resistance drawn from their invaders’ religious iconography (Moylan 60). 
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Such a fundamental counter-reading of the Bible of Heaven is the precondition for writing the 

Bible of Hell, constituted primarily by The Marriage of Heaven and Hell and its sequels. 

 Blake continued this rhetoric only occasionally throughout the rest of his career in scattered 

verses, even in his post-conversion magnum-opus epic Jerusalem (begun c. 1803).  In its poetic 

prologue “To the Public,” he invokes “the Eternal Hell” once again: 

Reader! [lover] of books! [lover] of heaven,  
And of that God from whom [all books are given,] 
Who in mysterious Sinais awful cave  
To Man the wond’rous art of writing gave,  
Again he speaks in thunder and in fire!  
Thunder of Thought, & flames of fierce desire:  
Even from the depths of Hell his voice I hear,  
Within the unfathomd caverns of my Ear.  
Therefore I print; nor vain my types shall be:  
Heaven, Earth & Hell, henceforth shall live in harmony.  (3; E145; emphases added) 
 

The last line echoes the title of The Marriage, but contradicts its theory of contraries (which 

emphasizes progressive opposition rather than “harmony”) and the resolution in which the forces 

of “Hell” (antinomian Christian prophecy) triumph over the forces of “Heaven” (“Christian” 

orthodoxy).  Erdman claims that the above passage signals Blake’s “resolve to continue 

publication of the Bible of Hell” (Prophet 426), but Jerusalem as a whole certainly does not 

sustain the inversion with anything close to the energy invested in it throughout The Marriage 

and the subsequent Illuminated Books of the first half of the topsy-turvy 1790s.  Because of this, 

but also because of the fact that Blake wrote Jerusalem, The Four Zoas, and Milton according to 

epic conventions (albeit renovated), these latter works should ultimately be considered apart 

from the Bible of Hell.  The next two chapters, especially 5, examine the conventions of biblical 

revision that distinguish the illuminated mock-biblical prophecies of the 1790s from the rest of 

Blake’s original work, and thus confirm that the Bible of Hell period is limited to 1790-95. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

BLAKE ’S BIBLICAL REVISION VS. THE BIBLE  
AND ITS SCHOLARLY RE-TRANSLATION  

 
The Bible or <Peculiar> Word of God . . . is that Abomination which 
like the Jewish ceremonies is for ever removed & henceforth every 
man may converse with God & be a King & Priest in his own house 
   —Blake (1798) E6151 
 
Who has declared the Bible completed?  Should the Bible not be still 
in the process of growth?   —Novalis (1798) 71 

 
 
 In 1798, the same fin de siècle year that Blake called the Bible a “State Trick” (E616) and 

Thomas Jefferson amputated from it all immorality, miracle, and spurious embellishment (even 

the Old Testament entirely) by mutilating his copy of it with a razor, Schlegel answered Novalis 

with a plan to write “eine neue Bibel ” for the Romantic age (130).2  Anticipating such 

destructive and productive revisions in 1790-95, Blake had already composed such a self-

authorized version of the Bible in illuminated mock-biblical prophecies that together stand as 

both homage to and protest against the Authorized Version.  Dear as it had been to Blake since 

childhood and would be again later when he called it “the Great Code of Art,” 
3 by the 1790s the 

Bible had become for him a repressive “Abomination” of priestcraft on a level with other “sacred 

codes” responsible for fundamental epistemic misperceptions (MHH 4; E34).  The Bible was due 

for a radical (in the dual sense of rebellious and a return to origins)4 revision that only a 

regenerative Bible of Hell could deliver.  In the face of State Religion’s intolerance for extreme 

heterodoxy, what historical developments could have inspired or permitted such a bold act? 

                                                 
1  From Blake’s annotations to Bishop Watson’s Apology for the Bible (9); see §4.1 below.  The elbow brackets 
indicate that Blake added “Peculiar” over a deletion. 
2  Novalis and Schlegel sources suggested by Essick (Language 143). 
3  From Blake’s Laocoön manifesto of the mid-1820s (E274).  Essick also discusses the discrepancy between 
Blake’s earlier and later opinions on the Bible (Language 141). 
4  A now-rare sense of “radical”: “Relating to or forming the root, basis, or foundation of something; original, 
primary” (OED, adj. 2); see Rix (Cultures 2-4). 
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  This chapter examines the phenomenon of

from translation and standardization

Blake exploited to rewrite Scripture

radical revision of the Bible relevant to revolutionary times

practices that variously transform

translation, to mock-biblical satires,

group in relation to The Marriage

response to the spiritually deadening effects

the prophetic writings embalmed

production had reduced it to an instrument of ideological control

aesthetic became to Blake a symbol of spiritual incarceration.  Inspired by 

Paris’s political prisoners in the summer

Blake sought to lead Londoners out of spiritual 

captivity on however small a scale he could as an 

independent printer.  In effect, his work of the 

1790s takes Scripture out of the hands of the state, 

its religious authorities, and preferr

printers,6 and individualizes it, translating it into
  
the personal vision of an independent
 

                                                 
5  The Authorized Version (henceforth “KJV”) will be used for scriptural quotations.  It was commissioned (though 
not officially authorized) by James I on behalf of puritanical factions in the Church of England, translated by a 
group of forty-seven Protestant scholars after the Hampton Court Conference of 1604, and printed in 1611 by the 
king’s official printer, Robert Barker.  For the full title of the KJV, refer to “The Church of England” in the present 
study’s “Works Cited”; see Daniell’s The Bi
6  As Behrendt puts it, “in a remarkable paradox, the Bible had to be freed from itself, even as the state required a 
comparable deliverance.  All of Blake’s writings in the 1790s poi
the ability to read their Bibles—and their state
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re-infusing it with the same “Poetic Genius” that had inspired its ancient authors.  The Marriage 

and the supersessionist7 Bible of Hell it promises altogether represent, in short, the deliberate 

heresy of a radical Christian intervention in the Bible tradition.  It represents a new Reformation 

of Christianity, one driven by the spiritual artist rather than the Church. 

 This intervening revision is ambivalently both an attack on the KJV and a defense of the 

artistic integrity of its prophetic parts against the scholarly variety of revision, whose conclusions 

Blake nonetheless assumes in The Marriage by reducing the Bible to one of many “sacred 

codes” systematically standardized by priestcraft (4, 11; E34, 38).8  As Enlightenment critical 

inquiry into comparative or speculative mythography (represented for Blake by Jacob Bryant) 

was applied to biblical exegesis so that the Bible became a document that evolved over time, a 

crisis of authority undermined the orthodox biblicist notion that the KJV was the infallible Word 

of God recorded by divinely sanctioned scribes.9  If Moses, for instance, was not the author of 

the Pentateuch ascribed to him, biblical authority could be dangerously destabilized by an 

unwieldy profusion of revisionist speculation.  Indeed, the Bible was being murdered by 

dissection from several angles, though the intentions of its doctors were benevolently pious: to 

rehabilitate it from the gangrenous effects of mistranslation.  To Blake, the revisionists’ 

product—a purer translation of the original sacred texts—was a rational construction still as 

perverse as the standardized text.  The revisionists’ scholarly success would be its artistic failure. 

                                                 
7  “Supersessionism” is the idea that Jesus rendered the Torah obsolete.  Here I use it to mean that Blake’s Bible of 
Hell was to do the same to the KJV. 
8  The epithet “sacred code” was often used by orthodox divines positively to denote the Bible, from John Locke in 
The Reasonableness of Christianity (337) to Richard Watson in “Of the Patriarchal Religion” (1: 92).  Blake 
intentionally misappropriates this phrase in The Marriage by placing the Bible on a level with the other sacred 
writings of world religions, such as those analyzed by Jacob Bryant in Ancient Mythology (see §4.5 below).  For 
more on Blake’s use of the word “code,” see Rowland (5). 
9  Biblicism is “the uncritical, literal interpretation of scripture” and belief in the inerrancy of the Bible as the true 
Word of God (Soulen and Soulen 25-26).  For a comprehensive survey of the exegetical shift from the Bible read as 
a transcendent text to a historical document in the German Enlightenment, see Frei’s Eclipse of Biblical Narrative 
(1974), though Frei pays little attention to the tradition’s English variety (151). 
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 As Blake’s annotations to Watson’s Apology for the Bible indicate, his attitude to biblical 

scholarship was, like his attitude to the Bible, mixed: he despised the rationalization of sacred 

texts, but was intrigued by the search for the origins of inspired prophecy.  He accepted the 

premise that the KJV was a perversion of original scripture, but took this as a cue to restore 

vitality to the vocation of the inspired poet-prophet.  The Marriage responds to Enlightenment 

rehabilitation work, at once defending the Bible’s prophetic aspects from scholarship, and yet 

joining in the fray, amputating anything in the canon to which his conscience objected, and re-

animating it in a manner that resisted the fixing of prophecy into the standardized text the Bible 

had become with the 1769 Oxford edition.10  Blake’s destructive antinomian critique carries on a 

tradition of early Christian Gnostic heresies such as Marcionism and seventeenth-century 

Ranters, while his regenerative revision assumes the right of prophets to add to scriptures and to 

retranslate them liberally according to the spirit rather than the letter, in the tradition of biblical 

scholars such as Richard Simon and Alexander Geddes.  The Bible had to be destroyed before it 

could be rebuilt on a surer foundation.  The Marriage’s progressive sequence, from the 

destructive, demythologizing criticism of plates 4 and 11 to the affirmative, apocalyptic fideism 

of plates 14 and 27, thus represents a snapshot of Enlightenment biblical discourse, refashioned 

in a form that alternately denigrates competing theories of biblical authority and exploits them in 

order to offer what many of these seek: a pure, unadulterated specimen of inspired writing in the 

spirit of the ancient Hebrew poets.  Blake’s re-write and re-design paradoxically embraces an 

antiquated biblical aesthetic, casting it in the image of medieval illuminated-manuscript 

autography to resist the perversions of standard print production and the notion of a stable text. 

                                                 
10  A century and a half of printers’ variations compelled Benjamin Blayney to standardize the KJV text, resulting in 
the 1769 Oxford edition, the basis for all KJV editions since. 
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 The broad lines of this argument have been drawn since the mid-1980s.  Stuart Crehan’s 

formulation in Blake in Context (1984) is representative: 

Blake was strongly influenced by the demolition work the Enlightenment had carried 
out on the Bible, linked as this was to the attack on the clergy and state religion.  He 
respected neither the literal truth of the scriptures nor their moral content . . . .  Thus 
Blake’s “Bible of Hell” . . . is a subversive and imaginative re-writing of biblical 
myth and narrative, an ironic, bitter, yet creative re-casting and revision—not a mere 
Allegorization—in the light of modern history and personal experience.  (291) 
 

McGann and Jon Mee support this argument in greater detail,11 but limit themselves to the 

Urizen Books, thus overlooking their Bible of Hell contrary in the Continental Prophecies.  

Though Mee has made the most significant contribution to this topic in “Blake, the Bible, and its 

Critics in the 1790s” (the final chapter of Dangerous Enthusiasm), the present chapter adds to his 

and McGann’s work by considering as-yet-unacknowledged eighteenth-century sources for 

Blake’s unique anti-biblical bricolage, and by reconsidering familiar ones.  I focus especially on 

antinomian deconstructions of the Bible and liberal re-translation policies in order to substantiate 

a wider “canon” for the Bible of Hell than they and other previous critics have allowed. 

 My methodology is to explain key principles of The Marriage’s ethos, theology, and 

aesthetics by placing it in the context of the eighteenth-century idiom of biblical revision (see 

§1.3 above).  I seek out the negative and positive models on which Blake formulated the program 

of biblical revision for The Marriage and its sequels.  This chapter explores the problems Blake 

had with the perceived obsolescence of the Bible by 1790, and thus his motivation for the 

supersessionist intervention of The Marriage.  Though I begin to apply the literary-historical 

context of Lowth’s retranslation of Isaiah and the Ranter creed to “A Song of Liberty” in §4.8 

and §4.10 below, I defer its principal analysis to Chapter 8, where I approach The Marriage as a 

whole from the various angles explored throughout Chapters 3-6 of Part I. 

                                                 
11  See McGann’s “Idea of an Indeterminate Text” (305-06) and Mee’s Dangerous Enthusiasm (167, 169). 
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 §4.1 – Blake vs. the Bible in the Watson Annotations 

 Blake’s attitude to the Holy Bible was, like the book itself, varied and complex.  The Bible 

is the foundation of his literary education12 and the reservoir from which he draws most of his 

themes, imagery, character types, and tropes.  Yet it is not the monolithic, unproblematic Good 

Book that it was for devout orthodox Christians.  His primary influence is undoubtedly the Bible, 

“but the Bible read in a particular way,” as E. P. Thompson rightly qualifies it (33).  Blake brings 

a Dissenter’s ambivalence to it, sometimes lauding its didacticism—calling it “more Entertaining 

& Instructive than any other book” (E702-03)—but other times speaking “of the Old Testament 

as if it were the evil element.” 
13  This latter attitude helps explain such Marriage scenes as that 

in which a Bible opens to a hellish scene of apes raping and devouring each other (discussed in 

§8.5 below).  Theologian Christopher Rowland nicely summarizes this mixed attitude: 

while there can be few writers and artists whose work is so permeated with biblical 
themes, Blake is at the same time one of the Bible’s fiercest critics, not least in the 
way he inveighed against a theology which viewed God as a remote monarch and 
lawgiver.  It was the use of the Bible as an instrument of social control, a handbook 
of divinely ordained texts of moral virtue, so widespread in the society of his day, 
that he sought to challenge.  (Blake and the Bible 2) 

 
Behrendt likewise describes the Bible as the “ultimate image of authority” because it is 

a construct organized by the self-promoting followers of a deity (and a supporting 
ideological and mythological system) whose worship lends those same individuals an 
earthly (social and political) authority inherently sanctioned and sanctified by the 
very deity (and system) that is the product of their own words.  (“Bible” 39) 

                                                 
12  As Henry Crabb Robinson reported late in Blake’s life (18 Feb. 1826), he “warmly declared that all he knew was 
in the Bible.  But he understands the Bible in its spiritual sense,” as opposed “to the natural sense that Voltaire was 
commissioned by God to expose” (Diary 2: 316-17; qtd. in BR 434). 
13  In what Robinson describes as a “wild rambling way of talk,” Blake late in life (7 Dec. 1826) equated individual 
psychomachia and the two halves of the Bible as parental archetypes: “Men are born with a devil & an angel but this 
he himself interpreted body & Soul.  Of the old testamt. he seemed to think not favourably— [‘]Xt[,’] said he[,] 
[‘]took much after his mother (the law) and in that respect was one of the worst of men[’]” (qtd. in BR 453; see also 
Gilchrist, Life 354; Robinson, Diary 2: 371).  Blake’s criticism of the Bible rarely impugned Christ; The Marriage’s 
defence of Christ, for instance, places him above Mosaic Law, as discussed in §4.4 and §8.6 below. 
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of Blake’s work of the 1790s is to challenge the Bible’s authority and 

utility as an instrument of social and spiritual oppression that serves the interests of 

of individual Christians. 

Blake’s An Allegory of the Bible (c. 1780-85) 

of Blake’s work of the 1790s is to challenge the Bible’s authority and 

that serves the interests of the State 
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 The reverence with which Blake esteemed the Holy Bible before the Bible of Hell period is 

evident in the c. 1780-85 watercolour An Allegory of the Bible (B127), which nonetheless 

portrays the difficulties in pursuing a personal relationship with the book unfiltered by priestly 

intercessors.  The Allegory’s dominant theme is mediation: the Bible at the top is the last thing 

standing between the people of the foreground and the divine in the background.  Though the 

open Bible stands like the monolithic Decalogue tablets, it appears transparent in its ghostliness, 

suggesting an open window to the divine.  Yet it is also inaccessible and remote, for it is 

separated from the ten women and children of the foreground by an ornate but opaque altar rail 

representing the circumscribing effects of religion.  Only one of the children (Blake’s young 

self?) independently studies the Bible directly from behind the barrier, while the other children 

study three other books (perhaps The Book of Common Prayer and other intermediate texts of the 

parabiblical tradition) at the behest of their schoolmistress, who, ignoring one such open book in 

her lap, strains to look at the Bible but cannot see over the rail.  At the bottom left, a child is led 

up the stairs by her mother, who is greeted by another woman whose back is turned to the Bible, 

suggesting that it is impossible for a beginner to approach the Bible free from the community of 

religious mediation.  If there is criticism here, it is directed more toward the social apparatus 

surrounding the Bible than the Bible itself.  If Allegory is indicative of Blake’s frustration with 

the barriers to divine understanding, the Bible of Hell represents his attempt to break through the 

layers of religious mediation and study the Bible from the inside-out by rewriting it. 

 On the other side of the 1790-95 Bible of Hell mythos, the best “control text” for 

understanding the radicalization of Blake’s attitude to the Bible is his 1798 annotations to An 

Apology for the Bible Addressed to Thomas Paine (1796) by the Bishop of Llandaff, Richard 

Watson (1737-1816).  Watson epitomizes the kind of priestly mediation depicted in Allegory.  
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With brutal honesty and vitriol, Blake enters the fray between the contrary worldviews of 

Watson’s establishment Christian orthodoxy and Paine’s highly critical exegesis in The Age of 

Reason (1794-95).  Tellingly, Blake sides with Paine despite Paine’s aggressively anti-biblical 

and (worse) anti-Christian Deism,14 and concludes “that Tom Paine is a better Christian than the 

Bishop” (120; E620) for exposing and challenging the falsehoods and corruptions of orthodoxy 

rather than defending them like Watson. 

 Blake’s Watson Annotations serve as an interpretative key to the anti-biblical project 

preceding it.  They explain in brutally honest prose Blake’s decade-long attempt to be “a better 

Christian” by purifying the sacred texts from the errors of the Christian tradition.  There is 

clearly continuity between The Marriage and the Annotations, both of which use a rhetoric of 

diabolical inversion.  In the latter, Blake justifies keeping his criticism of Watson private, saying, 

“ I have been commanded from Hell not to print this as it is what our Enemies wish,” 
15 just as he 

prophesies in The Marriage: “The ancient tradition that the world will be consumed in fire at the 

end of six thousand years is true. as I have heard from Hell ” (14; E39; emphases added).  In each 

case, Hell, as the seat of the Poetic Genius, figures as the source and ultimate guarantor of truth.  

Blake takes sides against “Heaven” because it had been occupied by the Antichrist and long 

misunderstood as the Christian afterlife.  Hence Watson failed to refute Paine’s contention that 

the Bible is merely a “State Trick” 16 exploited by careerist priests of “State Religion.”  
17  Blake 

                                                 
14  In There is No Natural Religion (c. 1788), Blake attacks Deism as a materialist perceptual error, but admits in his 
annotations to Lavater’s Aphorisms on Man (also 1788), “I know deists, whose religiousness I venerate” (E589), 
possibly with Paine in mind.  Later, however, Blake explicitly identifies Deism with Satanism, arguing in “To the 
Deists” of Jerusalem, “if [Man] has not the Religion of Jesus, he will have the Religion of Satan . . . .  Deism, is the 
Worship of the God of this World by the means of what you call Natural Religion” (52; E201).  Blake continues this 
identification in his 1808-09 Vision of the Last Judgment and Descriptive Catalogue (10; E533, 563-64). 
15  E611.  I agree with G.I. James, who surmises in his explanatory footnotes to this statement in the facsimile 
edition of the Watson Annotations “that, by publishing, he might hinder rather than help the cause of ‘Hell,’ perhaps 
by enabling the forces of repression to identify and destroy their opponents more easily” (n.p.). 
16  The phrase “State Trick” does not appear in The Age of Reason, but was, along with “priest-craft” (of which 
Blake accuses Swedenborg in his annotations to Divine Providence [E609]), common in Deist polemics throughout 
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agrees with Paine in the way that the enemy of an enemy becomes an ally.18  Blake’s primary 

enemy in the Watson Annotations is not Deism, but the orthodox “Perversions of Christs words 

& acts . . . & also the perversions of the Bible” that Watson defends (E611) and that Paine 

attacks.  In other words, Blake’s true enemy is the wolf in sheep’s clothing, or “sneaking serpent 

walk[ing] / In mild humility” (MHH 2; E33).  As a defender of perceptual errors perpetuated by 

this institution, Watson is a “State trickster” and apologist for the “Antichrist.” 19 

 Both Watson and Paine perverted the Bible in different ways, however, and Blake agrees 

with Watson insofar as the defense of biblical authority is a defense of fideism against the assault 

of Enlightenment inquiry.  As Tannenbaum put it, “Blake was not merely concerned with the 

Bible itself but . . . with critical and exegetical premises and conclusions that had accrued from 

the past and that were being actively tested and revised in his own time” (Biblical Tradition ix).  

                                                                                                                                                             
the seventeenth century and especially the eighteenth.  “State Trick” and “priest-craft” appear together in Daniel 
Defoe’s Serious Inquiry (1704): “This is a Hellish Notion; ’tis a piece of infernal Polity; favours of the Spirit which 
reigns in that dark Region, and subjects the Work of the Ministry to a Scandal of State-Trick Priest-Craft, and all 
that’s Villainous and Base” (22; italics in original).  Matthew Tindal, later author of the so-called Deist Bible, 
Christianity as Old as the Creation (1730), also used “state trick” in his 1706 tractate The Rights of the Christian 
Church Asserted (411).  The standard Deist attitude to State Religion is nicely summarized by the prolific and 
popular satirist Edward Ward: “Religion! ’tis a trick of State, / To make the Poor support the Great” (20; ll. 356-57).  
Blake may have encountered the phrase again in the 1792 Address from the London Corresponding Society on the 
Subject of a Parliamentary Reform (1), whose epigraph excerpts the fifth part of James Thomson’s oft-quoted 
Liberty, a Poem (1735-36), where he calls religion “a Yoke / To tame the stooping Soul, a trick of State / To mask 
[Government’s] Rapine” (Works 2: 177; ll. 5.101-03). 
17  Blake’s gloss in the top, left, and bottom margin of Apology p. 10 reads, 

The trifles which the Bishop has combated . . . do nothing against Paines Arguments none of which the 
Bishop has dared to Consider[.]  One . . . is That the books of the Bible were never believd willingly by any 
nation & that none but designing Villains ever pretended to believe That the Bible is all a State Trick, thro 
which tho’ the People at all times could see they never had. the power to throw off[.]  Another Argument is 
that all the Commentators on the Bible are Dishonest Designing Knaves who in hopes of a good living adopt 
the State religion[.  T]his he has shewn with great force.  (E616; emphases added) 

See also the facsimile and transcription in the Regency Reprints edition introduced and edited by G.I. James. 
18  Part of Blake’s support for Paine may have been due to their personal acquaintance, perhaps even friendship.  
Gilchrist enlivens his biography with an account that Blake was supposedly “wont to relate” of how he saved 
Paine’s life by informing him of the authorities’ intention to arrest him for violating the May 1792 Proclamation 
against Seditious Writings: “Blake laid his hands on the orator’s shoulder, saying, ‘You must not go home, or you 
are a dead man!’ and hurried him off on his way to France” (95).  It is impossible to verify whether the story is 
exaggerated or even invented (BR 56n†), but it is highly plausible that Blake and Paine were associates in the 
Johnson circle.  Paine may even have sat for the portrait sketch on p. 74 of Blake’s Notebook (BR 63, illus. 9).  
Blake refers to Paine often in his writings, including America (3:5, 9:11, 12:7, 14:17; E52, 54-56), Vision of the Last 
Judgment (N92; E564), and numerous times throughout his annotations to Watson (E611-20). 
19  E612.  Written by Blake above the Apology’s preface and in the right margin of p. 1, respectively. 
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In fact this testing had been underway for centuries: Watson cites Ibn Ezra (1089-1164), Thomas 

Hobbes (1588-1679), Spinoza (1632-77), and Buffon (1707-88) as Paine’s predecessors (see 

§4.6 below).  Against them, Blake agreed with Watson that “If it be found that the books 

ascribed to Moses, Joshua, and Samuel, were not written by Moses, Joshua, and Samuel . . . they 

may still contain a true account of real transactions” (11; E616).  For Blake, such accounts were 

not “true” in the sense of being historically accurate,20 but in being genuinely inspired: 

most of the acts of Moses. must either be the actor or a fable writer or a liar. If Moses 
did not write the history of his acts, it takes away the authority altogether[;] it ceases 
to be history & becomes a Poem of probable impossibilities fabricated for pleasure as 
moderns say but I say by Inspiration.  (E616) 
 

Here, Blake ambivalently accepts both the validity of the attack of the “moderns” (Hobbes and 

company, as well as contemporaneous biblical scholars) on biblical authority and the validity of 

“Inspiration” or fideism.21  As in The Marriage and the Watson Annotations, Blake locates 

fideistic authority ironically in Hell.  As long as prophecy is inspired by the Poetic Genius, it 

matters little who wrote it.  As he would say about twelve years later in his Vision of the Last 

Judgment, “the Hebrew Bible & the Greek Gospel are Genuine” (E555; N72) because they were 

originally inspired by the Poetic Genius.  In the 1790s, however, they were only partially so. 

 Blake’s antinomian objections to the Hebrew Scriptures are mostly moral: he condemns the 

Israelites as genocidal “Murderers & Revengers” in the Watson Annotations (7; E615).  In this 

he follows Paine, who anchored a long line of radicals who questioned the morality of the Old 

Testament, and especially its first five books, the Pentateuch or Books of Moses.  From a 

Christian pacifist point of view, the Old Testament’s ideological flaw is its insistence on an ethic 

                                                 
20  Blake reacted with his usual vehemence to Watson’s moot point that the events covered in the Pentateuch are still 
accurate history, even if others may have composed them after the time of Moses, so long as they were working with 
public records (Apology 15).  “Nothing can be more contemptible than to suppose Public RECORDS to be True,” 
Blake shoots back; “Read them & Judge. if you are not a Fool” (E617). 
21  Fideism is the “doctrine according to which all (or some) knowledge depends upon faith or revelation, and reason 
or the intellect is to be disregarded, as opposed to traditionalism” (OED). 
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of violent vengeance antithetical to Jesus’s ethic of forgiveness in the Sermon on the Mount.  

Blake protests the Bishop’s defense of the Israelites’ divinely sanctioned violence: 

To me who believe the Bible & profess myself a Christian[,] a defence of the 
Wickedness of the Israelites in murdering so many thousands under pretence of a 
command from God is altogether Abominable & Blasphemous.22 Wherefore did 
Christ come[?] was it not to abolish the Jewish Imposture . . . in opposition to the 
Jewish Scriptures which are only an Example of the wickedness & deceit of the Jews 
& were written as an Example of the possibility of Human Beastliness in all its 
branches. Christ died as an Unbeliever.  (5; E614; cf. Matt. 27:46) 
 

Can we be sure that such strong words are not anti-Semitic in the same way that Blake is when 

he draws on the Shylock stereotype in commanding the London Jew to “leave counting gold!” in 

                                                 
22  According to the Bible’s own numbers, the Israelites kill at least 1,525,581 people in eighty separate atrocities or 
executions under Yahweh’s direct orders, though the total body count is probably in the millions were one to add 
estimates of uncounted atrocities among these eighty events.  Of the counted atrocities, the Israelites kill at least 
793,276 gentiles in battle and raids, and 722,305 of their own people in executions and civil wars under Yahweh’s 
orders.  In some cases, it is difficult to tell just how many are killed by Yahweh directly (see p. 296n21 below) and 
how many by the Israelites under his orders, such as when they combine their efforts to kill over a million 
Ethiopians (2 Chr. 14:12-15), in which case we may attribute half a million to Yahweh and half to the Israelites. 
 In any case, like a tyrannical king, Yahweh orders his Israelites to slay countless Amalekites (Ex. 17:13); 3,000 
Israelite idolaters (Ex. 32:26-28); an Israelite blasphemer (Lev. 24:10-23); a Sabbath-breaker (Num. 15:32-36); 
innumerable Aradites (Num. 21:1-3), 6 + countless Midianite men (Num. 31:7-8); 5,000 Amorites (Dt. 2:31-34); Og 
and countless more Amorites (Dt. 3:3-6); all the people of Jericho except Rahab and her family (Josh. 6:20-21); 
Achan and his his family (Josh. 7:24-25); 12,000 citizens of Ai (Josh. 8:21-29); 5 + countless Amorites (Josh. 10:10-
42); countless Canaanites (Josh. 11:7-23); 10,004 + countless more Canaanites and Perizzites (Jgs. 1:4-25); Eglon, 
10,000 Moabites, and 600 Philistines (Jgs. 3:20-22, 3:28-31); countless Canaanites (4:15-16); 120,000 Midianites, 
countless citizens of Penuel, Zebah, and Zalmunna (Jgs. 8:10-12, 8:17, 8:21); countless Ammonites and Jephthah’s 
daughter (Jgs. 11:32-33, 11:39); 30 men of Ashkelon (14:19); 1,000 Philistines (15:15-16); Samson, 3,000< 
Philistines (Jgs. 16:29-30); 65,160 Israelites sinners (20:35-37); countless Israelite pacifists (21:10-11); 34,003 
Israelite sinners (1 Sam. 4:1-18); innumerable Philistines (7:11), countless Ammonites (11:11); 20 Philistines         
(1 Sam 14:13-14); Agag and countless Amalekites (15:20, 15:32-33); Goliath (17:49-51); 200 Philistines (18:27); 
countless Philistines (1 Sam. 23:5); multitudes of the Philistines’ enemies (27:8-11); innumerable Amalekites         
(1 Sam 30:17); Saul and many of his men (1 Sam. 31:2-6, 1 Chr. 10:6); an Amakelite messenger (2 Sam. 1:15); 
Rechab and Banaah (2 Sam. 4:12); innumerable Philistines, 22,000 Syrians, countless more Philistines and 
Moabites, and 18,000 Edomites (2 Sam. 8:1-6, 8:13); innumerable Ammonites (11:1); 1,403< Philistines (2 Sam. 
23:8-21, 1 Chr. 11:11-23); Joab, Shimei, and Adonijah (1 Kgs. 2:24-46); Jeroboam’s family (15:29); Baasha’s 
family & friends (1 Kgs. 16:18-12); 100,000< Syrians (20:19-21, 20:29); Ahab (20:42, 22:34-35); countless 
Moabites (2 Kgs. 3:24-25); Samaria’s gate-keeper (7:17-20); Jehoram and Jezebel (9:24, 9:33-37); Ahab’s 70 sons 
and family, friends, and priests, Ahazia’s 42 brothers, and countless Israelite idolaters (2 Kgs. 10:6-18); Athaliah 
and Mattan (2 Kgs. 11:16-18); the king of Assyria (19:36-37); many priests of Samaria (23:19-20); countless 
Canaanites (1 Chr. 5:19-22); 500,000 Israelite sinners (2 Chr. 13:15-17); over half a million Ethiopians (2 Chr. 
14:13-15); Ahaziah and his nephews (2 Chr. 22:7-9); Joash’s slaves and hit-men, Amaziah, and his many soldiers   
(2 Chr. 25:3-4, 25:21-22, 25:27); 120,000 Judahite idolaters and Ahaz’s son (28:6-7), countless Israelites in the fall 
of Jerusalem (2 Chr. 36:16-17); and Jesus Christ (Rom. 8:32).  Many of these citations are suggested by Wells’s 
Drunk with Blood: God’s Killings in the Bible (2010). 
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“A Song of Liberty”? 
23  In “The Question of Blake’s Hostility toward the Jews” (1996), Karen 

Shabetai finds that his Judeophobic rhetoric often exceeds the vitriol aimed at primary targets 

such as priestcraft and Deism (141), but here it is primarily aimed at the Israelites’ supremacism 

and genocides.  By their own self-serving account, Yahweh chose the Israelites “to be a special   

. . . holy people . . . above all people that are upon the face of the earth,” and thus to “utterly 

destroy” the men, women, and children in the lands Yahweh promised them, and to seize their 

property and raze their temples.24  Were one to collect all of the genocides and cruelties 

performed by the Israelites on Yahweh’s behalf—all that Jefferson surgically culled from his 

Bible and Paine protested—and re-assemble them into a litany of divinely sanctioned atrocities, 

one would have something that could, without Blake’s irony, be called a Bible of Hell. 

 Reading the biblical account of Yahweh’s and the Israelites’ atrocities through a diabolical 

hermeneutic prompts both Blake’s and Paine’s moral outrage.  Against those who “take it for 

granted that the Bible is true and that it is good,” Paine exclaims, “Good heavens! it is quite 

another thing! it is a book of lies, wickedness, and blasphemy; for what can be greater 

blasphemy than to ascribe the wickedness of man to the orders of the Almighty?”  (Age of 

Reason 2: 14-16).  Blake similarly assumes a fundamental human right to life that the Israelites 

hypocritically violate against the Decalogue prohibition of murder: 

                                                 
23  Verse 12 (MHH 26; E44).  Behrendt reminds us that such attitudes were “not at all uncommon during this period, 
especially among the artisan classes in London, whose preoccupation with economic concerns predisposed them to 
that variety of anti-semitism directed against Jews as financial operatives” (“Bible” 43).  Western ambivalence held 
the Jews as “our teachers and our enemies, whom we believe and detest at the same time” (Voltaire, Dictionary 1).  
In an apologetic rescue effort, Spector dismisses Blake’s anti-Semitism, saying “that the Jews qua Jews were 
irrelevant to Blake, other than as antagonists of his personal myth of the Christian dialectic” (“Blake” 219n16). 
24  Dt. 7:2, 7:5-6, 7:24-25.  Yahweh had earlier given orders to this effect at Dt. 2:31-36 and 3:1-7, and repeats this 
mandate at 12:2-3 and 20:10-20.  Yahweh’s first promise of racial favour in Genesis is tied to a land claim when he 
tells Abraham that his line will be blessed with the land of Canaan as an inheritance: “I will make of thee a great 
nation, and I will bless thee, and make thy name great . . . . and into the land of Canaan they came. . . .  And the 
LORD appeared unto Abram, and said, Unto thy seed will I give this land” (Gen. 12:2-7). 
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the destruction of the Canaanites by Joshua25 was the Unnatural design of wicked 
men[.]  To Extirpate a nation by means of another nation is as wicked as to destroy 
an individual by means of another individual which God considers (in the Bible) as 
Murder & commands that it shall not be done[.]  (7; E615) 
 

Brashly, Blake denounces all Jewish Law on the grounds of such hypocrisy,26 echoing the 

antinomianism of Romans 4:15 (“for where no law is, there is no transgression”): 

All Penal Laws court Transgression & therefore are cruelty & Murder. 
The laws of the Jews were (both ceremonial & real) the basest & most oppressive of 
human codes. & being like all other codes given under pretence of divine command 
were what Christ pronouncd them The Abomination that maketh desolate. i.e State 
Religion which is the Source of all Cruelty[.]  (25-26; E618; Matt. 24:15, Mark 13:14) 
 

Blake thus contemporizes his opposition to the Old Testament, conflating ancient Israelite and 

modern Church authoritarianism.  To him, the Bible is a dangerous book because, as a fantasy of 

power, it has legitimized centuries of totalitarianism justified by invoking God’s will.  This 

brings us to what antinomianism meant in Blake’s time, and for this we must examine some 

eighteenth-century cultures of radical Christianity to identify what particular kinds of 

antinomianism may have informed Blake’s Bible of Hell program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
25  The conquest of Canaan is told in the first twelve chapters of the Book of Joshua and summarized in the first 
three chapters of the Book of Judges.  It had recently been the subject of an American epic long poem, Timothy 
Dwight’s Conquest of Canäan; a Poem, in Eleven Books (1785), republished by Johnson in 1788.  Modern 
archaeology and the greater historical record do not support the biblical account (Dever 37-74), but suggest instead 
that the Israelites were a rising subculture in the Canaanite social matrix and later (perhaps in the seventh century 
BCE) wrote a fictional, historical-revisionist conquest narrative (based in the thirteenth century BCE) as part their 
nationalist propaganda in a land-claim campaign (191-241).  See also McCarter (132). 
26  The medieval scholar Maimonides (c. 1137/38-1204) enumerated 613 Torah commandments (or mitzvot), 
comprising 365 prohibitions (mitzvot lo taaseh) and 248 positive exhortations (mitzvot aseh). 
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 §4.2 – Blake’s Moravian Pedigree and Resistance to Organized Religion 

 Blake’s ambivalence to the Bible can be partly explained biographically: he was raised in a 

Dissenting Christian culture, about which he was also ambivalent.  At times he derides sects and 

yet calls himself an enthusiast.27  In the last two decades, much speculation has been devoted to 

radical Christian sects that may have inspired Blake positively and negatively.  A Dissenter of 

the early eighteenth century had a dizzying variety of denominations from which to choose: 

Presbyterians, Independents, Quakers, Muggletonians, Anabaptists, Millenarians, Sweet Singers 

of Israel, Sabbatarians, Thraskites, Familists, Adamites, Seekers, Latitudinarians, Copinists, 

Ranters, Brownists, Antinomians, Tryonists, Children of the New-Birth, Church of the First-

Born, Behmenists, Salmonists, Heavenly-Father Men, Anti-Eucharists, and so on.28  The later 

eighteenth century would add the Hutchinsonians, Methodists, Moravians, Sandemanians, 

Swedenborgians, Unitarians, and many more.  Along with this tempest of heterodoxy came a 

deluge of their print products: treatises, manifestoes, magazines, circular letters, and broadsides 

advertising unique brands of worship and promising exclusive access to God.  Part of their 

radicalism came from the competition for converts, and Blake in fact makes radical evangelism 

the climax of The Marriage, as the Devil converts the self-righteous Swedenborgian Angel into 

one of his own kind.  A perusal of some sects’ basic tenets reveals many principles from which 

Blake may have cobbled together his own theological bricolage, and yet what he assembles is 

entirely unique. 

                                                 
27  In response to Lavater’s aphorism no. 416, for instance, Blake declares, “the man who [suffers much to obtain 
one great object] is a Sectary therefore not great” (Aphorisms 141-42; E593); later, he blamed Calvin and Luther for 
dividing Christendom (Milton 23:47-48; E119).  In a 26 Nov. 1800 letter to William Hayley, he signed off as “your 
affectionate, Enthusiastic, hope-fostered visionary, WILLIAM BLAKE” (E715; emphasis added).  “Enthusiasm” 
derives from the Greek ἐνθουσιασµός, meaning “possessed by a god.” 
28  List given by Gildon (in the persona of “S. Rogers”) in “Account of the Several Sects of Christianity” (1693) in 
The Post-Boy Robb’d of his Mail (2: 422-31).  E.P. Thompson describes this profusion of minority sects as an 
“explosion of anti-rationalism,” a disparate cluster “of illuminism, masonic rituals, animal magnetism, millenarian 
speculation, astrology (and even a small revival in alchemy), and of mystic and Swedenborgian circles” (xv). 
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 Recent attention has been paid to Blake’s parents’ Moravianism, even making it solely 

responsible for young William’s religious and artistic education.29  Davies and Schuchard focus 

on the sexualized theology and aesthetic pedagogy developed during the “Sifting Time” (c. 

1743-53) of the Moravian Church’s founder Count Zinzendorf (1700-60).  Blake’s mother 

Catherine (née Wright, 1725-92) and her first husband Thomas Armitage (1722-51) joined the 

Moravian Church in that very decade.  The Moravian connection helps explain the confluence of 

Blake’s antinomianism and his illuminated aesthetic, as well as The Marriage’s prophecy of 

sexualized spirituality and of consciousness liberated from sexual repression through “an 

improvement of sensual enjoyment” (14, 27; E39, 45).   

 Schuchard explains that Zinzendorf, inspired by the Unitas Fratrum of Moravian refugees, 

adopted a Herzenreligion (“religion of the heart”) that sought illumination through imaginative 

engagement with illuminated manuscripts, Renaissance and Baroque religious painting, poetry, 

and music.  Such a combination probably laid the foundation for Blake’s gesamtkunstwerk in 

Songs of Innocence in particular and in the subsequent Illuminated Books in general.30  Against 

the Puritan element of Protestantism, Zinzendorf held that joyless privation and asceticism were 

spiritually deadening, and that a spiritual awakening requires the integration of creative and 

                                                 
29  Though previous Blake scholarship had explored a Moravian connection (J. Lindsay 3-4, 275-76; Nuttall 222) the 
story really broke with K. Davies’s discovery of Blake’s mother’s identity, published in Blake/An Illustrated 
Quarterly 33.2 (1999); this turned out to be a slight misattribution, but a 2004 correction co-written by Schuchard, 
“Recovering the Lost Moravian History of William Blake’s Family,” set the record straight.  Since then, 
investigations into the influence of the Moravian Church on Blake’s upbringing, professional and personal 
relationships, and the form and content of his work have proliferated.  Davies continued with “Jonathan Spilsbury 
and the Lost Moravian History of William Blake’s Family” (2006) and Schuchard expanded on the topic at length in 
Why Mrs Blake Cried (also 2006).  The Moravian connection features in Rix (Cultures) and in Ankarsjö’s (Blake 
and Religion).  Essick’s introductory paragraph on Blake in the Oxford DNB ends by speculating that his “early 
education may have been shaped by Moravian concepts and customs.” 
30  Blake opens his Prospectus To the Public (10 Oct. 1793) claiming that his “Illuminated Books” combine “The 
Labours of the Artist, the Poet, the Musician” (1, 6; E692-93).  Though every piece in Songs was clearly meant to be 
sung, Blake did not know musical notation, and thus was unable to transcribe the melodies he invented for Songs.  
Instead the burden of a participatory collaboration falls on the reader. 
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sexual energies.31  In antinomian fashion, Zinzendorf rejected the Old Testament’s repressive 

sexual codes, as well as the Decalogue’s prohibition of the worship of graven images, saying, 

the Lutherans are right in leaving this commandment out of the catechism, for it no 
longer has any relation on earth to us. . . .  We do not hold that a person should make 
himself no picture or image in the New Testament; a person may make an image, no 
he should.  (Nine Public Lectures 81; qtd. in Schuchard, “Young William” 86) 
 

Blake’s interest in Biblical illustration may have developed from Zinzendorf’s application of the 

Lutheran emphasis on graphic illustration in early education as a way of making the scriptures 

accessible to illiterate audiences.  Young Blake was likely exposed to the Jesuit emblem books 

that Zinzendorf endorsed to facilitate spiritual illumination.32  As Mario Praz argues, there were 

two opposed tendencies in such emblematics, divided between adult and youth audiences: one 

that “aims at establishing a mode of expression which only a few may understand; in a word, an 

esoteric language,” and another by which the Jesuits hoped to make 

the supernatural accessible to all by materializing it.  Rather than mortifying the 
senses in order to concentrate all energies in an ineffable tension of the spirit, 
according to the purgative way of the mystics, the Jesuits wanted every sense to be 
keyed up to the pitch of its capacity, so as to conspire together to create a 
psychological state pliant to the command of God.  (Studies 1: 155-56) 
 

The austerity of the mass-produced print Bible reflected the high Church’s spiritually 

deadening emphasis on the mortification of the senses.  Praz’s explanation of the emblem 

                                                 
31  The fullest study on the topic is Schuchard’s Why Mrs Blake Cried: William Blake and the Sexual Basis of 
Spiritual Vision (2006), an exploration of “an esoteric tradition of Christian Kabbalism, Hermetic alchemy and 
Oriental mysticism; a European ‘high culture’ of religious art, music and poetry; and” an “erotically charged milieu, 
in which sexuality was infused into spirituality and sexualised spirituality into revolutionary politics” in an 
underground counter-culture involving recognizable figures such as Swedenborg, Blake’s parents, his art teachers, 
and “a colourful and bizarre cast of characters . . . who exercised a significant, though little-known influence on the 
visionary artists in Blake’s milieu” (14, 9-10).  To what extent Blake retained their influence is conjectural, but this 
does not stop Schuchard from indulging in titillating speculation into Blake’s participation in these various cultures. 
32  See Schuchard’s Why Mrs Blake Cried (135-47) and “Young William Blake and the Moravian Tradition of 
Visionary Art” (89-91), for more on the Jesuit emblem-book tradition (as well as facsimile examples) in Moravian 
childhood education and its connection to Blake’s artistic education among sexually liberal Moravians such as 
Richard Cosway, Blake’s friend and future neighbour, whose drawing Blake engraved in 1787 (BR 816). 
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books’ counteractive dynamic helps theorize Blake’s Illuminated Printing, not to mention 

his actual emblem book For Children: The Gates of Paradise (1793; see §9.3 below): 

The fixity of the emblematic picture was infinitely suggestive; the beholder little by 
little let his imagination be eaten into as a plate is by an acid.  The picture eventually 
became animated with an intense, hallucinatory life, independent of the page.         
(1: 156; qtd. in Schuchard, “Young William” 90-91) 
 

In Moravian theology, engraving was a spiritual activity, uniting artistic production with a 

pedagogy in which key doctrines were figuratively inscribed on the individual heart.  Blake may 

have had these effects in mind when he developed his relief-etching technique for the theological 

emblem books All Religions are One and There is No Natural Religion around 1788, and when 

he refined it in Songs and Thel (both 1789).  All of these efforts follow the aesthetic of medieval 

illuminated-manuscript bibles, with Songs more specifically mimicking a child’s common-prayer 

Book of Hours, and Thel the various elements of pastoral literature throughout the Bible.33  What 

Davies and Schuchard call their “new frontier in Blake studies” (42) corrects the errors of 

previous research into Blake’s theology, such as E. P. Thompson’s theory that Blake was a 

Muggletonian,34 or that Blake was a Milliennialist or Millenarian.35 

                                                 
33  Other influences might include the Bedford Book of Hours, a lavish, early-fifteenth-century Flemish or French 
manuscript acquired in 1786 by James Edwards, a friend of Joseph Johnson and brother of Richard Edwards, who 
commissioned Blake to illustrate Young’s Night Thoughts in the mid-1790s.  Edwards often invited others to view 
his collection, which included many other illuminated manuscripts.  It is possible that Blake may have been among 
his visitors (Hagstrum, Blake 31-33).  Davies adds the bibliophile Rebekah Bliss (1749-1819) as one whose 
collection of medieval manuscripts Blake may have consulted (“Mrs. Bliss”), since she collected them alongside 
Blake’s own works, including Songs, For Children, and the edition of Night Thoughts that he illustrated. 
34  Thompson’s documentary support for Blake’s Muggletonianism is weak, based mostly on a possible relation 
between the Muggletonian song writer George Hermitage and Blake’s mother (105-06), whose surname in the 
marriage registry at the Mayfair Chapel is recorded as “Harmitage,” a clerical error that obscured her provenance 
until Davies and Schuchard definitively identified her as Catherine Wright of the little Notthinghamshire village of 
Walkeringham, twenty-four miles from the birthplace of her first husband, Thomas Armitage (“Recovering” 41).  
Thompson had rejected the Moravian influence on Blake in Witness (57) mostly because he was looking in the 
wrong archive, dedicated as he was to making his beloved Muggletonianism the operative sect in Blake’s parents’ 
religious politics, and therefore Blake’s own.  “I like these Muggletonians,” he admits unabashedly (90), attracted no 
doubt by their leftist orientation, which suits Thompson’s own political bias. 
35  See the chapter on Blake in Paley’s Apocalypse and Millennium in English Romantic Poetry (1999).  While Paley 
does not argue that Blake was a millenarian or millennialist per se, he finds ample traces of such alarmist theology in 
Blake’s works from The Marriage to Milton. 
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 What the specificity of any of these particular sectarian identifications tends to do, however, 

is limit the unique theological bricolage that Blake’s work represents, downplaying the degree to 

which it falls within the general Dissenting paradigm.36  The Moravian and Muggletonian 

arguments cast Blake as a conformist to his childhood education rather than the innovator and 

dabbler he became.  The theology in his oeuvre is too complex to identity with any one sect, 

though it is certainly possible to discern in it elements of various Dissenting sects.  The 

Moravian identification is plausible because Moravians “were and then again were not 

Dissenters,” since their church was legally affiliated with the Church of England but licensed as 

a Dissenting one (Davies and Schuchard 38).  Blake never pledged allegiance to this or any 

church or sect,37 and so nothing is settled by labelling him a Moravian or Muggletonian. 

 

 §4.3 – The Doctrine of Contraries in Behmenism vs. Muggletonianism 

 In the same manner that The Marriage incorporates traditions “adopted by both parties” in 

order present the reader with a choice between contrary worldviews, Blake worded his doctrine 

of Contraries carefully in order to set up a contrary relationship between Muggletonianism and 

Behmenism.   Never very popular, Muggletonianism survived the fad sectarian enthusiasms of 

the 1650s to promulgate “a mad medley of blasphemy and nonsense . . . more talk’d of than 

known” (Gildon 2: 425).  By an 1803 census, the movement had retained only thirty-five male 
                                                 
36  The earliest biographical account of Blake, Henry Crabb Robinson’s unsigned essay in Vaterländisches Museum 
(1811), records that he “does not belong by birth to the established church, but to a dissenting community; . . . we do 
not believe that he goes regularly to any Christian church” (qtd. in BR 599).  William’s parents James and Catherine 
were married in St. George’s Chapel, Mayfair, a non-parish church popular with Dissenters (4, 7), and the Blake 
family burial plot was in Bunhill Fields, also for Dissenters (607n*).  On his deathbed, however, William 
unpredictably requested an Anglican funeral service (J.T. Smith, Nollekens and his Times 2: 486; qtd. in BR 625-
26).  Bentley continues to confirm Blake’s Dissenting credentials in 2001 (Stranger 7-12). 
37  William and Catherine Blake signed the registry for the General Conference of the Members of the New Church 
on 13 April 1789, not as full members, but as supporters consenting to “approve of the Theological Writings of 
Emanuel Swedenborg, believing that the Doctrines contained therein are genuine Truths, revealed from Heaven, and 
that the New Jerusalem Church ought to be established, distinct and separate from the Old Church” (qtd. in BR 50-
51).  His support in principle was short lived, however, as it appears from his hostile annotations to the translation of 
Swedenborg’s Divine Providence that, by 1790, he regretted his involvement with the New Church. 
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adherents in London, none of them Blakes, near relations, or known colleagues of Blake (K. 

Davies, “Mother” 49-50).  Thompson was the first to admit that a Muggletonian connection to 

Blake may “be a false track altogether” (64), considering that Lodowick Muggleton’s (1609-98) 

predestinarian doctrine of the Two Seeds (74) would have been repugnant to Blake.38  Still, 

Thompson shows some compelling affinities between Muggletonianism and Blake’s theology, 

especially their shared anti-clericalism and anti-evangelism (74-75, 88), their belief in the 

integrity of soul and body (83), their working-class anti-rationalism (86-87), and their opposition 

to the Enlightenment intellectual order of reason and materialism (94-95), to war (90), and to 

Moral Law (91-92).  All of these tenets oppose the dominant discourse of State Religion, but 

none are peculiar to Muggletonianism.  Indeed, Dissenters in general make such contrariety to 

official Anglicanism the basic principle of their theosophical attitude. 

 Blake’s “Without Contraries is no progression” (E34) statement compares closely to, but 

also contrasts with, lines in a Muggletonian tract of 1770: John Brown’s The Saint’s Triumph, 

and the Devil’s Downfall.  Blake’s Contraries statement parodies Brown’s Manichean 

explanation of “God’s decree in manifesting himself on this earth by contraries”: 

SINCE by contraries all things are made clear, 
Without contraries nothing can appear: 
So had not God a devil sent on earth, 
We had not known his glory and his birth; 
. . . . . . . . 
And for to make us our salvation prize, 
He damns the devils all before our eyes: 
So they are bruis’d and wounded on the head, 
And we have life in seeing they are dead, 

                                                 
38  Blake despised the doctrine of Predestination (E609-11).  Nonetheless, to show him espousing the doctrine of the 
Two Seeds, Thompson quotes Robinson’s account of Blake saying that “[‘]Men are born with a devil & an angel[’] 
but this he himself  interpreted body & Soul” and “‘Every man has a Devil in himself And the conflict between his 
Self and God is perpetually carrying on’” (75-76).  It is important to note, however, that Blake’s statements here 
were recorded in 1826, in his late sixties, long after his c. 1800 conversion to a more orthodox Christianity relative 
to that which he espoused in his Bible of Hell period half a lifetime earlier.  Thompson proves the danger in not 
making chronological distinctions between Blake’s earlier and later work, and assuming instead that his theology is 
self-consistent throughout his career. 
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Thus in all things, and not in these alone, 
Without contraries is no object known.  (8-10; ll. 1-4, 33-38; emphases added) 
 

Blake’s “Contraries” proclamation mimics line 38 exactly as far as “object,” which he replaces 

with “progression.”  He turns Brown’s derivative orthodoxy on its head by sympathizing with 

the Devil and appropriating Brown’s phrasing, which may explain the curious omission of 

“there” from Blake’s “Contraries” statement.  Thompson omits this part of Brown’s verse from 

his quotation of the earlier passage.39  Similarly, he passes over any explanation of the important 

difference between Brown’s Manichean Jehovah and Blake’s conception of a personal, 

immanent, or indwelling God that “only Acts & Is, in existing beings or Men” (MHH 16; E40). 

 If Blake saw in Brown’s doctrine of contraries a statement worth parodying, he would find 

an ideal contrary to it in volume of commentary on Jakob Böhme printed in the same year.40  The 

anonymous Compendious View of the Teutonick Philosophy of Jacob Behmen (1770) contains a 

sentence that supplies both the syntax and the undergirding philosophy of Blake’s Contraries 

statement: “without strife, springs no production; and without contraries is no strife ” (29, 

emphasis added).41  Blake replaces “production” in the first clause with the similar sounding 

“progression,” thus substituting the connotation of material manufacture with theo-political 

                                                 
39  Thompson (72) quotes ll. 1-4 and 21-22 from pp. 8-9 of Saint’s Triumph, leaving out the crucial l. 38 of p. 10. 
40  Blake professes admiration for Böhme’s genuine originality, as opposed to Swedenborg’s false novelty and 
plagiarism (MHH 22; E43).  Moravianism and Behmenism were associated, since “at least three Moravian societies 
were established on existing Behmenist reading groups,” and the Moravian printer Matthew Lewis published A 
Compendious View of the Teutonick Philosophy of Jacob Behmen in 1770 (Rix, Cultures 14). 
 The only indication of Blake’s early acquaintance with Böhme comes by his own admission in a letter to his 
friend (and known Swedenborgian) John Flaxman (12 Sept. 1800) outlining his intellectual development.  The same 
positive influences admitted in The Marriage 22 appear together here: “Milton lovd me in childhood & shewd me 
his face[.]  Ezra came with Isaiah the Prophet, but Shakespeare in riper years gave me his hand Paracelsus & 
Behmen appeard to me. terrors appeard in the Heavens above And in Hell beneath & a mighty & awful change 
threatend the Earth[.]  The American War began” (E707-08).  If chronologically accurate, the precocious teen Blake 
engaged with Behmenism between the 1770 publication of A Compendious View and the American Revolution of 
the mid-1770s.  Since Behmenism is closely associated with the Moravian Church, which encouraged creativity in 
early child education (Schuchard, “Young William” 84-98), this is not so inconceivable. 
41  A full-text search through ECCO reveals that Brown’s and the Böhme commentator’s “Without contraries is no   
. . .” statements are the only two instances of these words assembled in this order in the eighteenth century (at least 
among the texts coded in the Gale Cengage database) outside of The Marriage.  While not definitive proof that 
Blake had both (or even one) of these in mind, this fact makes it plausible that he was alluding to them. 
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reformation.42  As with all of Blake’s influences (including the Bible), rather than follow an idea 

dogmatically, he refashions it in the manner of a bricoleur. 

 Of course, there is nothing original in this idea of existential contrariety even if Blake did 

not take it from Böhme or Brown as I argue, or from Priestley or Holbach as others have;43 they 

all derive from the fifth-century BCE Greek philosopher Heraclitus’s idea that the strife of 

opposites underlies all existence.44  In an oft-plagiarized definition, Heraclitus 

held that Fire is the Principle of all Things . . . .  That all Things are made by 
Contrariety, and the whole flows like a River.  That the . . . World, . . . is made of 
Fire; and shall again be set on Fire by certain Periods for ever . . . .  That, of the 
Contraries, that which conduceth to Generation is named War and Contention; That 
which to Conflagration, Concord and Peace.  (Stanley 1655: 505) 
 

It is a short step from Heraclitus’s formulation of generation through strife to Blake’s ironic 

confirmation of the prophecy “that the world will be consumed in fire at the end of six thousand 

years” and his central paradox “Opposition is true Friendship” (MHH 14, 20; E39, 42).  Blake’s 

doctrine of Contraries represents an uncanny intersection of various philosophical and 

theological themes in contrarian opposition to biblical authority as a means to apocalyptic ends. 

 

 

                                                 
42  The association between “progressive” and political reform (adj. 4b, OED) originated in the 1790s.  See, for 
instance, the radical Whig Capel Lofft’s ideas on “progressive Reform” in the Joseph Johnson-published Political 
Papers to Effect a Reformation of the Parliament of Great-Britain (5: 89). 
43  Schock argues that Blake’s philosophy of contraries comes from within the “Johnson circle, assimilating and 
transforming materialist ideas from Priestley’s Disquisitions Relating to Matter and Spirit (1777) and Holbach’s 
System of Nature (1770), which did not appear in English translation till the mid-1790s.  Schock argues that Blake’s 
philosophy of contrarian necessity on Marriage plate 3 (“Attraction and Repulsion . . . are necessary to Human 
existence”) may have come from a reading of Priestley’s similar statement: “powers of attraction or repulsion are 
necessary to [matter’s] very being” (Disquisitions 1: ii).  Blake could have also had in mind Newton’s Third Law of 
Motion in Principia Mathematica (1687), however: “Actioni contrariam semper & æqualem esse reactionem” (13).  
Newton could have had in mind Plato’s maxim, “doing any thing to excess, is wont to occasion a mighty change to 
the reverse: thus in seasons, in vegetable and in animal bodies, and in republics” (Republic, Bk. 8, pp. 345-46).  
Whatever the source, the doctrine of contraries is an old idea newly expressed. 
44  Bloom points out the Heraclitean origins of Blake’s doctrine of contraries (Apocalypse 77), as does Raine, citing 
the 1649 Divine Pymander of Hermes Trismegistus (Hermes 4: 48) and Fludd’s 1659 Mosaicall Philosophy (2: 192-
93) as the likely sources (Raine, Tradition 1: 119, 363, 391n48, 426-27n9).  See also Nurmi (Blake 73). 
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 §4.4 – The Marcionism of Blake’s Antinomian Ethos 

 Blake was not a Marcionite, but he may have been partly inspired by the Marcionites’ 

destructive liberties with the biblical canon when writing The Marriage.  As I have been arguing, 

it is impossible to induct Blake into any one sect exclusively, Moravian or other, though it is 

useful to identify elements of various creeds within the composite theology implicit in his works, 

if only to appreciate how he transforms them within the Dissenting paradigm.  Dissenters were a 

varied class of Christian non-conformists who had “nothing in common but a dissent from the 

established church; and it by no means follows that they . . . agree in any thing else” (Priestley, 

Dissenters vii).  Those who “oppose the Law of Moses ” (Gildon 2: 429), antinomians were 

Dissenters who followed the sola fide doctrine (justification through faith alone) to its 

supersessionist end.  As such, the Christian ethic of forgiving sins (rather than punishing them) 

replaces Moses’s Moral Law, and “A new covenant . . . hath made the first old . . . [and] ready to 

vanish away” (Heb. 8:13).45  Scriptural authority aside, many definitions of antinomianism may 

have informed Blake’s opposition to the Decalogue in The Marriage,46 which climaxes after the 

narrator presents Christ as an antinomian and (see §8.6 below) and when the Christological Son 

of Fire defeats Empire by destroying the Decalogue tablets in “A Song of Liberty.”  Though Mee 

(Enthusiasm and “Apoclaypse”) and others47 have convincingly defended Blake’s engagement 

with antinomianism, E. P. Thompson rightly qualifies this: not “much has been settled if we hang 

up his work on a hook marked ‘antinomian’ and think that we have put it in place” (20). 

                                                 
45  There is a tension between the Greek Testament’s supersessionism (e.g., Acts 18:13, 21:21; Rom. 6:14, 7:1-6, 
10:4; 2 Cor. 3:13-17; Gal. 3:1-5, 3:12-13, 3:23-25, 4:21-31; Eph. 2:15; Col. 2:13-14; Heb. 7:12, and especially 8:6-
13) and endorsement of the Torah (e.g., Matt. 5:17-19, 19:17-19, Mark 10:19, Luke 18:20); see Rowland (202). 
46  Definitions of antinomianism available to Blake or his informers could be found in Gildon’s 1693 Post-Boy 
Robb’d (2: 429-30), Mosheim’s 1765 Ecclesiastical History (2: 504), Priestley’s 1769 Considerations on 
Differences of Opinion among Christians (22), Murray’s 1780 History of Religion (4: 329-37), and Hurd’s 1780 
New Universal History of the Religious Rites (638-41).  Murray’s History was published by Joseph Johnson in the 
same year the publisher first commissioned Blake directly to engrave for him, and the illustrations to Hurd’s New 
Universal History were executed by many of Blake’s fellow engravers (Thompson xvii). 
47  See Morton (Everlasting 34-64), Rix (Cultures 19-46, 124-32), and Rowland (200-07). 
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 Nonetheless, Blake’s Christian primitivism in his promotion of the Poetic Genius and canon-

smashing antinomianism in The Marriage coincide neatly in Marcionism, an early Christian 

Gnostic heresy routed into obscurity by the Church Fathers,48 who saw all Gnostic heresiarchs as 

agents of the Devil.49  William Michael Rossetti (1875) was the first to argue the connection, 

declaring, “Blake might without great impropriety be numbered among those long-extinct 

sectaries the Marcionites” (“Prefatory Memoir” lxxxi).  Schorer rightly qualifies this, however: 

Blake was neither a Manichaean nor a Marcionite, but in reading about either he 
could find shades of belief in which the sharp dualism between two eternal principles 
of good and evil to which these subscribed dropped off into the kind of quasi-
dualism that Blake himself developed.  (Politics of Vision 119) 
 

Yet more recent work has reconsidered the question of Blake’s Marcionism.50  For him, Marcion 

would have represented a primitive Christianity preceding the debased age of Christian empire, 

and a historical precedent for biblical revision—not necessarily through re-writing, but through 

canon depletion justified by a rejection of the received Judeo-Christian God.  The similarities 

between Blake’s antinomianism and Marcionism run deeper than canon-smashing, however. 

                                                 
48  The Antitheses and other lost works of Marcion of Sinope (85-160 CE) were denounced by Irenaeus and others, so 
that all we know of him is filtered through the polemics of his detractors, especially Tertullian in Adversus 
Marcionem (c. 208).  Marcion was declared a heretic by the First Council of Nicaea in 325 for political reasons: 
according to Gibbon in The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776-89), Marcion’s rejection of Old Testament 
Mosaic Law contradicted Constantine’s interest in making Christianity an official religion because its pacifism 
subdued the population into “passive and unresisting obedience, which bows under the yoke of authority.”  “The 
humble Christians were sent into the world as sheep among wolves; and since they were not permitted to employ 
force,” the emperors realized that their rule “would be established on a fixed and permanent basis, [and] all their 
subjects embracing the Christian doctrine, should learn to suffer and obey” (3: 248-50).  For more on Marcion’s 
contribution to the formation of the New Testament canon, see J.B. Tyson’s Marcion and Luke-Acts: A Defining 
Struggle (2006), and, for a comprehensive study of Marcion, Moll’s The Arch-Heretic Marcion (2010). 
49  In The Political History of the Devil, for instance, Defoe accuses the Devil of having “raised [an] abundance of 
little Church-Rebellions” in the early Christian centuries by “setting up Heretics of several Kinds, and raising them 
Favourers among the Clergy, such as Ebion, Cerinthus, Pelagius, and others” (175). 
50  O’Regan argues that Blake is a forerunner in the overall Romantic revival of Marcionite Gnosticism: 

if Marcionism provides a useful label for Romanticism’s general engagement with the biblical text, . . . [then,] 
at its limit, Romanticism’s relation to the biblical text becomes defined by transgression. . . .  This limit . . . is 
defined by William Blake, who . . . fulfills in such mythic poems as The Book of Urizen, Milton, and Jerusalem 
all the criteria . . . for . . . post-Reformation and more specifically post-Enlightenment Gnostic return.  (219) 

For more on Blake’s Gnosticism, see Horn (“Blake’s Revisionism”), Nuttall (4-21, 199-272), O’Regan (219-22), 
Paley (Traveller 4-7), Peterfreund (1990), and Rowland (80-85). 
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 The ideological starting point for a Blake-Marcion connection is the Gnostic heretical notion 

that Yahweh was not the godhead of the Judeo-Christian tradition, but a demiurge.  A Christian 

revisionist like Blake, Marcion considered Yahweh to be “the author of all . . . sin and misery . . . 

in the world,” according to Nathaniel Lardner (1780: 243).  Blake could have also read about the 

Marcionites in Mosheim’s popular Ecclesiastical History (1765),51 which reads, 

After the example of the oriental doctors [the Gnostics],52 they held the existence of 
two principles, the one perfectly good; and the other perfectly evil.  Between these, 
they imagined an intermediate kind of deity, . . . the creator of this inferior world, and 
the God and legislator of the Jewish nation; he . . . aspire[s] to the place of the 
supreme being, and ambitiously attempt[s] subjecting to [his] authority all the 
inhabitants of the world.  The Jews are the subjects of that powerful genius who 
formed this globe: . . .  Therefore the SUPREME GOD, in order to . . . deliver from their 
bondage those souls whose origin is celestial and divine, sent . . . his son JESUS 
CHRIST . . . to destroy the empire both of the evil principle, and of the author of this 
world.  (109-10; emphases in original) 
 

In the dinner-with-prophets episode of The Marriage’s second Memorable Fancy, Blake 

modifies this idea slightly to imply that the Israelites’ God is a tyrannical impostor who, through 

the Israelites’ “powerful genius” (the Poetic Genius) aspired to impose himself on all other 

nations, “for all nations believe the jews code and worship the jews god, and what greater 

subjection can be[?]” (13; E39).  In §9.2 below, I discuss further the continuities between The 

Marriage’s Jealous King, Urizen, and other parodies of Yahweh, but suffice it for now that 

Blake carried the demythologization of Yahweh through his Bible of Hell period to the Watson 

Annotations, writing in the margins of p. 34 of Apology for the Bible that Watson and his fellow 

bishops “seem to Forget that there is a God of This World. A God Worshipd in this World as 

God & Set above all that is calld God” (E618).  Two Gods are assumed in these passages, one 

                                                 
51  This two-volume set went through several editions up to 1790.  See H. White (159-62) on Mosheim’s probable 
influence on Blake.  Blake could have also learned of the Marcionite heresy in Lardner (198-281), Broughton        
(2: 48), Swedenborg (True Christian Religion 1: 444), or throughout Priestley’s History of the Christian Church 
(1790), of Early Opinions Concerning Jesus Christ (1786), and of the Corruptions of Christianity (1782). 
52  Priestley also accuses Marcion of “adopting the principles of the Oriental philosophy” in The History of the 
Corruptions of Christianity (2: 206).  According to Broughton, most early Christian heresies were Gnostics (1: 447). 
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fictional, one delusional, but none real.  Marcion likewise distinguishes between such gods: the 

Old Testament God is “the author of evil, delighting in war, inconstant, and contrary to himself.  

But Jesus, he [Marcion] says, came from the Father, who is superior to the God that made the 

world” (Lardner 198).  We thus see in Marcion the same liberty that Blake takes in prophetically 

denuding the ruse of Yahweh and distinguishing him from true, immanent God. 

 The Marcionites mainly modeled for Blake the antinomian liberty to smash the canon.  Of 

course, Swedenborg also excluded a quarter of the Bible’s books,53 but the Marcionites dropped 

the Old Testament altogether and “mutilated many passages in the new, . . . rejecting all which 

related to the law” (Lardner 245).  Marcion anticipated the liberty that Franklin and Jefferson 

took in editing the Bible according to conscience,54 as well as the Bible of Hell’s stylistic brevity. 

 Blake’s Marcion-like antinomianism in The Marriage begins comically with the second 

Memorable Fancy’s tongue-in-cheek revisionist attack on Jewish supremacy in the guise of 

Ezekiel’s gloating confession (plates 12-13), but ends affirmatively with a diabolized Christian 

conversion on 24.  In the Menippean and Lucianic prosopopoeia,55 Blake has Ezekiel correct the 

errors of history and the literalist perversion of prophecy.  Ezekiel cynically admits to duping 

gentiles into adopting Judaism: 

                                                 
53  Bentley, “Blake and Swedenborg” 264.  Swedenborg’s reduced canon is given in Resolution 12 of the 1789 
Minutes of a General Conference of the Members of the New Church.  It excludes several Old Testament books, 
including Job, and all of the New Testament except the Gospels. Hindmarsh cites the authority of Swedenborg’s 
Arcana cœlestia (8: 474; ¶10325) and White Horse (63; no. 16) for this abbreviated canon (Minutes 22). 
54  Benjamin Franklin revised the Book of Common Prayer by reducing its catechism to two questions, “What is 
your duty to God? and What is your duty to your neighbor?” (McMaster 92).  Thomas Jefferson would do 
something similar with The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth, conceived in discussions with Benjamin Rush c. 
1798-99 and Joseph Priestley c. 1803-04, and executed by cutting excerpts from the Bible to produce a condensed, 
46-page version c. 1804 and a 164-page version (with parallel Greek, Latin, French, and English texts) c. 1820 
(Adler 12-18).  The so-called Jefferson Bible removes anything in the Bible that offended Deist principles, such as 
the Old Testament and anything in the New that defied common-sense credulity, such as any mention of miracles. 
55  For commentary on The Marriage in the tradition of Menippean satire and “dialogues of the dead,” see 
Birenbaum (27), Bloom (Apocalypse 71), Brandist (70), Griffin (57-60), Rose (85-86), Tannenbaum (“News” 76), 
and Viscomi (“Evolution” 336, “Lessons” 173).  For general examinations of the Menippean and Lucianic 
traditions, see Boyce (“News from Hell”) and Frye (Anatomy 308-14). 
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we so loved our God. that we cursed in his name all the deities of surrounding 
nations, and asserted that they had rebelled; from these opinions the vulgar came to 
think that all nations would at last be subject to the jews. 
 This said he, like all firm perswasions, is come to pass, for all nations believe the 
jews code and worship the jews god, and what greater subjection can be[?]  (E39) 
 

Though it is not clear that Blake reclaims Ezekiel as an antinomian “reject[ing] the ‘jews code’” 

(Rix, “Infernal Love” 110), he does cast “all nations” as dupes of a Judaic priestly imposture that 

foisted on them the Moral Law.  Blake’s suggestion of a priestly conspiracy throughout the 

Judeo-Christian tradition invokes an English cultural paranoia of Jewish power.  He conflates the 

cliché of Jewish financial power with the Moral Law in “A Song of Liberty” when he tells the 

London Jew to “leave counting gold!” before the Son of Fire literally breaks the Decalogue (27; 

E45).  This antinomian triumph is foreshadowed by the conversion climax of The Marriage 

proper, which is itself inspired by the supersessionist argument that Christ broke all Ten 

Commandments (23; E43).  Blake’s reading of the Gospels clearly expurgates Christ’s injunction 

to “keep the commandments” (Matt. 19:17-19).  As Rowland explains, the New Testament is 

ambiguous, even contradictory about its supersessionism (202).  Though The Marriage’s 

narrator may be guilty of eisegesis56 (see §8.6 below), his antinomian conclusion, “no virtue can 

exist without breaking these ten commandments: Jesus was all virtue, and acted from impulse: 

not from rules” (23-24), is the crux of The Marriage’s (and the Bible of Hell’s) moral revision. 

 Antinomianism is integral to The Marriage’s Christian-humanist ethic.  In portraying the 

Son of Fire smashing the “thou shalt nots” of Moral Law, Blake models an emancipation from 

the mental chains that “nurse unacted desires” and thus breed the “reptiles of the mind” (19; E42) 

that eventually lead to perverse, immoral behaviour.  Blake saw State Religion as the true 

                                                 
56  “In the interpretation of scripture, Eisegesis refers to the practice of reading into a text the meaning that one wants 
to get out of it”; it is thus “the opposite of Exegesis and is almost always used pejoratively” (Soulen and Soulen 52). 
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Antichrist for its regime of repression (E612).  In the clearest expression of his ethical principles, 

Blake explains at the back of his copy of Lavater’s Aphorisms (c. 1788), 

the hindering of act in another . . .  is Vice but all Act [<from Individual propensity>] 
is Virtue. To hinder another is not an act[;] it is the contrary[:] it is a restraint on 
action both in ourselves & in the person hinderd. . . . | Murder is Hindering Another | 
Theft is Hindering Another | Backbiting. Undermining C[i]rcumventing & whatever 
is Negative is Vice[.]  (E601) 
 

Rather than say the above in The Marriage, however, Blake expresses it gnomically in the 

Wisdom sayings of his Proverbs of Hell.  “All wholsom food is caught without a net or a trap” 

(MHH 7; E36), for instance, means that any desire should be indulged if it does not hinder 

another.  Blake also models his humanist ethics in the antinomian activity of Christ portrayed as 

a productive, revolutionary artist.  The triumphant conversion of Angel into Devil that follows in 

The Marriage’s climax is paradigmatic of the core humanitarian ethic of the Bible of Hell, the 

prerequisite for accepting the contrarian mythos in the Illuminated Books that follow. 

 

 §4.5 – Clearing the Crooked Roads: Bryant’s Comparative Mythography 

 Putting aside the anti-rationalist models for Blake’s biblical revision until this chapter’s final 

section, I turn now to the scholarly biblical criticism that helped shape his attitude to the Bible 

evident in the Watson Annotations and sketch of the history of religion on Marriage plate 11.  

As part of the marriage of Enlightenment critical inquiry and traditional exegesis, eighteenth-

century biblical criticism adopted the assumptions of speculative mythography to treat the Bible 

as a historical (rather than transcendent) document.  To Blake, the speculative mythographer par 

excellence was Jacob Bryant (1717-1804), who nonetheless drew a reverential cordon around the 

biblical canon, sparing it from the relativistic analysis to which he subjected classical texts.  Yet 

when his conclusions about myths as cultural constructions were applied to the Bible, and the 
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retranslation efforts of Bishop Lowth (1710-87), Alexander Geddes (1737-1802), and others 

revealed the corruptions of the KJV, a crisis of authority threatened the Bible and thus the social 

hierarchy built ideologically upon it.  The Marriage assumes the basic conclusions of these 

scholarly efforts by reducing the Bible to an instrumental “code” and its history to a process of 

priestly corruption (4, 11; E34, 38).  If mistranslation and standardization had diminished the 

Scriptures’ prophetic power, and if biblical scholarship had undermined the Bible’s authority, 

then the biblical code could be rewritten and re-infused with fresh artistic integrity.  The 

development of mythography from Bryant’s biblicism to Geddes’s historicism informs Blake’s 

Bible of Hell program positively and negatively.  Blake assumes Bryant’s premise of a common 

root to all mythology and Geddes’s corruption of Scripture, but seeks purified prophecy through 

an inspired renovation of the Bible rather than by attempting to translate it more accurately.  

 Bryant is the only mythographer that Blake cites as an authority in antiquarian matters 

(E543).  Blake became professionally acquainted with Bryant’s three-volume New System, or, 

An Analysis of Ancient Mythology (1774–76) midway through his 1772-79 apprenticeship to 

James Basire.57  Ancient Mythology complemented Blake’s Bible-based education with a 

syncretistic mix of classical and biblical mythography.58  Though some read Bryant’s influence 

too far into Blake’s work,59 Ruthven Todd’s qualification still holds: “while Blake accepted the 

                                                 
57  The principal engraver for the Royal Society and Society of Antiquaries, Basire (1730-1802) was commissioned 
to engrave illustrations for Ancient Mythology.  Though the forty-three copperplates were signed by Basire 
according to custom, it is highly likely that Blake, residing and working in Basire’s 31 Great Queen Street workshop 
(BR 739), contributed labour to some of them. 
58  According to Raine, “Bryant’s Mythology was the Golden Bough of its day . . . .  From Bryant, Blake as a boy 
had first discovered the intoxicating possibilities of mythological eclecticism” (Tradition 1: 98).  See also Bentley 
(Stranger 66).  Ruthven Todd (37-38) draws attention to similarities between the concluding vignette of Mythology, 
depicting a crescent-moon Ark floating on the waves (3: 601) and the same in Jerusalem (24, 44). 
59  As the numerous references to Bryant throughout Raine’s Blake and Tradition (1968) and in Roe’s “The Thunder 
of Egypt” (169-75) indicate, “it is tempting to speculate that as [Blake] was engraving the [vignettes,] he was 
already thinking in terms which would evolve into his fully developed symbolic vocabulary. . . .  Bryant’s New 
System thus had an enduring influence upon Blake, supplying him with ideas and suggesting images that were to 
remain with him throughout his life,” images that he wove “into the rich fabric of his own symbolic language, 
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work of Bryant and drew largely from him and the contemporary mythologists, everything was 

transformed through another influence, Jacob Boehme” (38).  Moreover, Blake’s Bryantism was 

refracted, not just through Böhme, but through every other facet of his theological bricolage.   

 Nonetheless, little has been said about Blake’s primary debt to Bryant beyond specific 

themes and images: Blake learned from Bryant’s skepticism toward received mythology to seek 

the pure source of religion amidst all that was derivative.  Contrary to Bryant’s biblicist 

exceptionalism, Blake also turned this skepticism against the Bible.  In Ancient Mythology’s 

subtitle, Bryant claims “to divest TRADITION of FABLE; and to reduce the TRUTH to its Original 

Purity ” in a set of “first principles” (2: 190) of foundational mythic narratives and archetypes.  

He located these in the Hebrew Scriptures, however, assuming that all world myths derived from 

a Semitic root: “In the Mosaïc writings we have the native truth; from which the Gentiles were 

continually receding,” Bryant argues from scriptural authority60 without considering that the 

Scriptures themselves might be derivative.  Blake began to undermine Bryant’s philo-Semitic 

mythology in All Religions are One (c. 1788), which posited that “The Jewish . . . Testament[ is] 

An original derivation from the Poetic Genius” (9; E1).  The oxymoron “original derivation” 

privileges Judaism as being close to divinity, but locates the ultimate source in an non-orthodox 

entity beyond the text.  Blake took this anti-Biblical argument further two years later, however. 

 The Marriage’s second Memorable Fancy turns Bryant upside down when Ezekiel reveals 

Judaism to be an imposition rather than the Ur-religion that all others corrupt (12-13; E39).  

Bryant’s assumption of a Semitic root to all religions becomes mere Israelite propaganda in 

Ezekiel’s confession.  The prophet boasts how the Israelites indoctrinated “the vulgar” of “all 

                                                                                                                                                             
transmuting it in the process” (Roe 173).  For arguments contrasting Blake’s and Bryant’s ideas, see McGann 
(“Idea” 312-14) and Mee (Enthusiasm 132-34). 
60  Ancient Mythology 2: 533; see also 2: 197-98.  The Pentateuch is attributed to Moses throughout the Bible (Josh. 
1:7-8; 1 Kgs 2:3; 2 Kgs 23:25; 2 Chr. 8:13, 34:14, 35:12; Ezra 3:2, 6:18; and Neh. 8:1 and 13:1). 
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nations” to believe that his religion had exclusive access to the divine and that rivals were 

heretical for having “rebelled,” until all were subjected to “the jews code and worship the jews 

god.”  By having Ezekiel accommodate the Marriage narrator by translating Judaism’s “first 

principle” as “the Poetic Genius (as you now call it),” Blake asserts the Poetic Genius as a 

transcendental signifier prior to Yahweh and contrary to Bryant.61  Just as The Marriage exploits 

the Johnson circle’s attack on Swedenborg, it here exploits Bryant’s reputation as a quack in the 

1780s62 to ridicule his insistence on the Hebrew Scriptures’ primacy and replace it with a purer 

authority to which Blake grants himself exclusive access. 

 Blake further turns Bryant’s techniques for demythologizing “the absurdities in the pagan 

system” as poetic fables (Ancient Mythology 1: 456) against the Bible on Marriage plate 11, 

which Blake executed after the dinner-with-prophets prosopopoeia of plates 12-13.  As we have 

seen with diabology, the tools of criticism could be “adopted by both parties.”  On plate 11, the 

narrator reduces all text-based religions to “forms of worship” based on “poetic tales” distorted 

through abstraction by “Priesthood” to “enslav[e] the vulgar” (E38).  Bryant gives the same 

broad outlines of the corruption of a Golden Age in Ancient Mythology: “We learn from the 

                                                 
61  “Poetic Genius” appears only twice in The Marriage, both in this section.  Ezekiel’s interlocutor, whom Ezekiel 
hails only as “you” (12; E39), would have to be Blake himself, the author of All Religions are One, one of his first 
two attempts at Illuminated Printing, and a condensed argument on the primacy of the Poetic Genius as “the Spirit of 
Prophecy” and origin of all revealed knowledge (E1).  The notion that the Poetic Genius is a spirit of liberty 
common among the ancients was widely disseminated in the many editions anthologizing Thomas Gray’s “The 
Progress of Poesy” (1757).  In a footnote to line 56 (“In climes beyond the solar road”) in the 1768 edition, Gray 
comments on the “Extensive influence of poetic Genius over the remotest and most uncivilized nations: its 
connection with liberty, and the virtues that naturally attend on it.  [See the Erse, Norwegian, and Welch Fragments, 
the Lapland and American songs, etc.]” (Gray 43n†; brackets in original).  Blake may have also derived these ideas 
from An Essay on Original Genius (1767) by William Duff, whose main argument is that the original “Poetic 
Genius” is the Imagination (90), that it “will in general be displayed in its utmost vigour in the early and 
uncultivated Periods of Society” (260), that it is rare in modern, critical times because of the legacy of Aristotle’s 
analytics (283; cf. MHH 20; E42), and that the works of Homer and Ossian were inspired by a Poetic Genius 
unfettered by critical analysis (286)—all ideas that Blake would later repeat at one time or another. 
62  As Hungerford quips, Bryant “devoted a very long life to scholarship, during the nine decades of which he came 
to not a single correct conclusion. His erudition was equaled only by his capacity to misuse it” (20).  This account 
overlooks the success of Bryant’s earlier work, but his reputation slipped with his errant defense of Chatterton’s 
forgery in The Poems of Thomas Rowley (1781).  Of course, Bryant’s rival in the debate, Thomas Tyrwhitt, 
prevailed (Dean, “Bryant” ¶7).  Later, Bryant denied the existence of Troy and the Trojan War, “and was roundly 
attacked by such critics as William Vincent, Gilbert Wakefield, and J.B.S. Morritt” (¶9). 
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poets, and all the more ancient writers were poets, that there was a time, when mankind lived a 

life of simplicity and virtue . . . .  At last, there was a mighty falling off from this primitive 

simplicity” (3: 35-36).  Such a fall from undivided consciousness represented an epochal schism 

between human language and divinity: “with language no longer containing reality in its unified 

form as mythology but only pointing toward a distant reality, a mediating or interpreting force is 

required, namely what Blake calls a ‘priesthood,’ to rationalize the mysteries of this 

separateness” (Adams, “Blake” 145).  The same history of ancient animist poetic prophecy co-

opted by priestly religion on Marriage plate 11 is also described by Bryant, who tells of the 

evolution of polytheism from sun-worship-based monotheism: 

the nations of the east acknowledged but one Deity, the Sun: but . . . the Egyptians 
. . . supposing that there were certain emanations of divinity, . . . affected to 
particularize each by some title; and to worship the Deity by his attributes.  This   
. . . gave rise to a most inconsistent system of Polytheism.  The Grecians, who 
received their religion from Egypt and the east, misconstrued every thing that was 
imported; and . . . adopted Deities, to whose pretended attributes they were totally 
strangers; whose names they could not articulate, or spell. . . .  This blindness in 
regard to their own theology . . . led them to misapply the terms, which they had 
received, and to make a God out of every title.  (1: 306-07; see also 1: 434) 
 

Blake later reverses this history in The Book of Los (see §10.5 below), but Marriage 11 follows 

Bryant’s history of religion, or that of other mythographers, quite closely.63  Of course, Bryant 

would never consider that “All deities reside in the human breast” (MHH 11; E38) applies to 

Yahweh because of his biblicist exceptionalism, but Blake dared to take Bryant’s analysis to the 

                                                 
63  Essick agrees that there is a connection between Bryant’s interest in the etymologies of names (places, people, 
gods) in relation to cultural origins and Blake’s conception of “the ‘ancient Poets’ and their motivated naming 
according to ‘mental’ deities in The Marriage ” plate 11 (Language 212-13).  He nonetheless suggests several other 
possible sources for the plate-11 narrative: Vico’s 1725 New System (116-17, 127-28, 139), Stukeley’s 1740 
Stonehenge (59), Knight’s 1786 Account of the Worship of Priapus (45-46, 50-53, 173-75, 188, 192), and 
Swedenborg’s 1781 True Christian Religion (1: 300-03; ¶203-05) (Essick, Language 122n24).  Rix adds ¶833 from 
the latter work (“Infernal Love” 110).  Paley sees Marriage 11 in another passage of Bryant’s Ancient Mythology  
(2: 1-2) and Paul Henri Mallet’s 1770 Northern Antiquities (1: 109-10).  Mee (Enthusiasm 124) adds Blackwell’s 
1748 Letters Concerning Mythology (62-63, 176, 275).  Thompson anachronistically argues for the influence of 
Volney for a chapter in The Ruins of Empires (200-03), though this was first published in French a year after The 
Marriage and in English (by Johnson) another year later (ESTC).  Clearly the idea of religion’s origin as a process 
of priestly corruption was widely held. 
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Bible.  Plate 11 is central to the biblical revision that Blake proposed at the end of The Marriage 

because it throws into question the validity of the primary text on which Christianity is based, 

and thus the ecumenical and socio-political hierarchies and civic legal codes built around it.  

When authorial identity becomes unstable, any prophet may supersede the sacred text. 

 

 §4.6 – Biblical Criticism up to The Marriage 

 While Bryant and others defended the sanctity of the KJV, those whom Blake called “the 

moderns” (E616) were using the same techniques of demythologization against it, though they 

piously intended to purify it from the errors of standardized mistranslation.  The anti-biblical 

strain of Marriage plates 3-4 and 11 assumes the basic premise of Enlightenment biblical 

scholarship: that the Scriptures comprise culturally specific documents whose original meanings 

could be recovered to base Christian worship on a more solid foundation.  Whereas Paine 

concluded that the Bible was a fraud rather than the Word of God, Blake extended the moderns’ 

work with a more constructive critique.  The result was the Bible of Hell, which assumes the 

premises of Enlightenment biblical criticism, but rewrites the Bible according to the original 

Spirit of Prophecy as Blake imagined it, rather than attack it polemically. 

 English biblical criticism began modestly with Hobbes around the time of the Civil War, but 

moved to Europe as the Enlightenment gained momentum.  Hobbes merely denied that there was 

enough independent testimony to confirm “who were the original writers of the several Books of 

Holy Scripture” (Leviathan 200).  His questions about Moses’s authorship were limited to the 

internal evidence of Pentateuchal anachronisms, such as the impossibility of Moses being present 

for the miracles at Arnon and the Red Sea.  How could he have been there when he cites the 

more ancient, now-lost Book of the Wars of the Lord (Num. 21:14-15) as the source of these 
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stories?   How could he narrate his own death at Deuteronomy 34:5-12?  Baruch Spinoza (1632-

1677) concluded in his Tractatus (1670) that “it was not Moses, but some other Person that lived 

long after him, who wrote the Pentateuk ” (196).64  Whether or not Blake was familiar with these 

pioneers of biblical demythologization when he adopted their skepticism towards Moses’s 

authorship in his Watson Annotations, they cleared the way for more radical critiques. 

 The attack on Mosaic authorship acquired strength in France when the Hebraist Richard 

Simon (1638-1712) reasoned in A Critical History of the Old Testament (1682) that “Moses is 

not the onely Author of the whole Pentateuch ” (36)65 because its anachronisms prove that it 

could not have been written in his time alone.  Simon surmised that it was written and assembled 

over time, as some Church Fathers also concluded (20-21), by a community of “publick or divine 

Writers,66 . . . directed by the Divine Spirit to write the sacred Scriptures” (18).  What he 

essentially defines, in anticipation of Blake’s Bible of Hell, is the “liberty the Prophets had in 

adding any thing to the holy Scripture” (22), an authority to write and edit Scripture by the divine 

sanction of inspiration.  The difference between the prophetic vocation that Simon describes and 

that which Blake practices is that Blake “went solo” rather than co-write within a community of 

                                                 
64  In the eighth chapter of the Tractatus, Spinoza gives six reasons for suspecting Moses’s authorship of the 
Pentateuch, citing for these the Sefer ha-Yashar (“Book of the Straight”) of Abraham ibn Ezra (1089-c.1164), a 
Spanish rabbi who resided for a time in Oxford and London.  Spinoza also adds a few reasons of his own, such as 
the fact that Moses appears in the third person throughout the narrative, dies, and is compared anachronistically to 
later prophets at Dt. 34:10 (200-03).  English-language editions of the Tractatus were published in 1689, 1720 and 
1737.  Blake’s anti-Mosaic irreverence, most explicit in his “Everlasting Gospel” of the Notebook (f7-22; E521), 
could have been what Henry Crabb Robinson had in mind when he admitted the difficulty of “fix[ing] Blake’s 
station between Christianity, Platonism & Spinozism” (Diary [10 Dec. 1825] 2: 303; qtd. in BR 422). 
65  A translation of Histoire critique du vieux testament (begun in the 1670s), A Critical History of the Old 
Testament was published in London in two editions by Walter Davis and Jacob Tonson, both in 1682, three years 
before Simon could publish the original in Rotterdam to bypass conservative outrage in his native France.  
Tannenbaum errantly calls him “Robert Simon” and gives the date for the Critical History as 1678 (T326n5). 
66  Simon explains, 

The Hebrew word Nabi, which the Septuagint has translated Prophet, signifies . . . Oratour [. . . .  T]he 
Prophets among the Hebrews were publick Oratours; who in quality of God’s Interpreters, pronounced his 
will to the People; and they were at the same time charg’d, as Josephus, and besides him some Fathers 
observe, to write the most important affairs of State, and to keep the Acts in the Registeries, whence 
afterwards the holy Books were taken, which have since been called Prophecy.  (Critical History 39). 
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prophets.  The liberty that both types of prophet take with sacred scripture—to revise it by the 

dictates of the “Divine Spirit” or “Poetic Genius”—is the same, in that both bear a responsibility 

to the public to present prophecy that honestly interprets the inner life of their times. 

 Biblical authority was further undermined by Jean Astruc (1684-1766), an accomplished and 

erudite medical physician67 now credited with inventing what later became known as the 

Documentary Hypothesis.  Julius Wellhausen formulated the modern Hypothesis in Geschichte 

Israels (1878) when he identified four independent texts as having been redacted to form the 

Pentateuch centuries after the time of Moses.  Astruc’s innovation in Conjectures sur la Genèse 

(1753), however, was to suspect that Moses composed Genesis from two prior sources marked 

by their different names for God, “Elohim” and “Yahweh” (17; qtd. in Acosta 257-58, Bratton 

107).  Though this implies a multiple-author theory, Astruc sidesteps any questioning of 

Pentateuchal authority.  Nevertheless, he concludes that not all of Genesis is the revealed Word 

of God and that its contradictions and repetitions are evidence of the fallibility of Moses and 

prior scribes rather than the result of God’s sloppy writing habits. 

 From France, the torch of modern biblical criticism was passed eastward to German 

orientalists, especially Johann David Michaelis (1717-91) and Johann Gottfried Eichhorn (1752-

1827).  Michaelis had been at work on a German translation of the Bible with an enormous 

critical apparatus (1773-92), and Eichhorn took over to become the widely-hailed father of 

modern biblical criticism, called die höhere kritik, or “Higher Criticism” (Soulen and Soulen 52).  

Like Astruc, Eichhorn refused to entertain a multiple-author theory of the Pentateuch, despite 

conceding that Moses drew his narrative from older manuscripts; thus he also anticipated tenets 

                                                 
67  Astruc was the personal physician of the Duke of Orléans and Augustus II of Poland.  He published in almost 
every branch of medicine at the time and dabbled in natural history, history, and theology.  See Osler, Doe, and 
Huard. 
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of the Documentary Hypothesis (Shaffer 78, 321n32; R. Fuller 76).  Such work would have been 

available to Blake only through the reportage of English biblical scholars.68 

 The leading figures of English biblical scholarship—Lowth, Geddes, Kennicott, Blayney,69 

and Newcome—imported the above developments from the continent,70 contributed significantly 

to advances in biblical revision themselves, and were likely known to Blake through professional 

contacts.  Their collation of hundreds of ancient Hebrew and Greek manuscripts revealed the 

KJV’s deficiencies and the extent to which Christians were led astray by errant manuscripts.  

Orthodox divines could not ignore the resulting crisis of biblical authority when it encouraged 

the heterodox to “improve” the Bible.  The pursuit of a purer text appealed to Hebraists and 

sectarians alike, though I will not be looking at Anthony Purver’s so-called Quaker Bible of 1764 

(A New and Literal Translation of all the Books of the Old and New Testament), John Wesley’s, 

or the Unitarians’ Improved Version of the New Testament.71  I focus instead on Lowth and 

Newcome for their re-translations of Isaiah and Ezekiel (the very prophets in the Marriage 12-13 

prosopopoeia), and Geddes, who is especially significant for his scholarship, theories on 

redaction, and re-translation of the Old Testament (left incomplete at his death in 1802). 

                                                 
68  William Newcome’s preface to his 1788 Improved Version of Ezekiel (xxi-xxvii), for instance, gives extensive 
English-translation quotations from Eichhorn’s groundbreaking Einleitung ins Alte Testament (1779).  Eichhorn was 
also mentioned in the foreign-correspondence sections of review periodicals at least three times by 1790 (Monthly 
Review 54 [1776]: 317, and 58 [1778]: 298; and Analytical Review 8.4 [1790]: 475), though these give little idea of 
the importance of his work.  Dozens of such review articles from the 1760s through the 1790s reported on the work 
of Johann David Michaelis (1717-91) as well. 
69  In the following pages, I omit discussion of Kennicott’s and Blayney’s contributions.  Benjamin Kennicott (1718-
83) was a Hebrew scholar whose major achievement was the collation of ancient Hebrew manuscripts in the two-
volume folio Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum cum variis lectionibus (1776-80), including a Dissertatio generalis 
appended to the second volume.  His work was instrumental to the later work of Geddes.  By implicitly undermining 
the accuracy of the KJV, however, Kennicott inadvertently attracted considerable controversy (Aston ¶7).  Benjamin 
Blayney (1727/8-1801), also a Hebraist, prepared a four-volume corrected edition of the KJV, called the Oxford 
Edition (1769), and Jeremiah, and Lamentations. A New Translation (1784); he too provoked controversy for his 
heterodox scholarship (Bradley and Carter ¶2). 
70  See T287n8.  As Shaffer argues in her study of the crossover of the Higher Criticism and English literature via 
Coleridge, the information on German biblical criticism in the introduction of the Unitarians’ Improved Version was 
current at the time of the translation’s inception, and therefore accessible to Blake (24; see above). 
71  Blake may have kept abreast of the Unitarian Bible’s progress.  It was begun in the 1780s by Priestley and others 
in or near the Johnson circle, completed using Bishop Newcome’s translation of Johann Jakob Griesbach’s New 
Testament text of 1774-75, and co-published by Joseph Johnson in 1808. 
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 Besides their common intention to return biblical language as close as possible to a source 

text, the common factor in the work of Lowth, Newcome, and Geddes is their support from 

Blake’s sometime employer Joseph Johnson.  To what extent Blake was involved with the 

Johnson circle has been long debated,72 but he was at the very least acquainted with the group of 

intellectuals, reformers, theological and political freethinkers, and liberals whose books Johnson 

published and who contributed review articles to his periodical The Analytical Review.  Johnson 

had been publishing religious scholarship since the mid 1760s, but added political polemics in 

the 1780s because of the integral relation of politics and religion.73  As Blake later asked 

rhetorically in Jerusalem, “Are not Religion & Politics the Same Thing?” (57:10; E207). 

 

 §4.7 – Lowth’s Biblical Criticism in Relation to Marriage Style 

 Joseph Johnson published Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews in the year of the 

death of its author, the Bishop of London Robert Lowth (1710-87).  Lectures offered widely 

respected Old Testament readings informed by the careful study of hundreds of ancient Hebrew 

manuscripts,74 but also reignited an old controversy regarding his skepticism of Moses’s 

authorship of the Pentateuch.  Against Bryant’s biblicism, Lowth’s basic assumption is that 

                                                 
72  The chief account Blake’s involvement in the Johnson circle comes from Gilchrist, who drew from interviews 
with those who knew Blake in his final years, such as Samuel Palmer (of the Ancients group).  However, Palmer 
(1805-81) was not yet born during the time of the events he relates, and it is not clear that the “W. Blake” in William 
Godwin’s diary (the only thorough contemporaneous account of the Johnson circle, though Godwin was absent from 
it between 1791-97), is our William (Erdman, “‘Blake’ Entries in Godwin’s Diary” 354-56; BR 56-58).  But Blake 
was friends with the artist Henry Fuseli, and “probably came to know Johnson well, for Fuseli was a member of 
[Johnson’s] inner circle” (BR 55).  Johnson also printed proofs of the first book of Blake’s French Revolution (1791; 
see §9.1 below), so he was at least marginally considered among Johnson’s authors.  For more on Blake’s relation to 
the Johnson circle, see Erdman (Prophet 153-62) and Mertz (“Visionary”). 
73  The Bishop of Lincoln identifies this link when he says in A Charge Delivered to the Clergy (1794), 

The same captious and restless spirit which leads men to cavil at the articles of our religious faith, and to 
reject the mysteries of the Gospel, because they surpass their comprehension, causes them to be dissatisfied 
with our civil constitution, and to represent its essential parts as useless and dangerous, because they do not 
agree with their own imaginary ideas of unattainable perfection.  (15-16; qtd. in Mee, Enthusiasm 6-7) 

74  Lowth had been the primum mobile of English biblical scholarship in ecclesiastic circles since his Prælectiones 
de sacra pœsi Hebræorum was published in 1753 and the popular Short Introduction to English Grammar in 1762. 
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“Poetry which proceeds from divine inspiration is not beyond the province of criticism” (1: 41).  

Lectures made it possible to use the study of the Bible’s Hebraic origins to expose the KJV’s 

mistranslations, legitimizing an expansion of the biblical canon to include other specimens of 

ancient Hebrew prophetic poetry (Mandelbrote ¶3).  Lowth’s masterpiece of biblical revision, a 

revised translation of the book of Isaiah (1778), would inspire Blake’s more radical rewrite of 

Isaiah 14 in “A Song of Liberty” (see §4.8 below).  But Lowth’s influence is more pervasive. 

 Lowth’s anatomy of Hebrew prosody in Lectures provided a style guide for the Bible of 

Hell; his explication of antithetic parallelism in Hebrew sacred verse in particular may have 

influenced The Marriage’s pithy style and organization by contraries.  Lowth explains that 

Hebrew poetry is “excellently or gravely uttered, concise, and confined to a certain form or 

manner: as is evident from . . . many examples in the Proverbs of Solomon” (Lectures 1: 77).  

Because Blake’s illuminated plate required such expense of material and labour that he could not 

possibly match the KJV in volume, he could meaningfully revive the characteristically pregnant 

but economical sententiousness of Hebrew verse as Lowth defined it:  

The Hebrew poets frequently express a sentiment with the utmost brevity and 
simplicity . . . [and] afterwards call in the aid of ornament; they repeat, they vary, 
they amplify the same sentiment; and adding one or more sentences which run 
parallel to each other, they express the same or a similar, and often contrary 
sentiment in nearly the same form . . . [, expressing] the opposition or antithesis of 
such [ideas] as are contrary to each other.  (Lectures 1:99; emphases added) 
 

Lowth offers Proverbs 27:6-7 as an example of such “antithetic parallelism” (“when a thing is 

illustrated by its contrary being opposed to it”).  His translator renders it as “The blows of a 

friend are faithful; / But the kisses of an enemy are treacherous” (2: 45).  Lowth’s theory of 

poetic contrariety may have influenced the primacy Blake gives this theme in The Marriage, 

expressed in the maxims “Without Contraries is no progression” and “Opposition is true 

Friendship,” and in such specific Proverbs of Hell as 
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Joys impregnate. Sorrows bring forth. 
. . . . . . . . 
The cistern contains: the fountain overflows. 
.  . . . . . 
Damn. braces: Bless relaxes. 
The best wine is the oldest. the best water the newest. 
Prayers plow not! Praises reap not! 
Joys laugh not! Sorrows weep not! 
.  . . . . . . 
The crow wish’d every thing was black, the owl, that every thing was white. 
.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Improvement makes strait roads, but the crooked roads without Improvement, 

are roads of Genius.  (8-10; E36-38) 
 

Such sententiousness characterized ancient style, which appealed to Blake’s interest in recovery: 

In . . . remote antiquity, which may with the utmost propriety be styled the infancy of 
societies and nations, . . . instruction was by detached aphorisms or proverbs. . . . 
[that] professed not to dispute, but to command; not to persuade, but to compel; it 
conducted them not by a circuit of argument, but led immediately to the approbation 
and practice of integrity and virtue.  (Lectures 2: 162-63) 
 

Associated with Lowth’s rosy picture of ancient Hebrew society as an agrarian republic in which 

everyone “enjoyed the same equal liberty” (1: 145-46; W21), the sententious style modeled for 

Blake the right balance of gravitas and brevity in the service of liberty for The Marriage, 

especially in the the Proverbs of Hell that command virtuous action in agrarian terms.  “Frequent 

and laconic sentences render the composition remarkably concise, harmonious, and animated,” 

says Lowth, and “the brevity itself imparts to it additional strength, and being contracted within a 

narrower space, it has a more energetic and pointed effect” (1: 102) conducive to action.  

“Antithetic parallelism” also explains the organization of The Marriage around distich units, 

from the opposition of contraries on plate 4 to the five pairs of contrasting but complementary 

doctrinal expositions and Memorable Fancies.  I return to Lowth’s points on Hebrew prosody 

throughout Part II of this study, but turn now to a specific instance where Blake took inspiration 

from Lowth only to surpass his revisionist efforts. 
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 §4.8 – “A Song of Liberty” as a Revision of Isaiah14 More Radical than Lowth’s 

 Though Blake’s “A Song of Liberty” has often been compared to the “Song of Deborah” in 

the Book of Judges and Isaiah 34-35,75 it is more directly a revision of Isaiah 14 more radical 

than that in Lowth’s Isaiah: A New Translation (1778).  Though Lowth’s policy was to strike a 

balance between translating according to the letter and the spirit,76 in practice his Isaiah 

translation differs little from what he calls the overly literal translation of the KJV (xxxvi).  

Lowth’s revision is slight when compared with the radical transformation that Blake performs on 

the same theme of redemption through a revolutionary reversal of oppressor and oppressed in “A 

Song of Liberty.”  Indeed, Lowth seems to be more a copyist than revisionist, doing little more 

than modernizing the KJV’s spelling and substituting synonyms (Essick, Language 144): 

 KJV’s Isaiah 14 (1611): Lowth’s New Translation of Isaiah 14 (1778): 
 
1. For the LORD will have mercie on Jacob, 1. FOR JEHOVAH will have compassion on Jacob, 
 and wil yet choose Israel . . . .  And will yet choose Israel. . . . . . . 
 . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. . . . and the house of Israel . . .    2. . . . And the house of Jacob . . . 
 . . . shall rule over their oppressours. . . .  . . . shall rule over their oppressors. . . . 
 . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4. . . . how hath the oppressour ceased! the  4. . . . HOW hath the oppressor ceased! The 
 . . . the golden citie ceased!      exactress of gold ceased! 
5. The LORD hath broken the staffe of the 5. . . . JEHOVAH hath broken the staff of the 
 wicked, and the scepter of the rulers,   wicked, the sceptre of the rulers. 
 . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7. The whole earth . . . breake forth into  7. The whole earth . . . burst forth into a joyful 
 singing.           shout. 
8. Yea the firre trees rejoyce at thee . . . Since 8. Even the fir-trees rejoice over thee . . . Since  
 thou art layd downe . . . .      thou art fallen . . . . 
 . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
12. How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer 12. How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son  
 [Or, O day-starre], sonne of the morning!  of the Morning! 

                                                 
75  Viscomi (via Paley) argues, “The model for ‘Song,’ at least in tone, may have been the ‘Song of Deborah’ in 
Judges 4.”  The “Song of Deborah” (actually in Judges 5, which poetically paraphrases Judges 4) is a song of praise 
to “the Lord for the avenging of Israel” (5:2).  While their “oracular tone and mood” are indeed alike (Viscomi, 
“Evolution” 298n23; cf. Paley, Apocalypse 39), the writers are ideologically antithetical, which suggests that 
Blake’s Old Testament revision replaces its vengeance ethic with a Christian-humanist one.  Tannenbaum agues that 
“Blake borrows images from Isaiah 34 and 35 to reiterate the biblical myth” in “Liberty” (T131).  See also §5.5 
below for the possible origins of the title in the context of the American “song of liberty” tradition. 
76  Lowth intended to have it both ways: “to give an exact and faithful representation of the words and of the sense 
of the Prophet, by adhering closely to the letter of the text, and treading as nearly as may be in his footsteps; but, 
moreover, to imitate the air and manner of the author, to express the form and fashion of the composition, and to 
give the English Reader some notion of the peculiar turn and cast of the original” (Isaiah i). 
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 . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
21. Prepare slaughter for his children, for the  21. Prepare ye slaughter for his children, for the  
 iniquitie of their fathers, that they do not  iniquity of their fathers; 
 rise nor possesse the land, nor fill the   Lest they rise, and possess the earth; 
 face of the world with cities.     and fill the face of the world with cities. 
22. For I will rise up against them, sayth the 22. For I will arise against them, saith JEHOVAH  
 LORD of hostes, and cut off from Babylon  God of Hosts: 
 the name, and remnant, and sonne and   And I will cut off from Babylon the name, and  
 nephew, sayth the LORD.      the remnant; 
 . . . . . . . . . . . .  And the son, and the son’s son, saith JEHOVAH. 
 . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
25. That I will breake the Assyrian in my land,  25. To crush the Assyrian in my land, and to trample 
 and upon my mountaines tread him under  him on my mountains. . . . 
 under foot! . . .          . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
29. ¶ Rejoyce not thou whole Palestina . . . . 29. REJOICE not, O Philistia . . . . 
30. And the first borne of the poore shall feed, 30. For the poor shall feed on my choice first-fruits; 
 and the needy shall lie down in safetie:   And the needy shall lie down in security: 
 and I will kill thy root with famine,    But he will kill thy root with drought; 
 and he shall slay thy remnant.     And thy remnant he will slay. 
 

Clearly, Lowth’s translation does not “improve” Isaiah 14 very much beyond very basic 

editorializing and slight stylistic alterations.  It retains the KJV’s grammar and archaic diction.   

 “A Song of Liberty” is very different, however.  Blake adapts the images of gold forsaken, 

the fall of the Luciferan morning star, the breaking of the symbols of power, nature’s rejoicing, 

shouting proclamations, and the holiness of the remnant, but takes translation to its revisionist 

extreme, compressing Isaiah 14 further to show even greater sententiousness: 

12. Look up! look up! O citizen of London. enlarge thy countenance; 
 O Jew, leave counting gold! return to thy oil and wine . . . . 
 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
15. Down rushd beating his wings in vain the jealous king: . . . 
16. Falling, rushing, ruining! buried in the ruins, on Urthona’s dens. 
 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
19.  . . . the son of fire in his eastern cloud, while the morning plumes her golden  
 breast,  
20. . . . stamps the stony law to dust . . . . crying Empire is no more! 
 and now the lion & wolf shall cease.  
 
[Chorus] . . . For every thing that lives is Holy  (26-27; E44-45) 
 

Lowth’s and Blake’s Isaiah-14 revisions are both exuberant victory songs prophesying 

Redemption for a captive nation that will sing in holy unison at last.  Whereas Lowth’s Israelites 
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find themselves vindicated by Jehovah and seize worldly wealth while the oppressor is ruined by 

the loss of his, Blake’s modern Jew must forsake his worldly wealth and return to the material 

rites of Isaiah in order to participate in the Redemption.  Lowth’s Father breaks the symbols of 

the oppressors’ power (Yee 575), whereas Blake diabolically inverts this: the Christological Son 

of Fire smashes the symbol of the Father’s power (the Decalogue) so that State Religion 

(“Empire”) is likewise destroyed in language (“stamps”) alluding to the coded prophecy of 

revolution in Daniel 8.77  Whereas Lowth’s Lucifer falls and takes with him the kings of nations, 

Blake’s “jealous king” (code for Yahweh) falls and takes the same with him.  Whereas Lowth’s 

fir-trees rejoice and the sons of Assyrian and Philistine enemies are to be slaughtered, Blake’s 

morning glories in the Son’s triumph.  In Blake’s “Chorus,” no discrimination divides one part of 

the Creation from another, no one is slain, and all are redeemed as priests lose the authority to 

segregate the “righteous” who obey the Father from the “wicked” who follow their own desires.  

“A Song of Liberty” thus rewrites Isaiah 14 as a mundus inversus in which Isaiah’s fall of 

Lucifer is the raising of the Christological redeemer, the Son of Fire. 

 Of course, there were other radical scriptural translation projects from which Blake could 

have drawn.  In “A Proposed New Version of the Bible” (1779), Benjamin Franklin accused the 

KJV of being obsolete, justifiably neglected, and in need of revision.  He gave a sample by 

modernizing the language of Job 1:6-11 to make it a satire on English political preferment like 

Dodsley’s Chronicle of the Kings of England (see §5.3 below).  Franklin substitutes “nobility” 

for “sons of God” and recasts Satan as a reformer who, like the Advocatus diaboli of the Catholic 

Church (see §3.2 above), seeks to keep God’s court honest, as in Blake’s revisionist reading of 

the Book of Job in The Marriage.  In another biblical revision for the benefit of dissenting 

                                                 
77  Blake adapts Daniel 8’s prophecy of the two-horned ram (Media/Persia) and the he-goat (Greco-Macedonia), 
whose “notable horn” (Alexander the Great) gives rise to a “little horn” (Antiochus Epiphanes) that “cast[s] down 
some of the host and of the stars to the ground, and stamped upon them” (8:10; Gill, Prophets 2: 314-18). 
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“Friends of CHRISTIAN LIBERTY,” the Presbyterian minister Edward Harwood claims that his 

Liberal Translation of the New Testament (1768) restores the “primitive Christianity” of the 

scriptures, “unadulterated with human systems, creeds, doctrines” and “the false Taste of the 

MONARCH and of the Age” (Proposals vi-viii,  6).  Though he too modernizes biblical language 

more than Lowth, his translation still does not deviate substantially from the KJV, and yet it was 

fiercely opposed by the Anglican establishment.78  Even more ferocious opposition made sure 

that Geddes’s more important translation efforts would require equally industrious acts of 

scholarly recovery later.  Blake was too obscure to provoke the same reaction, but, had he 

published his works as “The Bible of Hell,” he surely would have met reactionary opposition. 

 

 §4.9 – Alexander Geddes as Blake’s Primary Contact for Biblical Scholarship 

 It is probably no coincidence that the furthest advance in scholarly biblical revision in 

England coincided with the core of the Bible of Hell period.  A Scottish Catholic priest and 

Hebraist close to Blake in the Johnson circle, Dr. Alexander Geddes (1737-1802) retranslated the 

Bible much closer to the spirit of the Scriptures than Lowth, and backed it with a critical 

apparatus whose Fragment Hypothesis may have informed Blake’s Bible of Hell, especially in its 

Urizen Books phase (see §10.3-5 below).  Ideologically, Geddes comes closer to Blake than 

Lowth because he mingled his revisionist scholarship with revolutionary politics to an extent that 

has not yet been appreciated in Blake scholarship.  The present study discusses Geddes’s 

underappreciated literary affinities to Blake throughout, 79 but here focuses mainly on his Holy 

                                                 
78  Mickle, for instance, accuses Harwood of perpetuating the very corruptions from which Harwood sought to 
purify the New Testament, especially that of rationalization (31-37). 
79  See discussions of The Devil’s Advocate, Linton, a Tweedale Pastoral, The Book of Zaknim, and An Apology for 
Slavery below.  Blake never refers to Geddes in print, but his close friend Henry Fuseli was one of Geddes’s 
favourite intellectual sparing partners.  Geddes and Fuseli often met at Johnson’s dinner gatherings only to dispute 
one another (Good, Geddes 282; Knowles, Fuseli 1: 73), proving that opposition is true friendship.  Though the 
connection between Geddes and Blake is still only circumstantial, no one has yet moved beyond McGann’s 
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Bible Faithfully Translated (1792-97).  Given the parallels between their coeval revision 

projects, Blake may have intended the Bible of Hell to rival Geddes’s retranslated Holy Bible. 

 Though McGann, Mee, and Essick have argued that Blake followed Geddes’s proto-

Fragment Hypothesis that undermined the notion of a pure biblical text, I would add that, 

following The Marriage’s ethic of virtuous excess, Blake strove to overtake Geddes with an even 

purer scripture than retranslation could achieve.  Blake took Geddes’s “sentential” translation 

(according to the spirit) as much to an extreme as he took Lowth’s “sententiousness,” in both 

cases using The Marriage to outdo Lowth’s and Geddes’s revisions with a revival of politically 

radical biblical prophecy.  Blake adopted the spirit and style of the ancient Hebrew poets as 

Lowth and Geddes represented them.  He also co-opted the poets’ sensibilities while deviating 

significantly from scriptural content, to which Geddes and Lowth stuck with scholarly care.  

When Blake speaks on Isaiah’s and Ezekiel’s behalf in The Marriage, he claims communion 

with the same Poetic Genius that inspired them, and thus adopts their names with as much 

authority as any of the anonymous poets and scribes who embellished the sacred scriptures 

throughout the centuries.80  Blake’s quarrel with the translations of Enlightenment Hebraists was 

that the purified Bible they promised was impossible if they “slavishly follow[ed] the track of 

another” 81 rather than take poetic liberties on scriptural themes to make them relevant to modern 

                                                                                                                                                             
argument that Blake deliberately modulated The First Book of Urizen according to Geddes’s Fragment Hypothesis 
(“Idea” 305-06).  McGann stops short of a full appraisal of Geddes’s affinities to Blake regarding biblical satire, 
however, and no critic has since pursued the many more interesting revelations that this connection yields.  Though 
Mee (Enthusiasm 162-80) and Essick (Language 142-44) go into admirable detail, they go only as far as McGann in 
discussing Blake’s Urizen Books in relation to Geddes’s. 
80  The sixth-century BCE poet Deutero-Isaiah, for instance, continued the eighth-century BCE prophecy of Isaiah.  St. 
Jerome (347-420) recognized the Book of Isaiah’s multiple authorship, supposing that chs. 24-27 were unique 
(Paley, Apocalypse 5n11).  Writing near the end of the period of the Babylonian captivity, Deutero-Isaiah picks up 
after Isaiah 39 with another seventeen chapters (the so-called Book of Comfort) that prophesy deliverance from the 
captivity and restoration of the kingdom of Israel. 
81  Blake said this to explain his reluctance to copy designs for Rev. Trusler (letters of Aug. 1799), adding “To 
Engrave after another Painter is infinitely more laborious than to Engrave ones own Inventions” (E701, 703).  
Shortly after, Blake denigrated the art of translation in response to Henry Boyd’s translation of Dante’s Inferno: “It 
appears to Me that Men are hired to Run down Men of Genius under the Mask of Translators” (E634). 
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times.  Like engraving, translation was to Blake a lesser art than original invention, and therefore 

a corruption.  “At the root of Blake’s attitude to the Bible,” argues Mee, “lies a hostility to the 

very notion of the pure text, the text which gains authority from its claim to be sacred, invariable, 

and original” (Enthusiasm 11).  For Blake, the only way to purify the Bible was to channel the 

spirit that inspired it and write one’s own scripture.  He coloured each copy differently to resist 

standardization with manuscript autography.82  Understanding Blake’s strategies for revitalizing 

Scripture is helped by a closer look at Geddes’s exegesis than has yet been seen in Blake studies. 

 With the work of English biblical scholars gaining momentum through the 1770s and ’80s, 

the stage was set for a translation of Scripture more true to the most antique manuscripts 

available than the KJV was to its derivative sources.  Geddes’s promise of such a translation met 

with the controversy that most non-Authorized translations did.83  The same year that Priestley 

published his Prospectus for a Unitarian re-translation of the Bible, Geddes published his 

controversial Proposals for a New Translation of the Holy Bible (1788).  Proposals is significant 

to the present study because it stands in relation to the fulfillment of its promise, The Holy Bible 

Faithfully Translated (1792-97),84 as The Marriage of 1790 stands in relation to the 1793-95 

Lambeth Books that fulfill the promise of the Bible of Hell on plate 24.  Geddes and Blake both 

announce a Bible translated with regard to recovering Scripture’s original sense.  Their methods 

                                                 
82  Blake also slightly changed the plate order of Marriage copy G (c.1818) and perhaps E.  The variant order of E 
may have no authority, but it was found with the plates normally numbered 4, 14, and 12 inserted instead between 
10 and 11, 11 and 13, and at the end, respectively.  For G, Blake relocated plates normally numbered 14, 15, 13, and 
12 after plate 11, and renumbered them in his own hand (BB 286-87 and n6, 290).  Otherwise, the plate order 
remained consistent among all other complete copies.  It was not until The First Book of Urizen that Blake began 
radically changing the plate order of an Illuminated Book in the same manner as his Songs. 
83  The most recent Old Testament translation was the Hebraist David Levi’s five-volume Pentateuch set featuring 
parallel Hebrew and English texts with extensive critical commentary by Rabbi Lion Sousmens (1787).  Sousmens 
sought to improve on Abraham Dawson’s New English Translation, from the Original Hebrew, of the Three First 
Chapters of Genesis (1763) and Julius Bate’s New and Literal Translation from the Original Hebrew, of the 
Pentateuch of Moses, and of the Historical Books of the Old Testament (1773). 
84  The full title is The Holy Bible, or the Books Accounted Sacred by Jews and Christians; otherwise Called the 
Books of the Old and New Covenants: Faithfully Translated from Corrected Texts of the Originals. With Various 
Readings, Explanatory Notes, and Critical Remarks.  Its two volumes cover the Pentateuch and Deuteronomistic 
History (the Old Testament up to 2 Chr.), but four more projected volumes were incomplete at Geddes’s death. 
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and results were radically contrary, however: Blake was of the “Devil’s Party,” in league with 

Johnson-affiliated artists like Henry Fuseli, whereas Geddes was a product of the Enlightenment 

in league with Johnson-affiliated intellectuals like Priestley. 

 Geddes is principally credited with bringing the German Higher Criticism to England, 

especially to Coleridge in the 1790s (Shaffer 7, 27-28, 78; Goldie 69), as the “Fragment 

Hypothesis,” according to which the Pentateuch “was not written by Moses,” but “compiled 

from ancient documents, . . . some even anterior to Moses” (Geddes, Bible 1: xviii).  He surmises 

that an editor in Jerusalem between the tenth and eighth centuries BCE assembled the Pentateuch 

from “traditional tales” (Blake modified this to “poetic tales” in The Marriage 11), whereas 

Moses was supposed to have written it in the Late Bronze Age (1200s BCE).  Blake and Geddes 

agree on this anti-Mosaic point, but differ on the matter of revealed knowledge: 

After reading the Hebrew writings themselves, and finding in them, to my full 
conviction, so many intrinsic marks of fallibility, error and inconsistency, not to say 
downright absurdity, I could not, to use the emphatical language of [St. Paul], believe 
their absolute inspiration, were an angel from heaven to teach it.  (Geddes, Bible 2: xi) 
 

Geddes saw any claim “that all and every part of the Hebrew writings were written by divine 

inspiration” (ibid.) as a stumbling block to critical inquiry.  For Blake, however, inspiration was 

the ultimate authority; it rendered authorial identity and critical inquiry irrelevant.  If the two 

men conversed, this point would surely have divided them.  The Marriage seems written as if to 

assert the primacy of fideism over Geddes’s position against it, even if the multiple retellings of 

the Genesis myth in Urizen seem to adopt Geddes’s theory uncritically. 

 Though Geddes received support for his retranslation from the highest ecclesiastical 

authorities, his intentions were to subvert biblicism.  Bishop Lowth was impressed with 

Geddes’s scholarship and encouraged his plan for a retranslation of the Catholic Bible (which 

includes books considered apocryphal in the Protestant canon) for British Catholics in 1782 (R. 
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Fuller 27-28).  However, Geddes abandoned the project in favour of a more ambitious and 

contentious one that would smash through what he called the biblicist’s “magic shield of 

rabbinical faith”—that is, the orthodox view that the Bible was the authentic Word of God 

(Proposals A3).  Standing on the shoulders of Lowth, Eichhorn, and others, and under Johnson’s 

auspices, Geddes published Proposals as a way of gauging the English reception of such a 

radical advance in biblical scholarship.  In the preface, he explicitly challenges the biblicist view 

that the received Bible was “unpolluted in all its parts—every sentence, word, and letter of it, 

authentic and divine,” and announces his intention to produce a translation that would “restore 

[the Scriptures], as nearly as possible, to their primitive integrity,” as gleaned from over eleven-

hundred ancient Hebrew manuscripts (A2-3).85  The proposal was divisive: it received enough 

positive interest to enable the project and enough subscribers to see the first installment through 

production four years later, but it also met with such a hostile response from the conservative 

Anglican establishment that Geddes was compelled to answer them in the same year as The 

Marriage while his retranslation was still in production. 

 In his General Answer to the Queries (1790),86 Geddes explained that he was aiming at 

something like Castalio’s Latin translation of the Bible, which had “seized the very spirit of the 

original, and transfused it into elegant Latin!” (3).87  Likewise, Geddes “endeavoured to render 

[the corrected, unpointed, and undivided Masoretic text] into equivalent English terms,” because 

                                                 
85  Geddes placed himself in the tradition of the first post-Reformation Bible critic to challenge biblicism: Ludovicus 
Capellus (Proposals A3), or Louis Cappel (1585-1658).  After examining ancient Hebrew manuscripts of varying 
antiquity, Cappel concluded in his groundbreaking Critica sacra (1634) that the consonantal text of the Hebrew 
Bible had been corrupted before the fifth-century CE Masorete Jews of Tiberias (in Lower Gallilee) inserted vowel 
points, and therefore the received Bible could not be the original, authentic Word of God.  If there was a dividing 
point between ancient Hebrew poetry and the derivative text corrupted by priestcraft, it was when the Masoretes 
(actually in the seventh to eleventh centuries) standardized and fixed the numeration of the verses, resulting in the 
Masoretic Text that would go on to provide the basis of the KJV’s Old Testament translation.  It was a daring move 
for Geddes to continue Cappel’s anti-biblicist challenge to the Masoretic Text even in the 1780s. 
86  In full, Dr. Geddes’s General Answer to the Queries, Counsils [sic], and Criticisms that Have Been 
Communicated to Him Since the Publication of His Proposals for Printing a New Translation of the Bible. 
87  Castalio also inspired Harwood’s Liberal Translation of the New Testament (v). 
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“to render the peculiar idiotisms of any language into any other language, is not to translate, but 

to travesty.”  Like Lowth, Geddes accuses James I’s translators of having “little more than 

cop[ied] the Geneva Version; which is little more than a transcript from the revised French; 

which was chiefly borrowed from Pagninus” (4), who was one of many who translated Scripture 

into Latin too literally.  Geddes reports the blessing he received for “a sentential, not a literal, 

translation” of the Bible (5) from Lowth, as well as from Newcome,88 who advocated just such a 

translation in his 1792 treatise The Expediency of Revising by Authority our Present Translation 

(264).  What Geddes contributed to the tradition that Blake advanced was a loosening of biblical 

authority.  A “sentential” translation in the spirit of the original could trump the Authorized 

model that slavishly followed Hebrew idiom but that made the biblical text linguistically archaic, 

awkward, and, contrary to the democratizing Protestant spirit, less accessible to modern readers.  

Blake would take sentential translation to its revolutionary end with The Marriage, embellishing 

it with colourful illumination to outshine both Geddes’s Bible and Macklin’s illustrated Bible.89 

 Geddes mixes Enlightenment exegesis with Christian revolutionary politics at the outset of 

the “Critical Remarks” of his 1788 Proposals.  He explains that the verb in the first sentence of 

Genesis denotes not an ex nihilo beginning, but a revolution, the beginning of a new age after the 

passing of the old.  This implies that the Christian biblical narrative is cyclic, with the apocalypse 

of Revelation acting as a new Creation issuing a “new earth.” 90 Geddes notes that “Created[,] 

                                                 
88  Following Lowth’s lead with the new Isaiah translation, Bishop William Newcome (1729-1800) published his 
most celebrated work, An Improved Version of the Twelve Minor Prophets through Joseph Johnson in 1785 and his 
Improved Version of the Prophet Ezekiel through the same in 1788 (positively reviewed in the Monthly Review [4 
Jan. 1791, pp. 1-8], with an explanation of Newcome’s debt to Eichhorn on p. 8), shortly before Blake travestied this 
by translating the spirit of Ezekiel in The Marriage plates 12-13. 
89  One inquirer in Dr. Geddes’s General Answer to the Queries asks if his “Version [is] to be accompanied with 
prints,” to which he answers, “No, my good lady; not even with a single frontispiece!  This must be left to some 
future Macklin, if future Macklins arise” (7).  See §6.3 below for a discussion of Macklin’s illustrated Bible. 
90  “And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away” (Rev. 21:1).  
Revelation alludes to other biblical prophecies, in this case to Isaiah: “I create new heavens and a new earth: and the 
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 has, without reason, been considered as implying absolute Creation out of nothing.  It [,]ברא

rather means fashioning, or reforming, a matter already existing,” and thus the crucial verb 

means that God “recovered, and re-embellished” the heavens and earth after “some violent 

revolution . . . laid [it to] waste, perhaps, on account of the wickedness of its former inhabitants.  

. . .  In the same sense GOD is afterward (ch. ii. 7) said to create man out of the dust of the earth” 

(B4).  Thus Adam was not the first human, but represented the rebirth of humanity in the same 

way that Noah did after the Deluge and Christ after the resurrection.91  Blake adopted this 

typology of rebirth for the iconography of The Marriage, both pictorially with the birth scene at 

the bottom of plate 3 (see Fig. 18 below)—the text of which parodies Swedenborg proclaiming 

“a new heaven” (E34)—and textually in “A Song of Liberty” (see §8.7 below).  Geddes goes on 

to undermine the literalist conception of the seven-day Creation, calling it “a most beautiful 

mythos or philosophical fiction” masquerading as “real history” to accommodate “the shallow 

intellects of a rude and barbarous nation” (Critical Remarks 26), just as Blake reduces the 

scriptures to “sacred codes” and “poetic tales” (Mee, Enthusiasm 165). 

 Geddes’s idea of Creation as a revolution rather than an absolute beginning is strikingly 

similar to the main thesis of James Hutton’s Theory of the Earth (1785).  The Marriage 

narrator’s ironic support for the orthodox notion of a 6,000-year-old world (14; E39) invokes a 

topical controversy between those who supported Hutton’s conclusions and the orthodox divines 

who clung to Ussher’s traditional chronology.92  Hutton built upon Buffon’s theory of gradual 

                                                                                                                                                             
former shall not be remembered, nor come into mind. . . .  [T]he new heavens and the new earth, which I will make, 
shall remain before me, saith the LORD” (65:17, 66:22; see also 2Pet. 3:13). 
91  Jesus tells Nicodemus that one “must be born again” before “see[ing] the kingdom of God” (John 3:1-7). 
92  The 6,000-year figure was derived from literalist calculations of Old Testament genealogy since Julius Africanus 
in the third century CE. James Ussher (1581-1656) became a preeminent authority on such chronology when, in The 
Annals of the World (1658), he computed the origin of the universe to fall on 23 Oct. 4004 BCE (1).  The 6,000-year 
chronology was supported by Thomas Burnet’s 1684 landmark Sacred Theory of the Earth (Paley, “Blake and 
Thomas Burnet”), which Hutton’s title appropriates.  Hutton’s theory of an immeasurably old earth was based on 
empirical geology, and expressed philosophically as a doctrine of contraries: “Utilizing habitually dichotomous 
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geological time in which “many revolutions” (Natural History 1: 513) took place slowly.  Both 

natural philosophers had deduced from marine fossils in mountainous shale that the present 

continental earth—the “new earth”—had once been the ocean floor, but had since replaced a 

“former earth” eroded by the seas.  As Hutton says in his 1788 “Abstract Concerning the System 

of the Earth,” the fossil evidence suggests that “this world has neither a beginning nor an end,” 

but instead a cycle of revolutionary upheavals punctuating an eternal succession of epochs (188).  

A year before the outbreak of the French Revolution, both Hutton and Geddes subscribe to a 

view of Creation as a revolutionary passage from one state to another. 

 Geddes was an ardent supporter of the Revolution, having been intimately involved in the 

liberal cause in Paris during his Hebrew studies at the Sorbonne in the early 1760s.  Blake’s 

literary career in the 1780s follows a similar trajectory from classical exercises (Poetical 

Sketches) to pro-Revolutionary urgencies (The Marriage).  Geddes earned an LLD from 

Aberdeen University with his Select Satires of Horace Translated (1779), which was much 

admired by Samuel Johnson.  He became increasingly engaged with publishing anonymous 

political verse attacking British foreign and domestic policy in the 1780s and ’90s, especially in 

the Morning Chronicle (Carruthers ¶7).  In Joseph Johnson’s Analytical Review, he contributed 

reviews for books on biblical subjects, especially those of the German Enlightenment.  Had 

Blake read Johnson’s magazine, even just the first article of the first edition in May of 1788, he 

would have been exposed to Geddes’s reports on the advanced state of biblical scholarship. 

                                                                                                                                                             
logic, [Hutton] contrasted past with present, the human record with natural history, land with sea, natural with 
supernatural, consolidation with dissolution, solution with fusion, water with heat, purpose with chance, good with 
evil, design with chaos, ends with means, and the general with the particular” (Dean, James 18).  He was challenged 
in the Edinburgh and London press with creationist objections, in the Critical Review (1788), for instance, which 
rejects the conclusion of Hutton’s Theory of the Earth on grounds of Mosaic authority (120).  See other objections in 
the Edinburgh Magazine 7.41 (1788): 342-48, and Monthly Review 2 (1790): 206-27; the controversy continued in 
the periodical press throughout the 1790s. 
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 If Blake knew Geddes and his work, surely he would have approved of Geddes’s pro-

revolutionary verse, especially Linton, a Tweedale Pastoral (1781), which anticipates “A Song 

of Liberty” in a number of ways.  The speaker longs for a revolution that will usher in a golden 

age (l. 122) according to the prophecy of the medieval Scottish bardic prophet Thomas the 

Rhymer (ll. 15-22).93  Geddes catalogues the vices that hold humanity in thrall to corruption (ll. 

47-68), but assures us that “the promis’d BLISS [will] complete appear,” 

 THEN war, and discord, and domestic strife, 
And all the other woes of human life, 
Dearth, famine, plague, mortality, shall cease; 
And all be health—and harmony—and peace.  
 No more Religion, with fanatic hand, 
Shall fan the fire of Faction in the land; 
But, mild and gentle, like her heav’nly SIRE, 
No other flames but those of LOVE inspire. 
Papist and Protestant shall strive to raise, 
In diff’rent notes, ONE Great CREATOR’S praise.  (ll. 69-79; emphasis added at l. 72) 
 

The vision of a return to Eden (ll. 96-97) is shared by Blake in The Marriage (3; E33), complete 

with the end of both socio-political exploitation and its analogue of natural predation: “Empire is 

no more! and now the lion & wolf shall cease” (27; E45; emphasis added).  Likewise, in Linton, 

With sportive kids shall sportive foxes play, 
(As artless and as innocent as they) 
The timid goslin shall no longer dread 
The rav’nous vulture and rapacious glede: 
Nor shall the trembling linnet cease his lay, 
Altho’ the hawk be on the neighb’ring spray.  (ll. 109-14) 

 
Of course, such visions of animal harmony were typical of naïve revolutionaries and allude 

ultimately to Isaiah 11, but this verse demonstrates a confluence of Geddes’s and Blake’s 

interests much more thoroughgoing than has yet been recognized in Blake scholarship, even in 

                                                 
93  Geddes’s footnote identifies this as Thomas of Learmount, also known as Thomas of Erceldoune (C. Edwards ¶1) 
and “True Thomas” for not being able to tell a lie (¶12).  From the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries, the Thomas 
legend spread and “became a convenient peg on which to hang predictions” (¶17).  See the anonymous seventeenth-
century ballad “Thomas the Rhymer” in Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border (2: 244-95), wherein the editor Sir Walter 
Scott also includes a thorough exposition of the legend and its sources. 
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the work of McGann, Mee, and Essick.  Given Geddes’s and Blake’s ideological affinities and 

the similarities of their literary expression around the same time, it is plausible that they were 

both allies and competitors in the enterprise of biblical revision.  Geddes had his mock-biblical 

Book of Zaknim (c. 1778) and scholarly Holy Bible Faithfully Translated, and Blake blended 

these two types of discourse into his Bible of Hell bricolage. 

 

 §4.10 – The Ranter Creed: “Every thing that lives is Holy” 

 Returning now to the anti-rationalism of Blake’s bricolage, I turn to the ideological source 

of The Marriage’s last word.  The revelation about the holiness of all life belongs to a tradition 

of heretical Christianity that had been largely dormant since the English Civil War, when Ranters 

preached an immanent God rather than one of transcendence.  Others have recognized that 

Blake’s “great affirmation of the sacredness of all life” (De Sola Pinto, “Visionary” 82) comes 

from a recognition that “God is incarnate in every human life” (Raine, New Age 19),94 an idea 

that exploits New Testament ambiguities in favour of the immanent God.  Luke’s Jesus affirmed 

that “the kingdom of God” would not come as a universal event, but is rather “within you” or “is 

come upon you” as soon as you believe it (11:20, 17:20-21).95  Blake was a firm believer in this 

God in all that is our companion & friend . . . .  Whoso dwelleth in love dwelleth in 
God & God in him. . . .  God is in the lowest effects as well as in the highest causes for 
he is become a worm that he may nourish the weak[. . . .  C]reation is. God descending 

                                                 
94  The connection between Blake and the Ranters has been recognized since 1970 (Morton, Ranters 112).  Two 
years later, Hill’s World Turned Upside Down (113, 115, 260, 273, 327) inaugurated a boon in scholarly recovery of 
this radical leftist sect of the English Civil War.  Thompson’s observations on Blake’s Ranter heritage came late in 
1993’s Witness Against the Beast (24-28). 
95  Other biblical precedents for divine immanence include Paul’s affirmations that “Christ liveth in me” (Gal. 2:20) 
and “There is one . . . God and Father of all, who is above all, and through all, and in you all” (Eph. 4:4-6), and 
John’s affirmation that “the Father is in me, and I in him” (10:38).  In John’s letters, the condition where “God 
dwelleth in us” (1 John 4:12) leads to a circular formula for the abolition of sin: “Whosoever is born of God doth not 
commit sin; for his seed remaineth in him: and he cannot sin, because he is born of God” (3:9).  The Ranters used 
this to argue that, with God dwelling within them always, they could not sin no matter what depravity they 
committed.  For the application of these ideas by the Ranters, see Morton (Ranters) and Hill (121-207). 
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according to the weakness of man for our Lord is the word of God & every thing on 
earth is the word of God & in its essence is God.  (E599) 
 

Blake clearly wanted the affirmative theology implicit here in his c. 1788 Lavater Annotations to 

be the endpoint of The Marriage prophecy, as the revelation “all life is holy” comes from them 

(E590).  In the Marriage affirmation that “God only Acts & Is, in existing beings or Men,” and 

only speaks through the “honest indignation” of prophets and “the greatest men” (12, 16, 23; 

E38, 40, 43), Blake follows not only Luke, Paul, and John, but also seventeenth-century mystics 

and Christian radicals like Jakob Böhme and Gerrard Winstanley,96 as well as the 

abovementioned Ranters, who “all say there is no other God but what is in them” (Holland 2). 

 Like the later Hell-Fire Club, Ranters were the subject of considerable controversy and fear-

mongering.97  The literature resulting from the 1650-51 Ranter controversy made available to 

Blake a trove of antinomian ideas about the levelling, indwelling God that makes all life holy.  

The prominent Ranter Jacob Bauthumley (1650) anticipated Blake’s quasi-pantheistic statement 

in The Light and Dark Sides of God (1650): “God is in all Creatures, Man and Beast, Fish and 

Fowle, and every green thing, from the highest Cedar to the Ivey on the wall; and . . . God is the 

life and being of them all, and . . . hath his Being no where else” (2, 4).  What makes this 

                                                 
96  Winstanley (1609-76) was one of the founding members of the True Levellers, a sect of Christian communists 
popularly known at the time as Diggers.  See Hill (86-120), Hayes (Winstanley the Digger) and Rowland (165-67) 
for more on Winstanley’s belief in the indwelling God compared to Blake’s. 
97  In the 1980s, the extent of the Ranter movement was questioned when J.C. Davis provocatively argued that they 

were not so much a real religious movement, sect or group, made up of real men and women identifying 
themselves with particular beliefs and practices, but existed rather as a projection of the fears and anxieties of 
a broader society.  They were closer to the image of “folk devils” projected in a “moral panic” which reached 
its climax in the wake of the revolution of 1648-9.  (x) 

In a review of Davis’s book, Greaves agrees that the Ranters never posed the organized threat that the reactionary 
establishment claimed, but insists on the abundance of evidence that proves they existed (377-78). They indeed 

existed throughout England, . . . [though] their strength lay in London among the teeming poor.  They 
attracted unskilled workers, petty artisans, the unemployed, vagabonds, former soldiers, and underworld 
elements.  Ranterism had a lower-class character. . . .  In London, the Ranters probably numbered 
thousands, but their constituency never competed with the organized denominations.  (Levy 152) 

Their myriad ideas can be found in the writings of Bauthumley (1613-92), Laurence Claxton or Clarkson (1615-67), 
Abiezer Coppe (1619-72?), George Foster (fl. 1650), William Franklin (b. 1610), and Joseph Salmon (fl. 1647-56), 
who altogether appear to write for an audience like that Levy describes. 
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blasphemous to orthodox Christianity is that Christ himself becomes no more divine than a lowly 

worm, thus undermining biblical authority and theo-political hierarchy much as Blake does by 

inverting the sign-chain on Marriage plate 4 (see §8.3 below).  Though the Marriage narrator 

implies some variable degree of holiness in every individual, with “the greatest men” more 

blessed than others (and Christ most of all), the idea that all living creatures are redeemed by 

their portion of divinity follows the Ranter creed. 

 The seeds of Blake’s anti-biblical theology are discernible throughout Bauthumley’s 

antinomian program of replacing Moral Law with one’s private “dictates of Conscience,” as 

Blake says in his Watson Annotations (E613).  Bauthumley considered biblical accounts of 

God’s passions (such as loving Jacob and hating Esau) to be blasphemous misrepresentations (9), 

and Moses’s reductive anthropomorphism of God in the Pentateuch to be idolatry (5, 16).  

Biblical accounts of God’s favouritism towards one tribe at the expense of all others is met with 

the same skepticism in Blake and Paine (see §4.1 above) as it is in Bauthumley, who 

dare[s] not believe God . . . ever threatened any people or Nation; or promised any, 
that upon such and such termes they should have this or that, or upon neglect of him 
they should suffer this or that; for to me . . . there is neither wrath or anger, love or 
hatred in God, or that God was any thing more or lesse to a people, upon their sinning 
or doing any good; For then a thousand absurdities would follow.  (74) 
 

Rather than let Law replace individual conscience, Bauthumley advocates for a reading of the 

Bible’s spiritual sense (like Swedenborg’s “internal sense”) in order to break the biblicist spell, 

and a practical antinomianism in the free exercise of conscience, which he identifies with God: 

if men have the Law in their hearts, and be taught of God, they need not run so often to 
a great Bible, to relieve themselves in straights and doubts as men generally do, never 
reflecting upon their spirits, to see what God speaks there.  I do not speak it to 
condemn the practice, neither is the fault in the Book, but in mens carnall conceits of 
it. . . .  I do not do . . . or abstain from any thing, because the outward letter commands 
or forbids it: but by reason of that commanding power which is God in me.  (75-76) 
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To Bauthumley, the Bible was certainly inspiring (84), but was only “a shadow of that Bible 

which is within, which is the law spirituall, the safest and only rule” (77). 

 Blake appears to derive his attitude to the Bible (and hence the justification for rewriting it) 

from Bauthumley when he makes the same distinction between “The Bible or <Peculiar> Word 

of God” and the “Conscience or the Word of God Universal” in the Watson Annotations.  To 

Blake, Conscience is God, whereas the physical book, imposed as a substitute for Conscience, 

becomes an “Abomination” or a “State Trick” (E615-16).  Like The Marriage’s Jesus, then, 

Bauthumley “acted from impulse: not from rules” (MHH 23-24; E43), and followed the “dictates 

of Conscience” rather than of Law.98 

 The fate of the Ranters served as a warning of the pitfalls of prophesying a God radically 

different from the Judeo-Christian Yahweh, however.  The Ranters’ extension of political 

levelling to antinomian self-determination in overly liberal readings of the Bible was seen as 

politically dangerous.  The Blasphemy Act of 9 August 1650 was predicated on routing out the 

Ranter heresy, and a wave of convictions followed it for two years (Levy 155-59).  The Act 

finally enabled the state to silence Bauthumley’s ranting literally by incarcerating him and by 

boring a hole through his tongue with a hot iron.  Thomas Tany, a Ranter who was probably 

mentally ill, was similarly silenced for literally burning a copy of the Bible (159-61), which 

Blake only does figuratively in reading the Bible in the “diabolical sense.”  Despite the effective 

extermination of this theo-political eccentricity in the early 1650s, the heated controversy left 

such a profusion of Ranter and anti-Ranter literature that the rag-tag movement was still 

                                                 
98  Blake’s use of the phrase “dictates of Conscience” comes from Paine quoted through Watson (Apology 3; E613).  
In his defence of Deism in The Age of Reason, Paine asserts that the human conscience sufficiently proves God’s 
existence and provides for our moral understanding free from the dictates of Moral Law (2: 98, 100). 
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legendary in the 1790s.99  It is possible that Blake drew as much from Ranters for the related 

ideas that “every thing that lives is Holy” and general antinomianism as he did from other 

enthusiasms like Moravianism and Marcionism100 when assembling The Marriage’s theological 

bricolage.  All of these heresies provided historical models, both positive and negative, for how 

to progress through theo-political contraries in modern prophecy.  They provided also the 

antidote to the scholarly type of biblical revision that informed the Bible of Hell.  Of course, 

biblical revision was a complex phenomenon, and I shall turn now to the satirical end of its 

spectrum for yet more models from which Blake could have based and distinguished The 

Marriage and the Bible of Hell it introduces. 

                                                 
99  See, for instance, Lysons’s 1792 Environs of London (1: 23-24).  The establishment view of the Ranters as 
heretics is evident in Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress (13-14), Gildon’s Post-Boy Robb’d of his Mail (2: 429), and T. 
Evans’s 1752 History of Modern Enthusiasm (37-38).  The life and controversy surrounding the Ranter Abiezer 
Coppe is detailed in the expanded 1721 edition of Wood’s Athenæ Oxonienses (2: 499-502), to which Percy refers 
when explaining an allusion to Coppe’s Fiery Flying Roll in a note to the poem “The Distracted Puritan, Mad Song 
the Second,” added to the 1767 edition of the popular Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (2: 354).  Bauthumley’s 
name and books, however, only survived into the eighteenth century in private libraries. 
100  Indeed, some anti-Ranter polemicists saw a connection between the Ranter and Marcionite heresy.  Gilbert 
Roulston, who claimed to be an ex-Ranter himself but was in fact “a hack royalist writer” (J.C. Davis 79, 108), 
enumerated seven types of Ranterism in The Ranters Bible (1650), the sixth of which are the Marcions, 

who believe that there are two Gods, one the Author of all good, the other of all evil things; . . . and in these 
latter times, too many hold these erroneous Opinions, there being a Generation sprung up, who . . . deny 
Scriptures, holding this dangerous Disicipline, (which the mad and ranting Ranters, calls his Bible,) That 
Swearing, Whoring, Roaring, Revelling, Blaspheaming, and the greatest vices they can imagine, are the 
only actions of honour to bring them to happiness; and in which happinesss, they assume to themselves a 
right, by drinking Healths to the Devil, and casting lots for the disposing of places in Hell.  (4) 

Of course, the essential diabolism of these Marcionite Ranters, if they existed, is indistinguishable from the 
establishment’s bogeyman-seeking agenda during the Civil War. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

THE MARRIAGE OF HEAVEN AND HELL IN THE  
CONTEXT OF REVISIONIST BIBLICAL PARODIES AND PROPHECIES 

 
 As I was walking among the fires of hell, delighted with the 
enjoyments of Genius; which to Angels look like torment and insanity, I 
collected some of their Proverbs.   (Blake, MHH 6; E35) 
 

did [Christ] not mock at the sabbath, and so mock the sabbaths God?  (23; E43) 
 
 
 The “Proverbs of Hell” parody the Book of Proverbs, but also exemplify a peculiar literary 

species.  The Marriage’s use of such parody to prophesy an antinomian Christ who defeats the 

Yahweh-like “jealous king” puts it in a rare class in which biblical revision moves across a 

spectrum of parody and satire towards earnest prophecy.1  This chapter challenges the reading of 

The Marriage as nothing more than pure rhetoric2 or a mere Menippean satire of Swedenborg.  

The Marriage has remained difficult to classify because its parody of the Bible has not yet been 

fully contextualized.  Having viewed The Marriage in the general context of Enlightenment and 

anti-rationalist biblical revision, I now consider its place in the context of revisionist biblical 

parodies and prophecies to redefine The Marriage as a hybrid “mock-biblical prophecy.” 

 Biblical revision constitutes a rich tradition that ranges from canonical scripture (Isaiah 14) 

and antique pseudonymous apocrypha, to radical prophecies written during the English Civil 

War, to eighteenth-century biblical parodies and hoaxes that imitate the KJV and thus refunction 

an instrument of hegemonic control as a weapon of theo-political subversion.  In this chapter I 

examine elements of The Marriage that are anticipated in several controversial members of the 

                                                           
1  I follow Tannenbaum, who argues that, “In his fusion of satire with prophecy, Blake unites the religious, political 
and philosophical themes of Lucianic satire into a single mythic pattern of usurpation and reversal” (“News” 88). 
2  In Satire: A Critical Reintroduction (1994), Griffin argues (wrongly, I think) that Blake’s Devil “is the voice not 
of a visionary but of a teasing author like Swift’s impersonated Hack, who promises to deliver dark mysteries and 
alternately flatters his reader and drags him by the nose. . . .  The satire in Blake’s Marriage lies primarily in its 
continuous irony (a quality Bloom recognizes but does not see as satiric)” and “works not by drawing a clear line 
between ‘Good’ and ‘Evil’ but by teasing readers with the play of ‘contraries’” (59-60). 
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mock-biblical tradition: Abiezer Coppe’s Fiery Flying Rolls (1649), Robert Dodsley’s Chronicle 

of the Kings of England (1740), and Jacob Ilive’s Book of Jasher (1751).  I also cite other 

relevant instances, such as Isaiah 14, the pseudonymous medieval apocryphon The Gospel of 

Nicodemus, Geddes’s Book of Zaknim, and the pseudonymous Books of Gordon.  The Marriage 

drew its prophetic gravitas from Coppe’ Fiery Flying Rolls, which imitated the KJV’s style to 

blast an indignant protest at the reigning State Religion with visions of political and spiritual 

revolution.  The typical biblical satires of the eighteenth century theorized by Michael F. Suarez 

are less concerned with prophecy and more with a critique of contemporary politics, but 

Dodsley’s Chronicle and Ilive’s Jasher are unique in being critical of representations of power 

in the Bible itself, portraying Yahweh and Moses as tyrants.  Blake may have been inspired by 

them in the coding of his anti-Yahwist agenda in The Marriage, which reunites the bold mock-

biblical prophecies of the seventeenth century with the cunning biblical satires of the eighteenth. 

 By placing The Marriage in the mock-biblical tradition,3 I hope to refine our understanding 

of its genre, since its classification as a Menippean satire of Swedenborg’s writings, especially 

his Memorable Relations, has forestalled appreciation of The Marriage’s more pointed parody of 

the Bible.  Parody consists of mimicry for comic effect, using the conventions of a genre to 

ridicule the genre itself, whereas satire (a broader category) ridicules a subject for constructive 

social purposes without ridiculing the genre it imitates (Rose 40, 56).  The mobility of the irony 

operating in both categories often forces the breakdown of these neat distinctions, however, and 

thus modern theorizations of satire and parody often recognize an overlap in which satire uses 

parody to ridicule another genre. 4  Hutcheon (63) and Rose (47) both point to Jonathan Swift’s 

                                                           
3  I use the adjective “mock” here for literature that “parodies, imitates, or deceptively resembles” another (OED) in 
the same religious sense that it was first used by the Bishop of Worcester in 1549 to speak against “mocke 
gospellers” who preach falsely, imitating the gospels but altering the content to suit their own agendas (Latimer 26). 
4  For more on the overlap of satire and parody, see Griffin 3, 33-34, 98, 102-14; Hutcheon 16, 56, 62-64; 
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A Modest Proposal (1729) as an example of Juvenalian satire that uses parody of a genre for 

critical purposes, in this case to defend the Irish poor.5  The Marriage likewise defends the 

dispossessed by parodying biblical forms (though rarely KJV style).  Blake thus uses biblical 

imitation to correct the “Errors” of perception perpetuated by the biblical and parabiblical 

traditions (exemplified by Paradise Lost) that continued, in his view, to misrecognize the 

Antichrist in the biblical God (4-6; E34-35). 

 Surprisingly, no one has examined Blake’s work of the 1790s in the context of biblical 

parody, despite the prevalence of its features throughout the Lambeth Books, let alone its 

obviousness in The Marriage’s Proverbs of Hell and “A Song of Liberty.”  If Blake scholars 

have not yet made these connections, it is because they have not fully appreciated The 

Marriage’s range of parody, nor have they paid much attention to the past decade’s critical re-

examination of biblical parody.  Raine’s Blake and Tradition (1968), Tannenbaum’s Biblical 

Tradition in Blake’s Early Prophecies (1982), the Erdman-edited essay collection Blake and His 

Bibles (1990), Fisch’s Biblical Presence in Shakespeare, Milton, and Blake (1999), Prickett and 

Strathman’s “Blake and the Bible” (2006), Rowland’s recent Blake and the Bible (2010), and 

many articles have helped elucidate Blake’s extensive use of the Bible and the parabiblical 

tradition.   But they omit any discussion of biblical parody, burlesque, travesty, and satire that 

flourished in times of political controversy.6  These traditions were often used as soft weapons in 

eighteenth-century political pamphlet wars.  In the wake of the French Revolution, however, 

English radicals used them to subvert orthodoxy, and the government cited them as evidence in 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Kiremidjian 53-57; Rose 44-55; Shlonsky 97-98; and Weisstein 804. 
5  Swift parodies the proposal genre in the persona of a projector (a designer of projects meant to improve society) 
who blames the victim as a “Burthen” (according to the long title) in order to satirize government policy that 
enables “the Oppression of Land-lords” (16) and to perpetuate the poverty of the Irish poor under crushing rents. 
6  One exception is Paley’s “William Blake, Jacob Ilive, and the Book of Jasher,” though, as I argue below (§5.4), 
he does not locate Jasher in the wider context of the mock-biblical tradition.  He sees it instead as an anomaly that 
informs the Urizen Books alone rather than The Marriage and the Lambeth Books. 
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its prosecution of radicals according to the judicial conflation of blasphemy and sedition.7 

 Biblical parody has a long and well-documented history, but the texts that concern us here 

have been largely overlooked.  According to Michael F. Suarez, the only scholar who has 

discussed this literary species in any depth, “Mock-biblical satire may be traced back to 

medieval writings against ignorance and corruption in the Roman Catholic Church” (Oxford 

680).  Bakhtin intermittently considered such parodia sacra throughout Rabelais and his World 

(1968),8 but not its heirs in modernity.  As the linguistic and visual aesthetic of the Bible was 

standardized from the 1611 KJV to the 1769 Oxford edition, biblical parody proliferated along 

with the rise of print culture, especially in political satire, since 

The Bible as the lingua franca of English culture provides a recognizable stock of 
images, catchphrases and characters: two squabbling authors might be cast as Cain and 
Abel, or a foundering prime minister portrayed as Moses in the wilderness.  Although 
the mock-epic also exploits disjunctions between text and context, mock-biblical satire 
differs significantly in that it rarely parodies the Bible itself.  (Suarez, Oxford 680)9 
 

Biblical satire was widely tolerated so long as it was directed against human folly, especially in 

petty politics, where the incongruity between low subject matter and the sublime style of the 

Bible had a bathetic effect.  The French vogue for biblical burlesque and travesty peaked during 

the reign of Louis XIV (W. Anderson 131), but, in England it was not until 

the 18th century that the genre reached its apogee as a mode of popular political 
satire.  A cluster of writings surrounding the Popish Plot trials of 1679 and the 
Exclusion crisis of 1681—most notably Dryden’s Absalom and Achitophel (1681)—
propelled the mock-biblical into the mainstream of partisan political writing. . . .  [It] 
figured prominently during the Excise crisis (1733), the “Jew Bill” (1753), the 
“prime ministry” of Bute (1761-3), the Westminster election of 1784, and other 
secular events.  (Suarez, Oxford 680-81)10 

                                                           
7  D.I. Eaton, for instance, was convicted for his radical publications in 1796 (McCue ¶6).  In 1817, William Hone 
was also tried for blasphemy and sedition for publishing three political satires in the form of scriptural parody, but 
was acquitted by convincing the jury that the government (not the Bible) was the target of his satire (Martin ¶7-9). 
8  Bakhtin 13-14, 20, 77, 83-86, 95; see also 84n30 for European scholarship on the genre. 
9  The final sentence here reveals the problem with Suarez’s terminology: how can it be called mock-biblical if it 
does not parody the Bible?  I use “biblical parody” in place of Suarez’s “mock-biblical satire” because the latter is 
redundant.  Such satire includes mockery, both in the sense of ridicule and imitation. 
10  Suarez gives a more detailed genealogy of the genre and dozens of examples in “Mock-biblical Satire from 
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 Suarez additionally defines four types of mock-biblical strategy: quotation, imitation, 

transformation, and typology (“Crisis” 529).  Type 1 uses biblical quotation to ridicule 

contemporary politics, such that a “juxtaposition and recontextualization of [biblical] verses 

produce a kind of sermon against those in power, using the Bible’s normative power to instruct 

and to admonish” (Companion 530).  Thus the Marriage Devil quotes Pr. 27:22 to admonish the 

arrogant Angel before honouring Christ as an antinomian (23; E43).  Type 2 imitates KJV style 

to “masquerade as biblical books, chapters, or chronicles,” and “confer a kind of critical 

authority upon the modern-day chronicler” (533-35), as in Dodsley’s Chronicle (see §5.3 

below).  That Blake does not do this brazenly until the Urizen Books may be why The 

Marriage’s biblical parody has been so overlooked.  Type 3 involves “the transformation of a 

biblical text by inserting secular elements into what is predominantly the original Scripture” 

(537).  Blake uses this technique in the Proverbs of Hell and “A Song of Liberty,” but transforms 

the Book of Proverbs, Revelation, and Isaiah 14 more radically than Suarez’s examples do.  The 

fourth type of mock-biblical strategy “uses typology, a theory of biblical correspondences in 

which an earlier historical figure or event is completed or fulfilled by a later” (540).  Blake 

blends this with Type 3 in the rhetoric of satirical inversion to fashion the Devil as a type of 

Christ, the English people as persecuted Edomites, modern monarchs as Nebuchadnezzars, and 

Yahweh (“the jealous king”) as a misrecognized type of Satan.  As useful as Suarez’s framework 

of mock-biblical strategies is for the understanding of The Marriage and its sequels, and true as 

it may be that the vast majority of mock-biblical satires of the eighteenth century were aimed at 

secular, mostly political targets, what interests the reader is something Suarez misses even in 

Dodsley’s Chronicle: a daring satire of the Bible itself.  Coppe’s Rolls, Dodsley’s Chronicle, and 

Ilive’s Jasher each anticipate Blake in rewriting God, delegitimizing priestcraft, and 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Medieval to Modern” in A Companion to Satire: Ancient and Modern (2007).   
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undermining biblical authority, setting them apart from the main stream of mock-biblical satires.  

Any of these may have influenced Blake’s Marriage formally and ideologically; in any case, 

they help us better understand its unusual mode of revisionist mock-biblical prophecy. 

 

 §5.1 – Ancient & Medieval Scriptural Revision: Isaiah 14 & The Gospel of Nicodemus 

 A contextual survey of parodia sacra properly begins with the Bible itself, where a 

comparative reading of Isaiah 14 and 2 Samuel 1 not only shows that The Marriage’s “Song of 

Liberty” is a parody of a parody, but also demonstrates how biblical parody can be the basis for 

prophecy.  With its component Hebrew and Greek Scriptures having evolved among historically 

continuous communities over centuries (see §4.6 above), the Bible is highly self-referential.  

Notwithstanding its reputation as a serious book, and granted that most of its internal quotations 

and citations are serious and reverential, as in the Book of Revelation, it also includes comical 

parodies used to prophesy critically against oppressive theo-political forces.  Gale A. Yee shows 

how Isaiah 14 is a prophetic “taunt song against the tyrant” that parodies Samuel’s solemn dirge 

for Saul and Jonathan (“Anatomy of Biblical Parody” 565).  Indeed, shortly before The 

Marriage, Lowth had identified the threnody of 2 Samuel 1 as an analogue of Isaiah 14 

(Lectures 1: 297n), though he was unaware of the authorial chronology and therefore could not 

argue the influence of one on the other.11 

 Isaiah transforms 2 Samuel 1 into a victory song prophetically glorying in the death of a 

Babylonian tyrant of the Nebuchadnezzar type, much as Blake does with the tailpiece design on 

Marriage plate 24 in the transition to “A Song of Liberty” (see Figs. 1 or 23).  “The vertical 

movements of [the people’s] address [in Isaiah 14:8] symbolize metaphorically the tyrant’s 

                                                           
11  The Samuel books were written around the seventh-to-sixth centuries BCE and were likely revised several times 
after.  Isaiah (c. 742-01 BCE) wrote chapters 1-39 of his eponymous 66-chapter book, but these underwent similar 
revisions and redactions later (Metzger and Murphy 340-, 866-Old Testament). 
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dramatic fall.  The hewer no longer ‘comes up’ to cut the trees down because the tyrant is ‘laid 

low.’ . . .  The exulted pomp of the tyrant is flung down to Sheol” (Yee 576-77).  Similarly, the 

“jealous king” (one of Blake’s epithets for Yahweh prior to Urizen) falls like Nebuchadnezzar 

and “buried in the ruins, on Urthona’s dens” (MHH 26:15-16; E44).  Yet Isaiah’s “dirge parody 

now functions as prophecy, announcing the certain death of an oppressive ruler as if it had 

already taken place” (Yee 581).  Blake’s biblical parody similarly becomes prophecy: in “A 

Song of Liberty,” the Yahweh father figure is the tyrant laid low and the Christological “son of 

fire” is his ascendant vanquisher as the sun rising “in his eastern cloud” (27).  “A Song of 

Liberty” thus adds to a tradition of parodia sacra as old as the Scriptures themselves. 

 The tradition continued in the medieval period not only with the parodia sacra described by 

Bakhtin, but also with devotional apocrypha that embellished the Gospel narratives, such as The 

Gospel of Nicodemus, whose main feature is a Descensus Christi ad Inferos (or Christ’s 

Harrowing of Hell) episode that expands on the Passion narrative.12  Though originally a product 

of orthodox theology, Nicodemus became associated with antinomianism in the eighteenth 

century, and thus may have informed Blake’s conception of a diabolized Christ and the 

                                                           
12  The Gospel of Nicodemus’s original authors are unknown, though modern scholarship has attributed it to 
seventh-century monks.  Originally a Greek text elaborating on the Passion narrative, it developed through centuries 
of Latin accrual as the Acta Pilati (Acts of Pilate) before becoming a popular and much-varied medieval pseudo-
gospel, Evangelium Nicodemi.  After the addition of a second part in which Christ descends to the underworld (like 
Osiris and several classical Greco-Roman precedents) and vanquishes Satan, Death, and a personified Hell, The 
Gospel of Nicodemus became “one of the most popular and influential of the New Testament apocrypha,” informing 
the Descensus Christi ad Inferos episodes in “The Dream of the Rood,” Piers Plowman, Cursor Mundi, miracle 
play Easter cycles, Dante’s Inferno, Milton’s Paradise Lost, and so on (H.C. Kim 1-2, 7).  Nicodemus exists in 
dozens of translations with variant titles (such as Joseph of Arimathæa’s Testimony, a London edition of 1790) 
throughout England and Europe since the early sixteenth century, including several English (and specifically 
London) editions in the latter half of the eighteenth (ESTC).  My citations refer to the British Library’s thirteen-
chapter Gospel of Nicodemus (c. 1775), wherein the Descensus episode occurs in the twelfth chapter. 
 Like other disingenuous paratexts of the eighteenth century that make false claims to historical authenticity for 
the texts they introduce, Nicodemus’s introductory essay by “John Warren, Priest,” claims that the text was indeed 
“written by Nicodemus . . . in Hebrew; Theodosius, the Emperor did translate it out of Hebrew into Latin; [and] the 
Bishop Turpin did translate it out of Latin into French,” though it has been, “by process of time, and negligence of 
the printers, much corrupted, and altered in some places” (3).  Like the biblical scholars of the eighteenth century 
discussed in the previous chapter, “Warren” exploits an awareness of the centuries of mistranslation and printers’ 
errors that occasioned the Higher Criticism. 
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Descensus arc of The Marriage.  Between Christ’s precipitous fall into hell on Marriage plates 

5-6 and his resurrection depicted on 21 (see §8.3 below), the narrator follows Christ (implicitly 

the Poetic Genius) down as Dante does Virgil in the Inferno, “walking among the fires of hell, 

delighted with the enjoyments of Genius” (6; E35).  There, the Marriage narrator collects the 

“Proverbs of Hell,” dines with long-dead Old Testament prophets (12-13), and tours the 

“Printing house in Hell” (15) and contrary visions of hell (17-20).  This arc comes to a climax in 

a Devil-vs.-Angel confrontation: after the plate-21 headpiece design’s depiction of the 

resurrection, “the Devil in the flame of fire” finally rises to confront “an Angel that sat on a 

cloud” and converts him with the wisdom he recovered from his Descensus: that Christ is really 

an antinomian dwelling in what the Angel sees as hell and the Devil sees as heaven (22-24). 

 Blake would have been familiar with the Descensus topos, which has an immeasurable 

presence in medieval theology, art, and literature.  He may have taken notice of the Nicodemus 

text itself through a 1775 Newcastle edition or a one-page paraphrase of it in a 1790 London 

print called Joseph of Arimathæa’s Testimony.13  The first eleven chapters of the prose 

Nicodemus expand on the New Testament’s Passion narrative (the arrest, execution, and 

resurrection of Christ): they begin with Jesus breaking the Sabbath, as does the antinomian 

Christ in The Marriage (23).  In this offense to Mosaic Law, Jesus runs afoul of the Pharisees 

(except Nicodemus)14 who accuse him of being inspired “by the prince of devils (that is 

Belzebub)” (5), much as the Angel of Blake’s penultimate “Memorable Fancy” damns the 

speaker to hell (17; E41).  The conflict, then, is between Christ’s liberation of the spirit from the 

                                                           
13  Blake’s first intaglio engraving under James Basire was Joseph of Arimathea Among the Rocks of Albion (1773; 
BR 813).  The Joseph legend is also the basis for Blake’s verse preface to Milton, “And did those feet” (E95). 
14  Nicodemus, “a ruler of the Jews,” appears only three times in the Bible (and only in the Gospel According to 
John) as a singularly sympathetic Pharisee and Sanhedrin who visits Jesus at night to listen to his teachings about 
being “born again” in order to “see the kingdom of God” (John 3:1-21), uses the Law to defend Jesus against the 
arresting officers during the Feast of the Tabernacles (7:45-51), and helps Joseph of Arimathaea prepare Jesus’s 
corpse for burial (19:38-42).  He is absent from the Synoptic Gospels (Luke, Matthew, and Mark). 
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strictures of the Law and the Law’s enforcement.  Nicodemus’s Satan plays an inadvertent 

enabler of the Christian revolution: his arranging of the crucifixion allows Christ to spring the 

ancient dead from the Bastille of Sheol, much to Hell’s chagrin (Nicodemus 30-31). 

 Despite its traditional popularity among the orthodox, Nicodemus was in Blake’s time 

erroneously associated with heretical antinomianism.  According to the Johnson-published 

Historie of the Heretics (1780), for instance, Nicodemus was wickedly forged around the middle 

of the second century by Lucian (also known as L[e]ucius) (Lardner 305), who followed the 

Marcionite heresy that God “the Creator [was] different from God the Father, . . . that the God of 

the Jews was an evil being, . . . [and] that the God whom Christ revealed, was different from 

him, and was good” (287-88).  Lardner’s reading of Marcionite antinomianism into Nicodemus 

solely by association with Lucian is bizarre, given that it is hardly supported by the text, and that 

Nicodemus’s Descensus episode is a staple of orthodoxy, being the basis for the fifth article of 

the Apostles’ Creed (“descendit ad ínferos ”) and the third of the Anglican Church’s Thirty-Nine 

Articles (Church, Articles 4).  Lardner forces antinomianism on Nicodemus just as the Marriage 

narrator refashions the Gospel Christ into an antinomian in the final “Memorable Fancy.” 

 Besides its reputation as an antinomian text, Nicodemus would have appealed to Blake for a 

number of other reasons related thematically to The Marriage.  Its Descensus narrative, though 

weakly supported by the canonical Gospels,15 was popularly seen as a genuine article of 

prophecy, making Nicodemus, at least in the medieval period, “a sacred document, almost equal 

in authority to the canonical Gospels” (H. C. Kim 2).  The emphasis on Christ as a heroic 

                                                           
15  Though the Bible does not narrate Christ’s descent into hell after the Crucifixion and liberation of the ancient 
dead quite like in Nicodemus, Matthew compares Christ’s “three days and three nights in the heart of the earth” to 
Jonas’s three days’ detention in the whale’s belly (12:40); Paul says Christ “descended first into the lower parts of 
the earth” before ascending to heaven (Eph. 4:9-10), and again alludes to this when he warns not to ask “Who shall 
descend into the deep? (that is, to bring up Christ again from the dead)” (Rom. 10:6-7); 1 Peter claims that Christ 
“preached unto the spirits in prison” after his “death in the flesh” (3:18-19), and that “the gospel [was] preached also 
to them that are dead” (4:6); and Acts affirms that Christ’s post-resurrection “soul was not left in hell” (2:31). 
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liberator (specifically of the ancient dead) brings this antinomian Christ close to Blake’s own 

proto-Orc Son of Fire in “A Song of Liberty.”  The Descensus also provides another model for 

Blake’s Lucianic prosopopoeia, which channels the Old Testament prophets Isaiah and Ezekiel 

to explain their motives.  In Nicodemus, Isaiah and other hell-bound Old Testament prophets 

claim that their ancient prophecies were indeed Christological (26, 29) and thus join the Christ-

led prison-break exodus from hell (31).  Altogether, The Gospel of Nicodemus may be among 

the sources that contributed to Blake’s conception of The Marriage, though he never mentioned 

it by name in his surviving writings.  Like Swedenborg, whose writings were the linen clothes in 

which Nicodemus helped wrap Christ (MHH 3; E33), it may have been for him a point of 

departure in the quest for purer prophecy. 

 

 §5.2 – Coppe’s Fiery Flying Rolls as Models of Revolutionary Prophecy 

 If Blake sought proof that prophecy (as he understood it) did not end with the “ancient 

Poets” of the Iron-Age Middle East but could be written by the dispossessed of London to 

critique power and envision a modern spiritual and political revolution in mundus inversus 

figures, he may have found the Ranters.16  Though Abiezer Coppe’s Ranter prophecies A Fiery 

Flying Roll: A Word from the Lord to All the Great Ones of the Earth and A Second Fiery Flying 

Roule (both 1649) have never been read in the mock-biblical tradition,17 their presentation as 

prophecies of God’s wrath in numbered chapters and verse clearly imitates KJV form, adapting 

archaic KJV diction to the cadences of rants like those heard today in the Hyde Park Speakers’ 

Corner.  Formally and ideologically, the Rolls closely anticipate Blake’s “Song of Liberty.” 

                                                           
16  Among other detractors, John Bunyan spoke against Ranters in “The Life and Death of Mr. John Bunyan” 
(included in numerous posthumous editions of The Pilgrim’s Progress).  It tells of the author’s flirtation with and 
rejection of Ranterism, which brought him to a more profound commitment to orthodox Christianity (Bunyan 13-
14).  Blake certainly read Bunyan and refers to him directly in an 1804 letter to Hayley (E758). 
17  See Makdisi (291-94) and Rix (Cultures 27). 
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 Coppe represents the extreme end of biblical parody where it shades into personal prophecy, 

which is an extreme that later biblical parodies avoided—until Blake.  Coppe assumes the right, 

like Blake, to write modern prophecy on the assumption that the prophetic vocation did not end 

with the ancients, but is something that the indwelling God calls on one to do continually.18  

Coppe kaleidoscopically mixes scriptural allusions into a prophecy particular to his place and 

time:19 “O London, London, . . . [I] proclaime the day of the Lord throughout thy streets” (Roll 

5:1).  Blake does the same in “A Song of Liberty”: “Look up! look up! O citizen of London” 

(26:12; E44).  After nearly a decade of Civil War and the 30 January 1649 execution of King 

Charles I, millennialism and religious radicalism proliferated, especially in opposition to the 

prevailing regime of Puritan austerity.  Coppe thus raises the level of rhetoric to shout over the 

din with a bombastic, longwinded, Ranter style that crams several impassioned exclamations, 

even paragraphs, into a single mock-KJV verse number.  He takes Isaiah’s eschatology as a 

model, and thus the Book of Isaiah is the most prevalent among Coppe’s citations (e.g., Roll 1:6, 

1:11, 4:2).  Isaiah figures with similar prominence on Marriage plate 3 (E34) and Isaiah 14 is the 

basis for “A Song of Liberty,” but Blake does Coppe one better by re-animating Isaiah on plates 

12-13.  In its intention to shock the reader with mock-biblical prophecy specific to revolutionary 

times, A Fiery Flying Roll suggests itself as an obvious model for The Marriage. 

 Coppe’s biblical revision prophesies the judgment of an “Eternall God [of] UNIVERSAL 

Love . . . whose service is perfect freedome, and pure Libertinisme” (1:1).  Coppe claims that 

“my most excellent Majesty in me” (A3v), dictated the prophecy to him as a “Spirit” (6:1) like 

                                                           
18  Balfour argues that Blake’s notion of prophecy runs “along the lines of Novalis’s protest that the Bible is not a 
‘closed,’ that is to say, finished book” (see the present chapter’s epigraph), but “argues for the possibility of a 
permanent and generalized condition of prophecy” and “the strict identity between poetry and prophecy” (135-36). 
19  I borrow from Rowland’s commentary on Coppe’s Fiery Flying Roll: “there is hardly a line which does not have 
some biblical allusion, but the biblical words have been woven into something new, a new word of God in which 
the received words mutate in a kaleidoscopic way, just as the prophetic words are digested and re-appear in different 
combinations in the Book of Revelation” (174). 
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Blake’s Poetic Genius.  He sounds much like the speakers of Europe, Urizen, and Jerusalem 

20 in 

claiming that “The Word of the Lord came expressly to me, saying, write, write, write.  And ONE 

stood by me, and pronounced all these words to me, with his mouth, and I wrote them” (Second 

1:1-2).  Both Rolls were politically dangerous for prophesying a revolution that would raise the 

oppressed and ruin the modern Pharaohs and Nebuchadnezzars, as he declares at the outset: 

Thus saith the Lord, I inform you, that I overturn, overturn, overturn.  And as the 
Bishops, Charles, and the Lords, have had their turn, overturn, so your turn shall be 
next (ye surviving great ones) . . . . who ever you are, that oppose me . . . . 
 And the LOFTINESSE of man shall be bowed down, and the haughtinesse of men 
shall be laid low.  (A Fiery Flying Roll 1:1, 1:6) 
 

Coppe’s mundus inversus vision promises that “Honour, Pompe, Greatnesse, Superfluity, . . . 

horrid pride, murder, malice, and tyranny, &c. may be chopt off at one blow,” as Charles’s head 

had been, and replaced with “parity, equality, community . . . universall love, universall peace, 

and perfect freedome; which can never be by humane sword or strength accomplished” (1:11, 

1:13).  He insists that this socialist revolution cannot be accomplished violently,21 but, as in the 

“Song of Liberty” Chorus, only by a prophecy that convinces people to deny priestly authority: 

Be no longer so horridly, hellishly, impudently, arrogantly, wicked, as to judge what 
is sinne, what not, what evill, and what not, what blasphemy, and what not.  For thou 
and all thy reverend Divines, so called (who Divine for Tythes, hire, and money, and 
serve the Lord Jesus Christ for their owne bellyes) are ignorant of this one thing.  
That sinne and transgression is finisht.  (2:6-7) 

                                                           
20  In Europe copies H and K, Blake adds a preface in which he claims to write from inspired dictation: “when I 
came / Into my parlour and sat down, and took my pen to write: / My Fairy sat upon the table, and dictated 
EUROPE” (3:22-24; E60).  In The First Book of Urizen, he claims that the “Eternals . . . / Dictate swift winged 
words” (2:6-8; E70).  In his post-conversion epic Jerusalem, Blake shifts this pretence in an explicitly Christian 
direction: “I see the Saviour over me / . . . dictating the words of this mild song” (4:4-5; E146). 
21  A Second Fiery Flying Roule more explicitly details this revolution as one requiring wealth redistribution, as he 
threatens the aristocracy on the title page, “And now I am come to recover my corn, my wooll, and my flax, which 
thou hast (theevishly and hoggishly) detained from me, the Lord God Almighty, in the poore and needy.”  Blake’s 
warning, “O Jew, leave counting gold!” in “A Song of Liberty” (MHH 26; E44) echoes Coppe’s urging people to 
“give up your houses, horses, goods, gold, Lands give up, account nothing your own, have A L L  T H I N G S 
common, or els [sic] the plague of God will rot and consume all that you have. . . .  Come! Give all to the poore and 
follow me, and you shall have treasure in heaven” (2:6).  However, more specifically violent threats against the 
gentry, phrased in the idiom of highwaymen (e.g., “I say deliver your purse, deliver sirrah! deliver or I’l [sic] cut thy 
throat!” [2:2]), doubtless undermined Coppe’s claims to a peaceful revolution when read literally by state 
magistrates and produced as evidence for his conviction (Levy 157). 
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Blake echoes this with “Let the Priests of the Raven of dawn, no longer in deadly black, with 

hoarse note curse the sons of joy. . . . Nor pale religious letchery call that virginity, that wishes 

but acts not!” shortly after declaring that “Empire is no more!” (MHH 27; E45).  It is no surprise 

that, with Coppe’s anti-clericalism, open threats of laying-low the oppressor in Roll chapter 4, 

and accounts of his public swearing, nudity, and sexual licentiousness, he was seen as a threat 

dangerous enough to be imprisoned in Newgate and have his books burned (Lysons 23-24; 

Hessayon ¶9-10, 16-18), much like Richard Brothers in the 1790s. 

 Negatively, then, Coppe’s story shows why subversive writers had to disguise their 

prophecy lest the state prosecute them for seditious blasphemy.  Blake had to consider such 

examples, since his reputation as an eccentric, even a madman—however unjustified (BR 23, 40, 

59, 65)—marked him as a threat to polite society.  What Coppe positively modeled for Blake, 

however, were the possibilities for rewriting his own Scripture (Roll 1:8) or “my Gospell ” 

(Second title page), as opposed to “your Bibles” (4:1).  Blake similarly distinguishes his ironic 

gospel of the “Eternal Hell,” denigrating “All Bibles or sacred codes” (MHH 3) and likewise 

makes his prophecy specific to his native place and time. 

 We have often seen in these contextual surveys that a successful form is “adopted by both 

parties” (MHH 5; E34), and in Coppe’s case the Rolls were answered by establishment clergy 

with black propaganda that claimed to speak the Ranters’ creed, but instead promulgated “folk-

devil” projections of the clergy’s own religious fears.  Such is J. M.’s The Ranters Last Sermon 

(1654) and its “Mock-Psalme,” which pretends to give the Ranters’ creed as a mockery of the 

Apostles’ Creed or the Church of England’s Thirty-Nine Articles.  It contains the usual 

representations of the Ranters as perverts.  Like the later Hell-Fire Club, the Ranters are said to 

have held 
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3.  That to Feast, Revell, Drinke, Sing, Roare, and to sweare great Oathes, and to lye 
with a Whore, though in the Market-place, was as good Actions, as to Pray, Preach, 
or perform other Duties of Christian Religion. 
 

4.  That there was neither God, nor Devill, Heaven nor Hell, Angel nor Feind [sic]; 
but that all things were by Providence. 
 

5.  That our Ever blessed Saviour, was a Bastard, and an Impostor and deceiver of 
the Christians, as Moses was of the Jews, and Mahumet of the Heathens. 
 

6. That the Sacred BIBLE was but a meer Romance, and Contradictory to itself; only 
invented by the Witts of Former ages, to keep People in Subjection, and (as they term 
it) in Egyptian slavery; likewise, That there was as much truth in the History of Tom 
Thumb, or The Knight of the SUN, as there was in that Book. 
 

Oh detestable Blasphemies !  (4) 
 
This last article especially attributes to the Ranters a skepticism towards the Bible that far 

exceeds that of Hobbes and others who undermined Moses’s authority.22  Whether or not these 

pronouncements accurately represent what Ranters actually said, they pushed historical 

precedents for anti-biblical speculation into print, and some aspects of them, such as the Ranters’ 

purported conflation of God and Devil,23 provide models that Blake could later use to develop 

his own rhetoric of diabolical inversion.  At least in expressing suspicion of Moses’s authority 

and in representing the Bible as an instrument of oppression, The Ranters Last Sermon 

anticipates Blake’s characterization of the Bible as a “State Trick” (E616). 

 

 

 

                                                           
22  See §4.6 above.  In a court-ordered retraction of 1660, the Ranter Laurence Claxton similarly confessed that he 
“really believed no Moses, Prophets, Christ, or Apostles, nor no resurrection at all: for I understood that which was 
life in man, went into that infinite Bulk and Bigness, so called God, as a drop into the Ocean, and the body rotted in 
the grave, and so for ever so to remain” (Lost Sheep 33). 
23  Another anti-Ranter hit-piece written amidst the crackdown that followed the 9 Aug. 1650 Blasphemy Act, The 
Routing of the Ranters (1650) claimed that they “deride the holy Scriptures, deny Christ, blaspheming, and as it 
were spit in the face of God himself: for one of them being discoursing at the Spittle said, that he knew not any 
difference betwixt God and the Divell [sic], and being then asked what he thought of the Divell, he answered that it 
was an old woman stuffed with parsly” (2).  A similarly skeptical and irreverent attitude to the Devil as a bogeyman 
fiction is expressed in The Arraignment and Tryall with a Declaration of the Ranters (1650), which recounts a 
conversation in which a Ranter shoemaker said “that the Divel [sic] was nothing but the backside of God, and that it 
was but a scarcrow” (2). 
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 §5.3 – Dodsley’s Chronicle of the Kings of England as Anti-Yahwist Prophecy 

 Fifty years before The Marriage, another self-publishing dissident author-printer, Robert 

Dodsley (1703-64), changed the literary landscape with a popular pseudonymous pamphlet, The 

Chronicle of the Kings of England Written in the Manner of the Ancient Jewish Historians by 

Nathan ben Saddi, a Priest of the Jews (1740).24  As a mock-historical and mock-biblical 

hybrid,25 Dodsley imitates KJV style in prose to chronicle the corruption and atrocities of 

English kings from “William of Normandy, surnamed the Bastard” (9) to Henry VIII.  Most of 

these kings failed the nation, Dodsley implies, through weakness for court preferment, much as 

modern politicians did with their own systems of entitlement.  However, Dodsley goes beyond 

what his biographer calls “general antimonarchism” (Solomon 83), and portrays Yahweh as the 

first cause of historical tyranny enabled by the doctrine of Divine Right.  In such anti-Yahwism 

we find the Blake of The Marriage and the Watson Annotations in ideological solidarity with 

Dodsley.  Just as Defoe saw the Devil as the wizard behind the curtain of every act of political 

theatre, so Dodsley suggests that the representation of Yahweh in the Bible permits every act of 

barbarity committed by monarchs against their subjects.  Blake saw this theo-political 

connection clearly even to his dying days, when he called Yahweh “just such a Tyrant as 
                                                           
24  Perhaps the eighteenth century’s most successful publisher and bookseller, Dodsley wrote The Chronicle 
anonymously with the encouragement of Alexander Pope (whose works Dodsley published 1737-43), but published 
it through Thomas Cooper, who handled everything Dodsley wanted to publish without his well-respected imprint 
on it (Solomon 81-82).  Dodsley’s caution was the result of having been recently threatened with prosecution by 
members of the House of Lords for publishing potentially libellous Opposition works by Pope and Paul Whitehead 
(73-80).  The Chronicle became hugely popular, running to nearly twenty UK editions, eight American, and seven 
continental translations between 1740 and 1800 (ESTC). 
25  Dodsley’s title parodies both biblical and historical texts: the apocryphal lost books “the chronicles of the kings 
of Israel” and “chronicles of the kings of Judah” (1 Kgs. 14:19, 14:29, 16:20), as well as two modern secular 
histories: (1) Sir Richard Baker’s pro-monarchical Chronicle of the Kings of England from the Time of the Romans 
Goverment [sic] unto the Raigne of our Soveraigne Lord King Charles (1643), which itself went through many 
editions up to 1733 (ESTC).  Dodsley’s satire twice alludes to Baker’s Chronicle through imitation of the formulaic 
phrase found thirty-four times in the Book of Kings and eleven times in Chronicles, “Now the rest of the acts of 
[King X] . . . , are they not written in the book of the chronicles of the kings of Israel [or ‘of Judah’]?”  Dodsley 
often refers the reader in like manner to “the Book of Baker the Historian” (15, 28) and “the Book of the Chronicles 
of the Kings of England ” (21, 41, 52, 55).  (2) The other book Dodsley parodies (in ideological content rather than 
title) is Ancient and Modern Liberty (1734) “by that arch-apologist for the Hanoverians and arch-antagonist of Pope, 
John, Lord Hervey, the ‘Ear-wig on the King’ in Whitehead’s Manners” (Solomon 83). 
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Augustus Caesar . . . for God is only an Allegory of Kings & nothing Else.” 26 

 Throughout Dodsley’s Chronicle, “the Lord” (based on the Old Testament Yahweh) plays 

the arch-tyrant who serves up kings and the rabble into the maw of death.  He first rigs the 

Norman invasion in the style of the Israelites’ conquest of Canaan: 

 But the Lord gave up Harold [II  (c. 1020-66)] into the Hands of his Enemies, and 
he was pierced with an Arrow, and died in the Field of Battle, and his Army was 
routed with exceeding great Slaughter. . . . 
 And [William the Conqueror (c. 1028-87)] subdued the Land, and subjected it 
unto him: And that they might not rebel against him, he despoiled his Subjects of all 
manner of Instruments of War.  (10; italics in original) 
 

When the kings interrupt the work of subjugation to enrich themselves or indulge in preferment, 

the Lord smites them like Israelites who indulge in idolatry or run afoul of Mosaic Law (12, 32, 

45-46, 54).  Otherwise, “the Holy Father supported [the kings] against [their] Subjects in all 

Manner of Wickedness and Oppression” (27).  For instance, “the Lord pitched his Tabernacle in 

the Heart of King Edward [1239-1307], and he . . . conquer’d the Kingdom of Wales” (29).  

Here and throughout the paratactic litany of shocking crimes down the royal line, Dodsley 

sympathizes with the peasant victims of royal atrocity and extends his invective to priests as 

tyranny’s agents, who were threatened by John Wycliffe’s “dangerous truths” (41). 

 The Marriage is similarly anti-clerical (9, 11, 27; E37-38, 45), but Dodsley’s Chronicle 

differs in that it does not openly state that Yahweh is satanic (whereas The Marriage heavily 

implies as much; see §8.3 below), nor does it end with a prophecy of England’s deliverance from 

imperial oppression (MHH 27), but with ironic self-censorship, likely in reference to the dangers 

of treasonous libel that led to Coppe’s imprisonment and Dodsley’s troubles with the House of 

Lords.  Nonetheless, The Chronicle was so popular and the secret of its authorship was kept so 

well that it occasioned a sequel. 

                                                           
26  Written by Blake in his annotations to Thornton’s 1827 The Lord’s Prayer (E669). 
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 Dodsley’s Second Book of the Chronicle of the Kings of England, from the Reign of Queen 

Elizabeth unto the Present Time (1741)27 continues to chronicle the English kings’ collusion 

with the wrathful Yahweh, though their relations become strained as the kings grow more 

decadent (12).  In the venal excesses of the Restoration, for instance, 

the Anger of the Lord was kindled against the King [Charles II], and against the 
People of England, and he smote the Land with a dreadful Pestilence, in so much that 
there dyed in one Year upwards of sixty and seven thousand Persons: moreover in 
the following Year a terrible Fire fell on the City of London, which in four Days 
Time consumed the greatest Part thereof.  (30-31) 
 

Here, Dodsley imitates the Bible’s Deuteronomistic history in the books of Samuel, Kings, and 

Chronicles, where Yahweh kills Israelite kings and hundreds of thousands of their subjects for 

lapsing into the worship of rival gods and for all manner of frivolous “evil in the sight of the 

LORD.”  
28  Such a representation of God as a genocidal tyrant was absent from all later mock-

biblical satire, but Dodsley’s otherwise jocular treatment of serious politics set the tone for 

mock-biblical satires on topical secular developments as a means of airing grievances, speaking 

truth to power, and sometimes prophetically imagining utopian or republican possibilities. 

 Biblical parody was adoptable by both parties, however, and, as it descended after The 

Chronicle into pamphlet wars of squabbling party politics, it ceased to involve criticism of 

Yahweh.  In the wake of his father’s early-1742 resignation, Horace Walpole responded to 

Dodsley with a satire against party politics, “The First Lesson for the Day” (1742),29 whose “W-

l-p-lites,” “P-lb-mites,” and “W-lm-ngt-nites,” spoof Old Testament Semitic tribes.  There is no 

implied criticism of the Bible’s depictions of tribal warfare, though Walpole continues 

                                                           
27  With the publication of the popular Chronicle’s sequel late in 1741 (advertized in the 4 Nov. 1741 issue of 
Cooper’s Daily Gazetteer), Dodsley renamed and reissued the original as The First Book of the Chronicle of the 
Kings of England, from William the Conqueror to the Reign of Queen Elizabeth.  Finally proving his authorship of 
the two books, he combined both seamlessly in his two-volume collected works of 1745, Miscellanies (1: 247-333). 
28  From David’s united monarchy in 2 Samuel to the fall of Jerusalem in 2 Chronicles, Yahweh kills directly or by 
proxy at least 690,289 Israelites and their kings in thirty separate incidents (see pp. 296n21 and 298n25 below). 
29  The first “Lesson for the Day” was included in a letter to Horace Mann (14 July 1742) and is in vol. 17 of 
Walpole’s Correspondence (1954).  Its more famous version was published in The Englishman’s Miscellany (1742). 
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Dodsley’s liberal ideal of holding the powerful to account.  The satirical target, especially in 

“The Second Lesson” (also 1742), where the writer lectures against those turncoats who once 

claimed to be patriots and have since been promoted to positions of power, is self-serving 

politicians rather than the Bible.  Such satire proliferated in step with Opposition power.  

Walpole would later claim that his mock-biblical “Lesson for the Day” “was the original of a 

numberless quantity of the same kind . . . published upon all subjects for a year or two” 

(Correspondence 17: 491n).  Capitalizing on both Dodsley’s and Walpole’s success, the 

conservative faction struck back with Lesson for the Day: Being the Second Chapter of the Last 

Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of France and of England (1743) by “Michael Ben Haddi,” 

an obvious spoof of Dodsley’s “Nathan ben Saddi.”  As reactionary counter-propaganda, the 

Lesson sought to embarrass domestic dissent as being favourable to Louis XV, whom the author 

represents as calling “the People of England . . . a Perverse, Stubborn and a Rebellious People” 

(11) to redirect ire towards England’s traditional Gallic enemy and re-instil confidence in King 

George as the rightful defender of the realm. 

 Though Dodsley did not divide his prose into numbered verses and chapters in an exact 

imitation of KJV style, his Chronicle of the Kings of England established an ideological 

precedent for mock-biblical satire motivated by an anti-monarchical revolutionary agenda.30  

The Chronicle’s subversive imitation of the Bible’s historical narrative to reinterpret the history 

of England became a model for both progressive and reactionary mock-biblical satires, though 

the vast majority of these prior to The Marriage spare the Bible from any criticism, diverting the 

                                                           
30  As Suarez argues in A Companion to Satire (2007), 

Dodsley’s innovation was to commandeer the notion of writing a canonically sanctioned, authorized 
version of the nation’s past from the historical books of the Bible in order to suggest that his account of 
history, however schematic and satirically tendentious, could also claim to be a privileged form of truth-
telling. . . .  [A]ssociating his attack on Walpole’s excessive power with Old Testament idolatry and its 
terrible national consequences lends moral and prophetic force to his historical argument.  (535) 
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genre instead towards private or personal political propaganda.31  Alexander Geddes’s burlesque 

Book of Zaknim (c. 1778), for instance, is a mock-KJV satire ridiculing the corruption and 

corpulence of the council elders (the “Zaknim,” from זקנים) of the Scalan seminary in the Braes 

of Glenlivet, Scotland, apparently because they overlooked him for an administrative position in 

1775 (Clapperton 139-40).32  Within a decade of The Marriage, the three Books of Gordon 

(1780, 1781, and 1788) retold the history of the Gordon Riots—which swept Blake himself into 

a Newgate-storming mob (BR 21-22)—from the variously reactionary and liberal points of view 

of different authors all using the pseudonym “Zerubbabel,” altogether demonstrating the 

possibility of using mock-biblical satire for contemporary tumults in London as Coppe had done 

150 years before.  Blake’s anti-Yahwism throughout the Bible of Hell is itself motivated by a 

personal agenda, though not in the same political sense as it was in most eighteenth-century 

mock-biblical satires.  Blake’s anti-Yahwism instead is driven by an attempt to rewrite Scripture 

to tell the prophetic truth as he conceived it.  In this manner, The Marriage distinguishes itself 

from the tradition out of which it springs, while retaining the supposedly blasphemous critical 

spirit of that tradition’s modern prototypes written by Coppe and Dodsley. 

                                                           
31  This was the case even for Dodsley’s follow-up mock-biblical satires, such as The Book of the Chronicle of 
James the Nephew and its sequel (both 1743), on the spurious claim of James Annesley to be the legitimate son of 
Lord Altham and nephew of Richard, Earl of Anglesey (ESTC).  The anonymous 1750 First and Second Book of 
the Chronicle and Prophecy of Aminadab reconfigures the separate Deuteronomistic histories of Jonathan and 
Ahitophel (“Ahithophel” in the KJV) in the Book of Samuel as an electioneering allegory supporting the candidacy 
of one George Cooke over that of Fraser Honywood for the parliamentary seat in the county of Middlesex.  
(“Aminadab” appears in the Bible only briefly as the seventh in the genealogical succession between Abraham and 
Jesus [Matt. 1:4, Luke 3:33].)  The French occupation of Hanover in the Seven Years’ War was the occasion for the 
anonymous Book of Lamentations Being the Soliloquy of an Old Man for the Loss of His House (1756?), written in 
solidarity with Hanover in the form of the Lamentations of Jeremiah.  The Chapters of Isaac the Scribe (1772) is a 
satire on the family fortunes of the prominent New York merchant Jacob Franks, published in John Holt’s New York 
Journal or General Advertiser in 1772 (Mulford 29).  The Second Chapter, of the First Book of the Chronicles of 
the County, Called Down (1790), a satire on the election of 1790 for the County Down where Lord Castlereagh 
usurped a parliamentary seat from the Marquis of Downshire (ESTC), shows that the form was alive even in the 
year of The Marriage. 
32  Ironically, Scalan itself was the first to honour The Book of Zaknim with full publication nearly two centuries 
after Geddes wrote it.  In his lifetime, however, it circulated in manuscript (W. Anderson 132), so that, if Blake and 
Geddes met while both were under the employ of Joseph Johnson c. 1790, it is plausible that they shared with each 
other their respective mock-biblical exercises—Geddes his Zaknim, Blake his Tiriel or Thel (see §7.3-4 below). 
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 §5.4 – Ilive’s Book of Jasher Forgery as Anti-Mosaic Prophecy 

 The next mock-biblical precedent of anti-Yahwist biblical revision by a self-publishing 

author available to Blake is the hoax apocryphon The Book of Jasher (1751).  In the persona of a 

biblical scholar-editor, its anonymous author, Jacob Ilive, claimed that it was a genuine work of 

lost-and-found antiquity, much as Macpherson said of his Ossian and Chatterton of Rowley, 

though it was immediately exposed as a forgery in the review press.33  The Pentateuch twice 

cites the untraced “book of Jasher” as a source text,34 making it a sought-after manuscript for its 

pre-Mosaic account of Pentateuchal history.  To an enterprising revisionist, the title offered the 

perfect opening to present a more ancient, pure, and true scripture than the canonical Pentateuch. 

 Besides Coppe’s Rolls, Jasher is the only specimen in the mock-biblical genre that has 

appeared in Blake scholarship, owing to Paley’s modest 1996 article “William Blake, Jacob 

Ilive, and the Book of Jasher.”  Although there is no hard evidence that Blake was aware of 

Jasher, Paley argues that it would have appealed to his interest in the lost books of the Bible35 

                                                           
33  The Monthly Review (Dec. 1751) condemned it as “a palpable piece of contrivance intended to impose on the 
credulous, and the ignorant, and to sap the credit of the books of Moses, and blacken the character of Moses himself 
. . . .  [It] is so full of blunders, inconsistencies, and absurdities, that we think it beneath any further notice” (520). 
34  The “book of Jasher” is given as the source of the story of the miraculous cessation of heavenly motion that 
accompanies Joshua and Yahweh’s genocidal vengeance against the Amorites at Gibeon (Josh. 10:10-11): 

And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, until the people had avenged themselves upon their enemies.  Is 
not this written in the book of Jasher?  So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to go 
down about a whole day.  And there was no day like that before it or after it, that the LORD hearkened unto 
the voice of a man: for the LORD fought for Israel.  (10:13-14; emphasis added) 

The second reference appears when David calls for military training after slaying an Amalekite (2 Sam. 1:15) and 
before the elegy about his people’s persecution at 1:19-27): “[David] bade [his soldiers] teach the children of Judah 
the use of the bow: behold, it is written in the book of Jasher” (1:18).  For a history of scholarly opinions on “the 
book of Jasher” available to Blake by at least 1798, see the entry “Bible” in Calmet’s Dictionary (1: G1v). 
35  Blake indicates an interest in the lost books of the Bible when the Marriage speaker “ask[s] Isaiah to favour the 
world with his lost works” (13; E39), and in his late sketches to the Book of Enoch.  The Bible indeed refers to lost 
works of Isaiah, such as the Acts of Uzziah and Vision of Isaiah (2 Chr. 26:22, 32:32).  Bishop Watson also refers to 
lost books of the Bible in his Apology for the Bible, including “the book of Jasher, the book of Nathan [1 Chr. 29:20, 
2 Chr. 9:29], of Abijah [or Ahijah, 2 Chr. 9:29], of Iddo [2 Chr. 9:29, 12:15, 13:22], of Jehu [2 Chr. 20:34], of 
Solomon’s natural history [1 Kgs. 11:41], the acts of Manasseh [2 Chr. 33:18], and others” (31).  Watson omits a 
pre-Pentateuchal book with the intriguing title, “the book of the wars of the Lord,” which purports to chronicle 
“What [Moses] did in the Red sea, and in the brooks of Arnon” (Num. 21:14), probably because of the passage’s 
glaring anachronism suggesting that Moses predated the Pentateuchal books ascribed to him.  Even in the same year 
as Watson’s Apology, some biblical scholars reported the long-held idea that the lost Book of Jasher (from the 
Hebrew ספר הישר, or Sefer ha-Yashar: “The Book of the Upright” or “Just”) was the same as the lost Book of the 
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and to his suspicions regarding Moses’s authority (E616), and thus that it furnishes “a model for 

the layout of part of his own Bible of Hell, The [First] Book of Urizen” (51).  I agree, but 

Paley’s criterion for Bible of Hell canonicity is restricted to the imitation of KJV format.  If he 

considered Jasher in the proper context of biblical forgery in the larger tradition of biblical 

revision from which Blake’s Illuminated Books of the 1790s descend, it would appear even 

more broadly relevant.  Paley rightly points out that Blake judged biblical authenticity not by 

manuscript scholarship but by whether the content struck him as inspired (51); Blake avows as 

much in his Watson Annotations.36  Hence Blake believed in the “authenticity” of Chatterton’s 

Rowley and Macpherson’s Ossian long after a critical consensus recognized them as forgeries.37  

For Blake, Jasher would have appeared similarly: as authentic prophecy rewriting Mosaic 

history in a manner that stripped it of miracle like the Jefferson Bible.  Unlike Jefferson, 

however, Ilive reads Mosaic history infernally, as the Angel and Devil would in the Bible of Hell 

“Note” on Marriage plate 24.  He rewrites it as if its diabolical history were the authentic “poetic 

tales” of “ancient Poets” (MHH 11; E38) and as if the Pentateuch as we have it now were a pro-

Mosaic redaction favourable only to the priestly power structure. 

 Blake likely knew of Jasher’s author, the “crazy printer” and radical Christian polemicist 

Jacob Ilive (1705-63),38 who self-published heterodox, antinomian prophecies ideologically akin 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Wars of the Lord (Calmet 1: G1v), and others that the book is simply another epithet of the canonical Hebrew 
Scriptures, as Catcott (1768) averred much earlier: “i.e. in the word of God, in the true authentic Copy, preserved in 
the Tbernacle [sic], and acknowledged by all the nation” (29). 
36  On p. 22 of Apology for the Bible, Blake explains that he bases his conception of biblical authenticity on its 
ability to inspire the reader with ideas of good and evil, rather than on scholarship: 

I cannot concieve the Divinity of the <books in the> Bible to consist either in who they were written by or at 
what time or in the historical evidence which may be all false in the eyes of one man & true in the eyes of 
another but in the Sentiments & Examples which whether true or Parabolic are Equally useful as Examples 
given to us of the perverseness of some & its consequent evil & the honesty of others & its consequent good 
This sense of the Bible is equally true to all & equally plain to all.  (E618) 

37  Blake defends the inspired authenticity of Ossian and Rowley in the margins of pp. 364-65 of a copy of 
Wordsworth’s 1815 Poems (E665-66), given to Blake by Henry Crabb Robinson in 1826. 
38  Several publications of the 1780s-90s use the epithet “crazy printer” for Ilive: Bibliotheca topographica 
Britannica (xx), Critical Review 51 (1781): 119, Second Appendix to the History of Tunstall (xx), and Gentleman’s 
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to Blake’s, and eventually went to prison on charges of blasphemy.39  The Oxford DNB ranks 

Ilive “among the most persistent and original of England’s mid-eighteenth-century religious 

radicals” (Herrick ¶2).  His self-published magnum opus The Layman’s Vindication of the 

Christian Religion (1730) anticipates Blake’s Marriage and Watson Annotations by 

undermining the moral authority of the Decalogue and affirming the Pauline supersessionist 

creed that the Christian gospel arrived to replace Mosaic Law (129-32, 412-13). 

 On the assumption that ancient prophecy would be more believable than modern, Ilive 

contrived to “discover” the lost Book of Jasher, writing and printing it in secret, and publishing it 

anonymously in November of 1751.40  Like Macpherson and Chatterton, Ilive surrounded the 

text with an accumulation of paratextual ruses in order to affect its authenticity.  In the 

pseudonymous “Translator’s Preface,” Ilive attributes to the medieval English abbot Alcuin (c. 

735-804) a first-hand account of his discovering the original Hebrew scroll of Jasher in the 

library of a remote Persian town during a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, translating it, and 

bringing it back to England (iv-vi).41  According to the unnamed “Editor” (Ilive), Alcuin’s 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Magazine 65.5 (1795): 913.  Blake was slandered in similar terms (BR 23, 40, 59, 65; E572). 
39  At the age of 51, Ilive was in 1756 sentenced to three years’ imprisonment with hard labour for publishing two 
versions of his Remarks (1754-55) on the Bishop of London Thomas Sherlock’s Several Discourses Preached at the 
Temple Church (1754).  The latter version was “declared to be ‘a most blasphemous book . . . denying in a ludicrous 
manner the divinity of Jesus Christ [as] well as all revealed religion’” (Herrick ¶4).  Sherlock’s motivation was to 
prevent Ilive’s publication of Deist books. 
40  The story of Jasher’s origin was told by Edward Rowe Mores in his rare but influential Dissertation upon 
English Typographical Founders and Foundries (1778): 

of the publication this we can say from the information of the Only-One who is capable of informing us, 
because the business was a secret between the Two: Mr. Ilive in the night-time had constantly an Hebrew 
bible before him (sed qu. de hoc), and cases in his closet.  He produced the copy for Jasher, and it was 
composed in private, and the forms worked off in the night-time in a private press-room by these two, after 
the men of the printing-house had left their work. (65; qtd. in Horne 2: 63) 

Though Mores (1730-78) does not say that he was the one assisting Ilive or merely interviewed Ilive’s assistant 
on Jasher, they worked together professionally five years earlier when Mores helped correct an edition of F. 
Marius de Calasio’s Dictionary that Ilive sought to publish (Critical Review 51 [Feb. 1781]: 119). 
41  Alcuin (c. 1735-1804) was a York-born ecclesiastical scholar.  Because an 1829 reprint of Ilive’s Jasher found 
popular audience in Bristol, Thomas Hartwell Horne took pains in An Introduction to the Critical Study and 
Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures (1836) to explain the Jasher preface’s anachronisms that betray it as a hoax: 
Alcuin spent his entire life in England and France and thus never went to the Holy Land; (2) wrote exclusively in 
medieval Latin, whereas Jasher is an imitation of the style of the 1611 KJV; (3) never attended Oxford University 
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manuscript translation was lost for centuries, but he discovered it fortuitously in the north of 

England in the 1720s amidst a bundle of uncatalogued (hence conveniently undocumented) 

books sold at an estate-sale auction after the death of a centenarian daughter of an unknown 

seventeenth-century clergyman (iii).  The Jasher title page, dedication, Translator’s Preface, 

quoted reviews and testimonies (including one by the fourteenth-century reformer John 

Wycliffe), glosses, footnotes, and endnotes supposedly written by ancient rabbis constitute a 

chain of corroborating paratexts “proving” that Jasher was a newly-discovered oriental 

manuscript.42  The ruse exploits the assumption that a paratext is a pragmatic, non-fictional 

guide to understanding a text rather than an extension of its fiction, which, in this case, it is. 

 As I explained at the beginning of this chapter, Blake parodies this paratextual ruse with the 

Marriage speaker’s ethnographic claim that he is collecting authentic proverbs in Hell.  He lets 

the understanding that proverbs represent ancient wisdom do the work, whereas Ilive over-

explains the origins of the text to feign not only its authentic antiquity, but the truth of its 

content.  Ilive’s Alcuin explains that the original author, Jasher (ישר, “the upright one”), was a 

virger (rodbearer) for Moses and Aaron, and thus claims that the text represents an accurate first-

hand account of the events recorded (v), which also implies that the received version in the Bible 

is corrupt.  Jasher claims to set the record straight—as The Marriage’s Ezekiel and Isaiah claim 

to do—but along the lines of its author’s antinomian agenda. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
(as is claimed on p. iv of the Translator’s Preface) because it was founded eighty-two years after Alcuin’s death; and 
(4) could not have written his translation on paper, as is also claimed on p. vi the Preface (Horne 2: 64). 
42  Gérard Genette and Richard Macksey define paratexts as all the peripheral, subordinate texts that surround and 
determine the interpretation of a main text.  Like priests interceding between God and worshippers, paratexts are 
“liminal devices . . . that mediate the relations between text and reader,” such as “titles, signs of authorship, 
dedications, epigraphs, prefaces, notes, intertitles, epilogues,” introductions, forewords, advertisements, and dust-
jacket reviews.  A paratext is “a privileged place of a pragmatics and a strategy, of an influence on the public, an 
influence that . . . is at the service of a better reception for the text and a more pertinent reading of it.”  It implicitly 
purports to be a non-fictional truth claim (Genette xi, xvii, 2, 11), a condition that was exploited in the paratexts of 
literary hoaxes such as those by Macpherson and Chatterton.  Ilive’s pretence was to reunite paratext with text, since 
the Book of Jasher exists in the Bible as a pure paratext, a title without a text. 
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 The Jasher text itself, divided into double columns of numbered verses and chapters in the 

KJV mould, is a Deist biblical revision that, as Paley briefly points out, impugns Moses as a 

tyrant (53).  More importantly, it begins on an anti-Yahwist note.  Ilive diminishes God’s role 

from Creator of the universe and historical interventionist in the affairs of early Semitic peoples 

to a purely anthropogenic Elohim (though he later depicts Yahweh as an invention of Moses’s 

propaganda, as I discuss below).  Jasher begins with the Creation, as in Genesis, but omits God 

from the action, ascribing agency to material nature, with ether and light acting spontaneously 

rather than under Elohim’s direction.  Compare Ilive’s omissions with the KJV’s first verses: 

 Genesis 1:1-3 in the KJV (1611):  Ilive’s Revision of Genesis in Jasher (1751): 
 

1. In the beginning God created 1. Whilst it was the beginning: 
 the heaven and the earth.  darkness overspread the face of nature. 
2. And the earth was without form, and void; 
 and darkness was upon the face of the deep. 
 And the Spirit of God moved 2. And the æther moved: 
 upon the face of the waters.  upon the surface of the chaos. 
3. And God said, Let there be light: 3. And it came to pass, that a great light shone forth 
 and there was light.  from the firmament: and enlightened the abyss. 
 

Like Geddes, Ilive puts the Creation in media res as a revolution amidst a pre-existing state of 

chaotic nature, whereas the KJV suggests an absolute beginning initiated by Elohim.  Ilive re-

writes Genesis to relegate God to a creator of humanity only (1:11), not as a violent intercessor 

in cutthroat post-lapsarian history.  Rather than murder Abel, for instance, Cain and his progeny 

build a peaceful civilization (1:17-21); there is no Deluges (2:2-8); and the story of Abraham and 

Isaac has Abraham only hearing voices: “Sarah spake unto Abraham and said, The holy voice 

hath not so spoken: nor remember thou the words of that voice which said unto thee, I will make 

of thee a great nation.  And Abraham repented him of the evil he purposed to do unto . . . his 

only son Isaac” (3:20-21).  In all of this Deist revision, the Deity only creates man and then 

stands back to let history unfold, rather than intervene to judge, punish, command, and sow 

violence and discord like the Old Testament Yahweh. 
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 The greater part of The Book of Jasher is a dark parody of the Pentateuch presented under 

the pretence that it actually precedes the books of Moses and therefore contains a more reliable 

history.  This is close to what Blake had in mind in sketching the history of religion on Marriage 

plate 11.  In a caricature of the Pentateuch’s most violent excesses, Jasher tells how, by force or 

guile, Moses imposes monarchy and priesthood upon the originally peaceful Israelites to 

increase his revenues through taxation and wars of aggression.  Though the narrative is 

originally skeptical toward Moses’s claims to divine authority, it assumes that authority as a 

matter of fact once Moses has violently eliminated any dissenting voices.  In the same manner 

that Blake pits contrary worldviews against each other on Marriage plates 3-4, Jasher contains a 

counter-account of the origins of the Pentateuch, then mimics the accounts that support Moses 

while suggesting that the support is coerced.  Jasher thus illustrates the process by which a 

personal delusion becomes a national creed, as Ezekiel professes in The Marriage. 

 Ilive’s Genesis-Exodus revision depicts the transformation of Moses from an Orc-like hero 

of liberation (through Odysseus-like wiles) into a Urizen-like despot.  Ilive’s Moses falsely 

claims to hear a voice commanding him to leave Egypt for Canaan (6:16) and heroically 

emancipates the Israelites from Egyptian oppression, but through deceit and trickery rather than 

with his own strength or God’s providential intervention.  Rather than part the Red Sea as in 

Exodus 13:17-14:29, for instance, he times the Israelites’ escape so that they cross a low-tide 

land bridge and Pharaoh’s chariot army is cut off at high tide (10:24).  Rather than a barren 

desert that requires manna from heaven to sustain them on the other side, Ilive’s Israelites find 

fertile soil that they then cultivate, increasing their numbers (12:21-22).  Then mindful of his 

people’s need for expansion, however, Moses turns sinister in deploying his virger Jasher to 

threaten the Amalekites with war unless they sell their land below market value.  In the Bible, 
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the Amalekites’ unprovoked attack on the Israelites justifies Joshua’s campaign to exterminate 

them (Ex. 17:8-16), but Ilive reverses these roles entirely (13:10-16).  Throughout Ilive’s 

travesty of the Pentateuch, Moses pursues genocidal war and plunder, motivated by greed, self-

aggrandizement, and vengeance, which both Ilive and Blake detested. 

 Ilive’s representation of Moses inventing Yahweh and Mosaic Law as a ruse of power 

accords with Blake’s antinomian attitude in the Bible of Hell period.  According to Ilive, the 

Decalogue comes not from God but from Midianite law via Moses’s father-in-law, the Midianite 

priest Jethro (14:18-33).  Moses’s sister Miriam plays the antinomian par excellence: her 

popularity with the Israelites compels Moses to withdraw the unpopular Decalogue until she dies 

(Ch. 15) and rebrand it under divine pretences.  For forty days and nights, Moses conducts a 

parliament of seventy elders on Mt. Sinai to compose a revenue-increasing legal code (17:5-14).  

Meanwhile, the Israelites consider returning to Egypt rather than risk worse servitude under 

Moses, who then imposes his Law under the pretended sanction of the previously remote “Lord 

God” of their forefathers: “thus it behoveth us to say unto the people: We have seen the Lord in 

the mount, we have eat and drank in his presence, and the words which he hath spoken unto us, 

they are those which we now deliver unto you” (17:22).  Moses forms a priesthood that divides 

the people hierarchically into subjects and enforcers of the Law (17:22, 17:29), imposes the 

“Laws of God” (anticipating a similar scene at Urizen 9:5; E83), purges dissenters, and orders 

the construction of a shrine devoted solely to him, “a tabernacle unto my name, wherein my 

honour shall dwell” (18:12).  In this manner, he becomes a maniacal, self-promoting tyrant, 

outdoing even Pharaoh in his brutality against both his own people and neighbouring tribes. 

 According to Ilive, the institutionalization of religion coincides with Moses’s further descent 

into tyranny, with increasingly high body counts at home and abroad.  In a revision of Numbers 
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16, the dissident Korah and a faction of 250 other Israelites denounce Moses’s imposture: “This 

thing which Moses and Aaron hath done is not of the Lord”; they ask Moses, “Are not all the 

people holy?  Wherefore hast thou separated the tribe of Levi to be sanctified unto the Lord[?]” 

(21:2-5).43  Their petition assumes the same inclusive ethic that Blake later expressed in the 

concluding revelation of The Marriage, “every thing that lives is Holy” (see §4.10 above).  

Moses has Korah and company summarily executed for their insolence, giving Moses absolute 

authority to declare “who is holy, and who is not,” and “Thus did Moses establish the priesthood 

. . . according to all that the Lord had commanded him” (21:7, 2:13-15).  It is only under the 

duress of the threat of execution, when “great fear fell on all the congregation” (21:14), that 

Jasher claims that Moses received his commands from God.  Ever after, Jasher’s claims that 

Moses represents the Word of God are rife with irony: “After these days it came to pass, that the 

people obeyed the voice of the Lord: by the mouth of his servant Moses” (22:1).  Jasher further 

anthropomorphizes God as a speaking character (26:1) like the Yahwist, whereas originally the 

voices Moses heard were auditory hallucinations.  Ilive’s Yahweh is a ruse of power hatched 

from the “poetic tales” of Moses’s perverse imagination into a divine object of fear and worship. 

 After crushing local opposition to his military campaigns against neighbouring Canaanite 

tribes by defining dissent as blasphemy punishable by death (Chs. 23-24), Moses’s genocidal 

adventures deviate little from the KJV Deuteronomistic narrative.  Ilive’s chapter 25 is a close 

paraphrase of Numbers 31, which dramatizes the aftermath of the Israelites’ extermination of all 

Midianite men and, contrary to Moses’s orders, sparing of the women and children to be rape 

slaves (Num. 31:7-9; Jasher 25:17-18).  In Numbers, Moses angrily orders his soldiers to 

complete his original orders by killing all the Midianite widows and male children, but allows 

                                                           
43  In Numbers, however, Korah merely accuses Moses of elitism, saying, “Ye take too much upon you, seeing all 
the congregation are holy, every one of them, and the LORD is among them: wherefore then lift ye up yourselves 
above the congregation of the LORD?” (21:3). 
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them to keep 32,000 virgin girls “alive for yourselves” (31:14-18, 31:35),44 whereas Ilive’s more 

Stalinesque Moses additionally has 24,000 of his offending soldiers hanged outside the 

tabernacle for disobeying orders (25:23-28).  To Paine (and Blake, who agrees with him in the 

Watson Annotations), this appalling episode proves that, “Among the detestable villains that in 

any period of the world have disgraced the name of man, it is impossible to find a greater than 

Moses” (Age 2: 15-16).  Read infernally, Numbers 31 casts Moses as such a tyrant on its own 

that little embellishment is necessary in Ilive’s revision. 

 The remainder of Ilive’s narrative follows Joshua, Moses’s successor as military dictator of 

the Israelites, as he continues the ethnic-cleansing campaign against the Canaanites, though 

Joshua takes the spoils of victory (money, livestock, virgins) for himself rather than share them 

with his soldiers and congregation as Moses once did.  When Achan points out this discrepancy, 

Joshua predictably has him stoned to death (28:19-23).  The narrative ends with the Israelites 

still pursuing Moses’s vision of an Israelite-only Canaan, making Jasher a dark satire on the 

Pentateuchal history’s fantasy of total supremacy in the region.  The book ends by parodying the 

Bible’s concluding injunction not to pervert its text: “This book which I have written, ye shall 

neither add to nor diminish from: it is thine and thy sons to possess for ever” (37:28).45  The 

implied revelation here is that the Pentateuch’s redactors corrupted Jasher’s ancient narrative, 

                                                           
44  Though the expression “keep [them] alive for yourselves” is ambiguous, Moses’s only reason for excluding “the 
women children” from mass execution is that they “have not known a man by lying with him” (Num. 31:18), which 
suggests that they pose no risk of infecting his soldiers with sexually transmitted infections were they to be used as 
rape slaves.  In context, the “plague among the congregation of the LORD” that ensued after Moses’s soldiers “took 
all the women of Midian captives” and “commit[ed] trespass against the LORD in the matter of Peor” (Num. 31:9, 
31:16) was most likely an STI.  Peor was a town in Shittim where, six chapters earlier, the Israelites “began to 
commit whoredom with the daughters of Moab,” resulting in a “plague” that was cured by the summary execution 
of an Israelite man and Midianitish woman by both being impaled together in one javelin strike (25:1-9, 25:18). 
45  The antepenultimate verses of the Christian Bible warn, 

If any man shall add unto [this book], God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book: And if 
any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the 
book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book.  (Rev. 22:18-19) 

Revelation here echoes the Book of Proverbs: “Every word of God is pure . . . .  Add thou not unto his words, lest 
he reprove thee, and thou be found a liar” (Pr. 30:5-6). 
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the Bible is the product of this blasphemy, and all its believers have been led into error. 

 As we have seen, any form can be adopted by both parties, and appropriations of the Jasher 

title and authorship are no different in this way than the ideologically opposed but identically 

titled World Turned Upside Down chapbooks discussed above (§3.5).  Several apocryphal 

Jashers belong to Orthodox Judaism, the most prominent being the sixteenth- or seventeenth-

century Sefer haYashar.46  It is doubtful but remotely possible that Blake was aware of 

haYashar’s existence, and probable that Ilive knew enough about it to base his “translation” on 

the same hoax-apocryphon principle.  As Bartolocci says, it was “an explanation of the histories 

comprised in the Pentateuch and Book of Joshua . . . [and] contains some curious but many 

fabulous things” (qtd. in Horne 2: 66).  The Sefer haYashar closely follows Pentateuchal history 

from the Creation to the death of Joshua, deviating only in minute details.  The characterization 

of Yahweh as a righteous protector of the Israelites, and of Moses as his appointed representative 

in the tribal warfare against the Canaanites, however, fundamentally agrees with the Torah, and 

obviously disagrees with Ilive’s Jasher. 

 If Blake ever had the opportunity to compare the contrary Jashers, however, he would no 

doubt have sympathized with Ilive’s in the same way that he took Paine’s side in the Deist 

argument against the Old Testament and its apologists.  Blake’s Bible of Hell and Ilive’s Jasher 

are both predicated on the same infernal reading of the Bible—that is, on a hermeneutic of 

                                                           
46  The earliest orthodox Jasher is a treatise on Jewish law by Abraham ibn Ezra, and another by Rabbi Tham in the 
thirteenth century, published at Cracow in 1617 (Kitto 2: 71).  A version considered legitimate by Joseph Smith and 
hence most Mormons is the 91-chapter Hebrew midrash ישרספר ה (Sefer haYashar or “The Book of the Upright” or 
“Just”) published at Venice in 1625 by Joseph ben Samuel, and possibly as early as 1552 in Naples, according to 
Giulio Bartolocci’s 1675-94 Bibliotheca magna rabbinica (3: 868, 934), though this earlier edition is untraced.  As 
far as is known, only the Venice haYashar was translated into English; Moses Samuel (1795-1860), a Liverpudlian 
watchmaker and Hebrew scholar, became convinced that it was a genuine ancient text, and in 1839 sold his 
translation of it for £150 to the New York newspaper magnate Mordecai Manuel Noah, who printed it as ספר הישר or 
The Book of Jasher in 1840 (Wasserstein ¶3).  The text’s origins are obscure, but M.M. Noah followed the 
obviously spurious claim attached to the 1625 Venice Hebrew edition that the original manuscript was found in the 
ruins of the Siege of Jerusalem in 70 CE, taken by a Roman officer named Sidrus to Seville, transferred to Cordova, 
and thence to Naples, where it was preserved by Hebrew scholars (Book xv-xvi). 
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suspicion that reads Yahweh as a demonic fiction and claims of Moses’s authorship as spurious.  

Granted, Blake does not begin to parody the double-column biblical text as Ilive does until the 

Urizen Books of 1794-95, nor does he introduce The Marriage or the Bible of Hell as lost-and-

found books.  He fashions them instead as modern prophecy of an ancient kind, inspired by the 

same “Poetic Genius” that inspired the “ancient Poets” who wrote the “poetic tales” that 

constitute the Bible (MHH 11-12; E38-39).  Blake merely spoofs the claim of finding his text in 

oriental locations that suggest a closer proximity to truth when he claims to have found his 

Proverbs in hell (7; E35).  He could have written the lost books of Isaiah and Ezekiel, but instead 

gave them cameo roles in a Lucianic prosopopoeia, denying that such lost books exist, but 

clarifying their meaning since their prophecies had been muddied through centuries of orthodox 

misappropriation (13; E39).  Nonetheless, Ilive’s Jasher, more than Dodsley’s Chronicle or any 

other text in the mock-biblical tradition, offered Blake a permissive model of self-published 

revisionary prophecy that decodes the satanic subtext in the biblical account of Yahweh.  

 

 §5.5 – American Songs of Liberty and Mock-Biblical Satires 

 With a final word on biblical parody, I now examine a transatlantic offshoot of the mock-

biblical tradition that may have informed both “A Song of Liberty” and America a Prophecy.  

The Thirteen Colonies’ struggle to secede from Britain inspired the French Jacobins and London 

radicals of the 1790s, as evident in their literature’s common rhetoric denouncing tyranny and 

envisioning liberty.  There were several American liberty songs before Blake’s, as well as 

biblical parodies whose titles anticipate America a Prophecy, such as The Book of America and 

A Prophecy: Written in 1776.  Blake may have had these popular protest songs in mind when 

composing his own similarly titled songs and prophecies from 1790 to 1793. 
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 If he was familiar with the liberty song tradition, Blake radically transformed it into biblical 

parody with “A Song of Liberty.”  The most popular examples of this uniquely American 

tradition are John Dickinson’s “Liberty Song” (1768), Mercy Warren’s “The Massachusetts 

Song of Liberty” (1768), and the anonymous “New Liberty Song” (1775).47  Including Blake’s, 

all four liberty songs are generally consistent in content and style, following the same sequence 

from denouncing oppression to envisioning freedom, but the three American songs lack his 

biblical allusions.48  Their secularism stands out, however, in comparison with the separate 

tradition of American biblical parodies, which follow the style of their English predecessors. 

 Indeed, Dodsley’s Chronicle was the inspiration for the anonymous Book of America 

(1766), John Leacock’s The First Book of the American Chronicles of the Times (1774-75), and 

Francis Hopkinson’s A Prophecy: Written in 1776.49  American biblical parodies were legion,50 

                                                           
47  Of course, there were many English hymns or odes to Liberty, notably that by William Collins (1746), whose 
patriotism and allegorical approach was probably despised by Blake.  Other than the three American songs 
discussed here, however, I can find no titles in American or English letters that come close to “A Song of Liberty.”  
Dickinson’s “Liberty Song” was the earliest and most famous American patriotic song, first published in the 
Pennsylvania Chronicle, Boston Gazette, and Boston Chronicle in the summer of 1768, and set to the Royal Navy 
chantey tune “Heart of an Oak” (in the same manner that “Yankee Doodle” appropriated an anti-American song), 
due to the dearth of American composers until the nineteenth century.  “The Liberty Song” popularized the phrase 
“by uniting we stand, by dividing we fall,” and John Leacock mentions it in American Chronicles (2:20, p. 58; see 
below).  Warren’s “Massachusetts Song of Liberty,” published in the UK in The Scots Magazine 30 (Nov. 1768): 
599-600, responds to reactionary parodies of Dickinson’s song (Winsor 6: 86n1). 
48  The sole exception comes in Warren’s “Massachusetts Song of Liberty,” which, in the fourth verse, alludes to 
Haman and Mordecai from the Book of Esther. 
49  Dodsley’s English Chronicle (see §5.3 above) was reprinted several times in the American colonies: in Newport 
(RI) in 1744, Boston 1759, Norwich (CT) 1773, Philadelphia 1774, Litchfield (CT) 1791, Worcester (MA) 1795, 
and in New York and Philadelphia again in 1797 (ESTC).  American Chronicles was originally anonymous, but 
Mulford (see below) positively identified its author as Benjamin Franklin’s cousin John Leacock. 
50  Additional examples of biblical parodies around the time of the American Revolution are discussed in Mulford’s 
introduction to the 1987 critical edition of John Leacock’s First Book of the American Chronicles of the Times (28-
30).  Additional titles include John Anderson’s Book of the Chronicles of his Royal Highness, William Duke of 
Cumberland: Being an Account of the Rise and Progress of the Present Rebellion (1746), Stephen Hopkins’s (?) 
The Fall of Samuel the Squomicutite, and the Overthrow of the Sons of Gideon (1763), A Ministerial Catechise, 
Suitable to be Learned by All Modern Provincial Governors, Pensioners, Placemen, &c (1771), the anonymous 
Two Chapters of the Lost Book of Chronicles by an Old English Merchant, and a Friend to the King (1774), the 
anonymous Chapters of the Book of Chronicles of Isaac the Scribe, Written on his Passage from the Land of the 
Amerikites to the Island of the Albionites (1775), and Nuel Bostwick’s First Book of Chronicles: The Political War 
in Ballston (1799).  Biblical exegesis with a view to contemporary political typology also emerged; Oliver Noble’s 
Some Strictures upon the Sacred Story Recorded in the Book of Esther, Shewing the Power and Oppression of State 
Ministers Tending to the Ruin and Destruction of God’s People (1775) finds parallels between the Persian 
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but these three in particular anticipate the mock-biblical and revisionist aspects of America a 

Prophecy.  Like the liberty songs, they all protest the conditions of British colonialism that led to 

the War of Independence, but encode its heroes and villains in biblical identities.  Though Blake 

mythologizes Washington, Franklin, Paine, Warren, Gates, Hancock, Green, Allen, and Lee by 

name in America (5:4, 16:2; E52, 56), he follows his American cousins in making “Albions 

Angel” and “Guardian Prince” censor-defying code words for the figureheads of British state 

and Church power.51  Leacock encodes George III as the wicked king Rehoboam,52 whose 

portrayal as a despot makes American Chronicles critical of both the Old Testament and 

contemporary politics in the manner of Dodsley’s English Chronicle. 

 Leacock shares with Blake an ideological sympathy for the oppressed, figuring America as a 

new Canaan (1:36), and thus Americans as Canaanites resisting a Yahweh-led Israelite siege.  

Leacock thus anticipates Blake’s Edomic inversion (see §8.2 below) with the oppressed 

Canaanite type being redeemed by American victory.  Whether or not Blake was aware of it, 

American Chronicles furnished a precedent for using biblical figures as codes for prophesying, 

from a marginalized position, the revolutionary defeat of tyranny. 

 More than American Chronicles and America a Prophecy, The Book of America imitates the 

KJV’s archaic, paratactic style and numbered-verse form in a subversive manner.  It boldly 

indicts “our Lord the King, and his Princes, and the wise men of the nation, even the Grand 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
antagonist Haman and PM Lord North, the Jews and the American colonists, and Mordecai and Benjamin Franklin. 
51  In the “Examples of Safe Printing” section of Pigs’ Meat; or, Lessons for the Swinish Multitude, published in the 
same year as America (1793), Thomas Spence recommends using animals to encrypt political satire: “To prevent 
misrepresentation in these prosecuting times, it seems necessary to publish every thing relating to Tyranny and 
Oppression, though only among brutes, in the most guarded manner.”  He demonstrates this by using Æsop’s fable 
“The Lion and the other Beasts,” parenthetically interpolating the satirical targets by ironic denial: “THE Lion [not 
meaning our Sovereign Lord the King] and several other beasts, [not meaning the continental Kings and Powers] 
entered into an alliance offensive and defensive, and were to live very socially together in the forest [not meaning in 
Europe]” (2: 14; brackets and italics in original).  See Worrall (Radical Culture 23-24; “Plebian” 202-03).  
52  King Rehoboam inherited the United Kingdom of Israel from his father Solomon and ruled the southern kingdom 
of Judah when the ten northern tribes rebelled to form the northern kingdom (1 Kgs. 11-15 and 2 Chr. 9-12). 
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Sanhedrim of the nation” alike for legislating trade barriers and thus depressing London’s and 

Birmingham’s industrial economies (1, 4-5, 9).  In this case, “our Lord” ambiguously signifies 

both a governor and Yahweh as oppressive figures.  The Book of America ends with a prophecy 

of harmony between oppressor and oppressed, when the former addresses the grievances of the 

latter (37-48), much like Blake’s French Revolution (E296).  Written a decade before 

Independence, The Book of America’s hopeful resolution contrasts starkly with the violence of 

the war to come, which Blake dramatizes in America a Prophecy. 

 Francis Hopkinson’s A Prophecy: Written in 1776 appears to draw on the two above 

American biblical parodies to protest colonial tyranny and prophesy a republican millennium by 

using the same biblical imagery that Blake uses in America.  Much as Blake blends Daniel 4 

with Isaiah 34-35 (AP 10:5-9; E54), Prophecy integrates the Rehoboam figure of American 

Chronicles with the mythology of the Boston Liberty Tree (felled by loyalists in 1775) in the 

retaliatory allegory of a community cutting down a rotting Nebuchadnezzar tree planted by the 

“king of islands” (92) and replanting one of their own.  Like The Book of America, A Prophecy 

blames counter-revolutionary propagandists as the main hindrance to progress, and ends 

apocalyptically with a utopian vision of emancipation from colonial tyranny like that in Blake’s 

“Song of Liberty.”  Of course, America a Prophecy does not end as happily; it defers liberty to a 

successful completion in a global liberation, prophesied in A Song of Los (see §10.1 and §10.6) 

 Though I have commented on mock-biblical aspects of mostly The Marriage throughout 

this chapter’s survey, Chapter 8 offers a more sustained analysis.  It shows that The Marriage 

incorporates aspects of each of the main texts discussed here but renovates the biblical parody 

tradition with its own distinctive style.  The Marriage is not as obvious a mock-biblical satire as 

the above specimens are, but the Proverbs of Hell, “A Song of Liberty,” and other figures and 
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episodes throughout The Marriage certainly belong to the mock-biblical tradition.  Before I 

elaborate with a close examination of The Marriage and its predecessors, however, there is one 

more contextual aspect of the Bible of Hell to discuss.  Besides the rhetoric of diabolical 

inversion, scheme of contraries, and biblical revision, what sets Blake’s Bible of Hell apart from 

the books covered in the above surveys is the strong visual bias of its illuminations.  Examining 

the illustrated book market in which Blake positioned these limited-edition books helps explain 

their competitive purpose within the larger parabiblical tradition. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

MOCK-MEDIEVAL ILLUMINATED BOOKS VS. ILLUSTRATED BIBLES 
 
 
 This chapter completes the survey of Bible of Hell inclusion criteria by considering the 

aspect of illumination.  The Bible of Hell needed distribution to be imposed on “the world,” but 

Blake’s Illuminated Printing technique could not possibly reproduce it on a scale competitive 

with the KJV in number of units sold.  As limited editions, however, Bible of Hell copies could 

outshine the austere print Bible and the lavish illustrated bibles of its time, especially Macklin’s 

Bible.  Much has been said about the interplay of text and image in Blake’s Illuminated Books of 

1790-95, but since little attention has been paid to them as mock-biblical prophecies, little has 

been said about their place in the specific market of biblical illustration.  When Blake saw fit to 

see a project through to full Illuminated-Book production, it was to occupy a certain niche in this 

market.  With one production technique that was cutting edge (relief etching) and another that 

was traditionally used to illuminate medieval manuscripts (colour ornamentation), the composite 

result could appeal at once to antiquarians and the radical artists of his day.  The Illuminated 

Book was meant to facilitate spiritual illumination in the same way that medieval illuminated 

bibles did, but with a radical theology.  The same prophetic voice that announces “The Bible of 

Hell” on Marriage plate 24 also boldly claims that it will foment a perceptual apocalypse “by 

printing in the infernal method, by corrosives” at the midway point of the book (14; E39), 

referring to Blake’s recently invented relief-etching technique. 

 It is probably no coincidence that these ambitious announcements are made shortly after 

Thomas Macklin’s 1789 prospectus heralding a grand folio Bible that was to be the most 

magnificent of the century.  Could Blake’s intense Illuminated-Book production in 1793-95 be 

partly motivated by competition with Macklin’s Holy Bible Embellished with Engravings by the 
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Most Eminent English Artists (1800), the constituent prints of which were published at a pace of 

about one per month throughout the 1790s?  Could this be because Macklin snubbed Blake 

while employing several of his fellow engravers for the project?  This chapter explores these 

possibilities in order to understand the etiology of the Bible of Hell in terms of its place in the 

limited-edition, coloured rare-book niche of the lucrative illustrated Bible market. 

 Blake’s familiarity with establishment biblical illustration was extensive during his early 

professional years in the 1780s, and yet he was still frustrated with being overlooked for the 

“Great Works” commissioned by the big printmakers of the time: Boydell, Macklin, and Bowyer 

(E767).  The latter two were spending vast sums on publishing illustrated-Bible projects that, as 

was obvious by around 1792-93, would not employ Blake’s graver (Mee, Enthusiasm 217).  I 

suspect that it was partly because of this neglect from employers and the time it opened up for 

him that Blake charged ahead with his revolutionary project, working totally outside the 

traditional KJV-text, letter-press, and print-making paradigm to produce a bible that would show 

up all others.  An independent printer-publisher like Blake did not have the capital to fund major 

projects that could compete with the likes of Boydell, Macklin, and Bowyer, so his best chance 

at success was in the specialty book market, producing lavish, coloured, limited-edition 

Illuminated Books.  As the trade of prints between England and France shut down after the 

declaration of war on 1 February 1793, the big printmakers were cut off from the European 

market upon which they thrived.  This provided an opening for an independent publisher to 

capitalize with a product whose rarity increased its value in the limited domestic market.  With a 

modest rivalry against the big printmakers already under way with his limited-edition Songs of 

Innocence, Book of Thel, and Marriage of Heaven and Hell around 1789-90, as well as various 

other projects that he advertised for sale in the Prospectus of 10 October 1793, Blake offered a 
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product that stood out in the tight market.  He then increased production with the eight 

Illuminated Books of 1793-95 (Visions, America, Europe, Urizen, Songs of Experience, The 

Book of Ahania, The Book of Los, and The Song of Los), all related in style and content.  In 

these, Blake offered up a radical alternative to the establishment illustrated bibles of the 1790s in 

an altogether new type of book meant to outshine the big bibles of its day. 

 

 §6.1 – The Invention of Illuminated Printing 

 In his catalogue Prospectus To the Public of 10 October 1793, Blake announced to the world 

books produced with the new technique of “Illuminated Printing,” based on a newly “invented    

. . . method of Printing both Letter-press and Engraving in a style more ornamental, uniform, and 

grand, than any before discovered, while it produces works at less than one fourth of the 

expense” (E693).1  As boastful of the innovation as any other printmaker or publisher 

advertising a new project, Blake signalled to the book-buying public (or at least a connoisseur 

subset that collected illuminated manuscripts)2 the renovation of biblical forms, since 

“illuminated” typically described ornately decorated medieval manuscript Bibles, but it also 

suggested a degree of interpretive freedom in its visual rendering of biblical materials, and thus 

                                                           
1  In truth, the process was somewhat more expensive than traditional printing practices if his investment of labour 
is considered (Viscomi, Blake 173-74). The illuminated books were probably “loss leaders”—that is, lavish editions 
upon which a publisher expects to take a loss in order to attract regular business (Cantor, “Printer’s Devil” 562).  
Blake admits as much in a 9 June 1818 letter to Dawson Turner in which he catalogues his available Illuminated 
Books, calling them “unprofitable enough to me tho Expensive to the Buyer” (E771), contradicting his earlier claim 
in the 1793 Prospectus, but justifying their utility from a marketing point of view: “The few I have Printed & Sold 
are sufficient to have gained me great reputation as an Artist which was the chief thing Intended.  But I have never 
been able to produce a Sufficient number for a general Sale by means of a regular Publisher” (E771).  The latter 
point at least implies that he indeed sought a “regular Publisher” (no doubt he had Johnson in mind in the early 
1790s) to order greater numbers of his Illuminated-Book copies than he and his wife Catherine actually printed. 
2  Viscomi surmises that the size of Blake’s intended audience can be inferred from his small print runs: by the 1793 
Prospectus, Blake’s “numerous great works now in hand” (E693) 

amounted to as many as seventy-four copies of seven titles . . . .  This is not many books from the perspective 
of conventional publishing, but it is a goodly number for a cottage industry and especially from the 
perspective of a painter.  Given the known provenances of illuminated books, Blake appears to have 
advertised primarily to connoisseurs, collectors, and other artists, all of whom, like Flaxman, Romney, 
Humphry, and Blake himself, collected books, paintings, and prints.  (Blake 174) 
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was more appropriate to a revisionist project.3  Blake indeed had access to models for these: 

since 1753, a great collection of illuminated Bible and parabiblical manuscripts from the sixth to 

sixteenth centuries had been available for public viewing through the British Museum library’s 

Harleian Collection.4  Many other published catalogues also described such illuminations in the 

libraries of various antiquarian rare-book and manuscript collectors.5 

 The idea behind the Illuminated Book, as it was for the medieval illuminated manuscript, 

was to facilitate a spiritual illumination (see the Moravian adaptation of this above in §4.2).  

Illuminated print Bibles appeared occasionally through the sixteenth century; for instance, Philip 

Luckombe’s ornately illustrated History and Art of Printing, published by Joseph Johnson in 

1771, discusses “a very fine illuminated folio Bible, printed on vellum . . . in April 1540” (86).  

However, they were intended for the collections of aristocrats rather than churches.  Blake’s 

sales pitch in To the Public appeals to antiquarian collectors of rare manuscripts, but widens his 

potential clientele by making his products an affordable middle-class novelty. 

 What made Blake’s Illuminated Books stand out in the tradition of illustrated books was the 

organic intermingling of illumination and text on a single plate.  The cheapest bibles omitted 

illustration, presenting a purely textual experience in regular letter-press type confined to austere 

and uniform double columns.  To an appreciator of the visual arts, such bibles made for an 

aesthetically bereft reading experience.  The combination of biblical text and illustration was 
                                                           
3  Bentley nicely explains the difference between illumination and illustration: 

All his life it was Blake’s habit to use his designs to comment on his texts, to amplify the actions, to translate 
the implications of the narrative into new, pictorial metaphors.  Consequently it is dangerous to use the word 
“illustration” in connexion with Blake, for his designs rarely “illustrate” a work in the ordinary sense of the 
word.  Blake himself spoke of his “Illuminated Books,” and it is always safest to use the less precise word 
“illumination” in connexion with Blake’s work rather than “illustration.”  (Introduction 22) 

4  See A Catalogue of the Harleian Collection (British Museum 1: 6-10) for a summary of holdings available to 
Blake.  The rare book and manuscript library amassed by Robert Harley (1661-1724) and his son Edward (1689-
1741), the First and Second Earls of Oxford, formed the basis of the British Museum’s library at its creation in 
1753, when Parliament purchased the collection from the Harley heirs for £10,000, a fraction of its actual value.  
The collection now consists of more than 7,500 manuscripts (British Library, “Harley Mauscripts”). 
5  For instance, An Account of an Illuminated Manuscript in the Library of Corpus Christi College Cambridge 
(1770) by Michael Tyson, describes one such manuscript in exquisite detail. 
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rare but highly valued.  The popularity of the more labour-intensive (hence more expensive) 

illustrated bibles among the nobility helped them survive the transition from medieval 

manuscript autography to proto-industrial print production up to the advent of the KJV.  

Illustrated print bibles were expensive because of the nature of print technology.6 

 An exception to the normally segregated production of text and illustration was achieved 

using woodcuts rather than intaglio plates.  Since the designs in woodcuts were carved in relief 

(the same as moveable type) they could be printed together with the text, as the mundus inversus 

chapbooks discussed above (§3.5) were printed.  The Geneva and Bishops’ Bibles (1560, 1568) 

printed throughout the latter sixteenth century were embellished with woodcut designs, but the 

advent of Puritan austerity after the monopolization of the Bible market by the state-imposed 

KJV capped the demand for such “popish” ornamentation, at least until the Restoration.  Such 

bibles found new popularity, however, especially among younger audiences, throughout the 

eighteenth century (Bentley, “Illustrated” 299-300).  Thomas Carnan and Francis Newbery Jr.’s 

Holy Bible Abridged for the Use of Children (1775), for instance, incorporated sixty-one 

woodcuts of biblical scenes into its 190 pages. 

 Even closer to Blake’s technique was John Sturt’s 1717 Book of Common Prayer (Church of 

England), which combined intaglio-engraved text and illustrations on 188 silver plates.7  The 

project took three years to complete, owing to the minute detail Sturt (1658-1730) fit into each 

plate, which could be read only with magnifying lenses.  The layout of text in double (even 

triple) columns headed by illustrations and bookended by tailpiece vignettes is entirely 

                                                           
6  Essick (Commercial 1-5) for a general description of the process and micro-economics of book illustration in the 
eighteenth century, and Bentley (“Great”) for the macro-economic considerations. 
7  Bindman (Artist 61) mentions Sturt’s engraved bibles in connection with Blake’s Songs of Innocence, but not as a 
model for the mock-biblical works of the 1790s or specifically The Book of Ahania and The Book of Los, whose text 
and visual designs are, like Sturt’s Book of Common Prayer, engraved by the intaglio method rather than by relief 
etching.  Bentley also mentions Sturt’s Orthodox Communicant (1721), produced in the same way as Common 
Prayer, in connection to Blake’s conception of illuminated printing as a means of circumventing the traditional 
letter-press paradigm and the limitations imposed by printers and publishers (Stranger 100-01, pl. 40). 
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Fig. 13.  The Book of Common Prayer
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The Book of Common Prayer engraved by Sturt (1717): plates 1, 2, 47

 
, but it must have suggested to Blake the advantage of combined image

woodcuts and moveable type.  Such projects were, as Bentley points out, 

“economically justifiable only for a work which could be printed year after year for a secure 

market,” which was the case for Sturt’s Common Prayer, but not for an unknown like Blake 

mocks Cumberland’s idea of “Illuminating the Manuscript” in his 

, written c. 1784-85 when Blake began his own press:
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of production, which he could do only from having intimate knowledge of both.8 

 

 §6.2 – Blake’s Commercial Bible Illustrations of the 1780s 

 Establishment biblical illustration was an idiom Blake knew well, having worked within the 

business of KJV embellishment before setting out against it.  Some of his earliest professional 

work had been engraving biblical scenes in the traditional intaglio method for printmakers and 

publishers in the early 1780s soon after completing his engraver’s apprenticeship under James 

Basire.  Little critical attention has been paid to this work since Essick’s William Blake’s 

Commercial Book Illustrations (1991), mostly because scholars pay most attention to Blake’s 

original output, whereas these are engravings mostly after designs by other artists.  The contrast 

between the subject matter and style of his commercial Bible illustrations and that of the designs 

in The Marriage is worth examining, however, as a means of establishing Blake’s probable 

motives for countering KJV illustration with his own radical contraries in the Bible of Hell. 

 What Blake’s impressive résumé in biblical illustration shows is that he cut his teeth mostly 

illustrating Old Testament scenes of the Israelites slaughtering innocent gentiles for Yahweh, 

which may have driven the conception of writing a new Bible that corrected the Old Testament 

by exposing and replacing its tyrannical God with a more sympathetic one.  Publishers like 

Cooke, Harrison & Co., and Fielding & Walker (the three who hired Blake) often chose the 

bloodiest Old Testament episodes for illustration, not just to be sensational, but to strike a 

contrast between the brutalities of the pre-Christian era with the mercies of New Testament 

scenes.  Though Blake may have engraved more, he is credited with at least thirteen plates: five 

                                                           
8  As Crehan insightfully argues, Blake’s technical innovation in relief etching was a personal victory in “a struggle 
to transform the relations of artistic production in favour of the creative artisan,” motivated by “the historic need to 
transform the conditions within which art was produced.  This is part of the revolutionary nature of Blake’s art.  It 
goes beyond that art which, while showing ‘commitment’ to revolutionary or progressive causes, as with Romney’s 
‘visionary’ art, fails to show how the existing production apparatus can itself be transformed” (Blake 241). 
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for John Herries’s Royal Universal Family Bible (1780-82),9 the same for Harrison & Co.’s 

Protestant’s Family Bible (1780), and three for Edward Kimpton’s New and Complete Universal 

History of the Holy Bible (1781-82?).10  The latter’s full title lists Blake among “the most 

Capital Performers,” producing “a great Number of beautiful COPPER-PLATES ” from the 

designs of such luminous artists as Thomas Stothard.  With the exception of “The Vision of the 

seven golden Candlesticks” that Blake designed himself for the New Testament of Herries’s 

Bible (C7-8),11 all the plates depict Old Testament scenes, some displaying the very “wickedness 

& deceit” of the Israelites that Blake later decried in his Watson Annotations (E614). 

 The weeks that it would have taken Blake to engrave scenes of Yahweh-ordered atrocities 

gave the up-and-coming engraver ample time to ruminate on the hypocrisy of the so-called Good 

Book at a time in his twenties when political circumstances, such as the Gordon Riots, helped 

radicalize him (Bentley, Stranger 57-60).  Blake’s engraving of Stothard’s “The Battle of Ai, 

with the Destruction of the City, by the Army of Joshua” (C11, illustrating Josh. 8:20) in 

Kimpton’s Bible, for instance, foregrounds the soldiers and horses of Ai being overwhelmed in 

the clamour with Joshua and his army.  With the burning city too far removed in the background, 

there is no hint of sympathy for the victims of this massacre, as there is in the previous plate (not  

 

                                                           
9  The prints for the Herries’s Bible illustrate Num. 13:26 (erroneously labelled Num. 13:23), Jon. 3:4, Jud. 13:10, 1 
Sam. 16:13 (erroneously labelled Matt. 3:13), and Rev. 1:12-13 (incorporating elements from Rev. 1:7, 1:11, and 
1:16).  They were published separately: one on 16 Sept. 1780 by Fielding and Walker, four by J. Fielding on 18 
Aug., 13 Oct., and 22 Dec. 1781, and 23 Feb. 23 1782.  In all but the last (designed by Blake himself), Blake is only 
credited as the engraver, while the original artist is anonymous (BR 813-14). 
10  All three “bibles” are actually paraphrases of the KJV because its copyright was owned by the Crown, so only 
the official Printer to the King could print it.  Enterprising publishers often printed KJV paraphrases or “histories” to 
capitalize on the demand for bibles without resorting to piracy (Bentley, “Illustrated” 299-300).  For reproductions, 
see Essick’s William Blake’s Commercial Book Illustrations (pls. 3-7 [III], 10-14 [V], and 15-18 [VI]). 
11  As this was the last of Blake’s engravings for the Herries Bible, the license to design the plate as well as execute 
it implies that Blake’s work was well favoured by the publisher, John Fielding.  Blake was probably instructed to 
adhere to established models for the illustration of Rev. 1:12-13 in paintings and other illustrated Bibles earlier in 
the century, such as those published by Blome (Fontaine 282-83), Bill & Newcomb (Church of England, ECCO 
image no. 1272), and S. Smith (1452-53).  Comparisons with these show Blake making none of the interpretive 
innovations of his later biblical illustrations or of Fuseli’s version of the subject painted in 1796. 
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Fig. 14.  Left: “The Battle of Ai” (Stothard/Blake); right: “The Fugitive Shechemites” (Metz/ 
Blake) in Kimpton’s New and Complete Universal History of the Holy Bible (c. 1780-85) 

 

engraved by Blake) two pages earlier.12  This one depicts how “the Israelites . . . put every living 

creature to the sword” (Kimpton 109), but sympathetically foregrounds the slaughter of a fallen, 

panic-stricken, half-nude Canaanite woman clutching her infant while the Israelite soldier’s 

spear plunges into her side despite her husband’s attempts to shield her.  Mere mention of the 

slaughter of a thousand gentiles in a text-only KJV does not generate sympathy for the murder of 

innocent women and children quite as this illustrated plate does.  Dutifully engraving after 

                                                           
12  “The Falling of the Walls of Jericho, burning of the City, and destruction of the Inhabitants by the Israelites” 
(Josh. 6:20) engraved by Smith after Metz in Kimpton’s Universal History of the Holy Bible (108-09). 
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others’ designs, however, Blake would have had no say in the glorification of the Israelites’ 

imperial warmongering in “The Battle of Ai.”  Nor would he have had an opportunity to 

challenge the notion of a God, who, “in his abundant righteousness,” torched “the whole 

number, men and women together” (Kimpton 131), along with children in their mothers’ arms, 

in “The Fugitive Shechemites Burnt and Suffocated in the Holds of their Idol Berith, by order of 

King Abimelech” (C14, illustrating Jgs. 9:46 after delineation by Metz). 

 The reasons for his compliance in glorifying scenes of violence that he would later scorn are 

professional: because of the need for publishers to maintain stylistic consistency across all the 

illustrated plates, the various designers of each illustration were required to work corporately and 

thus surrender their own artistic idiosyncrasies to a uniform style, as did the engraving team that 

followed them (Essick, Commercial 5).  Despite their time-consuming labour, engravers 

remained second-class artists (excluded from the Royal Academy until 1928) because of their 

typical removal from original invention.  Their duty was only to reproduce the prototype 

painting or drawing faithfully, as we see when we compare Blake’s engraving for “The Battle of 

Ai” to Stothard’s preliminary drawing (C11-13).  While the painter was free to interpret (or 

reinterpret) a biblical scene, Blake’s commercial work taught him that “To Engrave after another 

Painter is infinitely more laborious than to Engrave ones own Inventions” (E703).  His turn to 

biblical revision around 1788-89 (see Ch. 7 below), especially with The Marriage, was a way of 

not only reclaiming his artistic sovereignty and establishing himself as a master of original 

invention after a decade of slavish reproduction in biblical and other engraving projects, but also 

of restoring a sense of conscience to the Scriptures’ depiction of gentiles as deserving victims. 

 Many of the designs for the Marriage illuminations radically revise establishment biblical 

illustrations.  In §8.3 below I discuss how the figures of the falling white horse and rider on plate 
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5 illuminate Blake’s revision of the expulsion of Lucifer as the jettisoning of Christ from 

Heaven, but to this we could add most of the other designs.  The eagle with the co

its talons (MHH 15), for instance,

Israelites when he turns Moses’s 

the serpent on the ground, but Howel’s (1716) 

revises this to replace Moses the legislator with an eagle, “a po

(9; E37) and symbol of spiritual 

for Moses, Blake replaces Moses’

“Printing house in Hell.”  Blake’s

paintbrush and the acid that “bites” the copper plate to leave the

they are “folding round the rock & the cave” in the “second chamber” of the infernal 

making process (15; E40).  The folding serpent returns on plate 20 as the coiled sea beast 

Leviathan (see §8.5 below), but illuminated according to the familiar form of 

fish” (1:17), a coiled sea beast lunging after Jonah out of the waves

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15.  Left: “Jonah Cast by the Fish on Dry Land”
of the Holy Bible (1744); right:

                                                           
13  “Moses rod is changed into a serpent,” engraved
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of the expulsion of Lucifer as the jettisoning of Christ from 

Heaven, but to this we could add most of the other designs.  The eagle with the co

, for instance, reinterprets the miracle Yahweh uses to impress the delinque

 rod into a serpent (Exo. 4:3-4).  Most illustrated bibles

the serpent on the ground, but Howel’s (1716) has Moses with the serpent in hand.

Moses the legislator with an eagle, “a portion of Genius” in 

 freedom in America (1:12-13; E51).  In substituting the eagle 

for Moses, Blake replaces Moses’s priestly imposture with the infernal artist-prophet in the 

Blake’s “Viper” here is the symbol of the combination of his 

brush and the acid that “bites” the copper plate to leave the text and design in relief so that 

“folding round the rock & the cave” in the “second chamber” of the infernal 

The folding serpent returns on plate 20 as the coiled sea beast 

, but illuminated according to the familiar form of Jonah’s

fish” (1:17), a coiled sea beast lunging after Jonah out of the waves.  Blake’s 
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right: plate 20 (detail) of Blake’s Marriage, copy I (1827)
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design visually recalls plates in Blome’s Bible (1705), Stackhouse’s 

(1775),14 but gives the subject an altogether new and topical signification

the French Revolution from the view

political arena and in the New Church

from the prominent illustrated bibles of the century, some of which he worked on, 

them into symbols critical of establis

revolutionary sympathies in the renovation of forms.

 Blake’s Nebuchadnezzar reduced to a beast in the wilderness below the “Bible of Hell” 

announcement on Marriage plate 24

context of illustrated bibles, it visually recalls the depiction of the crawling Nebuchadnezzar in

Blome’s Bible,17 Baskett’s Oxford Bible (1717

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 16.  Nebuchadnezzar illustrations
the Oxford Bible (middle

                                                           
14  Plate no. 150 in the History of the Old and New Testament 
known as “Blome’s Bible” after the publisher Richard Blome, who first published the text alone i
Coughen and Joseph Raynor’s translation of 
1709) under the pseudonym Le Sieur de Royaumont (ESTC).  “Jonah Cast by the Fish on Dry Land” (Jon. 2:10) is 
plate 16 in Thomas Stackhouse’s New History of the Holy Bible
1:15) is in Buckland’s Bible (Holy Bible
15  See the discussion around Fig. 23 below
16  Paley argues that Blake’s icon of Nebuchadnezzar “Draw[s] upon a rich iconographical tradition that extends 
from Cranach and Dürer to John Hamilton Mortimer” (
Grigson (218) for these attributions (Paley 38n17, Phillips
17  “Nebuchadnezzar turned into a Beast” (Dan. 4) is pl. 146 in 
have viewed Blake’s Nebuchadnezzar design
18  “Nebuchadnezzar eats grass like Oxon. Dan
ECCO image no. 672 of the 1724 edition), engraved by James Cole
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design visually recalls plates in Blome’s Bible (1705), Stackhouse’s (1744), and Buckland’s

but gives the subject an altogether new and topical signification as a representation of

viewpoint of the conservative backlash registered in the

New Church.  In all of these images, Blake transforms a 

ibles of the century, some of which he worked on, 

critical of establishment Judeo-Christian orthodoxy and suggest

in the renovation of forms. 

Nebuchadnezzar reduced to a beast in the wilderness below the “Bible of Hell” 

plate 2415 has been likened to various precedents,16 

visually recalls the depiction of the crawling Nebuchadnezzar in

Oxford Bible (1717),18 and, most significantly, Herries’

.  Nebuchadnezzar illustrations (details) from Blome’s Bible (
middle), and The Royal Universal Family Bible (right

History of the Old and New Testament (Fontaine 174-75), a biblical paraphrase commonly 
known as “Blome’s Bible” after the publisher Richard Blome, who first published the text alone i
Coughen and Joseph Raynor’s translation of Histoire du Vieux et du Nouveau Testament by Nicolas Fontaine (1625
1709) under the pseudonym Le Sieur de Royaumont (ESTC).  “Jonah Cast by the Fish on Dry Land” (Jon. 2:10) is 

New History of the Holy Bible (2: 888-89).  “Jonah Thrown into the Sea” (Jon. 
Holy Bible, ECCO image no. 789). 

below for its meaning in the context of The Marriage’s mundus inver
Paley argues that Blake’s icon of Nebuchadnezzar “Draw[s] upon a rich iconographical tradition that extends 

from Cranach and Dürer to John Hamilton Mortimer” (Apocalypse 38), citing K. Clark (168), Butlin (1:
attributions (Paley 38n17, Phillips, Introduction 148-49).  

“Nebuchadnezzar turned into a Beast” (Dan. 4) is pl. 146 in History (Fontaine 170-71).  As early
Blake’s Nebuchadnezzar design as “without a doubt derived” from Blome’s (Powell 

“Nebuchadnezzar eats grass like Oxon. Danl 4 v. 33,” no. 120 in the embellished KJV (Church of England, 
672 of the 1724 edition), engraved by James Cole. 

(1744), and Buckland’s 

as a representation of 

point of the conservative backlash registered in the wider 

, Blake transforms a visual theme 

ibles of the century, some of which he worked on, refashioning 

suggesting pro-

Nebuchadnezzar reduced to a beast in the wilderness below the “Bible of Hell” 

 but, in the 

visually recalls the depiction of the crawling Nebuchadnezzar in 

and, most significantly, Herries’s.  In all four,  

from Blome’s Bible (left), 
right) 

75), a biblical paraphrase commonly 
known as “Blome’s Bible” after the publisher Richard Blome, who first published the text alone in 1688 as John 

by Nicolas Fontaine (1625-
1709) under the pseudonym Le Sieur de Royaumont (ESTC).  “Jonah Cast by the Fish on Dry Land” (Jon. 2:10) is 

89).  “Jonah Thrown into the Sea” (Jon. 

mundus inversus topos. 
Paley argues that Blake’s icon of Nebuchadnezzar “Draw[s] upon a rich iconographical tradition that extends 

38), citing K. Clark (168), Butlin (1: 165), and 

early as 1875, critics 
Powell 66). 

(Church of England, 
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Nebuchadnezzar crawls on all fours like a beast, his arms and legs having grown excess hair, his 

hands and feet claws.  Though it is impossible to say whether Blake worked on 

“Nebuchadnezzar eating the Grass of the Field” in Herries’s Royal Universal Family Bible,19 his 

work on the Herries Bible suggests that he at least had it in mind when he first sketched the 

fallen, zoomorphized monarch in his Notebook (N44, 48) and then in The Marriage.  Though 

Blake follows the traditional Nebuchadnezzar form, his relief-etching printing method varies the 

style.  The unique result ensured that his Illuminated Books would stand out in the market of 

biblical illustration, which, having become especially saturated in the 1770s and ’80s without 

exhausting the bibles’ popularity, gave rise to a competition for ever more lavish projects in the 

1790s (Bentley, “Great” 57-96). 

 

 §6.3 – The Bible of Hell vs. the Macklin Bible 

 After a century of increasingly magnificent illustrated bibles, the print-seller Thomas 

Macklin (1752/3-1800) set out to trump all others in both quality20 and quantity,21 and to trump 

                                                           
19  The Nebuchadnezzar illustration is one of the 43% of plates (forty of ninety-four) in Herries’s Royal Universal 
Family Bible that do not identify the engraver.  Because of the corporate nature of engraving and the necessity for 
each engraver to be consistent in style, the “gravitation towards uniformity, voluntary or compelled, makes it 
particularly difficult to attribute unsigned plates of the 1780s to Blake’s hand” (Essick, Commercial 6). 
20  In terms of quality of engraving, the best illustrated bibles of the eighteenth century had been Blome’s Bible 
(1705), with 260 copperplate illustrations in its 741 pages; Samuel Smith’s The Christian’s Guide [to] the Old and 
New Testament (1738), with 92 copperplates; Thomas Stackhouse’s two-volume New History of the Holy Bible 
(1742-44), 38 plates; Stephen Austen’s Holy Bible, or, The Old and New Testament Explained by Question and 
Answer (1748), 26; John Marchant’s New History of the Holy Bible (1761), 44; John Fleetwood’s Life of Our 
Blessed Lord and Saviour (1767), 27; and Edward Kimpton’s New and Complete Universal History of the Holy 
Bible (1785), for which Blake had engraved at least 3 of its 61 plates. 
21  The largest illustrated Bibles prior to Macklin’s were Blome’s (see above) and John Baskett’s Oxford Bible, with 
206 copperplate illustrations (usually four to a page) within its 1149 pages.  Others included those printed by or for 
Bill & Newcomb (1708) with 137 copperplate engravings among 1323 pages; Laurence Howel (1716), 150 in 3 
vols; Joseph Hazard (1726), 120 in 133 pp.; Henry Southwell (1773), 101 in 2 vols; John Archdeacon (1775-
76),134 in 1421 pp.; John Harrison (1785-86), 100 in 2 vols.; Thomas Scott (1788-92), 162 in 4 vols.; and L. 
Pennington (1789-90), 52 in 2 vols.  Popular illustrated bibles that had fewer illustrations but ran through several 
editions, both legitimate and pirated, include those by Samuel Newton (1771), 34 copperplates in 725 pp.; Anselm 
Bayly (1773-74), 20 in 2 vols.; Buckland et al. (1775), 33 in 1171 pp.; and W. Richardson (1785), 23 in 865 pp. 
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his printmaking competition as well.22  In his prospectus, Macklin’s Bible: Proposals for 

Publishing by Subscription a Magnificent Bible (1789),23 Macklin boasted that he would 

produce the “most perfect and magnificent [illustrated Bible] ever yet offered to the public in 

any country” (40).  Macklin’s decade-long project involved over forty designers and engravers, 

including many with whom Blake was professionally and personally acquainted: Henry Fuseli, 

Thomas Stothard, Sir Joshua Reynolds,24 James Heath (E572, 760), James Fittler (E748), 

Richard Cosway (E505), Sir William Hamilton (E741-42, 750), and William Sharp (Erdman, 

Prophet 34-35).  Blake’s name was conspicuously absent from the project, despite his 

aforementioned experience with establishment biblical illustration and 1782-83 engraving work 

for Macklin.25  Why Macklin overlooked Blake but employed so many of his colleagues may 

have something to do with Blake’s reputation as a political radical of questionable sanity, which 

made his appointment unseemly for a project that was dedicated to King George III upon the 

publication of the first print, “Jacob’s First Sight of Rachel” (Bartolozzi after Hamilton) in 

January of 1791.  Throughout the rest of the decade, Macklin employed de P. J. Loutherbourg 

                                                           
22  Macklin’s main rival in deluxe print-selling was John Boydell.  Macklin “contemplated a ‘Bible’ of even greater 
pretensions than those of his antagonist’s ‘Shakespeare’” (Stephens 6).  Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery was much 
attended but financially ruinous. 
23  Reproduced as “Proposals for Macklin’s Bible” in Macklin’s 1790 Gallery of Poets (38-40). 
24  The Swiss-born Johann Heinrich Füssli (1741-1825) designed only one plate for the Macklin Bible project later 
in the decade, “St. John’s Vision” (publ. 14 Jan. 1797).  Blake was Fuseli’s occasional collaborator and longtime 
friend since being Broad Street neighbours in the early 1780s.  Blake was also friends with Thomas Stothard (1755-
1834) since being students at the Royal Academy Schools at Somerset House starting in 1779; Blake engraved 
numerous plates after Stothard paintings and drawings, amounting to more than half of Blake’s commercial 
engraving commissions of the 1780s (Essick, Commercial 5), and Stothard designed five plates for the Macklin 
Bible.  Blake’s opinion of Stothard soured after 1810, when he plagiarized Blake’s design for the Canterbury 
pilgrims.  Blake indicates his disdain in the companion verses “Mr Stothard to Mr Cromek” and “Mr Cromek to Mr 
Stothard” (E509).  See also E504-05, 572, and 725 for further references to him in Blake’s writings.  Blake directed 
unrestrained hostility at Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-92), head of the Royal Academy, especially in his annotations to 
The Works of Sir Joshua Reynolds (1798, annotated around 1801-02 and 1808-09 [BB 692]; E635-62); see further 
references to Reynolds in Blake’s writings at E511-14, 575, 580, 718, and 770. 
25  Macklin published four circular/oval Blake engravings for his Poet’s Gallery: “Morning Amusements” and 
“Evening Amusements” (after paintings by Jean-Antoine Watteau; 10 Aug. 1782), “Robinhood and Clorinda” (after 
John Meheux; 30 Mar. 1783), and “The Fall of Rosamond” (after Thomas Stothard; 1 Oct. 1783), for which 
Macklin paid Blake £80 (Monthly Magazine 11.71 [Apr. 1801]: 246).  Macklin describes them in his 1794 Poetic 
Description of Choice and Valuable Prints (62, 68, 70).  See also BR (439n1, 650-51, 727, 758, 809, 814-15). 
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for the majority of the design and delineation (118 designs and vignettes), and Heath (51) and 

Bromley (23) for engraving detail.  The result was seventy full-page plates and 112 introductory 

and concluding vignettes across six volumes (four Old Testament, two New Testament), finally 

published in 1800, just weeks after Macklin’s death, and after a total expense estimated at 

£30,000 (Bentley, “Macklin” ¶4).  The Macklin Bible defined the Romantic aesthetic of biblical 

illustration until Gustav Doré’s prints of the mid-1860s. 

 It is possible that part of Blake’s motivation for producing a Bible of Hell, conceived within 

a year of the Macklin’s Bible prospectus, was to rival Macklin’s attention-grabbing project 

singlehandedly and in a manner that worked outside of the KJV-text, letter-press, and 

printmaking paradigm.  Indeed, Blake seems to be parodying the bombastic rhetoric of 

Macklin’s prospectus in his Bible of Hell advertisement on Marriage plate 24.  Blake’s product 

had two major advantages over that of his former employer: (1) it outshone Macklin’s Bible with 

colour washes in the tradition of medieval manuscript autography rather than in the austere 

monochrome style of illustrated print bibles; and (2) it was, at least in theory, less expensive to 

produce, as Blake claimed in his Prospectus To the Public.  Advertized at 7s 6d (E693), Blake 

priced The Marriage for middle-class collectors, not just the wealthy patrons of Macklin’s 

Bible.26  As Crehan says, Illuminated Printing represented a “rebellion against the artistic 

dominance of the aristocracy and commercial bourgeoisie” (241) represented by Macklin.  The 

aesthetic of Illuminated Printing distinguished Blake’s product from that of the traditional 

printmakers as an autographic novelty in an age where machine production and its economically 

rationalized separation of illustration from type standardized the aesthetic of the printed page.  

Blake capitalized on the backlash antiquarian fetish for hand-crafted alternatives. 

                                                           
26  In the Proposals, Macklin priced each print of his Bible at 15 shillings for subscribers, and one guinea for non-
subscribers.  With a total of seventy prints, the cost of a set was thus £52½ for subscribers, which was substantially 
more than what a working-class artisan could expect to earn in annual wages. 
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the production of the Macklin Bible, but altering and trumping it in various ways. 

 Though one may wonder whether it was Blake who rejected Macklin or vice versa, the latter 

seems more likely the case given that bitterness seems to be a factor in the one-upmanship of the 

Bible of Hell.  Blake was clearly incensed by the missed business opportunity in being 

overlooked for work on the Macklin Bible, claiming in his defence “to Engrave finer than . . . 

Hall or Bartolozzi <& All> because I understand Drawing which they understand not.” 
27  Some 

of this ire had no doubt accumulated as a result of being passed over for other large engraving 

projects: Blake was similarly untapped by Boydell even after executing for him a large (24×30") 

engraving of an Act III scene from The Beggar’s Opera after a William Hogarth painting 

(1790).28  Blake was listed among nineteen of “the most eminent Engravers” (including 

Bartolozzi, Fittler, and Sharp) who would reproduce exhibited paintings by Barry, Cosway, 

Fuseli, Romney, Stothard, and West for Robert Bowyer’s lavish edition of David Hume’s five-

volume History of England (1793-1806), according to prospectuses issued between January 

1791 and May 1793, but none of the History’s 195 plates bear his name (BR 62).  Bowyer had 

evidently dropped Blake, for he likewise passed him by for his illustrated “Cabinet Bible” 

project, which featured thirty-two engraved plates embellishing the KJV text, all executed by 

James Fittler (who did eleven plates for Macklin’s Bible) between 1791 and its publication in 

1795—the very period in which Blake’s Bible of Hell project falls. 

 Blake’s Bible of Hell, then, was a coeval rival to two establishment illustrated Bibles, 

possibly because he resented the missed business opportunities they represented.  This could 

explain the gap between the announcement of the Bible of Hell in The Marriage of 1790 and its 
                                                           
27  E574.  Hall engraved six plates and Bartolozzi fifteen for Macklin’s Bible. 
28  Blake’s Beggar’s Opera was published by the Boydells in The Original Works of William Hogarth in 1790 (BR 
304) and in several subsequent anthologies of Hogarth’s work (1795-1822).  Blake also engraved Romeo and Juliet 
for Boydell in 1799 after a painting by John Opie; it was featured in The Dramatic Works of Shakespeare (1802) 
and subsequent anthologies of the Boydells’ Shakespeare illustrations (1803-1822).  See Essick’s William Blake’s 
Commercial Book Illustrations (7-9, 42-45, 83; pls. 65-66, 192). 
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resumption three years later, when Blake seems to have had difficulty finding employment 

compared with previous years.29  In a 1805 letter to his patron William Hayley, Blake is bitter 

and incredulous about being just as able to work then as in the 1790s, “the time of Boydells 

Macklins Bowyers & other Great Works.  I was known by them & was look’d upon by them as 

Incapable of Employment in those Works” (E767).  Later, he attributed this to other artists 

defaming him, such as Flaxman “blasting my character as an Artist to Macklin my Employer as 

Macklin told me at the time [i.e., 1782-83]” (N53; E572).  Later still, Blake versified his 

disappointment at being overlooked by the print publishers and professionally slighted by other 

artists involved in Macklin’s Bible project, asking rhetorically in feminine-rhyme doggerel, 

“Was I angry with . . . Stothard . . . Or angry with Macklin or Boydel or Bowyer / Because they 

did not say O what a Beau ye are[?]” (N23; E504).30  All of this suggests that the self-published 

Bible of Hell was meant not just to show up the austere eighteenth-century print Bible, but to 

outshine the illustrated bibles of the 1790s, namely Macklin’s and Bowyer’s. 

 As a criterion for Bible of Hell canonization, the requirement that the book be illuminated 

(rather than merely illustrated like its competition) focuses our attention on thirteen original 

books that Blake produced c. 1788-95.  As we shall see, the four Illuminated Books that precede 

The Marriage of 1790, as well as an illuminated manuscript (Tiriel), anticipate a combination of 

aspects that define the Bible of Hell, and thus help explain the etiology of the Bible of Hell 

project.  By comparing these preludes with and to The Marriage, it is possible to define further 

what Blake meant by “The Bible of Hell” in the latter. 

                                                           
29  Blake executed eighty commercial engravings between 1790 and 1793, “which suggests that he concentrated on 
illuminated printing during 1789-90 and 1793-95, intervals that correspond exactly with the books’ dates, and that 
he underwrote the cost of his original productions with his commercial work” (Viscomi, “Illuminated Printing” 39). 
30  Erdman indicates that the “Was I angry” poem came after Oct. 1807 and before the “Public Address” of 1809 
(Introduction 56).  Essick dates the poem c. 1810-11 (Commercial 10n18). 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

THE WORKS OF 1788-89 AS BIBLE OF HELL PRELUDES 
 

would God that all the LORD’S people were prophets, and 
that the LORD would put his spirit upon them!  (Num. 11:29) 

 
 
 Should we take the claim that “I have also a Bible of Hell” (MHH 24; E44) as Blake’s own?  

The present tense suggests that The Marriage itself could be a first instalment, or it could refer to 

works in progress or to books in Blake’s already-published catalogue.  These possibilities are not 

mutually exclusive, but this chapter focuses on the latter hypothesis.  Indeed, the Illuminated 

Books All Religions Are One and There Is No Natural Religion (both c. 1788), Songs of 

Innocence and the illuminated-manuscript draft of Tiriel (both c. 1789), and The Book of Thel (c. 

1789-90) rewrite repressive parts of the Bible and prophesy radical Christian liberty.  These five 

Marriage forerunners anticipate the primary works of the 1790-95 Bible of Hell by developing 

the features I described as inclusion criteria in Part I above.  Though they map out the program 

of mock-biblical prophecy, they do not assemble its definitive features in concert as The 

Marriage does, and thus they ultimately rest outside of the Bible of Hell project’s core. 

 A consistent element through all of these precursors and through whole Bible of Hell period 

is the mock-biblical revision surveyed above in Chapter 5, starting in subtle yet fundamental 

ways with All Religions and No Natural Religion, and becoming highly conspicuous by Tiriel 

and The Book of Thel.  The 1788 tractates affirm the possibility of access to the divine through 

the Poetic Genius, as opposed to the biblical dead letter.  At the same time, these works model a 

novel vehicle for this ancient “Spirit of Prophecy” (ARO 4-8; E1): the Illuminated Book.  No 

Natural Religion innovates further with a formal and thematic strategy that becomes an essential 

feature of the Bible of Hell: the interplay of contraries.  However, neither is a full-fledged mock-
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biblical prophecy and neither anticipates The Marriage’s rhetoric of diabolical inversion, though 

Innocence, Tiriel, and Thel arguably are and do, at least in part.  Innocence is a mock-psalter that 

gestures toward diabolical inversion in the “Little Girl Lost” and “Found” songs, where the lion 

transforms from a symbol of Yahweh’s destructive character to that of a more benign and 

sympathetic Christian God.  Yet there is nothing hellish about this prophecy, and so it hardly 

belongs in a Bible of Hell.  Tiriel, however, is a dark satire of the Pentateuch God, with Ijim as a 

falsely demonized and misunderstood prophet who exposes his brother Tiriel’s truly satanic 

nature.  Tiriel thus typifies the Bible of Hell’s critique of the Judeo-Christian tradition’s God.  

Tiriel does not, however, involve a scheme of contraries, nor did Blake bring it to full production 

as an Illuminated Book, so it stands outside of the Bible of Hell. 

Inclusion Criteria All Religions No Natural Religion Innocence Tiriel Thel 

diabolical inversion   ? ? ? 

scheme of contraries  • •  • 

biblical revision • • • • • 

illuminated printing • • •  • 
 

Table 1. How the five pre-Marriage works satisfy some of the four Bible of Hell criteria 
 

 
Taken together, these five works demonstrate an intensifying experimentation with Bible of Hell 

strategies (though Tiriel falters in important ways), an experimentation that reaches its pre-

Marriage apogee in The Book of Thel, a mock-biblical pastoral parable satirizing the sermons of 

organized religion, complete with a quasi-diabolical element in its Descensus episode and a 

contrary relationship to the later Visions of the Daughters of Albion (1793).  Assessing how each 

of these works might fit into the Bible of Hell demonstrates the heuristic value of the four 

inclusion criteria and helps define the Bible of Hell itself—what it is, and what it is not. 

 As Blake approaches The Marriage of 1790, he is already developing a conception of the 

Bible of Hell corresponding to the constituent parts of the Holy Bible.  The Old Testament itself, 
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based on the Hebrew Scriptures or Tanakh, comprises three parts: the Torah (“Teaching,” 

comprising Genesis through Deuteronomy), Nevi’im (“Prophets”), and Ketuvim (“Writings”).  

In the Christian Old Testament, the latter group includes a mix of biblical subgenres with the 

Psalms, Job, the Song of Songs, the Book of Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Daniel 

(sometimes considered among the Prophets), Ezra, and Nehemiah.  Formally anticipating The 

Marriage’s mélange of biblical subgenres, Blake’s five works of 1788-89 constitute a similar 

mock-biblical miscellany.  As an artist more familiar with the Bible than any other book, Blake 

was aware that, by 1790, his original works could be directed toward a radical revision of the 

Holy Bible.  The Bible of Hell thus began experimentally around 1788 with All Religions and No 

Natural Religion rather than ex nihilo with The Marriage. 

 

 §7.1 – All Religions are One and There is No Natural Religion as Modern Prophecy 

 Blake’s first Illuminated Books, All Religions are One and There is No Natural Religion (c. 

1788)1 are companion theosophical emblem books quite unlike the biblical parodies examined in 

Chapter 5 of this study.  They do, however, experiment with some of the strategies that would 

define the Bible of Hell.  Their principal continuity with the works to come is in their revisionist 

aspect: All Religions subordinates Scripture to the authority of the Poetic Genius that it claims to 

channel, and No Natural Religion replaces the transcendent God of the Judeo-Christian tradition 

with an immanent God, laying the theological foundations for The Marriage’s “God [that] only 

Acts & Is, in existing beings or Men” (16; E40).  While they are not mock-biblical prototypes of 

the Bible of Hell like The Marriage, All Religions uses recontextualized scriptural quotation (one 

of the four principal strategies of biblical parody identified by Suarez) to subvert the basis of 

                                                           
1  The colophon of the last of Blake’s Illuminated Books, The Ghost of Abel, dates it as 1822, but also suggests that 
his first (All Religions) came thirty-four years earlier: “1822 W Blakes Original Stereotype was 1788” (E272).  The 
similar appearance of No Natural Religion and All Religions suggests that they were executed close to one another. 
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scriptural authority, and No Natural Religion formally anticipates the interplay of contraries on 

Marriage plate 4.  All Religions thus exhibits two of the four Bible of Hell inclusion criteria 

(biblical revision, illumination), and No Natural Religion three (biblical revision, illumination, 

and the scheme of contraries).  Neither experiments with the shock rhetoric of diabolical 

inversion, however, and so they remain on the margins of the Bible of Hell project. 

 The theological crux of All Religions and No Natural Religion is their recovery of a 

primitive sense of prophecy as the foundation for inspired writing that could be practiced 

through the Bible of Hell period and beyond.  This is not to say that Blake had the whole Bible 

of Hell mapped out in 1788, but it does suggest intentions to rewrite scripture that is truer to his 

own beliefs than that in the Bible.  As I discussed in Chapter 4 above, the common purpose 

among antiquarian biblical scholars and Blake was to purify Christianity from the errors of its 

history and return to the origins of inspired verse.  Whereas scholars like Geddes pursued this 

through re-translation, Blake produced what he imagined to be a more ancient style of prophecy. 

 What Blake called the “Poetic Genius” is a “Spirit of Prophecy” at once ancient and 

modern,2 but based mainly on a selective reading of biblical precedents.  As he says in his 

Watson Annotations, the prophecy of the ancients does not involve prediction: such “Prophets in 

the modern sense of the word have never existed,” Blake insists, implicitly denying that Joseph’s 

interpretation of Pharaoh’s dream as foretelling the seven years of plenty and seven of famine 

that Yahweh would inflict upon Egypt (Gen. 41:17-32) was prophecy.  True prophecy was like 

Jonah’s, who Blake says “was no prophet in the modern sense for his prophecy of Nineveh 

                                                           
2  The notion of prophecy as truth-telling may have been inspired by another of Lucian’s prosopopoeic “dialogues 
with the dead.”  In the second-century CE “Dispute with Hesiod: A Dialogue,” Lucian demands that the seventh-
century BCE poet Hesiod explain why he cannot foretell future events.  Hesiod explains that true prophecy is telling 
truths about actions and their consequences as the Muses dictate rather than prediction (Lucian, Works 2: 408-11, or 
Dialogues 258-64).  Tannenbaum (“News” 81) suggests that this idea may have come by way of Francisco de 
Quevedo’s Los Sueños (or Visions of 1627, which was often translated up to Blake’s time).  It includes a dialogue 
with Nostradamus (1503-66), who insists that his prophecies are timeless riddles exposing human vice, folly, and 
corruption, rather than the coded predictions for which people have mistaken them (Quevedo 51-55). 
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failed” (E617).  Jonah’s prophecy of Yahweh’s threat to destroy the Ninevehans for their 

idolatry did not require fulfillment because it had the intended effect of compelling them to 

return to the fear and worship of the Lord (Jon. 3:1-10).  “Thus | If you go on So | the result is 

So”—that is, if the Ninevehans continued doing “evil” upon their own free will, God would 

punish them—but Jonah “never says such a thing shall happen let you do | what you will. a 

Prophet is a seer not an Arbitrary Dictator” (E617).  Blake likewise spoke with “honest 

indignation” according to the “dictates of Conscience,” which for him was (as his Marriage 

Isaiah says) “the voice of God,” for “Every honest man is a Prophet[;] he utters his opinion both 

of private & public matters.”  Defined as protest against empire and its effects, prophecy no 

longer had to be the extinct discourse of the “ancient Poets” (MHH 11-12; E38, 613, 617). 

 Indeed, seventeenth-century radicals revived this sense of prophecy as “speak[ing] truth” on 

present concerns according to one’s unique understanding and conviction.  Clergyman Jeremy 

Taylor proposed this in his brilliant 1647 argument for toleration, The Liberty of Prophesying 

(43, 66, 151).3  Charles I’s personal chaplain during the Civil War, Taylor reasoned that, because 

people are infinitely various in constitution, comprehension, and education, no one law could 

ever homogenize their “disunion of perswasions and Opinions” on religious matters; everybody 

must therefore have a right to their own particular prophecy (in the sense of their scriptural 

understanding).4  The infinite variety of Christian prophecy must be tolerated, even if it is as 

wild and blasphemous as the Ranters’, so that “Christendome should be no longer rent in pieces” 

(Taylor 1-3).  Blake’s All Religions likewise concludes that the “Poetic Genius,” or muse of 

poetic divination, is common to us all despite our being “infinitely various” in myriad ways.  

This idea was likely inspired by the global perspective of Bryant’s Ancient Mythology (see §4.5 

                                                           
3  Source suggested by Balfour in The Rhetoric of Romantic Prophecy (131). 
4  Sir Richard Bulkeley later (1708) expressed a similar idea: “every man should be a priest unto himself” (27). 
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above), but Blake omits Byrant’s Mosaic bias.  All Religions are One thus undermines the basis 

of religious factionalism, either within Christianity or between world religions in general. 

 All Religions is a subversive precedent for the Bible of Hell because its notion of prophecy 

demotes the Holy Bible to the level of any other inspired writing.  “The Jewish & Christian 

Testaments are An original derivation from the Poetic Genius” (ARO 9; E1), the speaker says, 

implying the equivalence of any writing derived from the same primitive source, including his 

own.  This is not in itself a destructive, supersessionist mythology; it does not dismiss the 

Decalogue, for instance, as will The Marriage’s fifth Memorable Fancy and “A Song of 

Liberty.”  Reducing the Holy Bible to a “derivation” of a purer source, to which Blake claims 

equal access, nonetheless prepares the way for the destructive supersessionism of The Marriage, 

where the Poetic Genius is likewise held up as a medium of divinity.5 

 These early tractates not only affirm the liberty of prophesying, but also use it to replace 

Yahweh with an immanent God, which is heretical according to the Deuteronomists’ 

prohibitions against prophesying in support of gods other than Yahweh.6  Whoever channels the 

Poetic Genius, otherwise called “the Poetic or Prophetic character” in No Natural Religion, 

apocalyptically “sees the Infinite in all things,” and thus “sees God” (b10-11; E3).  Merely by 

recognizing God’s immanence in all living things,7 No Natural Religion reveals the divinity of 

humanity: “God becomes as we are, that we may be as he is” (b12), which is to say that God, 

like “All deities[,] reside[s] in the human breast” and can be witnessed as immanent in the 

Creation when “the doors of perception [are] cleansed” to reveal “the infinite in every thing” 

                                                           
5  Though the Marriage narrator does not explicitly mention the Poetic Genius in his dialogue with prophets, 
Ezekiel’s response suggests that the narrator said something about it prior: “the Poetic Genius (as you now call it) 
was the first principle and all the others merely derivative” (MHH 12; E39).  The previous plate also gives a history 
of the corruption of religion starting from ancient prophets implicitly inspired by the Poetic Genius. 
6  Yahweh commands that if any “prophet, or dreamer of dreams” supports other gods, “thou shalt surely . . . stone 
him with stones, that he die; because he hath sought to thrust thee away from the LORD thy God” (Dt. 13:1-10). 
7  For the idea of God’s immanence in The Marriage and the heterodox tradition preceding it, see §4.10 above. 
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(MHH 11-12, 14; E38-39).  Such a God differs radically from the imposed God who forms 

humans in his own image in the biblical account (Gen. 1:26-27).  By their general nature, these 

gnomic aphorisms concerning God’s immanence avoid any detailed opposition to Yahweh’s 

anthropomorphic characterization in the Bible, but a daring act of revision is implicit in them. 

 Though All Religions are One is a mock-theosophical treatise, it begins with the 

recontextualization of scriptural quotation, one of the hallmarks of biblical parody as Suarez 

defined it (see §5.0 above).  As an epigraph to All Religions, “The Voice of one crying in the 

Wilderness” (1; E1) suggests that Blake’s own prophecy is a new dispensation.  The quotation 

recalls both Testaments: Isaiah utters it to prophesy a cosmic, eschatological inversion where 

“Every valley shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill shall be made low: and the crooked 

shall be made straight, and the rough places plain” (40:3-4).  Blake would soon embrace this 

mundus inversus topos and the “crooked” ways as a revolutionary strategy, but did not yet 

realize its rhetorical potential.  All of the Christian Gospels have John the Baptist quoting Isaiah 

40:3 to signify a new Christian dispensation, with Jesus typologically fulfilling Isaiah’s 

prophecy.8  As the epigraph to All Religions, it suggests that the book itself, however small and 

humble in appearance,9 is a new scripture.  It is embellished with a small figure who gestures to 

the right, urging the reader towards the heterodox theology on the pages following. 

 There is No Natural Religion further develops an ideal of primitive prophecy, improves the 

visual resolution of the Illuminated Book, and moves closer to the Bible of Hell with its two 

syllogistic parts structured as contrary epistemologies.  Its NNRa-vs.-NNRb structure pits modern 

rational empiricism against ancient prophecy, but clearly privileges the latter, as NNRb answers 

                                                           
8  Matt. 3:3, Mark 1:3, Luke 3:4, John 1:23.  Matthew, Luke, and John cite Isaiah (“Esaias” in the KJV, 
transliterating the Gr. for Isaiah, Ησαΐας) as their source. 
9  Though the only surviving copy was printed on large sheets (37.8×27cm) c. 1795, the small copperplate 
impressions on each page (averaging 5.4×4cm) suggest that the emblem book was originally a pocketbook. 
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NNRa’s Lockean empiricism (satirized in emblems of miseducation and spiritual restriction) 

with an image of the resurrection as a liberating theology.10  This aligns NNRa with the New 

Testament as opposed to NNRb’s Old Testament Fall,11 and offers a contrary in which the Poetic 

Genius supplies what the five senses cannot apprehend.  This structure recalls Lowth’s idea of 

“antithetic parallelism” in Hebrew verse (see §4.7 above) and it becomes the organizing 

principle not only of Marriage plate 4, but of the Bible of Hell generally.  The c. 1788 title Ideas 

of Good & Evil in Blake’s Notebook (N14) suggests a similar precedent for the Songs of 

Innocence and of Experience, for the projected pairing of The Gates of Paradise (E32) and The 

Gates of Hell (see §9.3), and for the Continental Prophecies and Urizen Books.  These 

relationships recall the broader antithetic parallelism between the Old Testament and New 

Testament, their narrative arc of Fall and Redemption, their opposition between good and evil, 

and a related chain of binaries (see §8.3 below). 

 

 §7.2 – Songs of Innocence as a Mock-Pastoral Psalter 

 Songs of Innocence begins the project of mock-biblical revision, radically improves the 

visual quality of the Illuminated Book, and develops No Natural Religion’s scheme of contraries 

in its later relationship with Songs of Experience, which is prefigured by songs that Blake would 

later move from Innocence to Experience, such as “The Little Girl” poems and “The Voice of 

the Ancient Bard.”  But Innocence also introduces a new rhetorical strategy in which symbols of 

Yahweh’s wrath are transformed into symbols of Christian spiritual liberation.  As such, 

                                                           
10  This assumes the existence of a composite copy that collates all nineteen known No Natural Religion plates and 
two conjecturally missing ones, whereas the seven extant copies printed by Blake (A-D, G, L, and M, printed 6-7 
years after the original c. 1788 copperplate production) are abridged editions omitting different sequences of plates 
that throw off the symmetry present when they are collected in combination.  See EEV 26 for details. 
11  Plate b1 could also be used as a concluding full-page design of NNR generally (EEV 26), which would make 
sense following the design of b11 showing a prostrate (dead?) man with halo lines emanating from his head.  The 
b11-b1 combination would thus depict the New Testament narrative arc of death and resurrection, or Fall and 
Redemption. 
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Innocence anticipates The Marriage’s use of diabolical inversion as an apocalyptic strategy to 

right the mundus inversus, though it does not sustain this for long enough to be sufficiently part 

of a Bible of Hell.  Its title suggests a revisionist Song of Songs or Psalms of the Ketuvim, but it 

has usually been read as part of the pastoral tradition (Wagenknecht 110-29) and as a parody of 

children’s conduct guides.12  Bindman insightfully reads Songs as Blake’s answer to a psalter 

(61), placing it in a subgenre of the Christian parabiblical tradition rather than in the biblical 

canon.  Like a psalter, it offers songs and wisdom lyrics celebrating good values and a more 

sympathetic God than the irascible one depicted in the Old Testament.  While songs such as 

“The Little Black Boy” and “The Chimney Sweeper” suit the Bible of Hell marginally in their 

sympathy for the oppressed against the exploitation of empire and State Religion, they do not 

anticipate the program of diabolical inversion.  That, however, is subtly adumbrated in “The 

Little Girl Lost” and “The Little Girl Found,” which prophesy spiritual liberation as the 

restoration of a primitive Christian innocence.  Like the other works examined in this chapter, 

Songs of Innocence as a whole fits oddly into the Bible of Hell program, given its tonal variety, 

but certain songs approach it in various ways, especially in its antinomian theology. 

  “The Shepherd” (8) and “The Lamb” (5; E7-9), for instance, begin to replace the Yahweh 

with a more sympathetic God.  They draw on familiar biblical-pastoral symbols of the shepherd 

as a pastor and his flock as his congregation, but more specifically on its Gospel variation where 

the shepherd is gentle and self-sacrificing, as in John 10:11 (“I am the good shepherd: the good 

shepherd giveth his life for the sheep”), rather than its Old Testament model.  In the latter, “The 

LORD is my shepherd” and “leadeth [to] paths of righteousness” after gathering his wayward 

flock with a “strong hand” (Ps. 23:1-3, Isa. 40:10), but Blake’s more compassionate Shepherd 

                                                           
12  See Shrimpton (“Hell’s Hymnbook”), Leader (Reading xvii), and Glen (“Blake’s Criticism”) for the influence of 
children’s writers such as Watts (1715), Wesley (1763), Smart (1770), and Mrs. Barbauld (1781). 
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“ follow[s] his sheep all the day” to be “nigh” and “watchful while they are in peace” 

(“Shepherd,” 5:3, 5:8; E7; emphases added).  The Shepherd of “The Lamb” provides food and 

clothing, and even sympathetically becomes a lamb-child in order to unite the human and 

divine.13  In this light, “The Little Boy Lost” and “The Little Boy Found” (13-14; E11) appear as 

supersessionist poems: the boy wanders, not like the Israelites in disobedient disbelief, but 

because he has been abandoned by his father (l3:1-4; cf. Matt. 27:46, Mark 15:34).  Blake later 

contrasted the Bible’s two representations of God as the “God Almighty [(Yahweh) who] comes 

with a Thump on the Head” and “Jesus Christ [who] comes with a balm to heal it” (N94; E565).  

Here, the gentle, affectionate, “ever nigh” Christian God of “The Little Boy Found” supersedes 

Yahweh and leads the child back to his Madonna-like mother (14:3, 14:5-6). 

 A similar focus on how symbols of a benevolent Christian God overwrite Judaic ones comes 

in “Holy Thursday” (19; E13), when the colourful charity children, like “multitudes of lambs,” 

enter St. Paul’s under the menacing guard of the “Grey headed beadles” (19:2-4, 19:7) and sing: 

Now like a mighty wind they raise to heaven the voice of song 
Or like harmonious thunderings the seats of heaven among 
Beneath them sit the aged men[,] wise guardians of the poor 
Then cherish pity, lest you drive an angel from your door  (9-12) 
 

The “mighty wind” first appears in Isaiah 11:15-16 as Yahweh’s destructive blast: “the LORD 

shall utterly destroy the tongue of the Egyptian sea; and with his mighty wind shall he shake his 

hand over the river, and shall smite it in the seven streams . . . .  And there shall be an highway 

for the remnant of his people.”  Whereas Yahweh uses this hurricane to blow his scattered 

chosen people back to Jerusalem and destroy their enemies, the Christian “mighty wind” of the 

Pentecost unites humanity (Acts 2:2), which Yahweh divided as punishment for building the 

Tower of Babel (Gen. 11:4-9).  Like the Tower that “reach[ed] unto heaven” (11:4), the charity 

                                                           
13  Blake frequently alludes to the Incarnation in the infant Jesus throughout Innocence: “The Lamb” 8:3-6, 8:14-17 
(E9); “A Cradle Song” 16:21-32 (E12); “Night” 20:41-43 (E14); and “On Anothers Sorrow” 27:26-28 (E17). 
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children’s “voice of song” “[rises] to heaven” (19:9) in “Holy Thursday” in defiance of 

Yahweh’s divide-and-conquer approach to his early Creation.  The harmonizing “mighty wind” 

of the Pentecost thus replaces Yahweh’s destructive hurricane in the Old Testament, rising above 

the authority-wielding beadles in a scene of antinomian triumph.  Likewise, the destructive 

critique of colonialist Christian empire in “The Little Black Boy,” and of the exploitation of 

child labour in “The Chimney Sweep,” is complemented by a properly Christian sympathy for 

those oppressed by “Christian” religion.14 

 When Innocence takes a prophetic turn in “The Divine Image” (18; E12-13), Blake 

continues to prophesy the immanent God of the early tractates: “Mercy Pity Peace and Love / Is 

God our father dear” (12:5-6).  Blake humanizes God not by anthropomorphizing him as 

Yahweh,15 but by associating God’s constituent virtues symbolically with a human quality: 

 For Mercy has a human heart 
 Pity, a human face: 
 And Love, the human form divine, 
 And Peace, the human dress.  (ll. 9-12) 

 

                                                           
14  In “The Little Black Boy” (9-10; E9), Blake’s criticism is implicitly against the internalization of colonialist 
psychology, as the lesson that the African boy’s mother conveys (9:9-21) in order to justify his subjection for the 
darkness of his skin is a ventriloquism of colonial apologetics presumably conveyed to her by a Christian 
missionary.  Between the lines, the colonial attitude that the mother perpetuates has the African boy “taking the 
heat,” as it were, for the white race.  He is assigned an accessory role as a mere parasol (“but a cloud, and like a 
shady grove”) for the English boy, shading him from the intense heat of God (ll. 16, 26), who is, in an 
accommodation of African sun-worship (Bryant, Mythology 1: 306-07, 434) to the God of the Judeo-Christian 
tradition, euphemistically figured as the sun (“Little Black Boy” ll. 9-12). 
 “The Chimney Sweeper” (12; E10) is likewise a sympathetic meditation on the internalization of priestly lessons 
by a child unconscious of his place in an exploitive economic system.  The Sweep’s dream shows how he has 
internalized the priestly Christian justification that has cynically spun child slavery as liberation, as the Angel 
(again, a ruse of the priestly wolf in sheep’s clothing) frees the boys from slavery only in death (ll. 13-14).  The 
Angel’s lesson is that the orphan (whose father sold him into slavery) can “have God for his father” only by earning 
it through life-sapping labour, which is euphemistically called “be[ing] a good boy” (19). 
15  Expressions of Yahweh’s human emotions (especially love, jealousy, and anger) and speaking as a human 
character are legion.  In several biblical passages, Yahweh has a face, hands, and heart.  Most references to his face 
are in the expression “hide your face,” meaning “ignore” or “mystify,” and wanting to see Yahweh’s face means 
“wanting to understand him” (e.g., Dt. 32:19-20; Job 34:29; Ps. 10:11, 13:1, 24:6, 27:8, 30:7, 51:9, 143:7; Pr. 7:15; 
Isa. 54:8; Jer. 33:5; Ez. 39:23-24; Hos. 5:15; and Mic. 3:4).  References to Yahweh’s hands are figurations of his 
power and favour, where the right hand is an instrument of destruction or preference (e.g., Ex. 15:6; Ps. 60:5, 63:8, 
80:17, 108:6, 118:15-16; Ez. 25:13; Zeph. 2:13; John 10:29; and Acts 7:55).  Figures referring to Yahweh’s heart 
also usually designate his intentions or favour (e.g., Jgs. 5:9 and Hos. 11:8). 
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Conspicuously absent is a virtue corresponding to human hands, the instrument of Yahweh’s 

destruction and selective favour.  Whereas the transcendent Yahweh of the Old Testament is 

preoccupied with strong-arming his chosen people into worshipping him and persecuting those 

who follow other gods, the humanized God of Innocence transcends religious, national, and 

ethnic divisions by making universal human virtues the spiritual bond of all humanity: 

 And all must love the human form, 
 In heathen, turk or jew. 
 Where Mercy, Love & Pity dwell, 

There God is dwelling too  (17-20) 
 

Epitomized by the union of divinity and corporeality in Jesus Christ, the “human form divine” 

accommodates and democratizes divinity in the commons of the body politic (Makdisi 246-48).  

A radical revision even within Christianity, this is blasphemy almost worthy of the Bible of Hell. 

 Before Blake moved “The Voice of the Ancient Bard” (54; E31-32) to Experience, it took 

Innocence farther into the prophetic mode in a revisionist Ecclesiastes with a Christian-

apocalyptic turn.  The Ancient Bard himself is like an Old Testament prophet or preacher of the 

Ecclesiastes type, rejecting the intellectual “disputes & artful teazing” as pure “Folly,” except 

that he contemporizes this in opposition to the eighteenth-century episteme of Reason (54:4-6).  

Anticipating the “new born terror” of “A Song of Liberty,” figured as a “son of fire in his eastern 

cloud” (MHH 25, 27:19; E44-45), the Bard prophesies a divine awakening with an “Image of 

truth new born” in “the opening morn” that will burn off the “clouds of reason” (54:2-4).  This 

eleven-line poem stops short of the kind of subversive mythos in “A Song of Liberty,” instead 

merely intimating that a new age will prevail.  The remainder of the poem is an Ecclesiastes-like 

critique spoken from the Ancient Bard’s long struggle with the ideas of the past.  But it implies 

that the books of the philosophical and religious tradition are merely “bones of the dead” (l. 9) 

over which we need no longer stumble.  The Moral Law no longer binds in an age of radical 
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Christianity, as Blake would later imply in the Proverbs of Hell (see §8.4).  “The Voice of the 

Ancient Bard” ironically turns the rhetoric of Ecclesiastes against the Bible itself. 

 “The Little Girl Lost” and “The Little Girl Found” (34-36; E20-22) bring these critical and 

productive Bible of Hell elements to a head, converting the lion from a symbol of Yahweh’s 

wrath into a revisionist Christ figure with something like diabolical inversion, set in a lost-vs.-

found and experience-vs.-innocence scheme of contraries.16  As scriptural revision, these two 

songs blend several biblical types in the Lost Girl, her worried parents, and wild beasts, to 

supersede Old Testament prophecy with a vision of a radical Christian Redemption.  The two 

introductory quatrains signal the mock-biblical mode by alluding to Isaian eschatology’s return 

to Paradise—“a garden mild” blooming in “the desart wild”  
17— as a universal awakening of the 

earth to “seek / For her maker meek” (“Little Girl” 34:5-8). 

 The companion songs that follow constitute a mock-biblical parable featuring a young girl 

ejected prematurely into the world of experience for having “wanderd long” from her parents.  

She is “Lost in a desart wild” (34:15-21) like the Israelites in the Sinai wilderness, and her 

parents search her out as Yahweh does his flock.  This separation represents the gulf between 

humanity and the divine in a fallen world, with its attendant nostalgia and longing for return.  

Since she is named Lyca (from the Gr. λύκος, “wolf”) and ultimately returns to paradise where 

she lies with leopards and lions (35:41-52), Blake ends the poem with an obvious revision of 

Isaian eschatology, where harmony replaces predation throughout Creation: 

The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid; 
and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together; and a little child shall lead 
them.  And the cow and the bear shall feed; their young ones shall lie down together: 
and the lion shall eat straw like the ox.  (Isa. 11:6-7; emphases added) 
 

                                                           
16  Like “The Voice of the Ancient Bard,” the “Little Girl” songs were originally part of the Innocence collection 
until Blake moved them to Experience around 1794. 
17  See §8.2 below for more on Blake’s use of imagery from Isaiah 34-35. 
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In “The Little Girl Lost,” the messianic typology is transferred from Isaiah’s “little child” to the 

lion, which becomes a Christ-Shepherd figure “convey[ing]” her (and later her parents) to his 

peaceful lair (35:49-52, 36:41-48).  In the Book of Daniel, the den of the lion represents 

perdition for the persecuted believer, but God rewards Daniel for his belief by shutting the lions’ 

mouths (6:22) and taking vengeance on his persecutors with disproportionate retribution.18  

Blake’s transformation of the lion from an instrument of Yahweh’s wrath and vengeance19 into a 

sympathetic Christ figure brings us close to the diabolical inversion we see in The Marriage, 

where the Devil is refunctioned as a radical, liberating Christ figure.  The lion, as a spirit-vision 

crowned in gold (36:36-37, 36:46), at first appears vicious (36:24-32), but then unites parents 

and daughter in a representation of the reunion of divinity and humanity in Paradise (36:45-48).  

The final plate (36) depicts this scene of Isaiah-11 eschatology with children sporting naked on 

and around a tiger, with another cuddling up to the lion at the base of the Tree of Life.  This is a 

fitting end to Songs of Innocence 

20 in anticipation of The Marriage’s allusion to Isaiah 11 at its 

conclusion, where “the lion & wolf . . . cease” (27; E45).  Only these and a select few other 

songs in Innocence suit the Bible of Hell as The Marriage modeled it, however.  It is unlikely 

that Blake conceived the Bible of Hell at this point, although his next project took a step closer 

to its daringly counter-biblical satire. 

 

 

                                                           
18  Beyond “eye for an eye” retribution, Daniel’s civil persecutors suffer not only ironic punishment, but so do their 
blameless families: sympathetic to Daniel, King Darius has his soldiers “cast [those men which had accused Daniel] 
into the den of lions, them, their children, and their wives; and the lions had the mastery of them, and brake all their 
bones in pieces,” so that his earthly kingdom may “tremble and fear before the God of Daniel: for he is the living 
God”  (6:24, 6:26).  Also, in the Decalogue decrees and elsewhere, Yahweh requires the punishment of idolatry 
“unto the fourth generation” (Ex. 20:5, 34:7; Num. 14:18; Dt. 5:9) and thus the persecution of innocents (even 
amongst his chosen people) for no offense other than being the great grandchildren of idolaters. 
19  Among other things, lions are a symbol of Yahweh’s wrath at 1 Kgs. 13:24-26, 20:35-36, and 2 Kgs 17:25-26. 
20  “The Little Girl Lost” and “Found” are the final plates of Innocence copy U at the Houghton Library. 
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 §7.3 – Tiriel as a Satire of the Pentateuchal Yahweh 

 Though left unfinished, Tiriel (c. 1789) represents Blake’s first attempt at a satire of Mosaic 

mythology.  It is groundbreaking in the Bible of Hell period for featuring the first prototype of 

Urizen, the tyrannical demiurge posing as God.  Though it satisfies only one of the criteria for 

Bible of Hell membership (biblical revision), its mock-biblical revision is more advanced than 

that of All Religions, No Natural Religion, and of Innocence, especially in its anti-Yahwist 

agenda.  Its place in the mock-biblical tradition has been unappreciated in Blake studies,21 

however.  Most critics struggle with its failure to meet their expectations as a dramatic tragedy, 

though this could be a result, in many cases, of mistaking Tiriel’s failure of language for 

Tiriel’s.22  Tiriel’s mythos is clearly fashioned in the Pentateuchal mould, but it directly 

undermines the patriarchal authority that most Old Testament historical narratives assume to be 

sacrosanct with its prophecy of an exhausted, dysfunctional, Lear-like, wandering-Jew king 

suffering in his dying days the redounding effects of his God complex and lifelong reign of 

tyranny.  Tiriel is a dark satire of Yahweh in the Pentateuch and a mock-biblical revision in the 

same league as Dodsley’s Chronicle or Ilive’s Jasher.  It sets a precedent of anti-Yahwism that, 

combined with the Bible of Hell elements rehearsed in the four fully Illuminated Books 

discussed in this chapter, establishes all of the essential elements that come together to make The 

Marriage the first proper contribution to the Bible of Hell, as discussed in Chapter 8 below. 

 Written on the eve of the French Revolution, Tiriel dramatizes the nadir of a civilization 

                                                           
21  Only Beer recognizes Tiriel’s importance to the Bible of Hell, identifying its pessimism as “a foreshadowing of 
the rewriting of the Bible in which [Blake] was engaged during the 1790s, working toward the construction of what 
. . . he called ‘The Bible of Hell’” (“Changing View” 160-61). 
22  Frye calls it a “tragedy of reason” beset by “its tentative narrative and its clutter of undeveloped symbols” 
(Symmetry 242), Bloom “a very uncomfortable poem to read” (Apocalypse 35), Ostriker “a semidramatic poem” 
that “suffers in several ways from the limitations of its idea” (Vision 149), and Erdman a “murky parable” and “a 
kind of satiric drama we might call the histrionic grotesque” amounting to “a crude failure” (Prophet [1977]: 133-
34).   Ostrom, however, sees Tiriel ’s merits: “It is a poem of failure but by no means a failed poem. . . .  Viewed as a 
drama of fallen consciousness and collapsed language, the poem succeeds . . . precisely because it is so disturbing 
and because it has discovered the province between satire, tragedy, prophetic denunciation, and nihilism” (178-80). 
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founded on the biblical model of patriarchal authority, at the moment before its revolutionary 

destruction and reconstruction.   Tiriel differs from Blake’s subsequent prophecies, however, 

because it does not follow the nadir of collapse with a counter-myth of successful Oedipal 

rebellion by the upstart progeny Tiriel formerly held in bondage (1:16; E276).  It thus stops short 

of envisioning a radical Christian liberation as a perceptual apocalypse, as The Marriage does on 

plates 14 and 24-27, nor does it feature any dynamic interplay of contraries.  Despite W. H. 

Stevenson’s claim that Tiriel’s “theme is not clearly related to any political, philosophical, 

religious, or moral doctrine” (Commentary 80), its usurpation theme is clearly related to that 

running through The Marriage (see §8.0 below), and thus to the mundus inversus topos explored 

above in Chapter 3.  Essick’s observation that Tiriel “turn[s] Ossianic poetry upside-down to 

create a vision of man, nature, and language at once both primitive and decadent” (Language 

115; emphasis added) could apply equally well to its inversion of the Pentateuch.  As Raine 

notes, Tiriel “may be—indeed, must be—read at several levels” (“Some Sources” 34).  Read 

theologically, Tiriel is Yahweh; read epistemologically, he is Reason; politically, monarchy.  

Since 1954, critics have read Tiriel as a symbolic portrait of George III, whose 1788-89 bouts of 

insanity triggered a crisis in the nation’s confidence (Erdman, Prophet 119-24).  Tiriel is thus 

also Blake’s first attempt at a revolutionary critique of the monarchical establishment’s “eyeless 

policy” and satanic nature (Tiriel 4:16-17; E280), but couched in mock-biblical code in a libel-

evading strategy that will reach its finest expression in the Lambeth Books (see Ch. 10 below). 

 Tiriel also represents a significant advance towards the Bible of Hell in that it is Blake’s first 

attempt at encoding a critique of political power as a mock-biblical revisionist mythology whose 

names and phrasing are drawn from the Judaic tradition.  While not found in the Bible, “Tiriel” 

is a transliteration of טיריאל, a divine figure in Jewish mysticism, according to Cornelius 
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Agrippa’s Occult Philosophy,23 along with Zazel (זאזל), whom Blake makes Tiriel’s brother.  

Both names appear on the same page in Occult Philosophy, along with “Bne Seraphim” (243), 

which Blake altered to “Mne Seraphim” in The Book of Thel (3:1; E3).  Blake also plays at 

Hebraic naming for the first time with Tiriel’s mother Heva deriving from חוה (transl. 

“Ḥawwāh,” Eve),24 and his father Har from a straightforward transliteration of הר (“mountain”).  

What stands out, however, is “Tiriel,” a syncretistic blend of “tyrant” and “Israel” satirizing the 

God who lords tyrannically over Israel (see p. 109n22 above).25  Thus Blake daringly protests 

the Old Testament representation of God in the idiom of Hebraic transliteration, radically 

refunctioning the language of the KJV against its representations of divinity. 

 Blake uses biblical style subversively to undermine the Bible’s God as a type of Satan.  

Although Tiriel’s septenary lines differ from the KJV’s rendering of Hebrew verse into prose 

that was archaic even by Elizabethan standards (Alter 13), Tiriel imitates KJV narrative style 

and diction more than any other work in the Bible of Hell period.  It begins with the paratactic 

“And,” and the archaic KJV style is apparent when Heuxos asks Tiriel, “Why dost thou curse. is 

not the curse now come upon your head[?]” (1:39).  Tiriel understands Heuxos’s point above and 

responds in the third person, “poor blind Tiriel hurts none but himself” as he enters the vales of 

Har (2:13; E277).  Here Tiriel is aware of his satanic condition as the suffering he inflicted upon 

his subjects redounds upon him like Satan’s evil in Paradise Lost.26 

                                                           
23  See Raine’s “Some Sources of Tiriel  ” (2).  The only English translation of Agrippa’s De occulta philosophia 
libri tres (1533) available to Blake was a London edition of 1651.  “Tiriel” appears in a similar occult context in 
Basnage’s voluminous History of the Jews (1708), in a chart between the Contents and p. 1. 
24  Bentley renders this “Havvah” (Introduction 3). 
25  Bloom identifies “Tiriel” as a blend of “tyrant” (from the Gr. τύραννος) and “El” (אל, the Heb. word for God), 
making him a “satiric vision of the Jehovah of deistic orthodoxy, irascible and insanely rationalistic” (E946). 
26  Satan pursues “desperate revenge, that shall redound / Upon his own rebellious head”; “evil, soon / Driven back, 
redounded as a flood on those / From whom it sprung”; and, as Satan says, “the more I see / Pleasures about me, so 
much more I feel / Torment within me, as from a hateful siege / Of contraries: all good to me becomes / Bane . . . / 
But neither here seek I, no nor in Heaven / To dwell, . . . / Nor hope to be myself less miserable / By what I seek, 
but others to make such / As I, though worse to me redound: / For only in destroying I find ease / To my relentless 
thoughts” (3.85-86, 7.56-58, 9.118-29; emphases added). 
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 The reversal of Tiriel’s curse from others to himself is related to the mundus inversus topos 

associated with his father’s bizarrely comic characterization.  Har’s exhortation to his son, 

“Thou shalt not smite my mother” (2:25; E278) is an obvious imitation of KJV-Old Testament 

negative commandments, but reversed upon the lawgiver.  In his childlike senility, Har 

prophetically (in the sense of tellingly) blends a few common mundus inversus scenes: the 

accused lecturing the court judge from the dock, the reversal of king to beggar and ascension of 

peasant to the throne, and the child elevated to a position of authority above the adult (Bergson 

48-49).  “A wanderer, I beg for food,” pleads the destitute Tiriel to Har (2:26) while his son 

Heuxos has become king.  Rather than curse Tiriel, however, Har mercifully “arose & laid his 

hand upon old Tiriels head” to bless the now diminutive and impotent king (2:26, 2:31).  Since 

Har is actually Tiriel’s father, the reversal of authority is actually a re-reversal that addresses a 

historical usurpation in which Tiriel dethroned his father (assuming a patrilineal inheritance of 

kingship).  The result of this comic mundus inversus perversion of KJV style and subject matter 

is biblical parody, as Blake parasitically uses the style of biblical narrative to critique the 

patriarchal and monarchical values therein, and hence advance an anti-Yahwist critique. 

 As prophetic satire, Tiriel exposes the doctrine of the “divine right of kings” as a perverse 

ruse of power27 in the critique expressed by Tiriel’s brother.  Ijim ostensibly misidentifies his 

brother Tiriel as the shapeshifting “hypocrite” (4:9, 4:49; E280-81) and dissembler, but 

prophetically calls him out as the satanic figure he is in deed.  Here, “prophecy” is again seeing 

into the true nature of things rather than predicting them, since the “Establishment of Truth 

                                                           
27  The precedent for the divine right of kings was written by James VI of Scotland (later James I of England) in The 
Trve Lawe of Free Monarchies (1598).  James stakes his claim to absolutism on the authority “of the Scriptures, 
since Monarchie is the true paterne of Diuinitie . . . . Kings are called Gods by the propheticall King DAVID , because 
they sit vpon God his throane in the earth” (B2v-3r).  James specifically bases his claim to godliness on David’s 
address to the Israelite judges (Sanhedrim): “Ye are gods” (Ps. 82:6).  It is little wonder that James wanted all 
Britons to learn (by order of law) his Bible’s lesson of deference to the conflation of earthly and divine authority.  
Even though Church and State had been officially separated for a century by the time Blake wrote Tiriel, the law 
still recognized an integral connection between the two when either was subverted. 
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depends on destruction of Falshood continually,” as Blake later said in Jerusalem (55:65; E205).  

As Elizabeth Stieg points out in “Reinterpreting the Old Testament: Blake’s Tiriel as Prophet,” 

The exposure and denunciation of false prophets constitutes an important part of the 
task of the Old Testament prophets, particularly those of the classical or later period 
(from the middle of the eighth century to the end of the sixth century B.C.). . . .  [A] 
form of false prophecy . . . was the teaching of the religion of a false or heathen god.  
Thus Jeremiah denounces those “who prophesied by Baal” (2:8), and Deuteronomy 
warns the people not to heed those prophets who would lead them to worship “other 
gods, which thou hast not known” (13:2).  This is the kind of false prophecy with 
which Tiriel is concerned.  (277-78) 
 

Stieg argues rightly that Tiriel represents “a prophetic reinterpretation of biblical texts” (295), 

but assumes more problematically and superficially that Tiriel is the main prophetic figure.28 

 Though critics often read Ijim as a false prophet,29 his prophetic role in undermining Tiriel’s 

pretensions to godhead and identifying him as a type of Satan prefigures The Marriage’s 

diabolical hermeneutic that identifies “the Jehovah of the Bible” as the Antichrist (see §8.3 

below).  Ijim is Tiriel’s Ezekiel denouncing the Prince of Tyre for passing himself off as a god 

(Ez. 28:1-10).30  Ijim’s “words were as the voice of Fate” (4:26; E280) for exposing Tiriel as a 

“false,” “dark,” and “artful fiend,” a “tempter” tormenting him with an “eloquent tongue.” 
31  

Ijim’s prophetic vision sees Tiriel as the protean Satan of Paradise Lost; both transform into a 

toad and serpent.32  Ijim correctly sees Tiriel’s satanic condition as Tiriel lies and curses his way 

through the narrative, unable to extricate himself from the delusion that he is the Almighty. 

                                                           
28  Stieg’s opening evidence for identifying Tiriel as a prophet is that he looks like one: “In two of the illustrations 
(IV and V), Tiriel is shown with a rod or staff, a prophetic accessory of particular importance to Moses (Exodus 4:4, 
14:16, Cat. 441), and, in the background of the first illustration, a large white pyramid is plainly visible, suggesting 
that, like Moses, Tiriel begins his prophetic career in Egypt” (278).  While compelling, Tiriel’s depiction as a white-
haired, long-bearded elder also prefigures Urizen, a tyrannical impostor-god rather than a false prophet. 
29  Ijim has been variously interpreted as representing “savage superstition” (Ostriker, Blake 880; Damon, 
Dictionary 406) and “an old-fashioned Puritan—honest but grim, always a ready adversary of Sin” (W.H. 
Stevenson, Commentary 88).  Bentley says that “Ijim persists in his delusion that Tiriel is only posing as Tiriel” 
(Introduction 9), but Ijim really sees the truth in Tiriel’s satanic imposture in posing as the Almighty. 
30  Ostriker, Blake 879.  Bloom had earlier suggested “Tyre” as the origin of “Tiriel,” as well as a “compound [of] 
the Greek root of ‘tyrant’ and the Hebrew El for ‘the Almighty’” (Apocalypse 30). 
31  Tiriel 4:16, 4:22, 4:26, 4:37, 4:18, and 4:76 (E280-81). 
32  Compare Tiriel 4:56 and 4:58 (E281) to Paradise Lost 4.800-01 and 9.495-526. 
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 Though there is something to Stieg’s identification of Tiriel as a false prophet and a failed 

Moses, she downplays the more compelling characterization of Tiriel as an earthly tyrant posing 

as God, and thus a satire of Yahweh.33  Tiriel summons earthquakes, “Thunder & fire & 

pestilence” to curse his own progeny for their disobedience.  He lays to waste a hundred of his 

own sons while sparing thirty (E282), much as Yahweh smites his chosen people for breaking 

any of his myriad, precise laws.34  Tiriel contrasts with the true God who benevolently leads him 

back to the edenic “Vales of Har,” just as “he . . . leadeth all” (2:4; E277), and instead emulates 

Yahweh’s powers of creation and destruction.  In his final monologue, Tiriel describes his 

patriarchal role as a “father ready stand[ing] to form / The infant head” (8:12-13; E285), just as 

“God created man in his own image” (Gen. 1:27).  He spends his last breath cursing his father, 

whom he twice calls “Mistaken father of a lawless race” (8:7, 8:28; E284-85), which anticipates 
                                                           
33  Stieg argues that “Tiriel is a Mosaic figure who has left Egypt only to recreate it within himself through his 
tyranny and constant accusation of sin” (277): 

Like Tiriel, Moses twice leaves Egypt, first to escape the wrath of Pharaoh . . . (Ex. 2:15).  The second 
time, having brought down a series of curses upon the Egyptians, Moses leads his people into the 
wilderness in search of the promised land which will be “flowing with milk and honey” (13:5).  Similarly 
Tiriel leaves his Egypt for the second and final time having delivered his most terrible curse and leads 
what remains of his people, his daughter Hela, into the desert in search of, in this case, a land of “milk 
and fruits” (110).  Finally, Tiriel dies at the door of Har’s tent, like Moses (Dt. 34:4), unable to enter the 
promised land, since his “paradise is falln” (390).  (Stieg 286) 

However, Stieg acknowledges that “Tiriel also resembles the God whom Moses serves” (289), especially in the 
depiction of Tiriel as a curse-inflicting pretender God in the Tiriel drawings and the depiction of Yahweh cursing in 
Blake’s later biblical illustrations (280).  The large colour prints of “God Judging Adam” (B294-95) recall the first 
design for the Tiriel series, “Tiriel Supporting the Dying Myratana and Cursing his Sons” (B198-1), with Tiriel’s 
right hand raised against his sons in a cursing gesture similar to Yahweh’s raised against Adam.  Bindman says that 
this gesture “implies the submission of man to Religion in the form of a vengeful God” (99).  Tiriel 

expects and loudly demands gratitude and reverence from his children because he wants to be worshiped as a 
god, and when his demands are answered by contempt he responds with a steady outpouring of curses.  The 
kind of god which the existence of such tyrannical papas suggests is the jealous Jehovah . . . who is equally 
fertile in curses and pretexts for destroying his innumerable objects of hatred.  (Frye, Symmetry 242) 

34  For instance, Yahweh “sent fiery serpents among the people, and they bit the people; and much people of Israel 
died” after they complained about Yahweh and Moses leading them “out of Egypt to die in the wilderness” (Num. 
21:5-6).  See p. 109n22 above for biblical accounts of the Israelites killing at least 722,305 of their own people 
under Yahweh’s orders, and pp. 296n21 and 298n25 below for instances of Yahweh unmercifully executing (or 
inspiring others to kill) at least 881,566 of his own “chosen people.” 
 Bentley argues that similarities “between [Yahweh in the Joseph] story and Tiriel are few . . . inconsistent and 
unsatisfactory, but they do seem striking” (Introduction 15).  One such similarity is that Yahweh curses Egypt with 
plagues of blood, frogs, lice, flies, murrains, boils, thunder, hail and fire, locusts, “thick darkness,” and the death “of 
all the firstborn in the land of Egypt” when Pharaoh refuses to let Joseph’s progeny leave Egypt (Ex. 7:20; 8:6, 8:17, 
8:24; 9:6, 9:10, 9:24; 10:14, 10:22; 12:29).  The significant difference with Tiriel, however, is that Yahweh’s wrath 
is directed at the heathen Egyptians rather than at Joseph’s people, as the Tiriel parallel would require. 
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Oothoon’s exposure of Urizen as a “mistaken Demon of heaven” (VDA 8:3; E48).  It is Tiriel 

who is mistaken, however, for deluding himself into thinking that he has god-like authority.  

 Along with the critique of monarchical power and its pretentions to godhead comes a 

critique of its dictatorial law.  In his dramatic dying monologue, Tiriel begins by blaming Har for 

having made him a tyrant, but moves towards a self-awareness of the futility of the One Law 

doctrine when he asks, “Why is one law given to the lion & the patient Ox[?]” (8:9; E285).  This 

critique of power is repeated in The Marriage, where it is the coda “One Law for the Lion & Ox 

is Oppression” (24; E44) below the design of the fallen Nebuchadnezzar.  The Tiriel manuscript 

follows this question with another: “Dost thou not see that men cannot be formed all alike[?]” 
35 

which both critiques the narcissistic Creator of Genesis 1:26-27 and, since it was deleted from 

the manuscript, suggests a self-awareness that Tiriel fails to achieve.  Blake’s point, like 

Taylor’s in The Liberty of Prophesying, is that the One Law regime attempts to subject the 

infinitely various to abstract equivalence for the sake of its monopoly, but, in its inevitable 

failure, leads instead to delusions of grandeur, constant strife, and suffering.  Blake continued to 

interrogate this ruse of power in Visions, where Oothoon asks, “is there not one law for both the 

lion and the ox?” (7:22; E48), and most famously in Urizen’s “One King, one God, one Law” 

decree (4:38-40; E72).36  This critique of power thus extends throughout the Bible of Hell. 

 Tiriel is ultimately incompatible with the mythology of the later Bible of Hell prophecies, 

however, since it represents proteanism as satanic.  Blake reclaims proteanism as a revolutionary 

strategy in The Marriage’s “crooked roads” rhetoric and in the America’s Preludium, where Orc, 

the hero of liberty, takes many of the same forms as Ijim’s Tiriel (3:13-16; E51).  In 1789, 

                                                           
35  In Bentley (ed.) Tiriel: A Facsimile, pp. 86-87 (l. 361). 
36  See §9.4 and §10.3 below.  Stieg notes that the scriptural foundation for this idea comes when Yahweh decrees 
the Passover ordinances, commanding that visiting strangers must be circumcised in order to eat with the Israelites, 
because “One law shall be to him that is homeborn, and unto the stranger that sojourneth among you” (Ex. 12:49). 
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however, Blake’s Ijim uses “Orcus” in the traditionally pejorative sense of a demon (4:76; E281) 

rather than as part of a strategy of diabolical reclamation.  Nevertheless, Tiriel is an important 

precursor of the Bible of Hell by prefiguring both Urizen and The Marriage’s Devourers (16; 

E40) in Tiriel.  He begins “as obdurate as the devouring pit,” is recognized by Hela as “O cruel 

O destroyer O consumer. O avenger,” and ends as “subtil as a serpent in a paradise / Consuming 

all both flowers & fruits insects & warbling birds,” to which he was previously insensate.37  

Tiriel is the Old Testament Yahweh read infernally through the character of Milton’s Satan. 

 While Tiriel qualifies as a preliminary exercise in mock-biblical revision with an anti-

Yahwist agenda, it lacks the rhetorical strategies of diabolism that Blake devised for The 

Marriage.  Ultimately, he did not consider the Tiriel manuscript strong enough to produce as an 

Illuminated Book in the style of Songs of Innocence, though his twelve drawings for Tiriel 

suggest that he considered doing so.38  Blake may have seen the expense of time, labour, and 

materials necessary to bring Tiriel to full illumination as prohibitive.  Even without its deleted 

lines, the manuscript is 354 lines, or three times the length of the more realizable Book of Thel. 

 

 §7.4 – The Book of Thel as a Mock-Biblical Pastoral Parable 

 Blake followed the largely pastoral mock-psalter of Songs of Innocence and mock-biblical 

history of Tiriel with a mock-pastoral parable, The Book of Thel (c. 1789-90).  Thel comes even 

closer to the Bible of Hell than its predecessors, satisfying the three inclusion criteria that they 

developed, but adding something like a diabolical inversion in its concluding Descensus episode.  

                                                           
37  Tiriel 1:14, 4:28, 6:23, 8:24-25; E276, 280, 283, 285 (emphases added). 
38  Though Bentley finds it “very unlikely that Tiriel can have been created with the idea of transferring it to copper” 
(Introduction 26), the landscape orientation of the drawings suggests that they could be reduced into the head or 
tailpiece spaces in the manuscript like he did on the Innocence and Thel plates around the same time (Bindman 43).  
Indeed, six of Tiriel ’s fifteen pages (2, 6, 9, 12, 13, 15) leave enough space at the bottom for the insertion of a 
design if the drawings were reduced in size.  Tiriel survives in the British Library as a single manuscript that 
appears to be a fair copy written c. 1789 up to 8:4, but the remaining twenty-five lines and corrections, deletions, 
and emendations suggest that Blake finished and edited the fair copy at a later date (Erdman E814). 
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As biblical revision, Thel parodies the Greek Testament’s pastoral subgenre, epitomized by 

pseudo-Paul’s epistles of instruction to pastors (1-2 Timothy and Titus), by subverting sermons 

of self-sacrifice as the apologetics of natural religion.  With a title that sounds biblical, The Book 

of Thel corresponds with such Ketuvim as the Book of Ruth (also a short narrative of four 

chapters),39 Song of Songs, Lamentations, Esther, and Ecclesiastes, and also represents Blake’s 

attempt to write an inspired ancient parable.  He fits into its long lines the parallelisms and 

incantatory repetitions that, for Lowth, defined the verse style of the Hebrew Scriptures 

(Howard, Poetics 97-98; Essick, Language 174-77).  Thel’s Lilly, Cloud, Worm, and Clod are 

like the spirits or genii of the animist “poetic tales” of the “ancient Poets” (MHH 11; E38).  Like 

Innocence, it sets up a scheme of contraries that is fulfilled by Visions of the Daughters of Albion 

(1793).  Indeed, since Blake wrote Tiriel, Thel, and Visions in the same iambic septenary verse 

form, some consider them as a trilogy with additional thematic links.40  What especially ties Thel 

to the Bible of Hell, however, is its climactic Descensus journey to the “pit” of Sheol in the guise 

of a church of natural religion.  Though Thel has no equivalent to The Marriage’s Devil, no 

sustained rhetoric of diabolical inversion, and no critique of Yahweh quite like Tiriel’s, it shares 

with the latter the edenic setting of the “Vales of Har.”  In Thel Blake shows how inspired 

prophecy can also be a biblical satire that questions and troubles rather than preaches.  Indeed, it 

undermines the very vocation of religious sermonizing. 

                                                           
39  Blake illustrated a scene from the Book of Ruth c. 1795: “Naomi Entreating Ruth and Orpah to Return to the 
Land of Moab” (B299). 
40  Frye argues that 

Tiriel is so obviously the complement to The Book of Thel . . . .  Thel lives in the “vales of Har,” located in 
the east . . . ; Tiriel, the “king of the west,” goes eastwards in search of it.  Thel fails to achieve physical 
existence at infancy and Tiriel fails to achieve spiritual existence at senility.  The diction and imagery of the 
two poems also seem to be a deliberate contrast. . . .  [It] is possible that Blake intended to engrave [Tiriel] 
and make it one of the group of three, a tragedy of reason as The Book of Thel is a tragedy of a will (θέλος) to 
live, and Visions . . . a tragedy of feeling.  (Symmetry 241-42) 

Indeed, Thel copy J and Visions G were bound together and sold (possibly to Thomas Dibdin) c. 1816, and Thel N 
was bound with Visions P (along with Marriage G) and sold anonymously at Sotheby’s in 1890 (BB 128-29). 
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 Thel’s biblical revision begins with “Thel’s Motto,” “Can Wisdom be put in a silver rod? / 

Or Love in a golden bowl?” (1; E3), which renovates Ecclesiastes 12:6-7, “[when]ever the silver 

cord be loosed, or the golden bowl be broken, . . . Then shall the dust return to the earth as it 

was: and the spirit shall return unto God who gave it.”  
41  Orthodox exegetes took these images 

as anatomical metaphors for corporeal transience42 in accord with Thel’s own concerns.  In 

rearranging “cord” into “rod,” however, Blake further eroticizes both images with phallic and 

uterine suggestions consistent with the figures for sexual intercourse (“raptures holy”) between 

the masculine Cloud and feminine “Lilly of the valley,” who receives the Cloud’s seminiferous 

“fair eyed dew” (5:11-13; E5).43  The eroticization of death in the collapse of womb and tomb or 

phallus/infant and worm (a common biblical symbol of mortality)44 is Blake’s critique of natural 

religion’s logical conclusion in a crypto-nihilist theology that extinguishes the spirit with its 

overriding faith in materialism.  There are no obvious biblical precedents of virgins reluctant to 

enter sexual maturity or unborn spirits wary of assuming a corporeal existence,45 but Thel’s 

                                                           
41  Another relevant biblical passage concerned with wisdom and imagery of gold, silver, and a pit is in the Book of 
Job: “But where shall wisdom be found? and where is the place of understanding? . . . The depth saith, It is not in 
me . . . .  It cannot be gotten for gold, neither shall silver be weighed for the price thereof” (28:12-15).  A “golden 
cup” is a symbol of Babylon in Jeremiah 51:7 and Revelation 17:4, but in Hebrews 9:4 the ark of the covenant 
contains a “golden pot” and “Aaron’s rod,” the rod being a common prop throughout the Bible (EEV 108). 
42  John Gill interprets these as the spine and skull, respectively, in his Exposition of the Old Testament (1765): 

the Midrash and Jarchi, and the Jewish writers in general, interpret [the silver cord] of the spina dorsi, or 
backbone; or rather of the marrow of it, which descends like a cord from the brain . . . : this spinal marrow 
may be called a cord for the length of it, as well as what arise from it; and a silver cord, from the colour of 
it, this being white even after death; and for the excellency of it . . . .  [T]he Targum renders [the golden 
bowl] the top of the head; and the Midrash interprets it the skull, and very rightly; or rather the inward 
membrane of the skull, which contains the brain, called the pia mater, or meninx, is intended, said to be a 
bowl, from the form of it; a golden one, because of the preciousness of it, and the excellent liquor of life it 
contains, as also because of its colour.  (4: 583) 

43  Blake was likely inspired by Erasmus Darwin’s personification and eroticization of plants in his 1789 long poem 
The Botanic Garden (EEV 77), to which Blake contributed ten engraved plates after Fuseli designs (BR 817). 
44  “The womb shall forget him; the worm shall feed sweetly on him; he shall be no more remembered” (Job 24:20) 
and “How much less man, that is a worm?” (25:6).  See also Job 17:14, and Isaiah 14:11 and 51:8. 
45  The literal reading that Thel is on the threshold of puberty is suggested by her status as a virgin (5:1, 5:7, 5:25, 
7:17, 8:21; E4-6), the Cloud’s emphasis on sexuality (5:11-13), and Thel’s retreat upon hearing of the pain of 
sensual existence and sexual repression from her own voice from the grave (8:19-22).  The allegorical reading that 
Thel is an unborn spirit concerns an allusion to Phorcys’s Cave of the Naiades, which has a southern entrance for 
gods and a northern one for mortals in Bk. 13 of Homer’s Odyssey, or the Gardens of Adonis in Spenser’s Faerie 
Qveene.  The neo-Platonic reading of the Cave of the Naiades began in the third century CE with Porphyry and was 
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dilemma is quickly answered by biblical lessons in the subjection of feminine sexuality. 

 The pastoral consolations of the Lilly and other genii of Har make Thel a satire of Deist 

discourse pitched in the style of a biblical parable.  The genii sermonize a false Christianity that 

is little more than a commercial for the natural religion that Blake mocked in There is No 

Natural Religion.  Granted, these sermons also parody such eighteenth-century conduct guides 

as James Fordyce’s Sermons to Young Women (1765) and John Gregory’s A Father’s Legacy to 

his Daughters (1769), as Vernon E. Lattin argues in “Blake’s Thel,” but the ultimate authority to 

which these refer in demanding that young women assume subservient roles is the Bible.  The 

pastoral epistles of Pseudo-Paul demand obedient quietism,46 especially from women, who must 

“adorn themselves in modest apparel, with shamefacedness and . . . learn in silence with all 

subjection.  But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in 

silence” (1 Tim. 2:9-12).  The genii of Har likewise sermonize to put Thel in her place in the 

pastoral landscape of the parable.  As the first to answer Thel’s lamentation on her transience 

(3:6-14; E3), the Lilly draws on Christ’s Sermon on the Mount, which asks his audience to 

“Consider [how] the lilies of the field” trust in providence rather than concern themselves with 

material needs, as all should do spiritually.47  The Lilly has Thel consider how, with the grace of 

God, who “smiles on all” (the same sympathetic God that “leadeth all” at Tiriel 2:4), she is 

destined to be eaten or scorched to death in the summer sun, and thence “To flourish in eternal 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
applied by Blake in his description of “The Souls descending to the Body” through the “Two Gates” in Milton 
(26:13-16; E123).  The neo-Platonic reading of Thel through Milton began with Damon (Philosophy 74-76, 312); 
see also Harper (246-63) and Raine (Tradition 1: 99-125).  Some argue that this reading is supported by “The voice 
from Thel’s grave plot [that] emphasizes the dangers of the living senses, not the decay of the dead” (EEV 79), but 
the voice does not explicitly warn Thel in a manner suggesting that she is an unborn spirit, nor does her being the 
“youngest” daughter in her family (3:1-2; E3). 
46  1-2 Timothy and Titus instruct pastors in their proper conduct and that of their congregations, commanding that 
“supplications, prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks, be made for . . . kings, and for all that are in authority; 
that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life” (1 Tim. 2:1-2).  Pseudo-Paul exhorts pastors to “Put them [the people] 
in mind to be subject to principalities and powers, to obey magistrates, . . . shewing all meekness” (Tit. 3:1-2). 
47  Matt. 6:28; Luke 12:27.  The “Lilly” may also allude to Hosea: “I will be as the dew unto Israel: he shall grow as 
the lily, and cast forth his roots as Lebanon” (14:5), or the Song of Solomon: “I am the rose of Sharon, and the lily 
of the valleys.  As the lily among thorns, so is my love among the daughters” (2:1-2). 
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vales” (Thel 3:19, 3:24-25; E4).  The Lilly’s existence is pure self-sacrifice like Christ as the 

self-sacrificing lamb.  Though piously humble, the Lilly’s sermon imposes a religion of nature 

on Thel (EEV 80) with the seductive (and destructive) lure of immortality.  But Thel is as 

manifestly different from the Lilly as the Eagle is from the Mole in “Thel’s Motto” (E3).  The 

Lilly’s perspective cannot help Thel understand herself, just as “The eagle never lost so much 

time, as when he submitted to learn of the crow” (MHH 8; E37). 

 Disconsolate and unconvinced by this quietist sermon of surrender to nature, Thel passes on 

to the Cloud, Worm, and Clod, but learns only that their theology pertains to their respective 

roles in the cycles of nature, not to her.  The Clod, like a parent speaking on behalf of a child, 

repeats the “same dull round” (NNRb 10; E3) of the Lilly’s sermon on the Worm’s behalf, and 

Thel’s response to this implies that she had been miseducated about the nature of God: “That 

God would love a Worm I knew, and punish the evil foot / That wilful, bruis’d its helpless form: 

but that he cherish’d it / With milk and oil, I never knew” (7:9-11; E6).  Her claim of ignorance 

at the end is a diplomatic skepticism implying that she has been bypassed by this supposedly 

nourishing God of nature promoted by the genii.  Rather than trade the judging and avenging 

Yahweh of her prior religious education (presumably under the auspices of her Hebraic mother, 

Mne Seraphim) for this benevolent Christian Father tending to his Creation, Thel continues 

unconvinced in her search for the truth of her mortal identity.  To find it she must reject the 

natural-religion sermons and descend to greater depths. 

 Whereas Ecclesiastes concludes by renouncing the search for wisdom and enjoining the 

reader instead only to “Fear God, and keep his commandments” (12:13), Thel’s revision of 

Ecclesiastes ends more ambiguously with Thel fleeing frightened from the final scene of her 
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frustrated search for identity.48  Thel, the “pensive” Queen of the vales, questions the use of her 

transient existence (4:13, 5:21-23, 5:29, 7:14-16; E4-6), just as Ecclesiastes, former “king over 

Israel,” questions, “What profit hath a man of all his labour which he taketh under the sun” (1:3, 

1:12).  Like Yahweh to the Preacher, God is ultimately inscrutable to the Clod: “he that loves the 

lowly, pours his oil upon my head. / . . . / But how this is sweet maid, I know not, and I cannot 

know, / I ponder, and I cannot ponder; yet I live and love” (7:1-6; E5-6).  Thel’s interrogation of 

the natural genii for the meaning of her existence is ultimately disappointed by this evasive but 

thought-stopping God, prompting her to delve farther into the depths of existence.  Her search 

implicitly rejects the counsel of the aboveground genii and ends at the “cold bed” of “her own 

grave plot” (7:13, 8:9; E6), just as the Preacher realizes that his end is the same as that which 

“befalleth the beasts” (3:19), taking him to “his long home [where] mourners go” (12:5).  Both 

books are philosophically preoccupied with the nature of existence, and Ecclesiastes ends by 

eschewing inquiry and affirming only faith in God and obedience to his commandments.  As a 

parody of this, Thel ends in a cowardly dash back to the safe innocence of the edenic vales of 

Har, or “the same dull round” of natural cycles, in which she is as ephemeral as dew.  But is this 

a retreat back to the nourishing but unquestionable God of the genii, or from it? 

 Perhaps Blake’s adaptation of Bryantian etymological name symbolism can help solve this 

ambiguity.  As in Tiriel, the title and names in Thel mimic KJV-Hebrew names for God, but are 

this time Ossian-like inventions not based on any known biblical antecedents.  Both Tiriel and 

Thel end in “el,” the most basic Hebrew name for God (אל) and a common ending in symbolic 

biblical names, including the eponymous prophets of the Books of Samuel (whose name means 

                                                           
48  The editors of The Early Illuminated Books call Thel “Blake’s version of Ecclesiastes, with an innocent young 
woman substituted for the melancholy patriarch for whom ‘All is vanity’ (12.8)” (EEV 78). 
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“heard by God”): Ezekiel (“strength of God”), and Daniel (“judgment of God”).49  We have 

already seen how Blake fashioned “Mne Seraphim” from Agrippa’s Occult Philosophy, but the 

source and meaning of “Thel” itself is more elusive.  Though it has commonly been thought to 

derive from Greek,50 and the Hebrew derivations put forth so far are unsatisfactory even to those 

who suggest them,51 it indeed looks like a KJV-Old Testament name, perhaps a clip of “Bethel” 

(“House of God”; Gen. 28:19).  This suggests a connection to “the matron Clay’s” subterranean 

“house” where Thel confronts the truth of the violence of existence rather than the harmony 

described by the genii (7:14-16; E6).  Thel’s entrance at “the northern bar” of the “eternal gates 

terrific” may allude to Ezekiel’s vision of the restored Temple of Jerusalem, which “the people 

[enter] by the way of the north gate to worship” (Ez. 46:9; EEV 79).  If so, Blake transforms the 

Temple or House of God into the hellish earthen pit, or Sheol, prefiguring the diabolical element 

of The Marriage, suggested also by the phoneme “hell” embedded in “Thel” (Weinroth 64). 

 The transformation of the House of God into Sheol in Thel Pt. IV (8; E6) ultimately implies 

a critique of natural religion.  The sermon from the pit is, as the contrary to the genii’s priestly 

teachings, a prophecy of Thel’s deepest existential anxieties and an interrogation of the violence 

of sensual existence and sexual repression from the other side of experience (8:6-11; E6).  Likely 

added amidst Blake’s work on The Marriage,52 Thel’s Descensus climax resembles the 

                                                           
49  Other biblical names with the “el” ending include Abel, Ahithophel, Ariel, Asriel, Emmanuel, Gabriel, Ishmael, 
Israel, Jezebel, Lemuel, Michael, Nathanael, Rachel, Rephael, and Zerubbabel.  
50  That “Thel” may be derived from the Gr. thelo (θέλω, “desire” or “will”) (Fisher 205n35, Bloom E895) is both 
appropriate and ironic, given Thel’s desire to know about her impending sexual maturity, but failure of will  to go 
through with it.  “Thel” as an anagram of “Lethe” (Λήθη, the classical river of forgetfulness in Hades) is appropriate 
given her ultimate retreat from experience back into the coddling vales of Har (Harper 254).  For other 
considerations on Blake’s source for Thel’s name, see EEV 79. 
51  M. Weinroth suggests the Hebrew טל (or tal, “dew”) as a source for “Thel” (40), and Howard תלה (or tela, “to 
hang in doubt, delay”), though he admits that neither a Greek nor Hebrew source “completely accounts for her 
actions in the poem”; still, “it seems likely that Blake was indeed using a name derived from roots in a foreign 
language” (Poetics 51).  “Luvah” (Thel 3:8; E4) also appears to be a related attempt at a KJV-Hebrew-looking name 
that sounds like “lover,” though Luvah would not appear again until the Vala manuscript (E305 ff.). 
52  On the strength of the evidence of the different styles of “g” Blake used throughout Thel and The Marriage, 
Viscomi determined that the sans-serif g (or, as Phillips calls it, an earless g [Marriage 39, 56-57n81]) used for Thel 
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Marriage Memorable Fancies where the prophetic truth is discovered in the “Eternal Hell” 

below.  Blake clearly revised Thel to establish greater continuities between it and The Marriage, 

perhaps as a way of uniting them thematically so that they might be more appropriately bound 

together under a common “Bible of Hell” rubric.  Thel enters the Clod of Clay’s house and tours 

this Sheol much as the speaker of The Marriage collects proverbs in Hell, as the Devil leads the 

Angel through an open church Bible into a “deep pit,” or as Christ harrows hell in The Gospel of 

Nicodemus (see §5.1 above and §8.5 below).  There, Thel converses with the dead (as in the 

Lucianic Marriage prosopopoeia) or merely stands “in silence. listning to the voices of the 

ground” (8:8; E6).  Moved more by these voices than by the rosy-hued natural-religion sermons 

of the Har genii, Thel retreats from this perverse inversion of the traditional “House of God.” 

 Granted, the voice of protest coming from Thel’s grave is not diabolical, as the voices are in 

The Marriage, but it does represent the mundus inversus contrary to the dogma of the Har genii.  

The contraries are not The Marriage’s antagonism of orthodoxy vs. heterodoxy, but Thel’s non-

committal spiritualism vs. natural religion.  The difference is slight but crucial.  It means that 

Thel is not quite diabolical in the sense that The Marriage is, despite the coeval development of 

(and thematic and spatial continuity between) The Marriage and Thel plates 1 and 8.  Thel is 

diabolical in the sense that it presents a contrary between the heavenly vision of natural religion 

and the gothic vision of Thel’s dialogue with her dead self.  Rather than present these contraries 

as equals (Howard, “Audience” 34; Viscomi, “Evolution” 330), Blake implicitly privileges the 

latter as prophetic truth-telling in the same way as his heterodox bias triumphs at the Marriage 

climax.  Thel thus occupies a grey area in terms of its diabolism, since it does not serve to invert 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
plates 2-7 indicates their 1789 production, whereas the “Sinister ‘g’” (Bentley) with the ear pointing leftward on  
Thel plates 1 and 8 can be used to date them as having been begun amidst the latter half of the production of The 
Marriage, since certain Marriage plates exhibit the earlier g with right-leaning ears (2-3, 5-7, 11-13, 21-24), 
whereas others exhibit the later left-leaning ear (4, 7-10, 14-20, 25-27), switching from one to the other at the top of 
Marriage plate 7.  For the remainder of the 1790s, Blake used the “sinister g,” confirming that it was used for the 
latter group of Marriage plates, as well as Thel 1 and 8 (Viscomi, “Evolution” 324-28). 
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the mundus inversus as a progressive way of restoring justice—indeed, Thel’s retreat from Sheol 

is regressive—but it is still the closest of all the preliminary outliers to the Bible of Hell project. 

 What we have then is a strange situation in which The Book of Thel does not exactly fit all 

of the criteria for the Bible of Hell, but could be included by virtue of its experiment with the 

diabolical element and later contrary relationship to Visions of the Daughters of Albion.  This is 

one of the problematic inconsistencies that attend any reconstruction of the unfinished Bible of 

Hell project.  If one were to collect all the relevant Illuminated Books of the Bible of Hell period 

into a single volume, The Book of Thel should definitely be included, but perhaps under a 

marginal, “Apocrypha” heading.  A closer examination of the ironic rhetoric of diabolical 

inversion and mock-biblical revision in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell in the following 

chapter will demonstrate the essence of the Bible of Hell as Blake conceived it in 1790, and thus 

elucidate the subtle differences that exclude Thel yet put it closer to this project than the other 

works of c. 1788-89.  In any case, The Book of Thel appears to be the tipping point from which 

Blake decided to consolidate the experimental strategies of his first four Illuminated Books (and 

the abandoned Tiriel manuscript)—anti-Yahwist biblical revision, Illuminated Printing, a 

scheme of contraries, and proto-diabolical inversion—into The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

THE MARRIAGE OF HEAVEN AND HELL 
AS REVISIONIST MOCK-BIBLICAL PROPHECY 

 
If the Son therefore shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed.  (John 8:36) 

 
 
 The Marriage of Heaven and Hell blasts “All Bibles or sacred codes” for promulgating 

misperceptions and prejudices.  In the 1790s, Blake saw the Bible’s “thou shalt nots” and myth 

of dominion over those unblessed by Abraham’s God as a perverse justification for murderous 

kings and exploitative priests to rule for three nightmarish millennia.  The Marriage rewrites the 

Bible in sympathy with its victims to trigger the millennium of Christian peace that the Bible 

failed to deliver, but its rhetoric of diabolical inversion makes it an enigmatic code itself. 

 The present study has approached The Marriage’s indirections by retracing its “crooked 

roads” in various traditions “adopted by both parties,” by liberals and reactionaries alike: 

mundus inversus diabology (see Ch. 3), revisionist biblical scholarship (Ch. 4), and biblical 

parodies (Ch. 5).  Though The Marriage is undoubtedly a Menippean satire, such satire operates, 

like the Bible itself, by cannibalizing other genres,1 some of which have gone unnoticed in Blake 

studies.  As a mock-biblical prophecy, The Marriage is a bricolage of biblical subgenres—verse, 

theology, prophecy, parable, proverbs, apocalyptic vision, song—but limits its stylistic imitation 

of the KJV language.2  As a result, few critics have read The Marriage in the parodia sacra 

                                                           
1  Frye calls the Bible “a mosaic—a pattern of commandments, aphorisms, epigrams, proverbs, parables, riddles, 
pericopes, parallel couplets, formulaic phrases, folktales, oracles, epiphanies, . . . occasional verse, marginal glosses, 
legends, . . . historical documents, laws, letters, sermons, hymns, ecstatic visions, rituals, fables, genealogical lists, 
and so on almost indefinitely” (Great Code 206).  David L. Jeffrey shows how these various fragments became 

an anthology, a book composed of many books.  Our word “Bible” has its origins in the Septuagint Greek of 
Daniel 9:2, where tā biblia, “the books,” apparently refers to the general body of Jewish “Scriptures.” . . .  
Our somewhat narrower notion of the Bible as a single book comes much later, with a shift in Latin usage in 
the thirteenth century, by which the neuter plural (biblia) came to be regarded as a feminine singular (biblia), 
an almost unnoticed shift from “the books” to “the Book” in the textual tradition of western Europe.  Biblia 
Sacra, “the Holy Book,” is what by the time of Aquinas tā biblia had become.  (People of the Book  xvii-xiii) 

2  Unlike most mock-biblical satires, The Marriage avoids imitating KJV style, with the exception of twice using the 
phrase “come to pass,” as when the Marriage narrator claims that a mental apocalypse “will come to pass by an 
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tradition, and those who have either fail to explain what makes it a biblical parody3 or defer to 

the Urizen Books.4  These (un)critical commonplaces are what I hope to challenge in this 

chapter, because mock-biblical satire need not limit itself to a straightforward imitation of KJV 

prose style and layout.  Blake’s transformative biblical revision and strategies of diabolical 

inversion indeed make The Marriage a unique specimen within the parodia sacra tradition. 

 This chapter examines The Marriage alongside the mundus inversus literature and biblical 

parodies examined in Part I to show how its biblical revision is primarily one of typological 

transformation.  It thus merges two mock-biblical strategies defined by Suarez (see §5.0 above).  

Assuming that Christian orthodoxy has misread the Bible for centuries, Blake’s counter-reading 

inverts Yahweh into a crypto-satanic impostor and Devil into an antinomian Christ.  The 

Marriage’s hermeneutic of diabolical inversion exposes the biblical myths of Yahweh and the 

Israelites’ dominion as nefarious usurpations, and replaces them with prophecies of counter-

usurpation and liberation.  After inverting biblical hierarchies to give dominion back to Esau-

Edom, The Marriage rewrites Revelation as an apocalyptic restoration of the Bible’s victimized 

Other in “A Song of Liberty.”  As a mock-biblical prophecy, The Marriage aspires to recover a 

primitive and inclusive sense of holiness after the Revolution liberates people from State 

Religion.  Of course, the Revolution did not pan out, but the yearning remains. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
improvement of sensual enjoyment” (13-14; E39.  Like “Once upon a time” in children’s tales, “And it came to pass 
that . . .” is perhaps the most characteristic and imitated phrase of KJV style.  It opens the books of Deuteronomy 
and Nehemiah, and over 600 other instances of it populate the KJV.  
3  Suarez claims that The Marriage “testif[ied] to the ongoing vitality of this satirical species” at a time when “the 
most vibrant mock-biblical satires” were satirical political cartoons (Oxford 681), but does not elaborate. 
4  See §2.5 above.  In Sacred Parody in Enlightenment England (2003), Paulson declares roundly, 

Blake is the obvious end of a study of “sacred parody.”  Parody was his starting point in the unpublished 
“An Island in the Moon” and in . . . The Marriage . . . , he . . . turn[s] the Swedenborgian theology on its 
head, and reverses the values of Jacob and Esau, the Israelites and the Ebonites.  In the works beginning 
with The Book of Urizen, he writes, as he promised in the Marriage . . . , a “Bible of Hell,” the angel’s 
Scriptures retold by the devil and painted to recall illuminated manuscripts of the Bible.  In The Book of 
Urizen and The Book of Los, he rewrites Genesis, and in Ahania the remainder of the Pentateuch.  (326) 

Paulson passes on the opportunity to say where Blake takes his parody of Swedenborg and the biblical Jacob/Esau 
episode in The Marriage (which I discuss in §8.2 below) and instead abruptly moves on to Urizen. 
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 This chapter follows The Marriage’s sequence of usurpation episodes to show how Blake’s 

revision works by imitating biblical narratives while strategically inverting their accounts of 

exclusion and domination.  The Marriage’s recurring narrative of usurpation has been explicated 

before (Howard, “Audience” 20; Poetics 65-66), but not in mundus inversus terms.  The 

recurring narrative imitates the Bible’s episodic variations,5 but radically transforms them into 

prophecies of liberation that turn the upside down world right-side up again.  The chapter’s first 

section examines the usurpation prototype in “The Argument,” which rewrites the post-lapsarian 

Pentateuch to expose Moses as a villain who exiles a generic “just man” to the wilderness and 

then reigns under false pretenses of holiness.  The second section examines The Marriage’s 

citation of Isaiah 34-35 on plate 3 as suggesting the redemption of the Bible’s Edomic victims as 

a contrary to Israelite dominion.  The third offers a counter-reading of the falling man on plate 5 

(often read as Phaëton) in the context of the inversion of the sign-chain on plate 4 to identify him 

as Christ of Revelation 19 deposed by the Antichrist.  The fourth shows how the mock-biblical 

Proverbs of Hell replace the infantilizing pedagogy of the Book of Proverbs with a Christian-

humanist heuristic of creative independence.  The fifth section examines how The Marriage both 

extends the narrative of usurpation and foreshadows its inversion in the reclaimed figure of the 

Leviathan.  The sixth shows how The Marriage climactically inverts these relationships of 

dominion with a counter-usurpation in the conversion of orthodox Angel into heterodox Devil 

with the revision of Christ into an antinomian revolutionary.  The final section examines how “A 

Song of Liberty” rewrites the Book of Revelation to replace its violent exclusions with a 

levelling prophecy in which an immanent God makes “every thing that lives . . . Holy.” 

                                                           
5  The Pentateuch features two chronologically inconsistent Creation narratives; two interwoven Deluge narratives 
that differ in key details, such as the reason for God’s anger (Gen. 6:5-6 vs. 6:11-13), how many of each animal was 
to be included on the ark (6:19-20 vs. 7:2-3), and the Flood’s duration (7:24 vs. 8:5); and four Decalogue accounts 
(Ex. 20:1-17, 34:14-26; Dt. 5:7-21, 27:14-26).  The New Testament contains four inconsistent accounts of the life of 
Jesus Christ in the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. 
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 §8.1 – “The Argument” as an Anti-Mosaic Parable 

 The first of several biblical subgenres folded into the Marriage, the parable works in code, 

communicating divine truths, paradoxes, and moral imperatives in a simple narrative using 

everyday language.6  In this regard, Blake follows the pedagogy of Christ, who favoured the 

parable as a means of rousing his disciples’ divine imagination through contemplation rather 

than dogmatic adherence.  “The Argument” of plate 2 is a mock-biblical verse parable that 

rewrites post-lapsarian history to replace the Pentateuch’s narrative of righteous dominion with a 

narrative of usurpation in which the Antichrist “villain,” under pretenses of holiness, drives 

humanity into the spiritual wilderness.  The allusions to biblical imagery and characterization 

signal a mock-KJV transformation in which villainous usurpation becomes a justification for the 

later antinomian Christian counter-usurpation, as the concluding refrain of lines 1-2 suggests a 

historical cycle in which the tumult of the Fall repeats to usher in a new Redemption. 

 “The Argument” adopts biblical tropes of desertification and rebirth to transform religious 

authority, starting with the figure of Moses, into the Antichrist type who corrupts humanity with 

his false piety.  The narrative begins with the “just man” as post-lapsarian humanity pursuing a 

replacement for his lost Paradise amidst the “perilous path” of history, “keep[ing] his course 

along / The vale of death” (2:3-5; E33) like the faithful in “the valley of the shadow of death” 

(Ps. 23:4).  The recovery in which primitive agriculture and civilization flourishes in a new 

Eden—“Roses are planted . . . on the barren heath” and the population is “brought forth” over 

the bones of the dead (MHH 2:6-13)—draws from post-apocalyptic imagery in Isaiah: “the 

desert shall rejoice, and blossom as the rose” (35:1).  These early stanzas establish a theme of 

redemptive rebirth that will be fulfilled in the serio-comic eschatology of the following plate (3). 

                                                           
6  See S. McFague-TeSelle’s “Parable, Metaphor, and Theology” (1974): “the only legitimate way of speaking of 
the incursion of the divine into history in the parabolic tradition appears to be metaphorical. . . .  Such theology 
never reaches its object, but . . . we are sent off in its direction” (633, 645). 
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 “The Argument’s” turn at line 14 transforms Moses into a usurping “villain [who] left the 

paths of ease, / To walk in perilous paths, and drive / The just man into barren climes” (MHH 

2:14-16).  The lines typologically suggest both Milton’s Lucifer leaving heaven to tempt Adam 

out of Eden and Moses quitting his adoptive house of Pharaoh after murdering an Egyptian (Ex. 

2:10-15) to lead the Israelites (the oppressed “just man” in Egypt) back to the “perilous paths” of 

the Wilderness of Sin.  The right-margin design of a tree being plucked bare by slaves while 

their masters recline languidly below suggests the corruption of civilization into exploitative 

hierarchies in Egypt.  The narrative suggests a revision of the Pentateuch akin to Ilive’s in The 

Book of Jasher, in which Moses is a corrupting dissembler who misleads his people into a 

greater bondage under his Law in the desert than they suffered as slaves in civilized Egypt (see 

§5.4 above).  From Joshua to modern kings and priests, the successors to Moses continue the 

corruption of religion as the “sneaking serpent walk[ing] / In mild humility” (2:17-18). 

 The “just man” is the archetypal refugee, whether he is the Israelites leaving Egypt or the 

Canaanites ousted from Canaan by Joshua’s conquering armies.  He is the prototype of the 

dispossessed figures of the Marriage narrator’s sympathies: the “ancient Poets,” Prolific Giants, 

and devils throughout the book’s episodic usurpations (11, 16; E38, 40).  Likewise, the “villain” 

prototype becomes the Priesthood, the Devourer, Swedenborg, and the sanctimonious angels 

who claim to represent God7 but actually represent the Antichrist like Bishop Watson (E612).  

As a satire of Moses, the Argument is a coded parable that establishes the diabolical hermeneutic 

that foreshadows the exposé of Jehovah as a demonic pretender on plate 6 (see §8.3 below).  In 

the topsy-turvy year of Revolution, Blake was wise to bury such apparent blasphemy in 

mythopoetic code of generic “villain” and “just man” biblical types. 

                                                           
7  MHH 11, 16, 21-22; E38, 40, 42-43.  Blake underlined and wrote “bravo” beside Lavater’s aphorism on religious 
affectation, “The more honesty a man has, the less he affects the air of a saint—the affectation of sanctity is a blotch 
on the face of piety” (E588). 
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 The only named character, Rintrah, unsettles “The Argument” from its opening line to the 

concluding refrain because his role is suggestively portentous but his name unrecognizable.  

Like “Tiriel” and “Thel,” however, it looks like a KJV-Old Testament name.  Howard claims 

that it is a cognate of רני חרה (“to cry aloud” or “warn”), which he transliterates as “rnitrha” 

(Poetics 65), but it is unlikely that Blake was literate in Hebrew by 1790, and no 

contemporaneous Hebrew-English lexicon translates or transliterates 8.רני חרה  The “-rah” ending 

is nonetheless a common suffix in Old Testament names, such as Korah, the Israelite who 

rebelled against Moses.9  Like Korah, Rintrah may be a dispossessed figure challenging religious 

authority, but this is unclear.  Rintrah’s “roar[ing] & shak[ing] his fires in the burdend air” sets 

an ominous tone appropriate for the year of Revolution when it was too early to tell whether the 

uprising in France was going to end well or disastrously.  His action puts readers in doubt, 

preparing them for the heuristic discoveries to come.  If etymological clues do not help crack the 

“Rintrah” code, its mock-KJV Hebrew appearance and ambiguity aptly introduce a new 

scripture that rouzes the faculties rather than dulls them with dogma. 

 In any case, the placement of Rintrah’s lines on either side of a narrative that spans human 

history implies that something like the tumult he represented at the Fall is due to be repeated in 

the present.  Now that humanity once again finds itself in a post-lapsarian spiritual wilderness   

(l. 19), the symmetry suggests that a reverse of the Fall is at hand.  If human history is a cyclic 

narrative of usurpation, the reverse would be a counter-usurpation that restores justice. 

                                                           
8  The most popular Hebrew-English lexicon of the day was Parkhurst’s. רני is a proper noun based on the verb “to 
sing joyfully,” and could be transliterated as “Rani,” while חרה (chara) actually means “shit.”  Spector parses 
“Rintrah” (“Hebraic Etymologies” 348-49), but again assumes Blake’s unlikely literacy in Hebrew. 
9  Gen. 36:5-18, Ex. 6:21-24, Num. 16:1–27:3, 1 Chr. 1:35–9:19.  Other names with the “-rah” ending throughout 
the Old Testament include the father, wife, and concubine of Abraham: Terah, Sarah, and Keturah, respectively 
(Gen. 11:24-32, 17:15–25:12, 1 Chr. 1:32-33); Moses’s wife Zipporah   (Ex. 2:21, 4:25, 18:2); the prophetess 
Deborah (Jgs. 4:4–5:15); and several minor characters.  Ominous place names include Gomorrah (Gen. 10:19–
19:28), Ophrah (Jgs. 6:11–9:5), and Bozrah.  Names with “-rah” endings are exclusively Hebrew; they do not occur 
in the Greek New Testament. 
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 §8.2 – The Citation of Isaiah 34-35 and Sympathy for the Bible’s Dispossessed 

 The Marriage continues its usurpation theme in the first of its five doctrinal units: the narrator 

declares, “Now is the dominion of Edom, & the return of Adam into Paradise; see Isaiah XXXIV 

& XXXV Chap” (3; E34).  But the preposition between “dominion” and “Edom” is ambiguous: is 

Edom dominated or dominating?  Though early critics read the former10 in accord with a biblicist 

bias and Isaiah 34’s prophecy of Edom’s destruction, the context of the diabolical inversion in the 

“Eternal Hell revives” prophecy invites a counter-biblical reading of the cited Isaiah chapters.  

Blake often reads against Swedenborg (who is demoted here to Christ’s discarded “linen clothes”), 

but in this case the Marriage speaker tacitly follows Swedenborg’s sympathetic prophecy that 

Edom will shake off Israel’s yoke of dominion more radically than Isaac prophesied.11  After the 

“inversion of state” (Swedenborg, Arcana ¶3597) in which Jacob cheats his twin brother Esau out 

of their father Isaac’s blessing, Isaac entitles Esau (renamed Edom) to “a dominion” (a land 

claim), though Jacob’s Israelite descendents eventually occupy it and exterminate the Edomites 

(see below).  Isaiah glorifies this slaughter as Yahweh’s paradigmatic victory over all unbelieving 

nations.  Blake shows his abhorrence for massacre in the name of Yahweh by implicitly inviting 

the reader to read the boasts of Yahweh’s tyranny in Isaiah 34-35 conscientiously, according to the 

“dictates of Conscience” (E613) rather than the Bible’s pro-Israelite bias.  The narrator’s allusion 

to the Genesis episode in which Israel usurps Edom’s birthright and his citation of Isaiah 34-35 

target paradigmatic injustice in the Bible, against which The Marriage establishes its ethical basis 

for rewriting Scripture from the dispossessed or Edomic point of view. 

                                                           
10  For instance, Margoliouth believes that, “By ‘dominion of,’ . . . Blake means ‘conquest of’ or ‘domination over’ 
Edom.  His abstract nouns . . . need careful watching and so does his use of the preposition ‘of’” (“Notes” 303), but 
Plowman had already made a more convincing argument that Blake was reclaiming Edom (Commentary 11). 
11  Gen. 27:40.  Raine identifies Blake’s “Dominion of Edom” as Swedenborg’s “new heaven” (Tradition 1: 338), 
referring to Arcana Cœlestia (¶3576, 4640).  However, the sense of the passage is that the “Eternal Hell” and 
“dominion of Edom” are replacing Swedenborg’s “new heaven.”  Raine uses J.F. Potts’s 1905 Arcana translation, 
but Blake most likely drew from Hindmarsh-published Arcana translations of the 1780-90s (¶3576, in Arcana Vol. 
4, appeared in 1789) or perhaps from Theosophical Society discussions.  See also T129-30. 
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brother, unjustly cursing Esau.  Blake’s infernal reading would recognize in Jacob’s coup the 

satanic origins of the Israelite nation prior to Moses’s machinations, since Jacob is “a deceiver” 

(Gen. 27:12).  Jacob’s feigning of Edom’s “mild humility” is rewarded with the honour of being 

patriarch to a nation that wages continual war against Edom and the non-Israelite Other.  Jacob 

illustrates the Proverb of Hell, “The weak in courage is strong in cunning” (MHH 9, E37; T131). 

 Consistent with the sympathy for the oppressed that drives the Marriage ethic, the narrator 

sympathizes with Edom.  Foreshadowing his reading of Paradise Lost against Milton’s 

intentions on plates 5-6 (see §8.3 below), the narrator reads against the Scriptures’ purpose of 

the Jacob vs. Esau parable, which is to justify the inveterate antagonism between Israel and the 

gentile Other.  The parable venerates Jacob-Israel for his Odysseus-like wiles because they lead 

to the founding of a nation to which the biblicist’s sympathies must go to honour Yahweh’s 

privileging of the Israelites.  Rather than give Esau his due blessing as the firstborn son, Isaac, 

upon realizing that Jacob tricked him, prophesies that Esau shall live by the sword, “and shalt 

serve thy brother; and it shall come to pass when thou shalt have the dominion, that thou shalt 

break his yoke from off thy neck” (Gen. 27:40).  Edom leaves, establishes a state south of the 

Dead Sea in modern-day Jordan (36:1-43), and continues to “pursue his brother [Israel] with the 

sword” (Amos 1:11), though these hostilities are apparently mild.12  Nevertheless, the lasting 

enmity resulting from Jacob-Israel’s machinations justifies David’s later extermination 

campaign against the Edomites and occupation of their territories.13  From The Marriage’s 

Christian-humanist ethic, the Israelites’ persecution of the Edomites is truly villainous, being 

                                                           
12  There are no specific instances of Edomites slaughtering Israelites, despite Ezekiel accusing them of this 
generally (35:5).  The king of Edom refuses to secure Moses’s and the Israelite army’s safe passage through Edom 
on their way to conquering the Canaanites, though Moses and his army pass through unharmed (Num. 20:14-21).  
Yahweh also allows the Edomite Hadad to lead a rebellion against Solomon (son of David) as punishment for 
Solomon’s idolatry, though the uprising is apparently harmless (1 Kgs. 11:14-22). 
13  King David has every Edomite male slain, totalling 18,000 casualties, then subjugates the remnant to Israelite 
rule (1 Kgs. 11:15, 1 Chr. 18:12-13, 2 Sam. 8:1-13). 
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motivated by greed and having begun in deceit.  That Israel is lauded for disguising himself as 

Edom not only indicates that the Bible is, to Blake, morally upside down, but it also suggests 

that the villain’s strategy of disguising himself as the just man may extend all the way up the 

Great Chain of Being,14 at the top of which Satan disguises himself as God. 

 When Blake cites Isaiah 34-35 after prophesying the reversal of the injustice that led to the 

Israelite nation’s dominion over Edom, he implicitly opens a reading of Yahweh’s vengeance15 

as the action of the Antichrist.  Isaiah 34 prophesies “the day of the LORD’s vengeance” against 

“all nations,” whose “armies he . . . utterly destroy[s]” for the sake of Zion, the city of David 

(34:2-8).  Isaiah’s God is anything but merciful, with wrathful outbursts focused on destroying—

and thus overwriting—Edom (or Idumea): 

my sword shall be bathed in heaven: behold, it shall come down upon Idumea, and 
upon the people of my curse, to judgment.  The sword of the LORD is filled with 
blood, . . . for the LORD hath a sacrifice in Bozrah [capital of Edom], and a great 
slaughter in the land of Idumea . . . [which] shall become burning pitch . . . ; the 
smoke thereof shall go up for ever: . . . it shall lie waste.  (Isa. 34:5-10) 
 

The extermination of the Edomites (1-2 Kgs., 1 Chr., 2 Sam.) thus becomes the paradigmatic 

erasure of the gentile Other and a eugenic fantasy where Yahweh destroys the earth to give it 

back to the Israelites cleansed of all non-Israelite ethnicities (Isa. 34:10-15).  The Urizenic 

flourish that defines Yahweh’s action comes in the final verse: “the LORD’s hand hath divided 

[the land] by line” (34:17), thus dividing the Creation and human consciousness alike (BU 3:9-

10; E70) and making “Contraries . . . necessary to Human existence” (MHH 3; E33). 

                                                           
14  The Great Chain of Being developed out of Plato’s hierarchy of forms and acquired its present topocosm—with 
the Judeo-Christian God at the top, and a descending hierarchy of angels, man (the king, nobles, peasants), beasts, 
plants, and minerals at the bottom—in medieval neoplatonism.  See and Pope’s glorification of the “Vast Chain of 
Being!” in his 1733 Essay on Man (1.237-46) and Lovejoy’s history of it, The Great Chain of Being (1936). 
15  Yahweh’s ethic of vengeance extends to the Mosaic reprisal formula, “Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for 
hand, foot for foot” (Ex. 21:24; cf. Lev. 24:20, and Dt. 19:21).  Christ corrects this in his Sermon on the Mount: “Ye 
have heard that it hath been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth: But I say unto you, . . . whosoever shall 
smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also. . . .  Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good 
to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you” (Matt. 5:38-39, 44). 
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 The prophecy of Yahweh’s global annihilation in Isaiah 34 is offset by chapter 35’s 

restoration of paradise atop the scorched earth of the Other’s erasure: “the desert shall rejoice, 

and blossom as the rose.  It shall blossom abundantly, and rejoice even with joy and singing: . . . 

And the ransomed of the LORD shall return . . . to Zion” (35:1-2, 35:10).  Note that Isaiah does 

not prophesy that Adam (a cognate of “Edom” for his origin from red clay) returns to Paradise, 

as Blake prophesies on Marriage plate 3, but only that “the ransomed” shall return—that is, “the 

redeemed” (Isa. 35:9) who are either devout Israelites or those converted to Judaism, according 

to popular Christian exegesis (Gill, Prophets 1: 187).  For Blake, the ransomed are instead the 

Edomic victims of biblical and historical injustice.  He reclaims Edom as a positive term on plate 

3, foreshadowing the rhetoric of diabolical inversion in the reclamation of the Devil on plate 4.  

There will be a Redemption through counter-dominion, but it will be for Edom and all types of 

the dispossessed “just man” of biblical or modern history, and against those who oppress them.16 

 Critics have read Isaiah 63 (though Blake does not cite it) as an interpretative key for 

understanding the citation of Isaiah 34-35 (Phillips, Introduction 94; T134).  Their intention is to 

harmonize Marriage 3’s prophecy with the traditional Christian typology in which the blood-

soaked man leaving Edom in Isaiah 63 is the Messiah returning from slaughter in Edom, as 

suggested by Revelation’s use of the same winepress trope in its violent Christian eschatology:17 

Who is this that cometh from Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah? . . .  Wherefore 
art thou red in thine apparel, and thy garments like him that treadeth in the winefat?     
. . . I will tread them in mine anger, and trample them in my fury; and their blood shall 
be sprinkled upon my garments, and I will stain all my raiment.  For the day of 
vengeance is in mine heart, and the year of my redeemed is come.  (63:1-4) 
 

Phillips also identifies this blood-soaked figure as the “just man” of “The Argument” (94), but 

                                                           
16  Some commentators read Isaiah’s prophecy that all of Edom’s “princes shall be nothing” on the day of 
vengeance (34:12) infernally to infer that Blake’s “dominion of Edom” is Revolutionary France and Israel is Pitt’s 
or George III’s England (Erdman, Prophet 192-93; Bloom E896; EEV 209-10; Phillips, Marriage 94).  While this 
may be possible, there is no textual evidence to confirm it. 
17  See Gill (Prophets 1: 345), who suggests that this figure may also be the angel Michael or Yahweh himself. 
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this would imply that Blake subscribes to the idea that Christ is the incarnation of a vengeful, 

bloodthirsty God.  As a revision of Revelation, “A Song of Liberty” suggests otherwise (see §8.7 

below).  When the Marriage narrator notes that “Jesus Christ did not wish to unite but to 

separate [the Prolific and the Devourer types], as in the Parable of sheep and goats! & he says I 

came not to send Peace but a Sword” (17; E40), this is the antinomian Christ whose only 

violence is the metaphorical smashing of the Decalogue tablets.  Given the ethic of Christian 

forgiveness underpinning the whole Bible of Hell period but evident especially in the Proverbs 

of Hell (see §8.4), Phillips’s genocidal Christ is untenable. 

 It is not Edom but the biblical account of dominion that must be laid to waste in the infernal 

re-reading of the Bible’s persecution of Edom as an unconscionable justification of injustice.  If 

Marriage readers stumble on “Now is the dominion of Edom” and stop to re-read Genesis 25-27 

and Isaiah 34-35 in the spirit of the “Eternal Hell revives” prophecy and “Without Contraries is 

no progression” doctrine on plate 3, “the dominion of Edom” suggests a counter-biblical reading. 

A contrarian reading of Old Testament values is fundamental to The Marriage’s ethic of 

sympathy for the dispossessed in accord with Christ’s ministry of peace, as well as to the 

concluding revelation of the holiness of all life. 

 

 §8.3 – Diabolical Inversion of the Religious Sign-Chain & Falling/Resurrected Christ 

 Though the falling man on plate 5 has often been read as Phaëton or Satan, reading this 

mundus inversus emblem as an illumination of “the Devils account . . . that the Messiah fell” (5-

6; E35) suggests that the figure is Blake’s ironically diabolized Christ.  Extended into the 

interlinear designs of plate 6, the fall scenes represent a counter-myth of State Religion’s origins 

in which the Antichrist usurps Christ to occupy the heaven of orthodoxy as “Jehovah of the 
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Bible” (6), while Christ plummets into the “Eternal Hell,” which is the true heaven of Blake’s 

Christian heterodoxy.  Again, the rhetorical diabolism of Marriage 3 and the Devil’s inversion 

of the biblical sign-chain on plate 4 establish the context for reading the persecuted Edom and 

Devil as types of Christ in the Antichrist’s Jacob-like “inversion of state.”  The Marriage sets 

this topsy-turvy world aright in an apocalyptic counter-coup (or re-inversion of state) 

emblematized in the final Marriage chapter.  The resurrection design on plate 21 reverses 

Christ’s fall depicted on plates 5-6, and the fall of the Antichrist-type Nebuchadnezzar (as 

debased State Religion) on 24 reverses his ascension depicted on 6. 

 The Marriage counters the Antichrist’s long-unrecognized imposture as Christendom’s God 

by diabolizing Christ in inversion and re-inversion scenes whose imagery is drawn from the 

traditional mundus inversus motifs of the reversal of kings and peasants.  The Marriage reclaims 

the Devil as the Christ-lamb in wolf’s clothing to liberate desire from religious repression.  The 

top-down hierarchy of Christian orthodoxy had long misappropriated Christ to suppress vital 

human energies below, so the Marriage inverts that hierarchy’s foundational sign-chain as the 

basis for a new counter-myth of liberation that sets Christianity aright.  The emblems of Christ’s 

resurrection and the tyrant’s fall on plates 21 and 24 glorify this counter-usurpation. 

 Before examining the designs on plates 5-6, then, we must understand the inversion of plate 

3’s sign-chain on plate 4 as a legend for the inversions that follow.  Plate 3’s doctrinal section 

describes orthodoxy’s sign-chain of contraries arranged in an ideological hierarchy of binaries:  

Attraction and Repulsion, Reason and Energy, Love and Hate, are necessary to 
Human existence. From these contraries spring what the religious call Good & Evil. 
Good is the passive that obeys Reason | Evil is the active springing from Energy. 
Good is Heaven. Evil is Hell.  (E34) 
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The binaries are “necessary” in the sense that fallen consciousness perceives dualistically, but 

the values assigned to each term are arbitrary.  The narrator adds to this associative chain of 

signifiers the binaries body/soul (4) and “Angels & God, and . . . Devils & Hell” (6): 

 

 God Good Heaven Angels Soul Reason Attraction Love Passive obedience 
 Satan Evil Hell Devils Body Energy Repulsion Hate Active dissent 
 

 Table 2. The sign-chain of Christian orthodoxy suggested on Marriage plates 3-6 
 
Superior and inferior terms mutually define each other, and each binary is linked on a value-

equating continuum that accommodates additional binaries ad infinitum.18  The Christian Church 

derives its authority to add additional binaries (e.g., abstinence/pleasure) to this metaphysical 

framework by associating itself with the superior terms and ultimately with God.  To Blake, a 

religious education internalizes this psycho-linguistic chain as “mind forg’d manacles.” 
19 

 Affecting the “voice of the Devil” on plate 4, the Marriage narrator transforms the orthodox 

sign-chain’s relations, privileging its inferior terms to show the arbitrariness of their values.  The 

Devil first delegitimizes the chain as an “Error” of fallen perception caused by “All Bibles or 

sacred codes” (E34), and hence associates it with the “villain” of “The Argument” and his 

priestly usurpation.  The Devil then collapses the soul/body binary so that both are organically 

integrated in a complete personhood divided only by the bounding line of fallen perception: 

“Man has no Body distinct from his Soul for that calld Body is a portion of Soul discernd by the 

five Senses.” 20  The “Senses” thus replace “Body” as the inferior term, but as the “bound or 

outward circumference.”  The Devil thus collapses Reason/Energy and concludes, “Energy is 

                                                           
18  The concept of the sign-chain re-emerged philosophically in Friedrich Nietzsche’s 1887 On the Genealogy of 
Morals (77) and, more scientifically, in Ferdinand de Saussure’s concept of associative or paradigmatic relations of 
difference between signs in his posthumously published 1916 Course in General Linguistics (123-25). 
19  “London” in Songs of Experience (46:8; E27) and Urizen (10:26; E75).  Blake had earlier expressed the idea in 
King Edward III (1783) that if people’s “minds are fetter’d; then how can they be free?” (1:14; E424). 
20  As Essick puts it, “the Devil questions the ground of the troubling body/soul dichotomy, and thereby also 
undermines the basis of the division between material signifier and transcendental signified.  The Devil offers a 
Kantian shift of the problem from metaphysics to epistemology” (Language 127). 
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Eternal Delight.”  With the privileging of “the Eternal Hell” as the source of Energy throughout 

The Marriage, the rest of the orthodox sign-chain is similarly transformed: 

 
 
 
                  etc. 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 19.  How the Devil reconstructs the sign-chain of Table 1 to privilege the inferior terms 
 
 
With these transformations, hate does not trump love, but collapses into “Opposition is true 

Friendship” (20; E42), with progressive “Opposition” replacing “love” as the privileged term.21  

Nor does the Devil say, like Milton’s Satan, “Evil, be thou my good” (PL 4.109), because the 

sign-chain inversion does not advocate immorality.  It is nonetheless fundamental to the 

transformations throughout The Marriage, especially to its bold undermining of the Yahweh 

myth in exposing him as a demonic impostor from the Edomic point of view, so that an 

immanent God may take his place at the centre of one’s being (see §4.10 above). 

 Without referring to this part of The Marriage, Frye considered such inversion a defining 

feature of the Romantic revolution.  He schematized the orthodox Christian universe as a 

“spatial projection” like that on Marriage 3-4, but in a four-part hierarchical Chain of Being: 

                                                           
21  It is impossible to read the sentence “Opposition is True Friendship” (bottom of plate 20) clearly in any copy of 
The Marriage because it was purposely written with white-line etching cut into the tailpiece design’s dried acid-
resistant varnish, rather than painted directly onto the copperplate with the varnish like the majority of the Marriage 
text (Phillips, Introduction 139), and then blotted over with water colouring or colour printing.  Copies D, F, and I 
almost totally obscure it.  “Opposition is True” is easiest to read in the least adorned copy, B, though “Friendship” is 
blotted out, and it is easiest to make out “Friendship” in copy C, though “True” is blotted out.  Only a comparison of 
various copies gives a reader full access to the obscured sentence. 
 It is unclear why Blake sought to obscure this aphorism, if indeed this was the intended effect.  Perhaps he was 
worried about the political implications of “opposition” being construed as sympathy with the Jacobin cause and 
thus liable to legal censure, but this would not convincingly explain such an act of self-censorship before the 
Proclamation against Seditious Writings of 1792 (assuming The Marriage was completed in 1790).  The only 
statement remotely like it in eighteenth-century literature is not politically radical at all: Samuel Richardson’s 
aphorism in Clarissa (1748), “opposition not only cement[s] Friendship, but create[s] Love” (5: 190). 
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heaven, the human social sphere, nature, and hell.  Whereas authority and inspiration flowed 

down these hierarchies providentially in Dante’s and Milton’s topocosmic tropes, the Romantics 

assumed that authority and inspiration sprung up from below or from a God within, like the 

“volcanoes and fountains” of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, and company.22  Blake places 

himself at the forefront of the Romantic zeitgeist with his Marriage narrator announcing on plate 

3 that “the Eternal Hell revives” from below.  He thus challenges Swedenborg’s “New Heaven” 

and, more boldly, the figure at the top of the Chain: Yahweh. 

 The figures that most suggestively capture the mythic usurpation of Christ by the Antichrist 

posing as God are the inverted, plummeting men and the ascending man on plates 5-6, but even 

these are ambiguous.  At first glance, the headpiece design of the falling man on plate 5 recalls 

Satan’s precipitous plunge into hell in Paradise Lost or its classical precedents, especially 

Phaëton’s.23  To these we may add the mundus inversus emblems of inverted men, as seen in the 

World Turned Upside Down chapbooks (see Figs. 9-10).  In The Marriage’s context of biblical 

parody, the horse falling with the man in the plate-5 design suggests an allusion to Revelation, 

but it is unclear whether this is the pale horse of the Antichrist (6:2),24 or that ridden by Christ. 

 

                                                           
22  Frye, “Drunken Boat” 4-8, 16.  Marx and Engels also figured their critical orientation in terms of inversion: 

In direct contrast to German philosophy which descends from heaven to earth, here we ascend from earth to 
heaven.  That is to say, we do not set out from what men say, imagine, conceive, nor from men as narrated, 
thought of, imagined, conceived, in order to arrive at men in the flesh.  We set out from real, active men, 
and on the basis of their real life process we demonstrate the development of the ideological reflexes and 
echoes of this life process.  (The German Ideology 37-38) 

23  Erdman (Illuminated 102), Phillips (Introduction 102), and Tannenbaum (“News” 88) identify the falling man as 
Phaëton, who steals the sun-pulling chariot but falls from the sky in Ovid’s Metamorphosis.  The editors of The 
Early Illuminated Books suggest that the falling man can also be the “starry king” of “A Song of Liberty,” 
Prometheus, and Hippolytus because, “in the inverted world of the Marriage . . . , it is difficult if not impossible to 
reconcile all of Blake’s dizzying inversions” (EEV 133).  I hope to resolve this ambiguity. 
24  Blake later depicted this scene unequivocally in the watercolour “Death on a Pale Horse” (c. 1800).  My reading 
of the white horse of plate 5 obviously does not apply to Marriage copy D (printed c. 1795), where the horse is red 
rather than white, and thus alludes to the Red Horse of the apocalypse: “power was given to him that sat thereon to 
take peace from the earth, and that they should kill one another: and there was given unto him a great sword” (Rev. 
6:4).  The 1795 change of colouring and thus of the referent of the allusion indicates Blake’s pessimism concerning 
the disastrous effects of the Revolution after all of the bloodshed of the previous five years. 
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Fig. 20.  Left: Blake’s “Vision of the Seven Golden Candlesticks” 
Royal Universal Family Bible

 

 The sword falling beside the figure

Christ of Revelation, but Christ transformed through the 

stylistically identical to that emanating from Christ’s mouth in “The Vision of the Seven Golden 

Candlesticks,” which Blake designed and engraved for He

design on plate 5 radically reconfigures

accordance with Blake’s view that it had

quoting Christ’s “I came not to send p

Marriage narrator re-radicalizes him as an antinomian

what the Christ-type Son of Fire 

uses to smash the Decalogue at the climax of “A Song of Liberty” (27; E45).

                                                           
25  The scene illustrates Rev. 19:11-16: the “Faithful and True” man who “in righteousness . . . doth judge and make 
war,” whose “eyes were as a flame of fire,” whose “name is called
sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations,” and on whose “thigh [had] a name written, K
That Christ is the rider in the latter case is confirmed by the corresponding description of h
Revelation, where he likewise has eyes “as a flame of fire; . . . and out of his mouth went a sharp twoedged sword.  
His face was like the sun shining” (1:15
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“Vision of the Seven Golden Candlesticks” (detail) from Herries’s
Royal Universal Family Bible; right: plate 5 (detail) of The Marriage, copy I (1827)

beside the figure in the design on plate 5 helps confirm that

transformed through the mundus inversus motif.

emanating from Christ’s mouth in “The Vision of the Seven Golden 

Candlesticks,” which Blake designed and engraved for Herries’s Bible a decade 

reconfigures Revelation as the usurpation of Christ by the Church,

accordance with Blake’s view that it had separated him from his revolutionary sword

not to send peace, but a sword” (MHH 17; E40; Matt. 10:34

radicalizes him as an antinomian.  The metaphorical sword

 (alluding again to the characterization of Christ at Rev. 1:15

at the climax of “A Song of Liberty” (27; E45). 

16: the “Faithful and True” man who “in righteousness . . . doth judge and make 
war,” whose “eyes were as a flame of fire,” whose “name is called The Word of God,” out of whose “mouth goeth a 
sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations,” and on whose “thigh [had] a name written, K
That Christ is the rider in the latter case is confirmed by the corresponding description of him at the outset of 
Revelation, where he likewise has eyes “as a flame of fire; . . . and out of his mouth went a sharp twoedged sword.  
His face was like the sun shining” (1:15-16). 

from Herries’s 
copy I (1827) 

confirm that he is the 

  The sword is 

emanating from Christ’s mouth in “The Vision of the Seven Golden 

 earlier.25  The 

usurpation of Christ by the Church, in 

sword.  Later, by 

; Matt. 10:34-35), the 

sword is presumably 

(alluding again to the characterization of Christ at Rev. 1:15-16) 

16: the “Faithful and True” man who “in righteousness . . . doth judge and make 
The Word of God,” out of whose “mouth goeth a 

sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations,” and on whose “thigh [had] a name written, KING OF KINGS.”  
im at the outset of 

Revelation, where he likewise has eyes “as a flame of fire; . . . and out of his mouth went a sharp twoedged sword.  
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 The narrator’s counter-reading of the Bible (through Paradise Lost) on plates 5-6 discovers 

a cryptic usurpation narrative in which “Reason usurps [Desire’s] place” (5; E34).  Here, Reason 

is Milton’s Old Testament God who ousts Satan in Bks. I and VII of Paradise Lost, and Desire is 

Christ, whom Milton mistakes for Satan, since “in the Book of Job Miltons Messiah is call’d 

Satan,” and in Paradise Lost “It indeed appear’d to Reason as if Desire was cast out” (ibid.).  

Blake’s Milton, as “a true Poet and of the Devils party without knowing it,” 26 mistook Satan for 

the falling Christ, but the design on plate 5 corrects this by depicting the fall of Milton’s wrathful 

Christ and the “chariot of Paternal Deity” that he rides against the rebel angels (PL 6.750-51).

 Blake suggests that the true heaven where Christ resides is what State Religion has labelled 

hell, while the true hell is the heaven of Christian empire occupied by Yahweh.  “It indeed 

appear’d to Reason as if Desire was cast out,” the narrator says, “but the Devils account is, that 

the Messiah fell. & formed a heaven of what he stole from the Abyss” (5-6; E35).  If this is what 

Blake meant to depict in the falling-man design, why did he not use a design such as the upside-

down falling cruciform Christ in Urizen,27 or simply say, as he did twenty years later, that “The 

Modern Church Crucifies Christ with the Head Downwards”? 
28 

 Even when the Marriage Devil identifies Yahweh as the Antichrist on plate 6, there is a 

degree of indirection that requires the reader to supply the heretical meaning.  The Devil’s 

“infernal” reading replaces the Holy Ghost with Desire,29 and views the biblical God as a mere 

                                                           
26  By casting Milton in “the Devils party without knowing it” (6; E35), Blake jokingly alludes to Salmasius’s 
casting of Milton in “the Diabolical Party.”  Indeed, the epithet “the Devil’s party” underwent characteristic 
transformations around the time of the Civil War: when they were in the ascendant, the Parliamentarians called the 
Royalists the “Devil’s Party,” which is what the Royalists called the former revolutionaries after the Restoration in 
1660 (J. Lindsay 60n; it should be noted that Lindsay does not cite any sources for this note, nor have I been unable 
to locate and verify them).  Though neither side adopted the slur ironically, such volleys made devils of both parties. 
27  The plummeting Christ design below Urizen 3:9-11 is plate 5 in copy D; 6 in F; 7 in B, C, and G; and 9 in A. 
28  Written c. 1810 in The Vision of the Last Judgment (1810) section of the Notebook (N87; E564). 
29  The narrator refers to “the Gospel, where he [Christ] prays to the Father to send the comforter or Desire that 
Reason may have ideas to build on,” alluding to John’s account of Christ promising his disciples that he will 
summon his Father to send them a “Comforter,” the Holy Ghost (14:16-26).  “Comforter” translates the Koine Gr. 
παράκλητος (paráklētos), an “advocate” or “divine intercessor” (EEV 211). 
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Fig. 21.  Plate 6 

 
Though some read Blake’s deletion 

distinction between the narrator’s

refer to the Paradise Lost character

suppress Energy—kings, priests,

lineal lacuna “rouzes the faculties to act

Jehovah’s “flaming fire” is the “Energy [of] Eternal 

 “A Song of Liberty” suggests that

tropes of fire, reflects his satanic nature.  The

Yahweh as a burning bush, a wildfire, and a pillar of fire

and fire: lead[s] his starry hosts thro’ th

                                                           
30  Blake gouged out of the copper plate th
probably “‘Devil’ or, improbably, ‘Angel’” (Erdman E801).  In all nine complete surviving copies of 
this deletion leaves a small gap between “than” and “he,” and a lar
Illuminated 103).  Schock speculates that “Blake chose to soften the identification of Jehovah and Devil” perhaps 
because “such a head-on confrontation with orthodoxy” “was too explicit and controversial” (470n54).
31  “And the angel of the LORD appeared unto [Moses] in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush”; “And the L
went before [the Israelites] . . . by night in a pillar of fire” (Ex. 3:2, 13:21); “The L
render his anger with fury, and his rebuke with flames of fire” (Isa. 66:15); “thus saith the L
my face against them; they shall go out from [one] fire, and [another] fire shall devour them” (Ez. 15:6
32  Blake’s epithet for Yahweh alludes to repeat
jealous God” (Ex. 20:5), with “jealous” being a translation of 
God”).  See also Ex. 34:14; Num. 25:11; Dt. 5:9, 6:15, 29:20, 32:16
23:25, 36:6, 39:25; Joel 2:18; Nah. 1:2; and Zech. 1:14, 8:2.
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God of Reason) who has been misread in the Judeo-Christian tradition:

no other than [t]he [Devil?] who dwells in flaming fire” 

late 6 (detail) of The Marriage, copy B (1790) 

Blake’s deletion as self-censorship,30 it probably reflects his scrupulous

narrator’s ironic reclamation of the Devil, his exclusive use of “Satan”

character, and representation of the true Antichrist in villain

, angels, and especially “Jehovah of the Bible.”  

rouzes the faculties to act” (E702), compelling the reader to ask whether 

“Energy [of] Eternal Delight” or its sinister contrary

“A Song of Liberty” suggests that Yahweh’s wrathful jealousy, associated with 

satanic nature.  The “Song” alludes to the Pentateuch’s depiction of

wildfire, and a pillar of fire:31 “the jealous king32 . . .

lead[s] his starry hosts thro’ the waste wilderness” (MHH 26; E44).  The epithet recalls 

Blake gouged out of the copper plate the “t” and “a five-letter word beginning with a capital and ending in ‘l,’” 
probably “‘Devil’ or, improbably, ‘Angel’” (Erdman E801).  In all nine complete surviving copies of 
this deletion leaves a small gap between “than” and “he,” and a larger one between “he” and “who” (Erdman, 

103).  Schock speculates that “Blake chose to soften the identification of Jehovah and Devil” perhaps 
on confrontation with orthodoxy” “was too explicit and controversial” (470n54).

appeared unto [Moses] in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush”; “And the L
went before [the Israelites] . . . by night in a pillar of fire” (Ex. 3:2, 13:21); “The LORD will come with fire . . . to 

fury, and his rebuke with flames of fire” (Isa. 66:15); “thus saith the LORD G
my face against them; they shall go out from [one] fire, and [another] fire shall devour them” (Ez. 15:6

Blake’s epithet for Yahweh alludes to repeated Old Testament variations on the claim, “I the L
jealous God” (Ex. 20:5), with “jealous” being a translation of ַקּנָא ֵאל (meaning “zealous concerning what belongs to 
God”).  See also Ex. 34:14; Num. 25:11; Dt. 5:9, 6:15, 29:20, 32:16-21; Josh. 24:19; 1 Kgs. 14:22; Ps. 78:58; Ez. 
23:25, 36:6, 39:25; Joel 2:18; Nah. 1:2; and Zech. 1:14, 8:2. 

Christian tradition: 
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how Yahweh’s jealous wrath is often

suffering caused by Yahweh’s genocidal

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 22.  Plate 6 

 
 The interlinear designs on either side of the first “Memorable Fancy” title on plate 6 confirm 

Blake’s representation of the Antichrist’s

figure rises to assume the heavenly throne as Yahweh

thumb-nail reiteration of plate 5’s naked Christ plummeting headlong into the 

these draw upon a typical mundus inversus 

that forces of reaction within the Church have usurped Christ and replaced him with a

radicalized effigy serving as an instrument of quietism

Implicitly, the Marriage narrator

Energy that the Church has long suppressed

                                                           
33  Num. 16:35, 32:13; Dt. 2:15, 28:21; Josh. 5:6, 8:24, 10:20; 1
1:10-12, 13:17-19; 2 Chr. 18:10; Job 1:16, 4:9; Ps. 78:63, 90:7, 104:35; Isa. 1:28, 16:4, 29:20, 66:17; Jer. 9:16, 
14:15, 16:4, 24:10, 27:8, 44:12, 44:27, 49:37; and Ez. 5:12, 13:14, 22:31, and 43:8.
34  Blake may have derived this “diabolized Jehovah” (Holt 27) from the Hebraist John Hutc
who believed that the Jews apostasized when they abandoned their ancient Hebrew writing, and Judaism thereafter 
“became the Church of Satan, of Anti-Christ” (
toward the Jews” (1996), arguing that his identification of Yahweh as Satan traced back to medieval anti
lore (145).  For more on Hutchinson’s influence on Blake, see Thompson (57) and Holt (34n1).
35  See Porta’s World Turned Upside Down
greeted” (2), and a peasant mounts the king’s horse (4)
Il Mondo alla Riversa (c. 1560s), described and discussed by Kunzle (45) and Glasgow (34
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often figured as a raging fire that devours his enemies

genocidal flames suggests to Blake that he is the Antichrist

late 6 (detail) of The Marriage, copy F (1794) 

interlinear designs on either side of the first “Memorable Fancy” title on plate 6 confirm 

Antichrist’s usurpation of Christ.  On the left, a fiendish

rises to assume the heavenly throne as Yahweh in robes posing as God.  On the right is a

reiteration of plate 5’s naked Christ plummeting headlong into the flames.

mundus inversus motif in which peasants usurp kings.35

the Church have usurped Christ and replaced him with a

an instrument of quietism in their consolidation of power

narrator follows the real Christ into hell in plates 6-20 to recover the 

Energy that the Church has long suppressed. 

Num. 16:35, 32:13; Dt. 2:15, 28:21; Josh. 5:6, 8:24, 10:20; 1 Sam. 12:25, 15:18, 22:38-39; 1 Kgs. 22:11; 2
Job 1:16, 4:9; Ps. 78:63, 90:7, 104:35; Isa. 1:28, 16:4, 29:20, 66:17; Jer. 9:16, 

14:15, 16:4, 24:10, 27:8, 44:12, 44:27, 49:37; and Ez. 5:12, 13:14, 22:31, and 43:8. 
Blake may have derived this “diabolized Jehovah” (Holt 27) from the Hebraist John Hutchinson (1634

who believed that the Jews apostasized when they abandoned their ancient Hebrew writing, and Judaism thereafter 
Christ” (Covenant 28).  Shabetai misses this connection in “Blake’s Hostility 

e Jews” (1996), arguing that his identification of Yahweh as Satan traced back to medieval anti
lore (145).  For more on Hutchinson’s influence on Blake, see Thompson (57) and Holt (34n1). 

World Turned Upside Down, where the farmer “on the throne . . . seated” is “by a mighty Monarch 
greeted” (2), and a peasant mounts the king’s horse (4).  The same scenes are also found in the Venetian broadsheet 

. 1560s), described and discussed by Kunzle (45) and Glasgow (343). 
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Antichrist.34 
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 The Marriage ends with an apocalyptic re

renovated Christ is resurrected in the head

plate 24 the fallen Nebuchadnezzar

antinomianism.  Together, these 

liberty as a counter-usurpation.  Plate 21

Christ (see Fig. 20 above), but this time

He is reborn like the “new born terror

design of plate 3.  His nudity is the result of

Swedenborg’s writings (3; E34).  Beardless and trim

revised Christ also sheds the image of traditional 

iconoclastic imagination, he is renovated in form and content

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 23. Left: plate 21 (detail) of 
 

 Plate 24’s tailpiece design of the fallen

that attends the resurrection of plate 21

2 Chr.), Nebuchadnezzar was deposed

prophecy of the rise and fall of kings (Dan. 

of antinomian Christian radicalism
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an apocalyptic re-inversion that sets the world aright

in the headpiece design of plate 21, and in the tailpiece design of

Nebuchadnezzar is an emblem of the defeat of tyranny by radical Christian 

 designs reverse the alluded inversion on plates 5

Plate 21’s renovated Christ is identical to plate 5

this time he is right-side up, having spiritually risen from 

new born terror” (MHH 25:7; E44) delivered from the womb 

is the result of his shedding the burial linens represented by

Swedenborg’s writings (3; E34).  Beardless and trim after his Descensus of plates 6

Christ also sheds the image of traditional Church iconography.  A Christ of Blake’s

renovated in form and content. 

plate 21 (detail) of The Marriage, copy I (1827); right: plate 24 (detail), copy H (1821)

Plate 24’s tailpiece design of the fallen Nebuchadnezzar prophesies the fall of State Religion 

that attends the resurrection of plate 21.  The conqueror of Jerusalem and Judah (

s deposed and zoomorphized in the wilderness after Daniel

kings (Dan. 2:36-48, 5:20-21).  In The Marriage 

of antinomian Christian radicalism’s triumph over the Antichrist.  The ascending Christ and 

aright.  The 

in the tailpiece design of 

radical Christian 

plates 5-6, and promise 

plate 5’s inverted 

risen from Sheol.  

from the womb in the foot 

represented by 

of plates 6-20, this 

Christ of Blake’s 

plate 24 (detail), copy H (1821) 

fall of State Religion 

of Jerusalem and Judah (2 Kgs., Jer., and 

and zoomorphized in the wilderness after Daniel’s 

 he is an emblem 

he ascending Christ and 
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fallen Nebuchadnezzar designs recall the subversive mundus inversus motif of peasants usurping 

kings.  Previous readings of the design have focused on its politicization of biblical and 

Swedenborgian imagery,36 but the king’s zoomorphism also recalls the mundus inversus motifs 

that invert the hierarchy of humans and livestock37 and gloat over the fall of powerful men.38 

 Together, the designs for Marriage plates 21 and 24 complement the textual narrative that 

begins with the usurpation of the “just man” by the “villain” in “The Argument,” includes the 

dressing-down of Swedenborg and the raising of mystics (Paracelsus and Böhme) and poets 

(Dante and Shakespeare) demoted by the Enlightenment, and ends with a retributive counter-

usurpation that restores the oppressed to their rightful ascendancy through Christian revolution 

and revelation.  Spiritually elevated from their abject position on whatever lower link of the 

Great Chain of Being they occupy, all living creatures, including the oppressed, become holy in 

the final line of The Marriage, while the whole power nexus that monopolized holiness—

Empire, king, and priest—is laid low and “buried in the ruins” (26; E44).  This eschatological 

turn is essentially the teleology of the Bible where Old Testament and New Testament intersect 

in mundus inversus prophecies promising that “the meek shall inherit the earth” from their 

former overlords (Ps. 37:11, Matt. 5:5), because “the LORD raiseth them that are bowed down . . . 

but the way of the wicked he turneth upside down” (Ps. 146:8-9). 

                                                           
36  Erdman read the Nebuchadnezzar design as code for the fall of the Bourbon monarchy and King George III’s 
reasoning faculty through Swedenborg’s exegesis of Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream (Dan. 2:36-
45) as being the fall of the old churches and establishment of the New Church (Erdman, Prophet 122, 177). 
37  See the Folly of Man woodcuts “The Ox turned Farmer” (scene 2), “The Duel of the Palfries” (5), “The Ox 
turned Butcher” (7), “Honest Ass and Roguish Miller” (9), and “The Horse turned Groom” (19), along with the 
corresponding Comical Metamorphoses copperplates (20, 7, 6, 18, and 3, respectively; see §3.5 above). 
38    The comic nature of this “fall is indeed the archetypal bathetic motion, . . . degrading the pretensions of posture 
and man’s bipedal pride,” explains Glasgow; “carnivalesque travesty deflates the hot air balloon of political power 
with a timely prick from beneath” (214).  Erdman identifies a passage of Rousseau’s describing the pre-human state 
as the philosophical background to Blake’ Nebuchadnezzar: “‘his long nails [are] crooked talons; . . . his whole 
body, . . . covered with hair.’  If man ever lived as such an animal, Rousseau observed, ‘the nature and limits of his 
ideas’ would be indicated by ‘the fact that he walked upon all fours, with his look . . . confined to a horizon of a few 
paces’” (Prophet 177; qtg. “Discourse on the Origin of Inequality” in The Social Contract and Discourses [177]; 
emphasis Erdman’s).  This source may also have had influenced Blake’s conception of Urizen. 
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 §8.4 – The “Proverbs of Hell” as Revisionist Mock-Biblical Prophecy 

 Though its title mocks the Book of Proverbs, the Bible’s guide to wise and moral conduct, 

the “Proverbs of Hell” is biblical parody with a prophetic purpose: to supersede the Bible’s 

lesson of obedience to absolute religious authority with a Christian-humanist ethic and an 

antinomian heuristic of creative freedom.  Contrary to those who argue that the Proverbs of Hell 

are no more than rollicking rhetoric and that readers have “mistaken Blake’s wit for revisionist 

seriousness,” 
39 I agree with others who read them as “the agent of a renovating subversion.” 

40  I 

do not have the room to examine all of the Proverbs of Hell here,41 but focus on those that make 

this Marriage section both a satire of biblical Wisdom literature’s authoritarian assumptions, and 

a prophecy designed to cultivate active independence of thought within the general framework 

of Christ-inspired ethics, rather than passive reliance on a Torah-based sacred code.42 

 Though the Proverbs of Hell have never been contextualized in the parodia sacra tradition, 

Blake draws upon its familiar framing fictions.  The “Memorable Fancy” that introduces the 

Proverbs of Hell tells of a pilgrim-like narrator descending into the “fires of Hell” like Christ in 

the Descensus of the medieval Gospel of Nicodemus, but he mines this “Eternal Hell” for 

wisdom sayings more like an ethnographer than like a Messiah dispensing gospel.  Proverbs are 
                                                           
39  Griffin 57.  He argues erroneously, I think, that the satire of the “Proverbs of Hell” is not revisionist, and that 
Blake intends only to “keep the reader off balance with their combination of unexceptional truisms and shocking 
inversions of conventional morality.  Even their apparent disorder (Bloom calls it a ‘curious disarrangement’) 
prevents the reader from reducing them to a code” (58).  However, this assumes that Blake was a mere obscurantist 
and writer of nonsense, and that the reader is passively unable to find thematic patterns amidst the “apparent 
disorder.”  Blake was avowedly opposed to writing for such an “Idiot,” as he explained to Rev. Trusler (E702). 
40  Pechey argues that parody as a means of Bakhtinian renewal is “everywhere” in Blake.  For instance, it is 

in his claim that his narrative works make up an alternative Scripture, a “Bible of Hell” . . . .  Typically he 
takes a dominant cultural text and literalizes it at those highly vulnerable points where it makes a tactical use 
of allegory: the new narrative produced out of these materials is then offered as the text’s occluded subtext, 
the state of affairs it does not wish us to see or hear.  (75) 

41  See Lansverk’s The Proverbs of William Blake (1994) for a more thorough examination. 
42  According to Rowland, 

The Marriage . . . has obvious affinities with the Wisdom literature of the Hebrew Bible, especially Proverbs, 
Ecclesiastes and, in the Apocrypha, the Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach (Ecclesiasticus).  The “Proverbs of Hell” 
mirror what we find in these works, even if the underlying sentiments are rather different.  In the biblical 
exemplars, it is the practical wisdom which characterizes good order and propriety, involving avoidance of folly 
and anything which will lead people astray from the paths of righteousness.  (89) 
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received popular wisdom, such as what the Rev. Trusler collected in Proverbs Exemplified 

(discussed below), whereas aphorisms are original inventions by a single author, such Lavater’s 

in Aphorisms on Man (1788).  By calling these “Proverbs” rather than “Aphorisms,” 43 Blake 

maintains the pretence that his pearls of “Infernal wisdom” (6; E35) are found, not invented.  

This recalls Ilive’s frame for his biblical forgery in which fiction poses as non-fictive paratext 

(see §5.4 above).  Posing as primitive wisdom, the infernal Proverbs renovate biblical Wisdom 

along Christian-humanist lines.  Rather than the “torment and insanity” (6; E35) that readers 

came to expect from the Dantean and Miltonic hells, the Marriage narrator discovers a topsy-

turvy utopia that glories in the virtuous “enjoyments of Genius.” 

 Blake diabolically inverts orthodox pronouncements that praise the Book of Proverbs and 

condemn contending Wisdom discourses.  His allusion to Matthew Henry’s Exposition of the 

Five Poetical Books of the Old Testament (1710) in the Proverbs of Hell frame has been noted.44  

Henry’s cue for Blake’s diabolical inversion lies in the claim that “there are many corrupt 

Proverbs which tend to Debauch Men’s minds, and harden them in Sin.  The Devil has his 

Proverbs, and the World and the Flesh have their Proverbs, which reflect reproach on God and 

                                                           
43  Goode offers a useful distinction between proverbs and aphorisms in “Blakespotting” (2006).  Drawing on the 
paremiology (the study of proverbs) of the previous century, Goode argues that proverbs 

derive their clout from their impersonality.  According to Archer Taylor’s classic formulation, “A proverb 
is wise; it belongs to many people” (3).  In other words, proverbs cannot be pinned down to a single author, 
and therefore they displace authority from the citer onto abstract entities such as collective tradition or 
common sense (Arora 5; [G.] Edwards 40; Obelkevich 214).  A proverb’s power thus tends to be 
hegemonic, in Gramscian terms: if people accede to its counsel, they do so because they experience that 
counsel as issuing from within themselves.  Indeed, it is this hegemonic power that seems to attract the 
narrator of The Marriage to proverbs as cultural evidence.  (Goode 778) 

44  Matthew Henry (1662-1714) remained a popular exegete throughout the eighteenth century.  The Marriage 
narrator’s claim that he collected proverbs while sightseeing in Hell, because “the sayings used in a nation, mark its 
character . . . better than any description of buildings or garments” (6; E35), alludes to Henry’s claim that “Much of 
the Wisdom of the Ancients has been handed down to Posterity by Proverbs, and some think we may judge of the 
Temper and Character of a Nation, by the Complexion of its vulgar Proverbs” (¶2).  In other words, proverbs stake 
their paralegal authority on their impersonality or collective ownership over time, a process Blake circumvents by 
inventing them.  This connection was first recognized fleetingly by Villalobos (248), though he confused 
Exposition’s publication dates.  The passage that he quotes comes in the third volume (1710) of Henry’s Old 
Testament Exposition series (1707-12), which was posthumously anthologized as a six-volume Old and New 
Testament exposition set that was hugely successful, running to nearly twenty editions by 1790 (ESTC). 
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Religion” (¶2; EEV 211).  To offend debased religion rather than to endorse immorality, Blake 

writes the Devil’s Proverbs as fresh Christian-humanist proverbs in the guise of ancient ones. 

 The Proverbs of Hell mock the instructive function of the Holy Book of Proverbs in a 

manner suggesting that the latter is intellectually and spiritually oppressive, and would benefit 

from a contrary heuristic of liberation.45  The Book of Proverbs proposes to give “prudence to 

the simple, knowledge and discretion to the young” (Pr. 1:4), thus assuming a divinely 

sanctioned authority to infantilize all readers.  Blake challenges this with a pedagogy analogous 

to what the educational theorist H. E. Armstrong described as the Heuristic Method, which 

positions the pupil “in the attitude of the discoverer . . .  finding out instead of being merely told 

about things” (236).  The Proverbs of Hell encourage the reader to adopt “infernal” literacy—

that is, a critical hermeneutic of suspicion that exposes biblical ruses of power.  Blake’s ideal 

pupil enters with an open mind and graduates as an independent reader, free to interpret and act 

spontaneously and imaginatively, for “No bird soars too high. if he soars with his own wings” 

(MHH 7: E36).  Only such a reader could decode the more difficult proverbs by reconciling 

them with the collection’s general Christian-humanist ethic. 

 Specific Proverbs of Hell promote a Christian ethic of forgiveness and virtuous action 

against the Old Testament ethic of vengeance.46  The first proverb is an earnest humanist defence 

of education mapped onto agronomic cycles, consistent with biblical idiom:47 “In seed time 

learn, in harvest teach, in winter enjoy” (7; E35).  The seemingly irreverent second proverb 

(continuing the agricultural parlance), “Drive your cart and your plow over the bones of the 

                                                           
45  Nurmi assumes that The Marriage is inaccessibly difficult until one “learns to read it” (Study iii).  Rawlinson 
calls “Blake’s programme of comic education . . . the Bible of Hell that appears in The Marriage” (192).  See also 
Behrendt (Reading 94-95). 
46  Bloom, Apocalypse 84-85.  Villalobos argues that “The Marriage is designed to convey Christian morals and 
truths, despite the apparent antinomianism of some of its parts” (258).  As we have seen, however, antinomianism is 
an anti-Mosaic theology rather than anti-Christian. 
47  Examples of agricultural proverbs include Pr. 6:8, 10:5, 14:4, 20:4, 24:30, 25:13, 26:1, 27:23-27 and 31:16. 
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dead,” becomes sound antinomian advice—with “bones” as the ossified Law of ancient 

Scripture—when explained by the superseding Christian ethic of forgiveness in Proverbs 6 and 

16: “A dead body revenges not injuries” and “The cut worm forgives the plow.”  The latter 

reformulates a modern proverb justifying vengeance, “Tread on a Worm, and it will turn,” 48 and 

the former is offset by the ethical imperative implied in the proverb following it, “The most 

sublime act is to set another before you” (7; E36), which, according to the Devil of the final 

Memorable Fancy, is tantamount to worshipping the true, immanent God (22; E43).  Blake’s 

humanist ethic in this constellation of aphorisms, with their emphasis on maximizing human 

potential through self-directed education, is consistent with Christ’s counterintuitive lesson to 

offer the other cheek, which was meant to interrupt the cycle of violence that limited human 

potential in his region and everywhere throughout human history. 

 Though some have seen little direct parody of the Book of Proverbs in the Proverbs of 

Hell,49 Blake indeed inverts biblical proverbs to cultivate an active, independent, creative reader.  

Proverbs 3 and 66, “The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom” and “Improvement makes 

strait roads, but the crooked roads without Improvement, are roads of Genius” (7, 10; E35, 38), 

frame the collection with a pilgrimage topos that specifically mocks the running metaphor of the 

straight paths to Wisdom in the Book of Proverbs.50  Proverbs 3 and 66 diabolically reclaim the 

language of Pr. 2:14-15, where the “ways are crooked” of those “who rejoice to do evil,” by 
                                                           
48  Trusler explains that this aphorism is not meant to justify revenge (as it was understood in the eighteenth 
century), but rather meant that one must not tread on the weak, lest their fortunes turn and they find themselves in a 
position to avenge the earlier abuse.  John Bewick’s woodcut for this scene illustrates an indigent cripple shoved 
down by a haughty nobleman (25-28).  Trusler again speaks against vengeance with “To Forget a Wrong, is the best 
Revenge” (101).  I discuss Proverbs Exemplified further below. 
49  Villalobos bases his claims that “Most critics have agreed that the Book of Proverbs exerted only a very modest 
influence on Blake” and that his biblical allusions and “references are incidental” here (257n24) on the relative lack 
of commentary on them in Frye’s Fearful Symmetry and in Bloom’s appended commentary to Complete Poetry and 
Prose.  Of course, more can be said about the connections between the Proverbs of Hell and Book of Proverbs than 
Frye and Bloom offered half a century ago. 
50  Proverbs containing “path(s)” or “way” as metaphors for wise instruction include 1:15, 2:8-20, 3:6-23, 4:11-19, 
5:6-8, 6:23, 7:25-27, 8:20, 9:6, 10:17-29, 11:5-20, 12:15-28, 13:6, 14:8-12, 15:9-24, 16:9-31, 19:3, 21:8-16, 22:5-6, 
23:19, 28:10, and 29:27. 
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bending “Ponder the path of thy feet [. . . . and t]urn not to the right hand nor to the left” (4:26-

27) into an argument for self-education.  Whereas the Book of Proverbs infantilizes readers with 

“Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it” 

(22:6),51 the Proverbs of Hell endorse freedom, experience, taking risks, and making mistakes.  

Blake’s Proverb 18 overturns the biblical proverb on a fool’s stubborn consistency, “As 

a dog returneth to his vomit, so a fool returneth to his folly” (Pr. 26:11), into one of redemptive 

transformation: “If the fool would persist in his folly he would become wise” (7: E36).52  He 

thus plays on the semantics of “fool” by reclaiming the pejorative from the hegemonic lexicon. 

 Part of Blake’s radical heuristic is that the more shocking and difficult Proverbs of Hell 

must be likewise decoded by the attentive reader with the aid of other detached aphorisms 

(sometimes plates away) acting as interpretative keys.  Solving the misdirection of the famously 

offensive Proverb 67, “Sooner murder an infant in its cradle than nurse unacted desires,” for 

instance, requires reading it through the explanatory keys of Proverbs 5 and 7, “He who desires 

but acts not, breeds pestilence” and “Dip him in the river who loves water” (7, 10; E35, 38).  As 

post-Freudians, we recognize his point: the satiation of desire can be as holy as baptism 

compared with the lifetime of dangerous perversions that result from an early regime of 

abstinence and denial imposed by the repressive Moral Law.  If Blake were to say it like this, 

however, or more succinctly like his contemporaries did,53 it would deny readers the “eureka” 

                                                           
51  The biblical authors’ purpose in such instruction is a result of the intended audience being young men entering 
public office during the united Kingdom of Israel under David and Solomon in the tenth century BCE (Clements 13-
39).  The headings in Pr. 10:1 and 25:1 attribute the book to Solomon, though 22:17 and 24:23 reference additional 
“sayings of the wise,” and an introduction in 22:17-21 suggests the ensuing proverbs come from a circle of wise 
men rather than from Solomon.  Pr. 30 is attributed to Agur and 31:1-9 to Lemuel, who appear nowhere else. 
52  Phillips points instead to the biblical proverbs “A fool despiseth his father’s instruction: but he that regardeth 
reproof is prudent” and “Folly is joy to him that is destitute of wisdom: but a man of understanding walketh 
uprightly” (15:5, 15:21) as sources of Blake’s eighteenth Proverb (Marriage 110). 
53  In An Enquiry Concerning Political Justice (1793), William Godwin confirmed this folk wisdom, observing that 
“the positive laws which are made to restrain our vices, irritate and multiply them” (2: 851).  This may have 
encouraged Blake to extend the idea with an antinomian approach to sexuality in Visions of the Daughters of 
Albion, published in the same year as Godwin’s Enquiry. 
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moment that comes from reconciling Proverb 67’s irony with The Marriage’s coded pacifism.  

The Proverbs of Hell thus require the reader to participate in the shaping of their wisdom. 

 With such selective interconnections, Blake’s Proverbs of Hell defy the conventions of the 

form derived from the Bible.  Matthew Henry defined proverbs as expressions of divine wisdom 

that “contain their whole design within themselves, . . . are not Connected with one another,” 

and are meant to “cost neither the Teachers, nor the Learners much pains, nor put their 

Understandings or Memories to the stretch” (¶2).  Blake’s contrarian Proverbs challenge readers 

to find patterns that make sense of the difficult ones, and to rouse their faculties in turning 

kaleidoscopically from subject to subject.54  Only a fifth of Blake’s seventy Proverbs are 

hortatory maxims, while the remainder are, like Lavater’s, general truths to ponder and possibly 

dispute.55  There is a certain irony in the latter group, given Blake’s ironically avowed distaste 

for generalizations,56 but the biblical parody requires them. 

 To be successful parodies, the Proverbs of Hell must, of course, look like biblical proverbs.  

Thus Blake endows the generalizing maxims with the “antithetic parallelism” that Lowth 

described as the organizing principle of Hebrew verse.57  Such formal, syntactic imitation is even 

tighter when Blake follows what Randel Helms calls “the tripartite proverb” (“Proverbs” 52), a 

                                                           
54  Holstein phrases the inter-dependent nature of the Proverbs of Hell best: 

The kaleidoscopic patterns of the “Proverbs” develop a reader’s imaginative capabilities.  They mutually 
interpret one another, taking on new meaning by virtue of their collisions and unions. . . .  The reader is 
taught to discard his expectations of logical or sequential patterns and alert himself to a random but 
abundant flux of experience.  Images connect with other images, and proverbs illuminate other proverbs as 
Blake encourages his reader to discover an abundance of meaning in each particular proverb.  (39) 

55  There are only thirteen hortatory maxims (i.e., proverbs in the imperative voice: nos. 1, 2, 7, 14, 30, 37, 41, 45, 
47, 54, 57, 67, and 70), whereas the rest are aphorisms that make provocative observations posing as general truths 
(nos. 3-6, 8-13, 15-29, 31-36, 38-40, 42-43, 46, 48-53, 55-56, 58-66, and 68-69).  Lavater’s final aphorism (no. 643) 
encourages the reader to “interline such of these aphorisms as affected you agreeably in reading, and set a mark to 
such as left a sense of uneasiness with you; and then shew your copy to whom you please” (p. 224).  Blake followed 
Lavater’s suggestion and added his annotations, referring on p. 1 of Aphorisms to aphorism 643 (E583). 
56  Lansverk 2.  In Blake’s c. 1798-1808 annotations to The Works of Sir Joshua Reynolds (1798), he ironically 
generalizes that “To Generalize is to be an Idiot” (1: xcviii; E641).  In context, he expresses hostility to Burke’s 
praise for Reynolds as the “great generalizer . . . fond of reducing every thing to one system” (Reynolds 1: xcvii n). 
57  Individual and grouped “Proverbs of Hell” showing antithetic parallelism include nos. 12, 21, 26, 28-32, 34-35, 
40, 43-44, 46-47, 49-50, 55, 57-63, 66, and 69-70. 
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syllogism where two similes prove a third relationship: as A:B, and C:D, so E:F.  Proverb 62, 

“As the air to a bird or the sea to a fish, so is contempt to the contemptible” (MHH 10; E38), for 

instance, follows the syllogistic structure of “A whip for the horse, a bridle for the ass, and a rod 

for the fool’s back” (Pr. 26:3).  Blake revises the fool out of Pr. 26:3 because, for him, the fool is 

a productive figure: “If others had not been foolish. we should be so” (MHH 9; E37).  Thus the 

Proverbs of Hell formally mimic the Book of Proverbs, but with a renovating value inversion 

specific to certain themes, such as what is worthy of reverence. 

 Consistent with the critique of “the Jehovah of the Bible” on Marriage plate 6, Proverbs of 

Hell 22-25 counter the biblical Proverbs that stress “fear of the LORD [as] the beginning of 

knowledge [or wisdom].” 58  Indeed, they ridicule the biblical God as a pompous megalomaniac: 

The pride of the peacock is the glory of God. 
The lust of the goat is the bounty of God. 
The wrath of the lion is the wisdom of God. 
The nakedness of woman is the work of God.  (MHH 8; E36) 
 

What makes this critique a diabolical overturning of the traditional Judeo-Christian “fear of the 

LORD” is its attributing sin (pride, lust, and wrath) to God, as gleaned in his act of Creation.  

Yahweh is the proudest of characters for his leading the Israelites out of Egypt and is the most 

powerful for his command of natural disasters, but to associate him with a vain peacock and lust-

driven goat is comically deflating.  By drawing attention to “The nakedness of woman [as] the 

work of God” and Proverb 61’s praise for the “genitals” as part of a corporeal art piece (10; 

E37), Blake agitates Christianity’s traditional hostility towards the female body.59  Less deflating 

is God’s “wrath of the lion,” which alludes to the Book of Kings, where Yahweh smites those 

                                                           
58  Pr. 1:7, 9:10.  See also Pr. 3:5-10, 9:10-12, 14:26-27, 16:3-7, 18:10, 19:23, 20:22, 22:4, 28:25, and 29:25. 
59  Jacobson reads Blake’s Proverb 25 as a revision of 1 Cor. 11:5-7, where Paul demands that women cover their 
heads while praying because they are lesser people than men (for man “is the image and glory of God: but the 
woman is the glory of the man”).  “While Paul condemns the baring of a woman’s head,” says Jacobson, “Blake 
laud’s her presence with no coverings at all” (49). 
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who challenge his authority by mauling them with lions.60  In Proverb 40 on the next plate, “The 

fox provides for himself. but God provides for the lion” (9; E37), Blake depicts God again 

playing favourites.  The Lion represents the militaristic Israelites whom Yahweh blesses at the 

expense of all other tribes.  Marginalized, the non-Israelite Other is forced to be cunning like a 

fox to survive the onslaught of Yahweh’s imperial aggression via his Israelite proxy. 

 The Proverbs of Hell contend not only with biblical Proverbs, but also with the Wisdom 

literature of Blake’s day,61 especially with Proverbs Exemplified by his future patron, the Rev. 

John Trusler (1735-1820).62  The Marriage closely follows the form of Proverbs Exemplified, a 

similar hybrid of image and text on the same page, with illustrations as headpieces for each 

section, printed in relief with the combination of moveable type and woodcuts like the 

aforementioned World Turned Upside Down chapbooks.  Besides outshining Proverbs 

Exemplified in the same way that he outshone the illustrated bibles of the eighteenth century 

with a more integrated interplay of text and coloured illumination, Blake also aimed higher 

intellectually.  Like the biblical Proverbs, Proverbs Exemplified is explicitly aimed at an 

adolescent readership (v), whereas The Marriage requires a more sophisticated reader (Blake’s 

                                                           
60  See pp. 109n22 and 219n19 above, and 296n21 below for God’s use of people, lions, and natural disasters as 
instruments of assassination and genocidal vengeance. 
61  Villalobos is right to say, “Given the historical context and the topicality of Blake’s works, perhaps the Marriage 
. . . should be seen as a satire, parody, and criticism of the so-called books of wisdom that were often published in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth century, which consisted of collections of Old Testament verse and prose” (258).  He 
includes a few examples (258n25), but downplays the extent of the proverb and aphorism tradition popular in 
England from the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, as evident in Erasmus’s Prouerbes or Adagies (1535) from his 
Adagia, Sir Francis Bacon’s Apophthegmes, Nevv and Old (1625), John Ray’s Collection of English Proverbs 
(1670), Benjamin Whichcote’s Moral and Religious Aphorisms (1703), Henry More’s Collection of Aphorisms 
(1704), John Mapletoft’s Select Proverbs (1707), Oswald Dykes’s English Proverbs, with Moral Reflexions (1708), 
Samuel Palmer’s English, Scotch and Foreign Proverbs (1710), Thomas Fuller’s Collection of English Proverbs 
(1732), William Cudworth’s Aphorisms Concerning the Assurance of Faith (1757), and Gorge E. Howard’s 
Collection of Apothegms and Maxims for the Good Conduct of Life (1767).  Some of the above titles are suggested 
by Holstein (28), whose argument is that Blake “borrows their formal features but rejects their conventional usage 
and doctrines” in order “to restore [the] ancient modes of perception and expression” as a “primitive consciousness” 
from which readers have been removed by centuries of priestcraft (31-32, 35). 
62  Trusler self-published Proverbs Exemplified in May of 1790, perhaps a few months prior to the completion of 
Blake’s Marriage around July.  The first to suggest a connection between Blake’s “Proverbs of Hell” and Trusler’s 
Proverbs was Villalobos (252), perhaps inspired by H. Glen’s discussion of Proverbs in relation to Songs of 
Innocence (Vision 15, 355n39). 
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63  In correspondence of Aug. 1799, Blake lectured Trusler on the spiritual wisdom of children: “Neither Youth nor 
Childhood is Folly or Incapacity Some Children are Fools & so are some Old Men. But There is a vast Majority on 
the side of Imagination or Spiritual Sensation” (E703).
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avowed faith in the spiritual wisdom of children63 notwithstanding) who is able to adapt to the 
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 §8.5 – The Diabolical Inversion of Leviathan and of the Bible 

 Following the Proverbs of Hell, the Descensus ad inferos of plates 6 to 20 culminates in a 

counter-usurpation that reclaims the Leviathan as a symbol of liberty and exposes the Bible as a 

chamber of horrors.  From the cave of plate 11,64 the diabolized narrator undermines all 

canonical bibles as perversions of ancient prophecy.  The underworld dialogue with dead 

prophets on plates 12-13 envisions Ezekiel and Isaiah objecting to this process.  Assuming the 

incompleteness of biblical prophecy, plate 14 projects a new scripture and the “Printing house in 

Hell” (15) envisions its production.  The final Descensus section preceding the climactic reversal 

in plates 21-24 continues the usurpation theme, reducing the Bible to the Hebrew hell of Sheol 

and reclaiming Leviathan as a positive symbol of revolution. 

 The Marriage’s fifth doctrinal section (16-17; E40) extends the counter-biblical usurpation 

narrative that exposes the villains and just men of history, but finally defines the immanent God 

that is to supersede Yahweh.  Following the usurpation of Desire by Reason (5; E34) and 

“ancient Poets” by “Priesthood” (11; E38), the terms shift to Prolific and Devouring “portion[s] 

of being” (16; E40).  The Prolific corresponds with suppressed Energy and is personified by the 

“Giants who formed this world into its sensual existence and now seem to live in it in chains.”  

Alluding to the Zamzummim giants (“a people great”) that Yahweh eradicates for the sake of 

another tribe (Dt. 2:20-21), the passage continues The Marriage’s cultivation of sympathy for 

the Bible’s victims.  The implication is that the Giants will be sprung from the underworld 

(depicted in the headpiece design) in the Marriage climax’s apocalyptic reversal. 

 Before the apocalypse, however, Blake defines the God that will displace Yahweh.  With a 

proleptic answer to an objection (“Is not God alone the Prolific?”), the narrator replaces the God 

above with one within: “God only Acts & Is, in existing beings or Men” (16; E40).  The 
                                                           
64  In copies G (1818) and I (1827), the animistic scene in the headpiece design is framed by cave walls. 
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concluding revelation “Every thing that lives is Holy” results from seeing this counter-biblical 

God immanent in the Creation (see §4.10 above).  At this point, however, the narrator’s 

scattershot theology flits rapidly from one shocking assertion to another.  He ends by equating 

the Messiah to Milton’s “Satan or Tempter” as the source of “our Energies” (17; E40).  As if this 

heretical theology needed immediate reactionary correction, a pharisaic Angel arrives to set the 

diabolized narrator on the straight path with a projection of the hell to which he condemns him. 

 In a prophetic counter-usurpation, the narrator reclaims the Angel’s vision of the biblical 

Leviathan as a coded image of the liberating potential of the French Revolution.  This revision of 

the biblical sea-beast epitomizes the kind of satirical transformation of biblical imagery that 

Suarez includes in description of mock-biblical strategies (see §5.0 above).  The Angel’s vision 

projects his own fears into “a monstrous serpent . . . to the east, distant about three degrees . . . , 

advancing toward us with all the fury of a spiritual existence” (18-19; E41).  In Marriage copy 

H,65 Blake blackened “Leviathan” to contrast with the warm, orange tones of the surrounding 

text, highlighting it as a loaded codeword.  As Nurmi first noted, “about three degrees” east of 

London gestures vaguely towards revolutionary Paris.66 

 Consistent with the other diabolical inversions and typological transformations, the narrator 

reclaims the evil Leviathan as a symbol of the Revolution’s potential to liberate humanity.  In 

the Book of Job, Leviathan is a sublime, terrifying, indestructible sea monster (41:1-34)—as it is 

for The Marriage’s orthodox Angel—yet Yahweh destroys it (Ps. 74:14) and will again “slay the 

dragon that is in the sea” at endtimes (Isa. 27:1).  The design of the Leviathan in the plate-20 

tailpiece (see Fig. 15 above) depicts this and Revelation’s chimerical sea-beast “open[ing] his 

                                                           
65  Blake printed Marriage copy H in 1790 but re-coloured it brilliantly in 1818. 
66  Nurmi first pointed out that three degrees east refers to revolutionary France (Study 51).  However, his geography 
is vague: Paris (48°51'N 2°21'E) is actually 3°36'SE (i.e., over 3½ degrees southeast) of London (51°30'N 0°7'W).  
In fact, 3°E points to the Netherlands. 
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mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name” (Rev. 13:6), as the narrator does on 

plate 6.  In thrusting its head out of the waves with its mouth agape and forked tongue darting 

upward, it signifies the resurgence of Energy from the “Eternal Hell” below in defiance of the 

Antichrist Yahweh above.  Its three revolving coils, increasing in prominence in the approach to 

the viewer, may represent the three most important revolutions of English history: the Peasants’ 

Revolt of 1381, the Civil War of the 1640s (especially its Ranter faction), and the Glorious 

Revolution of 1688.  The Leviathan’s head represents the spiritual revolution of the 1790s that 

Blake hoped would follow the political one in France. 

 That this Leviathan represents the potential for spiritual liberation from the repressive forces 

of orthodoxy follows from the scene’s peaceful transformation when the Angel retreats.  In the 

Angel’s absence, the narrator projects his own prophecy of what the Revolution will bring: a 

peaceful, pastoral scene of “a pleasant bank beside a river by moon light.”  The transition 

parodies Revelation’s abrupt shift from the hellish Leviathan scene below to Mt. Sion above, 

where St. John “hear[s] the voice of harpers harping with their harps,” singing “a new song” 

(14:1-3).  In the Marriage inversion, however, the narrator’s peace comes from below, in the 

Sheol cave beneath the mill (MHH 19; E41) rather than from Revelation’s elevation.  The Devil-

narrator’s Leviathan transforms into a benign “harper . . . [whose] theme was, The man who 

never alters his opinion is like standing water, & breeds reptiles of the mind” (17, 19; E41-42).  

The aphorism connects rhizomatically to a network of Proverbs of Hell that embrace flux and 

overflowing as tropes for keeping an open mind about the progressive possibilities of historical 

transformation: “He who desires but acts not, breeds pestilence,” “Expect poison from the 

standing water,” “The cistern contains: the fountain overflows,” and “The best wine is the oldest. 

the best water the newest” (7-9; E35-37).  The lesson for the Angel, narrator, and reader is that 
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reactionary condemnation of historical change leads only to terror.  Blake continues this idea in 

the Continental Prophecies, where serpent imagery attends the revolutionary Orc in a recovery of 

heretical Christian Ophite symbolism (see §10.1 below). 

 Complementing the productive transformation of biblical Leviathan symbolism is a 

destructive vision of what the Bible itself represents in the vision that responds to the Angel’s: a 

grotesque phantasmagoria in Sheol.  This Memorable Fancy parodies the vision contest between 

Elijah and the priests of Baal, but makes the biblical result (all the priests are killed [1 Kgs. 

18:30]) an argument against claims for the Bible as the “Good Book.”  The diabolized narrator 

leads the Angel into a “church, & I took him to the altar and open’d the Bible, and lo! it was a 

deep pit, into which I descended driving the Angel before me.”  From the Devil’s oppressed 

perspective in this cave of Sheol, the Hebrew hell,67 monkeys rape, torture, and cannibalize each 

other.  The scene infernally allegorizes the internecine and tribal violence incited by Yahweh 

throughout the Bible, as well as the centuries of violence perpetrated on the Bible’s behalf in and 

out of the Church.  More than any other image in The Marriage, this representation of the Bible 

as Sheol proves the consistency of Blake’s attitude towards the Bible as a “State Trick” between 

1790 and the Watson Annotations of 1798, when he decried its violence in terms as strong as 

Paine’s.  Such grotesque scenes are presumably what the narrator and converted Angel see when 

they “read the Bible together in its infernal or diabolical sense” after the Devil’s antinomian 

triumph in the final Memorable Fancy. 

 
 
 
                                                           
67  Blake could have been exposed to the connection between the Hebrew ְׁשאֹול (Sheol) and Greco-Roman hades and 
infernum or sepulchram in Lowth’s Lectures.  Lowth explains that the Hebrew hell originated from poetic 
adaptations of their sepulchers, which “were extensive caves, or vaults, excavated from the native rock” (1: 159).  
This may have inspired Blake’s fantastic description of the “Printing house in Hell” as a cave excavated by 
Dragons, as well as the rest of the cave imagery throughout The Marriage.  See Viscomi’s “In the Caves of Heaven 
and Hell” (1999), though Viscomi misses the connection between the Marriage caves and Lowth’s Lectures. 
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 §8.6 – The Revisionist Christ and Climactic Conversion of Angel into Devil 

 The apocalyptic climax of The Marriage proper is the conversion of the Angel into Devil.  

The action resolves not only the fifth Memorable Fancy, but also the book’s heuristic program.  

The Fancy begins with a Devil taking the theological battle to “an Angel that sat on a cloud.”  

The Devil’s conversion pitch—his argument that Christ was an antinomian—is unconvincing if 

taken as a literal reading of the received Gospels, but prophetically refashions Scripture 

according to the diabolical hermeneutic to trigger a conversion of Angel into Devil that sets the 

world right by apocalyptic inversion.  The Angel’s graduation from this program of infernal 

literacy models the reader’s, illustrating how, “If the fool would persist in his folly[,] he would 

become wise.”  The convocation where the narrator and Angel-become-Devil “read the Bible 

together in its infernal or diabolical sense” is the proverbial “palace of wisdom” at the end of the 

“crooked roads . . . of Genius” (7, 10, 24; E35-38, 43-44). 

 The Devil’s revisionist argument that Jesus broke all Ten Commandments is unpersuasive in 

its inconsistency if taken as a reading of the canonical Gospels, but, as Marcionite theology (see 

§4.4 above), it takes the liberty to cast Christ as a revolutionary antinomian that accords with the 

Devil’s dissenting worldview.  Since Christ is the Imagination, Blake implies, he is whatever 

one imagines him to be.  The theological debate between the Angel and Devil concerns the New 

Testament’s ambiguity towards the Law and supersessionism.  When the Angel contends that 

“Jesus Christ [gave] his sanction to the law of ten commandments” (23; E43), there is scriptural 

evidence for this (e.g., Matt. 5:17-19).  But when the Devil purports to use scriptural evidence 

that Christ broke six Commandments, he shows the ease with which scriptural ambiguity can be 

exploited to make Christ (and hence God) into what one wants him to be.  The Devil asks, “did 

he [Christ] not mock at the sabbath, and so mock the sabbaths God?”  He here alludes to the 
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episode where the Pharisees accuse Christ of breaking the fourth Commandment about 

honouring the Sabbath (Ex. 20:8-11, Dt. 5:12-15) because he heals a leper and his disciples pick 

corn on that day.68  Even if these acts are considered work and thus break the Sabbath, he argues 

for doing good deeds on God’s behalf (Matt. 12:6, Mark 2:27-28, Luke 6:9).  The Devil’s 

argument that Christ “turn[ed] away the law from the woman taken in adultery” when he 

convinced her would-be executioners not to relent by pointing out their hypocrisy (John 8:1-11) 

similarly accords with Jesus’s emphasis on a God of mercy over one of Mosaic Law. 

 The other four arguments about Christ breaking the Commandments are less successful, 

however, when read alongside the canonical scriptural sources.  To say that Christ “murder[ed] 

those who were murderd because of him,” when he only warned his disciples that his enemies 

might kill them for following him (John 16:2, Matt. 24:9), and only one of his apostles was 

killed (Acts 12:1), is clearly a perversion of logic.  To argue that Christ “[stole] the labor of 

others to support him” when he sent his disciples to evangelize among the Jews without pay 

(Matt. 10:5-11) deliberately overlooks the charitable and voluntary nature of the mission.  The 

Devil likewise ignores Christ’s refusal to concede to the Pharisees’ spurious authority when he 

denied awareness of the crimes that they accused him of committing (Matt. 27:13-14, John 19:8-

11), making the argument that Christ “[bore] false witness when he omitted making a defence 

before Pilate” another obvious misreading.69  Finally, to say that Christ “covet[ed] when he 

pray’d for his disciples, and when he bid them shake off the dust of their feet against such as 

refused to lodge them,” 
70 is a bizarre reading of the proscription against coveting one’s 

neighbour’s property.  Nuttall calls this one argument at least “a complete failure,” though he 
                                                           
68  The episode appears in each of the Synoptic Gospels: Matt. 12:1-14, Mark 2:23-28, and Luke 6:1-11. 
69  Rowland argues that the Devil’s point would be better made if he drew attention to Jesus’s claim that he always 
spoke openly (John 18:20), though he omitted mention of his secret meeting with Nicodemus (3:1-21). 
70  This alludes to Christ’s farewell wishes to his disciples, desire for them to always be with him (John 17:9-10, 
17:24) and to eat with him for one more Passover (Luke 22:15), and advice that they not worry about being rejected 
when they evangelize his gospel in other cities (Matt. 10:14). 
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defends the others: “it is simply not true that [they] are merely flimsy, self-destroying structures; 

they themselves have a powerfully rational form (6).  Rationality has no place here, however.  

Commentators typically give this Marriage section a pass,71 perhaps unsure of how to assess a 

two-thirds dubious argument that plays such a crucial role in The Marriage’s resolution.  The 

Devil forces the reader to assess each argument on its own merits rather than trust him entirely. 

 The Devil’s conclusion, however, emphasizes radical Christian prophecy over fidelity to the 

dead letter of Scripture.  Indeed, it rewrites Scripture by redefining morality inversely so that the 

Law is vice, while acting according to conscience is virtue.  The Devil’s antinomian conclusion 

that “no virtue can exist without breaking these ten commandments: Jesus was all virtue, and 

acted from impulse: not from rules” (23-24; E43) follows Isaiah’s earlier insistence that “All 

poets believe that” “a firm perswasion that a thing is so, make[s] it so” (12; E38).  Though the 

Devil had argued that Jesus broke six of the Ten Commandments, and only two of these are 

convincing, the Angel nonetheless accepts that Christ “[broke] these ten commandments,” and is 

therefore a different Christ than the Greek Testament depicts and the orthodox Christian 

tradition adopted.  This Son is resolutely opposed to the Father in the Marcionite way that Blake 

characterized him in the Watson Annotations as dying on the cross “an unbeliever” (E614).  

Challenged by this shockingly antinomian Christ, the Angel appears to be won over too easily. 

 Blake was likely aware that this argument would be hard to take, just as he acknowledged 

later that his revisionist Jesus of “The Everlasting Gospel” (c. 1818) “will not do / Either for 

Englishman or Jew” (N54; E524).  If Blake’s Devil believes in a Jesus who broke the Ten 

Commandments, this implies a revisionist reading of Scripture, an imposition of meanings that 
                                                           
71  Bloom omits this section from his commentary in The Complete Poetry and Prose (E899). The editors of The 
Early Illuminated Books (1993) give this section a positive spin, remarking that “Blake is imitating the venerable 
Protestant strategy of conducting a theological battle with artillery of carefully chosen biblical ‘proof texts’” (EEV 
220).  W.H. Stevenson (Commentary126) and Phillips (Marriage 144) only call these misreadings “paradoxes.”  
Even Rowland is soft on Blake (whereas his other analyses of Blake’s allusions and transformations of the Bible are 
impressive), saying, “Not all these examples are as convincing as each other, but the general drift is clear” (192). 
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should have been, “according to his Genius” (22; E43), on the Enlightenment assumption that 

Scripture had been corrupted in its fifteen-century transmission to the KJV and is now due for 

revision (see Ch. 3 above).  Blake likewise assumed the Marcionite freedom to remake Christ in 

his own image when he wrote in his Notebook c. 1809-10, “I always thought that Jesus Christ 

was a Snubby or I should not have worshipd him if I had thought he had been one of those long 

spindle nosed rascals” (N64; E695).  There is some obvious anti-Semitism in this impetuous run-

on sentence, but both this and Marriage plates 23-24 demonstrate the liberty of the Marcionite 

heresy to alter Christian scripture into what the believer wanted Christ the revolutionary to have 

done rather than what the Gospel writers or their redactors said he did when they harmonized the 

Christian and Hebrew scriptures.  In such a reading, the received Greek Testament becomes a 

cipher for the imagined New Testament of primitive Christianity. 

 In the Marriage climax, the Bible’s apocalyptic marriage trope is exchanged for one of 

conversion, completing the counter-usurpation as a victory for the oppressed.  Reversing the 

usurpation by the unjust, the Devil rises to convert the Angel into a devil.  If the Angel marries 

the Devil, it is in the sense that he embraces the Energies that he has so long repressed.  Contrary 

to what Marriage plate 1 leads the reader to expect in both its title and designs, there is no bride 

or groom per se in this apocalyptic marriage, for the climax transforms Revelation’s anagogical 

marriage between Church and Christ infernally.72 

                                                           
72  The orthodox reading of Rev. 21:2 (the “new Jerusalem, [will come] down from God out of heaven, prepared as 
a bride adorned for her husband”) is that the bride is the Church and the husband Jesus (Gill, New Testament          
3: 797).  The theme of the spiritual marriage abounds throughout the Bible (Isa. 54:5, 61:10, 62:2-5; Jer. 7:34, 16:9, 
25:10, 33:11; Matt. 22:1-10, 25:1-11; Rev. 19:7-9).  See also Abrams (43-46) and Tannenbaum, who argues that 
Blake’s marriage imagery is taken especially from the spiritual reading of the Song of Songs (T143-47). 
 Nurmi sees the conversion of Angel into Devil as Blake delivering on the title: “the ‘marriage’ of Heaven and 
Hell is accomplished . . . [as] a kind of apocalyptic ending,” since the Angel and Devil “combine and emerge as 
Elijah, a composite of ‘angel’ and ‘devil’” (Study 57).  However, “Elijah” does not share enough letters with 
“angel” and “devil” to be a composite.  The Marriage says that the Angel is transformed when he “embrac[es]” the 
Devil’s flame and “he was consumed,” not that they both melded into Elijah, nor is there any suggestion that their 
post-conversion reading club is a marriage in the traditional sense of a union of man and woman; indeed, the Angel 
and Devil are both identified by masculine pronouns, and gay marriage was unthinkable in 1790. 
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 The Marriage’s marriage is a conversion entirely on the Devil’s terms,73 and an annulment 

of the marriage of contraries that defines pre-apocalyptic “Human existence” (3; E33).  It weds 

what is divided by the veil of the senses, so that the soul and body apocalyptically become one 

integrated whole—the body-soul—and everything else likewise becomes “infinite and holy” (14; 

E39).74  Though another ambiguous preposition makes it unclear whether the Angel, having 

been “consumed and arose as Elijah” (24), transforms into Elijah or ascends like Elijah, the 

conversion nonetheless parodies the passing of Elijah’s powers to his disciple Elisha when the 

latter “went up by whirlwind into heaven” (2 Kgs. 2:8-15).75  In mundus inversus fashion, the 

Angel’s descensus to embrace the “flame of fire” from which the Devil rose (22, 24; E43) 

becomes his apotheosic ascensus, and the Antichrist that rose to replace Christ in heaven on 

plate 6 falls as Nebuchadnezzar in the tailpiece design of plate 24. 

 As the denouement “Note” on plate 24 shows, the spoils of the victory of the counter-

usurpation are the ongoing practice of a counter-reading of the Bible.  A heterodox hermeneutic 

ultimately triumphs over that of orthodoxy.  Sharing a “unified, higher consciousness,” 
76 the 

narrator and converted Angel-become-Devil exist in a “palace of wisdom” where they “read the 

Bible together in its infernal or diabolical sense,” free of the unquestioning biblicism that 

centuries of Christian orthodoxy upheld.  To read the Bible infernally is to read it “critically and 

not in terms of its own self-conceptions, moral codes, or forms of worship” (McGann, “Idea” 
                                                           
73  Rowland calls The Marriage “a conversion text” in an age when “people told stories of their conversion, whether 
they were evangelicals or Methodists . . . .  It is not an account of his own conversion but a text which is geared to 
getting those who engage with it to change: to see that their view of Christian doctrine is too narrow” (86). 
74  Blake’s collapse of soul/body dualism was perhaps informed by Priestley’s Disquisitions Relating to Matter and 
Spirit (1777, 1782); see Paley (Energy 8-10).  Rowland argues that “Blake challenges biblical dualism and its 
separation of God and the human person into different opposing entities, one of which negates the other.  He affirms 
that the two are inextricably bound and that their interaction leads to growth” (87). 
75  When Elisha inherits Elijah’s mantle after Elijah ascends to heaven, Elisha proves that he too can divide the 
waters by smiting them to walk the seabed like Elijah (2 Kgs. 2:8-15).  The power to divide waters asunder by 
smiting them with a rod is based on the earlier account of Moses leading the Israelites out of Egypt. 
76  Swingle argues that the union of Angel and Devil represents “a mutual commitment that transforms two different 
beings into a unified, higher consciousness, freed from entanglement within the differences of the past and directing 
itself single-mindedly toward the future” (82). 
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315), but also to read it in sympathy with the oppressed and dispossessed, and to object to its 

morally repugnant parts as Geddes and Paine do.  Such a reading is what Behrendt calls “a 

subversive activity” based on “a radical skepticism that rejects divine privileging and the 

concession of absolute authority to the written text as word of God ”; it is “corrosive to the 

authority both of text and of the acts and principles embodied in that text and derived from or 

attendant upon it” (“Bible” 41-42).  The conversion of Angel into Devil represents the imagined 

triumph of this subversive reading strategy in the apocalyptic change of the Angel’s mind.77 

 It is also in this denouement “Note” that the Marriage editor threatens to deliver on the 

application of this destructive biblical hermeneutic: “The Bible of Hell.”  Some read this 

dismissively as an idle rhetorical threat, saying that, because The Marriage’s Devil is “a partisan 

witness, . . . Blake does not expect us to take one of the two contraries as the new gospel” 

(Griffin 58).  When Blake does follow through on this promise with “A Song of Liberty” (and 

plates 1-20), then we certainly can read it as his new gospel. 

 

 §8.7 – “A Song of Liberty” as a Revision of the Book of Revelation 

 In §4.8 I argued that “A Song of Liberty” is a revision of Isaiah 14 more radical than that in 

Lowth’s Isaiah: A New Translation.  Here I resume my analysis of The Marriage’s mythopoetic 

epilogue and argue that it additionally rewrites the Book of Revelation.  “A Song of Liberty” is a 

mock-biblical apocalypse that replaces Revelation’s tyrannical God and violent eschatology with 

an immanent God prophesied in the action of an antinomian Christ-figure.  Its only violence is 

the metaphorical smashing of the Decalogue to liberate human Energies from the Antichrist-

imposed Law so that all of the Creation may be re-spiritualized and recognized as holy.  Though 

                                                           
77  In the later Vision of the Last Judgment, Blake refined what this individual mental apocalypse entails: “Whenever 
any Individual Rejects Error & Embraces Truth a Last Judgment passes upon that Individual” (N84; E562). 
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there has been some critical debate whether “Song” constitutes a revision of Revelation,78 Blake 

probably took Revelation’s encoded political critique as a model for his own, since John 

disguised his prophecy of deliverance from early Christian oppressors in tropes borrowed from 

Hebrew apocalyptic literature.79  To Blake, the Christian Church that Revelation envisioned had 

become the Antichrist and needed to be denounced by a new scripture. 

 Revelation is troubling to a Christian pacifist because its genocidal eschatology of exclusion 

casts Christ as a wrathful, Yahweh-like tyrant.  Assuming that this is a misrepresentation, Blake 

counters it in “Song” by envisioning an inclusive millennial peace achieved through a realization 

of the sympathetic God within.  Read literally, Revelation depicts God saving 144,000 Jewish 

male virgins (7:4, 14:3-4) and slaughtering the rest of the world population, first by giving Death 

and the Four Horsemen leave to kill half of it, then by torturing, firebombing, and drowning the 

rest in a lake of fire.80  Revelation even prophesies that Christ will reap the population with a 

sickle and grind enough of them in a winepress to soak 1,600 furlongs of land with their blood.81 

                                                           
78  Tannenbaum argues that “Blake’s Bible of Hell lacks the all-important capstone, [the] equivalent of the Book of 
Revelation” and thus excludes “A Song of Liberty” from his Bible of Hell canon (T209).  However, I am more 
convinced by Helms’s argument that the “Song” 

stands to The Marriage as Revelation stands to the Bible—apocalyptic conclusion—and . . . [is a] recasting 
of portions of the Bible’s last book.  Just as the late chapters of Revelation present, in symbolic guise, the 
birth and triumph of Messiah and the expulsion of Satan, “A Song of Liberty” depicts the birth, casting out, 
and eventual triumph of the ironically satanic figure Blake elsewhere calls Orc.  This kind of blending and 
revision of biblical roles informs the entire “Song.”  (“Blake’s Use” 287) 

79  For instance, Gill reads Rev. 12:7-9 (“Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and . . . that old serpent, 
called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world . . . was cast out into the earth, and his angels were 
cast out with him”) as John’s prophecy of the overthrow of the Roman empire (under the reign of Nero or Domitian 
in the 60s or 90s CE) (Gill, New Testament 3: 730-31).  Paley cites Austen Farrer’s A Rebirth of Images: The Making 
of St. John’s Apocalypse (1949) as the authority on Revelation’s recasting of Old Testament apocalyptic literature 
(Apocalypse 5-6). 
80  Revelation 6:8; 9:5, 9:15-19; 14:10-11; 16:10-11; 20:9, 20:15; 21:8. 
81  John of Patmos claims to have had a vision in which “the Son of man” (a common epithet for Christ in the 
Gospels) “thrust in his sickle on the earth; and the earth was reaped . . . and cast it into the great winepress of the 
wrath of God.  And . . . blood came out of the winepress, even unto the horse bridles, by the space of a thousand and 
six hundred furlongs” (Rev. 14:14-20), or about 322km.  Like other biblical authors’ claims about God’s genocidal 
prowess in the Bible (see pp. 109n22 above and 296n21 below), John of Patmos was prone to exaggeration.  Martin 
Luther disputed Revelation’s canonicity and asserted that “Christ is neither taught nor recognized in it” (Luther 47). 
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 In contrast, the only violence in “A Song of Liberty” is the smashing of the Decalogue 

tablets by the Christ-type “son of fire” (MHH 27; E45).  Like Revelation, “Song” collapses the 

whole of biblical history in a vision spanning from the Creation (figured as birth) to endtimes, 

which entail liberation from the tyranny of Empire.  “The Eternal Female groan[ing]” with birth 

pangs signifies peoples’ aching for deliverance from European empires (25:1-4; E44) and clearly 

alludes to Revelation’s “woman clothed with the sun . . . travailing in birth,” who “pained to be 

delivered” (12:1-2) from the Roman empire (Gill, New Testament 3: 728).  The birth depicted at 

the bottom of Marriage plate 3 (see Fig. 18 above) foreshadows the advent of the Son of Fire as 

a harbinger of a new age, the “dominion of Edom.” 
82  Like Isaac, this “new born terror howling” 

is spared from being sacrificed by the “starry king[’s . . .] hand of jealousy,” but is instead 

“hurl’d . . . thro’ the starry night” (MHH 25:8-10) to return and supersede his father at the end.  

Meanwhile, the “jealous king” falls into the ruins of material existence (anticipating Urizen) 

attended by all the retinue of empire, and is revealed as the tyrannical Yahweh of Exodus 

“leading his starry hosts thro’ the waste wilderness” and imposing Law (26-27:15-18), 

anticipating the nightmare of history in Europe and Urizen (see §10.2-3 below). 

 At its conclusion, “Song” transitions from this revision of Pentateuchal history to an 

antinomian renovation of Revelation, where the Son of Fire rises as the sun.  The son/sun pun 

associates him typologically with the Son whose “face was like the sun shining in all its 

brilliance” in the Revelation scene with the sword emerging from Christ’s mouth (see Fig. 20 

above).  As a revolutionary hero, this antinomian Christ burns off the obscurantist “clouds 

written with [Yahweh’s] curses,” and smashes the Decalogue, thus collapsing all imperialism 
                                                           
82  MHH 3; E33.  The birth-as-a-new-age motif was associated with diabolism in the medieval carnival.  Referring 
to a common theatrical scene of hell that was climactically torched in medieval festivals, Bakhtin explains, 
“Carnival’s hell represents the earth which swallows up and gives birth, . . . often transformed into a cornucopia; the 
monster, death, becomes pregnant. . . .  Hell has burst and has poured forth abundance.”  This was a comic theme 
related to subversive medieval laughter, which “created no dogmas and could not become authoritarian . . . .  It was 
linked with the procreating act, with birth, renewal, fertility, abundance” (Rabelais 91, 95). 
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built on the foundations of its authority.  The post-apocalyptic peace in which “the lion & wolf   

. . . cease” (27:19-20) transforms Isaiah 11:6-7 into a projected annulment of contraries, as 

foreshadowed in the conclusion to the fifth Memorable Fancy.  The Chorus celebrates the ruin of 

State Religion as the religious apparatus of repression falls along with Empire. 

 The “every thing that lives is Holy” revelation that ends “Song” and The Marriage as a 

whole replaces the violent exclusions of Revelation with a peaceful Christian inclusivity.  This 

displacement of the remote Yahweh with a God within is foreshadowed in previous statements 

promoting a diffuse God that “Acts & Is, in existing beings or Men” (16; E40).  The revelation is 

the result of an apocalyptic consciousness that, having “discover’d the infinite in every thing” 

(12; E38), restores the kind of inclusive tolerance that Jesus preached, and thus recovers a 

radical Christianity.83  In his inclusive definition of holiness, Blake resolves the ambiguity of 

contradictory conditions of holiness elsewhere in the Bible, even in the Gospels,84 thus favouring 

the dissident theology in Korah’s rebellion against Moses.  Korah was executed for insisting, in 

objection to the assumption of priestly privileges by Moses and Aaron, that all the Israelites are 

holy, “every one of them, and the LORD is among them: wherefore then lift ye up yourselves 

above the congregation of the LORD?” (Num. 21:3).  Blake’s “Song” destroys the exclusionary 

proscriptions of Mosaic Law and revises even Christian Scripture in the Marcionite-

supersessionist fashion, re-imagining Christ as an antinomian revolutionary who discriminates 

only against the abuses of imperialism. 

 I have located the ideological source of The Marriage’s concluding revelation in the Ranter 

creed (see §4.10 above), but the phrasing of “every thing that lives is Holy” specifically mocks a 
                                                           
83  For instance, Christ encouraged the inclusion of marginalized groups in his definition of charity: “the poor, the 
maimed, the lame, the blind.”  To make this point, however, Christ discriminates against friends, family, and 
wealthy neighbours (Luke 14:12-14), and again against the wealthy, saying, “it is easier for a camel to go through 
the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God” (Matt. 19:23-24). 
84  For John the Evangelist, holiness comes with conditions, the most basic being belief in Christ as the Son of God: 
“whosoever believeth in him [the Son of God] should not perish, but have everlasting life” (John 3:16). 
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century-old formulation in orthodox parabiblical literature.  From a line of adaptations dating 

back to a 1688 versification of Psalm 145 by Simon Ford, the 1789 Book of Common Prayer 

implies that holiness is a quality of God exclusively, in contrast with the rest of the Creation: 

Whate’er their [all Creatures] various Wants require, 
 With open Hand he [the Lord] gives; 
And so fulfills the just Desire 
 Of every thing that lives. 
How holy is the Lord, how just!  (6.2.5-9; emphases added)85 
 

Blake aped l. 8 of this formulation in the Cloud’s sermon of self-sacrifice in Thel: “every thing 

that lives, / Lives not alone, nor for itself” (5:23, 5:26-27; E5; see §7.4 above).  In The Marriage, 

however, he adapts ll. 8-9 for a theology of liberation (rather than one of surrender) by diffusing 

holiness throughout the Creation rather than concentrating it in Yahweh.  Helms argues that 

Blake’s “every thing that lives is Holy” rewrites Revelation’s Song of Moses—“Who shall not 

fear thee, O LORD, and glorify thy name? for thou only art holy” (“Blake’s Use” 291; qtg. Rev. 

15:3-4)—but surely Blake’s language is closer to Ford’s.  In any case, the point of The 

Marriage’s concluding revelation is a pervasive levelling of holiness in the Protestant-Dissenter 

spirit of democratization and toleration against orthodox notions of exclusion and election. 

  “Every thing that lives is Holy” became the principal mantra of the early, hopeful phase of 

the Bible of Hell and represents Blake’s lifelong commitment to the liberty and toleration it 

implies.  He repeated it in Visions of the Daughters of Albion and America a Prophecy;86 later 

affirmed, “Every Thing has as much right to Eternal Life as God” (E669); and asked, “What is 

Liberty without Universal Toleration[?]” (E635).87  In the more scathing tone of his Watson 

                                                           
85  The KJV’s phrasing of ll. 8-9 is “. . . the desire of every living thing.  The LORD is righteous . . .” (Ps. 145:16).  
The version of Psalm 145 used in this 1789 edition of The Book of Common Prayer comes from an oft-reprinted 
adaptation first published in Nahum Tate’s 1696 New Version of the Psalms of David Fitted to the Tunes Used in 
Churches (307-08), but Tate himself took the “ev’ry thing that lives” line from Simon Ford’s 1688 New Version of 
the Psalms of David (429, l. 67) and altered the line following it. 
86  VDA 11:10 and AP 8:13 (E51, 54). 
87  Blake wrote these annotations on p. 3 of Thornton’s Lord’s Prayer (1827) and on p. 1: 133 of his copy of 
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Annotations, Blake declared, “That the Jews assumed a right Exclusively to the benefits of God. 

will be a lasting witness against them. & the same will it be [of] against Christians” (8; E615).  

In these positive and negative terms, Blake echoes the sentiments of such Deists as Voltaire, 

who said that a global understanding makes a mockery of the ethnocentric supremacism of the 

Israelites’ claim to being the Deity’s “chosen people.” 
88  The Marriage’s conclusion corrects this 

biblical myth of dominion, but it is important to add the qualification that the projected holiness 

of all life is a vision of things according to an apocalyptic consciousness liberated from the 

distortions of the fallen senses.  It does not disagree with Blake’s later identification of material 

existence with the Antichrist,89 but suggests instead a way of seeing the world as it should be, 

free of the exclusions that lead to exploitation, violence, and suffering.  Like the reintegration of 

the fallen mind and body proposed on plate 14, it represents the reintegration of nature and spirit, 

such as what A Song of Los prophesies at the very end of the Bible of Hell (see §10.6 below). 

 “A Song of Liberty” epitomizes The Marriage’s narrative of usurpation and counter-

usurpation and maps out the teleology of its Bible of Hell sequels.  As such, it distills the mock-

biblical prophecy of the whole Marriage, drawing upon both the parodia sacra and mundus 

inversus traditions to give new form to ancient apocalyptic literature just as Revelation did.  As a 

manifesto of revolutionary intentions summarized in the promise of the Bible of Hell in its 

concluding “Note,” 90 The Marriage and its “Song” draw a blueprint for the continuation of the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Dante’s Inferno (1785) c. 1800, respectively. 
88  In the The Philosophical Dictionary (1765), Voltaire decried “how cruel is it for a people to conceit that there is 
no god but with them only! it is downright blasphemy. . . .  That ever such a thought could enter the mind of man!  
The Deity speaks to the heart of all men of all nations, and they should . . . be linked together in the bonds of 
charity” (56).  Voltaire’s anti-biblical (or at least anti-Old Testament) stance in the Dictionary is important not only 
because it brought a wide audience to the abovementioned idea that Moses could not have written the books 
ascribed to him, but also because it shows the legacy of Lowth, a reading of whom informed the Dictionary. 
89  Following 2 Cor. 4:4 (“the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not”), Blake refers to 
Satan as the “God of this World” in his annotations to Watson and Thornton (E618, 668), Jerusalem (93:24; E254), 
For the Sexes: The Gates of Paradise (E269), and “The Everlasting Gospel” (E523-24). 
90  The Marriage is also recognized as a manifesto by Damon (Philosophy 70), Nurmi (Study 75), Rix (Cultures 5). 
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Bible of Hell in 1793, when the Son of Fire becomes Oothoon in Visions of the Daughters of 

Albion and Orc in America, and his father, the “jealous king” (Yahweh) becomes Urizen.  

Starting in 1790, then, the Bible of Hell burns off with corrosive fires all that was morally 

inverted in the Old Testament and rewrites the New as a gospel of Christian radicalism.91 

                                                           
91  In Infernal Poetics (1984), Howard surmises that the Bible of Hell “was to be a parodic history from the fall to 
the final apocalypse, that constitutes the Lambeth prophecies, the New Testament of which is the Marriage.  This 
Bible would provide the corrective necessary to bring the other angels, who still refuse to embrace the flame of 
awareness, over to the angel who has become a devil on plate 24” (94). 
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CHAPTER 9 
 

AFTER THE MARRIAGE: HONEYMOON  
EXPERIMENTS AND VISIONS OF THE DAUGHTERS OF ALBION 

 
 Whenever we read the obscene stories, the voluptuous debaucheries, 
the cruel and tortuous executions, the unrelenting vindictiveness, with 
which more than half the Bible is filled, it would be more consistent that 
we call it the word of a demon, than the word of God.  It is a history of 
wickedness, that has served to corrupt and brutalize mankind; and, for 
my own part, I sincerely detest it, as I detest every thing that is cruel. 
    —Thomas Paine (The Age of Reason 1: 25) 

 
 
 In 1791-93, Blake followed The Marriage with some unsuccessful attempts to deliver on its 

threat of a Bible of Hell.  These works carry the momentum of The Marriage’s prophecy of 

successful revolution, but lack its full realization and triumphant conclusion.  Like the prelude 

works that led to The Marriage (discussed in Ch. 7), The French Revolution (1791), the draft 

“Nobodaddy” verses (c. 1792), and For Children: The Gates of Paradise (1793) thematically 

foreshadow Visions of the Daughters of Albion (1793).  Though Visions is the most overlooked 

of the Lambeth Books in Bible of Hell discussions (see §2.4 above), it advances the project 

significantly while reflecting the emergent failure of the French Revolution.  This chapter 

examines the Bible of Hell in its conceptual transition from revolutionary optimism in The 

French Revolution, to disappointment in the Nobodaddy verses, and to expressions of the defeat 

of liberty in The Gates of Paradise and Visions of the Daughters of Albion. 

 Blake’s works of 1791-93 reflect the range of hope and disappointment that followed the 

French Revolution’s first few years.  The French Revolution (§9.1) naïvely prophesies the 

ancien régime’s defeat before the Revolution’s descent into mob violence in the summer of 

1792.  God plays a relatively small roll in this (unfinished) narrative but emerges as the prime 

cause of revolutionary violence in the Nobodaddy poems (§9.2).  In these draft verses, Blake 
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attributes most of the evils of modern history to people’s reverence for the stern, authoritarian 

God of Judeo-Christian dogma.  Implicitly informed by an infernal reading of Scripture that 

associates Yahweh with genocide, the Nobodaddy poems develop a counter-biblical theodicy 

that attributes Yahweh’s wrath to his failure to reduce a complex world to his will.  Further, the 

emblems based on biblical imagery in The Gates of Paradise (§9.3) imply that, by its publication 

in May of 1793, Blake recognized that violent political revolution was a hindrance to his 

anticipated spiritual revolution, not a catalyst.  Though Gates features an element of diabolical 

inversion in its depiction of a Devil-son pitched heroically against a Yahweh-like father-tyrant, 

its depiction of the son’s defeat marks a profound discontinuity with The Marriage’s optimism. 

 Just as The Marriage brought together all of the nascent Bible of Hell elements developed in 

the 1788-89 prelude works, so Visions develops the advances of 1791-93 in a cohesive mock-

biblical prophecy.  Visions reflects the antinomian and anti-Yahwist ethos of The Marriage, The 

French Revolution, and Nobodaddy poems, but ties it to the pessimistic plot of The Gates of 

Paradise.  In the Marriage spirit, it replaces a repressive, misogynist Law with a prophecy of 

sexual liberation using the rhetoric of diabolical inversion, as Gates does.  But it daringly alters 

the gender: Oothoon strategically reclaims the slur of “whore” to challenge the repressive 

hypocrites of priestly religion.  Oothoon personifies the optimism of The French Revolution in 

defiance of the rapacious powers of empire, but her failure to convince her sisters to seize their 

liberty signals Blake’s growing pessimism towards the prospect of revolution.  In effect, he 

shifts blame from the anciens régimes to people who collaborate in their own oppression. 

 The most important development in Blake’s Visions of the Daughters of Albion, however, is 

a character adapted from the Nobodaddy poems: Urizen, the “mistaken Demon of heaven.”  

Until people realize that their faith in a totalitarian God is what binds them to earthly despots, the 
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liberal cause espoused in The Marriage will forever be frustrated.  Though Visions appears to 

move towards a crescendo of liberty won by Oothoon’s defiant response to State Religion’s 

regime of repression, it ends abruptly with her sisters (the women of England) unwilling to 

commit to her cause.  Oothoon ends in a holding pattern, doomed to repeat her calls for liberty, 

unable to inspire its practical realization.  While Blake returns to illuminated form in Visions, he 

changes the program of the Bible of Hell.  Rather than prophesy spiritual emancipation, Visions 

merely rattles the chains of repressive religion in honest indignation.  Such prophecy retains its 

ideal of liberty, but complements it with a dramatization of its deferral, as we shall see in the 

continuation of the core project in the Lambeth Books discussed in Chapter 10 below. 

 

 §9.1 – The Last Stand of Enthusiasm in The French Revolution 

 The French Revolution (1791) was Blake’s first original poetry intended for publication 

following The Marriage’s promise of a Bible of Hell, and thus warrants consideration as a 

possible sequel in the honeymoon phase of the project.  With proofs of only one book completed 

(of seven projected), however, it shares few continuities with the core Bible of Hell books.1  It is 

related to the project, however, as a mock-biblical prophecy critical of State Religion’s 

exploitation of biblical hierarchies to support tyranny.  Like “A Song of Liberty,” The French 

Revolution rewrites Revelation in sympathy with the oppressed2 so that the existing power 

structure is usurped by prophecy from below rather than by actual violence.  Though The French 

Revolution extends the Bible of Hell’s antinomian biblical revision, it reflects a naïve faith in the 

liberating power of prophecy by underestimating the extent to which widespread faith in the 

                                                           
1  The full title is The French Revolution: A Poem in Seven Books.  The galley proofs were printed by Johnson and 
an “Advertisement” page claims that “The remaining Books of this Poem are finished, and will be published in their 
Order” (E286).  Erdman doubts that Blake wrote anything past the first book’s 301 lines (E815), however. 
2  In the extended topographic metaphor of the poem, the people are figured as the land itself, and the speaker 
passionately sympathizes with “the oppressed earth” (l. 32; E287). 
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ancien régime’s despotic God will sabotage the achievement of liberty. 

 Yearnings for liberty of the oppressed come early in The French Revolution, with Bastille 

prisoners figured as suppressed prophets.   Confined “In the den nam’d Religion” is “a 

loathsome sick woman” ensnared in a religious regime of repression and abuse, but whose 

defiance in “refus[ing] to be whore to the Minister” (ll. 35, 37; E287), is punished severely.  “In 

the tower nam’d Order” is an old, true prophet who, “by conscience urg’d . . . rais’d a pulpit / 

And taught wonders to darken’d souls” (38, 42-43); like the Ranter Coppe, however, he 

represents a threat to order that has had to be silenced.  Finally, in “the tower of God, was a man 

/ Mad” with “pin[ing] / For liberty.”  His “ravings in winds . . . heard over Versailles” (47-51; 

E288) nonetheless have a prophetic dignity.  His and the other prisoner-prophets’ aspirations for 

freedom suggest the destination of the narrative, albeit incomplete. 

 The French Revolution transforms Revelation imagery and characters in a prophecy of the 

ancien régime’s defeat, but avoids Revelation-scale violence.  As in The Marriage plate 11, the 

back story of State Religion’s dominion involves the usurpation of prophets by priests who 

deceive the vulgar into accepting its claims to holiness.  Burgundy maintains the pretence that 

his earthly power is heaven-sent, asking, with reference to Versailles, “Shall this marble built 

heaven become a clay cottage . . . and these mowers / From the Atlantic mountains, mow down 

all this great starry harvest of six thousand years?” (ll. 89-90; E290).  By figuring the nobles as 

the king’s “starry hosts” (100), he fashions Louis as God.  But Louis is a Tiriel-like impostor 

deluded into believing that he represents the Logos: “the writing of God [is] / Written in my 

bosom” (108-09; E291).  Blake’s point, as it was in The Marriage, is that the Antichrist is a 

“God of this world” (see p. 281n89 above) mistaken for the true God by supportive kings and 

priests.  With the Revolution upon them after the fall of the Bastille, however, Louis calls his 
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nobles to “hide / In stones, among roots of trees . . . in the dust” (ll. 76-78; E289).  He alludes to 

the earthly tyrants who “hid[e] themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains” like 

serpents escaping “the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb” at 

endtimes (Rev. 6:15-16).  The ancien régime understands its place in history only in terms of 

Revelation-style violence, as when Burgundy, who is “red as wines / . . . like a ripe vineyard” 

(83-84; E289), fears that the pre-revolutionary hero Necker will, like the genocidal Christ of 

Revelation 14, “stretch out his crook’d sickle o’er fertile France” (91; E291).  Rather than 

endorse a violent counter-usurpation of the king and nobles, however, Blake considers the 

proper target of the Revolution to be the “law and gospel” in collusion with Enlightenment 

“reason and science” (FR 95; E290), for those are the main supports of the régime’s authority. 

 The narrative assumes that the defeat of the régime requires exposing Yahweh as a fiction; 

his obscurantist illusions (figured as clouds) are dispersed by the fires of revolution, as they were 

by the Son of Fire in “A Song of Liberty.”  The Archbishop of Paris portrays God as “An aged 

form, white as snow, hov’ring in mist, weeping” (131) for having been abandoned by the 

“godless race” of French rebels who “forg[o]t [his] holy law” like backsliding Israelites (137-

39).  This Yahweh (as the Archbishop prophesies him) worries that his clouds will disperse 

along with the fears of an unbelieving nation when it recognizes its own power and topples the 

Estates system modeled on his hierarchical authority (143-45). 

 Prophecy trumps violence, however, when, contrary to the Archbishop’s orders for the army 

to suppress the rebels (153-57; E293), Sieyès envisions the harmony that would prevail between 

the First and Third Estates if the latter recognized its power.  While not quite an apocalyptic 

conclusion, the poem pictures the peaceful, productive possibilities of an unhindered proletariat 

taking up “the saw, and the hammer, the chisel, the pencil, the pen, and the instruments / Of 
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heavenly song” to “teach the laborious plowman / And shepherd” (231-33; E296).  The clergy’s 

projected conversion echoes the Chorus of “A Song of Liberty” (“Let the Priests of the Raven of 

dawn, no longer in deadly black, with hoarse note curse the sons of joy”): 

         then the Priest in his thund’rous cloud 
Shall weep, bending to earth embracing the valleys, and putting his hand to the plow, 
Shall say, no more I curse thee; but now I will bless thee: No more in deadly black 
Devour thy labour; nor lift up a cloud in thy heavens” (ll. 223-26; E296). 
 

In Visions, Blake frames the historical relationship of the clergy and peasantry similarly as one 

of economic exploitation, accusing the “the parson [of] claim[ing] the labour of the farmer / . . . / 

To build him castles and high spires. where kings & priests may dwell” (8:17-20; E49).  The 

exploitative social contract is annulled not by violent insurrection, but by exposing the 

sanctimonious ruses of power and refusing to honour State Religion’s authority.3  Whereas the 

Revolution was a Leviathan-like menace to the conservative establishment, to enthusiasts of 

liberty it was an incitement to productive prophecy. 

 Book I of The French Revolution ends with apocalyptic visions of the French army 

withdrawing from Paris as “trumpets rejoice in the sky” (cf. Rev. 8:2-13, 9:14), blasting the 

palace walls with prophecy rather than with force (FR 290-93; E299).  In contrast with the 

Israelites’ collapsing the walls of Jericho to slaughter the population therein (Heb. 11:30), The 

French Revolution prophesies a cosmic eruption: “And the bottoms of the world were open’d, 

and the graves of arch-angels unseal’d / The enormous dead, lift up their pale fires and look over 

the rocky cliffs” (290, 293, 301-02; E299), alluding to the effects of the Crucifixion (Matt. 

27:51-53).  The French Revolution thus “presents historical revolution in terms of cosmic 

                                                           
3  Essick, Language 121.  Beer argues in Blake’s Humanism (1968) that The French Revolution 

is written in favour not of revolution but of liberty.  The distinction is important.  Blake was no headlong 
supporter of political revolution . . . .  Behind the revolutionary events there lay a “mental” struggle—a 
struggle devoted to the achievement of true liberty, which would be, not a political order, but a visionary 
order with necessary political and social consequences.  (96) 
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upheaval in a way which Lowth had claimed was typical of biblical rhetoric” (Mee, Enthusiasm 

25).  Blake infuses a minor event in the Revolution with apocalyptic gravitas partly because he 

was treating a subject still in progress.4  Though it was left unfinished, The French Revolution 

continues to express The Marriage’s faith in prophecy to set the mundus inversus aright. 

 A continuity of ideas and phrasing unites the works of 1790-91.  They share an ideal in 

which prophecy defeats the exploitive ideology of power with visions of harmony rather than 

with violence.  These hopes would be disappointed by the September Massacres of 1792 and the 

perceived defection of The French Revolution’s heroes.  The only figure akin to The Marriage’s 

Son of Fire and rhetoric of diabolical inversion is Lafayette, commander of la Garde nationale 

who stood heroically “Like a flame of fire . . . before [the] dark ranks” of “religious men” (273-

74; E298) in 1789, but who would be seen as a reactionary for his part in the Champ de Mars 

Massacre in July of 1791 (Andress 1-8, 88; Erdman, Prophet 170-72).  The incident marked a 

turning point towards intensifying violence, leaving radicals profoundly worried for the 

prospects of freeing Europe from the psychology of submission to tyranny taught by the Bible. 

 

 §9.2 – Reading Yahweh Infernally from Nobodaddy to Urizen 

 Blake continued the subject of the Revolution in his Notebook around late 1792 with a draft 

ballad, “Let the Brothels of Paris be opened,” which acknowledges the perceived betrayal of the 

French Revolution by its former hero.  Blake mocks Fayette’s losses in the Austrian campaign: 

  Fayette Fayette thourt bought & sold 
  And sold is thy happy morrow 
  Thou gavest the tears of Pity away 
  In exchange for the tears of sorrow  (ll. 56-59, stanza o)5 

                                                           
4  W.H. Stevenson: “The stress laid . . . on events which later proved less important suggests a nearness to them,” as 
those covered in The French Revolution’s first book suggest that “the whole poem of seven books would scarcely 
have covered more than a year . . . so that the poem was probably drafted somewhere in mid-1790” (Comm. 130). 
5  Erdman (Prophet 167-72) dates “Brothels” shortly after 25 Oct. 1792, when the London Times reported that La 
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Three cancelled stanzas (c-e) above this one in “Brothels” locate the ultimate source of the 

problem of historical tyranny’s persistence in people’s entrenched faith in the totalitarian God of 

State Religion.  In “Brothels” stanzas c-e and in another coeval draft poem, “To Nobodaddy,” 

Blake rebrands Yahweh to expose him as a fictional ruse of the Antichrist posing as the biblical 

Father.  Though these irreverent verses fail to meet most of the Bible of Hell criteria, they 

advance Blake’s Yahweh counter-myth.  From Tiriel of 1789 to the Antichrist “Jehovah” in The 

Marriage of 1790, Nobodaddy precedes Urizen in the evolution of the Bible of Hell’s chief 

antagonist.  Informed by an infernal reading of the Bible, the Nobodaddy poems reveal Blake’s 

jaundiced attitude towards Yahweh as a punitive, genocidal tyrant whose enforced popularity 

makes him the archetypal tyrant of the Judeo-Christian era. 

 “Let the Brothels of Paris be opened” begins as a satire against the Bourbon monarchy, with 

Marie Antoinette as a disease-spreading libertine and Louis XVI as a decadent reactionary; but it 

then moves up the Chain of Being to mock Yahweh as the genocidal “Nobodaddy”:   

Then old Nobodaddy aloft 
Farted & belchd & coughd 
And said I love hanging & drawing & quartering 
So Every bit as well as war & slaughtering 
 Damn praying & singing 
 Unless they will bring in 
 The blood of ten thousand by fighting 
  or swinging 
 
Then he swore a great <& solemn> Oath 
To kill the people I am loth 
But If they rebel they must go to hell 
They shall have a Priest & a passing bell  (N99, ll. 9-19, stanzas c-e) 

 
Nobodaddy’s penchant for punitive violence clearly identifies him as Yahweh, who kills “ten 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Fayette was imprisoned in Austria (E861).  In The Complete Poetry and Prose, Erdman considers “Let the Brothels 
of Paris be opened” separate from the untitled Fayette verses immediately following it in Blake’s Notebook, but 
combines them as poem no. 58 in The Notebook (N98-99; cf. E499-500).  Following the latter, my line numbering 
considers these one poem of 71 lines (including lines cancelled by Blake) in 18 stanzas (lettered a-r, as in The 
Notebook), since Complete Poetry unfortunately omits six lines from the “Brothels” draft (stanzas d and half of f) 
and nine stanzas from “Fayette” (g-o), and re-orders the eight stanzas remaining. 
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thousand by fighting” on at least two occasions in Judges, and slaughters untold millions 

throughout the Bible.6  Nobodaddy’s flatulence takes down the supposedly supreme Deity 

“aloft” with comic bathos.  Blake wrote the third stanza (e) and then numbered its lines so as to 

reposition it above the first Nobodaddy stanza (c) and below the Louis stanza (b), making “he” 

of l. 16 refer to the king instead of to Nobodaddy.  The result is that Louis swears an Oath to this 

parody of the biblical God, to whom he assigns the dirty work of massacring his people.  Despite 

the danger of writing such lines,7 “Brothels” shows Blake explaining the apparent failures of the 

French Revolution to bring peaceful fraternity by blaming the people’s central religious myth—

the Archbishop’s God in The French Revolution—as the ultimate source of tyranny.  To Blake, 

Yahweh was a dangerous myth because Louis’s tyranny of decadent exploitation was founded 

on its model by the odious doctrine of Divine Right. 

 A myth is dangerous, however, only if people believe it; the source of Blake’s frustration in 

“To Nobodaddy” (E471) is the laity’s faith in a biblical myth that demands unquestioning 

obedience at the expense of their liberty.  Intended for publication in Songs of Experience but 

apparently cancelled in favour of “The Tyger,” 
8 “To Nobodaddy” petitions the biblical God with 

a series of questions critical of Yahweh’s character.  A similar interrogation of the unnamed 

                                                           
6  Under Judah’s leadership of the Israelites, “the LORD delivered the Canaanites and the Perizzites into their hand: 
and they slew of them in Bezek ten thousand men” (Jgs. 1:4).  Also, after Yahweh let the Moabites enslave the 
Israelites for their doing “evil again in the sight of the LORD,” he sent them Ehud as “a deliverer” who “said unto 
them, . . . the LORD hath delivered your enemies the Moabites into your hand. And they . . . slew of Moab at that 
time about ten thousand men” (3:12, 3:15, 3:28-29).  See also pp. 109n22 above and 296n21 below. 
7  In addition to England’s blasphemy laws, the Proclamation against Seditious Writings was issued as a handbill on 
21 May 1792, read and debated in Parliament on 25 May, and published in the Universal Magazine of Knowledge 
and Pleasure 90 (May 1792): 391-92.  It defines “seditious writings” as those “tending to excite tumult and 
disorder, by endeavouring to raise groundless jealousies and discontents in the minds of our faithful and loving 
subjects,” and declares that civil authority is granted by “Divine Providence” and maintained by “due submission to 
the laws, . . . Parliament, . . . the Government and Constitution of the kingdom” (Cobbett et al. 29: 1476). 
8  Blake indicated his intention to publish “To Nobodaddy” by drawing a vertical line through its two stanzas in the 
Notebook (N109), though he apparently changed his mind, since no published version survives (Erdman E853).  
Blake drew the same vertical line through the three poems on the same Notebook page later published in Songs of 
Experience (“London,” “The Tyger,” and “The Lilly”), while the unpublished “Wild Flowers Song” does not bear 
this mark.  Erdman conjecturally dates “To Nobodaddy” c. 1790-92 (Introduction 53-54). 
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Creator in “The Tyger” is critical of the eighteenth-century God of Reason as an inscrutable, 

proto-industrial engineer who paradoxically creates to destroy.  “Nobodaddy,” however, satirizes 

Yahweh as a conniving obscurantist who mystifies his legislative authority in clouds of 

abstraction, again like the Archbishop’s God in The French Revolution.  Though Yahweh 

intervenes in the affairs of the biblical Israelites, he hides from the modern world.  “Nobodaddy” 

calls Yahweh out by questioning the absurdity of a God that creates humanity to fail his test of 

obedience, but whose cruel entrapment is unassailable: 

Why art thou silent & invisible 
Man Father of jealousy 
Why dost thou hide thyself in clouds 
From every searching Eye 
 

Why darkness & obscurity 
In all thy words & laws 
That none dare eat the fruit but from 
The wily serpents jaws 
Or is it because Secresy gains feminine females loud applause  (N109; E471) 
 

The last line is certainly misogynist, but it begins to explain the ending of Visions as a diagnosis 

of what stalls the cause of liberty among the women of England: their persistent faith in a God 

whose tyranny, jealousy, and other vices are mystified by “God moves in a mysterious way” 

apologetics (Cowper 328).9  Rather than “Shin[e] out of Darkness” (ibid.), this God maintains 

his questionable authority with a dark shroud of mystery.  Surely the blame should fall on the 

sons as much as the daughters of Albion, however, for not daring to lift the painted veil. 

 In Blake’s view, the laity’s unwillingness to abandon a God that requires strict obedience 

keeps it forever infantilized to the paternal authority of State Religion.  By portraying Yahweh as 

a “Father of jealousy” and legislator (ll. 2, 6), Blake made Nobodaddy both a continuation of the 

Decalogue-issuing “jealous king” of The Marriage’s “Song of Liberty” (26; E44) and a parody 

                                                           
9  The line opens Cowper’s popular 1773 hymn “Light Shining out of Darkness.”  God’s mystery vexes believers 
throughout the Bible (Dt. 29:29, Job 15:8, Mark 4:11, Col. 2:2, 1 Cor. 2:7, Eph. 1:9, 3:3-9, 1 Tim. 3:16, Rev. 10:7). 
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of “God the Father” 10 who constantly frets over the Israelites’ backsliding ways.  Blake protests 

this biblical characterization of the Deity both here and in Visions, where Oothoon likewise 

opposes Urizen as a “Father of jealousy” (10:12; E50). 

 Blake’s naming of Nobodaddy is part of a strategy to deflate a myth that believers take 

seriously as a father figure.  While different from the divine names of the Hebrew Scriptures, 

Nobodaddy parodies KJV Hebrew names, sounding somewhat like “Obadiah” (עבדיה, 

“worshipper of Yahweh”) blended with a portmanteau of “nobody” and “daddy.” 11  Rawlinson 

rightly calls this use of “daddy” instead of “father” a “comic deflation”; in mundus inversus 

fashion, Blake upturns “what is high, important and abstract with what it claims to despise, the 

low and bodily. . . .  Blake debunks the idea of an all-powerful Nobodaddy and demonstrates the 

potential for a common uprising” (15, 17), especially in his continuation of the Nobodaddy 

character in the more explicitly scatological “When Klopstock England defied” (c. 1797-1800).12  

The silliness of this name for the Judeo-Christian God and toilet humour of two of these three 

burlesque Nobodaddy poems is fine for private doggerel, but not for the Illuminated Books of 

the Bible of Hell.  The verses nonetheless provide invaluable clues about Blake’s evolving 

attitude to the biblical God outside of the Illuminated Books. 

 Indeed there are multiple Gods in the Bible, and it is important to isolate the one that Blake 

identifies as the misrecognized Antichrist: the main protagonist of the Pentateuchal narrative,13 

                                                           
10  God is first identified as “our father” by David (1 Chr. 29:10).  See also Ps. 68:5, 89:26; Isa. 9:6; and Mal. 2:10.  
John refers to God as the Father throughout his Gospel (1:18, 6:27, 8:41, 8:54) and Paul follows this numerous 
times throughout his letters, but the figure is absent in the Synoptic Gospels. 
11  The reading “nobody’s daddy” began in 1905 with Sampson (120); a year later, More derided such naming as 
Blake’s “puerile attempts at humour” (4: 232).  See “Nobodaddy” in Damon’s Blake Dictionary (301). 
12  E500-01, N1.  Dated by Erdman (Introduction 55). 
13  Inspired by Marriage plate 11, Bloom defends reading Yahweh as a purely literary character in the revisionist 
Book of J (1990), which speculatively attempts to isolate a dominant but intermittent strain of the Pentateuch: 

If the history of religion is the process of choosing forms of worship from poetic tales, in the West that 
history . . . is the worship, in greatly modified and revised forms, of an extraordinarily wayward and uncanny 
literary character, J’s Yahweh . . . .  [A] very complex and troublesome extended metaphor or figure of 
speech and thought[,] . . . Yahweh [is] at once human-all-too-human, even childlike, even childish, and yet    
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whom Blake transforms into the main antagonist of the Bible of Hell.  When Blake suggests that 

“Jehovah of the Bible” is a demon (MHH 6; E35), he uses a popular name for God in the West, 

though it appears rarely in the Bible.  “Jehovah” is a medieval Anglicization of the 

Tetragrammaton YHWH (or Yahweh), the Hebrew Scriptures’ most common name for the God 

of Abraham and Moses, translated in the KJV as “the LORD.”  
14  “God” in the KJV usually 

translates the plural “Elohim,” who appears in the first Genesis Creation account (1:1-2:4a), 

whereas the combined form “LORD God” (יֱהִֹוה ֱאלִהים, or Yahweh-Elohim) appears in the second 

(2:4b to 3:24).  Finally, “the LORD” (Yahweh) alone prevails for the most part from Genesis 4:1 

onwards.15  An infernal reading of the Bible might take these nominal transitions as code for a 

usurpation in which the Antichrist replaces the Deity with a mythic demiurge.16 

 Blake was astute enough as reader not to have needed Geddes’s Fragment Hypothesis to see 

that these differently-named deities represent different characterizations of God throughout the 

Bible.  Though he could not have known that these variations originated from different authors 

(see §4.6 above), later biblical scholars agreed that the second Creation narrative in Genesis was 

written first by the Yahwist (J) around the tenth century BCE and was revised by the Elohist (E) 

around the ninth, whereas the first Creation narrative featuring Elohim was written by the 
                                                                                                                                                                                           

. . . grown up to be benignly powerful but also eccentrically irascible . . . .  [He is] a lively fellow, dynamic in 
the extreme, who has very little in common with the God of the Priestly Author or of Jeremiah.  (12, 26, 31). 

For Bloom, the more militaristic characterization of Yahweh was a revision introduced by the Court Historian (32). 
14  Metzger xiii.  “Jehovah” (יֱהִֹוה) appears seven times throughout the KJV, primarily when God presents himself for 
the first time by that name: “God spake unto Moses, and said unto him, I am the LORD: And I appeared unto 
Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, by the name of God Almighty, but by my name JEHOVAH was I not known to 
them.  And I have also established my covenant with them, to give them the land of Canaan” (Ex. 6:2-4).  See also 
Gen. 22:14, Ex. 17:15, Jgs. 6:24, Ps. 83:18, and Isa. 12:2 and 26:4.  Like “Jehovah,” “Yahweh” is a modern 
Anglicization that approximates the pronunciation of the Tetragrammaton by blending the consonants of the 
unpointed YHWH (יהוה) with the vowels in the honorific title Aḏōnáy (ֲאדֹנָי, “my lord”) to make the pointed יְהָֹוה, or 
Yəhōwāh (OED).  For explanations of these translation details available to Blake or contemporaries with whom he 
may have spoken on the matter, see the entries for “Adonai,” “God,” and “Jehovah” in Broughton (1: 17, 447, 509). 
 appears 6,518 times in the traditional Masoretic Text of the Hebrew Scriptures (the orthodox (Yahweh) יְהָֹוה   15
version of the Tanakh), יֱהִֹוה (Jehovah) 305 times, and ֱאלִהים (Elohim) 2570 times (F. Brown 43, 217). 
16  Bloom calls Urizen “the cosmic demiurge” “and oppressive sky-god of Blake’s pantheon” who, like Winter in 
Poetical Sketches (E410), “is a spirit freezing up life, confining it in strict boundaries” with a “vision that 
emphasizes the horizon of thought (hence his name), the reductive tendency that wishes to bind us down to . . . the 
groaning rocks of world in which we brood only on ourselves” (Apocalypse 17). 
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“Priestly” author (P) around the sixth century BCE.  P is “precise, repetitive, and largely 

abstract,” whereas the more “vivid and pictorial” J makes P’s narrative look “austere” and 

“prosaic.”  “In P the Deity is a concept, in J a person,” an anthropomorphic god (J. Evans 11).  

In P the time-oriented sky-god Elohim wills the universe into existence over six days, creating, 

the earth, vegetation, beasts, then man and woman together on the last day (Gen. 1:12, 1:20-21, 

1:26-27).  But J’s more terrestrial, spatially oriented Yahweh-Elohim creates in a different order 

without a timeline, starting with man (“Adam”) alone before planting vegetation, creating beasts, 

and finally forming woman from Adam’s rib (2:7-9, 2:19, 2:22).  Whereas Elohim’s 

involvement ends with the act of Creation, Yahweh-Elohim is an on-the-ground interventionist 

“walking in the garden in the cool of the day” (3:8).  Even after Adam and Eve’s disobedience, 

Yahweh continues to manage the early history of post-lapsarian humanity and the Israelites 

throughout the Pentateuch in a kingly fashion.  He heroically leads his chosen people out of 

bondage in Egypt, but then leads them into greater bondage (as Blake saw it) under his Law, and 

tyrannically orders their invasion of Canaan via his priestly judges and military generals: Moses, 

Aaron, Joshua, and Judah.  The differences between Yahweh and Elohim are significant, and 

Blake’s Nobodaddy and Urizen are clearly founded on Yahweh’s character. 

 To understand why Blake depicts Nobodaddy as obsessed with “war & slaughtering,” we 

must read Yahweh’s actions in the Bible critically, according to the skeptical or diabolical 

hermeneutic of the narrator and Angel-become-Devil in The Marriage, of Paine in The Age of 

Reason (see the present chapter’s epigraph above), or of Blake in his Watson Annotations.17  

Though “reading the Bible in the infernal or diabolical sense” (24; E44) sounds satanic, in 

Blake’s practice it means reading the Bible in sympathy with Yahweh’s victims (see §8.2 above) 

                                                           
17  Frye defends such a reading in Fearful Symmetry, saying that Blake cannot be understood “without 
understanding how he read the Bible, and to do this properly one must read [it] oneself with Blake’s eyes” (11). 
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rather than in sympathy with its conquerors, according to the biblical authors’ Israelite bias.  

Blake later complained that the biblical God was “a very Cruel Being,” 18  but the Old Testament 

reveals him to be nothing short of an anti-Semitic serial mass-murderer. 

 Yahweh commits genocide against Semitic peoples19 in at least 151 incidents throughout the 

Bible.  Ninety-one of these include body counts, which attribute a sum of at least 2,435,896 

fatalities to Yahweh.  Uncounted atrocities push the total estimate into the tens of millions, most 

of whom perish in the Deluge that drowned the world population (except Noah and his family) 

in 2348 BCE.20  These killings may be divided into those that Yahweh performs directly, those 

that he orders others to perform (see p. 109n22 above), and those of which he merely approves.  

Yahweh kills people directly in fifty-eight incidents, and the thirty-five of these that give body 

counts attribute 873,817 fatalities to him.  Nearly twenty such killings are summary executions 

of disobedient individuals, but Yahweh prefers economies of scale, using floods, plagues, 

famines, fires, droughts, meteorites, hailstorms, lightning, lions, bears, earthquakes, sinkholes, 

and even hemorrhoids to exterminate populations.21  Of course, the scriptural authors were prone 

                                                           
18  Written in Blake’s 1810 Vision of the Last Judgment essay in the Notebook: “the Creator of this World is a very 
Cruel Being[,] & being a Worshipper of Christ I cannot help saying[, ‘]the Son O how unlike the Father[.]  First 
God Almighty comes with a Thump on the Head Then Jesus Christ comes with a balm to heal it[’]” (N94; E565) 
19  I mean this in the wide sense used by Schlözer (1781) when he coined “Semitic” to refer to Central Asian 
ethnicities defined by a common language group that includes Hebrew, Arabic, Aramaic, and others (8: 161). 
20  This number depends on estimates of the global population when the Flood supposedly happened.  From his 
calculations of biblical genealogy, the Irish Archbishop James Ussher dated the Creation to be 4,004 years before 
Christ’s birth, and the Deluge to be 1,656 years after the Creation, thus dating it 2348 BCE (3).  Though it is difficult 
for modern demographic archaeologists to estimate the global human population for 2348 BCE, the Atlas of World 
Population History gives approximately 20 million for the early Bronze Age—that is, between about 14 million 
people in 3,000 BCE and about 27 million in 2,000 BCE (McEvedy 344). 

Below the declaration “All deities reside in the human breast” (MHH 11; E38), Blake depicts this persecuting 
God hovering over the Flood waves, and develops the motif further in the design for Yahweh in the background to 
“The Fertilization of Egypt” in Erasmus Darwin’s The Botanic Garden (C67-69), and again as Urizen persecuting 
Oothoon under the covenant rainbow on the title plate of Visions (see Fig. 28 below). 
21  After Yahweh’s near-extermination of the human race in the Deluge, he plagues “Pharaoh and his house” (Gen. 
12:17); kills “all the inhabitants” of Sodom and Gomorrah and turns Lot’s wife into salt (Gen. 19:24-26); kills Er 
and Onan (Gen. 38:7-10); starves untold multitudes to death in a global famine (41:54-57); kills all Egyptians with 
hail/fire from heaven (Ex. 9:18-26); plagues all firstborn Egyptians (12:29-30); drowns 600< Egyptian soldiers   
(Ex. 14:26-28); plagues countless Israelite idolaters (Ex. 32:35); torches Aaron’s 2 sons (Lev. 10:1-3), countless 
Israelites, and then numerous more Israelite complainers (Num. 11:1, 11:33); plagues 10 Israelite spies (Num. 
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to exaggerate in boasting of Yahweh’s destructive powers and in using his divinity to justify the 

eighty occasions in which Israelites kill both their own people and neighbouring tribes. 

 Of the thirteen occasions where Yahweh merely approves of others’ killings,22 the one 

where he endorses Satan’s slaying of Job’s slaves is the most interesting to an “infernal” reading.  

These are the only killings in the Bible attributed to Satan, and Yahweh not only enables them, 

but also directly participates in the killing spree.23  If “satanic” means “extremely wicked” 

(OED) and if “wicked” means murdering or otherwise hindering and inflicting suffering on 

others, which Blake expressly condemned as vice (E601), then the implication of such theodicy 

is that Satan is, by extension, an integral aspect of Yahweh (see p. 380n1 below). 

 To a contrarian like Blake, Yahweh’s persecution even of his chosen (but often non-

compliant) people makes him a vexed choice for monotheistic worship, but he forces himself on 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
14:36-37); buries 12< Israelite idolaters in a sinkhole (Num. 16:31-33); torches 250 Israelite incense burners and 
14,700 more complainers (Num. 16:35, 16:41-49); poisons countless more Israelite complainers with snakebites 
(Num. 21:5-6); plagues 24,000 Israelite idolaters (25:9); exterminates all Israelite soldiers and Zamzummim giants 
(Dt. 2:14-16, 2:20-23); kills countless Amorites (Josh. 10:10-11) and Mesopotamians (Jgs. 3:7-10); has multitudes 
of Midianites slay each other (Jgs. 7:22-25); kills Abimelech and 1,000< Sechemites (9:22-57); plagues countless 
Philistines with killer “emerods,” or haemorrhoids (1 Sam. 5:6-12); kills 50,070 Israelites (6:19) and 1,000 
Philistines (1 Sam. 7:10); has countless Philistines slay each other (14:20); kills Nabal (25:38), Uzzah the ark-bearer 
(2 Sam. 6:6-7), and David’s infant child (12:14-18); starves countless Israelites to death in a famine (2 Sam. 21:1); 
plagues 70,000< Israelites with pestilence (2 Sam. 24:15, 1 Chr. 21:14); mauls an Israelite prophet to death with a 
lion (1 Kgs. 13:24-26); plagues Jeroboam’s son (14:10-17); kills countless Israelites by drought (1 Kgs. 17:1, Luke 
5:25, James 5:17-18); crushes 27,000 Syrians under a wall and mauls to death a prophet’s peaceful Israelite 
neighbour with a lion (1 Kgs. 20:30, 20:35-36); torches 102 Israelites and kills Ahazia (2 Kgs. 1:10, 15-17); mauls 
42 children with she-bears for making fun of Elisha’s baldness (2 Kgs. 2:23-24); starves multitudes to death in a 
global famine (2 Kgs. 8:1), mauls several Israelite idolaters with lions (2 Kgs. 17:25-26); kills 185,000 Assyrians   
(2 Kgs. 19:35), Jeroboam (2 Chr. 13:20), roughly half a million Ethiopians (14:12), countless Ammonites and 
Moabites (2 Chr. 20:22-24), Jehoram and his sons (21:18-19, 22:1), Joash, his princes, his army (24:23-25), and 
Ahaz (2 Chr. 28:5); torches the remnant of Job’s slaves (Job 1:16), crushes Job’s 10 children in their hurricane-
ravaged house via Satan (1:18-19); and kills Hananiah (Jer. 28:16-17), Ezekiel’s wife (Ez. 24:15-18), and Herod 
(Acts 12:23).  Many of these are catalogued by Wells throughout Drunk with Blood (2010). 
22  Though he does not kill them directly or expressly order it, Yahweh approves of the killing of many Sodomite 
soldiers (Gen. 14:8-20), an Israelite man and Midianite woman (Num. 25:7-8), Midianite widows and boys (Num. 
31:14-18); Israelite soldiers killed at Ai (Josh. 7:5); Sisera (Jgs. 4:21), 42,000 Ephraimites (Jgs. 12:4-7), an untold 
number of Philistines (Jgs. 15:8), a Benjamite concubine (Jgs. 19:29), Saul’s seven sons (2 Sam. 21:6-9), Zimri      
(1 Kgs. 16:18-19), 450 priests of Baal (1 Kgs. 18:40), and all of Job’s slaves (Job 1:14-15, 1:17). 
23  Yahweh gives Satan leave to do with Job’s fortune what he wants in order to turn Job against God, except that 
Satan may not physically abuse him: “all that he hath is in thy power; only upon himself put not forth thine hand” 
(Job. 1:12).  The killing of some of Job’s servants by Sabeans and then by Chaldeans may have been arranged by 
Satan, but the rest are attributed to God: “The fire of God is fallen from heaven, and hath burned up [Job’s] sheep, 
and the servants, and consumed them” (1:15-17).  The “great wind” that collapses Job’s house and kills his ten 
children also appears to come from Yahweh himself, for “the LORD hath taken [them] away” (1:19, 1:21). 
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people by intimidation and indoctrination.  The Scriptures’ justification for Yahweh’s 

executions, massacres, exterminations, and wars of plunder is that the victims were wicked for 

worshipping other gods or living on lands that he promised to Abraham and his descendents.  

Blake puts his criticism of such persecution in Ezekiel’s zealous mouth: “we so loved our God 

that we cursed in his name all the deities of surrounding nations, and asserted that they had 

rebelled” (MHH 13; E39).  Yet the Israelites too often rebelled themselves by lapsing into the 

worship of other gods and idols, habitually breaking Yahweh’s covenant and otherwise doing 

sundry “evil in the sight of the LORD.”  
24  For their attempts to worship other gods, Yahweh kills 

at least 881,566 of his own chosen people in seventy-nine incidents either directly, or by 

drawing them into internecine and tribal warfare.  The total may be well over a million including 

uncounted fatalities.25  Blake’s characterizations of Nobodaddy and Urizen suggest that he read 

this intimidating résumé of Yahweh’s violence, as well as the jealousy motivating it, much as 

Paine did: as the conduct, not of God, but of a bloodthirsty “demon” and wily pretender to the 

title of supreme godhead.  Blake thus introduces Urizen as a “mistaken Demon of heaven” in 

Visions of the Daughters of Albion (see §9.4 below). 

 Of course, it was dangerous to say any of this in print, so it is rare to find scathing critiques 

of Yahweh prior to Paine’s Age of Reason, even if they are coded like the c. 1793 invention of 

Urizen.  Geddes was a lone exception in The Holy Bible Faithfully Translated (1792).26  Its 

publication by Joseph Johnson may have inspired Blake to proceed with a continuation of The 

                                                           
24  Concordances show that “evil in the sight of the LORD” occurs forty-four times throughout the Bible. 
25  Cross-reference the following with 109n22 and 296n21 for details: Gen. 19:26, 38:7-10; Ex. 32:26-28, 32:35; 
Lev. 10:1-3, 24:10-23; Num. 11:1, 11:33, 14:36-37, 15:32-36, 16:31-35, 16:41-49, 21:5-6, 25:7-8, 25:9; Dt. 2:14-
16; Josh 7:5, 7:24-25; Jgs. 11:39, 16:29-30, 19:29, 20:35-37, 21:10-11; 1 Sam. 4:1-18, 6:19, 25:38, 31:2-6 (and       
1 Chr. 10:6); 2 Sam 4:12, 6:6-7, 12:14-18, 21:1-9, 24:15 (and 1 Chr. 21:14); 1 Kgs. 2:24-46, 13:24-26, 14:10-17, 
15:29, 16:8-19, 17:1 (and Luke 4:25, James 5:17-18), 1 Kgs. 20:35-36, 20:42, 22:34-35; 2 Kgs. 1:10-17, 2:23-24, 
7:17-20, 9:24, 9:33-37, 10:6-18, 11:16-18, 17:25-26, 23:19-20; 2 Chr. 13:15-20, 21:18-19, 22:1, 22:7-9, 24:23-25, 
25:3-4, 25:21-22, 25:27, 28:5-7, 36:16-17; Job 1:14-19; Jer. 28:16-17; Ez. 24:15-18; Acts 12:23, and Rom. 8:32. 
26  Source suggested by Mee (Enthusiasm 166n7).  See §4.9 above for more on Geddes’s Bible. 
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Marriage’s counter-myth, for Geddes boldly criticized the “GOD of Moses,” calling him 

an irascible and avenging God, who consumeth like a devouring fire [Dt. 9:3]; who 
maketh his arrows drunk with the blood of his enemies, and his sword satiated with 
their flesh [Dt. 32:42].  He is even said to harden . . . the hearts of wicked men, that 
he may take more flagrant vengeance of them [Ex. 4:21, 7:3, 10:1, 11:10; Dt. 2:30].  
Indeed, the whole tenor of the Pentateuch convinces me, that the more ancient 
Hebrews were real anthropomorphites: and to this alone, I think, we are to ascribe all 
those expressions . . . that seemingly degrade the Deity.  At any rate, all such 
expressions must be considered as metaphorical imagery, adapted to the ideas of a 
stupid, carnal people.  (xii; scriptural quotations as italics in original; I have inserted 
biblical citations from Geddes’s footnotes) 
 

Geddes does not say that Yahweh himself is a metaphor or a fiction, but he does assert that 

Yahweh is a gross distortion of the Deity.  Paine’s harder line in The Age of Reason and Blake’s 

in the Watson Annotations suggest their familiarity with Geddes’s daring assessment.  All three 

boldly flouted English blasphemy laws in committing these criticisms to paper, hence Blake’s 

claim that “To defend the Bible in this year 1798 would cost a man his life” (E611).  His control 

over the sale of his limited-edition books, however, provided some protection from prosecution.  

 If Yahweh was a mobile signifier in being used to justify the various iniquities of men 

throughout history, like Defoe’s Devil, he could be re-written.  Rather than express his anti-

Yahwism polemically like Geddes or Paine, Blake instead began writing a new biblical myth to 

expose Yahweh as the Antichrist of his actions, rather than as the benevolent God of his 

reputation.  Such indirection required that Blake be the sheep in wolf’s clothing, contending with 

Yahweh in the guise of the persecuted Devil.27  Blake is as careful in his use of divine names as 

he is in his distinction between Satan and the Devil in The Marriage.  He normally avoids using 

the honorific term “the LORD” for God until the end of the Bible of Hell period,28 when he 

                                                           
27  In his copy of Lavater’s Aphorisms on Man, Blake underlined no. 244, “Who writes what he should tell, and 
dares not tell what he writes, is either like a wolf in sheep’s clothing, or like a sheep in a wolfs skin” (85).  Taking 
this to mean that a critical writer must write carefully and in code, Blake wrote beside this “Some cannot tell what 
they can write tho they dare” (E588). 
28  The surviving exceptions occur in his c. 1788-89 annotations to Swedenborg’s Heaven and Hell (E602) and 
Divine Love and Divine Wisdom, where he identifies “the Poetic Genius [as] the Lord” (10; E603). 
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reconfigures his revisionist mythos around an awareness of the difference between Elohim and 

Jehovah c. 1795-96.  Others, especially Geddes, had discussed this distinction before, and Blake 

maintains it to his dying days.29 

 Blake had to invent a new name to add Yahweh to his growing revisionist mythos.  In the 

revised version of Nobodaddy introduced in Visions, he settles on a name with KJV-Hebrew 

connotations, lampooning Yahweh as he did in Tiriel.  “Urizen” has long been read as a 

syncretistic portmanteau of “horizon” (from ὁρίζων, Gr. for a bound circle), the sky-god Uranus 

(Gr. Οὐρανός),30 and “your reason.” 
31  This suggests an Enlightenment God who binds humanity 

to the “same dull round” of empirical ratiocination (NNRb 10; E3), and cuts it off from divinity.  

                                                           
29  See the entry for “God” in Dictionary of All Religions (1742), where Broughton explains the various divine 
names in the Tanakh, including El, Elohim, Adonai, Jah, and Jehovah (1: 447).  In Scripture Account of the 
Attributes and Worship of God (1750), Haynes explains that “Elohim” was grammatically singular despite its plural 
suffix (5), and was therefore identical to Yahweh (21-23).  Blake may have been introduced to Scripture Account 
when Joseph Johnson republished it in 1790.  However, Geddes provided yet more advanced scholarship on this 
topic in his Critical Remarks, to which he refers his reader in the explanatory notes to the opening verse of Genesis 
in his 1792 Holy Bible Faithfully Translated.  Geddes explains at length why the plural “Elohim” refers to the same 
God denoted by the later “Jehovah” (1-9).  It is possible that Geddes counselled Blake in these matters around the 
time of the 1792 publication of the new Bible translation or even prior to it. 
 The earliest indication that Blake understood the difference between Jehovah and Elohim comes in 1795 when 
he painted “Elohim Creating Adam”; though Butlin does not suspect the authority of the titling (B289), the editors 
of the Blake Archive online doubt that the title is his (“Editors’ Note”).  In The Four Zoas of the mid-to-late 1790s, 
Jehovah and Elohim are distinct yet related aspects of the divine, as two of the Seven Eyes of God representing 
different ages; see Damon (Philosophy 388-89), Percival (242-50), Frye (Symmetry 128-34), Adams (Blake 63), and 
Paley (Energy 135-41).  Blake complicated the picture by introducing the Angel of the Divine Presence in 1803 
(E729; see Rowland 26-27, 73-77), and continuing this complicated mythopoetics of divine naming in his later epics 
(M 27, 22:3, 44:32, 63:30; J 73:24; E171, 167, 193, 214, 228).  Milton, for instance, emphasizes the destructive 
aspect of Jehovah, whose Deluge places him in league with the thundering Molech (8:27; E102), based on the god 
of the Canaanites and Ammonites. 
 Blake maintained the distinction between Jehovah and Elohim through to the end of his life.  Robinson recalled 
that Blake corrected him when he spoke of the Genesis God: “I was triumphantly told that this was not Jehovah, but 
the Elohim and [Blake repeated] the doctrine of the Gnostics . . . with sufficient consistency to silence one so 
unlearned as myself”; the exchange left Robinson wondering, “Does Mr W think he can surpass Jehovah?” (qtd. in 
BR 701).  In his illuminated Genesis Manuscript of c. 1826-27, Blake likewise changed the second instance of 
“God” in Gen. 3:5 (“ye shall be as God, knowing good and evil”) to “Gods” and added “(Elohim)” after it, 
indicating his knowledge that “God” in Gen. 3:5 is the plural ֱאלִהים (Elohim).  See Summerfield’s “Blake and the 
Names Divine” (1981) for more on Blake’s evolving revisionist mythos of God. 
30  D. Plowman connected “Urizen” with the Greek in a footnote to a Urizen facsimile edition (17).  Pierce gave this 
reading a more developed endorsement in “Etymology as Explanation in Blake” (395-96). 
31  See “Urizen” in Damon’s Blake Dictionary.  In Literal Imagination (1983), Hilton also suggests “your eyes in,” 
“ur-reason,” “you risen,” and “err-reason” as other possible cognates for “Urizen” (255).  Consider also that, in 
Blake’s mock-symposium satire An Island in the Moon (c. 1784-85), the stuttering character Inflammable Gass 
exclaims, “Your reason Your reason” when defending some scientific discourses against the attacks of the 
Antiquarian.  “I'll give you an example for your reason,” says the Antiquarian, but trails off (E450). 
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It also suggests a God bound by his own constrictive scheme.  A later Notebook couplet, “To 

God” challenges this conception of the Deity: “If you have formd a Circle to go into / Go into it 

yourself & see how you would do” (N73; E516). 

 Some have suggested a direct Hebraic origin for “Urizen,” which is tempting but 

problematic.  Howard claims that it is based on “אור רזון (UR RZON),” which he claims means 

“light prince” (Poetics 246n5), though it actually results in the nonsensical “light leanness” or 

“thinness of light” (F. Brown 21-22, 931).  Spector hones this idea to say that “Urizen” derives 

from רזן (razon), meaning “to weigh” and, in noun form, “A counsellor,” “ rationality” and 

“Reason” (“Reasons” 147), according to John Parkhurst’s 1762 Hebrew and English Lexicon 

(762).32  The Lexicon has no English-to-Hebrew index, however, nor does it include 

transliterations; Spector supplies “razon” herself without explaining that it does not come from 

Parkhurst.  These attributions presume that Blake was literate enough in Hebrew to use it by 

1792, which is highly unlikely.  Nonetheless, it was important that Blake’s counter-myth of 

origins be a mock-KJV Hebrew name because Hebrew was viewed as the root of all languages.33 

 It is more probable that Blake drew from sources closer at hand, fashioning “Urizen” from 

Semitic place-name transliterations of “Ur” and “Sin” in the KJV and the pseudo-scholarship of 

Bryant’s Ancient Mythology,34 where these two phonemes signify the origins of both 

monotheism and the Law.  Bryant’s etymology-based method of historical inquiry proved how 

easy (and erroneous) it was to conflate phonemes with mythemes by shifting vowels.  Because 

“Ur of the Chaldees” is the city-state out of which Yahweh brought Abram before promising 

                                                           
32  Tannenbaum calls Parkhurst’s Lexicon “the most widely read and respected Hebrew lexicon of the time” and 
notes that its Hutchinsonian (anti-Masorete) inflections would have appealed to Blake (T100, 315-16). 
33  Parkhurst claims in his Preface that “the language . . . communicated to the first man was . . . that Hebrew in 
which Moses wrote” (iv).  See Essick’s exploration of this idea in William Blake and the Language of Adam (1989). 
34  Bryant’s Ancient Mythology (see §4.5 above) was first identified as a source for “Urizen” in Blake and Modern 
Thought (1929) by Saurat, who says that Blake combined Ancient Mythology’s headings for “Ur (Aur, Our),” “Is, 
az, ees,” and “Zan” or “On, eon” which all refer to the Sun, fire, or light (61; Bryant 1: 13, 16, 26, 35). 
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him Canaan (Gen. 11:31, 15:7, and Neh. 9:7), Bryant locates the very origin of divination and 

world mythology there (2: 60n11, 134).  In the “Radicals” section on myth origins, Bryant 

associates Ur with ancient sun-worship and thus “the region from whence ancient writers began 

the history of mankind” (1: 123), its people being “the first constituted nation upon earth.  It is 

said of the patriarch Abraham, that he came from the city Ur of the Chasdim” (1: 133; cf. 3: 278-

82), south of Babylonia in Mesopotamia (modern-day Iraq): “The rout, [sic] which the Patriarch 

took, was the true way to [Canaan]: a circumference” (3:269), which recalls the Greek 

circumference (horizon).  Bryant associates Ur not only with fire worship,35 but also with 

Nebuchadnezzar, a Chaldean of Ur (Ezr. 5:12; Bryant 3: 288), whose bestial fall Blake depicts at 

the Marriage climax.  Out of these associations, Blake constructed Urizen as a mockery of 

Abraham’s invention of the monotheistic God (see §10.3 below). 

 The “zen” of “Urizen” could also derive from the biblical and Bryantian location where the 

Law was first delivered.  Yahweh imposed the Decalogue on the Israelites via Moses atop the 

main geological feature in the Wilderness of Sin (ִמְדַּבר ִסין, Midbar Sin),36 Mt. Sinai.  Ironically, 

Bryant and Blake were unaware of the link between Ur and Sin that historical anthropologists 

know today,37 but Bryant orientalized the connection to Ur by tracing the Japanese “S[h]into” 

religion and Chinese origin myths “Sin Num, and Sin Noo” back to Noah (3: 584).  This is very 

shoddy mythography, but Bryant’s reduction of world religions to a Semitic origin fascinated the 

teen Blake as he helped engrave Ancient Mythology in the 1770s. 

 In the mythopoetic bricolage of syncretistic phonemes that Blake assembled in his 

                                                           
35  Ibid. 1: 364; 2: 22, 185, 311; 3: 289, 431, and 454. 
36  Distinct from the Wilderness of Sin is the Desert of Zin (מדבר צין, or Midbar Tzin) in Kadesh (southern Judah) 
between the Amalekite and Edomite territories (Num. 13:21, 20:1, 27:14, 33:36, 34:3-4, Dt. 32:51, Josh. 15:1-3). 
37    The “Sin” of the “Wilderness of Sin” (Ex. 16:1, 17:1, Num. 33:11-12) was not known to be a transliteration of 
the Semitic-Akkadian moon-god Sin or Suen, the patron deity of the Ur city-state (M.G. Hall 36-41), until 
Baethgen’s Beiträdge zur semitischen Religionsgeschichte: der Gott Israel’s und die Götter der Heiden (106).  See 
the Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament (Ringgren 10: 219). 
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revisionist pantheon of the 1793-95 Lambeth Books, “Urizen” was the ideal name for a new 

myth of origins and the lost archetype of Yahweh because it signified the origin of myths.  It 

recombined Ur, the birthplace of Abrahamic monotheism, and the Desert of Sin where Yahweh 

contrived the sin-inducing Decalogue for Moses to deliver, according to Bryant and the Bible’s 

“poetic tales.”  With this new counter-myth of Yahweh in place, Blake was prepared to expose 

Mosaic Law as a “State Trick” and rewrite it according to the “dictates of Conscience.” 

 

 §9.3 – The Challenge of Revolutionary Violence in The Gates of Paradise and of Hell 

 Though For Children: The Gates of Paradise (May 1793)38 differs from the rest of the Bible 

of Hell by being an intaglio emblem book rather than an Illuminated Book of poetry, it marks a 

significant shift in Blake’s attitude to the Revolution.  In the spirit of eighteenth-century mock-

biblical satires described by Suarez, The Gates of Paradise draws upon the Absalom story of 

failed rebellion as a satire on contemporary politics rather than on the Bible.  Gates’s Yahweh-

like father figure is still a despot consistent with Tiriel, Nobodaddy, and Urizen, rather than a 

benevolent God, but the reactionary forces that he represents triumph rather than fall.  Like the 

Nobodaddy verses of 1792 and Visions of 1793, Gates protests the biblical God as the archetype 

of a violent and repressive historical process.  Following the September Massacres, execution of 

Louis XVI, and outbreak of war between Britain and France, The Gates of Paradise’s 

engagement with the problem of revolutionary violence and reactionary backlash shifts the Bible 

of Hell from anticipating the Revolution’s success to prophesying its failure.   

 In its heroic depiction of the devil in the “Fire” emblem (7)39 and the youth’s rebellion 

against the Yahweh-like father (10), Gates raises an expectation for climactic emancipation by 

                                                           
38  Sixteen of eighteen Gates plates are dated 17 May 1793; plates 1 and 16 (the title and “The Traveller”) are not. 
39  My citations correspond to the number of plates (1-18) rather than Blake’s pagination (1-16) begun on plate 3. 
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Fig. 25.  Gates, copy D (1793):
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being routed into hell (PL 1.221-
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40  The frontispiece inscription, “What is Man!”
magnify him? and . . . try him every moment? (Job 7:17
inscription, “I have said to the Worm, thou art my mother & my sister” (18) cl
“the grave is mine house: I have made my bed in the darkness.  I have said to corruption, Thou art my father: to the 
worm, Thou art my mother, and my sister” (Job 17:13
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antinomian diabolical inversion.  The freedom/confinement polarity

mental plates (4-7) that frame the emblem book’s narrative arc of a 

from the foetal worm of the frontispiece to the food of worms on
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The frontispiece inscription, “What is Man!” (1) alludes to Job’s lamentations: “What is man, that thou shouldest 
magnify him? and . . . try him every moment? (Job 7:17-18; cf. 15:14, Ps. 8:4, 144:3, Heb. 2:6).  The final plate’s 
inscription, “I have said to the Worm, thou art my mother & my sister” (18) clips another one of Job’s lamentations: 
“the grave is mine house: I have made my bed in the darkness.  I have said to corruption, Thou art my father: to the 
worm, Thou art my mother, and my sister” (Job 17:13-14), and the emblem is a straightforward illustr
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emblem book’s narrative arc of a 

to the food of worms on plate 18.40  
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differs from The Marriage’s because rebellion leads not
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the futility of political revolution in agreement with 

Contrary to a revisionist retelling of this episode,

its emblem’s rebellion.  The inscription “My Son! my Son!” quotes 

his son Absalom’s execution for mounting a coup against him (2

18:33).  Though not executed, the Gates youth is rebuked for his rebellion when his father, now 

“Aged Ignorance”), cruelly clips his wings, much as Isaac cursed

the “Song of Liberty” conclusion, the scene of the father trumping the son illustrates

the modern proverb “Old age and treachery will overcome youth and skill” (McKenzie 93)

copy D (1793): left: “Aged Ignorance” (plate 13);
“Does thy God” (14); right: “I have said to the Worm” (18)

boundless desire is represented by the emblem of a ladder to the moon 
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adult life, where, three plates later, he is an old man

(17), but also the end of Visions, where the Daughters of Albion 

failure of Oothoon’s protest.  The man’s dismal fate sets a precedent for the role of prophecy in 

the Bible of Hell from this point forward: 

 Gates uses biblical imagery 

discourage seeking liberty through violent revolution.  Where

                                                           
41  The Slough of Despond: Vide the Patriot’s Progress 
James Fox mired neck-deep in pessimism (in Bunyan this is the weight of one’s own sins) concerning the prospect 
of liberty, represented on the distant a hill as a garrison gate flying a tricolour flag marked “Libertas”; behind it, a 
ladder ascends to the moon as on plate 11 of 
Gillray’s gate, “The Straight Gate or the 
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eft: Gillray’s The Slough of Despond (1793); 
“I want! I want!” (11) from Gates, copy D (1793)

All that the youth is able to summon in the incarceration scene of plate 14

Oothoon in Visions, a protest against the punitive Old Testament G

The inscription “Does thy God O Priest take such vengeance as this?” (E265) undermines 

claim to represent the supreme Deity.  The priests’ God is not the sympathetic one

wrathful Nobodaddy.  The scene maps out not only the rest of the youth’s 

adult life, where, three plates later, he is an old man entering the sepulchre at “Death’s Door” 

, where the Daughters of Albion cower in fear following the 

othoon’s protest.  The man’s dismal fate sets a precedent for the role of prophecy in 

the Bible of Hell from this point forward: mainly to utter “honest indignation” (MHH

 not to subvert biblical dominion, as in The Marriage

liberty through violent revolution.  Whereas The Marriage ends with 

The Slough of Despond: Vide the Patriot’s Progress (2 Jan. 1793) depicts the Whig Opposition MP Charles 
deep in pessimism (in Bunyan this is the weight of one’s own sins) concerning the prospect 

d on the distant a hill as a garrison gate flying a tricolour flag marked “Libertas”; behind it, a 
ladder ascends to the moon as on plate 11 of The Gates of Paradise.  Blake’s title reconfigures the inscription on 
Gillray’s gate, “The Straight Gate or the way to the Patriot’s Paradise” (Erdman, Prophet 186-87).
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spiritual liberty triggered by political revolution, Gates ends dismally as if Job were to die before 

his fortune was restored.  The difference signals Blake’s flagging faith in political revolution as a 

means of turning the mundus inversus right-side up.  His other intaglio emblem book of the 

period, The History of England, ends with “A prospect of Liberty” following “The Cruelties 

used by Kings and Priests” (N116; E672), but, perhaps tellingly, it vanished.42  At the very least, 

the former existence of the two emblem books suggests that Blake was ambivalent about the 

prospects of historical revolution.  This ambivalence carries into Visions and the ensuing 

bifurcation of the Bible of Hell project into the Continental Prophecies and Urizen Books.  The 

implication of the titles (which are all that survive) of the final two plates of The History of 

England is that the whole of English history was moving towards an ameliorative conclusion 

after its brutal history, whereas biblical allusions in Gates imply that physical resistance to 

power is futile, because life is a Job-like struggle that ends only in death. 

 Given the bleak outlook of The Gates of Paradise, it would be fascinating to see how Blake 

intended to complement it with For Children: The Gates of Hell.  The title of The Gates of 

Paradise is ironic because the final plate suggests that death is a cyclic return to imprisonment in 

the earth (like a worm) rather an entrance to paradise.  Would The Gates of Hell upturn this with 

the kind of diabolical inversion used so effectively throughout The Marriage?  Was The Gates of 

Hell actually an early title for The History of England, and its ending an appropriate contrary to 

that of The Gates of Paradise?  It is impossible to know, since The Gates of Hell also survives 

only as a very rough-draft title-page sketch, along with a possible frontispiece sketch called “It is 

Deep Midnight” (Gilchrist, Life [1863] 2: 269, no. 135; B205).  Nonetheless, the sketch implies 
                                                           
42  Blake advertized the untraced History of England in his Prospectus catalogue To the Public (10 Oct. 1793) as “a 
small book of Engravings,” priced the same as the eighteen-plate Gates of Paradise at 3s (E693); the two intaglio 
emblem books are the last of the ten items listed.  Blake doubtless meant The History of England as a rival to David 
Hume’s work of the same title, perhaps for the same reason that he possibly began the Bible of Hell as a rival to 
Macklin’s Bible: because he was not employed in the project (see §6.3 above).  Blake drafted a list of his History’s 
subjects in his Notebook (N116; E672). 
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that Blake at least conceived of an external scheme of contraries for a Gates of Paradise and of 

Hell pair.  What survives of that pair still indicates the hairline fractures that would widen and 

pull the Bible of Hell project apart in response to the ongoing degeneracy of the French 

Revolution and the failed struggle for its English equivalent.  Given the authoritarian backlash in 

England, all hope for liberty in this life seems, in The Gates of Paradise, to be only for children. 

 

 §9.4 – Visions of the Daughters of Albion as a Revision of Misogynist Moral Law 

 As the first Illuminated Book sequel to The Marriage, Visions of the Daughters of Albion 

represents the first proper contribution in the honeymoon phase of the Bible of Hell.  It continues 

the counter-usurpation themes of the works of 1790-91 with revolutionary enthusiasm, but also 

engages with historical exigencies by incorporating elements from the 1792-93 works that 

struggle with the problems of revolutionary violence.  Visions extends the geo-political 

specificity of “A Song of Liberty” and The French Revolution with a critique of transatlantic 

colonialism, the Nobodaddy poems’ anti-Yahwism with a protest against Urizen as a 

misrecognized Antichrist, and the pessimism of The Gates of Paradise with a stalled revolution.  

Even though it has been the most overlooked of the Lambeth books for inclusion in the Bible of 

Hell, Visions meets all four Bible of Hell inclusion criteria described in Part I of this study.  It is 

an Illuminated Book that features diabolical inversion in Oothoon’s anti-patriarchal strategies, 

and functions in an external scheme of contraries with The Book of Thel, while internally 

extending the dramatic interplay of contrary worldviews like that in Marriage 4.  As a 

revisionist, mock-biblical prophecy, Visions protests the rapacity of State Religion and the 

victim-blaming injustice of the Old Testament’s One Law regime, but also undermines the 

efforts of its dispossessed heroine (a Christ type) to redeem fallen humanity through martyrdom 
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rather than through antinomian action, suggesting a reassessment of Marriage strategies. 

 Though arguments that Visions is a revision of Judges, the Song of Solomon, the Book of 

Enoch, and Ossian’s Oithóna are pertinent to a point,43 it is mainly (1) a satirical revision of 

Deuteronomistic rape law read as a metaphor for patriarchy’s absolute authority, and, following 

Geddes’s Apology for Slavery, (2) a protest of State Religion’s rapacious system of colonialism.  

In Visions, rape is both a literal act of sexual violence and a metaphor for the tyranny that 

extends across biblical and contemporaneous history.  By envisioning a sexual revolution in 

response to the rape, Visions continues The Marriage’s prophecy of the liberation of the body-

soul as a progression from contraries (see §8.3 above), but Oothoon’s martyrdom fails to save 

her sisters.  Oothoon repeats the ultimate revelation of The Marriage—that “every thing that 

lives is Holy” 
44—to assert the dispossessed’s right to free sexual self-expression, but Visions 

ends more like “To Nobodaddy” than The Marriage.  Oothoon ultimately realizes that the 

apocalyptic consciousness required to perceive the holiness of all life is inaccessible to the vast 

majority of the laity because of their habitual internalization of subjection to the tyrannical God 

of the Bible and his repressive code in its Pentateuch.  Oothoon is able to free herself from this 

internalization to prophesy against State Religion, but her prophecy fails to convince others. 

 By making most of Visions obscure and pregnant with ambiguity,45 Blake captures the 

diverging interests within society that frustrate the cause of universal liberation.  Visions 

dramatizes the inaccessibility of a liberating consciousness in the communication breakdown of 

                                                           
43  Biblical analogues are discussed below.  The prose “Oithóna: A Poem” was first published in Macpheron’s 
Ossian forgery Fingal, an Ancient Epic Poem, in Six Books: Together with Several other Poems (1762) and 
republished on its own in revised verse form as Oithóna: A Dramatic Poem (1768).  Though Frye warned that 
“there is little in that very conventional story of a romantic heroine’s preference of death to dishonour to remind us 
of Blake, except insofar as Blake may have been protesting against it” (Symmetry 238), many have since discussed 
numerous analogues between it and Visions (e.g., Raine, Tradition 1: 74; EEV 229-30). 
44  MHH 27, VDA 11:10; E45, 51.  My Visions citations follow the plate numbering in The Early Illuminated Books 
(1-11) rather than Erdman’s Complete Poetry and Prose (i-iii, 1-8), but give page references to the latter (“E”). 
45  The ambiguity begins even with the title’s preposition: is it Visions by the Daughters of Albion or about them?  
The same ambiguity attends every biblical “Book of . . . ,” as well as the “Bible of Hell” itself. 
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its three main characters throughout.46  With competing, mutually incomprehensible monologues 

rather than dialogue, the characters can never speak a common language of resistance.  In effect, 

Visions undermines naïve faith in revolution as a guarantor of liberty by shifting the goals set out 

in The Marriage to an ever-shrinking sphere of influence.  Visions is paradoxically international 

in scope, but individual in applicability.  Its critique of imperial colonialism, expressed as a 

revision of biblical rape law, collapses into a solipsism of individual liberation circumscribed by 

repressive historical forces.  Blake thus spreads the blame from State Religion onto the people 

who stand to gain their liberty, but whose myriad divergence of interests, evident in their failure 

to understand one another, effectively forestall the progress of reformation. 

 The internalization of Yahweh’s Law explains the persistence of tyranny.  Whereas The 

Marriage’s revisionist, antinomian Christ “acted from impulse: not from rules,” Judeo-Christian 

dogma has taught the opposite.  Herbert Marcuse (1955) theorized the internalization of 

authority by mixing Marxist analysis with “Freud’s hypothesis on the origin and perpetuation of 

guilt feeling,” which “explains the ‘identification’ of those who revolt with the power against 

which they revolt” as “an instinctual process in which the human objects of domination 

reproduce their own repression.”  In his own way, Blake realized that a system of 

domination . . . “contains” the rebellion against domination. . . .  [R]ecurrent 
rebellions and revolutions have been followed by counterrevolutions and 
restorations.  From the slave revolts in the ancient world to the socialist revolution, 
the struggle of the oppressed has ended in establishing a new, “better” system of 
domination; progress has taken place through an improving chain of control. . . .  An 
element of self-defeat seems to be involved in this dynamic . . . [and thus] every 
revolution has also been a betrayed revolution.  (Marcuse 90-91)47 

                                                           
46  The dialogue throughout Visions is broken.  While Bromion, Oothoon, and Theotormon each speak in turn from 
4:18 to 11:10 (E46-51), none speaks directly to another, as illustrated in the frontispiece where all three are close 
together in “Bromions caves” but face different directions (5:5; Heffernan 8-9).  The result is that “the characters 
[wander] in their own circular interrogations rather than [converse]” (EEV 227). 
47  Source suggested by Aers (“Sex” 30).  Additionally, Althusser’s “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses 
(Notes toward an Investigation)” (1970) similarly theorizes the internalization of authority in Marxist terms, noting 
that public subjects are constituted by the regulating practices of ideological state apparatuses (ISAs) along a 
spectrum of public and private institutions as common and productive as the family and school, or as corrective and 
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By 1793, Blake realized that the French Revolution was following this pattern.  Visions begins 

by figuring colonial dominion as rape and goes on to model the only way of reclaiming one’s 

sovereignty from the biblical Law: by rewriting it. 

 There has been critical disagreement about the exact target of Visions’s biblical revision, 

however.  Considering recent and older scholarship that reads Visions as a revision of Judges 

11,48 Song of Solomon,49 or the Book of Enoch,50 it is surprising that no one has yet considered 

it as a rewriting of Deuteronomy rape law.  The arguments that Visions rewrites Judges or 

Solomon are flawed because of fundamental plot differences (EEV 230).  There is nothing in 

Visions like Jephthah’s ritual slaughter of his daughter on the basis of a deal he makes with 

Yahweh, and there is no father in Visions besides the remote “Father of jealousy” (10:12; E50), a 

parody of the “heavenly Father.”  If Oothoon is a scapegoat like Jephthah’s daughter, it is more 

through Christian self-sacrifice for the sake of the Daughters than for patriarchal authority.  

Visions shifts the emphasis so drastically from father to daughter that it no longer resembles 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
coercive as the police and court/prison system.  ISAs facilitate the internalization of authority so that normalized 
subjects become self-regulating (135-41, 160-65). 
48  In “‘A sick man’s dream’: Jephthath, Judges, and Blake’s Visions of the Daughters of Albion” (2007), Crafton 
argues that Visions revises the Jephthah story from the sacrificial daughter’s point of view in order to counter the 
traditional patriarchal assignment of women into subordinate roles.  Here, the father Jephthah is bifurcated into the 
characters Bromion and Theotormon (¶6, 10), though there is nothing fatherly in their conduct towards her aside 
from their general identity as patriarchs.  Also, both “female heroines . . . occupy a site of sacrifice in the narrative; 
both are constructs of virginity . . . , and the fate of both is the subject of fierce critical controversy caused partly by 
textual/rhetorical ambiguity” (¶9).  While Crafton’s second point is well taken, her first ignores the difference 
between rape and ritual sacrifice (the one involves ongoing oppression and victimization, the other liberation from 
oppression only in death), and her last pertains to responses to Blake and Judges rather than the works themselves. 
49  Though Damon did not extend any support for his claim in Philosophy and Symbols (1924) that “Visions of the 
Daughters of Albion would replace the Song of Solomon” (325), Helen Ellis attempted as much in her article 
“Blake’s ‘Bible of Hell’: Visions of the Daughters of Albion and The Song of Solomon” (1986). 
50  Rowland sees “more than a superficial resemblance to the [Book of Enoch’s] legend of the rape of the women by 
the sons of God [in] Visions” (117).  The rape in question occurs in antediluvian Genesis, where the angelic “sons of 
God . . . took them wives” among “the daughters of men [seeing] that they were fair” (6:2).  The apocryphal Book 
of Enoch, made available to Blake in translation from 1821 onwards from a manuscript brought to the Bodleian 
Library from Ethiopia in 1773, depicts this scene more as a sex crime than Genesis (1Eno. 7:1-7; Rowland 103-05).  
Blake was so enthused about the content of the Book of Enoch that he sketched illustrations for it in his final days.  
Because the Enoch apocryphon could not possibly have influenced Visions of the Daughters of Albion and the Gen. 
6:2 analogue is too tenuous, I leave discussion of their similarities to Rowland. 
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Judges 11.  Likewise, Oothoon’s failure to consummate her love with Theotormon is the 

opposite of the idealized union of Solomon and his bride, even with its minor interruptions.  The 

Song of Solomon indeed has no real plot to compare with Visions. 

 Granted, Blake likely drew from Judges 11 and the Song of Solomon specific expressions 

and motifs.  As Helen Ellis argues, Blake’s name for Oothoon’s sympathetic chorus, “the 

Daughters of Albion,” anglicizes both “the Daughters of Israel” (Jgs. 11:40) and “the Daughters 

of Jerusalem” (Song 1:5, 2:7, 3:5-10, 5:8-16, 8:4).  The interception of Oothoon’s attempt to 

give Theotormon her virginity seems to follow the sexually eager girl’s frustrated search for 

Solomon.51  And both Visions and Song glorify sexual love (Helen Ellis 24).  Also, the name 

“Theotormon” ends with the same phoneme as “Solomon,” and adds to it a syncretistic blend of 

the Greek for “god” (θεός, or theos) and the first syllable of the Hebrew word for “instruction” 

 ,the name for the Pentateuchal canon containing the Mosaic legal code (Damon ,(or Torah ,חוק)

Philosophy 329).  The nominal bricolage suggests that Theotormon is both the product and 

enforcer of that code.  He is tormented by God’s One Law and torments Bromion and Oothoon 

by binding them according to its dictates.  But these minor affinities with Judges 11 and Song of 

Solomon prompt a look elsewhere in the Bible for the target of Visions’s revision. 

 The Old Testament’s legal precedent for a virgin who is raped and then “bound / In spells of 

law to one she loaths” (VDA 8:21-22; E49) comes at Deuteronomy 22:28-29: 

If a man find a damsel that is a virgin, which is not betrothed, and lay hold on her, 
and lie with her, and they be found; Then the man that lay with her shall give unto 
the damsel’s father fifty shekels of silver, and she shall be his wife; because he hath 
humbled her, he may not put her away all his days.52 

                                                           
51  Oothoon’s expression “I turn my face to where my soul seeks” (4:13; E46) clearly echoes Solomon’s lover’s 
vow, “I will seek him whom my soul loveth,” though she “found him not” (Song 3:2).  Oothoon finds Theotormon, 
but only after she is intercepted and raped by Bromion (VDA 4:16).  Similarly, Solomon’s lover is attacked by the 
watchmen of the city, who possibly mistake her for a prostitute (Gill, Old Testament 4: 622) and gang-rape her: 
“they smote me, they wounded me; the keepers of the walls took away my veil from me” (Song 5:7). 
52  There is some semantic debate about whether “lay hold on her” (from  ְתָפָׂש, taphas) means “rape.”  Some 
translators unequivocally render taphas as “rape,” because it is strongly implied whenever taphas is followed by 
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Visions’s initiating incident may not exactly fit the circumstances of Deuteronomy 22:28-29 

because the Law pertains to virgins who are not engaged to be married, whereas Oothoon may 

be betrothed to Theotormon.  In flying towards him with the “pluck’d” flower of her virginity 

(VDA 4:11-13; E46), it is unclear whether she seeks an engagement, marriage, or simply 

consummation.  In any case, Theotormon assumes the role of a judge who, applying Yahweh-

Urizen’s Law, prosecutes Bromion and Oothoon as if he (Theotormon) had not been betrothed to 

her: “the adulterate pair [are] / Bound back to back in Bromions caves” in a wedlock that she 

calls “a sick mans dream” (5:4-5, 9:19; E46, 50). 

 Rather than mock the Law comically as Geddes did when he ended the burlesque Book of 

Zaknim with a joke about how the rapist must marry his victim,53 Visions expresses Oothoon’s 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
anah (ִעּנָּה, “humbled” in the KJV and “violated” in Geddes’s Bible).  The New International Version of 1978, for 
instance, renders Dt. 22:28-29 as “If a man happens to meet a virgin who is not pledged to be married and rapes her 
and they are discovered, he shall pay the girl’s father fifty shekels of silver.  He must marry the girl, for he has 
violated her.  He can never divorce her as long as he lives.”  Other expressions for rape in the Old Testament are 
likewise attended by anah, such as when Shechem rapes Dinah (Gen. 34:2) or Amnon his sister Tamar (2 Sam. 
13:14), which, as in Visions, is followed by the rapist blaming and scorning his innocent victim. 
 Some Biblical apologists argue that “lay hold on her” implies instead seduction leading to consensual 
intercourse, however, because it contrasts with a preceding ordinance against sex by “force” (ֶהֱחזִיק, chazaq) at 
22:25. Gill (1764), for instance, argues that Dt. 22:28 “is not expressive of a rape, as in [22:25] where a different 
word from this is there used; which signifies taking strong hold of her, and ravishing her by force” (Old Testament 
2: 89).  Dt. 22:23-29 states the Law for pre-marital sex, distinguishing between whether the female is betrothed or 
not and whether the intercourse is consensual.  If a virgin voluntarily has sex with a man other than her betrothed, 
the punishment is the same as if a wife commits adultery: the adulterate pair is stoned to death (22:23-24).  If a 
betrothed virgin is raped, however, then only the rapist is stoned to death (22:25-27).  Deuteronomy 22:28-29 deals 
with a variation regarding un-betrothed premarital sex, but it does not distinguish between consensual and non-
consensual conditions like the preceding ordinance.  The ambiguity suggests that the authors were unconcerned with 
whether a pre-engaged virgin has sexual intercourse consensually or not; either way, it is primarily a property crime 
against the girl’s father rather than a violation of her personal rights (she has none).  Rape or not, the father was seen 
as the victim in the eye of the Law if his daughter’s virginity was “stolen” out of wedlock, since virginity was held 
as a commodity.  Thus the father, as owner of his daughter’s virginity, had to be compensated for the devaluation of 
her marriage price. 
53  Geddes’s prose postscript to the mock-biblical Book of Zaknim, a satire against the Scalan seminary for not hiring 
him (see §5.3 above), explains why he should be hired despite his offense.  He refers to the seventeenth-century 
French poet Boileau, who was rejected for admission to the French Academy as punishment for satirizing it,  

on which a wit of the time observed that for that very reason he should be forced to be a member of the 
Academy, as the only reparation a man who has debauched a girl can make is to marry her.  Now, 
Gentlemen, if you want to punish me in a proper manner you should force me to be an administrator and 
oblige me to marry the prostitute by way of reparation.  (Geddes, “Book” 139) 

Geddes no doubt knew that Boileau here alludes to Mosaic Law designating the punishment for rape at Dt. 22:28-
29.  Anderson argues that the reference to Nicolas Boileau-Despréaux (1636-1711) indicates the influence of the 
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outrage at the injustice of condemning a sex-crime victim to a lifetime of bondage to her 

convicted rapist, dooming her to suffer trauma continually.  Blake rewrites the Law from the 

rape victim’s point of view, empowering Oothoon with expressions of self-determination.  

Visions picks up where Dt. 22:28-29 leaves off by imagining the personal conditions for a shift 

in sexual attitudes that would render irrelevant the Law’s continuing authority on moral matters. 

 Blake expands the geo-political scope of Visions as a protest against colonial rapacity.  It is 

well known that Visions was informed by John Gabriel Stedman’s Expedition against the 

Revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796), to which Blake contributed illustrative engravings based 

on field drawings by the author, a New World soldier of fortune in the 1770s.  Stedman had an 

affair with a Mulatto slave girl named Joanna, but, like Theotormon, was unable to rescue her 

from the clutches of European colonialism (1: 86 – 2: 380).  In Blake’s visions of Joanna as 

Oothoon, Stedman becomes her Bromion, an arrogant colonial marauder, slave owner (4:20-24; 

E46), and contrary of Theotormon, a missionary Puritan54 and punisher of both rapist and victim.  

Theotormon hypocritically ensures that Oothoon will suffer a lifetime of sexual abuse in a 

broken marriage that will inevitably involve Bromion’s whoring (9:10-17; E49)55 and Oothoon’s 

desire to murder him (8:21-32; E49).  Colonialism inevitably invites revolt, just as it did in 

Saint-Domingue in 1791.56  Leading the abolitionist charge in Britain, William Wilberforce was 

himself motivated by a Theotormon-like puritanical Christianity.  Like Stedman, he was unable 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
French models of mock-biblical burlesque that Geddes imitated in Zaknim (131). 
54  In a complaint about Theotormon’s unresponsiveness following her attempt to redeem herself for him through 
violent self-purification, Oothoon re-interprets the relationship of domination to which she submitted as a “worm 
feed[ing] on” the “Sweetest . . . fruit” (6:17; E47), echoing the anti-clerical Proverb of Hell, “As the catterpiller 
chooses the fairest leaves to lay her eggs on, so the priest lays his curse on the fairest joys” (MHH 9; E37). 
55  The connection between religious suppression of sexuality and prostitution was clearly expressed in Proverb of 
Hell 21: “Prisons are built with stones of Law, Brothels with bricks of Religion” (MHH 8; E36). 
56  The Haitian Revolution (1791-1804) was a slave revolt (one of many in the Americas) that, inspired by the 
French Revolution, resulted in a successful rebellion (a rarity) against French colonial masters starting in 1791.  By 
the time that Blake was composing Visions (presumably c. 1792-93), the British and Spanish had invaded Saint-
Domingue as an extension of their war on France, and the slave-revolt leader, Toussaint Louverture (1743?-1803), 
was also successful in repelling them.  See Louverture’s own writings in the anthology The Haitian Revolution 
(2008) or, for a modern overview, T.O. Ott’s The Haitian Revolution, 1789-1804 (1970). 
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to reform the system, being checked in Parliament by such pro-slavery apologists as Col. 

Tarleton,57 to whom Geddes dedicated a Swiftian mock-polemic, Apology for Slavery (1792). 

 Just as the announcement of the Bible of Hell in Blake’s Marriage follows Geddes’s 

Proposals for a New Translation of the Holy Bible (see §4.9 above), so Visions follows Geddes’s 

Apology for Slavery, an anti-slavery satire critical of how the Old Testament is used to justify 

modern injustice.58  The Apology’s outrageously callous apologist claims that there is no 

precedent for Humanity (personified) sympathizing with the victims of biblical atrocities over 

the Israelites, and therefore that she need not concern herself with the African slaves’ suffering: 

Was [Humanity] heard to cry, when . . . the robber Joshua . . . butchered the 
Canaanites, without distinction of sex or age, in order to take possession of their 
property without reserve [Josh. 6-11]? . . .  Was she heard to cry, when, at the desire 
of a bloody usurper, the heads of seventy regal youths were sent to him in baskets, as 
a pledge of allegiance [2 Kgs. 10:6-10]?  (13; biblical citations mine) 
 

The scurrilous apologist shows how the Bible not only condones slavery,59 but demands that 

Africans be slaves, since they descend from Ham (24-28), whose Canaanite progeny was 

eternally cursed to be Noah’s other sons’ (the Israelites’) servants because Ham saw his father 

Noah drunk and naked (Gen. 9:22-25).  Rather than overlook or even defend these racist origin 

myths of dominion, Geddes wryly indicts Mosaic Law as a dangerous code that excuses the 

unconscionable on behalf of private commercial interests.  He thus exposes the “Christianity” of 

modern State Religion as itself a betrayal of Christ.  The apologist argues that, like the 

unassailable “Laws of Self-Interest” (29), Religion (personified) condones slavery, or at least has 

                                                           
57  Sir Banastre Tarleton (1754-1833), the MP for Liverpool, vociferously defended slavery in Parliament (DNB ¶7-
8) against the campaigns of the puritanical abolitionist MP William Wilberforce (1759-1833; DNB ¶10-17). 
58  The only mention of An Apology for Slavery in Blake scholarship is a brief one in “Alluring the Heart of Virtue: 
Blake’s Europe” (1999), where Lincoln observes that “Geddes noted with irony that fellow abolitionists 
‘continually’ personified Nature as a ‘Matron of exquisite tender feelings’ weeping over the victims” (629; qtg. 
Geddes, Apology 9), but Lincoln does not connect Apology with Visions of the Daughters of Albion.  
59  The Apology speaker shows how the Bible condones slavery, not only because it praises patriarchs for owning 
slaves, but also because Mosaic Law allows Israelites to make slaves of captured gentile prisoners of war and even 
of their own people (Ex. 22:2-11, Lev. 25:39-40, and Dt. 15:12). 
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never truly established herself to raise any moral opposition to it.  A false religion of political 

factionalism has operated in Christ’s name (14-19), so that the bastard “Religion, such as she is 

in these latter days, [is] on our [pro-slavery] side of the question” (19). 

 What Geddes opposes through wry satire, Blake undermines by depicting the consequences 

of biblical rape law as being contrary to the repressive intentions of its founding myth.  

Oothoon’s first action after the rape is to internalize and repeat the violence in Puritan self-

mortification,60 as well as to mimic the obscurantist discourse of power modeled by Burke and 

represented by Bromion’s and Theotormon’s rhetorical questions and circumlocutions.  When 

Oothoon stops internalizing their subjection and draws the strength to protest her unjust bondage 

to Bromion, however, she directs her ire, not at the rapist, but at the source of Law and hierarchy 

of oppression: Urizen, whose “one law” (7:22; E48) unjustly equates victim and victimizer. 

 The second of Oothoon’s two rebellious outbursts against Urizen, “Father of jealousy, be 

thou accursed from the earth!” (10:12; E50), identifies him as “the jealous king” of “A Song of 

Liberty,” and hence with The Marriage’s demonic “Jehovah” (26; E44; see §8.3 above).  

Oothoon’s earlier apostrophe to Urizen calls him out as the dissembling Antichrist, though Blake 

is sufficiently circumspect to rename Yahweh before revealing his satanic identity: 

O Urizen! Creator of men! mistaken Demon of heaven: 
Thy joys are tears! thy labour vain, to form men to thine image. 
How can one joy absorb another? are not different joys 
Holy, eternal, infinite! and each joy is a Love.  (VDA 8:3-6; E48) 
 

Before Urizen became the main antagonist of the Continental Prophecies and Urizen Books, his 

brief appearances in Visions encode Blake’s critique of the God who vainly “created man in his 

own image,” and yet kept humanity inferior by forbidding it knowledge of good and evil (Gen. 

                                                           
60  See Crafton ¶14 for various interpretations of “Theotormons Eagles” that “prey upon her flesh.” 
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1:27, 2:17).61  As I hypothesized above (§9.2), Blake may have read the transition from Elohim 

to Yahweh in Genesis as the usurpation of a violent, punitive God upon a purely creative one.  

From the perspective of the oppressed Oothoon, this demiurge has been “mistaken” for the 

Almighty by the false consciousness of the laity. 

 “Mistaken” here also refers to Yahweh-Urizen’s delusion that a species with such a 

diversity of individual dispositions and beliefs could ever be counted upon to worship him and 

follow his Law exclusively.  The result of Urizen’s obsessive control, whereby he reduces 

everyone to subservience and homogeneity, is opposite his expectations.  Yahweh’s Law leads 

inevitably to disobedience and to his joys becoming woes.  Crime and punishment are the 

inevitable upshots of his indiscriminate Law, and so is the fetishizing of heterogeneity.  Blake 

(via Oothoon) counters the Yahweh myth not only by exposing him as a sad and hateful 

“Demon,” but also by affirming free love as a solution to the damaging effects of Moral Law. 

 If human diversity makes the One Law a totalitarian imposition that produces the very 

disobedience it proscribes (just as exploitation produces revolt), that diversity also undermines 

the possibility of any united opposition to the One Law, and thus frustrates the cause of reform.  

This recognition begins with Oothoon’s protest against her bondage to Bromion.  She uses 

relativistic arguments about the irreducible uniqueness of each individual’s fallen perception, 

and is reinforced by Bromion’s own lamentations in captivity (5:21-6:20, 7:12-24; E47-48).  She 

figures this revelation in terms of the infinite multiplicity of perception in the Creation; as she 

argues, the needs of every organism are as unique as its perceptions: “have not the mouse & frog 

                                                           
61  Later, in The Four Zoas, Blake would make the identification of Urizen as a revisionist counter-myth of Yahweh 
even more clear, with Los saying, “Our God is Urizen the King. King of the Heavenly hosts / We have no other God 
but he thou father of worms & clay” (4:48.15-16; E332), echoing the commandment, “thou shalt worship no other 
God” (Ex. 34:14), Luke’s description of God as “the highest” “of the heavenly host” (2:13-14), and Old Testament 
metaphors of God as a monarch of heaven, “sitting [up]on his throne,” with “all the host of heaven standing [by 
him] on his right hand and on his left” (1 Kgs. 22:19, 2 Chr. 18:18).  As Rowland puts it, “Blake criticised the 
ideology of the enthroned divinity because it offered a warrant for human political monarchy” (250n10). 
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/ Eyes and ears and sense of touch? yet are their habitations. / And their pursuits, as different as 

their forms and as their joys” (6:4-6; E47).  It is as if she used Jeremy Taylor’s Liberty of 

Prophesying (see §7.1 above) against Thomas Taylor’s satire A Vindication of the Rights of 

Brutes (1792), which mocks both Wollstonecraft and the idea that animals have consciousness 

(29-33).  Blake may also draw on Voltaire’s back-to-back entries for “Beauty” and “Beast” in 

his Philosophical Dictionary, where animals are feeling, intelligent creatures rather than 

Cartesian machines, and beauty is in the eye of the beholder: 

Ask a toad what is beauty, . . . he will answer you, that it is his female, with two 
large round eyes projecting out of its little head; a broad and flat neck, yellow belly, 
and dark brown back.  Ask a Guinea Negro; and with him beauty is a greasy black 
skin, hollow eyes, and a flat nose.  Put the question to the devil, and he will tell you, 
that beauty is a pair of horns, four claws, and a tail.  (31-32) 
 

Oothoon echoes Voltaire’s anaphora first on plate 6—“Ask the wild ass why he refuses burdens   

. . . .  Ask the blind worm . . . ask the rav’nous snake . . .” (VDA 6:7-11; E47)—and then applies 

the same logic of individual perception to people in yet another anaphora: 

How can the giver of gifts experience the delights of the merchant? 
How the industrious citizen the pains of the husbandman. 
How different far the fat fed hireling with hollow drum; 
Who buys whole corn fields into wastes, and sings upon the heath: 
How different their eye and ear! how different the world to them!  (8:10-16; E48) 
 

Like the “Holy Thursday” of Experience (E19), these lines expose economic inequality.  But 

Oothoon’s revelation of perceptual diversity results only in her being bound to a man who is also 

bound to one he loathes. 

 Adapting this idea of the relativism of fallen perception, Bromion similarly questions the 

One Law that reduces diversity to homogeneity, but his questioning also reveals how the One 

Law defuses concerted opposition by dividing oppressed subjects against one another.  He 

interrogates the Law that punitively binds him to Oothoon despite their being as different as the 
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lion and ox (7:22; E48), echoing The Marriage (24; E44) and Tiriel (8:9; E285).  The 

consequence of binding a girl “who burns with youth and knows no fixed lot . . . / In spells of 

law to one she loaths” is her “chilling murderous thoughts” (VDA 8:21-32; E49).  As The 

Marriage warned, “Expect poison from the standing water” (9; E37).  Oothoon and Bromion 

may be united in opposition to Urizen’s One Law, but that Law also divides them in mutual 

hatred and self-defeat, much as Yahweh divides the Israelites through internecine conflict.62 

 Oothoon’s “hymn to free love” (Bloom E900) subsequent to her epiphany on the infinite 

possibilities of desire is also consistent with the logic of The Marriage, which calls for “an 

improvement of sensual enjoyment” by deconstructing “the notion that man has a body distinct 

from his soul” (14; E39).  This is another critique that may be inspired by Voltaire: 

The sucker, or clapper, of a bellows is likewise called the soul of the bellows.  Well, 
what is this soul? it is only a name I have given to that . . . clapper, which falls down, 
lets in the air, and rising again, propels it through a pipe on my working the bellows.  
Here is no soul distinct from the machine itself.  (Philosophical Dictionary 31)63 
 

Oothoon’s purpose is to reverse the Fall and free human consciousness from its Platonic cave, 

and thus from its obsession with sin, personified as the “the cherub with his flaming sword . . . 

guard[ing] . . . the tree of life” (MHH 14; E39; Newlyn 141).  Oothoon believes that the body-

soul, an “open” state of infantile sensuality, can be recovered in spite of Theotormon’s 

Puritanical “subtil modesty” and “dissembl[ing]” (VDA 5:31-32, 9:4-8, 9:16; E47, 49), and in 

spite of the traumatic initiation into sexual maturity that makes her more than just a victim.  She 

is a Christ-like martyr like the Son of Fire, though the logic of redemption has changed. 

                                                           
62  On nearly thirty occasions, Yahweh orders Israelites to kill other Israelites, resulting in at least 688,296 fatalities.  
These executions and mass slaughters serve as warnings against disbelief and disobedience among the chosen 
people.  See Ex. 32:26-28; Lev. 24:10-23; Num. 15:32-26; Josh. 7:24-25; Jgs. 11:39, 20:35-37, 21:10-11; 2 Sam. 
4:12; 1 Kgs. 2:24-46, 15:29, 16:8-12, 20:42 (and 22:34-35); 2 Kgs. 7:17-20, 9:24, 9:33-37, 10:6-10, 10:11-18, 
11:16-18, 23:19-29; 2 Chr. 13:15-17, 22:7-9, 25:3-4, 21:22, 21:27, 28:6-7; and Rom. 8:32.  Cross-reference these 
citations with those in p. 109n22 above for brief descriptions of who kills who under Yahweh’s orders. 
63  Blake may have had Voltaire’s analogy in mind later in Jerusalem, where “Bellows are the Animal Lungs,” and 
the “Soul of Los” cannot be seen by “the Vegetated Mortal Eye’s perverted & single vision” (53:4, 53:11-12; E202). 
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 The diabolism of Visions is not quite like that of The Marriage, for there is no extended 

reclamation of the Devil as we see there and later in America’s Orc.  But Oothoon does repeat 

their rhetorical strategy of reappropriating slurs and deconstructing the binaries of power.  Just 

as radicals reclaimed the identity of the Devil when anti-Jacobins demonized them (see §3.3 

above), Oothoon reclaims the title “whore” in strategic opposition to Bromion defining her by 

sexual victimization.  Recent theories of feminist reclamation focus on the transvaluation of such 

common slurs as “dyke,” “bitch,” and “slut.” 
64  Oothoon likewise re-appropriates the insult that 

Bromion adds to injury when he calls her “harlot” (4:18; E46).  “Then is Oothoon a whore 

indeed!” she counters, “and all the virgin joys / Of life are harlots: and Theotormon is a sick 

mans dream” (9:18-19; E50).  In claiming that all virgins are harlots if she is one, Oothoon 

essentially counterfeits the “whore” label to devalue its currency by inflation, thereby rendering 

it a spent force, linguistically. 

 Rather than maintain this reclamation, however, Oothoon deconstructs the very notion of 

“whore” as a binary-defined social construction.  She refuses to be reified in sexual abjection: 

“But Oothoon is not so, a virgin fill’d with virgin fancies / Open to joy and to delight where ever 

beauty appears” (9:21-22; E50).  She recognizes that the pure/impure–virgin/whore binary chain, 

like the soul/body (see §8.3 above), is an error of fallen perception that must be expunged to 

liberate consciousness, as the narrator prophesies on plates 4 and 14 of The Marriage.  

                                                           
64  See §3.1 above.  The magazine Bitch: Feminist Response to Pop Culture (1996-present) and the SlutWalk 
phenomenon of 2011 are notable examples.  The latter case was a movement begun in Toronto as a protest march 
against the advice “Women should avoid dressing like sluts in order not to be victimized,” given by police Const. 
Michael Sanguinetti at a York University safety forum on 24 Jan. 2011.  Event organizer Sonya Barnett wanted “to 
use the walk to reclaim the word [‘slut’] and also demand that victim-shaming change” (“Toronto ‘Slut walk’ Takes 
to City Streets”).  The April 3rd march was replicated in as many as seventy-five other cities internationally, making 
it “the most successful feminist action of the past 20 years” (Valenti ¶2).  Its success was in using the reclamation of 
“slut” as a shock tactic to draw attention to the primary message (blame the perpetrator, not the victim) rather than 
to promote promiscuity per se.  However, others contended that the title “seems to accept [the] binary opposition of 
the ‘pure’ woman and the ‘slut’—but it simply reverses the polarity. . . .  [T]his cannot get us very far in challenging 
oppression” (Campbell ¶35).  Oothoon too realizes that simply reversing the binary does not lead to any lasting 
gains, as we shall see presently. 
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Reversing the polarity draws attention to the arbitrariness of the virgin/whore binary, but does 

not really destroy it.  Oothoon’s solution to achieving a post-binary, spiritualized sexual 

consciousness, following The Marriage’s inversion program (and possibly inspired by early 

Moravian education; see §4.2 above), is to re-brand sensuality itself as holy, and to de-stigmatize 

sexuality through indulgent excess. 

 Oothoon’s strategy for undermining the sexual repression that gives rise to rape looks good 

in theory, but is ambiguous and problematic.  Universal promiscuity would de-stigmatize sex 

through normalization, and so Oothoon proposes shameless indulgence in an excessive, “happy 

happy Love! free as the mountain wind!” as an ethic of sexual self-determination free from the 

religious repression that forces desire into the secretive masturbation of Theotormon’s “self-love 

that envies all.”  Committed to selfless free love, she promises to “catch” girls for Theotormon 

and “view their wanton play / In lovely copulation” (10:3-26; E50), though it is ambiguous 

whether she wants to participate in these orgies with Theotormon or merely watch them with 

him (Crafton ¶23).  Figuratively, Oothoon’s procurement and voyeurism could be the 

“improvement of sensual enjoyment” prophesied in The Marriage.65  Only by shifting from a 

literal to anagogic sexual coercion can Oothoon avoid undermining the very liberation she seeks. 

 Read critically, however, Oothoon’s procurement of girls for Theotormon reproduces 

something like the very act of sexual coercion against which she reacts.  The same obvious 

objections were levelled against the sexualized religion of the Ranters and Moravians, since the 

problem with such libertinism is that it privileges male gratification at female expense.66  Are the 

                                                           
65  As Heffernan argues, “Oothoon delights in all beautiful sights.  She copulates with them visually,” but it is 
mainly her “language [that] is copulative, open, and richly inclusive, embracing multiple meanings and multiple 
pleasures” in stark contrast with that of Bromion and Theotormon (10-11). 
66  Holland (1651) describes Ranter women as libertines: “They say that for one man to be tyed to one woman, or 
one woman to be tyed to one man, is a fruit of the curse; but, they say, we are freed from the curse; therefore it is 
our liberty to make use of whom we please” (4).  As Levy points out, however, free love in an age without 
“contraceptives doubtless robbed women of that equality” by “burden[ing] them with excessive childbearing” (151). 
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“nets and traps” that Oothoon uses to procure girls the same as the “nets & gins & traps” that the 

parson uses to exploit the farmer (8:17-18, 10:23-24; E49-50)?  Oothoon’s solution to the 

problem of patriarchal oppression is hopeful but flawed.  She has no practical idea of how to 

spread these paradoxically liberating nets of eroticism over all of the sons and daughters of 

Albion in a way that truly liberates them rather than leads them from one type of oppression to 

another, like Israelites passing from bondage in Egypt to bondage under Yahweh’s Law.  For 

Oothoon’s objective of true liberty, both sexes have to consent to revolution freely. 

 Several critics have likewise found fault with Oothoon’s apparent invitation to male 

domination over the female body.  For instance, Ellis (1986) asks, 

Is . . . Blake’s demonic version of the Song of Solomon only an eighteenth-century 
poet’s erotic dream of a harem? . . .  [F]or it only substitutes one form of slavery for 
another: surely Oothoon desires more than to be liberated from harlot into procuress 
(although one might note that this is a major career path for successful harlots).  (27) 
 

Anne K. Mellor likewise calls Oothoon’s liberation merely “a male fantasy that serves the 

interests only of the male libertine” (“Sex” 367), and indicts Blake for failing to “transcend the 

prevailing patriarchal assumption of his day concerning the appropriate function of the female” 

(“Blake’s Portrayal” 154).67  Oothoon’s failure to persuade the Daughters of Albion (and the 

critics) may reflect Blake’s frustration with attempts to lead the public out of the false 

consciousness of mundus inversus orthodoxy since The Marriage apparently failed to make any 

impact in the London book market.  A liberated consciousness is isolating if not shared. 

 Nonetheless, Oothoon ends her bid for sexual revolution with the refrain of The Marriage’s 

final word, promoting it to something like a religious mantra: “Arise and drink your bliss, for 

every thing that lives is holy!” (VDA 11:9-10; E51).  In the discrepancy between Oothoon’s 

                                                           
67  Peterson (1973) began this line of criticism (261-64), followed by Aers (“Sex” 31), Damrosch (197-201), 
Haigwood (“Blake’s Visions”), and Vogler (“An Un-Reading of Visions”).  Since the assaults of the 1980s, critics 
have returned to Oothoon’s defence, including Heffernan (10-18), Linkin (185, 190-93), and Crafton.  Chapman 
surveys Oothoon’s evolving reception in “Blake, Wollstonecraft, and the Inconsistency of Oothoon” (1997). 
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spirited calls to action and apparent paralysis (Peterson 258-64), this heroic affirmation made in 

spite of what she has suffered is nonetheless mired in pathos.  It heroically prophesies an 

inclusive holiness against the exclusions of the Bible and State Religion.  Blake (via Oothoon) 

rewrites Torah proscriptions concerning sexuality to fantasize a complete liberty of sexual self-

determination.  But the corrective fantasy is based on the realization that the laity’s faithful 

subscription to a hierarchy of holiness enables a priesthood “in deadly black, with hoarse note 

[to] curse the sons of joy” (MHH 27; E45), and thus to perpetuate sexual inequality and 

exploitation.  Does merely deconstructing a hierarchical system make for a successful vision?  

When the same multiplicity of perception that undermines the justification for the One Law 

doctrine likewise undermines the cause of universal liberty, a crisis emerges in the very 

objective of the Bible of Hell and its cause of reform. 

 Visions ends in something like Gillray’s “slough of despond” (see Fig. 27 above).  Unlike 

the Marriage conclusion’s triumphant glee, Visions ends with Oothoon isolated.  Though her 

rousing rallying cry sounds impressive, the last three lines’ revelation that she has to repeat 

herself daily turns her mantra of liberation into a lamentation, replacing its shock value with the 

pathos of an obsessive compulsion.  That the “Daughters of Albion hear her woes, & eccho back 

her sighs” (11:13; E51) indicates Blake’s pessimism about the women of England seizing their 

liberty rather than lamenting its loss.  Wollstonecraft was right: any real change in mentality 

required practical educational reform developed over time, not merely an enthusiastic rush to 

orgiastic excess (37-38, 92-93, 116, 252, 445-47).  Theotormon’s refusal to change also 

corresponds to the refusal of the State Religion establishment to take up the torch of spiritual 

revolution and reformation.  What Visions’s ending implies, then, is that perceptual liberation is 

possible only individually, not collectively and politically.  The effect of this realization is the 
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 Oothoon martyrs herself to the crushing powers of patriarchy in order to model to the 

compliant Daughters the possibility of a courageous self-emancipation.  At first glance her flight 

certainly appears to mimic that of the flying figure on the title plate, who condenses all three 

men—Theotormon, Bromion, and Urizen—into one.69  This unholy trinity terrorizes Oothoon, 

and her final flight in a posture imitating theirs suggests that she continues to carry the trauma of 

their affliction, especially as similar flames of desire well up from beneath her.  Yet her arms 

outstretched (rather than clutching herself) distinguish her from the composite pursuer on the 

title plate, suggesting at least her fantasy of liberation, since she appears to have escaped the 

confines of “Bromions caves” and flies over the “desart shore” below (VDA 5:5, 5:7; E46) as a 

revolutionary messiah.  If this represents her resolute hope, the infection of internalized violence 

nonetheless determines her attitude (in the dual sense of her lamentation and flight position). 

 Blake had twice depicted a figure in the same flight attitude as Oothoon prior to Visions, 

however, and this evolving figure helps identify the Urizenic demon of the title plate as an 

emblem of false divinity and Oothoon’s flight as one of unfulfilled revolution.  The motif began 

with Jehovah flying over the waves at the bottom of Marriage plate 11 (beneath a design of a 

sword-wielding priest subjugating the laity) and continued with the bearded, flying figure in the 

background of The Fertilization of Egypt (Roe 159-60), one of Blake’s engravings (after Henry 

Fuseli) for Darwin’s The Botanic Garden.  The rains coming from the cursing figure in the title-

page clouds represent the oppressive Law that followed the covenant rainbow (Gen. 9:16) and 

includes the very rape law discussed above.  The vision of Oothoon assuming the posture of the 

demonic legislator depicts her at an impasse where all she can do is imagine her liberty.  Though 

                                                           
69  The flying figure on the title plate clutches his person in the same manner as Theotormon on the frontispiece.  
The figure’s auto-immolation in the flames of desire associates him with Theotormon’s “self-love that envies all” 
(10:21; E50; cf. Wollstonecraft 252).  The figure’s pursuit of Oothoon (illustrating the moment before the rape at 
4:16; EEV 235) and likeness to the figure to whom Oothoon is bound on the frontispiece also identifies him with 
Bromion.  Finally, the figure’s demonic appearance suggests that he is Urizen, the “mistaken Demon of heaven.” 
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the final design suggests a transformation in her condition, there is no figure in front of her to 

represent the liberty she pursues.  Visions ends where The French Revolution began, with 

promethean prophets bound and yearning for liberty. 

 Biblically, Oothoon’s ultimate Marcusean or Althusserian internalization of Urizen’s regime 

of terror recalls Yahweh’s fantasy of installing a “new covenant” in his chosen people so that 

they could never disobey his will again.  Having recognized that the Israelites were hardly able 

to keep his external Law, Yahweh (via his prophets) threatens to put it “in their inward parts”: “I 

will put my spirit within you, and cause you to walk in my statues, . . . and keep my judgments” 

(Jer. 31:31-33, Isa. 36:27), effectively making them automatons (Rowland 207).  Such 

suppression of free will is a totalitarian “sick mans dream.”  A universal liberation of the spirit 

cannot succeed among people who have internalized the One Law and regulate themselves. 

 The ambiguous flight of Oothoon and cowering Daughters of Albion in the final tailpiece 

design ultimately suggest the splitting of Blake’s criticism to include the public for supporting 

tyranny’s institutions by obeying rather than opposing the authoritarian state like the Israelites 

do Yahweh’s authority in the Bible.  At best, they can imagine their liberty in protest, but fail to 

act on it.  Visions is thus both an ambivalent modelling of the means to emancipation on the 

personal level (rather than the political) and “honest indignation” toward the apathetic habits that 

prevent a perceptual revolution from spreading.  Visions extends The Marriage’s critical 

program of diabolism in portraying the psychology of internalized obedience.  But it also begins 

to show the fissures within the Bible of Hell program that would problematize the project. 

 Nonetheless, Visions represents the first successful delivery on The Marriage’s threat of a 

Bible of Hell, and its title even echoes the Bible of Hell’s subtitle.  If the title-page sketch “The 

Bible of Hell, in Nocturnal Visions collected. Vol. I. Lambeth” was composed c. 1791 as 
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Rossetti guessed (see §2.0 above), then Oothoon’s inconclusive “night of sighs” (5:38; E47) 

could be to this (possibly) first volume of the Bible of Hell what Daniel’s “night-visions” (7:7) 

are to the Old Testament.  Visions not only forms a trilogy with Tiriel and Thel (see p. 228n40 

above), but, in its transatlantic outlook, it also builds a bridge to America of the Continental 

Prophecies trilogy that Blake began composing around the same time and published in the same 

year.  Visions begins with Oothoon “sigh[ing] toward America” (4:2; E45), except that she is 

intercepted by Bromion, who, like British imperial power, is trying to reclaim America after 

losing it in the War of Independence.  Bromion declares, as George III and PM Lord North did 

in effect, “Thy soft American plains are mine” (4:21; E46).  The American continent was still 

seeking liberation from the vestiges of British power, and America a Prophecy delivers on that 

ongoing revolutionary impulse, as we shall see in the following chapter.  But Visions also builds 

a bridge to a series of books that destroys the very foundations of the Bible of Hell.  It thus 

marks a crucial transition between the early phase of the Bible of Hell that centripetally pulls 

something like a biblical canon together around a common liberal ethos, and a late phase that 

centrifugally pulls that quasi-canon apart as the liberal cause struggles with its self-defeat. 
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CHAPTER 10 
 

THE BIBLE OF HELL UNBOUND IN THE 1793-95 LAMBETH BOOKS 
 
 And these were the changes of Urizen.   (Urizen 4a:6) 
 
 
 Though it took three years, Blake began to deliver on The Marriage’s threat of a Bible of 

Hell with Visions and America a Prophecy (both 1793).  The latter initiates the Continental 

Prophecies, a trilogy that resumes the revision of Revelation begun in “A Song of Liberty.”  

Continued in Europe a Prophecy (1794) and The Song of Los (1795), the trilogy prophesies the 

spread of spiritual revolution from America to Europe and ends with a global apocalypse.  Blake 

complements this forward-looking trilogy with its contrary in the Urizen Books, a series of 

revisions of the Genesis myth of origins in which Yahweh figures as a demonic usurper whose 

monotheistic revolution is the basis of all despotism.  Together, The First Book of Urizen (1794) 

and its sequels The Book of Ahania and The Book of Los (both 1795) explain (1) the persistence 

of tyranny in human history by tracing its rootedness in the psychology of fallen perception, and 

thus (2) the corruption of, and authoritarian backlash to, the French Revolution.  Blake’s 1793-95 

Lambeth Books1 reflect his disillusionment with the suppression of dissent, with the increasingly 

distant prospect of liberty, and perhaps with his recognition of the Bible of Hell’s problems. 

 This chapter thus examines both the continuation and the dissolution of the Bible of Hell in 

the Lambeth Books.  Whereas The Marriage expressed the Bible of Hell’s counter-usurpation 

program in its most idealized form, the Lambeth Books complicate and undermine it with 

increasingly elaborate and inconsistent revisions of the Bible’s Fall and Redemption myths, and 

with counter-myths of usurpation, repression, and failed rebellion.  These complications reflect 

                                                           
1  In this chapter, “Lambeth Books” will refer to the six Illuminated Books that constitute the Continental 
Prophecies and Urizen Books.  Though Visions of the Daughters of Albion and Songs of Experience are technically 
Lambeth Books, I have discussed the former in the previous chapter and will defer discussion of the latter to the 
Conclusion. 
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the chilling effects of Pitt’s politics of fear,2 and this external pressure may explain why Blake 

chose not to collect his works as The Bible of Hell.  But my focus is on how the Lambeth Books 

mark an ideological shift that undermines the Bible of Hell conceptually, even if they satisfy all 

of its inclusion criteria.  In the Lambeth Books, antinomianism can no longer solve the mundus 

inversus predicament because revolution merely revolves into its ideological contrary: tyranny.  

The Continental Prophecies increasingly identify their hero Orc (the spirit of revolution) with 

their villain Urizen, and, while the Urizen Books figure monotheism as the origin of despotism, 

their inconsistent counter-myths also undermine the Bible of Hell project.  Whereas the Holy 

Bible is rife with inconsistency and contradiction but is held together by a pervading 

monotheism, the ideological shifts between the Marriage and Lambeth Books phases result in 

fundamental ideological tensions that undermine the Bible of Hell’s coherence, driving it apart. 

 Despite their broad scope and complex interrelations, the Lambeth Books grow out of the 

biblical revision developed in only a few plates of The Marriage (5-6, 11, 16, and 25-27).  The 

Continental Prophecies elaborate on the Revelation revision in “A Song of Liberty” (25-27).  

Reflecting the French Revolution’s failure, however, they abandon the antinomian Christ as a 

                                                           
2  The British state reacted strongly to fears of a French invasion and English revolution.  The Proclamation Against 
Seditious Writings established the legal authority to prosecute political and religious radicals, and the subsequent 
trials served as effective propaganda against dissent.  In 1793, for instance, a Dissenting minister was tried for 
sedition when, among other things, his quotation of Rom. 13:12 (“let us therefore cast off the works of darkness, 
and let us put on the armour of light”) was taken as inciting civil disobedience (Winterbotham 89-90).  1794 was an 
especially active year: Habeas Corpus was suspended for half of it (Cobbett et al. 31: 470-604); leading members of 
the Corresponding Society were arrested in the spring (Goodwin 190-95, 442-54); the “Treason Trials” of Hardy, 
Horne Tooke, and Thelwall took place in November (see Hardy); and Pitt’s system of spies was expanded (see 
Emsley).  The so-called Gagging Acts of 1795 (the Treasonable Practices and Seditious Meetings Acts) also had a 
chilling effect on writers (Cobbett 32: 274-363; Goodwin 366-67, 386-98; Worrall, Culture 39-40). 
 For specialized studies on the reactionary response to radical political and religious dissent in 1790s London, see 
Barrell (Exhibition Extraordinary, Imagining the King’s Death, The Spirit of Despotism), Emsley (“An Aspect of 
Pitt’s ‘Terror,’” British Society, “The Home Office,” “The London ‘Insurrection,’” “Repression, ‘Terror’ and the 
Rule of Law”), Goodwin (The Friends of Liberty), McCalman (“Newgate in Revolution,” Radical Underworld), and 
Worrall (Radical Culture).  For applications of these topics related to specifically to Blake, see Hobson (The 
Chained Boy), Makdisi (Impossible History), Mee (Romanticism), Phillips (“Blake and the Terror, 1792-93”), Rix 
(Cultures), Thompson (Witness), and Worrall (“1790s Plebian Radical Culture,” Commentary).  Though the topic of 
the radical underground in opposition to state oppression has been a hot topic in Blake studies for the past twenty 
years, all of these studies may be considered footnotes to Erdman’s Prophet Against Empire (1954). 
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mundus inversus saviour.  The Urizen Books parody the Creation account as the origin of 

monotheism in Genesis by elaborating on Blake’s earlier depiction of the Antichrist’s usurpation 

of Christ (5-6), the creation of fallen perception (16), and the history of repressive religion (11). 

 The shared mythos of the concurrently produced Continental Prophecies and Urizen Books 

evolves away from the Marriage program, however, and into a morass of shifting identities and 

agendas.  America (§9.1 below) is closest to The Marriage in its continuation of the Son of Fire 

and Jealous King antagonism in Orc and Urizen, respectively.  Though Orc is initially set up as a 

Christ figure with the fire and serpent imagery consistent with the Marriage rhetoric of 

diabolical inversion, and Urizen is Yahweh symbolized by obscurantist clouds, the distinction 

between them begins to break down.  The melding of their identities through shared symbolism 

suggests that Orc becomes the Yahweh-like Christ of Revelation and thus Urizen.  Symbolic 

identification again suggests functional equivalence in Europe (§9.2), where the necessary 

consequences of revolution turn the revolutionary into the very tyrant he initially opposed. 

 The Urizen Books mythologize the back story of this turn in ways that also undermine the 

Bible of Hell.  Urizen (§9.3) reveals that the tyrant Urizen, like Milton’s Satan, is the archetypal 

revolutionary, and thus establishes a career path that Orc may follow.  Urizen’s failed coup is 

punished by Los’s fashioning of the material universe as a hell in which Urizen can reign with 

monotheistic tyranny.  In Ahania (§9.4), Fuzon takes Orc’s place as the Urizenic tyrant whom 

both aspired to replace, but quickly fails.  The Bible of Hell’s antinomian-Christological basis 

deteriorates further in The Book of Los (§9.5), where Orc’s revolution is exposed as a false hope.  

The Song of Los (§9.6) brings the Lambeth Books to a sudden apocalyptic period.  But its 

apocalypse is far more ambiguous than that prophesied in The Marriage.  Whether it seems to set 

the topsy-turvy world aright depends perhaps on the reader’s approach along its crooked roads. 
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 §10.1 – America’s Continuities and Emerging Tensions with The Marriage 

 Like The Marriage, America envisions freedom as the ideal, but it ends more like Visions: 

pessimistic about the prospects of liberty when it depends on political revolution.  America 

mythologizes the American War of Independence through a revisionist reading of biblical 

prophecy, much as “A Song of Liberty” modernizes Isaiah 14 and Revelation.3  Indeed, America 

imports parts of the “Song,” notably on plates 8 and 10, in the style of American mock-biblical 

satires (see §5.5 above).  Consistent with the Devil and Son of Fire in The Marriage’s rhetoric of 

diabolical inversion, the hero Orc reclaims Milton’s Satan and the Genesis serpent in his pursuit 

of primitive Christian liberty through rebellion against Urizen’s regime.  But he also begins to 

appear as the genocidal Christ of Revelation that the “Song of Liberty” had expunged, and hence 

as Urizen himself.  Orc’s characterization pulls America in ideologically opposite directions. 

 As America’s “Eternal Viper self-renew’d” (11:15; E54), Orc merges The Marriage’s 

antinomian Christ, Son of Fire, and Leviathan.  His positively reclaimed serpent imagery derives 

from a variety of sources.  The key assumption in Blake’s renovation of the Judeo-Christian 

mascot of evil is that priestcraft had long misappropriated the serpent of primitive pagan 

religions into a symbol of corruption, as codified in Yahweh-Elohim’s curse in Genesis (3:1-14).  

Blake’s inversion is obviously related to the diabolical hermeneutic that exposes Angels as 

satanic minions, especially Albion’s Angel and Guardian Prince, who correspond to England’s 
                                                           
3  See Tannenbaum for America’s biblical revision (T124-51).  Dörrbecker summarizes this critical history: 

America is written “in a clear attempt at biblical style and provid[es] a vision that reveals the recent past of 
America which thereby illuminates the Europe of 1793” (Howard 112).  Thus the bible supplied Blake with 
the single most important model for the genre. . . (see Schorer 410-11).  The poet’s choice of this specific 
mode was not a random one; rather, “prophecies” and other millenarian art and literature were fairly 
commonplace during the years following the French Revolution (see Behrendt, “History” 392 . . .).  (D17) 

For commentary on America in the context of the radical prophets Richard Brothers, Richard Lee, Garnet Terry, 
and others, see Paley (“Prince”), Mee (Enthusiasm 20-74), and Makdisi (58-59, 303-12). 
 The most prominent prophet of the mid-1790s was Richard Brothers, the self-styled “Prince of the Hebrews,”  
who was arrested for sedition in 1795 and committed to an asylum for eleven years (Stunt ¶4).  William Sharp, a 
friend of Blake’s and fellow engraver, abandoned the Swedenborgian New Church (as Blake did) around 1790, 
followed Brothers, and then switched allegiances to another aspiring prophet, Joanna Southcott.  Sharp himself 
was arrested, along with fellow engraver Thomas Banks, but neither was charged (Sharp ¶4). 
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4  The Antiquities of Rome, published by Joseph Johnson in 1793, tells of how Roman slaves freed by the death of 
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revolutionaries who demand freedom from the British colonial regime at the Prophecy’s outset  

(5; E52).5  Orc’s emancipation in the Preludium, depicted as a resurrection at the bottom of plate  

4,6 as well as his ascension with the Decalogue chains broken and trailing beneath him at the top 

of plate 5, confirm him as a liberating Christ figure like the Son of Fire, and raise expectations 

that America will end triumphantly like “A Song of Liberty.” 

 Consistent with the infernal hermeneutic of Marriage plates 5-6, Orc’s characterization in 

the Preludium merges this Christian identification with Milton’s Satan (as the Genesis serpent).  

Orc’s free spirit even in captivity adapts Satan’s “devilish art” of protean metamorphosis (PL 

4.801): he is an eagle, lion, whale, and, most significant to the diabolical inversion here and in 

Europe, the serpent that corrupted Eve.7  Orc’s “fold[ing] / Around the pillars of Urthona, and 

round [the] dark limbs” of the Shadowy Daughter, the “Dark virgin” (3:11, 3:15-17; E51), 

associates him also with the design of a six-coil serpent at the bottom of the plate.8  Reclaiming 

the Genesis serpent is calculated to offend orthodoxy, and Albion’s Angel accordingly 

demonizes Orc as the “serpent-form’d” (9:3; E53) embodiment of evil. 

 The positive use of serpent imagery in The Marriage, America, and Europe also suggests a 

recovery of the early Christian Ophite heresy, and hence yet another affront to orthodoxy like the 

earlier Marcionite recovery.9  According to Broughton, the Ophites merged their pagan serpent-

                                                           
5  As a “hairy youth” (AP 3:11; E51), Orc is also an unjustly vilified and persecuted Esau-Edom type, and thus 
implicitly due for a revolutionary dominion according to the Marriage inversion (see §8.2 above and T127-33). 
6  The resurrection design recalls the emerging child in the elemental prelude to The Gates of Paradise (7, “At 
length for hatching ripe he breaks the shell”), which fulfils the desire of the man buried in materiality (5, “Earth”). 
7  AP 3:12-16; E51.  Earlier, Ijim saw Tiriel’s shape-shifting as being like that of Milton’s Satan (see §7.3 above).  
Since The Marriage, however, Blake’s heroic figures positively adopt this strategy (D29-30). 
8  The coiled serpent also anticipates the design in the left margin of Europe 12, which recalls the coiled vine (in the 
same position in America 4) spiralling up in sympathy with Orc bursting out of the earth.  The same helical tendril 
runs up alongside Orc as he launches to the top of plate 5. 
9  See §4.4 above.  Theodoret (c. 393-457) indeed conflated the Marcionites and Ophites (Hæreticarum 204).  
Accounts of the Ophites in Broughton (2: 191-92), Mosheim (1: 117-18), Byrant (throughout Ancient Mythology), 
and Lardner (333-34, 352-59) were based also on the hostile heresiologies of Hippolytus, Irenaeus, Origen, 
Tertullian, Epiphanius, and others.  Lardner considered the Ophite creed so antithetical to Christian belief that he 
disqualified them even from heterodoxy.  Nuttall (218, 241-51), Frye (Symmetry 137), Damon (Dictionary 115), and 
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worshipping sect with Gnostic Christianity c. 150 CE so that the Genesis “serpent was Jesus 

Christ,” a Promethean figure who graced humanity with the knowledge of good and evil.  Not 

only is Orc represented by serpent symbolism, but the number of the serpents’ coils on the 

bottom of America plates 3 and 7 also corresponds to an Ophite “diagram . . . composed of six 

circles,” the greatest of which was “Leviathan, or the universal soul . . . whom [the Ophites] 

adored.”  In “distinguish[ing] the God of the Jews . . . from the supreme God” (Broughton 2: 

191), the Ophites agreed with the Marcionites that The Marriage implicitly recovers, along with 

the Leviathan (see §8.5 above).  In the Gnostic tradition, the Ophites believed that “the creation 

of the world ” from “the æons, the eternal matter ” by “the tyranny of  demiurge ” (cf. Blake’s 

Urizen) was “in opposition to the will of [the supreme] God,” and that “CHRIST united to the man 

JESUS, in order to destroy the empire of this usurper” (Mosheim 1: 117; italics in original).  Given 

Blake’s sympathies, the Ophites may have appeared to Blake to be due for Edomic dominion.10  

Possibly derived from Ophite iconography, the Continental Prophecies’ serpent imagery 

continues the Marriage theme of progress through “crooked roads” or contraries.11 

 Even within the Preludium, Orc’s positive characterization is offset by suggestions that he is 

as much the violent Christ of Revelation as he is the sympathetic martyr.  This comes in a 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Thompson (Witness 34) mention the Ophites only briefly.  Though most Blake scholars have read a negative image 
of religious indoctrination into the plate-16 design of a sibyl giving birth to a serpent beneath a bare tree while a boy 
prays before her (D66), it may instead be a positive scene of Orc’s Ophite, “serpent form’d” origins (AP 9:3; E53). 
10  Bryant describes the Ophite creed throughout Ancient Mythology (see §4.5 above) and associates the sect with an 
especially oppressed Semitic tribe, the Hivites (1: 425, 481; 2: 176), whom Yahweh commanded the Israelites to 
exterminate in order to appropriate the land of Canaan (Ex. 3:8, 3:17, 13:5, 23:23; Dt. 7:1, 20:17; Josh. 3:10, 11:19).  
Though the Hivites were one of only two tribes that actually sought peace with their conquerors (anticipating 
Christ’s “Love your enemies” ethos), the Israelites nonetheless exterminated most of them and resolved to keep the 
rest in perpetual bondage (Josh. 11:19, 1 Kgs. 9:20-21, 2 Chr. 8:7-8, Matt. 5:44, Luke 6:27, 6:35).  Possibly 
influencing Blake’s design of an eagle clutching a serpent as a symbol of “salutary” acids in his printing process 
(MHH 14-15; E39), Bryant describes how serpents had “been adopted, as the most sacred and salutary symbol; and 
rendered the chief object of adoration” by many ancient sects (1: 473, 489; emphasis added).  Dörrbecker connects 
this Bryant passage with America’s serpent imagery (D158), but omits mention of the Ophites. 
11  In Epiphanius’s fourth-century attack on Ophites, he explains that “sacred scripture calls the devil a serpent; not 
because he looks like one, certainly, but because to men he appears extremely crooked” (Panarion 131).  
Commenting on the ambiguity of the serpent, Adams calls “Orc a conflation of what according to antimythical logic 
seem[s] disparate or contradictory elements” (“Synecdoche” 55). 
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perverse parody of Revelation’s apocalyptic marriage of the Jesus-lamb and Church (Rev. 19:9, 

21:2).  Orc sadistically “siez’[s]” the Shadowy Female’s “panting struggling womb,” which 

nonetheless “joy’[s]” as she undresses “& smile[s]” masochistically (4:2-5; E52).  Her response 

recalls Oothoon’s reflection of Theotormon’s sadistic smile after she is raped by Bromion in 

Visions (5:18; E46).  Though the Shadowy Female’s symbolic geography as the abducted 

American continent also associates her with Oothoon,12 the violence in America is reciprocal.  In 

a reversal typical of mundus inversus scenarios, the ravished becomes the ravisher: she seizes 

him (“I will not let thee go”) for the apocalyptic marriage of contraries (“thy fire and my frost”) 

(4:7, 4:15-16; E52).  The relationship identifies him with the militant Christ of Revelation and 

Paradise Lost when the wrath of his “lightnings” results in her eschatological birth pangs.  Their 

sadomasochistic consummation serves a similar function as Oothoon’s rape in Visions: it triggers 

a revolt to frame the War of Independence as a prelude to a Revelation-like millennium. 

 The contrary visions that Orc and Albion/Urizen impose on one another, as reflected in the 

text-design juxtapositions of plates 9 and 10, epitomize the two ideological directions in which 

America’s symbolism pulls it.  By continuing the Bible of Hell’s interplay of contraries, these 

plates foreshadow the turn where the liberal revolution becomes tyrannical.13  The incongruity 

between the Angel of Albion’s demonizing vision of Orc in the text of plate 9 and Orc’s vision 

of himself in the plate’s pastoral design has often confounded critics.14  Plate 10, however, 

                                                           
12  Oothoon is “the soft soul of America” (VDA 4:3; E46) and Bromion threatens to colonize her: “Thy soft 
American plains are mine” (4:20).  In America, the Shadowy Daughter claims solidarity with the revolutionaries in 
terms that identify her as Oothoon and America, saying, “On my American plains I feel the struggling afflictions” 
(4:10; E52; Erdman, Prophet 239).  Appropriately, the American revolutionary armies used the defensive “Do-not-
tread-on-me rattlesnake” as a heraldic icon (L.E. Miller 186, fig. 117), British caricaturists incorporated this 
imagery in satirical prints deriding them, and Britons sympathetic to the American cause likewise adopted the 
imagery positively (D171, figs. 2-3 on p. 151). 
13  See Paley (Energy 74, 78-80).  I avoid using Frye’s “Orc cycle” for the reasons given by Hobson in “the Myth of 
Blake’s ‘Orc Cycle’” (1998): mainly because Orc does not expressly become Urizen, and there is no cycle (6, 8). 
14  See D59-60 for a critical survey.  As a personification of liberating revolution, Orc appears to Albion’s Angel 
(George III) as a “Blasphemous Demon, Antichrist, hater of Dignities; Lover of wild rebellion, and transgresser of 
Gods Law” (9:5-6; E53-54).  Albion’s Angel also compares him to a comet, the subject of an epic simile applied to 
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Fig. 30.  America: plate 9, copy O (1821)
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Satan in Paradise Lost.  The atmosphere attending Orc’s arrival has “heat but not light” (
Satan’s lake of fire (PL 1.61-63, 2.707-
theosophy on Blake’s conception of the separation of heat from light and the wrathful deity to which it gives rise.
 Contrary to the Angel of Albion’s vision, Orc sees himself as returned to paradise following the spiritual 
resurrection depicted on the previous plate, slumbering on a sheep with the same pastoral pacifism as the 
narrator who sees the Leviathan (the French Revolution) as a
light,” whereas the pharisaic Angel saw it as the evil Leviathan (see 
15  Orc sees “Albions wrathful Prince” as “A dragon form clashing his scales” (5:14
as a wyvern whose face resembles satirical caricatures of the king by Gillray,
George III: A Life in Caricature (2007).  Thi
looking westward” (AP 6:12) at the bottom of the plate to suggest that George III is the Antichrist dragon of 
Revelation bound by Michael in Revelation (12:3
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narrator who sees the Leviathan (the French Revolution) as a harper on “a pleasant bank beside a river by moon 
light,” whereas the pharisaic Angel saw it as the evil Leviathan (see §8.5 above). 

wrathful Prince” as “A dragon form clashing his scales” (5:14-15; E52), illuminated on plate 6 
as a wyvern whose face resembles satirical caricatures of the king by Gillray, Cruikshank, and others; see 

(2007).  This figure combines with the stand-alone line “The King of England 
6:12) at the bottom of the plate to suggest that George III is the Antichrist dragon of 

Revelation bound by Michael in Revelation (12:3-9).  Plate 6 thus daringly flirted with charges of sedition.
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11).  “Orc’s pose mocks Urizen, . . . but it also links them” (Warner, Language 94). 
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that America will climax with apocalyptic liberty like The Marriage.  The monologue is 

preceded by the “[shaking] of the temple,” alluding to the earthquake that rends the temple veil 

following the crucifixion according to Matthew (recall that Blake had also used this in The 

French Revolution).  The design above the text recycles that of the resurrected, renovated Christ 

on Marriage 21 (see Fig. 23 above).  Plate 8 ends like The Marriage with an allusion to Isaiah 

11: “For Empire is no more, and now the Lion & Wolf shall cease” (AP 8:15; MHH 27; E45, 

53).  With an antinomian assault on the Decalogue comparable to that which the Son of Fire 

mounted in “Liberty,” Orc prophesies his “stamp[ing] to dust” the “stony law” (AP 10:5; E54). 

 Central to Orc’s prophecy on plate 10 is a threat to destroy debased “Christian” religion by 

destroying the text on which it stakes its authority.  Alluding to Daniel’s reading of 

Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of the tree of Empire being cut down,17 Orc threatens to 

           scatter religion abroad 
 To the four winds as a torn book, & none shall gather the leaves; 
 But they shall rot on desart sands, & consume in bottomless deeps; 
 To make the desarts blossom, & the deeps shrink to their fountains, 
 And to renew the fiery joy, and burst the stony roof.  (10:5-9; E54) 
 
The “torn book” simile conflates Abrahamic religion18 with its Scriptures: ruining one 

necessarily ruins the other.  But scattering those fruits also plants the seeds of a new scripture, 

the Bible of Hell.  Blake integrates the prophecies of the hewn tree with the desolation-and-

rebirth narrative of Daniel 4 and Isaiah 34-35,19 but contemporizes their relevance in the context 

of republican revolution in opposition to state terrorism. 

 Plates 8 and 10 of America thus encapsulate the Marriage conclusion.  With the repressive 

                                                           
17  Daniel 4 tells of how Nebuchadnezzar dreamt of a tree grown mighty and of an angel who descended to tell him 
to “Hew down the tree, and cut off his branches, shake off his leaves, and scatter his fruit” (4:14).  Daniel interprets 
the tree as meaning Nebuchadnezzar and his kingdom, which must be dismantled because it has departed from God.  
By applying Daniel’s prophecy to modern State Religion, Blake implies that it too has departed from the true God. 
18  Judaism, Christianity, and Islam have long been considered “religions of the book” for being based on a 
scriptural narrative advancing the monotheism of the patriarch Abraham.  See D.L. Jeffrey’s People of the Book. 
19  See §8.2 above for Isaiah 34-35 in The Marriage, and Tannenbaum (T125-33) for its application in America. 
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force lifted, the spiritualized sexual revolution prophesied by Oothoon comes to pass with the 

recovery of the “fiery joy” of the “flames of Orc.”  What Urizen-Yahweh had stifled and 

“perverted to ten commands” now resurges as “fierce desire, / Leaving the females naked and 

glowing with the lusts of youth” (AP 10:3, 10:10, 17:20-22; E54, 57).  The rhetorical smashing 

of the exclusionary Decalogue also entails the inclusionary insight that capped both “A Song of 

Liberty” and Visions: “For every thing that lives is holy.” 
20   

 Unlike the non-committal Daughters of Albion at the end of Visions, the Americans model a 

successful revolution by converting en masse to Orc’s cause (16:20-17:16; E56-57).  Orc’s 

protest spreads to the Thirteen Angels who, in solidarity, refuse the Angel of Albion’s call to 

apocalyptic war against him (14:1-7; E55).  In the antinomian fashion of the Marriage Devil or 

Oothoon, Boston’s Angel blames Yahweh for his hypocrisy: 

What God is he, writes laws of peace, & clothes him in a tempest 
What pitying Angel lusts for tears, and fans himself with sighs 
What crawling villain preaches abstinence & wraps himself 
In fat of lambs? no more I follow, no more obedience pay  (13:12-15; E55) 
 

The Thirteen Colonies embrace Orc’s diabolical inversion, as he dives “Headlong from out their 

heav’nly heights, descending swift as fires,” like Milton’s rebel angels.  Orc’s fires follow the 

trajectory mapped out by Richard Price in the hopeful days of 1789, when he encouraged 

spreading the light of liberty that, “after setting AMERICA free, reflected to FRANCE, and there 

kindled into a blaze that lays despotism in ashes, and warms and illuminates EUROPE!” (50).  Of 

course, Orc returns “when France reciev’[s] the Demons light” (18:12-15; E57) in Europe. 

 Contrary to the expectations it encourages, however, America does not end with a universal 

triumph of liberty as The Marriage does.  Anticlimactically, it delays victory until the revolution 

can achieve a global liberation in the present.  Urizen loses his battle against the American 

                                                           
20  AP 10:13; E54.  The latter line repeats both Proverb of Hell 53 and Visions (MHH 9, VDA 1:10; E37, 46). 
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Revolution c. 1775-83, but Orc does not necessarily win the war.  Urizen falls, as prophesied in 

The Marriage’s Nebuchadnezzar design and in “A Song of Liberty,” and loses America.  But he 

succeeds in “Hiding the Demon red” with the obscuring “clouds & cold mists” of his religion, as 

depicted in the captivity of Orc on the frontispiece (D46).  America ends in a way that recalls the 

Daughters of Albion repeating Oothoon’s protests, still yearning for the liberty expressed by 

Price four years earlier, and still singing lines from “A Song of Liberty,” but from the “slough of 

despond” (see Fig. 27 above).  The expectation is that liberty will be won at last in Europe, 

which resumes the America narrative as a rematch between Orc’s revolution and the European 

powers’ suppressive reaction (EP 11:6; E63).  Unbeknownst to readers of 1793, however, liberty 

would be deferred indefinitely, and realizable only in prophetic fantasies such as The Song of 

Los.  In America’s 1794 sequel, Europe, the prospect of liberty is still far off.21 

 

 §10.2 – Europe a Prophecy’s Departures from The Marriage 

 Europe a Prophecy (1794) defers liberty once again, and this time suggests that it is due to 

the revolution mimicking the forces of reaction.22  The tension is visible in the juxtaposition of 

the top-down “Ancient of Days” frontispiece mirroring the bottom-up motion of the title plate.  

Urizen’s “golden compass” forks down to impose his order on the Creation below,23 while the 

coiled serpent’s forked tongue arching up in defiance mirrors Urizen’s compass as a diabolical 

                                                           
21  The conceptual twinning of America and Europe, both of which have a maximum of eighteen plates of similar 
dimensions (23.1 to 23.9 × 16.3 to 17.4 cm), derives partly from their common production materials.  Blake etched 
Europe on the back of the America plates (BB 145; Viscomi, Idea 277). 
22  Though Urizen precedes Europe in Blake’s 1794 production sequence, I will discuss them in reverse order to 
discuss America and Europe in sequence, then all three Urizen Books together (§10.3-5), and end by returning to 
the Continental Prophecies with The Song of Los (§10.6), which concludes both the Continental Prophecies and the 
Bible of Hell as a whole.  That Urizen precedes Europe is internally apparent from the origin of the main family of 
Eternals Los, Enitharmon, and Orc in Urizen chapters V-VII (they are also depicted in the full design on plates A18, 
B23, C18, D19, F20, G21).  The family then reappears fully formed in Europe (6-10; E61-62). 
23  “The Ancient of Days” visually renders how “The LORD . . . set a compass upon the face of the depth” (Pr. 8:22-
27), which Milton versified as “[God] took the golden compasses . . . / . . . to circumscribe / This universe, and all 
created things: / . . . / And said, . . . / This be thy just circumference, Oh World” (PL 7.225-31). 
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24  “Whereas in the earlier America (1793) events move forward toward apocalyptic renewal in a linear system of 
worldly events,” observes Swearingen, “in 
of natural cycles appears to subordinate and deploy linearity within the pattern of repetition” (111).
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Europe, copy K (1821): top left: frontispiece 
right: title (2); bottom left: rotated title detail 
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uses them to confirm Orc’s and Urizen’s identity in shared serpent-and-fire symbolism, 

reflecting the way that revolutions merely exchange one tyrant for another.  Europe ends with 

Orc’s and Urizen’s “strife of blood” further dividing the Bible of Hell from its Marriage ideal. 

 The symbolically symmetrical introductions of Orc and Urizen suggest that they are aspects 

of the same entity, with both appearing as cosmic events in the north, the traditional seat of the 

Devil.25  Orc arises from his “deep den” as a “horrent Demon . . . surrounded with red stars of 

fire, / Whirling about in furious circles round the immortal fiend” (7:10, 7:15-16; E62), as 

northern-hemisphere stars appear to rotate around Polaris.26  Urizen is likewise a demonic 

heavenly body, “glow[ing] like a meteor in the distant north” (6:12), much as his earthly deputy 

“Albions wrathful Prince” “flam’d red meteors” in America (5:14-16; E52).  Urizen is “unloos’d 

from chains” (EP 6:11; E61), as Satan is “loosed out of his prison . . . to deceive the nations” in 

Revelation (20:7-8).  As the archetype of the rebellious Antichrist, Urizen usurps Christ atop the 

Chain of Being.  As “God a tyrant crown’d” (the biblical God figured as a king; see p. 317n61 

above), he occupies the centre of the mechanistic Newtonian heaven, “a mighty circle turning” 

(12:23; E63) like the northern stars around the Orcian Polaris.  When Enitharmon and Los call 

on Orc to join their celebration of the new age (7:10-16; E61-62), they assume that the advent of 

Christ marks the end rather than the beginning of modern history.  This leaves Christian Empire 

to be commandeered by Urizen, who conducts wars in collusion with Orc, his monstrous 

double.27  With Orc and Urizen symbolically associated as Antichrists, it becomes increasingly 

                                                           
25    Russell notes how medieval folk traditions associated the devil with the north (Lucifer 71n7).  This idea 
survived into Blake’s time, as when Paul Henri Mallet observes that European Christianity attributes the oracles “of 
the North to the artifices of the devil” in Northern Antiquities (1: 145-46), which probably informed Blake’s use of 
Odin in The Song of Los (3:30; E67; Frye, Symmetry 125, 440n26; Mee, Enthusiasm 98n29). 
26  Worrall reads Orc’s description at 7:15-16 as an allusion to the “Demon star” “Algol in the Gorgon’s head held 
by the constellation Perseus,” a star that dimmed due to another body passing in front of it, resulting in the theory, 
popular in the 1780s, that it was a binary system (“Night Sky” 285).  But the plural of the stars circling Orc suggests 
that he may instead be identified with Polaris, around which the stars of the northern hemisphere appear to rotate. 
27  I borrow the concept of the monstrous double from René Girard’s Violence and the Sacred (1972), which 
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difficult to distinguish the ironic diabolism of one from the revealed diabolism of the other. 

 In the course of Europe, Orc completes the process (foreshadowed in America) by which he 

becomes the Urizenic Antichrist that finally vanquishes the night of peace ushered by the birth of 

Christ on plate 6.  Europe’s golden age is the post-war “night of Enitharmons joy” that follows 

the birth of Christ at the outset of the Prophecy proper.  It is an age of the Imagination coeval 

with primitive Christianity, before it was corrupted in the centuries of “Holy” Empire that 

constitute Enitharmon’s nightmare of history.28  The Prophecy raises the expectation that Orc is 

the Second Coming that will recover that peace by bringing Enitharmon’s nightmare to an end.  

Europe ends with Orc rising as the sun—not to trigger a revolution that renders all life holy as 

the Son of Fire does in “A Song of Liberty”—but to beam “the light of his fury” (18:2; E66)29 as 

the militant, Urizenic (anti-)Christ of Revelation.  This is not the light of the true “eternal day” 

from whence Christ comes at the outset of Europe (6:3; E61) and from which fallen humanity is 

cut off.  It is the false light of Reason.  Europe is the story of how Urizenic religion turned 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
examines the structure of mythic antagonisms and finds that, in key cases, “no stable difference really serves to 
separate,” protagonist and antagonist, for “the double and the monster are one and the same being” (169-70). 
28  That the stars are fairies with “bright fiery wings” (6:8; E61) in this age recalls the primitive animist religion that 
precedes priestly religion on Marriage plate 11.  Isaiah’s nostalgia for the “ages of imagination” in The Marriage 
(12; E38) is presumably Blake’s own.  Though some commentators see Enitharmon’s night as a deceptive peace 
(e.g., Erdman, Prophet 247; Bloom, Apocalypse 148), I see it in the same positive sense as the moonlit peace on 
Marriage plate 19 because it precedes the age of debased “Christian” Empire.  Blake may have had a revision of 
Priestley’s History of the Corruptions of Christianity (1782) in mind, since Johnson had published a second edition 
1793.  Priestley gives a history of the doctrinal perversions of the scriptural Christ.  Mee calls Europe’s plot “a 
parabolic history of the corruptions of Christianity” (Enthusiasm 123). 
 The phrase “nightmare of history” is Eagleton’s paraphrase of a line in Ulysses (Spoo 25-26), but it perfectly 
captures Europe’s narrative of the centuries of Christian Empire from 11:1 to 16:9 (E63-65).  A theme running 
through Europe’s designs is the great catastrophes of England’s history that occur within that nightmare, including 
War (plate 8), Famine (9), Pestilence (11), the tyranny of State Religion (13), and Plague (14) (D205).  It may be 
that Blake’s untraced History of England emblem book advertised in the Prospectus of Oct. 1793 was subsumed by 
Europe.  Dörrbecker shows the correspondence of History plate titles in the Notebook (N116; E672) to plate 
subjects in Europe: plates 8, 13, and 15 (Rintrah and angels, the Pope, and webs) correspond to the title “The 
Cruelties used by Kings & Priests,” and the final Europe plate to “A prospect of Liberty” (D207). 
29  The order of Europe’s seventeen plates changes among the twelve surviving copies, two of which (H of 1795 and 
K of 1821) contain an eighteenth plate serving as a preface (3) between the title plate (2) and Preludium (plate 3 in 
copies A-G, I, L, and M, but plate 4 in H and K).  Europe’s two full-plate designs are also variably located.  My 
citations follow the plate sequence of copy H, where the full-plate design of the famine scene (with the cauldron) is 
plate 9 and the plague scene (“LORD HAVE MERCY ON US”) is plate 14, as in copy B (which omits copy H’s prefatory 
plate 3 but otherwise follows the order of copy H) reproduced in The Continental Prophecies (ed. Dörrbecker). 
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Europe upside down, but it offers no redemptive antinomian Christ to turn it right-side up. 

 The mundus inversus topos throughout Europe builds the expectation that the world will be 

set right-side up again, but, in contrast with The Marriage, this hope is ultimately disappointed.  

The figure of the Shadowy Female as an inverted tree in the mythic Preludium epitomizes the 

topsy-turvy state of modern Europe.  She is the very spirit of Europe,30 “faint with travel” after a 

tumultuous history of struggle under the yoke of tyrants.  Now ambushed (like the pilgrim in the 

design of plate 4)31 by the violent storm of Revolutionary Wars “rain[ing] down prolific pains,” 

she suffers an upending existential crisis (4:5-6, 4:12-15; E60-61).  With her “roots . . . 

brandish’d in the heavens” and “fruits [buried] in earth beneath,” where they “labour into life” 

(4:8-9; E60), she personifies the inversion of state that stifles Europe under the burden of its 

monarchical history.  Europe is akin to the buried man in “Earth” (5) of The Gates of Paradise,32  

with her life caught in the “same dull round” (NNRb 6; E2) of vegetative generation.33  Christ’s 

incarnating descent from the “eternal day” activates an eruption of Energy from below, and Los 

                                                           
30  The understanding that the Shadowy Female represents Europe began with the very first commentary on Europe 
(Gilchrist, Life [1863] 1: 129; Swinburne 245; see D143), based on her similarity to America’s “shadowy daughter 
of Urthona” (3:1; E51). 
31  The Preludium design, depicting the moment before a bandit pounces on an innocent pilgrim, continues The 
Marriage’s usurpation narrative with an allusion to Psalm 10:2-10 (D176).  This directs the reader’s sympathies to 
the victim of the imminent crime, sympathies that shift to Europe as it has been oppressed by State Religion. 
32  The Prophecy proper connects this political mundus inversus figure with fallen consciousness, similarly 
representing the genesis of the latter as an inversion.  The human head is turned upside down so that its “sweet 
south” that was “Once open to the heavens and elevated on the human neck” is now inverted, topped by the “stony 
roof” “overgrown with hair,” spinning into the grave like Christ plummeting into hell in The Marriage (EP 12:21, 
12:27-31; E64; see §8.3 above; Tolley 138-39; and W.H. Stevenson, Commentary 240n).  Fallen consciousness is 
held in thrall by Urizenic religion, and humanity is “every where in chains” (Rousseau 3), yet struggles to be free 
from the burdens of its history like Orc emerging from the underworld at the bottom of America 4. 
33  Blake may have derived his attitude toward the cycles of generation from the conception of the Wheel of Life, to 
which Böhme refers in Theological and Practical Divinity (1769), where the Devil “[takes] hold of the kindled fiery 
wheel of life” to turn virtuous desires into evil, material ones (31).  Blake may have also discovered the idea of 
historical recurrence from Giambattista Vico’s philosophy of history in his 1725 Scienza Nuova (The New Science).  
Vico divided history into a cycle of ages: gods, heroes, and men (Bk. 5.6-10).  Though Essick believes that Blake 
may have developed his theory of the history of religion from The New Science, Frye was sure that Blake could not 
have read Vico directly, but instead “developed parallel intuitions from contemporary books” (“Biblical” 66).  
There were no English translations of Vico in Blake’s lifetime, but Blake may have come to him via other sources.  
The classical historian John Gillies (1747-1836), for instance, valued Vico’s etymologically based philosophy of 
history over Bryant’s in the late 1780s (Gillies, History 1: 58; View 26n). 
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marks this new age with a call to arts and bacchanalia that, in another mundus inversus figure, 

“Awake[ns] the thunders of the deep” (6:14; E61).  With the return of Urthona’s age of war in 

the Enlightenment, however, Enitharmon awakes and weeps upon realizing that her Christian 

millennium of peace has been squandered in her nightmare of Urizenic religion (17:35-37; E66). 

 Urizen’s main instrument of perceptual error that inverts the world with religious false 

consciousness is the Bible.  Blake pejoratively rebrands the Good Book as Urizen’s “brazen 

Book,” reappropriating the “brasen book” of the fallen Creation, which is a thing of beauty and 

wonder in Spenser’s 1596 “Hymne of Heavenly Beavtie” (39; l. 130),34 but is a “State Trick” 

(E616) in Europe.  The adjective “brazen” is polysemous, meaning “brass,” which is the third 

(and hence debased) age of the four that make up Greek mythic history (golden, silver, brass, and 

iron).  “Brazen” also means “hardened in effrontery; shameless” (OED).  Blake upturns the 

arrogant, top-down ecclesiastic hierarchy of Spenser’s godly universe, using the image of a 

demonic, bat-winged pope35 with the debased “brazen Book” in his lap.  When Urizen “unclaspd 

his Book,” it emits obscuring mists of religious delusion through all the institutions of power: 

“Churches, Palaces, Towers” (15:3-4; E64).  These maintain the Book’s sexual prohibitions by 

declaring that “Womans love is Sin!” and writing “Thou shalt not” “Over the doors,” thus 

dialectically effecting “womans triumph” and “dominion” over man, contrary to the values of 

patriarchy inculcated in the Bible.36  The prophecy recalls “The Old Soldier Turned Nurse” of 

                                                           
34  Blake may have used the 1778 edition of Spenser’s Poetical Works that modernized “brasen” to “brazen.”  
George Wilkins may also furnish the epithet with “heaven’s brazen book, / Engrossed by God’s own finger” in his 
1607 play The Miseries of Enforced Marriage (1.5.5-6).  Both possibilities have been overlooked in Blake studies. 
35  The pope here represents Urizen “as a composite figure of the Pope and George III” (Mitchell, Composite 113), 
for “the pope of British State Religion is George [III]” (Erdman, Prophet 197).  His tyranny is signalled by his 
attendant angels (returning from plate 8) with fleur-de-lis sceptres pointed down to threaten the laity below.  The 
scaly serpent tails extending from below their gowns suggests their truly satanic nature (D197), much like the 
cloven hoof extending out of Elohim’s gown in Blake’s “Job’s Evil Dreams” (see Fig. 2 above). 
36  EP 8:3-5, 15:28 (E62, 64). See Cox 137-38. 
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the World Turned Upside-Down: The Folly of Man.37  While not as comical as Folly’s reversal 

of the normative gender hierarchy, Europe again suggests that Law turns the world upside down, 

producing the very sin that it means to eradicate. 

 Europe also mocks State Religion in the figures of Palamabron and Rintrah.  In a parody of 

Moses’s meeting with Yahweh to produce the Decalogue on Mt. Sinai in Exodus 34, Palamabron 

is the “horned priest, skipping upon the mountains” (10:3; E62).38  If Palamabron is repressive 

Religion, his brother Rintrah, reprising a small role from The Marriage (2; E33), is now the 

oppressive State.  Erdman identifies him as “Pitt, the prime minister and knight errant of modern 

times” (Illuminated Blake 163-64), but this Rintrah has a more anti-biblical signification. 

 Europe’s twin rivalry between Rintrah and Orc recalls The Marriage’s inverted Jacob-Israel/ 

Esau-Edom hierarchy in positioning Orc as the oppressed whose dominion is due, but Rintrah’s 

and Orc’s shared symbolism foreshadows the monstrous doubling in which Orc becomes 

Urizenic.  Enitharmon calls on Rintrah, the “eldest born: second to none but Orc” (10:1; E62), 

making her a Rebekah favouring the second-born Jacob-Rintrah (as if he were the firstborn) at 

the expense of his truly firstborn twin Esau-Orc (see §8.2 above).  As the “king of fire” (10:8) 

depicted in reptilian scales, Rintrah steals Orc’s two symbolic marks, much as Jacob stole Esau’s 

birthright to become the patriarch of Israel.  The reader is put in the position of Isaac, unable to 

tell the two apart.  Plate 10’s design of a woman bowing and clutching at a white bearded 

                                                           
37  See §3.5 above.  “The Old Soldier Turned Nurse” tells of a war-weary soldier who exchanges war with the 
French for domestic peace.  In marriage, however, he loses the gender war when his wife cuckolds and abandons 
him to become a soldier and philanderer, leaving him to raise her illegitimate child.  Interestingly, the reactionary 
version of this chapbook, The World Turned Up-side Down; or The Comical Metamorphoses, contains no 
equivalent to “The Old Soldier Turned Nurse,” though it follows The Folly of Man in most other motifs. It is as if 
the gender hierarchy is too unassailable even for comic inversion in the socially conservative version. 
38  Moses was traditionally depicted as having horns (famously by Michelangelo in St. Peter’s Basilica, Rome) after 
coming down from Mt. Sinai with the Decalogue (Ex. 34:29) because the Latin Vulgate translated the Hebrew  עֹור
 as facies cornuta (“horned face”).  See Tolley (beams emanating from Moses’s face from the sight of God) ָּפנָיו
129n11.  Other, more ingenious readings by Tannenbaum, Erdman, Beer, W.H. Stevenson, and Howard have linked 
Enitharmon’s “horned priest” to pagan deities, moon-priests, Solomon, Caiaphas, and Edmund Burke (D272). 
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patriarch cursing with his hands suggests that Rintrah becomes a Tiriel-like patriarch with a god 

complex, and thus the mythic origin of European kings ruling by claims of Divine Right.39  If 

this is the elder Rintrah, his likeness to Urizen suggests that tyrannical kings are cast in Urizen’s 

image, as Yahweh casts man in his (Gen. 1:26-27), and that Orc too will become this Urizenic 

figure.  Meanwhile, Rintrah’s and Palamabron’s State Religion “Divide[s] Europe,” keeping it in 

thrall (EP 11:7-8; E63).  With this part of the narrative frame complete, Europe picks up where 

America left off with a mythologized revision of contemporary history.  Contrary to 

expectations, however, Europe continues to leave all tensions unresolved. 

 The regime of false Christian religion is so entrenched in the institutions of power and in 

people’s topsy-turvy heads (see p. 343n32 above) that only a Revelation-like eschatological 

event could dislodge it.  The extent of Urizen’s reign described in plate 15’s first and fourth 

verse paragraphs suggests the futility of any other solution.  “The youth of England” are 

indoctrinated so thoroughly that liberty from Urizen is inconceivable, and thus the outlook for 

spiritual revolution is “Bleak” (15:9; E64).  Blake foreshadows the eschatological escape from 

this false consciousness in the Preludium’s confrontation between the Shadowy Female and her 

mother Enitharmon.  The Shadowy Female’s revolution is attended by the signs of endtimes: 

“the red sun and moon” of Rev. 6:12 and “prolific [birth] pains” (4:14-15, 5:3; E61).  Her 

deliverance requires a re-inversion of state, a Second Coming to follow the first that briefly 

interrupted Urthona’s age of war.  The symbolism of this revolution draws on the diabolical 

inversion of Europe’s prequels.  America advances Orc as the candidate of this Second-Coming 

Christ and Europe promotes him until he is revealed as another Richard Brothers-like false hope. 

                                                           
39  The design recycles Blake’s c. 1793 sketch “Tiriel [Urizen?] Denouncing his Sons and Daughters” (B199r), 
which adapts the c. 1786-87 sketch “Tiriel Denouncing his Sons and Daughters” (B198.8, D191).  The design 
would work equally well to illustrate the Urizen lines, “his soul sicken’d! he curs’d / Both sons & daughters; for he 
saw / That no flesh nor spirit could keep / His iron laws one moment” (23:23-26; E81; D191). 
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shared fire-and-serpent symbolism

reactionary factions indistinct, much
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into a tyrannical force far worse than the
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 Europe ends not with a victory song

                                                           
40  Erdman reads the serpent as confirmation that “Urizen . . . has triumphed” (
representation of “history as a spiral repetition of cycles,” modelling a teleology without “the millennial potential in 
each struggle of the people toward liberty” (136
upward to represent the millennial potential of the present revolution (see Fig. 15 
others, the plate-12 serpent is thus Albions Angel’s “temple 
the Orcian serpent” (D195), and an emblem “of Urizen’s power, not of the cyclicality of Orc or revolution” (Hobson 
13). 
41  See The Reign of Terror: The Horrors Committed by the Revolutionary Government of France
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and Urizen through the serpent and fire symbolism “adopted by both 

apocalyptic showdown in which revolutionary and reactionary factions

Consistent with the fall of the Jealous King in “A Song of Liberty,” 

Albion’s defeat, fall, and recovery after the American campaign (based on the 

and their resolve to retaliate in Bks. VI and I of Paradise Lost
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each struggle of the people toward liberty” (136-37), quite opposite the Marriage Leviathan with its head thrust 

rd to represent the millennial potential of the present revolution (see Fig. 15 and §8.5 above).  For him and 
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42  See, for instance, The French Invasion
Threatened Invasions of England (1794) for nationalist alarmism concerning a feared French invasion.
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44  Bloom, Apocalypse 160-61; Rowland 122, 129
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.  This ending reflects alarmist visions of a French invasion in 

agitated by the politics of fear that Pitt used to justify authoritarianism.42

gnorance” triumphs over the upstart cause of reform.43

blows the apocalyptic trumpet and wakes Enitharmon from her eighteen-century slumber, 

Son of Fire (17:32-18:2; E66), but does he stem the recurrence of 

does he embody it? 

.  Gillray’s Promis’d Horrors of the French Invasion (1796)
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Poetics 150-51. 
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The sun glow’d fiery red! 
The furious terrors flew around! 
On golden chariots raging, with red wheels dropping with blood; 
The Lions lash their wrathful tails! 
The Tigers couch upon the prey & suck the ruddy tide.  (18:3-7; E66) 
 

Whereas “A Song of Liberty” ends with violence against only the Decalogue tablets and with an 

echo of Isaiah 11’s prophecy of the end of predation, Europe ends like Revelation 9, where 

horses with “the heads of lions . . . issued fire and smoke and brimstone . . . out of their mouths” 

(9:17).  The metaphors of cataclysmic violence “in the vineyards of red France” (EP 18:2) draw 

upon Revelation’s “winepress of the wrath of God” imagery (Rev. 14:15-20, 19:11-15), and Los 

exchanges the “sparkling wine” of revelry (7:6; E62) for “the strife of blood” (18:9-11).  Though 

this cataclysm is implicitly the apocalyptic consummation that precedes the triumph of Christ in 

Revelation, Europe gives no clear promise of recovering the “peaceful night” of holiness that 

began the Prophecy.  Nor does it resolve the tension between contradictory characterizations of 

Orc as originally a redeemer in America and as the Antichrist in Europe. 

 While there are significant continuities of rhetoric and imagery between Europe and its 

Bible of Hell predecessors, the discrepancies undermine the Bible of Hell program inaugurated 

in The Marriage.  The values of its characters are fundamentally inverted.  Perhaps the tailpiece 

design depicting the mythic family (Los, Enitharmon, and their “nameless shadowy” daughter, 

Europe) escaping the flames of the war-ravaged city is “A prospect of Liberty” (see pp. 307 and 

342n28 above).  Perhaps they survive to find freedom at last in The Song of Los, and Blake’s 

point is that liberty will come eventually.  To appreciate the completion of the Continental 

Prophecies trilogy, however, we must reconcile it with the contrary phase of the Lambeth Books, 

begun before Europe in 1794.  In the Urizen Books, Blake further mythologizes the origins of 

the mundus inversus to explain why the world may never be set right-side up again. 
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 §10.3 – Urizen’s Pentateuchal Parody in Defiance of the Biblical Canon 

 The First Book of Urizen elaborates on the usurpation narratives in Marriage plates 5-6, 11, 

and 16.45  It inverts and compresses the Genesis myths of Creation and Fall,46 and blends them 

with Milton’s narrative of Satan’s rebellion.  These transformative revisions suggest that 

Yahweh is the archetypal revolutionary who rebelled against the pre-existing order of gods (the 

Eternals), failed, fell into material existence, and, as a demonic demiurge posing as God, formed 

a race of fallen worshippers.  Urizen thus rewrites the Genesis Creation myth as the Eternals’ 

punitive reaction to a failed coup like Satan’s in Paradise Lost.47  Satan’s hell is Urizen’s 

material world, where his revolutionary monotheism succeeds because he predisposes humanity 

to believe in it by cutting their senses off from Eternity and imposing a system of priests and 

kings to maintain it coercively.  Urizen’s fall becomes the prototype of Nebuchadnezzar’s and 

Empire’s falls in The Marriage, but his rebellion also becomes the prototype for Orc’s 

revolution, implying that Orc too will revolve into despotism.  Blake thus rewrites Genesis to 

explain the persistence of the totalitarian attitudes that uphold modern tyranny as the result of the 

illusions of a demiurge posing as God and suppressing any threat to his authority. 

 Despite Urizen’s continuities with The Marriage’s usurpation narrative, inversion rhetoric, 

and biblical revision, it fundamentally differs in its negative theology.  Rather than affirm an 

immanent God, it denounces Yahweh and the Creation (in the figure of Urizen).  As a reluctant 

                                                           
45  Urizen’s close relationship to The Marriage extends to their similar number of plates and size of impressions, 
since Blake relief-etched Urizen on the backs of the Marriage plates (Viscomi, “Evolution” 306-07, 313). 
46  Urizen has long been recognized as Blake’s Genesis.  Robinson provided the first known commentary when he 
recounted how Blake “showed me his Version of Genesis, for so it may be called, as understood by a Christian 
Visionary.  He read a wild passage in a sort of Biblical style” (qtd. in Gilchrist, Life [1863] 1: 349).  According to 
Tannenbaum, Blake’s Genesis “attacks orthodox theology and philosophy, which he believes to be the true causes 
of the Fall,” and uses both “the structural and thematic patterns of Genesis” and “the literary and exegetical 
traditions surrounding [it]”—traditions including the Gnostics, Böhme (Hirst 93-99, Horn 77-80), and those I 
surveyed in Ch. 4 above—in a satire that “transposes, condenses, and . . . inverts [Genesis’s first three chapters] by 
invoking Revelation, developing his irony through parallels between the first and last books of the Bible” (T201). 
47  After Blake’s 1802 conversion, he would subscribe to Milton’s notion of the “fortunate fall,” calling the Creation 
“an act of Mercy” in A Vision of the Last Judgment (N91[b]; E563).  This is not evident in Urizen, however. 
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Creator, Los fashions the physical universe as punishment for Urizen’s rebellion against the 

Eternals, furnishing the materials for Urizen’s book-based religious system.  By doubling the 

account of Urizen’s genesis in chapters III-V, Urizen mocks the Bible’s inconsistent Creation 

narratives as an unlikely cloven foundation for monotheism.  Urizen’s fragmented counter-myth 

undermines the Urizenic assumption that a single text (the Bible, his “brazen Book”) can 

monopolize the truth and represent the Word of God, yet Blake’s canon-defying strategy of 

destabilizing Urizen’s narrative also complicates the construction of a Bible of Hell. 

 Setting aside thematic issues for a moment and returning to the larger problem of why Blake 

abandoned the Bible of Hell, we shall first consider Urizen in the context of what makes the 

Urizen Books formally unique.  The argument that they constitute the Bible of Hell exclusively 

has been made so often since 1933 “on formatting evidence” alone48 that it effectively forestalls 

any conceptual justification.  Worse, the dominance of the Urizen Books canon theory has 

obscured the discontinuities between The Marriage’s original vision for the Bible of Hell and its 

partial realization in the Urizen Books.  If anything can be gleaned from the Urizen Books’ 

formal imitation of KJV layout,49 it is that they represent a new phase of the Bible of Hell project 

that parodies the KJV more obviously than do the other Illuminated Books, signaling that he is 

indeed mocking Scripture, but to write a radical revision that resists the uniform repeatability of 

KJV letterpress production.  Urizen could be continually modulated by various combinations and 

orders of plates, and by the removal of various lines and figures,50 such that no two copies of 

Urizen were the same,51 nor could “Urizen” ever be reduced to mean one thing. 

                                                           
48  McGann, “Idea” 304; Murry 137-78.  Most adherents appear to accept this theory on authority (see §2.5 above). 
49  Blake certainly designed the layout of the Urizen Books to look like that of the KJV, as Ilive and other parodists 
and hoaxers of the eighteenth century did (see Ch. 5 above).  The books of Ahania and Los, engraved in intaglio 
rather than by Blake’s unique relief-etching process, are especially barren of designs compared with Urizen and the 
rest of the 1788-95 Illuminated Books. 
50  Of the eight known copies of Urizen, no two copies are alike, and the last copy produced (copy G from 1818) 
even changes the title.  Only copies A and B contain all 28 plates.  In all copies, Blake altered the order of the 
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 Urizen’s Preludium frames a counter-biblical myth dictated by Gnostic Eternals, an obscure 

polytheistic collective.52  In their narration, Urizen, as the archetype of Satan and Yahweh, 

became god of this world.  The Eternals’ bias is suspect because it is against them that Urizen 

rebels.  Nevertheless, it is from their multiple, fragmented perspective that the two narratives of 

his tragic fall unfold.  The first line, “Of the primeval Priests assum’d power” (E70) not only 

foreshadows the history of religion in Urizen chapters VIII-IX, but also adapts The Marriage’s 

recurring usurpation narrative in which the Antichrist assumed the place of Christ (5-6) and 

priests exploited the sacred poetry of the ancient poet-prophets (11). 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
plates, especially with the full-plate designs, and altered the order of text plates as well in copies A, B, E, and F. 
There are two chapter IVs (a and b), and copies G, D, F, and B contain plates from both.  Some of the full-plate 
designs are different between the copies; copy D, for instance, removes two figures on plates 5 (so that only one 
figure is seen falling) and 22 (so that only two sons of Urizen are left), whereas all other copies depict the three 
falling men entwined with serpents (e.g., A9, B7, C7, F6, G7) and four elemental sons of Urizen (e.g., A4, B21, 
C22, F22, G24) respectively.  See BB 168-71 for a full description of variants in Urizen. 
 Given these complications, my citations will refer to the chapter and verse numbers supplied by Blake, rather 
than to plate and line numbers (as elsewhere in this study). I specify line numbers within verses to the right of a 
decimal. Though Ahania and The Book of Los do not have the same complicated plate orders between copies (each 
survives in just one copy), I continue to use Urizen’s chapter:verse.line(s) convention when citing their text as well. 
51  McGann (“Idea”) identifies two types of indeterminacy that undermine stable textual authority: the reiteration of 
contradictory narratives and variations in plate order and composition.  He identifies Geddes’s Fragment Hypothesis 
(see §4.9 above) as the pretext of this narrative experimentation, since it explains the inconsistencies and 
contradictory repetitions of biblical narratives.  Following McGann’s lead, Farrell identifies the Bible itself as a 
Bible of Hell for its fragmented nature (see §2.5 above for my criticism of this theory): 

The Bible does not comprise a seamless, coherent narrative; rather, it is replete with textual ruptures, gashes 
and inconsistencies, semantic lacunae, reiterated passages; it is fissiparous, fragmented, and inaccessible to 
Reason; it is per se a Bible of Hell.  Indeed, the Bible is “the product of a complex, continuous, and often 
arbitrary set of historical interactions.”  (Farrell, “Revolution” 12; qtg. McGann, “Idea” 320) 

Mee (Enthusiasm 16-18) similarly criticizes McGann for not applying his “indeterminacy” reading to the other 
1793-95 Lambeth Books.  Like Urizen, America and Europe also contain multiple iterations of core narratives and 
at least Europe contains one optional plate.  The same argument can be applied to both Mee and McGann, however, 
for neither acknowledges that Blake had begun experimenting with the first type of indeterminacy (recurring 
narrative variations) in The Marriage’s recurring reiterations of the usurpation narrative (discussed throughout Ch. 8 
above) and the second as early as No Natural Religion.  Nor do they consider the destabilizing effect these 
indeterminacies have on the whole collection of Lambeth Books as a Bible of Hell.  The present study picks up 
where McGann and Mee leave off, for, by not placing Urizen in the context of a Bible of Hell project larger than the 
Urizen Books, they stop short of explaining the full significance of this unique strategy. 
52  Blake could have derived his concept of the Eternals, based on the Gnostic concept of æons, from members of 
the Johnson circle, if not from their source in Mosheim.  Priestley had described æons in a section on oriental 
philosophy in Disquisitions Relating to Matter and Spirit (264-65; qtg. Mosheim 39; see Paley, Energy 66-67) and 
An History of Early Opinions Concerning Jesus Christ (1: 3.2).  In the latter, Priestley connects the æons with the 
Gnostics’ view of the origin of evil, which Valentinus (c. 100-160) attributed to the creation of matter.  The 
“supreme mind” preceded matter, Valentinus said, and comprised “various intelligences . . . or æons” in a state of 
“efflux.”  Priestley cites numerous scriptural references to the “endless genealogies” and “intricate relations that 
these æons bore to each other” (1: 154-55, 157; italics in original; see also Priestley’s General History 1: 49).  Such 
untold relations furnished Blake with a tabula rasa upon which he could invent a new pantheon for his new mythos. 
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 Urizen’s theology is fundamentally different from The Marriage’s because neither Christ 

nor the vaguely defined immanent God figures in the Eternals’ account.  Their account does not 

pit a Christ figure (the Son of Fire or Orc) against Urizen, but depicts his motivations and actions 

on the model of Milton’s Satan.  The Eternals, who “spurn’d back [Urizen’s] religion,” 

correspond to Milton’s Father, Son, and the Heavenly Host, who repel Satan’s coup in Paradise 

Lost (Bk. VI).  By exiling Urizen to “a place in the north” where he resides in Europe, the 

Eternals designate him as satanic (see p. 341n25 above). 

 Chapter I establishes the theological antagonism between the Eternals (a preexisting 

polytheistic host) and Urizen, who launches a revolutionary monotheism that mimics the selfish 

individualism of Milton’s Satan.  Urizen’s first “silent activity: / Unseen” is to act independently 

of the Eternals, sequestering himself “in the deep . . . abominable chaos” to hatch a coup in 

secret.53  His “Self-enclosd, all-repelling” autonomy associates him with the “Demon” whom 

Oothoon identified in Visions.  He fashions first a “soul-shudd’ring vacuum” (like Milton’s Holy 

Ghost on Marriage plate 6), and a “dread world” of space-time over which he may lord.54  

Urizen’s action combines Satan’s parody of the Creation in his secret affair with Sin (PL 2.751-

67) with a parody of the Elohim’s feat of creating by “divid[ing] the light from the darkness” 

(Gen. 1:1-5).  The origin of evil, then, is the act of dividing from Eternity’s Heraclitean flux, 

which existed prior to any Platonic distinction between the one and the many. 

 The source of this anti-monotheistic idea appears to be Geddes, who explained that the 

Creation was a “revolution” rather than an ex nihilo invention (see §4.9 above) and that 

                                                           
53  “Unknown” appears five times in the first twenty-four lines (1:1.2, 1:1.6, 1:2.3, 1:4.3, 1:5.2; E70-71), but the 
dramatic irony is that the Eternals omnisciently see everything Urizen does in secret (1:5.1-4).  Urizen’s 
characterization is consistent with that of Nobodaddy, who is “silent & invisible” (E471), and his isolationism 
“establishes difference as the fundamental category of being” (Essick, “William Blake” 201). 
54  BU 1:1.3-5, 1:2.1-3, 1:6.4; VDA 8:3; MHH 6 (E35, 48, 70-71).  Holt attributes Blake’s antipathy to the vacuum to 
the Hutchinsonian belief that Newton’s concept of the vacuum was satanic (25). 
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“Elohim” derived from a pre-Abrahamic polytheism but became grammatically singular.55  

Blake may have taken this infernally to mean that monotheism usurped polytheism rather than, 

as Geddes argued, corrected its falsehood.  Urizen dramatizes the pre-history of the monotheistic 

revolution implicit in Genesis, much as Ilive purports to offer a Creation myth prior to (and thus 

more true than) Moses’s Genesis (see §5.4). 

 What the Enlightenment biblical scholarship did generally—and Geddes did specifically—

was reduce the Bible to an editorial process that explains its successive retellings of key myths 

(see p. 238n5 above).  If the two distinct Creation narratives in the Old Testament were “original 

derivation[s]” from the Spirit of Prophecy (ARO 8-9; E1), so were the Eternals’ retellings of 

Urizen’s origin.  All things are not equal in Blake’s revision, however: because Urizen’s two 

Creation narratives expose those in Genesis as misrepresentations, the Eternals’ account 

implicitly claims to be a purer, antecedent truth, despite their inconsistencies. 

 In addition to Genesis, Urizen chapter II parodies the Exodus scene in which Moses delivers 

the Decalogue (Ex. 34:29-35), and thus portrays the Bible’s origin as a spurious imposition.  

Urizen is in this way consistent with The Marriage’s antinomianism and Ilive’s anti-Mosaic 

revisionism.  When Urizen stands on a rock and calls the Eternals together to impose his 

monotheism (2:4-8; E71-72), his action implicitly ridicules the idea that the Bible’s core of Law 

came from God.  When Urizen finishes, the Eternals “saw his pale visage / Emerge from the 

                                                           
55  Geddes suggests that “Elohim” is a vestige of pre-Abrahamic polytheism in Critical Remarks: 

How the plural number אלהים came to be in such general use among the Hebrew, even when it denotes the 
one true GOD, may perhaps be thus rationally accounted for: Before the vocation of Abraham, polytheism 
seems generally to have prevailed: [“]the gods,[”] therefore, would be a general term.  The error, in worship, 
was rectified by the Hebrew legislator: but stubborn language has seldom been known to bend even to 
legislative power; and a term, once become idiomatical, is not easily dislodged.  Thus אלהים, we may 
suppose, obstinately kept its place in the Hebrew or rather Phenician dialect: although its meaning was 
generally restricted to one God, by putting the concording verb or adjective in the singular number.  (8-9) 

A similar misreading resulted in the neuter plural biblia (the Scriptures) being read as its feminine singular 
homonym, resulting in the current understanding of the singular, monolithic “Bible” (see p. 236n1 above). 
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darkness” (3:1.1-2; E72), which diminishes Moses’s shining complexion in the biblical narrative, 

where he emerges from the cloud on Mt. Sinai with the Decalogue tablets (see p. 345n38 above). 

 It is unclear whether Urizen’s imposition of a strict monotheistic code is merely a misguided 

attempt to promote humanist values, or if he invokes these as a propagandistic pretense: 

 Laws of peace, of love, of unity: 
 Of pity, compassion, forgiveness. 
 . . . . . .  
 One command, one joy one desire, 
 One curse, one weight, one measure56 
 One King, one God, one Law.  (2:8.1-2, 2:8.5-7; E72).57 
 
Though the first two lines of 2:8 are usually passed over by critics who emphasize the purely 

tyrannical nature of Urizen’s coup, he appears to wish only to legislate away what he sees as the 

negative effects of the Heraclitean strife that defines Eternity (see §4.3 above).  He desires “a joy 

without pain, / . . . a solid without fluctuation” (2:4.5-6, 2:5.1) by quelling the fires of Eternity 

into a fixed, ordered, and peaceful universe.58  As a mere demiurge rather than the omniscient 

Deity, could he know that the “One King, one God” chain of authority would result in tyranny?  

A sympathetic reading of Urizen makes the tyrannical effects of Urizen’s Law the accident of his 

failed good intentions, but the point of Urizen is not to excuse Yahweh, but to remythologize the 

origins of the Bible and its monotheism as mental and perceptual error. 

 In an obvious parody of the fixed biblical canon, Urizen writes a “Book of brass” to codify 

his One Law (3:1.4; E72).  When he opens this book, as illuminated on the headpiece design of 
                                                           
56  Though this has been read as an allusion to Revolutionary France’s attempts at standardizing the metric system 
of measurement (Essick, “Revolution” 204-05; W143), it appears rather to echo a line from an antinomian entry on 
“Civil and Ecclesiastical Laws” in Voltaire’s Philosophical Dictionary.  In the context of insisting on the absolute 
separation of Church and state and the elimination of privileges for both magistrates and priests that comes with 
egalitarianism, Voltaire appositely declares, “One weight, one measure, one custom” (212). 
57  As crucial as this monologue is to the counter-biblical theology of Urizen, the plate on which it occurs is 
excluded from copies D, E, F, G, and J. 
58  Against those who see Urizen as an entirely nihilistic poem, Mitchell focuses on “the continual emergence of 
‘pangs of hope’ [BU 4b:9.1; E76] in the most dismal episodes” (Composite 114), and reads 2:8 more 
sympathetically than most critics read it: as “as a premonition of a genuine apocalypse, one in which peace, love, 
unity, pity, compassion, forgiveness, and the infinite capacity of the individual (all the values invoked by Urizen) 
would not be corrupted by being attached to a notion of absolute, abstract law” (133-34). 
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59  In the various copies, the plate is numbered A8, B6, C6, D4, F4, and G5, and bears the text of 3:2.6 to 3:8.4.
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hieroglyphic appearance of his Bible’s contents in the open-book design suggests that he is the 

“Primeval priest” presiding over sacred mysteries that hold the laity in thrall. 

 The Creation parody is central to the Urizen Books’ biblical revision, but the inconsistent 

retelling of Urizen’s creation epitomizes the Bible of Hell’s resistance to a stable canonical 

narrative.  The creation of the material universe is no masterpiece in Urizen, but begins as the 

unintended consequence of Urizen’s attempt to flee the Eternals’ counteroffensive following his 

failed coup.  Urizen fashions a womb-like cave out of excavated mountains (3:6.4-7.2; E73) in a 

parody of both Milton’s rebel angels digging up mountains to shield themselves from God’s 

angels (PL 6.639-52) and a similar episode in Rev. 6:15-16 (see §9.1 above).  The cave becomes 

an organic embryo and locus of the “black globe” of his “vast world,” the Creation (BU 3:7.6-10; 

E73).  From here, however, the narrative fragments into two different accounts of debased 

creation.  Although Blake follows the splitting of the origin myth in Genesis 1-2, he creates a 

narrative indeterminacy that Mollyanne Marks sees as “an attempt to transcend the ordinary 

limits of plot and language” by “dramatiz[ing] the fragmentation of the fall” (581).  The Eternals 

who dictate Urizen offer two biased perspectives on a single event.  The poem thus undermines 

the univocal authority of the Logos by positing a transcendent, pre-Creation dialogism that 

challenges a fallen reader’s perception. 

 In chapters III-V, Blake inverts the two Genesis Creation accounts so that Urizen (a parody 

of Yahweh) is materially created and Los, the Eternal Prophet, is the Elohim-like Creator.  While 

Urizen divides himself from the Eternals, Los represents their reaction: “Los round the dark 

globe of Urizen, / Kept watch for Eternals to confine, / The obscure separation alone” (3:8.1-3; 

E73).60  Los’s punitive fashioning of a material universe and bodily prison for Urizen’s 

                                                           
60  This definitive statement of Los’s mission is ambiguous.  It could imply that Los is Urizen’s accomplice, 
standing guard and prepared to confine any Eternals who attack.  Likewise, the ambiguous possessive pronoun “his” 
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transgression combines parodies of the two Genesis Creation accounts, Isaiah, and scenes of 

rebellion in Paradise Lost.   

 This bricolage makes the satire much more nuanced than Tannenbaum’s simplistic 

reduction of Urizen chapters I-III to the Creation account in Genesis 1 and Urizen IV-V to that in 

Genesis 2.  Such simplifications lead him to misidentify Urizen as Elohim and Los as Yahweh 

(T202-04), perhaps because he does not account for the complicating effect that Urizen’s two 

fourth chapters have on this scheme when they split the account of Urizen’s morphogenesis into 

two inconsistent narratives.  Tannenbaum’s conclusion that Blake “favors the anthropomorphic 

Jahweh precisely because of his human qualities,” and that Yahweh “represents desire, energy, 

and inspiration” (T205) is not evident in the text, even by implication.  In Urizen’s critical 

theology, both Elohim and Yahweh-Elohim represent two kinds of error in abstracting space and 

time, respectively, from the Eternal flux.  Neither creation has anything to do with “joining the 

human and the divine through poetic vision” (ibid.), though this latter activity describes Los’s 

role as the Spirit of Prophecy accommodating Urizen’s Fall by undergoing the same himself. 

 The first, spatially oriented Urizen creation account (3:7-4a:6; E73-74) combines the 

Creation in Genesis 2,61 Satan’s creation of Sin in Paradise Lost, and the reanimation of dry 

bones in Ezekiel’s prophecy (37:1-12).62  This intertextual web of associations places Los in the 

role of both Yahweh-Elohim (of Gen. 2)63 and Milton’s Satan, though it was Urizen who was, in 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
shortly after (3:9.2) suggests that Los either curses himself or Urizen in the act of creation.  For the sake of my 
argument, I read it instead as Los confining Urizen on the Eternals’ behalf. 
61  Though both Creation accounts concern the creation of material space, the bias in Genesis 1 is temporal, as it is 
divided into Elohim’s six days of Creation, whereas the bias in the Genesis 2 account is spatial.  Genesis 2 concerns 
earthly formation and geographic orientation, as Yahweh-Elohim forms life from dust and “plant[s] a garden 
eastward in Eden,” with four rivers associated with various earthly locations (2:7-14). 
62  Blake had used this latter allusion to Ezekiel 37 as an apocalyptic vision in America (8:2-5; E53), and would use 
it again in the final triumph in The Song of Los (see §10.6 below). 
63  Tannenbaum’s simplistic division makes Yahweh the sole god of the Creation account in Genesis 2, which is 
contradicted by the fact that the Creator in Genesis is consistently represented as Yahweh-Elohim ( “the LORD God” 
in the KJV), which is evidence of P’s conciliatory redaction of the E and J narratives (see §9.2 above). 
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his earlier coup attempt against the Eternals, in the satanic role.  Urizen is now an amalgam of 

the material world, Sin, and Eve, being “rent from [Los’s] side” and becoming “a clod of clay” 

(3:9.3-11.2).  The action condenses a satire of the biblical account where Eve is formed out of 

Adam’s rib (Gen. 2:22) and the Paradise Lost scene in which Satan asexually births Sin from his 

head at his first thought of rebellion in Heaven (Milton 2.758). 

 The second, time-oriented creation of Urizen’s material form in Urizen chapter IVb (E74-

76), which is twice as long as the first, parodies the seven-day Creation in Genesis 1, but framed 

as the three woes of Revelation (9:12, 11:14).  Blake collapses the beginning and end of the 

Bible into a single catastrophe in which each woe marks a further stage in Urizen’s material 

morphogenesis in the formation of his organs of perception (4b:6-12).  The continuation of the 

Urizen IVb creation in chapter V transitions from a parody of the Genesis 1 Creation back to that 

of Genesis 2.  Los divides along gender lines, producing “the first female” as a narcissistic 

reproduction of his own image (5:7-8, 6:2.2; E77-78), which places him once again in the 

positions of Yahweh-Elohim, Adam (separating from Eve), and Satan.  These dizzying shifts in 

identity, complicated even more by Blake’s reordering of the Urizen plates such that neither 

creation definitively precedes the other,64 resist the reduction of the myth to linear and univocal 

coherence.  The effect of such shifts is the destabilization of the Bible of Hell mythos. 

 Blake splits the creation into incompatible narratives in the manner of Genesis 1-2 to mock 

the priestly process that yokes disparate theologies into a rigid canon.  He allegorizes the 

problems of canon formation in chapter IVa’s parody of Isaiah 37 in which Los fashions skin to 

organize Urizen’s bones and make the Bible of his body.  If the prophecies and “poetic tales” of 

                                                           
64  The creation narrative in IVb precedes IVa in copies B, E, and F.  When Los tries to fix Urizen’s mutating 
anthropomorphism by “Beating still on his rivets of iron / Pouring sodor of iron” (4b:1.8-9; E75) in the same 
manner as he does this in IVa, however, the “still” suggests that IVa and IVb are supposed to succeed one another.  
When IVa is excluded in copies A, B, and C, the continuing action suggested by “still” in 4b:1.8 does not make 
sense, being the first mention of these “rivets of iron” rather than the second. 
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“ancient Poets” (MHH 11) are Urizen’s uncollected bones, the skin is the priestly editorial 

process that binds them into a canon to be printed uniformly as the standardized KJV.  Though 

he will shortly appear as the “eternal Prophet” (4b:7; E75), Los is here reduced to a priestly 

editor in this consolidating process.  Throughout the Bible of Hell, the “nets & gins” that he 

manufactures to throw “round about” Urizen as skin (4a:4; E74) figure as spiritual impediments 

derived from the Bible via Pilgrim’s Progress,65 which is ironic because the Bible becomes part 

of the priests’ “Net of Religion.”  Los continues to materialize Urizen with his industrially styled 

creation, “[binding] every change / With rivets of iron & brass,” and fashioning the “chains of 

the mind.”   The “linked infernal chain” of a spine he fashions for Urizen is both the spine of the 

Bible that Urizen’s body represents and an inversion of the Great Chain of Being.  The result of 

Los’s production of these spirit-hindering devices is that Urizen is further cut off from Eternity, a 

process complete by chapter V.66  The work of fashioning a religious system to “enslav[e] the 

vulgar” (MHH 11) can now begin. 

 Urizen chapters VIII-IX elaborate on Marriage 11’s etiology of priestly religion.  The focus 

turns back to Urizen after the separation of Los from Eternity, the creation of Enitharmon, and 

the protean embryogenesis and birth of their son Orc67 in V-VIII.  Los and Enitharmon’s binding 

of Orc “With the Chain of Jealousy” 
68 parodies the binding of Isaac in Genesis 22,69 a keystone 

in Abrahamic religion’s myth of atonement (see §10.4 below).  Here Blake continues the Visions 
                                                           
65  Blake denounced these devices in the thirteenth Proverb of Hell (MHH 7; E36).  In Visions, the parson uses “nets 
& gins & traps” to exploit the farmer’s labour and fund the very institutions that oppress him: “castles and high 
spires. where kings & priests may dwell” (8:17-20; E49; see also The Song of Los 4:2; E67).  Blake took the 
phrasing from the symbols of spiritual impediments in Pilgrim’s Progress (1678): “Nets, Traps and Gins . . . were 
planted here by the Prince of the Power of the Air, to catch such Pilgrims in as were high minded” (Bunyan 69).  Of 
course, Bunyan derived these metaphors from Josh. 23:13, Ps. 140:5, 141:9-10, and Jer. 5:26. 
66  BU 4a:5.1-2, 4b:2.2, 4b:4.1-2, 4b:6.2; E74-75, 77.  For more on the “mind forg’d manacles,” see p. 249 above.  
For Urizen’s spine as the Chain of Being, see Hilton (Literal 57). 
67  The “worm,” “serpent,” and “Many forms of fish, bird & beast” through which Orc passes in utero recall the 
pattern of Urizen’s parody of creation “Of beast, bird, fish, serpent & element” (BU 1:3.4, 6:6.6; E70, 79). 
68  BU 7:4.4; E80.  Paley reads the chaining of Orc as an indication of Blake’s doubt in “the efficacy of the prophetic 
Imagination,” as Los (representing the latter) sees Orc, or “Energy as a threat to its autonomy” (Energy 61). 
69  Paley (Energy 75) suggests also the binding of Prometheus and the Crucifixion as sources for the binding of Orc. 
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line of antinomian criticism that mocks Yahweh’s repeated efforts to legislate his chosen people 

into loving and fearing only him, despite their “perpetual backsliding” (Jer. 3:6-22, 8:5). 

 Urizen’s attempt to douse the Heraclitean fires of the Eternal multiverse and shape it as a 

universe backfires in Los’s creation of a world of generational conflict (Nurmi, Blake 106).  The 

birth of fiery Orc ensures that a debased version of Eternity’s Heraclitean fire and harmony-

through-strife survive in the material universe, albeit as human discord.  In such a world, brother 

fights brother (Cain vs. Abel, Shem vs. Ham, Jacob vs. Esau), son rebels against father (Absalom 

vs. David), and father suppresses son.  Like Yahweh and Tiriel, Urizen “curs’d / Both sons & 

daughters; for he saw / That no flesh nor spirit could keep / His iron laws one moment.” 
70  Only 

by spinning a spider-like web or “Net of Religion” in “the human brain,” thus “narrowing [the] 

perceptions” of his subjects so that they “Discernd not the woven hipocrisy” of monotheism, can 

Urizen partially fulfill Yahweh’s totalitarian fantasy of reducing them to obedient automatons.71 

 The overthrow of Eternity, extended from Marriage 16, is complete when the shrinking of 

the Eternals’ senses72 reduces them to “reptile forms . . . / Of seven feet stature” (9:2-3; E82).  In 

The Marriage, the “Giants who formed this world into its sensual existence” were likewise 

reduced “to live in it in chains” that are “the cunning of weak and tame minds. which have power 

to resist energy” (16; E40).  The chains become the deluding “Net of Religion” and then “the Net 

of Urizen” in the hands of priests who “form’d laws of prudence, and call’d them / The eternal 

laws of God.”  This too is consonant with The Marriage, where priests fashioned “forms of 

worship from poetic tales. And at length they pronounced that the Gods had ordered such things” 

                                                           
70  BU 8:4.2-5; E81.  As in Visions (see §9.4 above), Urizen’s attempts at control will be defied, as his son Fuzon 
proves in the sequel Book of Ahania (see §10.4 below). 
71  BU 8:6.5-6, 8:8.2, 8:9.1, 9:2.2-4; E82.  On Isaiah’s prophecy of Yahweh internalizing the Law, see p. 326 above. 
72  The idea of the shrinking senses continues the platonic doctrine of The Marriage and Visions, where “man has 
closed himself up, till he sees all things thro’ narrow chinks of his cavern” (MHH 14; E39) and Oothoon “had five 
senses to inclose me up. / And they inclos’d my infinite brain into a narrow circle” (VDA 5:31; E47). 
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(MHH 11, BU 9:5.3-4, 9:7.2; E38, 83).  They may not necessarily be mendacious, but they catch 

themselves in their own net of dogma like Urizen in the final design. 

 In Urizen’s narrative frame, this jaundiced account of the origin of Judeo-Christian 

monotheism and its scriptural tradition is the lamentation of the Eternals preceding it.  In 

continuity with the Bible of Hell’s sympathy for the oppressed, Urizen gives voice to the 

Eternals that were overwritten by the biblical account.  The Eternals’ account is deliberately 

inconsistent not only to draw attention to the vestigial inconsistencies in the biblical narratives of 

the Creation, which form the very foundation of Western monotheism, but also to undermine the 

priestly notion that one standardized text can represent the truth for everyone and express the 

Word of God.  The currently dispersed state of Blake’s 1790-95 Illuminated Books suggests that 

he insisted on this canon-defying strategy of keeping his own bones of prophecy hurtling around 

uncollected (4a:1.2; E74), unlike his songs, which he brought together in Songs of Innocence and 

of Experience.  Blake continued to parody the biblical Creation myth in subsequent retellings of 

his counter-myths of origin in the Urizen Book sequels of 1795. 

 

 §10.4 – The Corruptions of Christianity in The Book of Ahania 

 The First Book ends with Urizen’s son Fuzon leading the fallen out of Egypt (9:8; E83) as 

Blake saw the heroes of the French Revolution lead France out from the bondage of the ancien 

régime in 1789.  Reflecting the catastrophe that the Revolution had become by 1795, however, 

The Book of Ahania prophesies that it is a victory for tyranny.  It continues the story of Fuzon, 

not as Exodus, but as an Absalom-vs.-David rebellion mapped onto the war in heaven depicted in 

Revelation and Paradise Lost.  As the wrathful Christ, Fuzon mounts a violent coup against his 

father, repeating Urizen’s earlier failed rebellion.  Ahania is not a linear sequel to Urizen, as 
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Exodus is to Genesis, then, but a variation on its theme of thwarted rebellion set in Los’s 

universe, a mill of generational conflict cycling around Urizen’s archetypal revolution.   

 In Ahania’s jaundiced view, the father prevails over the son, much as British governmental 

authority trumped the upstart cause of reform c. 1792-95, contrary to the raised hopes of 1789-

91.  Ahania shifts the Bible of Hell’s revision of the Old Testament to show that the Pauline idea 

that the Father sacrificed the Son is yet another turn on Old Testament totalitarianism.  Ahania 

integrates Urizen’s revision of Genesis with a satire on the corruptions of Christianity within the 

New Testament.  Rather than use inversion as a solution to the mundus inversus predicament and 

purify Christianity with an idealized antinomianism like The Marriage, however, Ahania shows 

that the Son’s rebellion revolves or devolves into the Urizenic tyranny it aims to supersede. 

 As in Urizen, Ahania’s antagonists recall those of The Marriage, but they also depart from it 

like America and Europe.  Fuzon debuts as a Christ-like liberator, though in a diabolized sense: 

he is like the antinomian Son of Fire who ousts the nocturnal, “starry king” (MHH 27-28; E44-

45), as day replaces night.  Fuzon rises on a chariot of fire as the “Son of Urizens silent 

burnings” (1:1; E84), recalling Urizen.  His parricidal mission takes the Son of Fire’s 

antinomianism to an extreme, however; Fuzon inverts Milton’s militant Christ who adopts his 

Father’s wrath and vows to hate whomever he hates.73  In Ahania, Fuzon directs his assault on 

Urizen, suggesting that Yahweh’s hatred redounds upon himself through his son, as Satan’s 

hatred redounds in Paradise Lost (see p. 222n26 above).  Fuzon’s rebellion thus ironically 

identifies him with both Milton’s Satan and the militant Christ of Revelation, and thus associates 

him with the Urizen-tending Orc of America and Europe, rather than with The Marriage’s 

antinomian Christ or the pacifist, love-thine-enemies Christ of the Gospels. 

                                                           
73  Fuzon’s thunder stone (1:1.8; E84) also parodies the “ten thousand thunders” with which Milton’s Christ smites 
the rebel angels (PL 6.734-35, 6.750-51, 6.835-36). 
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 Fuzon’s challenge to Urizen’s authority in Ahania serves a prophetic function like that in 

Urizen, which exposes both Old Testament gods, Yahweh and Elohim, as illusions.  Fuzon asks, 

“Shall we worship this Demon of smoke[?]” referring to Urizen, but alluding clearly to 

Yahweh’s delivery of the Decalogue in an obscuring cloud atop Mt. Sinai.74  Fuzon then attacks 

Urizen as the Elohim of Genesis 1:2 (the “Spirit [that] moved upon the face of the waters”), 

calling him an “abstract non-entity / This cloudy God seated on waters / Now seen, now 

obscur’d; King of sorrow” (1:2; E84).  Fuzon dismisses the Old Testament God, by any name, as 

a “transcendental signifier of holiness devoid of human content” (Mee, Enthusiasm 193). 

 Ahania fundamentally differs from The Marriage, however, in that it portrays violent 

Christian revolution as a twofold failure.  The coup’s initial success is degraded when Fuzon 

immediately crowns himself as the very despot he usurps.  Fuzon hurls at Urizen “a vast globe” 

that “burns red,” a “Globe of wrath . . . howling,” as the proto-Urizenic “starry king . . . hurl’d 

the new born wonder” in “A Song of Liberty.”  The potent beam castrates Urizen and divides 

him from his female portion,75 which becomes Ahania.  Mistaking Urizen’s castration as his 

defeat, Fuzon ironically crowns himself the eternal God: “I am God. said he, eldest of things!” 

echoing Urizen’s claim in Urizen.76  Moreover, the conversion of Fuzon from Christ-like 

liberator to Urizenic despot reverses The Marriage’s conversion of Angel (a Urizen analog) into 

Devil.  The conversion suggests something far more destructive to the Bible of Hell: a process by 

which the saviour is revealed to be tyranny’s monstrous double (Paley, Energy 81-85). 

 The coup fails at another level when Urizen defeats it, confirming the Absalom pattern in 

which the son is killed (Frye, “Biblical Illustrations” 71).  As in Europe, this failure is 

                                                           
74  Ex. 19:16-20, 20:18-21.  See Ez. 32:7-8, quoted by Lowth in Lectures (1: 130-31), for more on Yahweh’s clouds. 
75  MHH 25-26; BA 1:1.6-7, 1:3.3, 1:3.5, 1:6-8 (E44, 84-85). 
76  BA 2:8.3; BU 2:8.7, 9:5.4 (E72, 83, 86).  Fuzon’s transition into Urizen may also retrospectively explain the 
Marriage Devil-narrator’s contention that “after Christs death, he became Jehovah” (6; E35), which otherwise 
complicates The Marriage’s distinction between true and rhetorical devils. 
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accompanied by an appropriation of the rebellion’s symbolism by the forces of reaction.  Urizen 

fashions his bow from the rib of an “enormous dread Serpent” (2:3.1; E86) he slays, 

foreshadowing Fuzon’s defeat.  Ahania is here consistent with The Gates of Paradise, where 

“Aged Ignorance” clips the youth’s wings (see Fig. 26 above). 

 Urizen’s crucifixion of Fuzon in Ahania III critiques Paul’s theology of atonement, the idea 

that sins must be cleansed through sacrifice.  Here, the Father martyrs the Son out of vengeance 

rather than generosity to humanity, suggesting that the New Testament has been corrupted by the 

Old Testament’s rites of sacrifice to Yahweh.  Whereas Canaanites sacrificed children to Moloch 

(e.g., Lev. 18:21, Dt. 12:31) and the Israelites spared children but sacrificed their firstborn 

livestock to Yahweh (e.g., Ex. 20:24, Lev. 1), the Book of Hebrews’s Holy Father sacrifices his 

“first-begotten” Son to cleanse humanity forever so that no more sacrifices need be made.77  

When Urizen nails Fuzon’s corpse to the Tree of Mystery (3:6; E87), a parody of the Tree of 

Knowledge (Gen. 2:9, 2:17) and Crucifixion cross, Blake travesties atonement as the theology of 

a bloodthirsty demiurge.78  Given that Paul’s notion of atonement is closely related to that of 

predestination (Rom. 8:28-33), which Blake abhorred (E609-11), we can see why Ahania 

extends Blake’s Marcionite revision of the Old Testament to the parts of the New. 

 Ahania IV integrates chapter III’s critique of the New Testament by repeating Urizen’s 

creation myths as metaphors for the corruption of Christianity.  Blake’s problem with the 

canonical Scriptures, like Marcion’s, was that they mixed unchristian theology with what he 

considered true, radical Christianity.  Ahania dramatizes this process when Los collects Urizen’s 

bones (or original prophecy) in the canonizing Net of Religion.  Ahania IV’s creation account is 

                                                           
77  Heb. 1:6, 9:12-13.  See Tannenbaum’s discussion of the ransom theory of atonement in Ahania (T234-37). 
78  Priestley likewise thought “the idea that the Crucifixion was a ‘propitiaory sacrifice’ to be a slur on divine mercy, 
a priestly distortion ‘which represents the divine being as withholding his mercy from the truly penitent, till a full 
satisfaction be made to his justice; and for that purpose, as substituting his own innocent son in the place of sinful 
man” (Mee, Enthusiasm 200; qtg. Priestley, Corruptions of Christianity 1: 152-53). 
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modeled on Urizen IVa’s, but casts Urizen’s morphogenesis as a pestilent mist enveloping 

Fuzon’s resurrected body on the Tree.  This suggests perhaps that the Father’s sacrifice of the 

Son is a corruption of Christianity introduced by Los.  As in Urizen, “The Eternal Prophet” Los79 

here “forg’[s] nets of iron” to consolidate Urizen’s form into the Bible.80 

 Ahania V shifts the narrative abruptly from Urizen’s war-biased perspective to Ahania’s 

nostalgic account of their lost love in Eternity.  Her humanized recollection of Eternity as a regal 

bedroom of conjugal bliss opposes Urizen’s account of Eternity as an expansive, fiery state of 

conflict without hierarchical or gender differentiation.81  Ahania’s shameless sexualizing of their 

Eternal bliss recalls the free love that Oothoon sought to recover in Visions (10:3-26; E50).  

Ahania ends dourly with Ahania’s lamentations as she wanders alone, a ghost without form in 

the fallen wasteland (5:1.5, 5:14; E88-89).  Ahania ends much as Visions does: in sympathy with 

the dispossessed female unable to close the gap between her anguish and her absent lover, and 

yearning to recover their unfallen state of liberty and unity. 

 Besides this continuity with the pessimistic phase of the Bible of Hell begun in 1793, 

however, Ahania’s main contribution to the collection is a destructive satire of corruptions 

within New Testament theology, combined with another retelling of the Genesis myth of origin.  

Its critique recalls the attempt to purify Christianity in The Marriage, but it differs in not 

affirming any alternative ideal of primitive Christianity.  It appears that, by 1795, Blake’s 

disillusion at the degeneration of the French Revolution had driven him far from the hopeful 

liberation theology mapped out in The Marriage.  As we shall see in Ahania’s formal 

companion, however, Blake had not yet fathomed the nadir of the Bible of Hell’s pessimism. 

                                                           
79  This epithet intersects the Los of Ahania with that of Urizen (4b:1.7, 4b:2.5, 5:4.1, 5:4.6, 5:7.9; E75, 77-78). 
80  BA 3:3.10, 4:1.2, 4:5.3; BU 8:9.1 (E82, 86-88).  See also W155. 
81  BU 2:2, 2:4.6-8, 3:2, 3:4-5; BA 5:6-13; E71-73, 89.  Mee calls Eternity a “fluxile community” (Enthusiasm 203), 
and Rajan argues that, because it cannot be expressed except through negative terms, it offers no positive model of 
existence alternative to Urizen’s (265-66). 
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 §10.5 – The Triumph of Tyranny
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Urizen’s self-burial under mountains in retreat at 3:6 of 
83  The text layout is even closer to the KJV style than 
for the last (plate 6), which has a colour
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with the Bible of Hell mythology, but even greater differences.  It adds another inconsistent 

counter-biblical parody of the Creation, but now undermines The Marriage’s faith in prophecy 

as a means to invert the mundus inversus resulting from Urizen’s tyrannical monotheism. 

 The first chapter’s two dichotomous depictions of Eternity—blissful and sublime—link The 

Book of Los to the scheme of contraries and mundus inversus topos prevalent since The 

Marriage.  The Eternal Eno85 first depicts Eternity as a state prior to Moral Law and the 

repression of desire.  In this version of Eternity, virtue is the indulgence of desire by 

personifications named after the fallen world’s vices: Covet, Envy, Wrath, and Wantonness.  

This mundus inversus scenario dramatizes the underworld from which the Proverbs of Hell were 

collected, and again suggests a Urizenic usurpation that created the fallen world by morally 

inverting Eternity.  A place where “none impure were deem’d” is the state that Ahania recalled 

and Oothoon sought to recover (BL 1:3-5; E90-91). 

 The other, sublime side of Eternity is Heraclitean strife, corresponding to the Eternals’ 

reaction to Urizen’s coup attempt in Urizen III.  The abrupt shift in tone at 1:6 signals the 

diabolical inversion in which the Dantean and Miltonic imagery of hell is reclaimed in the style 

of The Marriage.  Eternity’s “living” and “Intelligent” “flames of desire” “Rag[e] furious” 

against Urizen’s revolution, while Los is “bound in a chain” (like his son Orc), passively 

“Compell’d to watch Urizens shadow” (1:6.6-7; E91), and cooled into the opposite of his Eternal 

desire: “A vast solid without fluctuation” (1:10.6).  In an age when war rode roughshod over any 

hope for peace, the indignant prophet’s role is reduced to that of a marginalized spectator, 

undermining The Marriage’s conception of prophecy as the champion of liberty. 

 Chapters II-III revisit the Genesis Creation myth parodied in Urizen, but with a different 

chronology and with Los starting in captivity before falling into a material morphogenesis 
                                                           
85  “Eno” is an anagram of “eon” (æon) a key Gnostic concept (Damon, Dictionary 125). 
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independent of Urizen’s.  Los’s captivity suggests that he represents the Eternal energies of 1:3-5 

that Urizenic religion represses as vices after the Fall.  This identifies him with Orc, who is 

nominally absent from The Book of Los.  Los’s fall (2:5-9) takes the form of Satan’s in Paradise 

Lost, but is now a struggle against the contracting effects initiated by Urizen’s fleeting presence 

at 1:6.6 (E91).  Urizen thus imposes on Los as The Marriage’s Angel and Devil-narrator 

reciprocally impose on one another; their roles shift accordingly.86  In Urizen, Los imposed on 

Urizen.  Here, Urizen imposes on Los, diminishing his prophetic role.  The Book of Los’s 

subsequent chapters modify the context of the Creation parody in a manner that substitutes Los 

for Urizen as the first man.  But whereas Los is the smith of the material universe in Urizen, here 

he is entirely passive.  Chapter III fuses the Creation and Flood myths of Genesis to that of the 

Fall.  Los is tossed in the Flood, beached on an Ararat of material form, and subjected to the first 

pulls of gravity.  Chapter IV begins by completing the inverted Genesis with fallen light being 

created after Los’s morphogenesis (4:1.1; E93). 

 Absent since 1:6.6, Urizen reappears to undergo a material creation of his own following 

Los’s, and thus reprises his Urizen role at the point where his creation becomes a metaphor for 

canon formation.  He starts as a mere spine “writhing upon the dark void” (4:1.4-5), suggesting a 

preexisting structure for the biblical canon along the lines of the Great Chain of Being even 

before there are bones of prophecy to collect.  Urizen’s morphogenesis here intersects with the 

second creation account’s imagery in Urizen (4b:6.3; E75), but the similes attending the spine 

identify his origin dichotomously with (1) the serpent associated with rebellion in America and 

Europe and (2) the “iron chain” (4:1.7) associated with repression in Urizen (7:4.4, 8:4.5; E80-

81) and Ahania (4:5.3; E88).  In a mundus inversus reversal, Los then binds “the dark Demon” 

                                                           
86  “As signs, both Urizen and Orc are plastic; they constantly shift and change as the balance between them alters.  
These polarities gain meaning from the circumstances in which they are employed; they embody a ceaseless struggle 
between authority and resistance, played out on many fronts and on multiple levels” (Hutton, “Lovers” 158). 
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Urizen—as he did in the first creation account in Urizen (4a:5.2)—and fashions the material sun 

as a “glowing illusion” that he fastens to Urizen’s “vast Spine” (4:3.1, 4:5.4, 4:7.6-7; E94) to 

complete the Chain of Being.  Los tethers Urizen’s brain, the “rock” of the earth, to the spine 

(4:9.1) to make the sun the original object of heathen worship as Bryant conceived it (see p. 129 

above).  The Book of Los ends with Eno calling this religion “a Human Illusion / In darkness and 

deep clouds involvd” (4:9.6), linking this Urizenic world to Yahweh’s clouds of obscurantism. 

 The Book of Los ends pessimistically with an impasse in which monotheism perpetuates 

tyranny.  Internalized, the Chain of Being subjugates the laity to priests and kings who derive 

their authority from “God” at the top of it, figured as the sun.  As a representation of this 

“Illusion” of religion, the sun in the tailpiece design symbolically displaces Orc or the Son of 

Fire as the only hope for liberty.  In The Marriage and Europe, the figure of the rising sun was 

the symbol of imminent apocalyptic freedom (MHH 27:19; EP 18:2-4; E45, 66).  In recasting 

this as an illusion, The Book of Los further undermines the original Bible of Hell ethos. 

 Given that the Urizen Books run concurrently with the Continental Prophecies, Blake gives 

the reader the option of reading the Lambeth Books as ending in 1795 with either The Book of 

Los or The Song of Los.  Were one to read the Bible of Hell as a complete inversion of the Holy 

Bible, such that the New Testament regresses into the Old (Continental Prophecies → Urizen 

Books), then it would end nihilistically with The Book of Los.  If one were to read it as following 

the Holy Bible’s sequence (Old Testament → New Testament), the collection ends with the 

apocalyptic climax of the Continental Prophecies’ Revelation revision.  As we shall see, 

however, The Song of Los presents a whole new set of problems if it stands as the final testament 

of both the Continental Prophecies and the Bible of Hell. 
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 §10.6 – The Song of Los: Disappointing “A Song of Liberty” 

 Though The Book of Los and The Song of Los (both 1795) are ambiguously by or about the 

same figure, they represent contrary Bible of Hell outcomes.  The Book shows humanity trapped 

in religious delusion; The Song suggests an apocalyptic way out.  The Book epitomizes Blake’s 

anti-biblical revision of the Old Testament; The Song rewrites the New to complete not only the 

Continental Prophecies,87 but also the revision of Revelation begun in “A Song of Liberty.”  As 

Revelation condenses and refracts the Scriptures into a kaleidoscopic vision,88 so Los’s Song is a 

Bible of Hell digest that brings it to an apocalyptic period.89  The Song rewrites both Revelation 

and “A Song of Liberty,” but suggests the completion of Orc’s conversion into a Urizenic figure, 

thus disappointing the aims of the Bible of Hell program as it was mapped out in The Marriage. 

 The Song of Los at first appears consistent with the Bible of Hell: its mock-biblical revision 

inverts the biblical narrative to expose Yahweh as a demon.  It returns to the Urizen Books’ 

creation narratives and continues the Continental Prophecies’ story of the Orc-Urizen 

antagonism.  “Africa” inverts the history of Exodus as a history of humanity entering the 

bondage of Law rather than fleeing slavery in Egypt.90  The “forms of dark delusion” that Moses 

                                                           
87  The Song completes the trilogy, although its cloven narrative really forms a tetralogy with America and Europe.  
Its first part (“Africa”) presents a mythic pre-history of the Fall up to America, and its second (“Asia”) the 
completion of Europe’s action as an apocalyptic resurrection.  Line 4:21 of “Africa” (E68) is the starting point of 
America, since it is identical to the first line of the Prophecy therein (5:1; E52), but the history of Christian Empire 
in “Africa” (3:25-4:21; E67-68) coincides with that of Europe up to Orc’s American victory (11:1-15:15; E63-64).  
In broad strokes, the tetralogy forms a four-continent cycle that runs “Africa” → America → Europe → “Asia.” 
88  “No book of the New Testament is as saturated with the Old as is the Apocalypse,” says Paulien, crediting 
Lestringant’s study Essai sur l’unité de la revelation biblique (1942) for demonstrating how “one-seventh of the 
substance of the Apocalypse is draw from the words of the Old Testament” (113, n2). 
89  Erdman calls The Song of Los “a complete pageant of history from [Genesis] to the end of time” (“Symmetries” 
180).  Viscomi (“Blake’s ‘Annus Mirabilis’”) proves that, contrary to longstanding assumptions about the Lambeth 
Books ending with Ahania and The Book of Los, The Song of Los was actually the last produced of the three 1795 
Illuminated Books.  Its text plates 3-4 (“Africa”) and 6-7 (“Asia”) originally adjoined each other in a double-column 
landscape format before being printed in single-column halves as a traditionally shaped book (52, 81-82). 
90  Mee points out that locating obscurantist State Religion in Egypt (BU 28:10; E83) was a commonplace in 
eighteenth-century speculative mythography, pointing especially to William Warburton’s 1738 Divine Legation of 
Moses Demonstrated (see also T187-88), John Toland’s Letters to Serena (1704), and Thomas Blackwell’s Enquiry 
into the Life and Writings of Homer (1735).  Mee also shows how the work of Charles Wilkins and Sir William 
Jones in the late 1780s revealed that the religion and philosophy of India was even more ancient than the Judeo-
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imposes on the Israelites, and hence “the Nations / By the hands of the children of Los” (3:8-9, 

3:17; E67), are an antinomian revision of Mosaic Law like that in Ilive’s Jasher (see §5.4 

above).  “Africa” is thus ideologically consistent with The Marriage.  It compresses and mixes 

biblical history, from the Creation to the Flood, with Blake’s own counter-myths: priests usurp 

prophets (Marriage 11), and the Fall (a separation from Eternity) is effected by the spread of 

Urizenic systems throughout Eurasia.  These systems expand to include Greek philosophy, 

Brahmanism, Christianity, Islam, and the Nordic “Code of War” (3:18-30; E67) as the kind of 

religious delusions that held humanity captive at the end of The Book of Los.  “Africa” ends in 

the now-barren “desarts of Africa” (4:16-20; E68), symbols of the desolating effects of these 

systems’ history since the Fall, recalling the use of Isaiah 34 in the Marriage (see §8.2 above). 

 The Song of Los departs from the Christological liberation theology of 1790-93, however, by 

marginalizing Jesus, who appears by name for the first time since he was the heroic antinomian 

in The Marriage.  Vastly different from the revolutionary Christ figures of 1790-95 (the Son of 

Fire, Oothoon, Orc, and Fuzon), the 1795 Jesus appears to be a merely sympathetic mortal: 

“Jesus heard [Oothoon’s] voice (a man of sorrows) he recievd / A Gospel from wretched 

Theotormon” (3:23-24; E67).91  The run-on syntax here marks a shift from a sympathetic Jesus 

to a passively misappropriated one, as he passes from being the prophet of Oothoon’s gospel of 

love, liberation, and forgiveness92 to having Theotormon’s puritanical gospel attributed to him 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Christian tradition (Enthusiasm 127-28), hence Blake’s consideration of the Koran as a “loose Bible” (BL 3:29; 
E67) akin to the Gospel, as opposed to the hard-fixed Old Testament.  Of course, Blake also assumes the Bryantian 
idea that all religions have a common Semitic source (see §4.5 above; D289-90). 
91  Some overlook this passage while others come to different conclusions about it.  Curiously, in Biblical Tradition, 
Tannenbaum omits mention of this solitary reference to Christ between The Marriage and The Four Zoas.  Howard 
reads Theotormon’s Gospel of chastity as one “that Jesus left behind” (Poetics 185), whereas Mee argues the 
opposite: that “Jesus ignores Oothoon’s liberated vision and accepts the repressed condemnation of desire which is 
at the heart of Theotormon’s gospel” (Enthusiasm 130).  For Murry, it “marks the nadir of Blake’s conception of 
Jesus.  Before this he was Blake’s rebel hero; after this he was to become more than a rebel, more than a hero: but, 
at this point he is neither” (145).  Murry fails to distinguish between the author and the narrator Los, however. 
92  Mee, Enthusiasm 129.  Christ’s message of love and forgiveness runs throughout the Gospels (Matt. 5:43-46, 
19:19, 22:37-39; Mark 12:30-33; Luke 6:27-35, 10:27; John 13:34-35, 14:21-23, 15:9-17, 17:26, and 21:15-17). 
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and preached by “the terrible race of Los & Enitharmon” (3:9, 4:13; E67).  Such a corruption of 

Christianity becomes the dogma of monks whose ironically “healthy” celibacy in their “Secluded 

places” (like Theotormon’s in Visions) is based on their shared “fear[ of] the joys of Love.”  

They see Oothoon’s gospel of free love (VDA 10:3-29; E50) as “disease’d” (3:25-27; E67).  

While The Song of Los’s critique of religion is consistent with the earlier Bible of Hell, Los’s 

deflating portrayal of Jesus in “Africa” departs from The Marriage. 

 The Song of Los’s theology also differs from that of the original Bible of Hell program in the 

completion of Orc’s Urizenic shift prior to its apocalyptic conclusion.  In “A Song of Liberty” 

and at the conclusion of Europe, the Son of Fire’s and Orc’s resurgences are figured as the rising 

sun at daybreak.  Though Orc begins in captivity (3:21; E67) as he does in America, in The Song 

of Los he ends rising “like a pillar of fire above the Alps / Like a serpent of fiery flame!” (7:26-

28; E69) like the Urizenic “gloomy king” of “A Song of Liberty” (MHH 26:18; E44).  This way, 

Orc also appears unmistakeably as Yahweh’s pillar of fire in Exodus (13:21-22), the “fiery flying 

serpent” that Isaiah prophesies smiting the Philistines (Isa. 14:29; T196), and the “fiery serpent” 

that he tells Moses to fashion in the desert.93  This symbolism suggests that Orc completes his 

conversion into the very tyrant against whom he originally mobilized, rather than a 

reappropriation akin to The Marriage’s rhetoric of diabolical inversion. 

 The Song of Los certainly ends with an apocalyptic resurrection, but not the one mapped out 

by The Marriage: Orc is no antinomian liberator, Urizen remains (albeit weeping), and there is 

no indication that State Religion or Empire has fallen, that all life becomes holy, nor that the 

mundus inversus world is turned right-side up.  Yet “Asia” sets up the expectation of such an 

                                                           
93  Seeking to aid the Israelites against the dangers of the desert, Moses makes “a serpent of brass” instead of the 
“fiery serpent” that Yahweh told him to make.  It heals the snake-bitten just as well (Num. 21:8-9).  John 
appropriates the image for Christian purposes: “Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son 
of man be lifted up: That whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life” (John 3:14-15; T197). 
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inversion, since the result of its account of the contraction of the senses, debasement of primitive 

humanity of Har and Heva into modern reptilian crawlers, and overwhelming oppression of the 

tyrants of Asia94 is the total inversion of earthly existence.  When the kings, rattled by the 

“thought-creating fires of Orc,” “cr[y] in bitterness of soul” (6:6-8; E68), they imitate the 

lamentations of Hannah for being made barren by Yahweh,95 an image that should be inverted by 

the apocalyptic conclusion figured as the birth of a new age, but this is not what happens. 

 The apocalypse comes with the destruction of the Urizenic Bible by Orc, but this does not 

lead to the same apocalypse as it did in The Marriage.  It begins when Urizen rushes to the Asian 

kings’ aid and Orc’s fires melt his “Book of brass iron & gold” (7:14; E69) as he leaves Europe 

for Judea, much as Orc triggers the apocalypse by smashing the Decalogue in “A Song of 

Liberty.”  Orc’s melting of Urizen’s repressive Bible ends his reign, but it does not sink him.  

Urizen “bellow[s] aloud” his thunders, still as a sky-god “From his woven darkness above” 

(7:24-25), rather than from the terrestrial ruins, as in “A Song of Liberty.” 

 Rather than all life on earth becoming holy, the apocalypse is a resurrection of the dead that 

appropriates the imagery of Ezekiel 37:1-12, as America did (8:2-5; E53; T198), to suggest the 

reintegration humanity with Eternity in the style of the Last Judgment in Revelation (20:12-13).  

In contrast with Revelation, there is no exclusionary judgment when “the dead dust rattling 

bones to bones” are animated into “the shivring clay” and “all flesh naked stands: Fathers and 

                                                           
94  SL 4:5-12, 6:9-7:2-6; E68-69.  Asia was traditionally thought of as a morass of despotism (Colley 102-03).  Lines 
from the moderately successful Edward; or The Curate (1787) by Samuel Hoole may represent the Eurocentric 
attitude to Asian kings’ rule by Divine Right: “By HIS [the LORD’s] decree the Asian despot reigns / O’er millions 
waiting the decisive nod” (9.5).  This attitude may be an outgrowth of biblically learned prejudice against “Israel’s 
enemies in the Old Testament and the worshipers of the Great Whore in the New Testament” (T193-95). 
95  Though Tannenbaum says that the kings’ speech parodies “the rhetoric of Job” (T193-94; see Job 7:11: “I will 
complain in the bitterness of my soul”), Dörrbecker argues that Blake “might have objected to an interpretation that 
limits the effect of the following speech to mere parody” (D351).  The phrasing of “cried in bitterness of soul” 
comes verbatim from 1 Sam. 1:10, referring to the grief of Hannah, one of Elkanah’s two wives, because “the LORD 
had shut up her womb.”  Elkanah’s more fertile second wife, Peninnah, tormented Hannah for her failure to produce 
heirs, but Hannah prays and Yahweh gives her a child, the prophet Samuel. 
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Friends; / Mothers & Infants; Kings & Warriors” (7:31-34; E69).  The final six lines of The Song 

of Los (and the Bible of Hell) portray an apocalypse that inverts the normal course of death and 

burial with an image of the grave giving birth: 

 The Grave shrieks with delight & shakes 
 Her hollow womb, & clasps the solid stem: 
 Her bosom swells with wild desire: 
 And milk & blood & glandous96 wine 
 In rivers rush & shout & dance, 
 On mountain. Dale and plain.  (7:35-40; E69) 
 
While this metaphorical rebirth may prophesy a return to the animism of the “ancient Poets” of 

Marriage 11, the apocalyptic rushing of rivers hardly answers all of the grievances with State 

Religion that the Bible of Hell accumulated since 1790.  Perhaps the ubiquity of rushing water at 

all altitudes in the last two lines suggests a new Flood unlike Yahweh’s genocide in Genesis 

7:21-23, but rather an anagogical Deluge of the spirit that makes all life holy.  Though this 

metaphorical birth of a new age is foreshadowed in the Marriage design at the bottom of plate 3 

and in the Revelation imagery at the beginning of “A Song of Liberty” (see Fig. 18 and §8.7 

above), the apocalyptic deliverance from material existence is far more vague and, in the absence 

of an explanatory “Chorus,” requires the reader to infer a great deal. 

 If The Song of Los ends without explicitly celebrating the gains prophesied by “A Song of 

Liberty,” it at least reasserts the triumph of prophecy over history, a faith that the other 

Continental Prophecies seem to have lost.  Like the Marriage Devil’s argument that Christ broke 

the Ten Commandments largely in spite of the Gospel narrative, The Song of Los ends in spite of 

the historical reality.  The political situation of 1795 was even farther away from securing the 

liberty imagined in 1790 than it was in 1793-94.  The abruptness with which the Bible of Hell’s 

                                                           
96  Though “glandous” has puzzled commentators who think that, since the OED omits it, Blake’ invented it (Mason 
554), or that it points to the line in Darwin’s The Botanic Garden “Through each new gland the purple current 
glides” (qtd. in D354), “glandous” was indeed a botanical term.  See, for instance, John Abercrombie’s 1784 garden 
manual The Propagation and Botanical Arrangements of Plants and Trees (2: 763). 
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97  The Faerie Queene 1.1.13.6 (p. 1: 8).
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Taken together, the three Illuminated Books of 1795 suggest that Blake had 
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CONCLUSION  
 

THE BIBLE OF HELL AS BLAKE ’S OVERARCHING PROGRAM OF 1790-95 
 
 
 Although Blake produced no actual book called The Bible of Hell, his major works of the 

first half of the 1790s appear to be what The Marriage of Heaven and Hell advertizes in its 

concluding “Note.”  The Bible of Hell represents the hopes of a radical Christian inspired by the 

French Revolution, but also his disillusionment with what it became.  The project grew out of the 

early experiments in Illuminated Printing in 1788-89, was firmly established in The Marriage of 

1790, continued in the seven illuminated mock-biblical prophecies of 1793-95, and ended when 

Blake converted its mythic material into his first epic, Vala, around 1796-97.  In 1798, he 

provided something of a key to his attitude toward the Bible with his annotations to Bishop 

Watson’s Apology for the Bible.  We may thus call 1788-98 the “Bible of Hell period,” the core 

of which is the eight Illuminated Books of 1790-95 that rewrite the Bible in an effort to purify it 

from the effects of priestly and state appropriation, and imposition through industrial 

standardization.  The Bible of Hell breathes new life into the scriptural myths with its Menippean 

bricolage of satirical diabology, mundus inversus topoi, biblical parody, and modern radical 

prophecy.  The literary-historical context of this bricolage enables us to see the Illuminated 

Books of 1790-95 not just as “prophecies” but as “mock-biblical prophecies.”  As I hope to have 

shown, reading these works under the “Bible of Hell” rubric and in larger traditions of biblical 

revision, satirical diabolism, and mundus inversus literature and art proves heuristically useful. 

 Of the sixteen works of the Bible of Hell period considered in this study, half may be seen as 

belonging to the hypothetical Bible of Hell, according to criteria suggested by The Marriage (see 

§1.1 above).  All of the Lambeth Books meet these criteria, and they therefore are more likely to 

constitute what Blake meant by “The Bible of Hell” than any other reconstruction argued or 
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assumed by critics in the past 150 years (see Ch. 2 above, especially §2.4).  Yet the present study 

is the first to give this Bible of Hell canon theory detailed support.  It navigates a middle course 

between overly exclusive canon theories (that the Bible of Hell comprises the Urizen Books 

only, for instance) and the overly inclusive theory that it comprises Blake’s entire oeuvre. 

 The works of 1788-95 correspond to the books of the Holy Bible, though the relationship is 

not as simple as Damon’s 1924 sketch (see p. 30 above), and they therefore could not be grouped 

into a canon in a book-for-book manner.  The Urizen Books’ counter-biblical origin myths 

correspond roughly to the Old Testament, and the Continental Prophecies’ transformation of 

Blake’s contemporary history into eschatology corresponds roughly to the New.  But the blend 

of formal imitations of biblical sub-genres, mythemes, character types, plot elements, settings, 

and allusions in Blake’s sixteen works of this period might distribute them thus:  

 Holy Bible  Bible of Hell        
         

 Old Testament       
  Genesis  Marriage (2, 5-6, 11, 16), Urizen, The Book and Song of Los 
  Historical books  Tiriel, French Revolution, Gates, America, Europe, Song of Los 
  Doctrinal Law  All Religions, No Natural Religion, Marriage (3-10), Visions 
  Wisdom literature  Marriage 7-10 (Proverbs of Hell) 
  Prophets  Marriage (12-14, 25-27), Visions, America, Europe, Song of Los 
  Psalms  Songs of Innocence and of Experience, “A Song of Liberty” 
  Job  Nobodaddy verses, The Gates of Paradise 
  Lamentations  Visions, The Book of Ahania, The Book of Los 
  Writings  Tiriel, The Book of Thel, Nobodaddy verses 
         

 New Testament       
  Gospel narrative  Marriage (3, 23-24), The Book of Ahania 
  Pastoral teachings  The Book of Thel 
  Revelation  Marriage (3-6, 14-27), The French Revolution, America,  
    Europe, Urizen, Ahania, Song of Los 
 

 Table 3.  The correspondence of constituent Holy Bible and Bible of Hell books 
 
Parts of The Marriage span Genesis, Revelation, and many books between.  Though Urizen is 

mainly a revisionist synthesis of the Creation and Fall of Genesis, its collapse of these narratives 

into that of the routing of Satan in Revelation spans the Christian Bible from beginning to end.  
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The blend of history and prophecy in several of the Lambeth Books similarly spreads their 

biblical correspondence across both Testaments.  Given the centrality of Christ or Christ figures 

(the Son of Fire, Orc, Fuzon) to the Bible of Hell, the Gospel narratives receive scant attention 

compared with Revelation.  When they do figure into the Bible of Hell, Blake radicalizes them.  

Of course, the above scheme of correspondence is only tentative and requires more discussion. 

 Though Blake’s method of bricolage avoids any book-for-book correspondence with the 

Bible and thus defies canonical consolidation, a general picture emerges in which the works of 

1788-95 rewrite the Bible from a radical Christian perspective, figuratively upturning it to 

expose Yahweh as Urizen (a type of the Antichrist) and the Devil as Orc (a type of Christ).  As 

these antagonists come to resemble each other symbolically around 1794-95, the Bible of Hell 

project’s theo-ideological program gets complicated.  If Revelation likewise revealed that God 

and Satan were the same, in spite of the Bible’s various claims concerning God’s benevolence, 

the Bible would likewise contradict itself, since God cannot be evil in the Bible’s theodicy.1 

 If indeed The Bible of Hell is not a lost or destroyed volume (see §2.2 above), the fact 

remains that Blake did not collect his 1790-95 books—or any other works—under a common 

“Bible of Hell” rubric.  The best opportunity to deliver such a title would have been in 1795, 

when Blake had completed the eight books that may have best suited a counter-biblical canon, 

and reprinted them all as a deluxe set on large paper, perhaps for display at Johnson’s bookshop 

at St. Paul’s (Viscomi, “Illuminated Printing” 57).  If so, the public nature of the presentation 

would have precluded the possibility of collecting the books as “The Bible of Hell,” since it was 

                                                 
1  Job complicates this picture, however (see p. 297 above).  Also, when Deutero-Isaiah prophesies Yahweh saying, 
“I form the light, and create darkness: I make peace, and create evil: I the LORD do all these things” (Isa. 45:7), 
apologists read the first terms (light, peace) literally, but the second anagogically to avoid attributing evil to God.  
Gill, for instance, reads God’s evil in Isa. 45:7 “not [as] the evil of sin . . . ; [for] this is of men, . . . but the evil of 
punishment for sin, God’s fore judgments, famine, pestilence, evil beasts, and the sword, or war” (Prophets 1: 245). 
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in neither Blake’s nor Johnson’s interest to court prosecution under English blasphemy laws, 

especially during the chill that set in after the theo-politically motivated trials of 1794-95. 

 The year before, Blake had begun combining his 1789 Songs of Innocence and his 1793-94 

Songs of Experience under a common title plate, and it seems as though the title sketch for the 

Bible of Hell was, at some point, conceived to perform the same function.  Indeed, the two title 

plates would nicely divide Blake’s Illuminated Books of 1789-95 into two generically distinct 

projects: an exoteric Songs project intended for children and parents, and an esoteric mock-

biblical-prophecy project for theo-political radicals (though these are not necessarily distinct 

demographics).  The combined Songs title page effectively excludes Songs of Experience from 

the Bible of Hell.  This possibility also suggests that the “Bible of Hell” title page may have been 

sketched closer to the mid 1790s than Rossetti conjectured, which would make sense of the 

accompanying sketch looking like the “Night the First” illustration of Night Thoughts (2: 240; 

see Fig. 4 above), commissioned around late 1794 (Bentley, Stranger 165).  Ultimately, Blake 

united the Songs collections with a combined title page, but never the other Lambeth Books. 

 With Blake’s move to Felpham in 1800 and conversion experience, he abandoned his 

rewriting of the Bible in the rhetoric of diabolical inversion, focusing instead on less iconoclastic 

illustration.  Among the eighty watercolours of biblical scenes that he painted for his patron 

Thomas Butts around 1800-06, none has anything like the character of the 1790-95 Illuminated 

Books.  That Blake suppressed some of these books may even suggest that he regretted their 

diabolical rhetoric.  Even the book that started it all, The Marriage, was dropped from his 

catalogue of 1818.2  With no mention of the Bible of Hell outside of The Marriage and the 

(untraced) draft title page, the job of reconstructing it thus falls solely on the reader. 

                                                 
2  In late 1808, Blake refused an offer to print his collected works for a friend of George Cumberland, since he was 
busy preparing for his exhibition of 1809 (E769-70).  In a later letter to Dawson Turner (9 June 1818), Blake offered 
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 How Blake reconstituted his Bible of Hell mythos into epic form falls outside of the scope of 

the present study, but it could be that the Vala, or The Four Zoas draft and the magnum-opus 

epics Milton (c. 1804-11) and Jerusalem (c. 1804-20) were successive attempts to resolve the 

conceptual tensions that may have convinced Blake to abandon the Bible of Hell.  The epic stood 

a better chance of distinguishing him among the high pantheon of English writers, whereas a 

Bible of Hell might damn him, like Richard Brothers, as yet another false prophet of the age.  

The Bible of Hell may have internal inconsistencies, but what I hope to have shown is that, as a 

concept, it makes sense of Blake’s overall purpose in the early 1790s to rejuvenate the dead letter 

of the KJV Bible with mock-biblical prophecies illuminated in a brilliant, cutting-edge style. 

 Though it is important to stress the speculative and hypothetical nature of the present study, 

there is a compelling mass of textual, historical, and thematic evidence to suggest that Blake’s 

works in the decas mirabilis of 1788-98, especially the eight Illuminated Books of 1790-95, 

represent an attempt to follow through on The Marriage’s threat to impose the Bible of Hell.  

The gospel according to Blake, as a radical new testament, promises a perceptual revolution that 

turns the topsy-turvy world right-side up, freeing the reader from the Bastille of repressive 

religion and the chains with which it bound the human mind.  Perhaps Blake promised too much.  

If the Bible of Hell exists now, it is as the scattered remains of a once-hopeful vision.  But to be 

scattered is also to be unbound.  The Bible of Hell’s dispersion achieves a certain kind of liberty 

after all, but in a mystery that implicates readers “of the future Age” (E29) in its reconstruction 

or resurrection.  It is ultimately up to us to make the Bible of Hell a living text rather than a dead 

canon.  By its very absence from our bookshelves, and by our creative engagement with what it 

could be, the Bible of Hell corpus “is Raised a Spiritual Body.” 

                                                                                                                                                             
America, Europe, Visions, Thel, Innocence, Experience, Urizen, and Milton, but excluded The Marriage, The Book 
of Ahania, The Book of Los, and The Song of Los (E771).  He nonetheless executed Marriage copy G in 1818, 
though the other books excluded from the epistolary catalogue remained unprinted (Viscomi, “Illuminated” 59). 
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